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A graphics tool for people who think and draw at the same time.
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We're as fast as you are ...
Not long ago, we at Lighthouse DesignTM had a
radical idea: let's make a graphics tool for those
who think and draw at the same time. Pretty
soon after, we figured out that everyone draws a
little differently. So we built a tool that lets you
teach it your style with a simple mouse click.
Which frees you up to spend more of your time

~~~i~~~~=liiii~~~~thinking and less of it drawing.

Operations Manager Graciela Eulare
Director of Information Services Kevin Greene
Corporate Services Manager Cynthi a J. Meade

Informa.tia: Systems Group

It's a sad fact, but most drawing tools are built
for freehand illustrators. Which is fine if you
spend your days drawing penguins and pears,
but not so fine if you don't. If you're like us, you
spend your days doing battle with business or
admin graphics and technical documentation.
So it's nice to know that Diagram!TM was built for
those tasks. And not for drawing fruit.

Link you r drawings to
any other file or application

Double-click to
viewbudgel:s!
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... and just as well-rounded.
We all use pictures to simplify complex ideas and
data . To tell the whole story, though, it's nice to
have background information right at your fin gertips-even if it's from a different application,
like a spreadsheet or a word processor. How do
you integrate all those files? With Diagram! of
course. Just drop them into drawing objects and
they're a mouse-click away.

... and include voice
comments a nd feedback.

Just think about that.
© 1 992 Lighthouse Design, Ltd. All rights reserved. Diagram!, the
Diagram! logo, Lighthouse Design, and the Lighthouse Design
logo are trademarks of Lighthouse Design, Ltd. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
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Considerable Academic Discounts
availab le. To order, please contact
you r local authorized NeXT reseller
or NeXTConnection at 800-800NeXT or 603-446-3383
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he NeXT community had ample reason to celebrate as it
gathered in San Francisco in January for the first NeXTWORLD
Expo. NeXT was corning off a solid 1991, during which it

WORLD

shipped its second-generation computers and system software. After a midsummer reversal in its sales and marketing
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strategy, NeXT closed the year with a coherent plan finally
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in place, which showed up in NeXT's first year of respectable sales,
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But if 1991 was the year that NeXT established its technical leader-

WORLD
comparable Windows system would cost $2500.
3. Who is the customer? The UNIX market for Intel systems is
already sizable. Santa Cruz Operation had sales of more than $100 million
last year in the '486 market. Sun has targeted Intel PCs with its Solaris "
2.0, due in the summer. Windows NT and Taligent wait in the wings. If
NeXT can strike quickly enough, NeXTstep '486 will be very attractive,
for the same reasons that NeXTstep 3.0 is attractive: object orientation,
Display PostScript, ahd development tools.

4 . Is it deliverable? Porting to the Intel architecture is not a trivial

ship and sales credibility, 1992 is the year in which the company needs to
establish critical mass. For the first time, NeXT's product and marketing

matter. How well will the Intel instruction set run Display PostScript?
How will it compare in performance to Motorola-based NeXT hardware?

strategies are fully in synch, built around the advantages of its objectoriented operating system for custom development of strategic applications.
The Expo was to serve as a milestone, marking the beginning of NeXT's
breakthrough year.

How will it look on the lower-resolution displays? To succeed, NeXTstep
'486 has to be a solid product technically.

To kick off the year, NeXT came to NeXTWORLD Expo with a
bagful of new product announcements, including NeXTstation Turbos, a major new release of
NeXTstep, and a hot new color printer. Each

5. Which third parties will endorse it? Expect to hear blessings from
Intel, Adobe, Novell, Lotus, and WordPerfect. More important will be
the cast of PC makers who announce system bundles.
6. Will it accelerate NeXTstep software
development? It depends entirely on sales.
If the release leads to a doubling or more of

product is a solid advance in NeXT technology,
but each was perhaps also predictable, involv-

the NeXTstep installed base, more developers will be attracted to the platform.

ing existing partners and extending existing technology. "New for '92;' the Special Report in this

7. How will third-party developers
support dual instruction sets? A technique

issue, looks in depth at NeXT's January lineup.

called "fat binaries" will enable commercial
and in-house developers to include both
executables in the same application wrapper.
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That means that developers won't need to

The surprise announcement at the Expo - sur-

ship two different versions of their products.

prise enough that we didn't get a full story about
it into our issue - is NeXT's intention to port
NeXTstep to the Intel 80486 architecture,

8. Will it cannibalize hardware sales?

At this writing, it was unknown exactly what
NeXT would announce about NeXTstep '486.

It will likely commit to a delivery date (probably
mid- to late-1992), announce a price range (about $1000 list), and
announce a roster of hardware and software partners.

The upside from this move into the portable operating systems market
)r1d leader in informati on services o n
is tremendous: A NeXTstep PC costing about $3000 would be a hot box.
Isie subsc ripti on ra te is $39.90 fo r fo ur
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.irmail and $15 for surface mail delivery,
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is about 3 million, and the chip represents about 20 percent of Intel's
current business. Yet many installed '486 PCs will not be equipped with
sufficient graphics performance to run NeXTstep. Several OEMs with
recognized names are expected to announce PC systems configured for
d Id . h N X T
an so WIt
e 1 step.
2. How will NeXT sell it? NeXTstep '486 will be sold as an OEM
product to system manufacturers and VARs and as a stand-alone
CD-ROM product sold through distribution and by NeXT's direct sales

Yes, some potential hardware customers will
opt for the less-expensive route. But if the
strategy works, then the rising tide should
also benefit NeXT hardware. The challenge
for NeXT's hardware team will be to enhance
and differentiate NeXT's systems, assuring that NeXTstep always runs
best on NeXT computers. NeXT's own future chip architecture is still up
in the air (see The NeXT World, Winter 1991), but the '486 port would
be a head start if NeXT planned future systems around the Intel '586,
for example.

9. How will NeXT support it? This one is not simple. Even with
OEMs, VARs, and dealers taking over some of the load, NeXT will h ave
to expand its support operation. Many of the services can be for a fee,
but NeXT must be prepared for increased support demands.

10. Will NeXT port to other platforms? For now, Intel is it. SPARC
m akes a lot of sense, too, with its sizable installed base. But committing
to a port involves a serious investment of resources. For now, the big
potential win is on '486 machines.
NeXT has never been known for playing it safe. Even though it is a
dramatic departure in strategy, NeXTstep '486 fits the company's pattern
of taking huge gambles on its great technology. Building on the successes
of 1991 , and combined w ith the other new products announced this
month, NeXTstep '486 could be the spark that makes 1992 the year that
NeXT breaks through into the computer mainstream. •

.force. NeXT will stress the combination of tools included in NeXTstep
,
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is editor in chief of NeXTWORLD.
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Logan, Utah

When you need information at your fingertips fast, you need the Cf- 2000 magneto-optical disk drive
TRUE "PLUG,AND·PLAY"
from Contemporary Cybernetics Group. It's like having unlimited storage space. With the ability to
COMPATIBILITY WITH:
access files in seconds. We call it "near-line" storage, and it's fully plug and play compatible with your
Gould
PC 3861ix
Alliant
Alpha Micro HP
PC MS·DOS
NeXT computer system.
PCXenixl
IBMASl400
Each erasable-rewritable optical platter stores one full gigabyte - perfect for data intensive applica- Altos
IBM Mainframe Unix
Apollo
Arix
IBM RISCJ6000 Pertec
tions like multi-media, desktop publishing and digital video. Plus, it's ideal for private databases and
Plexus
AT&T
IBMRT
security-sensitive files because the disks can be removed to prevent unauthorized access. With a
IBMS138
Prime
B"sic.4
Pyramid
Concurrent ICl
35 ms average seek time and a 10 Mbits per second transfer rate, you'll never have
Convergent Macintosh
Sequent
to wait to access files again.
Silicon
DataGeneral McDonnell
The media are erasable, rewritable and extremely durable. One platter DEC 3100
Douglas
Graphics
Stratus
DEC
BI·Bus
NCR
can last up to 40 years. And because they're small and lightweight,
DECHSC
Novell
Sun
you'll enjoy reduced storage and shipping costs.
Unisys
DECO·Bus
OS/2
wang
DEC
TUITA81
PSfl
The Cf- 2000 is part of our family of data storage products
DEC Unibus
and more
that includes QIC streamers, magneto-optical disk drives,
and 8mm helical scan tape subsystems and libraries. C 0
If file access is trying your patience, don't wait ~_""• •"~iIi"iiI~'"
another minute. For complete information on the
Cf-2000, call today at (804) 873-9000.
Rock Landing Corporate Center ·11846 Rock Landing, Newport News, VA 23606
804/873-9000· FAX 804/873-8836
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the company that created 1
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cerning Steve Jobs and Nej
Computer, as well as more
wonderful technical inforn:
PETER J. RUCKI

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
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lET T E R S
Regardless of what Guy Kawasaki
ays (Vanishing Point, Fall 1991),
evangelism for the NeXT is a nontarter. Personal computers are a
widely accepted productivity tool.
There is no longer any need for
"converts." NeXT must avoid the
evangelical-zealot attitude because it
clouds sound business judgment
with a veil of utopian naivete and

GERARDO ARNOLDO TARANGO

NeXTWORLD has the resources
to give a comprehensive answer to
the question. The relevant information is capitalization, employee size,
sales figures, materials costs, and
overhead.
Once you do that, it would be
useful to tackle some of the other
common rumors: How much did
NeXT pay Lotus to develop/bundle
Improv? Why did the IBM/NeXT
deal fall apart? Who else is looking
into NeXTstep? Why do/do not
companies (like Quark) develop for
the NeXT?
ERNEST

NeXT could solve several problems
at once by encouraging the resale of
used NeXT computers. NeXT
retailers could upgrade NeXT users
by taking trade-ins of old equipment on the sale of new systems.
The result would be a needed
upgrade path from the bottom of
the NeXT line to the top, and the
availability of an ultra-cheap, entrylevel NeXT machine.

Logan, Utah

)LUG-AND-PLAY"
,mBILITY WITH:
PC 386/ix
PC MS·DOS
IBMASl400
PC Xenixl
IBM Mainframe Unix
IBM RISCJ6000 Pertec
IBMRT
Plexus
IBM S/38
Prime
Pyramid
ICL
Macintosh
Sequent
McDonnell
Silicon
Douglas
Graphics
NCR
Stratus
Novell
Sun
Unisys
OS/2
PS/2
Wang

Gould

HP

and more

The man and the market
I have received a few issues of
NeXTWORLD and am very
pleased with the helpful technical
information inside. However,
like many NeXT users, I not only
believe in the machine, I also
believe in the vision of the man and
the company that created the
machine. In future issues I think it
would be appreciated if there were
more information on events concerning Steve Jobs and NeXT
Computer, as well as more of the
wonderful technical information.
PETER

J. RUCKI

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

ews,VA 23606

When are you going to have the
guts to face the biggest question
about the NeXT: Will it survive?

N.

PRABHAKAR

Pasadena, California

We're as fascinated
by Steve Jobs as is
Mr. Rucki, but the
NeXT community is
more than a cult of
personality. As for
our guts, we will
continue to report
on NeXT financials
and business relationships in NeXTWORLD Extra.

-NW

Horse races
While I appreciate the increased
product reviews and how-to information in the new NeXTWORLD,
I don't think that the avant-garde/
futuristic articles should have been
eliminated. After all, it is these
articles that inspire dreaming and
the creation of wonderful things.
A small column will more than suffice . Most computer professionals
could use a bit of dreaming in their
periodicals. Rather than a static
force committed to repeating tips
and reviews, your magazine would
then be an active participant in
the world of ideas.
ALBERTO RrcART

Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Congratulations on your new "look
and feel." The old format was great
for teaching a philosophy class but
the new format is more informative
and substantive.

thing right now is talking about
how well these various V.32's work
together.
DOUG MCCLURE

"

West Lafayette, Indiana

BRUCE YARBRO

Internet as Life
One thing I like about NeXTWORLD is the treatment of the
Internet {with or without big-I}. As
you know, few popular computer
magazines even notice that it exists,
while you, quite correctly, treat
it as a normal
everyday fact of
life. I hope you
continue that
theme, and help
the NeXT community get hooked
up together.
LEE SAILER

North East,
Pennsylvania

Check the fax
Some glaring errors
were made in
the review of the
Neuron FAX96+
{" A Class by Itself,"
NeXTWORLD
Winter 1991}. Error Number One:
You list the modem as being V2.2,
V3.2, V4.2bis. ALL wrong! It's
V.22, V.32, and V.42bis. And
even that's wrong. The modem
is actually a V.32bis and V.42bis
modem, with V.22 and anything
else as compatible with older stuff.
Error Number Two: You don't
even mention what those standards
are for. The new V.32bisN.42bis
standards are quickly establishing
dominance; various manufacturers
are coming out with versions
of these for less than $300. And a
lot of these "standard" version
V.32bisN.42bis implementations
won't work well with other manufacturers' modems. So a very big

We regret the error in the modem
descriptions. Because of space limitations, we were unable to provide
an analysis of modem standards.
Such information is easily found in
a large number of communications
periodicals. - NW

"I didn't write that!"
I wrote a Mathematica review for
the Winter 1991 issue of NeXTWORLD ("Math for the Masses").
What was published was very
different from what I wrote and
I'd like to make some clarifying
comments.
I never said that documentation wasn't available, and I realize
the kernal is identical on different
machines and that Wolfram's great
book for the kernal instructions
is bundled free with the software.
The earlier version did not have
a compiler, that was the problem.
The many beautiful color graphs
I was asked to produce were largely
thrown away, and the paltry few
that were left were shrunk over 90
percent, put into black and white,
and placed on an illegible brown
background. Mathematica is not a
utility that can be fairly treated in
one page, nor should it be. Many
NeXTWORLD readers got their
Cube just to run this program!
B RUCE B ERKOFF

Berkeley, California

NeXTWORLD welcomes your comments. Please send them to Letters
at NeXTWORLD, 501 Second St.,
San Francisco, CA 94107, or e-mail
letters@nextworld.com.

Inee Tel: + 33 88 67 1245
4737362813
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ADOBE PRESENTS
THE Two MOST PRECISE DESIGN TOOLS
EVER INVENTED

H ERE'S NEX TWORLD 's LIS

{ witb tbe pOJJihle exception of your own two bandJ }.
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0

3

PAGE-LAYOl

3

CAD SOFT'

3

16-BIT-COL

3

WORLD- CL.

1

]PEG COM]

2

R EASONABI

1

NEXT POR'

"

1

SLAB WITH

CD

3

RELATI ONA
FRONT END
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1. ADOBE

ILLUSTRATOR

Jo/ware offer.! complete cOlltrol 0/ evell
the mOJt elaborate artwork.

.2 . ADOBE

TOUCHTYPE

Jo/tware leu you mallipulate type
viJually, without UJing (Jialog bOXed.

IT EM

3-D
1m

..

RAPHICS/ AN IMATION':'
PENs rV E CO LOR PRINTER'

EXT MA RKETI NG MESSAGE
EXTW ORLD Expo
DlSTRIBUTION VIA CD-RC
eXT STEP PORT TO INTEL P<
EXT SUPPORT FOR MAC FLC

~obe presents a
NeXT ~

graphic design combination for

that gives you the precision and "hands-on" control

you once enjoyed only at the drawing board.

designed to create and edit headline type. It gives you

" Announced but shipping

precise control of kerning, leading and tracking - simply
by moving the cursor.

Adobe Illustrator~ 3.0 software uses the power of NeXT

I T EM

..

As an added bonus, we're offering, &ee, over 20 typefaces with
LOW- COST, ENTRY- LEVEL SYST

to let you create artwork from concept to final color

the purchase of Adobe Illustrator (worth over $900) and

separation. It allows you to zoom in and out of images, and

12 typefaces with Adobe TouchType (worth over $500) .

-

offers such options as editing in preview
mode and autotracing by color.
Adobe

'.

TouchType~

software is an
,...

innovative new typographic program
Adobe

For more information, visit the Adobe
or NeXT Authorized Dealer nearest you.
Or call Adobe at 1-800-833-6687, and ask
for Dept. A, ext. 4845 .

A-"'~"'!l-_':

I...UV~

Adobe Systems Incorporated

csrOD
F fLE-$YSTEM ALIASES
M ULTIUS ER PROJECT-MANAGE
HOICE OF KEYBOARDS

RI

C WORKSTAT10N

BUILT-IN MIDI PORTS OR CAR
EXTEN DED TEXT OBJECT

I'Ilustrator'
ERV1CES POR LINKIN G APPLl C
Adobe, Adobe Illustrator, the Adobe logo are N:gUtered trlldem;u-ks rt:gistered in the USA a.od other C:Qunmu, and Touchtype is .. tradClnU1r. of Adobe Systems Incocporatcd. NeXT and the NeXT IO!O are trademarks of NeXT Computer, Inc.
Cop,rri&ht C 1991 Adobe S)'lItems Incorporated. All ri&hu reserved.

Circle 12 on reader service card

EXTs TEP PORT TO SPARCs'
HYP ERTEXT AUTHORIN G SYST
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STREET PRICES
These are the best prices we could find, as of press time, on
in-demand NeXT products. You should be able to match
the price with a little shopping.

"

I-I \ It I) \\ \ It I

HERE'S NEXTWORLD's LIST OF NEEDED PRODUCTS, TECHNOLOGIES, AND SERVICES.

fDU

/1ULJlipuiate type

'out lUing iJialog bOXN.

NeXT or any dealer

NEXTDlMENS ION BOARD
(8MB RAM)

$3995

NeXT or any dealer

1MB SIMMS

$34

Chip Merchant,
800/426-6375

4MB SIMMS

$125

Chip Merchant,
800/426-6375

1.4MB FLOPl'CES

$12.95/10

Fry's Electronics,
408/733-1770

PAGE-LAYOUT PROGRAM

PasteUp and Pages on the horizon

3

CAD SOFTWARE

Nowhere in sight

3

16-BIT- COLOR UPGRADE PATH

Original Cube owners still locked out

0

3

WORLD - CLASS SERVICE/SUPPORT

Even with NeXTedge, too many users
still out in the cold. Add a 900 nwnber?

0

1

JPEG COMPRESSION

Essential for multimedia

2

REASONABLY PRICED RAM

NeXT's price-gouging hurts the
company

2 .88MB FLOPPIES

$79.00110

NeXTConnection,
408/733-1770

1

NEXT PORTABLE/NOTEBOOK

If Apple can do it ...

660MB HARD DISK

$1205

Tecor, 408/458-3197

1

SLAB WITH SLOTS

Encourage third-party add-ons

1.2GB HARD DlSK

$1815

Tecm; 408/458-3197

3

RELATIONAL DATABASE
FRONT END

3.0's DBKit is part of solution, but
third-parry sofrware still needed

3

ON-LINE NEXT INFO SYSTEM

With 3.0's ISDN, is it on the way?

••
•
•
"•
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~

T
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PRODUCT

LIST

STREET

WRITENow 2.0
(Appsoft)

$199

$159

IMPROV 1.0
(Lotus Development)

$695

$549

ITE M

DATE REMOVED

COMMENT

3-D

Jan. 1992

3-D Kit in NeXTstep 3.0

ILLUSTRATOR 3.0
(Adobe Systems)

$699

$459

GRAPHICS/ANIMATION ".

EXPENSIVE COLOR PRINTER ':.

Jan. 1992

NeXT Color Printer shipping in
sprmg

SOFTPC 2.0
(Insignia Solutions)

$499

$329

Nov. 1991

Custom app strategy makes sense

MATHEMATrCA 2.0
(Wolfram Research)

$1495

$1295

Jan. 1992

First of many

$69

NeXTstep 3.0 due in spring

FLOPPyWORKS 2.2
(Digital Instrumentation
Technology)

$99

Jan. 1992
Jan. 1992

Due in swnmer

Jan. 1992

In NeXTstep 3.0

OS

DISTRIBUTION VIA CD-ROM':'

NEXTsTEP PORT TO INTEL PCs ,:.
.lEXT SUPPORT FOR MAC FLOPPIES ':.
' Announced but shipping

cking - simply

lover $500).

$7995

3

EXTWORLD Expo

)Ver $900) and

NEXTsTATION COLOR
(105MB hard drive,
12MB RAM)

COMMENT

NEXT MARKETING MESSAGE

Wtypefaces with

WHERE

ITEM

I

It gives you

BEST PRICE

QTRS
ON LCST

0

:E TOUCHTYPE

PRODUCT

U

I' - .\ ~

f)

-

C

0

.\1 I

f(

S

ITEM

COMMENT

LOW-COST, ENTRY-LEVEL SYSTEM

NeXTclassic?

. BEST-SELLERS
These are the hottest-selling NeXT products as of press time,
according to NeXTConnection, a mail-order distribution
source for NeXT products. Note that NeXTConnection
handles most, but not all, NeXT products.
H A R

e SI OD

f)

W .\ R I

Long live the optical drive
1 CANON DOUBLE-SLOED OPTICAL D ISKS (Canon USA)

FILE-SYSTEM ALIASES

Organize files by project

visit the Adobe

MULTIUSER PROJECT-MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE

Standard IPC application

3 PLI SUPERFLOPPY 2 .8 FLOPPY DRIVE (PeripheralLand Inc.)

er nearest you.

CHOICE OF KEYBOARDS

UNIX users prefer the old one

4 CUBEFLOPPY 2.9 FLOPPY DRI VE (Digital Instrumentation Technology)

;-6687, and ask

RIse WORKSTATION

More MIPS for the money

BUI LT-IN MIDI PORTS OR CARD

Could be a great music box

EXTEN DED TEXT OBJECT

Custom apps need advanced features

lS)03~
Adobe Systems Incorporated

2 DOVEFAX FAX/MODEM (Dove Computer)

5 INTERFAX 24/96/NX FAX/MODEM (HSD Microcomputer US)

ERV ICES FOR LINKING APPLICATIONS

Custom environments from stand-alone apps

SOl

I

\\ ' .\ R

r

1 ILLUSTRATOR 3.0 (Adobe Systems)
2 SOFTPC 2.0 (Insignia Solutions)
3 W ORDPERFECT 1.0.1 (WordPerfect Corporation)

uter.lnc.

EXTsTEP PORT TO SPARCSTATIONS
HYPERTEXT AUTHORING SYSTEM

Great hardware needs great sofrware

4 IMPROV (Lotus Development)

Essential for multimedia

5 DIAGRAM 1 .1 (Lighthouse Design)
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PRESS CLIPS
Unlike the usual programming method - writing software
line at a time - NeXT's "object-oriented" system offers
building blocks that developers can quickly assemble the
a kid builds faces on Mr. Potato Head. Just as desktop
lishing brought the first Apple Macintoshes into business,
programming promises NeXT entree, Jobs says. "But tit
time we're getting invited inside the front door."

2 B

3K

4W

10 I

II 0

12 Q

~a.

J OHN SCHWARTZ , NEWSWEEK,
NOVEMBER 18, 1991

Jobs will aImounce in January that his NeXTstep
system will be rewritten to run on machines po'we:reu
microprocessors. The move pits him squarely against
which makes most of the operating systems sold today.
it works, d1e payoff could be big. "It's the Trojan Horse
will get NeXT into Corporate America," says Jobs.
~a.

KATHI REBELLO AND ROBERT D. HOF,
BUSINESS WEEK, NOVEMBER 18, 1991

As a privately held company, NeXT is not obligated
disclose financial results. Asked whether NeXT is
Jobs indicated it was, but added, "let us be a little more
profitable, then we'll tell you about it."
~a.

ASSOC I ATED PRESS , SAN FRANCIS C O
CHRONICLE, OCTOBER 31,1991

[Marger, Johnson, McCollum & Solowitz InJ:ormanoi
Systems Director Greg] Miller said that the financial --_ . '1-:-,.."--+:.,....,,.-1-,..,...,.tion of NeXT does not concern him much because he
the company's core technologies would get picked up '1-:-:::-:-:::-+=::-+-:-:::,-::-+:-:-::-:-:-1-:-:-:-:-:-+-:-:
anod1er vendor should the company sink. "Frankly,I
110V 11
care less if [NeXT] went belly up tomorrow, but I'm V~I---:-::-:C:+--:-:::::
1l8G
they won't," Miller said. "If they declared bankruptcy,
one would take their technology. There's too much
126T

~a.

ROSEM ARY HAMILTON , COMPUT E R WORLD,
NOVEMBER 11, 1991

134 C

L

If NeXTstep is NeXT's crown jewel, its distribution
has been its fool's gold.
148K

~

149F

GARY ANDREW POOLE, "THE MELLOWING OF NEXT,"
UNIXWORLD, SEPTEMBER 1991.

.. . . .

NEW IN

.:

SHRINI(WRAP
O CTOBER

Whether you're a NeXT user who needs to access
MS-DOS applications and data, or a PC user
who wants what's NeXT without losing what you
already have, you can have it all with SoftPc.
Run AT and NeXT software side by side.
Copy, cut and paste from one tothe other. Share
files between MS-DOS and NeXT environments.
SoftPCgivesyou true
IBM PC/AT compatibility and '1/1 CperformanceforyaurNeXT
,

fJ

•

computer with no added hartlware: Everything
that's NeXT, plus everything an IBM PC/AT
can do, in one machine. EGA graphics, LIM
expanded memory and 80287 math caprocessar support. Networking, peripherals, everything.
To order SoftPC, just call Insignia at
(800) 848-7677. For technical information, call
TM
Insignia at (415) 694-7600.
In Europe, please call
j
(U.K.) +44494459426.

•
nza

10
""''b

Insignia Solutions Inc., 526 Clyde Avenue. Mountain View, CA 94043. FAX (415) 964-5434.
SoftPC isa registered trademark of Insignia Solutions Inc. All other products are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders.

Circle 3 on reader service card
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PORTFOLIO

Visual palette for graphic
images
RightBrain Software
415/326-2974

MORNING STAR PPP

505/345-4800

RIGHTBRAIN RULERS

Point-to-point protocol
Morning Star Technologies

Complete workstation
publishing
Frame Technology
Corporation
408/433-3311

M
M

W

ONNECTIVlTY/
OMMUNICATIONS

Full-featured illusttation and
PostScript manipulation
Stone Design
FRAMEMAKER 3 .0

u~

M
In
Te

'tOJlt-t.reV'Je\" tng utility
,

CREATE

..'

Floating rulers for aligning
800/558-7827; 614/451-1883
and measuring
3270 VI ION v.2 .1
RightBrain Software
3270 terminal emulation
41 5/326-2974
(new version)
Conextions

51

B
an

Fe
21

508/475-5411
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CLIPS

How

'

N

R S

TO SOLVE

1. Define "clues," writing definitions in "words" column over numbered dashes.
2. Transfer letters to numbered squares in the grid; green spaces separate words. Punctuation

g method - writing software one:
:t-oriented" system offers larger'
rs can quickly assemble the w~y
ato Head. Just as desktop pul),'
! Macintoshes into business, fast
CT entree, Jobs says. "But this
ide the front door. "

is omitted.

3. When grid is filled

"

in, quotation can be read from left to right. The first letters of the filled-in

"words," reading from top to bottom, form an acrostic citing the author's name and the book
from which the quotation is taken .
2B

3K

CLUES

4W

I&-

WORDS

A. Segregated neighborhood

CTZ, NEWSWEEK,

!R 18, 1991

~

-8-2--

~

-8--

51

14

B. Expertise

ry that his NeXTstep operating
n on machines powered by Intdl lf:-:-:~-::-:-,:----j,
:s him squarely against Microsoft;,
:rating systems sold today. But i~ 1--:--+-,---------,0
big. "It's the Trojan Horse that
e America," says Jobs.
Ir:-:-t-:-:-:--t.,..,...,.~

62

45

147

35

2

89

40

106

102

93

134

81

58

24

104

36

47

107

138

26

125

7

108

139

149

72

C. Developers' helpers'
28 0

I 29 Q

I 30 A

36 D

I 37 M

I 38 K

31

123

74

137

D. "-you come home, Bill Bailey"
E. Author's former company
83

F. Crawl, in water
G. Acropolis metropolis

n.

ND ROBERT D. HOF,
NOVEMBER 18, 1991

57T

640

ny, NeXT is not obligated tq
:ed whether NeXT is profitabl~
led, "let us be a little more wild]
about it."

124

H. -

doll, carnival prize

~

84

61

-9-4-- - 1 - -

~

49
~

118
-8-7--

I. Dante's-

J. Ten-gallon hat

10

99

114

130

17

67

25

66

119

76

100

103

41

129

34

148

143

95

19

73

121

68

33

146

115

59

85

128

42

20

144

11

28

90

78

142

64

86

46

27

18

97

43

48

150

131

117

56

29

12

71

52

53

140

39

23

60

77

65

13

141

69

21

151

126

152

57

133

111

92

153

44

127

15

50

70

136

80

145

98

112

110

88

54

135

113

109

132

K. Author's occupation

..

38

122

L. Wooden slat

~

55, SAN FRANCISCO

M. Part of Saxony

ICTOBER 31, 1991

O. Pale Fire author
P. Pickle

Q. VAR solution
R. Bushes

.

S. One of the senses

,

V. Scholarship

,..

W. Concludes a meeting

148 K 1149 F

THE MELLOWING OF NEXT,"
SEPTEMBER 1991.
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415/326-2974
RIGHTBRAIN RULERS
Floating rulers for aligning
and measuring
RightBrain Software

415/326-2974

16

-63- -

""116'

22
91

X. Maudlin
79

CANTA5TIC
Color correction; scanner
drivers
Second Glance

uS HARE
MaclNeXT connectivity
Information Presentation
Teclmologies

71 4/855-2331

805/541-3000

ru: \I fE\'(

Foot-previewing utility
Vivid Publishing

415/949-4933
PORTFOLIO
Visual palette for graphic
images
RightBrain Software

32

U. Entourage

jewel, its distribution strategy

(WRAP

~

T. Bowl or plate

ON, COMPUTERW O RLD,
ER11,1991

IN

37

N. Incongruity of events

lum & Solowitz Information
ler said that the financial condi-~ I--I_+-_+-_--1
m him much because he believ,
logies would get picked up b~
Impany sink. "Frankly, I couldn'4 I 106 C
~lly up tomorrow, but I'm s~I--I---+I------l.
they declared bankruptcy, som~ 115 M
Ilogy. There's too much there."

III

SOLUTION ON PAGE 98.

MATH/SCIENCE
MAPLE V
Mathematical language
Waterloo Maple Software

ONN ECTIVITY /
COMMUNICATIONS

519/747-2373

MORNING STAR PPP
Point-w-point protocol
Morning Star Technologies

BUSINESS

8001558-7827; 614/451 -1883
3270VISION v.2.1
3270 terminal emulation
(new version)
Cooextions

508/475-5411

DATALiNK
Connectivity between Wingz
and relational databases
Fusion Systems Group

212/285-8001

EXECUTOR-MSW
Microsoft \Vord emulator for
the NeXT
Abacus Research and
Development

UTILITIES
CO-XIST
X Windows on the NeXT
Pencom Software

505/766-9115

512/343-1111

REDMARK
Red-lining software
Epitome

615/675-0910

LAUNCHPAD
Document and application
launch window
RightBrain Software

SPEEDDEX
Personal information
manager
Information Technology
Solutions

LOCK SCREEN
Screen saver with password
security
RightBrain Software

312/951-7462
WINGZ 1.IB
Spreadsheet updated for
NeXTstep 2.1
Informix Software

415/926-6300

415/326-2974

415/326-2974
QUICKSTART
Dock extender
Aurora Software

608/231-3679

55

TARRE
Backup software
Aurora Software

608/231-3679
L ANGUAGES AND
TOOLS
OTPROVIDE
Link between Improv and
Sybase
Objective Technologies

212/227-6767
PROLOG
The Prolog language
Applied Logic Systems

IRCAM SIGNAL PROCESSING
WORKSTATION
Parallel processing board for
the Cube
Ariel Systems

908/249-2900
RIO FILM RECORDER
Polaroid desktop film recorder
with NeXT software
Talus Corporation

713/556-6007
RUNNING BACK
Backup utility
Microtech International

800/626-4276

315/471-3900
PERIPHERALS
DYCAM CAMERA
Digital photography
Prism Technologies

705/523-5528
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Balancing Act

L

earling back from his
programming station at
RightBrain Software,
Glenn Reid is contemplating the biggest challenge of his
unconventional career: He is out
to make people forget all about
QuarkXPress.
With one ground-breaking
NeXTstep application already under
his belt and a collection of clever utilities just hitting the market, Reid has
the credentials to do it. Having paid
his dues in the tech-support and
product-marketing trenches at Adobe
Systems and NeXT, he has emerged
as one of the leading lights among
NeXT programmers.
Now RightBrain says it will ship
PasteUp, a full-featured page-layout
program, this spring. For NeXT users
who have been frustrated by the
dearth of publishing software since
Quark spurned the NeXT platform,
PasteUp promises to be all that
XPress is. And more.
"People love XPress because of
its typographic controls. That's fine if
you like typing numbers into dialog
boxes. But artists don't want to work
that way. They should be able to
work directly on the type," Reid says.
With PasteUp, users adjust tracking with a slider rather than in a
modal panel. It is a small touch, but
typical of the way Reid works. He
is proudest not of whizzy features,
but of what he calls "mini-breakthroughs." His passion is software
usability.
"When software is working
right, you shouldn't realize you
are working with it," Reid says.
"Things that are normally painful
should be a pleasure."
One of those pleasures is PasteUp's way of working with multiple
layers, an awkward operation in
~loSt graphics applications. With
PasteUp, you click on any visible
piece of an object and it is selected.
10 NmWDRLD SPRING 1992

Rotating objects is painless. Images
are dragged around the screen with
lightening speed.
For Reid, 30, it is all a matter
of balance. You see that in the toys

"associative, not narrow-minded."
Reid 's career has always been
balanced in favor of the user. After
a two-year stint writing custom
accounting systems in Maine ("For
me, the user is a guy in a truckstop
in Bangor," he says), Reid set out
for California and a job in tech
support at Adobe. PostScript had

RightBrain's Glenn Reid is about to give NeXT users
the page layout program they've been waiting for.

arrayed around his workstation an arrow for balancing, beanbags
for juggling. There is also a jack-inthe-box Einstein and a volume
about the life of Michelangelo. A
street sign reading "Balance St."
hangs on the wall. You also see it in
his company's name, a reference to
his belief that software should be

shipped just a month before in the
first Apple LaserWriter printers.
His first assignment was proofreading tlle PostScript Red Book, which
would become the first volume of
the PostScript bible.
Soon he was working on font
development tools - Adobe's Font
Downloader and its first font disk.

Then he was assigned to customet hawed TouchType to Johr
service, which he renamed develop Warnock, president of Ado
support. "PostScript developers tems, who immediately off<
were learning tlle new language. buy it. Reid accepted the oj
What they needed was help
February 1991 and went tc
in the form of sample PostScript to consider his options. "I 1
programs."
month on the beach and ca
By this time, the Red Book h~ with ilie urge to start up ag
been supplemented by the Blue This time, he opened an ofj
Book. What was still missing was downtown Palo Alto and h
volume of programming exampl directors of operations, sal<
Management approved Reid's pro marketing. And he set his s
posal to fill the gap, and six man filling the urgent need for a
later he had finished the PostScri~ specific page-layout progra
Green Book.
Needing income for Rl
But he was itchy. He wanted I while he spent the year dey
write software, and he found that PasteUp, he cut a deal allo,
his PostScript knowledge was in RightBrain to ship custom
high demand on the outside. Meal Adobe fonts. He also shipf
while, NeXT had begun shipping creen-saver utility, LockSc
its first-generation computers witHwhich RightBrain acquired
Display PostScript built in. After hareware author. And
meeting Steve Jobs, Reid went to he spun off peripheral pieo
work for NeXT as product man- PasteUp, including its inno
ager for interpersonal computing l Rulers feature, and an inla:
June 1989. At the time, NeXT wa base, as interim products.
As of late November, I
ramping up for Warp 9. Despite
being assigned to marketing, Reid was "laid open on the opel
managed to work on some peripJif table," ready to be compih
eral projects related to NeXTstep first beta. Reid says he is st
2.0, including the chess and fax target to ship it in the first
programs.
1992. If he keeps to his sel:
But while growing increasin
eXT users can get ready
enamored of the NeXT system, their Quark-bound Macs.
he was less interested in marketiJl~ of making do with a Macil
ilie product than in writing soft- port, iliey can look forwar
ware for it. His small savings from elegant, NeXT-specific pro
Adobe stock options gave him the Software with balance. •
Opporturllty to hole up for iliree
monilis with his dogs in his house _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __
in the Santa Cruz mountains. Tim b y D A N RUB Y
months to write his first piece of
commercial software. He had a 10:
to learn.
The result was TouchType,
a PostScript typography program.
The unique thing about TouchType is its use of direct manipulation, allowing users to work dire
on type on the screen. Other type
programs anchor type to a curve 0
a point. With TouchType, you can
put it anywhere.
But Reid wasn't ready to buil
his own publishing company. He
PHOTOGMPH BY VOLDI TAN.

P HOTOCRA PHS BY MARY MERR ICK
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: was assigned to customer showed TouchType to John
which he renamed develop Warnock, president of Adobe Sys. "PostScript developers
tems, who immediately offered to
Irning the new language.
buy it. Reid accepted the offer in
ley needed was help
February 1991 and went to Hawaii
)rm of sample PostScript
to consider his options. "I spent a
1S."
month on the beach and came back
this time, the Red Book ha with the urge to start up again. "
pplemented by the Blue
This time, he opened an office in
I{That was still missing was a downtown Palo Alto and hired
of programming examples.: directors of operations, sales, and
:ment approved Reid's pro- marketing. And he set his sights on
I fill the gap, and six monthl filling the urgent need for a NeXThad finished the PostScript! specific page-layout program.
30ok.
Needing income for RightBrain
: he was itchy. He wanted td while he spent the year developing
Iftware, and he found that PasteUp, he cut a deal allowing
Script knowledge was in
RightBrain to ship custom disks of
mand on the outside. Meant Adobe fonts. He also shipped a
-l"eXT had begun shipping . screen-saver utility, LockScreen,
generation computers witlll which RightBrain acquired from a
PostScript built in. After I shareware author. And
; Steve Jobs, Reid went to he spun off peripheral pieces of
)[ NeXT as product man- PasteUp, including its innovative
: interpersonal computing iti Rulers feature, and an image data189. At the time, NeXT wa~ base, as interim products.
g up for Warp 9. Despite ,
As of late Novembel; PasteUp
ssigned to marketing, Reid was "laid open on the operating
:d to work on some peri ph- table," ready to be compiled for its
)jects related to NeXTstep first beta. Reid says he is still on
luding the chess and fax
target to ship it in the first half of
TIS .
1992. If he keeps to his schedule,
t while growing increasingl NeXT users can get ready to retire
:ed of the NeXT system,
,their Quark-bound Macs. Instead
less interested in marketing of making do with a Macintosh
port, they can look forward to an
duct than in writing softIr it. His small savings from elegant, NeXT-specific program.
stock options gave him the I Software with balance . •
Lmity to hole up for three
; with his clogs in his house
:anta Cruz mountains. Threii by DAN R U l\ Y
; to write his first piece of
:rcial software. He had a lor:
l.

e result was TouchType,
;cript typography program.
ique thing about Touchits use of direct manipulalowing users to work direct!:
: on the screen. Other type
ms anchor type to a curve 0
:. With TouchType, you can
nywhere.
It Reid wasn't ready to
n publishing company. He

World Conquerors

"

arrulous cowboy and smooth European: Max Henry and Theo Wegbrans are as different as two
NeXT executives can be. Henry is vice president and general manager of NeXT Pacific Operations,
and Wegbrans holds the same title for NeXT Europe. Together they are responsible for the fastestgrowing segment of the NeXT universe: the international market.
"Howdy. How can I help?" If you have met Max Henry, this is probably the first thing you heard, a hearty
greeting followed by an offer of help. Henry's specialty during his two highly successful stints running NeXT's
western operations and its Developer Partnership Group was forging beneficial relationships for NeXT. Now he
manages the biggest partnership of them all: Canon and its partners have distribution rights for most of his Pacific
area. The company also owns 16 percent of NeXT.
A veteran of various sales positions at Datapoint, Wang Laboratories,
and U S West before joining NeXT, Henry went to Asia because "it is
the emerging part of the world. In 2010 AsialPacific will be the number
one economic sector of the world," he said. He expects to "[improve]
business in excess of 100 percent next year," with a long-term goal of a
$1 billion NeXT business in Asia in five years.
Henry thinks many emerging Asian economies will skip right past
PCs and minicomputers and go directly to workstations. In developed
countries, like Japan, big sales are already in the works, with important
recent installations at Osaka University, Yamaha, and a major auto
company.
For Henry, the only downside is the constant air miles. While he
is attending to the problems and opportunities of the Pacific Rim, wife
Merry and two children remain in Alameda, California.
Travel is no issue for WegNeXT's Max Henry says Asia w ill em erge as the
brans, a native of the Netherw orld's number one economic sector.
lands, who speaks four languages

G

fluently. Under his leadership, NeXT Europe has seen a spectacular rise,
from almost zero a year and a half ago to almost 40 percent of worldwide
sales today. It was a quiet revolution led by a low-key dynamo.
Before coming to NeXT, Wegbrans spent his entire career at HewlettPackard, joining 16 years ago as a salesman. By 1984, he was sales and
marketing manager for Northern Europe. By 1990, he was in charge of
workstation distribution in Europe.
At NeXT, his focus has been on localization and distribution. During
1991, fully localized systems have been made available in France, Germany,
and the United Kingdom, with several more countries due on line in a few
months. Over 100 NeXTCenters offering sales, support, training, and
value-added services have sprung up to carry the NeXT product line.
Different personalities, different tasks. The commonality comes when
they talk about their employees. Conversations with Wegbrans invariably
Under Theo Wegbrans's leadership, NeXT Europe
turn to his treasured people assets. "We hired the best people the Eurohas climbed to almost 40 percent of sales.
pean computer industry had to offer," Wegbrans says of his 50-person
staff. Meanwhile, Henry thinks of his employees as one more type of partner. "You find the best, give them a
goal, and set them loose," he says.
The same applies to NeXT's two world conquerors. They have their goals, and now they've been set loose
on the world. •
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Mathematica Whiz

After a stop at the Institute for Advanced Study at Princeton University, Wolfram ended up at the University of Illinois, which made him a fu
professor and director of the Center for Complex Systems. In 1987, he
founded Wolfram Research to develop mathematical software for persona
computers and workstations.
tephen Wolfram is a throwback to times when the various
fields of science were small enough for a single bright individSo is he a businessman or a scientist? "I feel out of place at both the H t t '
d .
o opzcs an gomas-I
ual to make contributions in several disciplines. A physicist,
business conferences and the science conferences," he says. "But I blend th N XT
b
e e
user commu
into the woodwork a little better at the science ones,
mathematician, computer scientist, and busiCertainly, Wolfram's Mathematica mirrors its
nessman, Wolfram is best known in the NeXT
Threads from the N
community as the driving force behind Mathematica,
creator. The program provides a framework for
doing mathematical analysis, either with numbers Ol Mathematica complaints. A
the NeXT's mathematical workbench.
symbolically.
It is also a graphing system, a general- protection mechanism in M
At 32, Wolfram is a soft-spoken man whose true
purpose equation-solver, and, for those who need matica 2.0 that disallows ar
age hides behind wire-rimmed glasses, a receding hairit,
a programming language. The newest version network sharing was the tOj
line, and an absolute confidence in himself and his softincludes support for sound: You can type in the
heated complaints on the N
ware. The confidence is well deserved, given his successes
equation for a waveform and Mathematica 2.0 will everal weeks. Netters felt tJ
in academia and business.
play it back through the NeXT's internal speaker. was the wrong philosophy j
Wolfram's path to software entrepreneurship began
Now that Mathematica 2.0 has been released, application on an interpers(
at Eton and Oxford, both of which he left without
Wolfram is starting to look for further challenges. machine like the NeXT. On
degrees or diplomas when he concluded that they had
Over the last several months, he has been moving trated poster went so far as
nothing more to teach him. Recruited by Cal Tech on
Stephen
Wolfram:
From
science
back to science once again. "I'm examining systems mit a modification program
the strength of original physics research he had done
to business and back.
that, at a very low level, follow very simple rules butallows readers to bypass thf
as a teenager, he earned his doctorate at the age of 20.
He also discovered that most academic scientists were narrow specialists, exhibit great complexity when viewed as a whole," he says. Furthermore,tion - a questionable respor
-tPosters agreed that network
he would like to extend the study of these types of complex systems
which conflicted with his wide-ranging interests.
allowing sharing are a mucl
solution.

Scientific Methods

lei, and user-transparent computing environment, says Michopoulos.
Michopoulos's system is the result of a long-standing philosophical
interest in scientific method, developed through years of training in
Networking by Net readers. ,
mechanical and electrical engineering. Michopoulos and his colleagues the new services offered by
realize that very expensive computing power typically is spent on improV!on the net these past month
though his research is pointed toward building structures - for
ments in the already-efficient process of number-crunching, while the basi'regular, extensive reviews oj
anythmg from a space probe to a submarine - John Michopoulos
cally nonresearch-related processes - sharing notes, typing letters, and
products by independent de
sees his work at the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) in
translating data - are visually done using traditional ill comp.sys.next.announce,
Washington, D.C., as applying generally to
and somewhat inefficent means.
plement to the less formalthe scientific method in any discipline.
Since application of rationality is the common valuable - hardware and so
The 26 NeXTs in the mechanics of materials branch
process behind these activities, Michopoulos, togethtuser reviews that have alwa
of the NRL are used to compile data on, and simulate
with his colleagues, decided that a system providing appeared in comp.sys.next.
the mechanics of, composite materials and metal struc"amplification of rationality" was needed.
also support each other thre
tures. The simulations can isolate and measure interTwo years ago, Michopoulos and his colleaguiregular appearance of NeX
actions of a material under simultaneous mechanical
drafted an NRL proposal for what they term a
tern patches (one appeared,
and thermal loads. NRL researchers use such research
"transparent hypermedia facility" to aid scientistslday of the announcement 0 :
for projects like designing a space probe for an envitheir research. Latet; they realized that nlany of the Other offers of help ranged
ronment where it might be affected by solar winds, magideas that led to the computing specifications they basic NeXT setup and mair
netic fields, or micrometeorites.
established for the facility were similar to those set to those of one poster, who
NRL researchers are using Mathematica to process
forth by NeXT President Steve Jobs in describing circuits for connecting a CI
research data and automate generation of theories.
to the DSP port of the Ne:X
They also use FrameMaker and Lighthouse Design'S John Michopoulos saw a parallel between his goal interpersonal computing.

*

A

and N eXT's interpersonal computing.

Diagram software to represent theories under development in traditional and alternative ways, involving multidimensional
graphical representation with algebraic structure.
The NeXTs in Michopoulos's unit are networked to 50 NeXTs
throughout the base, as well as to NRl?s extensive array of other computer
platforms, including IBM PCs, Macs, Suns, VAXes, and a Cray. The network facilitates the electronic transfer of documents; minimizes time for
data transfer between various platforms; and provides a distributed, para 1-

Perhaps, Michopoulos muses, the ability of his Others offered their services
team's rational amplifiers with hypermedia and virtual reality properties announcing remote prograr
will allow a user to navigate through scientific data and create new COll- and user interface design co
nections, leading to unique concepts. "We can do much better than just fe<ing, proving the Net's value
ource of services and freearranging what we already know." •
opportLmities.
by
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Idy at Princeton Univeris, which made him a full
[ Systems. In 1987, he
tical software for personal

Field
Reports

out of place at both the
," he says. "But I blend
Jetter at the science ones."
A.athematica mirrors its
des a framework for
is, either with numbers or
phing system, a generalld, for those who need
~e. The newest version
: You can type in the
ad Mathematica 2.0 will
~XT's internal speaker.
:a 2.0 has been released,
for further challenges.
IS, he has been moving
"I'm examining systems
llow very simple rules but
e," he says. Furthermore,
~
of complex systems

Hot topics and goings-on in
the NeXT user community

t, says Michopoulos.
-standing philosophical
years of training in
Lllos and his colleagues
lically is spent on improve-crunching, while the basi:es, typing letters, and
lly done using traditional
leans.
Itionality is the common
ties, Michopoulos, together
:l that a system providing
ty" was needed.
opoulos and his colleagues
for what they term a
facility" to aid scientists in
ealized that many of the
lting specifications they
were similar to those set
;teve Jobs in describing

Threads from the Net
Mathematica complaints. A copyprotection mechanism in Mathematica 2.0 that disallows any
network sharing was the topic of
heated complaints on the Net for
several weeks. Netters felt that this
was the wrong philosophy for an
application on an interpersonal
machine like the NeXT. One frustrated poster went so far as to submit a modification program that
allows readers to bypass the protection - a questionable response.
Posters agreed that network licenses
allowing sharing are a much better
solution.

*
Networking by Net readers. Among

the new services offered by readers
on the net these past months were
regular, extensive reviews of new
products by independent developers
in comp.sys.next.announce, a supplement to the less formal- but
valuable - hardware and software
user reviews that have always
appeared in comp.sys.next. Users
also support each other through the
.reglliar appearance of NeXT system patches (one appeared within a
day of the announcement of a bug).
Other offers of help ranged from
basic NeXT setup and maintenance
to those of one poster, who offered
circuits for connecting a CD player
to the DSP port of the NeXT.

)s muses, the ability of his 1Others offered their services fo~ pay,
I virtual reality properties announcll1g remote programmll1g
lata and create new conand user interface design consulto much better than just re- I ing, proving the Net's value as a
source of services and free-lance
opportunities.

*

NeXT has it now. An amusing inci-

dent reported by one poster suggests why NeXT's choice of the
SmaliTalk-like Objective C may
have been wise. At a recent conference, a spokesman for the AppleIBM alliance was describing the
new operating system, supposedly
based on an existing Apple OS
called Pink. Listeners were shocked
into silence when they learned
that the expected porting and
redesign time was as long as three
to four years. Finally, when the
spokesman went on to mention
that the project had adopted C++
as their main language, a heckler's
shout of "No wonder it will take
so long!" caused general laughter
and agreement.

*
The good OD days. Posters continue

to extol the virtues of the NeXT
printer (indefinite number of fonts,
graceful handling of large files,
high-quality output, 68040-fast,
low cost). But the new floppy drives
are faring less well. Reporters
complain of extremely slow write
and initialization times, nonejectable DOS floppies, problems
with reusing floppies, and the everpresent problem of how to divide
up large NeXT apps or multimedia
directories into small pieces for
SneakerNet uses of the floppies .
New, faster, and cheaper OD and
CD-ROM drives may help alleviate
this problem .

*
Any ports in a storm. Rumors of

NeXTstep ports were rife, ranging
from the old chestnuts about the
HP Snake to some interesting speculation on a Steve Jobs/Bill Gates
partnership for using existing
Intel machines. A quote from Steve
claiming that NeXTstep was running on four platforms (680xO,
RS/6000, and perhaps PS/2 and
i860?) sparked interest,
~

A new generation of office productivity software that
dramatically streamlines the way you work
--J Names and Contacts

--J Scheduling
A powerful multi-user calendar manages appointments and to-do items for
you and your colleagues. Others can
access your schedule without seeing
confidential items. Set alarms for any
appointment. Attach appointments to
names.

OnDuty gives you a versatile names
database. Group names into folders you
define, like clients, leads, friends, ...
Track all appointments, calls, letters,
faxes, etc. with your contacts. Look at
just your own activity log for a contact or
your entire group's.

--J Optional Tools

--J Note Pads
Type in ideas on the fly and organize
them in custom note folders. Does a
note refer to a document? Drag the
document's icon into the note body.
Do colleagues work with the data too?
Make a shared folder that your group
can use as a common bulletin board.

OnDuty allows special tools to be added
as separate modules. DIT's first add-on
module, coming soon, will allow
OnDuty to share appointments, name
and reminder data with the Sharp® WizardT " hand-held organizer.

In today's business world you need easy-to-use, yet
sophisticated tools to manage information and schedules.
OnDuty is the answer.

Digital
Instrumentation
Technology, Inc.
127 Eastgate Dr. #20500, Los Alamos, NM 87544
(505) 662-1459 FAX: (505) 662-0897

© Copyright 1991 Digital Instrumentation Technology, Inc. OoDuty, DIT, and
the DIT logo are trademarks of Digital
Instrumentation Technology, Inc. All
other trademarks referenced are the service mark, trademark, or registered
trademark of their respective owners.
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Field Reports
though one reader, frustrated by
the indefinite wait for a NeXTstep
license, posted news of his own
port of a simplified, but mostly
complete, AppKit to the Sun. Most
exciting was speculation that the
licensing of DPS libraries, engines,
and fonts by Adobe Systems will
allow a whole new slew of client!
server applications that use the
NeXT as front end. Client programs
on non-NeXT platforms could be
compiled and linked to the Adobe
DPS library and run across the Net,
displaying on a NeXT. This allows
some benefits of a full NeXTstep
license to be achieved without waiting for the paperwork. Most netters
doubted that NeXTstep would be
licensed, but they continued quoting the old Net saying: "Open up
or die."

~

User Group News
NeXTWIRE. The Boston Computer
Society NeXT User Group has
become a mini-Reuters with its new
NeXTWIRE service, brainchild of
Dave Pollock. This central database
enables user groups to share stories
and reviews among local newsletters, replacing the old method of
exchanging newsletters by mail and
retyping the old news.

*
UPSNYNUG. Up State New York
NeXT Users Group, centered at
Skidmore College in Saratoga
Springs, New York, is deep in music
software development. They've
recently completed BESSIE 2.0, an
advanced version of their interactive
tutorial on frequency modulation
synthesis.

*

*

"Free offer"? There is still some ongoing confusion over the various
deals NeXT made for new T-shirts,
Improv, and free NeXTWORLD
subscriptions. Compounding this is
the ongoing struggle many posters
reported in getting the issues of
NeXTWORLD on time, or at all.
Many said that NeXT and NeXTWORLD must be made more
aware of their promises to their
users and their readership, who,
while committed, don't have infinite
patience.

Give a call. SnUG, the San Diego
NeXT Users Group, invites users to
dial into their active bulletin board,
the The Snug Electronic Community BBS. The BBS, in existence for
over a year now, has 13 discussion
groups. The number is 619/4562522, and is available 24 hours
a day.

*
Stats I. Traffic in the various subgroups of comp.sys.next has leveled
off at a total of about 100 messages
per day. About 60 percent of the
traffic is still general messages in
comp.sys.next.misc, the direct
descendant of comp.sys.next, while
the remaining 40 percent is split
equally between the programming
and system administration groups.
Meanwhile, the CompuServe NeXT
forum now has more than 200 files
available for downloading.

*
Stats II. Momentum continues to
grow in the user group community.
There are now 231 groups worldwide, with new groups in South
Korea, South Africa, Israel, Austria,
and the United Kingdom. NeXT
user groups are in 45 U.S. states
and 23 countries, and 120 of these
groups have filed applications
for the Golden Nugget awards program from NeXT. •

by
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Mathematica Whiz
to what he calls the softer sciences,
where research is starting to become
more quantitative in nature. Using
the theories of cellular automata
and other rules for exploring complex systems, he would like to
experiment with models of behavior
in biology, psychology, and sociology. And Mathematica is an ideal
tool to assist him in his explorations.
By relentlessly pursuing whatever direction his interests take,
Wolfram crosses traditional boundaries between disciplines. He
feels that Mathematica has helped
bridged a gap between academic
science and business. "Most aca-

demic researchers don't develop
their ideas to the point where they'r
actually useful to others, and see
commercial products as inapprop
ate for investigation," he explains.
"It's gratifying to see Mathematio
accepted by both commercial and
academic interests as important to
their work." •
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YOUR PASSPORT To A WHOLE
WORLD OF GRAPHICS FILES
Introducing Pixel I!!l!!!I!IF~!II!!!!!~~:I=
Magician 1>1, the uniother platforms in
versal picture fi le
appropriate file
viewer and translator
color map and bit
for NeXT computers.
Pixel Magician gives
It even wor
your NeXT free reign in
seamlessly through thl
the world of computer
NeXT Services menu t
graphics because it converts images to bring non-native file formats directi)
and from just about any file format into your page layout, word processin
PICT I, PICT II, TGA, PCX, GIF, TIFF, drawing, painting and imagin!
EPS, RAST, BMP, IFF and others.
applications.
Pixel Magician lets you view
Pixel Magician from Bacchus, Ino
graphic files in different formats, import Your passport to a whole world o.
them and treat them as if they were graphics files! Call (310) 820-914.
created directly on your NeXT.
today for more information.
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Bacchus, Inc.

FAX1414T>1
$895

••
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2210 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 330, Santa Monica, CA 90403 E-mail: info@bacchus.com
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The best way to etfrom
one point to theNeXT.:.
...and it shows!

V A RH O L
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At last, the one-step connection between your NeXT
and the world has an'ived! Designed specifically
for the NeXT computer, the Neuron FAX1414™
and FAXI414+TM packages will solve all your
NeXT communication needs. Our hardware/
software combination provides fully integrated
Group TIl fax send and receive and high speed
V.32bis data communications of up to 14,400
bps. Both modems even support the new V17
fax specification, letting you send to and receive
from other V17 fax machines at 14,400 bps. Enjoy
streamlined data interchange with the latest V.42bis
and MNP5 standards in data compression and error
correction, with throughput of up to 76,800 bps (57,600
bps with the FAX1414). On top of this, we bundle not one
but four softwaI'e applications, each with extensive capabilities:
1 SynapseTM , our lightning -fast, efficient and reliable VTl 00/
VT52 terminal-emulation software with the latest in file transfer
capabilities and point-and-click building of login scripts;
2 EasyMailTM, a one-step UUCP installer which will quickly
set up your Portal Communications account on the Internet; 3 Neuron Monitor™, an application which will
automatically show the status of the modem regardless of where it is on the network; 4 our reliable
fax driver, seamlessly integrated into the NeXT
print command. FAX1414 and FAX1414+ even
use sophisticated signal-detection technology
to make incoming call handling transparent,
automatically launching and directing a call to
the proper fax or data communications process.
In addition to this, the FAX1414+ offers 4-wire
leased line capability, complete with direct
front-panel programming. So with such great
features , list prices of$895 and $1.095 *, a twoyear warranty, and our 30-day satisfaction moneyback guarantee, shouldn't you give us a call?
800.727.7538.609.452.1100'609.452.8495 (fax)

•
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The application everyone's been
whispering about has arrived.

Infon:n.ix Software released in
December Version 1.1A of Wingz
or the NeXT. The new version is
~errified to work with NeXTstep
V rsion 2.1, without the bugs
; ustome rs encountered using the
msupporred Wingz 1.0 under the
lcwest version of the operating
.yste.ID. Wingz also now supports
:oJor, integra ted faxing, and
~oppy disks. The new version is
)[herwise identical to the original
IOd does not represent a signifi:3nt upgra de. Informix Software:
~OO/438-7627.

on ur ence
Outlining & Presentation

\damation and the management
'irm of Booz, Allen, Hamilton
lave won t.he competition to pro·
~uce custom software for the
~O-~ Angeles County Sheriff's
)cpartment installation. The 40
Ippucations will be based on
\damation's custom software
ibt<lry and the company's
lhrinkwrapped products, Who's
::alling and Live Wire. The contract is reportedly worth close to
~2 million over the COUl'se of the
lCxt year.
30x Hill Systems has announced
Ivailabiliry of its entire product
ine on the NeXT platform. The
:ompany markets mass-storage
IOd network-backup products,
neluding hard disks from
WOMB to 8GB and tape backup:
!fom 150MB to a whopping
>DOGB. Box Hill also markets
RoAM for NeXT machines. Box
Mill Systems: 800/727-3863,
H2I989-4455.

It's NeXTstep" at its best. ,
For a personal demonstration, please stop by our
booth at the NeXTWORLD Expo, January 22-24, 1991.
For ordering information, please call NeXTConnection'"
800-800-NeXT or 603-446-3383
~LIGHT'"

~

•

HOUSE

___... DESIGN

'.

301 907-4621
800 366-2279
301 913-2806 fax

© 1992 Lighthouse Design, Ltd. All rights reserved. The Lighthouse Design logo
and the Concurrence logo are trademarks of Lighthouse Design, Ltd. All other
trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

Mug shot management is now
)vailab.le to police departments
Jsing NeXT through RICI-MUG
from ComnetL'C Computer Sys:em . Early customers of the tech
1010gy include the Toronto
~etro and York Regional Police
Departments in Ontario, Canada
Somnetix is currently shipping
the product in three modules !>ooking, wimess viewing, and
,nvestiga rion - though it plans to
~pall d into all areas of police
maging. The company also
~opes to revolutionize police soft
ware by offering the software as
lo\v-cost
[CONTINUED ON I'AGE 4
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Informix Software released in
Dccemb~r Version 1.1A of Wingz
for the NeXT. The new version is
certified to work with NeXT step
Version 2..1, without the bugs
customers encountered using the
unsupported Wingz 1.0 under the
newest version of the operating
system. Wingz also now supports
color, integrated faxing, and
floppy disks. The new version is
otherwise identical to the original
docs not represent a significant upgrade. Informix Software:
800/43 8-7627.
Adamation and the management
firm of Booz, Allen, Hamilton
won the competition to procustom software for the
Los Angeles County Sheriff's
installation. The 40
lappucatJons will be based on
custom software
library and the company's
shrinkwrapped products, Who's
Calling and Live Wire. The contract is reportedly worth close to
S2 million over the course of the
next year.
Box Hill Systems has announced
availabiliry of its entire product
line on the NeXT platform. The
company markets mass-storage
and network-backup products,
including hard disks from
'200MB to 8GB and tape backups
from 150MB to a whopping
500GB. Box Hill also markets
RAM for NeXT machines. Box
Hill Systems: 800/727-3863,
212/989-4455.

its best.
::> by our
. 22-24, 1991.
~TConnection '"

ighthouse Design logo
Design, Ltd. All other

Mug shot management is now
available to police departments
'using NeXT through RICI-MUG,
from Comnetix Computer Systems. Early customers of the technology include the Toronto
Metro and York Regional Police
Departments in Ontario, Canada .
Comnetix is currently shipping
the product in three modules booking, witness viewing, and
,investigation - though it plans to
into all areas of police
Imaging. The company also
hopes to revolutionize police softby offering the software as
[CONTINUED ON PAGE 4!

'486 yields Expo sets the stage
ample speed ford-:third~pa" ty surge
for NeXTstep
b y

SIM SON L. GARFINKEL

Exactly what kind of performance NeXT step. will deliver to
users of Intel '486 machines will
depend on the quality of the port.
But according to chip engineers,
'486 users will get roughly the
same speed as users of existing
N eXTstations, except for certain
screen-oriented tasks that may be
more sluggish.
"What we have found typically
is that a 25MHz '040 compares
very favorably with a 33MHz
'486," said Roy Druian, manager
of the 680xO marketing and applications group at Motorola. "The
benchmark numbers turn out to be
just about the same. They are
within a percent ohach other."
The 25MHz 68040 is slightly
faster than the 33MHz '486 on
floating point, achieving 1.69
MFLOPS (million floating-point
operations per second) on the
UNpack (Linear package) benchmark, compared with 1.54
MFLOPS for the '486, said
Druian. But, he added, the
33MHz
[SEE NEXTSTEP, NEXT PAGEJ

IN

tar of developer partnerships.
"\Y./e made special efforts in
San Francisco - Telecommunica- database, utilities, and telecomtion, storage, utility, and database munications, " she said.
products were expected at press
• Database products and
time to lead the surge of new
tools are finally on the front
products and services announced burner with the shipment at
at NeXTWORLD Expo. Unlike
Expo of Stone Design's flat-file
previous events at which NeXT
DataPhile, DataLink for Oracle
also' announced new products,
and Sybase by Fusion Systems
few of the third-party products
Group, SQLCommander from
were to come from major names
Softsystems, and Para base from
in the computer industry, instead IP Design (see "Para base plugs
coming from small developers
database void," below) .
that are NeXT's mainstays.
• Utility and game programs
The surge is related to NeXT's are perhaps the best indicator of
perceived momentum in the mar- developer interest. Included are
ketplace, and the special opportu- dock extenders from RightBrain
nity presented by the Expo,
Software and Aurora Software;
according to Chuck Milliken,
the Portfolio image manager from
supervisor of the NeXTConnecRightBrain; screen savers from
tion mail-order outlet. "A lot of
several companies; graphics utili- these companies are seeing that
ties and fonts from Shapiro,
NeXT is reaching a larger marGilmore Studios, and LaserTech;
ket. People had these products
and an HP-style calculator from
under development for a long
Trakis. MetroTools from Mettime and were waiting for the
rosoft combines a screen saver
right time to release them,"
with utilities to decompress files,
he said.
"We had a focused effort to
double the number of shipping
products in 1991. In fact, we
quadrupled them, to 260, " said
Donna Sirnonides, NeXT's direcby
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Appsoft gets TopDraw rights
b y

C

L A I R

W HIT MER

Palo Alto, CA - Appsoft Corporation recently announced that it
has acquired exclusive publishing

Appsoft said it will release Appsofl Draw, for·
merty Media Logics's TopDraw, in Februal)'.

rights for the TQpDraw graphics
program developed by M edia
Logic, as well as rights to publish
the NeXT-developed graphics
animation program, Oscar.
Appsoft said it expects to ship
a new version of TopDraw, to be
called Appsoft Draw, in February.
The new program will feature
multiple pages, a master-pagel
layering capability, a spelling
checker, and support for the
NeXT color interface. The interface also has been tweaked to
match other products in the Appsoft lineup.
Appsoft Draw will sell for
$395. Users who bought TopDraw 1.0 or 2.0 between July 1,
[SEE APPSOFT, PAG E4J
1991, and
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IP Design's Parabase is expected to be among
the highlights of NeXTWORLO Expo.

import Macintosh fonts and
sounds, find files, and launch programs. Bacchus's Pixel M agician
has been hotly anticipated by
those needing to wrestle with differing graphics formats. On the
[SEE EXPO, PAGE 4]
entertainment

Parabase plugs
Inslght debuts database void
doc manager
by

ERI C ] . ADAM S

Portland, OR - Insight Software
hopes to give NeXT documentmanagement software a shot
in the arm with an electronic-filing and document-management
program called ElectroFile,
scheduled for release in March
1992.
The program will allow single
or networked users to catalog,
index, sort, annotate, select, and
retrieve an unlimited number of
text or graphics files, according to
Samuel A. Van Vactor, Insight's
president.
Files in multiple libraries can
be classified by title, author
source, subject, date, recipient,
notes, actual [SEE ELECTRO FILE, PAGE 41

by

ELIOT BERGSO N

San Francisco - The NeXT data base market is finally heating up,
as IP Design puts the finishing
touches on Para base, its longawaited Sybase front end.
Para base, which is 100 percent
compatible with Sybase 4.0, was
designed as a "soup-to-nuts database," according to Robert Dyas,
Para base's developer. Users can
drag fields from other applications
and databases; use object wells to
store images, FrameMaker documents, and spreadsheet models;
and generate full graphical reports,
he explained. Para base is priced at
$695.
In contrast to DBKit, which is
designed for programmers and
which NeXT plans to bundle
with its upcoming NeXT step 3.0
release, Para base is "designed as a
[SEE PARABASf, PAGE 41
front end that
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that caters to the financial community. Even ISDN's slowest speed - 64Kbits per sec·
ond - is more than four times the speed offered by today's fastest modems. ISDN
would therefore allow a NeXTsta tion at a person's home to "really be an extended
parr of dle [office] network," said Bergerson.
For example, a stock trader using ISDN could access trading systems and
databases as easily from a NeXTstation at home as she could from a NeXTstation on
her office desk , Bergerson said. "In our industry, people [want] to do that all over."
Already, NeXT's Wells uses ISDN from his home to access his files and elec(
tronic mail at NeXT's Redwood City headquarters.
In Europe and Japan - two of NeXT's principle sa les areas - national phone y STU ART S I LV E It S TON E
But despite all the industry talk and the efforts of vendors like
companies have already invested heavily in both ISDN equipment and services, accord,
ing to Robert Toense, vice chairman of the applications software interface group of th/Reston, VA - Digital Equipment
NeXT, for most telephone customers ISDN is likely to remain
North American ISDN Users Forum. "ISDN is very prevalent in France. Europe in genCorporation's announcement it
eral has a lot of ISDN," he said.
plans to service intelligenceonly a promise for at least another year.
NeXT isn't the only workstation vendor that's developing a product for the ne ,ecure NeXT computers, and a
technology. Sources inside Sun Microsystems report that the company is developing an oint agreement between NeXT
by SIMSON L, GARFINKEL
S-bus ISDN card for the Sun SPARCstation and has a worldwide effort aimed at devel:and Jane's Information Group to
publish on-line equipment cataoping ISDN applications and integrating ISDN into Sun's operating system.
With NeXTstep 3,0, NeXT will dramatically strengthen its commitment to interpersonal
logs for military and intelligence
computing by including the company's long-anticipated PhoneKit and ISDN-Kit.
How it will work
~pp licat ions, highlighted the
PhoneKit will allow any NeXT computer, with a relatively small amount of addiBy creating a digital channel between the customer and the phone system, ISDN opens ecent NeXT Federal Expo here.
tional programming, to become a full-featured voice-mail system. The kit w ill allow a
" illf
'
' 11
About
dle POSSI'b I'l'Ity for exc hangmg
NeXT to place or receive telephone calls, generate and decode touch-tone signals, as well
ormatIOn
at spee ds much faster t h
an'IS POSSI'ble Wit
k
f 1600bgovernment
' 'I'
,
wor "ers rom a out 20 CIV I lan,
as play and record voice over the phone line. The NeXT computer will connect to
d' II'
'
even today s fastest analog modems.
d f
e
Basic-rate ISDN provides for two 64Kbits/sec channels and one 16Kbits/sec e e7 , al~ ::1t~ Ig~nce agen~les
the telephone through the DSP (digital signal processor) port using a third-party interface
channel between the subscriber and the central - PXerTlaPls fa a rea y ld,sldng t le
expected to cost about $200, according to Kevin
e
pat orm - atten e venoffice over a pair of twisted wires. Primary-rate d
Wells, manager of software products.
RBOCS RAMP UP ISDN EFFORTS
,
" "
or presentations, success-story
But the rea l excitement in Redwood City,
ISDN proVIdes for 23 B channels, for a com- eminars and a ke note address
California, surrounds ISDN-Kit, NeXT's long-anticbined bandwidm of 1.5 megabits per second over b)r CEO Steve Job;
Year
Percent
RBOC
Unes with
ipated move into the world of digital telephony
the same twisted pair. Using fiber-optic links,
In his keynote, Jobs conAccess to ISnN of Total
through ISDN (Integrated Services Digital Network) .
Unes
broadband ISDN can provide subscribers with dal ended that federal government
Ameritech
1991
2,200,000
ISDN is a system for using digital signa ls to
rates from 50 megabits to 2 giga bits per second. and corporate users have discov1994
14,000,000
87
Initially, NeXT will support only basic-rate ered NeXTstep for developing
deliver sound over telephone lines, much as compact
ISDN , Telephone customers who subscribe to basi mi sion-critical custom applicadiscs use digital signals to deliver music. And just as
Bell AUantic
6,900,000
1991
rate ISDN would use the same pairs of twisted cop- ion" that perform tasks five to
NeXT's new CD-ROM player brings the power of dig17,100,000
1994
90
ger wires for phone service that they use today. To en times faster than on other
ital music to the service of computer users, NeXT's
1991
Bell South
3,100,000
make use of ISDN, ISDN-equipped central offices platforms. "We've redone our
ISDN interface will let its user transmit large amounts
10,500,000
52
1994
must be present at both ends of the phone call.
whole business strategy to focus
of information cheaply and quickly over wide areas.
1991
NYNEX
2,100,000
Sending the data long distance requires that the on mat," he said.
When attached to a digital telephone line, the
4,100,000
26
1993
long-distance carrier be ISDN-capable.
BTG, a partner in developing
third-party telephone interface w ill allow NeXT
Pacific
Bell
3,740,000
1991
Last February, Bellcore issued "National
ane's text and graphics databases
computers to send and receive information at rates
1994
7,500,000
50
ISDN-I, " a set of services and guidelines designed I n the NeXT, del~onstrated a ,
between 64 and 128 kilobits (Kbits) per second.
end the confusion and incompatibility in the U.S. prototype of Jane s Flghtmg Ships
Southwe$tem Bell 1991
1,127,000
NeXT's ISDN-Kit wi ll allow the system to
telecommunications market surrounding ISDN . At on tbe new service, which was
4,421,000
1994
32
place and receive data calls over an ISDN telephone
treated with NeXTstep ill only
,
,
,
line. NeXTstep 3.0 also will include software, such
the tlffie, the three major telephone-switch vendors h
d
"W
Id ' h
1991
3,000,000
USWest
,
d
hi'
d ree ays.
e cou n t ave
as SLIP (Serial-Line Internet Protocol) or PPP (PointAT&T, Siemens, an Nort ern Te ecom - slgne '"
I
'd
"
1994
51
7,300,000
,
,
,uone suc 1 rapl prototypmg 111
agreement to Implement the National ISDN-1 speai
'
Id I
to-Point Protocol), to allow full Internet connectivity
hat time on our usua eve opfication, said Bellcore's Kaufman. Other
agreemen /Uen tt00 ls, 0 tller UNIX wor kover these connections, Wells said. The third-party
~
adapter box will include a jack for an analog (conventional) telephone to allow normal tele- are forming with the nation's long-distance carriers to allow users to transmit ISDN stations running windowing
phone operations.
from city to City.
environments" said David HoltzBut despite all dle talk of ISDN, for many telephone subscri bers it is likely to man, a techni~ian at BTG, Jane's
remain a promise just out of reach for awhile. "Most of the software in most of the and BTG chose dle NeXT
The potential of ISDN
switches does not support ISDN," said Toense. "To get the full-blown service, it is
The biggest impact of ISDN will probably be for people "working at home," said Eric
going to take a lot of work." •
.
Bergerson, managing director of Objective Technologies, a New York NeXT developer

ANALYSIS

NeXT'TIlteillge1J
elp from DEC'

ISDN·Kit launches NeXT into
communications future

NeXTstep

r CONTIN UI:D FROM PREVIOUS

PAc"l

'486 achieved slightly better performance than the 25MHz '040
on some benchmarks.
Where the NeXTstation is
likely to outshinc an Intel-based
workstation is raw screen performance, which affects scrolling
and animation performance.
That's because all the memory
on the NeXTstation's screen is
memory-mapped. Very few '486based computers have memorymapped screens ,
A memory-mapped screen
allows the computer's CPU direct
access to any pixel on the screen.
TlJ.is dramatically speeds the performance of Display PostScript

drawing operations, but also the
cost of designing and manufacturing the video subsystem.
But whether raw CPU performance will translate to a highperformance implementation of
NeXTstep is anybody's guess.
"I wouldn't want to say"
what performance would be like,
said William Swearingen, head of
advanced systems engineering at
CompuAdd Corporation, in
Austin, Texas. The speed of the
software wi ll depend on "who
did the port. It could have been
done extremely efficiently, or it
could be a kludge."
For example, said Swearingen, SunSoft, which markets Sun

Microsystems's Solaris operating
system, recently purchased Interactive Systems because Interactive's version of UNIX for the
Intel '386 and '486 was better
than the version Sun had developed in-house for its failed 386i
workstation.
The real advantage of supporting the Intel platform might
become apparent with tomorrow's microprocessors rather
than today's. Intel's next-generation microprocessor, code-named
"P 5," will be the company's first
super-scaler implementation of
its successful architecture. A
super-scaler implementation
would allow the microprocessor

to execute several instructions, in
parallel, in different execution
units for dramatically improved
performance.
Intel plans to have engineering samples of the P5 available in
the middle of 1992 and be in
production by the second half of
the year, when the chip will be
released under the trademark
80586. Initially, the chip will be
only in premium systems, giving
them a speed of " 100 Dhrystone
MIPS. The company expects it to
be distinctly superior to Mips
Computer Systems's R4000,"
according to Bruce Schechter, an
Intel engineer.
The Motorola 68050, mean-

while, is likely to contain only
minor performance'
over the 68040 as well as
integration, allowing for I
system cost, Motorola will not
moving to a super-scaler inlplementation of its 680xO architecture until it releases the 68060,
which is not expected to hit the
market for at least two years.
By that time, Motorola will
marketing the Power PC family
microprocessor chips, part of th
company's collaboration with
Apple and IBM. The anticipated
performance and variety of Pow
PC chips may steer companies
away from using the 68060 in
new workstation designs. •
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City of Baltimore
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P.erot leaves NeXT:·board

eXTintelligence users get
help from DEC and Jane's

B Y

"because of the advantages
inherent in its object-oriented
system software, and its superior
performance for real-time
communication in both wideand narrow-area network applications," according to their joint
statement.
Peter Hatfield, federal marketing manager for DEC, called
DEC's joint agreement with
NeXT "the beginning of a relationship that potentially could
hold much in store for both our
companies. "
Attendee reaction was
guarded, however, with Mitchell
Alland, a division manager at the
International Finance Corporation, identifying the NeXT's lack
of a good standard spreadsheet
as the reason his World Bank
affiliate recently purchased Macs
in response to user pressure to
deviate ftom MS-DOS.
"The NeXT has some excellent pluses, but the gap is still
software, it's still wait-andsee," added Judy Joy, a desktop
publisher frustrated with the
Mac and considering "jumping
ship to the NeXT."
Admitted Jobs: "The biggest
thing holding us back is that we
haven't done a good enough
job getting the word out about
what we have. It's a sales and
marketing problem."
As a result of the enthusiastic turnout, NeXT plans Federal Expo to be an annual
event, moving it to the downtown Washington, D.C., area
next year . •
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Redwood City, CA - In a major
reorganization reflecting NeXT's
ambitious growth plans, Texas
entrepreneur H . Ross Perot and
John F. Crecine, president of
Georgia Tech University, resigned
recently from NeXT's board of
directors.
The departures leave only two
members of the board remaining: NeXT CEO Steve Jobs and
Hisashi Sakamaki, general manager of Corporate Planning of
Canon Japan. Jobs is attempting
to revam p the board from a
small advisory group meeting
quarterly into a larger, more
dynamic organization meeting
monthly, according to a NeXT
spokesperson. Jobs plans to staff
the board with business representatives experienced in the problems faced by young, growing
technology companies such as
NeXT.
Perot, one of NeXT's most
high-profile supporters, said the
rapid growth of his Dallas- based
Perot Data Systems has left him
no time for a more active role in
the company. "I'm not one for
meetings anyway," he added. "I
speak at short intervals with Steve
on the telephone, and I think the
company is going in tl1e right
direction." The NeXT spokesperson stressed that Perot remains
committed to NeXT and plans to
retain his 16 percent stake in the
company.
Crecine's resignation reflects
NeXT's continued emphasis
on the commercial, rather than
higher-ed uca tion,

As NeXT continues to gain market share, we'll keep track of seme
purchases by corporations and institutions.

of the larger

Application
Electronic mail to link
26 campuses natioowide;
development ef remote
classroo.m and study system

#of Units

Major Software

32
100 (1992)

Bundlj'!d system soft:ware, custom a pplicarions, MediaStation,
Improv

Unnamed "t!tree-letter"
federal agency
Washington, D.C.
Government

Research

1500

Productivity an d graph ics
applications

City of BaitinlOre
Baltimore, Maryland
Municipal government

Dept. of Finance: Office support;
Dept. of Transportation:
Office suppon and tracking of
parking ticket revenue

34
100 (1992)

Improv, W'QrdPerfect,
Diagram

Montefre.y, Mexico
Largest ,private
university in country

In addition, Crecine took the
board post while
at Carnegie Mellon University,
an investor in
NeXT, but since
then has moved
to Georgia Tech
University, an
organiza tion
with only distant ties to the
company.
Industry
observers were
unconcerned by
the resignations.
"They have a
lot of strategic
issues to look at
as they go public," said Vinod
Khosla, a gen- Texas industrialist H. Ross Perol recenlly resigned from NeXT's boan!
eral partner of but maintains his 16 percent share of the company.
Kleiner, Perkins,
Caulfield, & Byers, a venture
meetings. It would be usual for
capital firm located in San
out-of-town members to drop off
Francisco. "It makes a lot of
as the board becomes more
sense to go to monthly board
active." •

HSD continues surge in SC31mers
by

CLAIR

WHITMER

Mountain View, CA - Amply
demonstrating its pride as a profitable NeXT developer, HSD is
planning to introduce two new
scanners; a rewritten version of
its Scan-X software, the OCR
Servant Professional characterrecognition package; and two
new "secret" utilities.
HSD already has carved a
niche for itself as one of a handfu l
of companies to offer NeXTspecific scanner hardware and
software, 'including the 8-bitgrayscale Scan-X Professional and
the 24-bit Scan-X Color. The
company also recently acquired
Abaton's InterFax 24/96, now
renamed FAXMaster.
HSD will supplement its current scanner offerings with a
high-speed scanner capable of
scanning 20 pages per minute
and a 30-bit color scanner with a
native resolution of 600 by 1200
dpi. Both scanners will cost less
than $10,000 and will ship in the
first quarter, according to company CEO David Peters.
Each HSD scanner includes
Spectrum Enhancement, a scanner-engine enhancement that
allows the user to fine-tune the

range of the scanner's color
recognition.
The utility products will be
accessories for the hardware line,
although no details were available
at press time. The OCR Servant
Professional package is being
added as the high-end complement to the OCR Servant utility.
Originally backed by HSD
Germany, HSD started out in
January 1989 with the goal of
focusing on the NeXT market.
"This is our chance to be a big
fish in a small pond," said Peter.
The company has been profitable since day one, altllOugh it
initially had to rely on its Macintosh product line. Since the
release of new NeXT hardware
and NeXT step 2.0 last January,
however, sales have climbed
more than 300 percent. All new
research efforts are now directed
toward NeXT.
Peter attributes the success of
the NeXT line to the company's
proprietary firmware as well as
dedication to the dealer channel.
"We absolutely will not sell
our product through mail order.
Other NeXT developers might
enjoy more success if they stood
behind the dea ler channel too,"
said Peter. •
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shrinkwrapped products rather
than as an expensive integrated
solution. Comnetix: 416/2744060 .
Ragnarok, Twilight of the
Gods, is an animated strategy
board game based on ancient
Viking rules . The newly
shipped product comes from
David Jeorg Productions of
Cambridge, Massachusetts.
It includes full -color multiuser network capability; users
can also pla y against various
built-in computer opponents.
The software is available for
$49.95 . For information or
to place an order, please call
N eXTConnection: 800/
800-6398.

Expo

rCONTINUED FRO,\l PAGE. 1J

front, Ragnarok is an innovative
strategy game from David Jeorg
Productions.
• Information-management
software packages, like the longawaited OnDuty from Digital
Instrumentation Technology, are
making their debut, along with
SpeedDeX from Information
Technology Solutions, ElectroFile
from Insight Software (see
"Insight debuts doc manager,"
Page 1), and MindOverMail from
Salt Spring Technical. Office needs
are being addressed as well with
Fiscal Dimension from Axsys,
Datrix5 Accounting from Datrix,
and forms-management software
from Ensuing Technologies.
Epitome is expected to announce
shipment of its Redmark document-comparison program.

BectroFile
Stealth Technologies has
released an I 8-bit digital audio
interface board for communication with standard digital
audio tape (DAT) recorders, as
well as D/A and ND functions
at 32,44.1, and 48KHz. The
price of the board, called the
ADAI800 Digital Audio Interface, is $295. Stealth Technologies: 618/692-2769.
Direct editing of non-ASCII
files has been simplified with
the release of HexEditor from
Scheiber Consulting. Users can
view the raw hexadecimal
binary of a file alongside its
ASCII equivalents. The program is av ailable for $35.
Scheiber Consulting: 312/3636420 .
Special fonts for science and
electrical work have been
released by Paragon Concepts.
The collection of nine fonts is
in two packages: SciFonts and
ElectroFonts. Both are avai lable now for $139 each,
including manual and keyboard layout. Paragon Concepts: 800/922-2993.

NeXTWORLD Extra is a supplement of
NeXTWORLD magazine. H is published
monthly by Integrated Media, a sua..
sidiary of 100 Communications, 501
Second St., San FranciSGO, CA 94107,
and is disbibuted free to subscribers of
NeXTWORLD. Lt Sullivan's column and
articles about unannounced NeXT products are reported and written by contribut~rs without guidance from the

NeXTWORLD staff.
Editor: Dan Ruby; Managers: Darcy
piNucci, Laurie Flynn; News Editor:
Dan Lavin; Staff Writer: Simson L.
Garfinkel; Layout: Sue Troy;
Copy Editor: Eliot Bergson
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text, identification number or
code, and date of entry. Users can
retrieve files by searching selected
indexes or by browsing through
libraries.
"We see our target market as
the legal, medical, and accounting
firms; the government; and
graphic design cOlllpanies - . any
NeXT enterprise that has many
electronic or non-electronic fil es

• Mass-storage options are
multiplying with expected new
drives from PLI, BoxHill Systems, CORE International, ETC
Peripherals, and Ten X Technology. NeXTConnection 's Milliken sees heavy demand for
DAT and optical-backup technologies such as those offered by
PLI and Maynard Electronics.
Several backup utilities are also
arriving on the scene to complement the hardware.
• Telecommunications interest
is booming as a result of NeXT's
support for ISDN in NeXT step
3.0. Leading the wa y is Ha yes
Microcomputer Products's ISDN
adapter to serve as a hardware
gatewa y for ISDN software applications. SES Computing updated
its At The Beep answering
machine software to include a
that must be regularly sorted and
retrieved by many users," said
Katherine Beers, director of marketing at Insight.
Now in beta testing, ElectroFile will retail for $395 for a single-user version and $895 for a
five-user network version.
Insight Software can be
reached at 3004 S.W. First Ave.,
Portland, OR 97201. 503/2222425,503/222-0257 fax. •

I

caller ID option. I-link from Ger- Appsoft
[CO NT INUE li FROMl
November 20, 1991, can u~
many will show Mix, its DSPbased telephone and fax system,
for free.
I
Appsoft executives declirl,
and Quest is expected to unveil
its CallLink automated phonediscuss .specific features or a
date for Oscar, and compa",
answering system. Software Ventures is due to announce shipmenr President Randy Adams con.
of its hotly anticipated MicroAppsoft may even decide not
ship the product. Appsoft d
phone II.
not have exclusive rights to
See the N ews Briefs in this
leaving NeXT open to negOL
issue and the NeXTWORLD
tions with other developers.
Expo special issue for contact
Oscar's author, NeXT
information about these products
designer/programmer Keith
and companies . •
said that the version of Os
within NeXT is modeled aft!
Parabase
[ CONT IN UED FROM PAG E 1 ]
MacroMind Director for thr
can be used to create custom
intosh. It includes a Script 11
database apps without programfor designing individual fraIT
ming, " said Dyas. "Users can
and a Stage window for pIa.
hook up 100 or 200 users and it
back the frames. TIFF or E
still blazes." Two other databases
can be imported and stored
for the NeXT - DataPhile, a
mation objects called Cast ~
flat-file database from Stone
bers. It includes tools for d
Design, and DataLink for Oracle
simple backgrounds.
and Sybase by Fusion Systems
Outside of what was uld
Group - are also also just hitting
in this original exchange,
the market.
probably won't be pursuing
IP hopes that the word-ofother software deals with N
mouth support will blossom into
according to Adams. Specm:
big sales at the NeXTWORLD
Appsoft denies it's been ch
Expo. Powerful, user-friendly
handle the upcoming new
database front ends are the wave
of NeXTstep.
of the future, Dyas explained.
"We'd love to. But we
"It's where everybody is going,
think we're the right people
but we have it here today, " he
it," said Adams . •
added . •

NeXT saves Sullivan's b<won
hllnks to the excitement of NeXTWORLD Expo, Sullivan was able to k@p
his mind off the scorched-earth pcilicy about to hatch back at the Agency_
With thousands of his colleagues on .the I)hopping block., he·spent Christmas congratulating himSelf for having developed this litHe 'NeXT sideliglrt. What
is ironic is the hugebuy of NeXT equipment, software, and peripherals set to
roll in from acroSS the Potomllc. The cold war may be over, but Sullivan's job is
probably safe.
Orie ·thing that irked him over the holidays is that encryption algorithm
you friay hav,e heard about in NeXTstep 3_0_ Apparently,
NeD lias invented some sort of nonstandard technique
and has applied for II patent on it. But the company is
unwilling to release any details "for security reasons."
The trouble ·Is that there are only aboUt 12 People. in the
United$tates capable of Inventing a truly secure new
encryption system. While Nen has some astonishingly
brilliant 'engineers, none of them shows up in ,Agency. files
as a world-class ci'yptcigra"hy expert (those.things are
tracked carefully).
Poe key technique of sPD9k craft is the concept of
"plausible deniabilitY_"W"lththe rancor in the developer
communitY over Appsoft showing no signs of. abating, a lot
of peoPle figured '~ NeXT was app!ying that concept;to
interface-,guru Keith Oblfs's continued employment at NeXT,
even while he worked mainly on his two Appsoft creations,
Pixelishnd Oscar. SulliVan checked into this one pretty
carefully and is conVinced there is no truth to the'rumor
that Keith is headed for Palo'AHo. Sometimes the deniabilitY is·not only plausible but .also actually true.

T

id anybody catch the sparks that flew at that big'high-tech Investor's
conference at a San Francisco ai!'poit hotel last month? Our boy Steve
started It wit\! a dinner ~h in wliich he offered his usual remark
about winning the sale "nine Of ten times we suit up against Sun." Sun
Micl"l!5Y5tems chief SCOtt McNealy returned the fire to the S31J18 audience at
breilkfaSt. In the world actording to,Scott, .NeXT got only one thing right (its
.object-orietited OS) and everythlllg else wrong, besides beiilg nonstandard. As
for suiting up, McNealy dismissed NeXl's sales as beillg lim!ted to a tiny
ket.. NeXT lays an egg·in Sun's market, he said.
Sullivan guesses that means that the group .inside Suli that had been lObby-

D
.

mar-

fOfllOW

Ing for NeXTstep on SPARe has been told to cool it. Meanwhile, NeXT is considering going it alone with a SPARe port, especially if a big Wall Street client will
a large installed base of Suns will foot the bill.
In otherthllll'piuty news, pcirtatiilitY is the word. Paragon is quietly bring!
its state"of-the-art NisuS' word·processing package to the NeXT platform. The
perennial winner of Macintosh platform awards for best word processor, Nisus
should make a huge splash with NeXT users chO(l5ing between a lean'WriteNow
and'a qoirky WordPerfeCt. Look for their mathematical typefaces entry In the
SOftware and Periplierals catalOg as their first step towan!
establishing a platform presence.
HyperCube.and MediaStatI!ln are ~n~ing these days.
Features of each program wilrbe showing up in the other it
a special·working arrangement between the two applications' respective companies_ A possible hybrid release is
being contemplate!l,. but HyperCube really needs to ship
something soon. Alpha 2.1 is lOoking nice, but I am waiti",
for my first beta copy.
oW'do you tum
. single-!l.ser applications Into the
interpersonal variety? A Iate-niglrt gathering of four
NeXT software developers at' a Berlieley ice\cream
shop came up With th~e solution: Hook them up to Ailamation's Live Wire, which is du.e to·ship this quarter. T/len
tipleusers on the network can access the same docurnen\j
though not the same section of the document, s1muHaneously, The first' program to feature the Live Wire hookup Is
likely'to be Glenn Rem's PasteUp.
The coolest thing in Sully1s Christmas stocking was the galleys for·Adobe's
new PUrple Book on programming Display PostScript under NeXTstep. Parts 01
it were tough sledding'Yw the Lieutenant, but this is the sort of thing that lends
p~ to tI!e .platform. The. latest Adobe volume was not a Glenn Reid prcid
he wrote the.green one.

H

Talk about spook craft;. Thete'sllothing like an. expo to get juicy bits of
info rmatJio1). Late n ights, dar'" corners, limited sleep, two glasses of "/:rllt!
serum ,» and people loosen up nicely. Rement&er w hat ·you. hear alIa don't
forget /jt, Sullivan ..Selld him a tip and he will send )IOU a token of his
appreciation. J;,"'.mail me at su/livQ ft@ flex tworld.com or phone m e at
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As it kicks off what some may consider its make-or-break year, NeXT is
emphasizing tactical maneuvers on several fronts rather than new strategic
thrusts. Its hardware platform gets an
incremental performance boost with
a faster CPU and redesigned motherboard. Its software foundation is
strengthened with important new features in NeXTstep 3.0. Its output and
storage options grow with a new color
printer and CD-ROM drive.
Each new product enhances the
usability of NeXT systems. The one
strategic move is NeXT's decision to
release NeXTstep on Intel-based
computers, which could bring the
NeXT advantage to a much broader
base of users.
The watchwords for hardware are:
better, faster, cheaper - and fewer. With
the announcement of NeXTstation
Turbo systems using Motorola's topof-the-line 33MHz 68040 chip,
NeXT is once again creating a new
price/performance threshold and giving customers exactly what they want:
more for less.
N eXT has also vastly simplified its
system product line. Where there once
were 18 configurations of the NeXT -

F
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NeXTstation. TurLo
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NeXT Color Printer
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26

NeXT CD-ROM Dri-ve
PAGE

29

NeXTstep
PAGE

station there are now only II, and the
NeXT cube is now available in just 7
configurations. The NeXT dimension
video card will now be sold only as an .,
add-on product, rather than as a preconfigured system.
NeXT is also delivering its first
color printer. Using bubble-jet technology from Canon and the Display
PostScript resident on all NeXT
machines, the new color printer provides PostScript color output at a dotmatrix price. NeXT's CD-ROM drive
establishes a new software distribution
medium for NeXT and marks an end
to the brief era of the optical drive.
Both peripherals require NeXTstep 3.0, NeXT's operating system
upgrade, due this spring. The new version also offers entirely new toolkits
for 3-D rendering and database construction, compatibility with nonNeXT networks, and enhanced
interface features.
For complete details on each of the
new products, see our stories in this
special report.
Not included in this report is the
product that could have the biggest
impact of all: NeXT step '486. For coverage of this landmark event, see NeXTWORlD Extra and The NeXT World
in this issue.
What's all this mean? Faster
machines for less, color printing for
the price of black and white, a new
threshold for system-software functionality, and a leap into the world of
CD-ROM. By pressing its existing
advantage with tactical enhancements
in 1992, NeXT rewards its current
customers while giving many more users
reasons to buy.
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u p the SCSI bus while preventing

address ou t of one bank, the sub-

input/output operations from inter-

system simultaneously asks the other

fering with each other and slowin g

bank to prefetch the subsequent mem-

down the system. For example, the

ory location. If the CPU then tries to

new machines don't slow down as

read that mem ory location (and read-

mu ch when the internal flopp y disk is

NeXT raises tl.e speed liInit
'Witl. its 33MHz '040 NeXTstaHon TurLos

Price/ performance is the yin/yang of workstation
computing. You can always cut prices and you
can always add more MIPS, but when you do,
both at once, the impact is multiplied.
In 1990, NeXT scored a stunning improvement in price/performance by selling its
monochrome NeXTstation for under $5000 and
color systems for less than $8000. Kicking off
1992, NeXT continues its climb up the price/
performance curve with the 33MHz NeXTstation Turbo and Turbo Color.
This time around, the improvements are more
incremental in both price and performance. While
final pricing was not set at press time, NeXT said
it expected to reduce the price of existing models by about ten percent. Base Turbo configurations should be priced similarly to today's 25MHz
systems. NeXT is also reducing the number of
N eXTstation configurations it will offer - from
18 systems to only I L
N eXT has boosted performance by increasing the clock speed of the '040 processor by 25
percent. The new computers also have a redesigned
memory subsystem that dramatically improves
the performance of certain kinds of tasks - sometimes by as much as 66 percent, when compared
with the 25MHz monochrome N eXTstation.
The current NeXTstation Color already employs
ill.emory interleaving, so the performance gain for
the Turbo Color is not as dramatic. Also, a
redesigned Peripheral Controller (PC) chip further improves system performance by speeding
h

y
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ing sequential m emory locations is
someth ll1g th at the CPU fre quently

use.
"Our m ain goal in coming up

with the [Turbo] was to 'raise the bar'

does), the data becomes instantly
available.
At the heart of th e new memory

- improve the pe rformance an d keep
the price point sim ilar or better,

systern is a new cus tom ASIC (Appli-

depending on which version yo u are

cation-Specific Integrated Circuit)

buying," says Ken Joch irns, NeXT's

called TMC. (The chip's initials stand

CPU product manager.

for Turbo M emory Controller.) The
chip controls the N eXT's DRAM ,

E"olulion of the species

internal ROM, and video R AM

In NeXTWORlJ)'s tests, we found

( VRAM).

th at the new monochrome 33MHz

The TMC chip has three mem-

system loads and recalculates an

ory interfaces: a 32-bit, a 16-bit, and

Improv worksheet in two-thirds the

an 8-bit.
The 32-bit interface is for the

time a 25MH z system. wo uld need.

The New Lineup of NeXTstations
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WriteNow scrolls 60 percent fas ter.

system's main memory. On a color

I t's even faster to log in - 7 seconds,

system, this interface also connects

compared with 10 seco nds on last

with the system's VRAM . The 16-bi t

year's model. The T mbo Color was

in terface is used exclusively on mono-

30 percent better on CPU-bOlll1d

ch rome systems as a p riv~ te VRAM

tasks, less on oth er jobs tllat involve

interface. H aving two memory buses

writing to the screen or accessing tiLe

means inlproved through put for the

disk.

m onochrome system, since most
In addition to the faster CPU,

screen updates are accomplished by

monochrome users will see the biggest

having the '040 reading from main

im provement because of memory

memory and writing to VRAM . That

interleaving. W ith interleaving, the

means improved perfo rmance on

N eXT's memory bank is split into

scrolling and graphi cs operations.

two halves: an "even" an d an "odd"

T he 8-bit interface plays two

bank. W hen the 68040 CPU asks the

roles. W hen rhe NeXT boots, ri, e

memory subsystem to read a memory

eight data lines are used to transfer

US( a 33MJ-j
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data out of the system's ROM. When

That's because the memory system

memoty with a 70ns access time

chip can be clocked at a faster speed,

the ROM is not in use, the eight lines

anticipates the fifth memory read and

with the new systems. But don't worry

whi ch makes for faster SCSI bus

are split into two groups of four lines

prefetd1es the data at that location.

if you already have memory with

transfers. This should help make appli-

each and are used to transfer the parity

"Conceptually, this is a 64-bit memory

80ns or lOOns access time: with most

cations lau~ch faster on the new sys-

bits from the SIMM barucs into the

system," says Tim Bucher, th e Turbo

slower SIMMs, the Turbos will auto-

tem. It should also help make paging

memory controller. Because the parity

project's technical team leader.

matically realize th at you've put in slow

faster on those memoty-crippled

memory and reconfigLU'e th emselves

8MB systems.

bits are transferred over their own

line

appropriately.

data lines and parity checking is done

Carry L. g s .. .:l<s

in parallel, there is no performance

NeXTstation Turbo Color users won't

penalty for using parity memory on

see as big a performance improvement

A ne_ per.pJ.eral

the new systems.

from the memory subsystem for two

Both Turbo workstations feature

the Turbo with a motherboard swap.

reasons: the old NeXTstation Color

NeXT's redesigned PC ASIC, which

Monochrome NeXT stations will also

Another performance enchance-

Upgrading

d •• p

Current N eXT owners can upgrade to

need a complete memory transplant,
though NeXTstation Color systems

A new architecture for the NeXTstation

will not. Upgrade pricing and availability was not known at press time.
NeXTstep Version 2.1 won't
work on the 33MHz motherboard.

Turbo system bus

The problem has to do with the barebones hardware of the new TMC and
PC chips: The new chips are different
enough to require their own special

SCSI bus
Sound in/out
Printer
Floppy disk

fom1 of initialLzation. For most users
this should be no problem, since the
new NeXTstatiol1 Turbos will come
with Version 2.2 (and soon, NeXTstep Vers ion 3.0) installed on their
hard disks. But if you have a portable

Ethernet
DSP

hard disk that you like to boot from,
you'll have to use Bu ildDisk and create
a 2.2 version for yourself

The Turbo systems feature a redesigned motherboard equipped with a faster peripheral chip and the new, custom Turbo Memory Controller.

The NeXT station Turbos will
also have a ROM upgrade that will

ment of the new TMC chip is its so-

already used interleaved memory, and

handles data transfer to and from the

allow th em to boot NeXTstep off an

called "5-1-1 -1" access timing. The

the color systems don't have a private

Ethernet network, sound system, laser

attached CD-ROM drive.

"5" means that the NeXT's '040 CPU

bus for the video memoty. "There were

printer, SCSI bus, fl oppy disk, and

can read any 32-bit memory location

so many bits to move around, it was

DSP (digital signal processor). Like the

code, however, N eXT station Version

impractical to give it its own bus," says

old PC chip, the new chip allows for

2.2 has absolutely no new features or

that, after the CPU reads that first

Kevin Grundy, NeXT's director of

simultaneous data transfers between

bug fixes. NeXT will therefore not be

location, it can read the following three

workstation development.

any of these devices and th e NeXT's

providing an upgrade application to

main memOlY. But the new PC chip is

turn a 2.1 system into a 2.2 system.

The memoty chips for all NeXT-

clock cycle each. This meshes neatly

station T urbos are standard 72-pin,

faster. "you can have the chatu1els

with the 68040's burst-mode data

32-bit SIMM packages. The good

transferring stuff simultaneously with-

So what's the bottom line?
"It's not like going from the '030 to

transfer, where the CPU requests

news for memoty hogs is that the new

out running ou t of bandwidth or run-

the '040, where there was a world

four sequential 32-bi.t locations, one

system boards will hold up to 128MB

ning into at1y latency problems. That

of difference," says Jochims. On th e

right after the other, from system

of RAM. The bad news is that the new

was our design goal," says Dat1esh

other hand, if somebody switches

memory. On th e new Turbo system

boards have only four SIMM slots,

T avana, head ofNeXTs PC chip

your 25MHz machine for a 33MHz

development team.

machine without telling yo u, you'll

boards, it only takes eight clock cycles

whi ch means that the only way to get

to transfer 16 bytes from main mem-

128MB into a system is by using

ory to th e CPU.

32MB sticks (a 72-pin circuit board

NeXTstation's D MA (direct memory

with I6-megabit chips mounted on

access) channeL Together with the

If th e CPU goes and reads a fifth
,successive 32-bit word, it's ava ilable tn
just three clock cycles, instead of five.
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clocked at a faster speed,
s for faster SCSI bus
us shOlJd help make applich fas ter on the new 5ySld also help make paging
)se memory-crippled
is.

Station-to-station:
NeXTWORLD
Len~L ... ar"ks the full
line of NeXT CPUs

ling

vith a motherboard swap.
."1e N eXTstations will also
)lete memory transplant,

<T station Color systems
>grade pricing and availabilknown at press time.
'step Version 2.1 won't
33MHz motherboard.

]"1 has to do with the bare'1are of the new TMC and
-he new chips are different
equire their own special
:ialization. For most users
be no problem, since th e
station Turbos will come
>n

2.2 (and soon, N eXT-

n 3.0) installed

a ll

their

But if you have a portable
lat you like to boot from,
to use BuildDisk and create
1"1

for yourself.

JeXT station T urbos will
ROM upgrade that will
to boot N eXT step off an

:)-ROM drive.
than the new initialization
vel', NeXT station Version
olutely no new features or
-JeXT will therefore not be
U1

upgrade application to

;ystem into a 2.2 system.
lat's the bottom line?
ce going from th e '030 to
,here there was a world
:e," says Jochims. On th e
, if somebody switches
Hz machine for a 33MHz
ithout telling yo u, you'll
:ly surprised. •

, L.

ized.

"'0 ........ "'<:ore of 1.0 repre-

Power On
'030

",en.", .. 16MB 68040 ... ono<:"ro""e
s y s.e ..... . HigLer nuw.. Lers indic:ate
iD1lpro~ed perfor ...... anc:e and re-

du<:ed H""e

.0

<:o ... ple.e the indi-

<:."ted hen<: ..... ."r .. .

NdTstation
NeXTstation

Colo<
NeXTdirnensiofl
Nt XTstation

To""
NeXTstation

To""
Colo<

Wrael\'o ..~ S<:rolling
For our W ritcNow benchmark, we constructed a 98 5-

XT owners can upgrade to

~

All Len<:""" .. rk", ...ne Leen nor"" .. I-

GARF I NKE L

at NeXTWORLD.

NeXTWORlD's benchmarks revealed a few surprises but generally confirmed what we had expected about N eXT's line of
computers. NeXT's old 25MHz NeXT station Color was a little faster than its monochrome partner on purely CPU-bound
tasks (like Improv recalculations) thanks to its interleaved
memory architecture, but significantly slower on display-bound
tasks (like scrolling and displaying rectangles on the screen)
because the NeXTstation Color has to set 16 bits for every pixel
on the screen, as opposed to the monochrome machine's 2 bits
per pixel.
On the new NeXTstation Turbos, things are a little reversed.
Both color and monochrome machines have the performance
advantage of interleaved memory. The small difference between
th e machines on CPU -bound t asks has to do with th e
monochrome machine's private video bus, which slightly improves
, availability of the 32-bit DRAM memory channel for operations that do not involve the screen. The monochrome machine
is also faster than the color machine on screen operations again, owing to the fact that it has to set eight times fewer bits
of memory to paint anything on the screen.
The only big surprise was the performance of the NeXTdimension (ND). Our first hint that the NeXTdimension's i860
graphics processor wasn't actually running Display PostScript
carne when we ran the font-setting benchmark: The ND ran
this test just as quickly ( or slowly) as the monochrome N eXTstation, which led us to conclude that the NeXT dimension was
actually nmning the Display PostScript interperter on the 68040
CPU and was simply using the i860 to do the actual drawing
of rectangles and images on the color screen. A telephone call
to N eXT confirmed this: Display PostScript runs on the 68040,
not on the i860.
The second surprise with the ND was discovering just how
slow the computer's display actually is. Sure, the i860 is moving about 32 bits of information per pixel; perhaps it is not surprising that the monochrome N eXTstation is faster. Compared
to a M acintosh in 24-bit color, the ND truly blazes. W e had
simply hoped for performance that was a little zippier.

isa

login

page, 25 5,308-word document, consisting of several
pages fro m NeXT technical reference manuals, a vari-

'030

ety of UNIX pages, Shakespeare's Ham/' I, and the first

~XTstation

five books of T he Bible. W e tested how fast W riteNow

HeXTstation

Colo,

could start up, load the document, jump to the end of
NeXTdimension

th e document, and scroll, one page at a rin1e, fro m the
NdTstation

beginning to the end of the document.

To"'"
NeXTsbtion

To""
Colo<

I ... pro~ Re<:al<:
To test speed with Improv, we constructed a olass ive

WriteNow Scrolling

Improv model consisting of two worksheets and one
graph. The fi rst worksheet held the model's in itial and

'030

final values, as well as constants used in the calcula-

NeXTstation

tions. The second worksheet had three di mensions with

NdTstation
Colo<

500 rows, each with a starting value, three values based
on multi pbcations and addi tions, and an average value.
T he entire system of rows and averages was then repeated
in a second dimension, for a total of 3000 multipli-

NeXTdimension
NeXTst.nion

To"'"
NdTstation

To""
Colo<

cations, 13,000 additi ons, and 1010 divisions.
T imes that we measured include the time t hat it

Improv Recalc

took Improv to load the model, time to finish the ini'030

tial recalculati on, and time for a change to the initial
value to propagate thr"o ugh th e entire system.

NeXTstation

NeXTsUtIon
Colo<

Re<:tangle

NeXTdimmsion

This benchmark tested how fas t the computer's D isplay

NdTstation
Tu""

PostScript interpretet could write pixels on the screen.

NeXTstation
To""
Colo<

The benchmark downloaded a small P ostScri pt flmction that painted a I 5-by-I 5-square checkerboard on
the screen, with each square 2 5 pixels on a side. The

Rectangle

fUD ction painted the squares with alternating colors

~,j
'030

using 2, 4, 16, and 256 shades of gray. (On systems
HeXTstation

wi th less than 8 bits of color, Display PostScri pt autom atically halftones the rectangles to simulate the
requested shade.)

NeXTstation
Colo<
NeXTdimension
NeXTstation

To""

Font Set

NeXTstaUon

To""
Colo,

This benchmark (es(edhow fast (he computer's Display
PostScript interpreter could rasterize a font. T he bench-

Font Set

mark d isplayed a sample peice of text on the screen in
Times Roman, us ing fo nt sizes from 999 point down

,..,.

~

'030

to 5 point. T he speed at wh ich the computer can ras-

NeXTstaiion

terize a fo nt affects the response time when the user

NeXTstation

Colo<

reg uests a fo nt family and size combination that hasn 't
NeXTdimension

been used recently. It can also affect printing speed.
HeXTsbtion
To""
HeXTstation

-S

",,"on

L .
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in this issue), the N CP automatically

Color For
E.eryone

has those features.

current market standard. In addition,

The Canon print engine con-

the CMYK colors from the N CP arc

tributes its own key features: top color

earthier than RGB output. The pages

quality, impressive speed, and easy

are smooth to the touch, minus the

maintenance. Canon's new inkjet-on-

waxiness common with other tech-

demand technology works with the

nologies. As with most halftoning

same CMYK (cyan, magenta, yellow,

techniques (based on individual dots

black) color model used by profes-

of color, rather than continuous

sional printers. The results are stun-

tones), the output from th e alpha ver-

Witl. Canon's inL.jet le;cl.nology and

ning colors that more closely resemble

sion we were able to test (shown here)

NeXT's Luill ... i .. Po§tScript, tlu.~NeXT

professionally printed output than do

was somewhat grainy (N eXT

colors produced by the thermal wax

reported that it was still working on

RGB technology used by most d esk-

its halftoning algorithm)'

Colo .. P .. inte.· p .. ovides a L .. eaL. ...
through in lo'W"';cost, quality ;color

The NeXT Color Printer (NCP), due out with
NeXTstep 3.0 this spring, is one of those computer peripherals -like the original Apple LaserW riter - that may provide a reason in itself to
buy a computer. While the internals of the device
- Canon's BubbleJet color printer engine - are
not unique, its marriage to the NeXT system and
built-in Display PostScript add up to a breakthrough: It is the first PostScript color printer
priced at under $3500.
That's inexpensive enough to move high-resolution color output out of the big production
house and onto the office desktop. By making
quality color printing widely available to individual users and departments, the NCP offers a
compelling new capability that will sell NeXT
computers.
Like the NeXT Laser Printer, the NCP
depends on the NeXT to process the PostScript
code, making it possible to get PostScript color
out of what is otherwise, in this case, a dot-matrix
printer. The unique host relationship that the
N eXT has to its printers makes upgrades in the
workstation's image-processing ability immediately available to the printer. Because NeXTstep
3.0 will support Pantone color matching and
PostScript Level 2 (see Another Step Ahead"
Ii

top PostScri pt printers. And it can

Dar.: ..,.

'.

N ~XTWDRlD

D iNuc:: c:: i

an d

Dan

L .. ,..i n

"On-demand" means that the

print on plain paper, making in-house

printer uses only the ink needed for

print runs for personalized letterhead

the image at hand, also a departure

or custom marketing materials a snap.

from thermal wax technology, which
allocates an entire color sh eet to each

Inkjet on delTlland

page, whether the image requires one

The NCP weighs 22 pounds and

dot or a full page of that hue. This

measures 20.5 inches wide by 16

contributes

in ches deep by 6.7 inches high. It has

prints. For a page with average cover-

a single paper tray, des igned to hold

age, the ink cost is just 12 cents,

any size paper, up

compared to about 50 cents per sheet

to

II by 17 inches.

It also prints envelopes.
Canon's inkjet-on-demand tech-

to

the low cost of the

for thermal wax. The on-d emand
technology also enables the N CP to

nology uses four print heads, one each
for cyan, magenta, yellow, and black,

a page. You could, therefore, theoreti,

fed by replaceable ink cartridges. Each

cally get by with just one printer.

print head has 64 nozzles spraying ink

(P rinting black-and-white pages from

at the page at 360 dp i. When a drop

the NCP would be significantly

of ink is required, the NCP heats

slower than on the laser printer, how-

a holding cell, creating an air bubble

ever, since data must still be processed

that fo rces a precise amOlll1t of ink

for all four colors.)

out the nozzle. All four colors are laid

Also unlike thermal wax, th e

down in one pass across the page,

NCP uses stan dard paper. T he qualiq'

rather than the one-pass-per-color

of the print varies widely with the

scheme used by most thermal wax

quality of the paper. Copy pap~r, like

printers, for fas ter printing and sharp

that used in a laser printer, res ults

color registration.

in muted colors; typing bond gives

NeXT doesn't specify a number

better result; and for fin est quality,

of colors the technology can produ ce;

Canon recommends its own coa,t ed

a

the dith ering algorithm depends

stock (though any inkjet bond "l'ould

on the blending of the different colors

probably work fine). T ransparencies

of wet ink, within a single dot and

also require special inkjet stock.

between adj acent dots. The alcohol-

The transparency film, coated paper,

based inks are dry before the paper

and replacement ink cartridges are

leaves the printer, and since the inks

all avaJ able from N eXTCoL1nection

are not water soluble, they won' t bleed

and oth er dealers.

if th e paper gets wet after printing.
T he inkjet colors have a matte

L..,.

26

by the thermal wax technology, the

finish, less bright than that prod uced

The NCP benefits from Canon's
long experience with high-end copiers 1
and attendant service contracts -

Plail/-p'
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:mal wax teclmology, the
Lrket standard. In addition,
(colors from the NCP are
an RGB output. The pages
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to the touch, minus the

ammon wirh other tech\s with most halftoning
; (based on individual dots
ather than continuous
: output from the alpha verere able to test (shown here)
",hat grainy (NeXT
hat it was still working on
ling algorithm).
-demand" means that the
es only the ink needed for
at hand, also a departure
mal wax technology, whicll
m entire color sheet to each
:ther the image requires one

ill page of that hue. This
e5 to the low cost of the
)r a page with average cover1k cost is just 12 cents,

i to about 50 cents per sheet
lal wax. The on-demand
~y also enables the NCP to

:k-only pages for just p~nies
·ou could, therefore, theoretiby with just one printer.
; black-and-white pages from
, would be significantly
Ian on the laser printer, how:e data must still be processed
ur colors.)
J

unlike thermal wax, the

:5 standard paper. The quality
·int varies widely with the
,f the paper. Copy paper, like

i in a laser printer, results
i colors; typing bond gives a
sult; and for finest quality,
ecommends its own coated
laugh any inkjet bond would

r work fine). Transparencies
uire special inkjet stock.
lsparency film, coated paper,
.acement ink cartridges are
lble from NeXTConnection
er dealers.
Ie NCP benefits from Canon's
)Crience with high-end copiers
:ndant service contracts -

NeXT Color Printer
Pia ill-paper, CMYK c%r, 'lased all the Calloll BllbbleJet prillt engille. Prillts at approxilllately 2.5 mill".Ies/page (fille 1II0de), I 1Ilinute/ page (draft IIl0de).
Price: $34 95
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maintenance demands are kept to a

doing at the time.

minimum. The cartridges are easily

The use of

data being fed to the printer must keep
up with the inexorable roll of the laser

replaceable and each color is a unique

different ports

printer's drum. In the color printer, the

shape, so it fits only into its proper slot.

for each NeXT

d = needs just one line of data at a

The print heads are modular, so they

prmter means

time, then waits for the next line before

can be replaced, if required, with little

that you can have

it rolls. Pressure is off the workstation

trouble.

both a laser

processor.

•

printer and the

RIPing speed

color printer

No red Inl.::

Because NeXT puts the PostScript RIP

attached to a sin-

There's nothing like the NCP on any

(Raster Image Processor) in the work-

gle workstation,

other platform, nor is there bound to

station CPU rather than sending raw

The NeXT Color Printer produces quality output with a matte finish.

both printing

be until another manufacturer adopts

PostScript to the printer, the computer

attach to the NeXT through the serial

at the san"le time. Like the laser printer,

Display PostScript. It's the only

has to send the printer a lot of data:

port, which transfers data at a mere

a color printer attached to the SCSI

PostScript color printer available for

about 5.5MB per page (compared to

I9.IKB per second - essentially a slow

port will be available to other comput-

lmder $4000, and the only CMYK

about 1.5MB for a black-and-white

crawl. (For more on the ins and outs of

ers over an Ethernet network.

PostScript printer you can touch for

page on the laser printer).

printing with non-NeXT printers, see

The NeXT Laser Printer attaches
to

the NeXT's printer port, which

I

Anyone whose computer is host

under $8000. For desktop publishers

"Color In, Color Out," NeXTWORLD

to a NeXT Laser Printer has noticed

and graphic artists, it may be a com-

Fall 1991.) The processing and trans-

that burdening the workstation with

pelling reason to move their work onto :
the NeXT platform. •

transfers data at 5-megabits per second.

fer speeds result in a throughput of

the RIPing of PostScript images is

To support greater throughput, the

about 2.5 minutes per page (I minute

a mixed blessing. The NeXT's multi-

NeXT adopts
standard d

NCP attaches to the NeXT's SCSI

for draft mode) for a full PostScript

tasking system puts printing in the

port, which can transfer data at 4MB

page. Of course, printing speed

background, but it maintains a high

per second (depending on what else the

depends on the amount of memory in

priority, and other work at the com-

DAR

computer is doing at the tin"le). In con-

your NeXT workstation and the

puter slows to a crawl while a graphic

editor and DAN L A V I N is a senior

trast, other PostScript printers must

amount of other work the machine is

is being printed. That's because the

editor at NeXTWORLD.
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NeXT is phasing
disk and leading
adopting CD-RO
software distribut
these CD-ROMs
CD-ROM drive.
Starting with
j

-.by

Dan

La'O'i ..

PaperSight® is the NeXTTMstep to the paperless office.
With Visus' PaperSight®, you can scan in your paper
documents, file them, then quickly retrieve them, review
them, and annotate them with text or voice notes. You can
use your scanner as a copier. Or use Xerox Information
System's Optical Character Recognition and HSD's OCR
servant to convert scanned documents for use with other
applications, including word processors and spreadsheets.
All NeXT capabilities are available with PaperSight,
including speaker/listener communications, and fax input
and output.
At Visus, we have the largest selection of scanners
available. We also have Pittsburgh Project Manager to help
you plan your projects. We have the Sphinx SpeechKit for
adding Speaker Independent Voice Recognition to your
applications. For more information, on PaperSight and
Visus s.canners and other products, call 412-488-3600, FAX
412-488-3611, or write Visual
Understanding Systems, Inc.,
.....2100 Wharton Street, Suite 701,
Pittsburgh, PA 15203.
From the people who put the
FaxDaemon™ on every NeXT
,,=VISUS™
machine.

--

-.....

'.

PaperSight and Visus are trademarks of Visual Understanding Systems, Inc. All other product names are trademarks of their respective man ufacturer.

Circle 5 on reader service card
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stScript. It's the only
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NeXT adopts read-only dis£s as its

printer you can touch for

standard dish·iLution .... ediuID

)0. For desktop publishers
: artists, it may be a comon to move their work onto
platform. •
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XTWORLD.

NeXT is phasing out its one-of-a-kind optical
disk and leading the computer indus,try in
adopting CD-ROM as its standard medium for
software distribution. To let its customers read
these CD-ROMs, NeXT will be selling a new
CD-ROM drive.
Starting with release 3.0, NeXT will cease
I.

y

Dan

La ... in

and

SillTl§on

L. Garfinl.cl

distributing NeXT step on the original
Cube's magneto-optical disk. Ins tead,

W inter 199 1.)
CD -R OM works the same way,
"

NeXT will only distribute th e operat-

except there's no music. Instead, CD-

ing system p reinstalled on a hard

R O M uses all additional layer of error-

disk, or on CD-ROM. Current NeXT

correcting codes to make the data

users will need to ~ urchase or borrow

stored on the disc even more reliable.

a CD-ROM drive in order to upgrade
their existing sys tems. But in so doing,

T be big advantages of CD-ROM
are data capacity and cost: A single

users will bave a whole new world

CD-ROM stores 660 MB of informa-

of information open before th em.

tion - more than twice the original

What i s CD -R O ~n

than a dollar to produ ce. CD-ROMs

T he audio compact d isc that has

can also be manufac tured very quickly.

NeXT optical disk - and costs less

become th e mainstay of the music indus-

Like audio compact discs, the

try is really a software distribution

information stored on a CD-ROM

system . Music is digitized by a com-

cannot be cbanged. T his makes CD-

puter into a stream of ones and zeros

ROM an ideal distribution mechanism

and burned into a metallic master disk

for computer software; users are

that is used to produce the compact

guaranteed that the data on their CD-

discs sold in stores. Inside the compact

ROMs is exactly the infonnation that

disc player , ano ther computer reads

tbe publisher put there. T here's no

back the information, applies a series

chance that a disk could get acciden-

of error correction processes, sends

tally conup ted, or have a vims or

the music through a digital-to-analog

T [ojan Horse inserted in the software.

converter, and produces the original
sounds. (For more on digital-to-analog

Hard'ft'ar e

conversion, music, and the NeXT,

NeXT's $795 CD-ROM drive con-

see "The Music Box," NeX TWORIJJ

tains the Sony ST 541 CD-R OM

office.

NeXT CD- ROM Dri .... e
COll tains the SOllY ST541 CD-ROM 1IJUhall is1ll. Attach" to the NeXT through the SCSI illterface.
Price: $ 795
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mechanism - similar to the one used

up 50 percent of the CD-ROM best-

there's no way to put the information
there once the disc is stamped.

by Apple. CD-ROM players attach to

sellers to NeXT users," says Barry Cin-

the NeXT through the SCSI interface,

namon, president of the Bureau of

just like an external hard disk drive.

Electronic Publishing in Upper Mont-

The drive has burst transfer rates
up to 1.5MB/sec and an average transfer rate of 150KB/sec (owing to the

"What we really want is for peo-

stored on them is by using a PC data
retrieval engine. For that reason, N eXT
is working with Insignia Solutions to

ple to put the indexes on CD-ROM,"

improve SoftPC's handling of the CD-

clair, New Jersey, a company that both

says Adam Hertz, who heads NeXT's

ROM drive.

sells CD-ROMs and publishes its own.

information architecture group. "If the

Data stored on CD-ROMs can

CD-ROM's slow rotation speed). The

even be indexed with Digital Librarian

drive features a large 64KB cache. It is

publisher doesn't do that, they're mak-

While CD-ROMs mastered in
the Macintosh HFS format are likely

ing life more difficult for the user."

to remain troublesome for NeXT users

- albeit with some difficulty. The

Digital Librarian 3.0 will probably be

for some time to come, Barry Cinna-

12W' long, 7" wide, and 1 %" tall, and

problem is that Digital Librarian nor-

modified to deal with this problem,

mon sees them less of a factor in the

weighs almost 7 pounds. It is painted

mally records the index files in the

says Hertz.

future. "I think that everybody's mov-

black and has the familiar NeXT logo

same directory in which the data being

on the front.

indexed is located. But most CD-

use with IBM PCs have their data

matted in HFS can't be read on IBM

ROMs aren't indexed for the N eXT.

stored in proprietary index formats.

PCs either.

Since the CD-ROM is read-only,

The only way to access the information

The drive comes with a CDROM containing NeXT information

Many CD-ROMs designed for

ing to ISO 9660," he says. Disks for-

Additional software under devel-

and a collection of demo programs. It

opment by NeXT should allow the

can read both CD-ROMs and tradi-

drive to recognize audio CDs and play

tional audio compact discs. Unfortu-

GoodLye Optical DisL:

them through the external audio jacks.

nately, due to a patent-licensing
restriction, the digital information

With the .doption of <:D-ROM, NeXT closes the hoo~

The future

stored on an audio disc can't be read

on one of the ...ost inno......ti.....e technologies of Ihe

Three groups of users will likely invest

directly into the computer through the

origi_1 NeXTcuLe. The <:uLe's optic.1 disL: w.s touled

in the new technology immediately.

SCSI pott. Instead, there are two

.s • single de ..... ice Ih.1 could Le used for Lolh slor-

First are developers, who will need to

RCA-style jacks on the back of the

ing .nd ...o ..... ing .round infor ...alion. And il slored

be CD-ROM-literate to communicate

CD-ROM drive for connecting an

enough dal. - 256MB - 10 hold .n entire NeXTsiep

with NeXT IDto the future. Everything

external amplifier. (The NeXT CD-

softw.re disiriLution, including Digit.1 '\VeLsler .nd

from interim releases to technical doc-

ROM drive also has a headphone-style

Sh.L:espe...e's co... plele wor~s.

umentation updates are likely to be

jack on the front with a small volume
control.)
Soft~i'lre

Bul the optic.1 dri .....e L.d proLle...s wilh speed

only on CD-ROM. Second are large

.nd reli.LiliIT. It w.s jusl 100 slow for gener.1 use -

sites, which will need on-site CD-

50 slow th.t NeXT w.s forced to pro..... ide cuslo... ers

ROM drives to update their multiple

of ils optic.1 disL:-only sysle...s wilh • 40MB .ccel-

machines. Individual users in graphic

T he data on CD-ROMs comes in two

arts, desktop publishing, and financial

main formats: Macintosh Hierarchical

analysis who need data distributed on

File System (HFS) or International

CD-ROM are also likely customers.

Standards Organization's (ISO) 9660

In the long run, most users will

CD-ROM format.

probably end up with CD-ROM

NeXTstep has been able to read

drives. Besides giving access to the

ISO 9660 CD-ROMs since Version

entire NeXTstep Extended Edition,

2.0 of the operating system. With Ver-

the CD-ROM drive will open up a

sion 3.0, NeXT step has been modified

world of data opportunities for a very

to work with the so-called Rock Ridge

nominal cost. •

Extensions, which allow for long file

LuUon proLle... s when it .nnounced .he NeXT floppy

names and fiill UNIX file permissions.

disL: with its new line of NeXTst.tions in 1990. A.ppli-

Viewing the contents of a CD-ROM

c.tion progr.....s th.t were dw.rfed hy the optic.1

D AN

is as easy as putting the disc into the

dis~'s ....ssi.....e d.la capacity fil nicely on • few low-

G AR FIN K E L

drive and having an icon appear in the

cost 3.5-inch (Ioppy dis~s.

senior editors. Garfinkel wrote the NeXTstrp

Workspace M anager.
Although there are few NeXTspecific CD-ROMs on the market,

Unfortunately, so...e ~inds of applicalions de...and
...uc:h ...ore slorage than the 1.44MB or 1i.88MB that
a floppy disJ&: can pro ..... ide. The NeXTstep E.lended

being able to read ISO 9660-formatted

Edition eals up o..,er ltooMB - ...ore than ~o ellitpen-

discs allows NeXT users to access a

si .....e 1i.88MB floppy disL-s, e .....en with data c:o ... pres-

growing number of discs containing

sion. And ... ulti... edi. d.laLases with sound and

clip art, fonts, and databases. "It opens

i ...ages c:an taL:e up far ...ore.
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Another
Step ·

Ahead
+

I

I

I

available in bookstores, includ ing a

ing in approximate real time is unknown,

brand-new version of the NeXTstep

but the prospect seems likely.

Concepts manual (the current one is

For developers, the best news is

two releases out of date). W ith this

that 3D Kit is fully integrated with

release, NeXT has opted not to

every aspect of the NeXT step envi-

update many of the D emos, and some

ronment. R enderM an in1ages have

have been deleted altogether. N eXT

alpha transparency and can be m ixed

will, however, continue to provide

or composited with PostScript in any

D eveloper Examples, and there may

view on m e screen.

be periodic CD-ROM distributions
of new D emos and Examples.

PostScript in a view with a threedimensional Image appears to be
painted on a glass sheet in fro nt of the

Entering the third

RenderMan scene. A clever program-

d"nension

mer, however, can trick the 3-D

Re..,.,.olulion or e..,.,.olulion'l

With release 3.0, NeXT step intro-

image into appeanng in front of the

NeXTslep 3.0 is Loll.

du ces a fast system for creating and

PostScript output via compositing.

displaying three-dimensional images:

Any three-dimensional image can be

When NeXTstep 3.0 arrives this March, you
won't find the major interface changes that characterized the leap from Version 1.0 to 2.0. The
focus this time is on breakthrough graphics, database, and communications capabilities, as well
as on filling out existing functionality with robust
new features.
Support for 3-D graphics, in the guise of a
new, PostScript-compatible 3DKit, will add
panache to the NeXT's already-rich graphics.
Support for Novell and Apple networks and the
DBKit, announced last year, will also make their
entrance, along with the promised support of
PostScript Level 2 and Pantone color matching.
A new Help facility at the system level will allow
novices to learn the tricks of interpersonal computing. These and other, less-ballyhooed additions, together with nips and tucks to the existing
fabric, will make for a tighter and more robust
NeXTstep.
Release 3.0 will be available on floppy disk
and preinstalled on all new hard drives; pricing
was not available at press time. The Extended
Version will be available on CD-ROM and preinstalled on larger hard drives. New documentation will be printed by Addison-Wesley and

3DKit. The basis for this new kit is
RenderM an, the de fa cto standard for
three-dimensional rendering languages
developed by P ixar, the Point Richmond, Califo rnia, com pany owned
mostly by NeXT CEO Steve Jobs.
RenderMan was originally a relatively slow, noninteractive language.
As it did in turning PostScrip t into
Display PostScript, NeXT has created
a special version of R enderMan that
can image quickly enough to give an

Fullsuppor. for

interactive feel to working in 3-D.

'Ilng'isL~ .. Frenc:h,

RenderM an processes a description of
the geometry, placement, and lighting
for three-dime nsional objects in a
scene and then generates pictures
(color TIFF images) that are as realistic as photographs.
W ith NeXT's RenderM an, users

)\ sys.ellD..,.id~ .Help
'ad lity, usedL1"Lod.
NeXT andtLi!d;'
pall"tyde...,.el~pers

will get a single, overall controller th at
lets them decide how long RenderMan
should spend rendering images. One

EnerypJ.ion · of
electronic ·lIDall

extreme will produce low-quality
inuges quickly; the other will produce
photo-realistic images in minutes,
hours, or days. In addition, users can
interactively fine -tune other aspects of
rendering to further trade off quality
versus speed. For exam ple, users can
select rendering with wire-frame or
solid figures, specify the number of
light sources, the degree of l.inearization, and the use of d ifferent shading

NOTeli networks o...,.er
EtLernet
Direct support for
MadntosL 1.44MB
floppy disL.s
Better Landling
of sound

techniques. W hether NeXT has
L "

nwOR

REP 0 R T

Cha r l es

L .

P e r"ins

achieved its goal of low-quality render-
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printed on any PostScript printer, in

llnplement all the hard work for you.

black and white or color.

A layer of high-level objects hides the
details of the data formats and the lan-

NeXT's 3DKit simplifies the developer's task of creating a complicated

guages you need to speak to get to the

three-dinlensional scene. A progranID1er

data. These objects even allow Simple

need only describe the geometry of

intersections between two sets of data,

the objects and their relationships in

without requiring any reference to the

a single method called renderSelf

underlying database language. Like the

(analogous to drawSelf in the two-

Window objects in the AppKit, wh ich

dimensional PostScript world).

hide the Window Server's PostScript
environment, these objects can perform

None of this simplicity hides the
true power of RenderMan. Sophisti-

caching, efficient compiling, and

cates can get their hands on all the con-

buffering, yet look simple to use from

trols. Printing a scene reimages the

the outside.
Another set of objects, called

RenderMan for the printer resolution,
so the kit is as device-independent as

Renderings like this one are now easily created with NeXTstep 3.0's 30Kit.

high-level objects described above and

PostScript. New user-interface objects
will be available for "virtual sphere"

translations. Printers shared on the

mance (ISDN is at best about 80 times

the actual low-level details of dealing

displays and mouse-point-to-ray con-

Novell network can be loaded into

slower than your Ethernet at work).

with a particular database. Adapters for

versions that will make writing new

NetInfo and used as well.

By building fast, SLIP-lilce networking

Sybase and Oracle (and possibly a

into the system, NeXT will allow

simple Developer Example of using

the NeXT will act as a full AppleShare

customers with ISDN to have real-time,

a flat file) will be bundled with the

Connecli-v""" and

client. Volumes exported to the net-

Internet-like access to their company

system, but NeXT hopes that by docu-

inleroperaLilil.."

work at large will again pop up in the

network (and whatever networks it is

menting all the interfaces and the

NeXTstep 3.0 will be even more net-

File Viewer as new "places" in /Net,

attached to) at about four times the

methods for creating adapters, third-

work-friendly than the old: NeXT

and any printers shared on the network

speeds available today with low-cost

party developers will fill in any missing

computers will now fit comfortably

can again be loaded into NetInfo for

9600-baud modems. This long-term

pieces. The system works a little like

into most PC and Apple networks.

shared use anlong all NeXT machines.

strategy should already payoff for

the Services menu: Any added adapters

NeXT in the international market,

will be automatically supported by all

3-D- smart applications easier.

NeXT's general strategy here is to pro-

Within the Macintosh world,

All of this new network support

vide client support for each existing

runs on the Ethernet. This is not usu-

which accounts for about 50 percent of

existing (older) applications. In addi-

network standard. To the network

ally a problem on PC networks, since

NeXT sales.

tion, developers selling database-like

server, the NeXT doesn't look like a

most use Ethernet, but an Ethernet-to-

NeXT. On a Novell network, it looks

AppleT a1k bridge (available from third

For de-velopers , OlIosll.."

will be able to blmdle adapters with

like a PC running MS-DOS; on an

parties) is necessary to access many

In addition to various small additions

their applications, making them instantly

AppleShare network, the NeXT looks

Macintosh networks. Full Macintosh

to the AppKit itself. and a new graphical

interoperable with applications designed

like a Macintosh. Unfortunately,

floppy-disk support was added to 3.0,

debugger, NeXT will be providing a

for use with other database systems.

NeXT has enabled connectivity only

allowing 1.44MB Mac disks to be as

new system for accessing information

This general database-independence

with Novell and AppleShare clients -

easily loaded into any NeXT machine

stored in databases: DBKit. [See "Cov-

should be an extremely attractive lure

neither PCs nor Macs can access files

as DOS disks can be now. Unfortu-

ering the (Data) Bases," NeXTWORIJ)

to database users, and a compelling rea-

stored on NeXT file servers unless the

nately, reading low-density, 800ICB

Fall 1991, for more information

son to create new database appli cations

the client machines are equipped with

disks still requires using an external

about DBKit.]

on the NeXT rather than elsewhere.

third-party NFS packages.

floppy drive.

Within the DOS world, the

32

"adapters," bridges tlle gap between the

Finally, NeXT is trying to pull

applications (for exanlple, DataPhile)

The DBKit integrates fully into

Finally, Interface Builder has been

the NeXTstep environment as a

completely rewritten for 3.0 in order

NeXT will now interoperate as a full

wide-area networks into the digital

format-independent facility for access-

to accommodate the changes required

Netware 286 or 386 client in any

age. Starting with Release 3.0, NeXT

ing, manipulating, and searching

by DBKit and the on-line Help facility,

Novell network. Since Novell has

will begin a long-term commitment to

through arbitrary data sources. These

and to meet the new requirements for

about 60 percent of the PC networking

Integrated Services Digital Network

sources could be real-time data feeds,

internationalization.

market, this is a good place to start.

(ISDN) networking with the goal of

flat files, relational databases, or even

Novell file servers will pop up in the

allowing users to see the same network

nonrelational databases located else-

Workspace Manager's File Viewer just

environment (file servers, printers,

where on a network. The DBKit is

facilities

as other NeXT (NFS) file servers do

real-time mail delivery, database servers,

both a set of user-interface objects to

NeXTstep 3.0 will support six languages

now, with the only caveat being the

and so on) at home as they do at work,

help write database applications and

out of the box: English, French, Span-

usual necessary DOS/UNIX filename

albeit with significantly slower perfor-

several general sets of objects that

ish, German, Italian, and Swedish.

N ~XTWORLO

]\Ie_ s.."sleOll_ide

oapan ese will still be shiPF
rate package.) Furthermore
panel messages, help infoIT
fac ilities that come in the s
(105MB) version of the rei
ing all of /NextApps), wil
internationalized. This wit
selling point to the growin
of multinational corporatic
machines can be moved frc
to country by just clicking
language in the Preference~
( the power supply automati
NeXT has also inlproved ,
internationalization in Inte
and elsewhere, allowing th
developers to easily tag alo
New support for Pan
and a move to fully suppo:
Level 2 up the ante in the
against Macintosh-based «
publishing systems. With .
N eXT will be the first co
to implement Display Pos
2, and will be one of the fi
nies to ship a Level 2 prin
N eXT Color Printer (see
Everyone" in this special r
changes will have a major
N eXT's ability to support
color into the mid-'90s.
Improvements to the
of the system will allow m
cations to produce sound
time (for example, allowin
beep to be heard even whi
a Bacll fugue via ScorePlaJ
cion, access to the micropl
is no longer limited to a si
tion, opening up the possi
smart, background-voice-I
applications that do not 10,
voice-mail applications. l'
will include a wider range
sized instruments (includi
woodwmds), along with F
port for MIDI/SMPTE ,
graphics and video.
Data encryption will
in the Workspace Manag,
applications. Using dynan
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. Oracle (and possibly a
!doper Example of using
""ill be bundled with the
: NeXT hopes that by docu1 the interfaces and the
)r creating adapters, thirdopers will fill in any missing
: system works a little like
s menu: Any added adapters
)matically supported by all
Ider) applications. In addi)pers selling database-like
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(for example, DataPhile)

: to bundle adapters with
ations, making them instantly
,Ie with applications designed
h other database systems.
·al database-independence
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extremely attractive lure

: users, and a compelling reate new database applications
(T rather than elsewhere.

y, Interface Builder has been
rewritten for 3.0 in order
.odate the changes required
md the on-line Help facility,
t the new requirements for
alization.
'sle lR1l~ide

es

3.0 will support six languages
)ox: English, French, Spann, Italian, and Swedish.

Oapanese will still be shipped as a sepa-

almost guaranteed as unreadable by

Manager, Mail, Preferences, Edit, and

rate package.) Furthermore, all pop-up

others as it travels over networks (once

FaxReader; others may be included or

panel messages, help information, and

delivered and read by the recipient,

will follow in future releases).

facilities that come in the standard

it will no longer be protected). In addi-

(105MB) version of the release (includ-

tion, a variant will be used to allow a

context-sensitive help will be available

ing all of /NextApps), will be fully

user's individual files to be protected to

for all these applications and for all the

internationalized. This will be a unique

the same degree against compromise.

standard pop-up panels and facilities

selling point to the growing number

A password will be used to lock and

of Release 3.0. The system is similar to

But that's not all. In addition,

of multinational corporations: NeXT

unlock each file, which will be unread-

Lotus Improv's help system. The user

machines can be moved from country

able without the password, even to the

simply clicks on a menu item, or holds

Sending a file, folde r, or graphic
1 Clfel:. In the Send windowwtlere you want the lile, folder, or
graphiC to appear. 2 In the Workspace Manager's File Viewer,
seleclthefile, fOlder. orgraphic (file). , Drag lis Icon fromlhe
icon path Dyer the Send window 4 Complete the men age and
cllet-Dellyer.
Ifyou cnll I,

ro country by just clicking the local

superuser. Encryption will be only a

down certain shift keys, and then clicks

language in the Preferences application

click away: It will be fully integrated

a screen object (like a button) to

(the power supply automatically adapts).

into the File Viewer.

inquire about its use. One thing that

{P1Phiefleh

_,t<

EPSaTFf

I

_._.J

rEPS

c;nptWc i1 t'e ! .~

h ilflPC"' ,

Unfortunately, the new NeXT

konOl"~r

mail system does not use the Internet

Help screens are not simply PostScript

and elsewhere, allowing third-party

encryption standard for privacy-

inlages, but full R TFD files that can be

developers to easily tag along.

enhanced mail, and therefore NeXT

copied, pasted, and searched through

users cannot exchange encrypted

the Find panel.

New support for Pantone colors
and a move to fully support PostScript

mail with other users on the Internet.

Level 2 up the ante in the contest

Instead, NeXT is using a new encryp-

,.....,

ofhieOl'1

sets the NeXT facility apart is that the

internationalization in Interface Builder

courd youorder more?

lfyoutIruJ
J.ryohertle

icon,l,COW

Ne.,,'{T has also improved support for

Henry

The ,tore room is shor1 on pencils.

Sharon

Here Is a $ummary of seminar topic:

~

.,; Mail delivers acopyOftheflle, folder, or graphlc.The original
remain s whereyer you dragged It from.

Each application will have its own

In the new help system, users simply click
on a screen object to inquire about its use.

Help panel, which looks somewhat like

of Help screens can be duplicated with

against Macintosh-based color desktop-

tion technique called FEE (Fast Elliptic

the Digital Librarian search window.

links intact. That's a helpful way to

publishing systems. With Release 3.0,

Encryption), which N eXT claims is

A fast, global find using indexes is avail-

get started based on an existing NeXT

NeXT will be the first company

more secure than many existing encryp-

able (separate from the normal Find

application's help tree. Being able to

ro implement Display PostScript Level

tion systems. However, the company

panel), as is a button for reaching the

duplicate a hypertext tree will also

2, and will be one of the first compa-

refuses to disclose any technical details

index and another for navigating back-

speed the process of translation and

nies to ship a Level 2 printer: the new

on the algorithm, saying that it is filing

ward to whatever Help screen was

internationalization of the Help facility.

NeXT Color Printer (see "Color For

for a patent on the process.

last viewed. This latter feature is crucial

Everyone" in this special report). These

NeXT has fixed the annoying

Finally, Interface Builder has been

in any hypertext document: It keeps

modified so that objects on the screen

changes will have a major impact on

bugs with cut-and-paste and rich text:

you from getting lost when wandering

can be graphically connected with their

NeXT's ability to support professional

Now any RTF text with pictures in it

through parts of a manual. As you

associated markers in the Help files.

color into the mid-'90s.

(RTFD format) can be safely copied

page through the various Help screens,

Soon any NeXT application without

and pasted throughout the system

following" see also" or cross-references,

on-line help will not be considered

of the system will allow multiple appli-

without it losing its pictures, as often

the system keeps track of your path,

a true NeXT application.

cations to produce sound at the same

happened in Release 2.0.

and you can reverse-navigate the path

Improvements to the sound layers

time (for example, allowing the system

Also in NeXTstep 3.0, Icon will

back to where you started by pushing

~ spring re't'olulion

beep to be heard even while listening to

be replaced by a new, fully supported

a backtrack button as many times as

With the arrival of 3.0, NeXT has

a Bach fugue via ScorePlayer). In addi-

paint and icon-creation tool in /Next-

you want. The index and table of con-

raised the ante on system-software

tion, access to the microphone input

Developer/ Apps. The new tool has

tents are both hyperlinked as well,

functionality and performance. Its

is no longer limited to a single applica-

a subset of Icon's current functionality.

so touching an entry in either whisks

improved networking and intercommu-

tion, opening up the possibility of

NeXT also plans more-extensive sup-

you directly to the referenced part

nication facilities, 3-D graphics, and

smart, background-voice-recognition

port for fax reception and dispatch,

of another Help screen.

new hypertext Help system are all

applications that do not lock out normal

although few details about fax software

voice-mail applications. NeXTstep 3.0

were available at press tim e.

will include a wider range of synthe-

robust environment. And it also contains a few revolutionary items that

programs: The table of contents, index,

should motivate even the most jaded

Using NeXTstep 3.0 should be easier

and Help screens are all instances of

2.0 user to make the leap to 3.0. •

thanks to an on-line help system. Sim-

the san'le general View, which can con-

ple, elegant, and well thought-out, the

tain RTF, pictures, and hyperlinks to

new facility is at once both a user- and

markers in other such V iews. These

Help for

woodwinds), along with possible support for MIDI/SMPTE sequencing of
Data encryption will be included

welcome improvements to an already

new hypertext help into application

sized instruments (including brass and

graphics and video.

For developers, N eXT has provided a simple way to incorporate the
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all

L. P ERKINS,

in the Workspace Manager and Mail

developer-oriented feature. For users,

markers can be placed anywhere in the

CHARLE S

applications. Using dynamically picked

NeXT will provide small on-line help

middle of a newly created RTF stream

a contributing editor of NeXTWORLD,

public-key encryptions, it will allow

manuals for many of the key NeXT

(presumably by Edit), and mark the

is

each mail message sent by a user to be

applications (definitely for W orkspace

end points of links. Whole hierarchies

and president of Harvard Square Software.

president of The Cube Route al1djounder
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""What if you could be as sInart as this.

Organized as this.
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,
Thin1. Organize. ComDlUnicate.
Few are born with the ability to
excel at all three. One software
system is.

Who s Caning?

The

most advanced contact management and scheduling program
there is. With modules for group
scheduling, tracking client information, conversation histories
and live network messages. Who S

Caning? has IDulti-media capability. And plenty of flexibility
and power-as Illuch for the single
user as for the network. The program can be modified to fit each
user's needs or AdaIDation can
tailor custOID applications into

as this.

COInnlUnicate like this.

Who S Caning? If you want your
business to think better, plan
better, and cOIDIDunicate better,
act today. Contact your NeXT
reseller or NeXTConnection at
1 (SOO) SOO-NeXT for pricing
and ordering in£orIDation.

... ....._"
.:00'5
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~
,
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Calling?'"

WHO'S CALLING? from ADAMATION.

Circle 8 on reader service card

For productivity,
it's the NeXT logical step.
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Objects of desire
Object-oriented operating systems
have suddenly become the "must
have" of the computer industry but in a sense, object-oriented programming is as old as programming
itself. It codifies clever strategies
painstakingly developed over the
decades into a new, coherent whole.
But it also goes beyond those strategies to suggest new ways of viewing
the process of programming.
In traditional programming,
programmers write functions and
procedures, each solving a particular problem in a particular way.
Although procedures can isolate
parts of a program from one
another, dependencies between different procedures inevitably creep
into the system. When part of a program depends inextricably on
another part thousands of lines

away, a single change in an innocuous subroutine can cause the entire
application to come crashing down.
In the late 1960s, the first
object-oriented language, Simula,
was developed. Simula was
designed to model the interactions
between objects in an event-driven
way, and all object-oriented environments still reflect this heritage.
The real flowering of objectoriented programming began in the
1970s at Xerox Palo Alto Research
Center, where the language
SmallTalk was created and refined.
SmallTalk introduced a pure and
extremely simple model for both
the language and its environment,
creating an exciting new synthesis
between the user interface and its
underlying language.
In parallel with these developments, programmers using more-

traditional languages tried to graft
on object-oriented features. In the
early 1980s, Brad Cox succeeded in
developing a hybrid of SmallTalk
and C called Objective C, which is
the basis of NeXT's object-oriented
environment, NeXTstep. Objective
C trades a good deal of the power
and flexibility of SmallTalk for the
speed and programmer familiarity
of C, but it has gained back some
of SmallTalk's flexibility as NeXT
has enhanced it over the years.
Finally, in the mid-1980s, Bjarne
Stroustrup at AT&T Bell Labs created a new casting of C called C++,
which is claimed to be an objectoriented language. While C++ lacks
most of the features that make
object orientation most flexible, it
nonetheless provides all the modularity and design advantages of an
object-structured model.

Advantage of objects
In an object-based world, program
mers create easily modifiable,
extensible, and - most importantly·
reusable building blocks of programming code. The blocks, or
objects, are stand-alone componen
of data and program code that
know how to do something.
Objects not only know what they
can and can't do, they also know
how to communicate with other
objects through "messages."
A programmer can create
objects for handling common tasks
- for instance, drawing windows
a screen - and reuse those objects
when building a new application.
Object reusability means that, in
most cases, application development is faster. Because they don't
have to rewrite the same routines
each time they create an application, programmers taking an
object-based approach can build
software 3 to 10 times faster than
programmers using procedural languages. That's significant, considering it takes programmers, on
average, 18 months to develop a
new application using the traditional method.
In a world where new microprocessor technology doubles hardware performance about every two
years, the benefit of an approach
that helps bring software to market
faster is obvious. "I can't imagine
software developers going any
other way but object-oriented programming. It's a fundamental, but
necessary, change in the way software is assembled," says Michael
Goulde, an analyst with Bostonbased Open Systems Advisors.
"The ability to rapidly prototype
and rapidly develop is extremely
important in today's global economy. Competitive pressures are
such that two- and three-year prod·
uct development cycles are just not
acceptable, if you want to survive:
Object-based environments like
SmallTalk and NeXTstep bring the
benefits of object-based program-
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When you
purchase a NeXT
computer, one superfloppy disk comes
with it.
The only superfloppy disk good
enough for the NeXT generation of computers.
Toshiba's extra-high density disk with
2.88MB of formatted storage (4MB unformatted).
Toshiba developed barium ferrite as a
recording medium more than 14 years ago. We
invented the revolutionary perpendicular
recording technology that goes with it. And,
more importantly; we created a whole new
standard in disk manufacturing to match this
new media technology.
Today Toshiba's barium ferrite 2.88MB

disks are the
standard for performance and
reliability. A
standard other
manufacturers will
be pursuing for years
to come.
Available individually; or in boxes of five
or ten, weve made it easy for you to follow
NeXT's cue when you buy another superfloppy
disk.
Just make the Toshiba 2.88MB disk
your NeXT.
And your NeXT.
And your NeXT.
Call1-SOO-S43-210S for the name and
number of the Toshiba dealer nearest you.

In Touch with Tomorrow

Circle 35 on reader service card

TOSHIBA
TOSHIBA AMERICA ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS, INC.

Product and or brand names mentioned herein may be trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies.

MMOD-91-0:

Ariel's IReAM
Signal Processing Workstation
1'1le NeXl'Plateau
• TWo i860 RISC processors
for 160 MFLOPS (93,S
MlPS)power
.13.5 MIPS DSP56001 for
I/O processing
'. Up to 64 Mbytes of memory
• 100 Mbyte/sec. triinsfer rate
• Real-time opera!ing system
• Graphical and eojectoriented programming
environments
• Software development
platform
Ariel's'lRCAM Signal
PrOCessing Workstation is
more dian the most powerful

ming to a system-software level.
Like any object-based application,
the object-based operating system
may be more reliable and flexible
than procedural-based operating
systems, because the core system
objects can be easily modified to
correct problems and extended to
add functionality.
But while SmallTalk offered
developers an easy way to deliver
applications, it lacked a way to
build interfaces, according to Paul
Hegarty, director of NeXTstep
software at NeXT. "SmallTalk was
proof of concept," he said. And
a concept it stayed. Hardware vendors were reluctant to take what
was then viewed as too much of
a risk. "I think it's a classic thing.
Computer companies are cautious
about jumping on new technologies. But as a start-up, NeXT had
to take a risk six years ago."

OOP Bandwagon
Circle 23 on reader service card

Here's the Missing Link your
iVeJrrhasbeenlookingjor.

eXodus™jor the

NeXT computer.
From the developers of eXodus for the Macintosh,
an XWindow Display Server that lets your NeXT
computer communicate with VAX, Sun, HP, Prime or
any other host using the XWindow System.
Available in March•.. and well worth the wait!

For more information, call or write
A
White Pine Software,
40 Simon Street, Suite 201,
Nashua, NH 03060-3043.
Tel: (603) 886-9050.
Fax: (603) 886-9051. WlfITB PINE SOfTWARE
Circle 37 on reader service card

NeXT's risk appears to be paying
off. Object-oriented software has
become the buzzword of the era,
and virtually every major company
has endorsed one environment or
another.
IBM and Apple plan to jointly
own and operate Taligent, a San
Francisco Bay Area company
expected to deliver an object-based
system sometime in the mid-1990s.
Taligent's operating system will
be used by each of the former
adversaries to develop new computer platforms in the late 1990s. It
also will operate "in parallel to, and
complement" Apple's existing Mac
and IBM's OS/2 UNIX environments through a special set of
objects called "personalities." In
this way, customers will not lose
their current software investment
when switching to a Taligent OSbased system.
Apple's contribution to Taligent is Pink, an object-based system
it has been working on for three
years and that already encompasses
"more than a million lines of

code," according to executives of
the company. IBM is contributing
the object-based technology developed by year-old Patriot Partners,
formerly a joint venture between
IBM and Metaphor Computer Sys·
terns of Mountain View, California
Microsoft Chairman Bill Gat
on the other hand, says his company's "object-oriented vision" of
the future will be Windows NT
(New Technology), a high-end version of the Windows environment
due in 1992.
Meanwhile, Sun's systemsoftware subsidiary, SunSoft, is promoting Solaris 2.0. SunSoft's new
operating system, which 'will run
both on Sun's SPARC architecture
and on industry-standard 803861
80486 computers, will include
OpenWindows Version 3, a programming environment containing
object-based tools called ToolTalk.
Sun is also at work on a joint
object-development effort with
Hewlett-Packard.
"If [Apple's] Sculley, [Microsoft's] Gates, and [IBM's] Cannavino
agree on it, object-oriented programming must be a good thing,"
says Mike Slade, NeXT's director
of marketing.

Advantage NeXT?
NeXT has spent the past five years
building NeXTstep. NeXT built
its environment with Objective C,
which it chose over other languag
such as Object Pascal and the more
popular C++, because it felt Objec
tive C was the best-integratt;d
and easiest to learn, say Hegarty
and Tevanian.
NeXTstep is also unlike other
object-based systems because it wa
built as an object-based environment "from the ground up," says
Hegarty. "Our competitors think
that object-oriented programming
is sort of an interface thing. The
object-oriented world is integrated.
Unless your entire system is object,
oriented, it's not really going to
work well.
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&C:£II
Backup

~

~

If )7cm're tired of struggling with cryptic
UNJX b~Gkup utilities, now you can back
up the way NeXT nl intended yO\J to easily and inttkitivery. With a mere click of a
b1:ltton, RunningBACKbr:ings you the first
user-friendly, gta~hicaJ interface tape
archive softWare for NeXT computers.
.Powerful features allow you to back up
entire volumes or make s@phisticated rule~
based sel~ctiQns of inoividual meso Choose
files 'fuy date, tide, type, creator, or any combination of criteria. Or schedule unattended
backups with convenient timer scripts.
RunningBACK's cursor sensitive help

window eliminates backup frustrations

providing real-time
assistance. And it's
multiplatform file format will allow data
interchange with Macintosh computers.*
Bundled exclusively with the '
Microtech Eclipse 2.0T 2GB DAT drive,
RunningBACK provides the only fast,
network compatible tape backup application for NeXT computers. Unless, of
course, you prefer TAR ... and feathers . .
For more information on RunningBACK
or Microtech International's complete line
of NeXT storage and memOlY products call:
800-325-1895
International inquiries: 203-468-6223.

Eclipse CD,
Eclipse 2.0TTape Backup,
Eclipse internal and
external bard drives
from 200MB -13GB,
Eclipse 50R Removable.

&

IVIIICROTECH
I N T ERN A T ION A L .

INC.

@1991 Microtech International. Inc., 158 Commerce Street, East Haven, cr 06512. All trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
'Requires purchase of RurtningBACK software for the Madntosh. Microlech reserves the right to change specifications without notice.
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"Object-oriented programming is not about collecting things
into groups. It's knowing where the
center of activities are in your program and factoring out the common code," he adds.
Furthermore, NeXTstep is
essentially hardware-independent.
"By enhancing our objects, we can
handle any hardware. Porting
NeXTstep to some other hardware
platform would be very easy to
do," says H egarty.
While companies like Apple
and IBM begin work on building
their object libraries, NeXTstep
already offers developers two
important advantages: the Application Kit, a library of predefined
objects; and Interface Builder, an
object editor that lets developers
quickly create a GUI (graphical user
interface). (See the sidebars for a
full description of these and other
NeXTstep object-oriented features .)
"I expect that it chops development time in half or more," says

Ray Ryan, software engineer with
Lighthouse Design, a Chevy Chase,
M aryland, NeXT developer. "That
comes from having so many of the
objects written for you in the Application Kit and having the tools
so you don't have to reinvent the
wheel."
How hard is it to build an
object? It depends on what you
want the object to do, say Hegarty
and Tevanian.1t has taken NeXT
five years to create their current
library of more than 100 objects.
The more specific the task, the easier it is to create an object; NeXT's
challenge has been to define a set
of core objects that can handle fundamental tasks but that are also
flexible enough to be extended and
reused.
"You can't anticipate every
use, so you have to be careful to
define objects that are very flexible.
You become an expert at developing objects by doing it," says
Hegarty. "Apple [engineers] will

become experts in three to four
years, and in three to four years,
we'll have even better objects."
NeXT will continue to sell its
system to what it has identified
as its market: customers with specialized needs that cannot be
addressed by off-the-shelf software.
"We build leveraged software, software that others can use to build
their own software really quickly,"
says Tevanian.
It's for that reason that customers such as UBS Securities,
a New York-based subsidiary of
the United Bank of Switzerland,
and First National Bank of Chicago
have adopted NeXT for in-house
development of proprietary trading
systems.
"Working in an object-oriented
environment is dramatically better
than programming in Old Worldstyle stuff. The most obvious is
code reusability, when you take the
generic building block approach to
building software," says Hadar

Pedhazur, UBS vice president and
equities technology manager.
"NeXT is the richest environment
for actually seeing things that were
done in an object-oriented sense.
The Application Kit allows progra
mers who are totally alien to the
concept of object-oriented programl'
ming to get up to speed rather
quickly. Development time is amaz·
ing. Starting from scratch, from
being shipped the machine to actually trading dollars with the system,
it took three months, with a threeperson team, to develop our system
First National Bank of Chicag
settled on NeXT in part because
of its sophisticated graphical user
interface, according to Georges
Cortedon, vice president and head
of quantitative research for the
bank, which has about 130 NeXT
workstations.
"The graphical user interface
of NeXT is far superior to any
interface available on any other
workstation right now," he says.

"What we have to do is put
trading systems. Those syst
a graphical user interface iI
ing screens and building pr
It's irnportant for us to buiJ
prototypes quickly."
For Goulde of Open S
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operating system is objector taffy-oriented," Goulde
"What they care about is t
ware environment that's bl
on top of it. NeXT clearly
advantage because it has s
years refining its system."
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"Hi, this is NeXT Developer Camp, and you're going to'
be here for the next four-and-a-half days."
A tall man with long blond hair in
a ponytail stands in the front of the room.
"My name is Randy Nelson. I'm the lead
developer trainer here at NeXT. We're
specifically charged with getting developers
jump started in this environment. "
Although it really is faster and easier to
develop an application on a NeXT than on ~
Macintosh or a Sun workstation, NeXTstep
is so fundamentally different from other
graphical user interfaces that most programmers flowlder when they get their first exposur~
to it. They simply don't know what to do.
The second problem with learning to program the NeXT is the size and complexity
of the system. There's not one, but two new languages that need to be learned: Objective C and Display PostScript.
Then there's Interface Builder, an application program for putting
together other application programs. Interface Builder is easy to use,
but you've got to learn how, and for three years there hasn't been any
documentation.
Hence Camp, designed to get developers over that initial hllllP in
the learning curve. "We are not going to go into anyone topic in great
detail," Nelson explains. "The general intent of this class is a fast start,
so we are going to work on skills, rather than reference-level learning."
We won't learn enough about NeXTstep in a week to teach the
class, but we should be able to write a simple application and wade
through the documentation to learn what we don't know.

SIMSON

L.

CAMP

The first Developer Camp was taught in March 1988, seven months
before the original NeXT cube was armounced. Fewer than a do~en
programmers were there, emissaries from the first key compani~s to
develop programs for the NeXT (as well as a few from firms that
didn't). According to Jeanne Etcheverry, NeXT's director of developer
training, more than 1500 students have gone through the camp, which
is now open to anybody who can afford the $1500 tuition and a week
at a hotel. The class, whose correct title is "Programming NeXT Computers," has three full-time instructors: Nelson, Susan Rayl, and Tom
Mfinito, and is taught in Redwood City, California (across the street
from NeXT's corporate headquarters), and Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
In special cases, NeXT also offers on-site classes. When Lotus got
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classes. When Lotus got

religion about the NeXT, Bruce Blumburg, one of the core original
employees at NeXT, spent a week bringing the Improv developers up
to speed on the new platform. NeXT has also done on-site classes
for Wall Street traders and the federal government, as well as classes
in Europe, Japan, and Australia.
"For a while, we tried to eliminate the term 'Developer Camp'
here at NeXT. It was considered too cute or to have connotations like
a military boot camp. But the name has stuck, both internally and
with our customers," Etcheverry says.

iii
A&er the brief introduction, Nelson spends half an hour going around
the Redwood City classroom, having people introduce themselves.
It's immediately apparent that skill levels vary widely among the
26 campers - some have had a lot of experience programming the
NeXT, while others have had almost none .
At one end of the spectrum is Andrew Lowenstern, one of the
young turks from Talus Corporation in Houston, who says that he's
come to camp "because nobody at NeXT will talk to you unless you
take this class first." (It's true: The information taught at Developer
Camp is a necessary introduction to programming with NeXTstep,
andjt can't be taught over the phone.) The 18-year-old Lowenstern
has already written a significant NeXTstep program: an image printing system that displays a TIFF or EPS file on the screen, then sends it
to a Polaroid printer.
At the other end of the spectrum are people like Gary Berteig, a
white-haired artist from Keyano College in Fort McMurray, Alberta,
Canada. Berteig wants to use his network of nine workstations, a
server, and a NeXT dimension to teach visual arts. He's also been
ontracted to develop a video using the NeXTdimension for an
installation in Greenland. Berteig's had virtually no programming
experience, but he's eager to learn.
Another oddball at Developer Camp is Bill Southworth, from
Kendall Square Research in Waltham, Massachusetts. Southworth
says that Kendall Square is developing a revolutionary new supercomputer, much faster than a Cray or a Connection Machine. The
company got interested in NeXT because of the NeXTdimension:
The idea was to use the NeXTdimension's ability for compressing
video to bring interactive animation from the supercomputer to the
desktop. When I point out that the NeXTdimension doesn't have
real-time compressed video because of a problem with the chip from
C-Cube Microsystems, he just smiles and says that Kendall Square
has other reasons for being interested in NeXT.

iii
Before lunch we're building our first application, a program to convert from degrees Celsius to degrees Fahrenheit.

First we draw the application's interface: a text field for the input,
another for output, a few titles, and a button to perform the conversion operation. Immediately we see the power of Interface Builder.
We don't have to calculate the size in pixels of the window or the controls inside it to design the interface - we just draw it. We don't need
to edit C code and look up functions from a manual to make titles
appear - we just drag them from the palette and double-click them to
change their text. It's more like using Adobe Illustrator than writing
a computer program.
The next step is to build a new kind of tool, a special "object"
that knows how to convert from one temperature scale to another.
The object implements a single "message": a command for it to read
the contents of one cell, multiply it by 9, divide it by 5, add 32, and
put the result into the Fahrenheit cell. Under Nelson's instruction,
we write the Converter object and connect it up to the interface that
we've already created. Then we test it. The application works the
first time.

iii
After lunch we get a two-hour lecture about the wonders of objectoriented programming. It's not that foreign; after all, we've already
built an object.
Solving a problem with object-oriented programming involves
first designing a set of objects, each tailored to represent part of the
problem and perform a specific set of operations.
For example, explains Nelson, suppose you wanted to design
an air traffic control simulation. The program will need objects for
airplanes, runways, baggage carriers, baggage, and other physical elements. Some objects can move, while others cannot. Then there are
the more abstract objects, like flight plans and weather.
The next step is to figure out relationships between the different
kinds of objects and put them into a hierarchy. Helicopters are like
airplanes, except they fly a little differently. Runways, buildings, and
parking lots are all similar in that they occupy a set position in space
that doesn't change.
Finally, the programmer has to figure out what sort of action
each object needs to support, and what sort of information it needs to
remember in order to furnish that support. Information inside the
airplane object might include its position, its velocity, whether or not
its landing gear is extended, and the amOlmt of fuel left in its tank.
This whole process is called "object decomposition." It's often
the hardest part of writing a large object-oriented system. "If you do
this a long time, you might get a little good at it," says Nelson, but
the best way to do object decomposition is to sit down with a person
who knows the field backward and forward - a domain expert and do it with him or her.
In other words, if you want to write an air traffic simulator, get
yourself an air traffic controller and ask how it's done.

T U E S

DAY

Class starts at 9 a.m., but most of the students show up early, both to
get at the machines and to get the continental breakfast that NeXT
has laid out - pastries, muffins, fruit, coffee, and juice. My favorite is
the pineapple; it's fresh.
Nelson starts the class with a detailed description of Objective C,
the object-oriented language used by the NeXT.
NeXT has taken a lot of flack for choosing Objective C instead
of C++, another object-oriented language that seems to be all the
rage in the outside world. C++, says Nelson, was designed to make it
easy for small groups of programmers, six or seven at most, to share
code. Objective C was designed with a much grander objective: to
enable companies to bundle pieces of programs together as software
integrated circuits, buying and selling software modules as needed to
get the job done.
But C++ was invented by AT&T, the makers of UNIX, and
AT&T's backing has gained it institutional foothold. There are now
many C++ compilers. Objective C, meanwhile, is a proprietary
language owned by a small Massachusetts company, Stepstone Corporation. Aside from NeXT, the world has overwhelmingly chosen
to adopt C++ as the object-oriented programming language
of choice.
It's clear that Nelson has heard a lot of complaints about
Objective C vs. C++ before. "Look, we're not interested in religious
arguments," Nelson says to questions. "Write your program in
BASIC if you want. We just want you to write the best software
you can."
The reason NeXT chose Objective C, says Nelson, was that
NeXT couldn't have written Interface Builder without it.

That afternoon Nelson gives us a tour of NeXTstep, the NeXT's
window system and program-development environment.
"NeXTstep is a legal creation," explains Nelson. Simply put,
NeXTstep is "everything that we licensed to IBM." It includes Interface Builder, the Application Kit, the Workspace Manager, and the
Window Server.
Nelson focuses on the Window Server, the master control program that runs the system. The Window Server constantly monitors ,
the mouse and keyboard and sends events to the appropriate application. It's the NeXT's Window Server, running on top of the Mach
operating system, that makes the NeXT able to run more than one
program at a time. Together they make it much harder for one misbehaved program to crash the entire computer.
Tuesday night we have the first of three labs: building a calculator. We are given two versions of the program, one that is finished
and working, and one that isn't. The idea is to figure out how they

are different and write the code necessary to make the second program work. It gets us to understand how basic parts of the NeXT
environment work.
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We start out Wednesday by taking a giant step backwards - trying
write a NeXTstep application without using Interface Builder. "It is
possible," Nelson assures us. You simply have to specify, by hand a
with Objective C, everything you get for free with Interface Builder.
It can be done, but by the end of the morning we see the price
of this bullheadedness. Without Interface Builder, our simple progra
that had taken less than 40 lines of code balloons to over 280.
But Interface Builder's real payoff doesn't come when you deve! the first version of the program; it's when you go back to develop
the second or third. Interface Builder makes it a snap to change or
add things that would require hours with conventional programmin!
methods.
Nelson tells us that developers report that Interface Builder
gives them an "acceleration factor" of between 3 and 10 - meaning
it's 3 to 10 times faster to develop a program on the NeXT than on
a Sun, on a Macintosh, or under Microsoft Windows. Indeed, it's
so much faster that a lot of companies have started developing their
proof-of-concept program on the NeXT and then porting it to the
Macintosh or Windows for the final version.
That certainly might explain why two programmers from Aldus
are taking the course. The whole week they've been very vague and
secretive about why they are present, except to say that "Aldus wants
to keep current with all desktop technologies." It's clear from some of
their questions that they're working on something big for release sometime within the next year. But they're also interested in how to take
something developed on the NeXT and port it to another platform.

T H

After lunch, Nelson starts explaining the nuts and bolts of the Application Kit - the basic set of objects from which all NeXTstep applicatioru
are built.
First there is the Application object, which basically manages
the connection between the application program and the Window
Server. The Application object receives events and messages from the
rest of the computer and sends them to other parts of the running
program. It's an event distributor.
The second key object is called Window, which, as the name
implies, manages the windows that an application puts on the screen.
To draw anything on the NeXT's screen, you've got to create a
Display PostScript window, which usually involves creating a Window
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o make the second pro'asic parts of the NeXT

object to go along with it. The Window object controls all of the
basic Window operations, like resizing, miniaturization, and closing.
But the most ingenious part of the Application Kit is the View
object, which handles the actual drawing. All View objects have
amethod called drawSelf:, which causes them to generate PostScript
code that makes them draw themselves on the screen. Send the View
DAY
another message and the PostScript code gets redirected to the printer.
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s it a snap to change or
After dinner we work on our second lab exercise, the Compositonventional programming ing Lab. Compositing lets you combine two images to create a third;
the compositing operator allows you to specify how the two images
hat Interface Builder
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the need to accommodate Keith Ohlfs's schedule that week. Ohlfs,
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NeXT's resident graphics genius, conducts Thursday's high point,
an after-hours NeXTdimension demo across the street. We walk into
NeXT's demo room and see Ohlfs, who looks like a 26-year-old
surfer with curly hair, sitting in front of a NeXT dimension display
rhat's playing the final sequence from Star Wars in a window.
Once we are all in the room, Ohlfs fires up a copy of Interface
Builder and builds a miniature NeXT-TV application using a
:pecial kind of View that handles live video (but only on the NeXTdimension).
Here's what Ohlfs does, in 53 words: He creates a window
and fills it with an NXLiveVideoView object. Then he puts down
[wo buttons: one sends the View a start: message, the other a stop:
message. Finally Ohlfs tells Interface Builder to test the interface.
When the buttons are pressed, the NXLiveVideoView object automatically starts and stops the attached videodisc player.

When we get back to the classroom, it's 8 p.m. Some of the
campers stay to work on their pet projects, but most go back to their
hotels.

F

RID

A

Y

The last day of camp flies by. The night before, Nelson had put
together a sinlple text editor that could load and save files, print them,
and handle multiple windows. He spends the morning showing us
how it all works.
The purpose, says Nelson, is so that we could go home and build
a multifont text editor for our bosses to show that we had learned
something. While he's showing us the program's construction on the
light valve, he realizes that the text editor doesn't handle text with
different colors. "No problem!" he says.
While we watch, Nelson drags a Colors menu cell from the
Interface Builder palette into his application. The object is already
connected up to the rest of the application through the insides of the
NeXTstep Application Kit - details with which few programmers
ever need concern themselves. Nelson simply recompiles his program
and shows how it lets him now change the color of text.
"There: I did it in ten minutes. Microsoft's had two years to do it
with Word and they still haven't."
The real value of the morning's class is seeing how all of the little
things we've learned finally get put together in a significant program.
And seeing how easy that program is to expand, once the proper
foundation is laid.
Friday's class ends around noon. Nelson has two big boxes
of floppy disks at the front of the room and hands them out to each
student, so we can take home the example program and the work
we've finished during the week. Then we fill out evaluations. Camp
ends with a tour of NeXT's state-of-the-art factory, and we're on our
way home.
As we wave goodbye to the friends we've met there, I think, all
right, so the curriculum could be better served by good tutorial documentation. Until that's available, and while the community is still
small enough to get the one-on-one training, camp is a fantastic way
to jump into NeXTstep programming. •
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Gigabyte Appetite
;

Space getting tight? Here are 14 storage options

of storage space. Before you begin shopping for hard drives,

for building on to your NeXT system.

consider your needs. If you've purchased an economy-model
NeXT with an internal 105MB drive, you may simply desire

Your cozy NeXT system seemed to have ample storage the day

an add-on 330MB drive to access the entire NeXTstep extended

you installed it. But, now, just a few months later, it probably
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the option of backing up an entire hard disk on a low-cost
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Experience

the

Like the Macintosh, NeXT
can use just about any hard disk
with a SCSI interface. But a drive
designed for a Mac won't deliver
ultimate satisfaction to a NeXT
user. At the factory, drive mechanisms may be shipped with cache
systems disabled and low-level formatting suitable for slower systems.
If you want to buy from a lowpriced vendor that advertises in the
back of a Macintosh magazine,
ask for a drive tweaked for UNIX
machines - and be prepared to
research how to set parameters for
low-level formatting.
A handful of vendors sell
drives designed for use with the
NeXT. Of course, they come in
black cases. Some vendors further
tweak the drives for optimum
NeXT performance. Typically, a
NeXT vendor makes sure caching
is turned on and interleaving is
set at 1: 1. One vendor, The Cube
Route, will eliminate unneeded
spare sectors and switch drive formatting from 512 bytes/sector
to 1024 bytes/sector, optionally customizing your disk for improved
speed or capacity.

pleasure

of

Choosing the right drive
NeXTWORLD evaluated a sampling of NeXT-specific drives (see
the table, "NeXTWORLD Drive
Test Results"). Though many of the
drives in our table may not be your
best buy at the time you read this
article, our performance measurements provide a starting point
for comparison.
Specifications of
average seek
time (in milliseconds) and
data transfer
rate (in megabytes/second)
will give you a
sense of the relative speed of each
mechanism.
Before you call for drive prices,
take time to grasp the dynamics of
the market. The storage business is
intensely competitive; it seems that
each month a new manufacturer
cuts prices and shakes up the market. Price cuts are passed on by distributors to vendors, who need to
place large orders regularly, playing
suppliers off each other. Since you

computing

with

may need to rely on your drive
manufacturer for after-sale service
and support, you'll want to be
soothed by a vendor who knows
the NeXT, can expedite repairs, and
will be around to handle warranty
claims a year from now.
Brand name suppliers like
Microtech International, MicroNet
Technology,
and PLI
have long
track records
on other platforms . Other
NeXT-specific
manufacturers
are working to
establish a reputation in the NeXT market.
Certainly, pricing won't correspond with the relative merits of
each drive. Shop around. Ask what
the best drive is for your money,
never forgetting that a vendor may
tell you that the best drive is the
one they got the best buy on last
week.
One factor may weigh heavily
in your decision: Since an external
drive must take up residence near

elbow

room

your NeXT, you'll want a drive tht
is quiet. The enclosure's fan noise
may be more important than the
sound the mechanism makes whet
it seeks for data. NeXTWORLD
measured loudness with a decibel
meter 1 foot from the front of the
drives' enclosures. Drives from
Tecor and Microtech were particularly quiet.
It is also worthwhile to consider the "extras"offered by variou
vendors to entice the purchaser.
The Tecor drive includes 20MB of
public domain software rounded
up by the Bay Area NeXT Group,
for example. The Cube Route's
drives include a nifty auto-power
feature that makes it unnecessary !
turn off the drive when you turn
off your computer - the drive shu
down automatically. Liberty Systems offers a drive that is small
enough to carry in a book bag. Th
list goes on and on. Only you will
know the real value of any feature.
Which vendor did NeXTWORLD like best? Tecor offers a
wide selection of drives and demor
strated NeXT expertise, but one 0.
its drives arrived with a loose inter

NeXTWORLD drive test results

Category

NeXTstation
External
drives

Tecor

Park Systems
Liberty Systems
MicroNet
Microtech
Removable
cartridge
drives

1

Average

Seek
(ms)

Tested
Transfer
Rate (ms)

Measured
Fan Noise
(db)

US Price

Cost per
Megabyte'

Quantum Internal

200MB

PD2105

199

19.94

1.31

50

nla

nla

Sea gate Wren 8

1.6GB
525MB
660MB
660MB
660MB
1.6GB
525MB
425MB
660MB
1.6GB

ST41650NM
M2624S
ST4766N
ST4766N
ST4767N
Pl-17S
M2624S
PD4255
ST4767N
Sf41650NM

1350
496
645

21.51
14.57
21.99
22.63
16.62

1.68
1.40
1.54
1.46
1.45
1.98
1.43

55
55
57

$2385
$1485
$1895
$2099
$3079
$3311
$1735
$2299
$4399
$3400

$1.77
$2.99
$2.94
$3.32
$4.85
$2.17

Fujitsu
The Cube Route
PLI

Model No.

Raw
Capacity
(MB)

Seagate Wren 6

Sea teWren6
Seagate Wren Runner 2
Maxtor
Fujitsu
uantum Portable

633
635
1523
522
407
635
1350

18.43
13.80
17.26
16.46
21.56

1.23
1.45
1.68

58
56
60

Microtech
Iomega
MicroNet

Cost per Megabyte = US Price / Raw Capacity (MB)

*Price of removable drive unit plus one cartridge.
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!nclosures. Drives from
ad Microtech were particuiet.
; also worthwhile to con~ "extras" offered by vari0uII
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or drive includes 20MB of
lomain software rounded
Ie Bay Area NeXT Group,
nple. The Cube Route's
Iclude a nifty auto-power
that makes it unnecessary to
the drive when you turn
. computer - the drive shuts
utomatically. Liberty Sysfers a drive that is small
to carry in a book bag. The
; on and on. Only you will
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lich vendor did NeXTlection of drives and demon·.
NeXT expertise, but one of
:s arrived with a loose inter-

ured
loise

us Price

Cost per
Megabyte'

n/a

n/a

$2385

$1.77

$1485
$1895
$2099
$3079

S2.?9
$2.94
$3.32
$4.85
' S2,F

--

$3311
$1735

~¥99
$4399
$3400

.

$3 .33
$5.65
$6.93
$2.52

e drive unit plus one cartridge.

nal connector. The Cube Route had
two unexceptional drive mechanisms when we checked, but has an
established reputation as experts.
Park Systems Technology offered
one piece of unreliable information
(NeXT '040 computers only partially support SCSI-2) but showed
an undeniable enthusiasm. Liberty

Systems shipped the wrong cable
(the SCSI-2-to-DB25 cable was
backordered), but its unique drive
made countless trips from our
offices to an editor's home. Finally,
Microtech, MicroNet, and PLI
have the staff and financial backing
to make it easier for an MIS manager to sleep at night.

bigger and faster than the built-in
Setting up a drive
NeXT drive, you'll probably want
Once you've evaluated the options
it to be your boot disk. Use it to
and taken the plunge, you're ready
to set up your hard disk. The NeXT store both your operating system
and user files and you'll notice a
Network and System Administraperformance improvement. Use
tion manual covers the basics.
Make one decision first: Is the new your internal drive for virtual memory by renaming it "swapdisk." If
external drive going to be the system startup disk? If the new drive is you only use the internal drive for
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swapping, it will have to seek less,
and your virtual memory performance will be improved as well.
The last SCSI device on the
bus must be properly terminated.
Some vendors provide a switch that
turns on termination; other drives
require a terminator plug or employ
an internal terminator that can
be removed. A rotary switch or dip
switches allow you to set a SCSI
Target ID number. Your NeXT's
internal hard disk has a SCSI ID of
1. Set the new disk for 2.
Connect the drive to the NeXT's

SCSI port and power on the computer. If your vendor hasn't formatted the disk, you'll see an alert panel
after you log in stating that the disk
is unreadable. Click Initialize.
Unless you are the lone user
of your NeXT, you'll want to configure your new disk to enable use
of file permissions. The procedure
is not automatic in NeXTstep 2.1:
You must edit the letdfstab file
and add an entry for the Idev/sd1a
like this:
/dev/sdla IDisk2 lW,noquota,noauto 0 2

After adding your new disk

to the letdfstab file, reboot your
computer and you'll be able to
set file permissions as you have in
the past.
If you intend to use the new
drive as a system startup disk, you
must install the system software
with the BuildDisk program. After
the utility has copied the needed
system files to the new disk, you'll
need to turn off the computer, set
the drive's SCSI ID to 0, and power
on the computer. Your NeXT will
boot from the new hard drive.
With your new drive installed,

you are now prepared to '--"-1"''-' ,'-,,''''
the pleasure of computing with
elbow room - at least until your proliferating files put you back in the
market for even more storage. •
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Manufacturer's specifications for currently available 5.25-inch and 3.5-inch drive s

2.4GB
1.6GB

Seek

1MB)

1MB)

5.25

2400

5.25
5.25
5.25

nla

$2550
$2400

1610
1650

97558-300-1

$2300

5.25

1270

M2266SA
PO-12S

5.25
5.25

1270

5.25
3.5

Size
(in.)

Seaga te Eli te

ST42400N

$3000

Maxtor

Pl-17S
97560T-300-1
ST41650NM

$2600

Seagate Wren 8

HP
Fu·itsu

Average

Spindle
(rpm)

Typical
Warranty

Reliability

Ims)

Transfer
Rate
Ims)

2100

11.0

5.0

5400

5 years

150

1500
1340
1450

13.5

1.8

nla

13.5
15.0

1.5

2 years
5 years
5 years

150

nla

4000
3600

13.5

1.5

4000

5 years

150

14.5

IMTBD)

100
150

2.0

3600

13.0

1.2

nla

5 years
2 years

200
100

1280
1280

1080
1080
1030
1050
1110

15.0
9.8

1.9
3.0

3600
4300

5 ears
2 years

400

10.0

5.0

4500

5 years

250

10.7

4.7

4800

5 years

100

16.5
16.0

1.5
1.9
1.9
1.5

4000

5 ears

3600
3600
3600

150
200

house, and a depl

5 ears

100
100

ity: This Sheriff's

IBM

ST41200N
H12

$2200
$1950
$1900
$1800

Microfl:.Cllis

2112

$1800

3.5

1220

1050

ST4767N

$1700

5.25

94556-300-1
M2263SAIHA

5.25
5.25

767
795

ST4766N
ST4702N

$1650
$1395
$1395
$1395

8760S

$1395

5.25

766
702
760

676
673
688
676
613
675

16.0

nla

nla

M2624SAff
LXT 5355
C2235S

$1495
$1400

3.5

600

520

12.0

3.0

4400

3.5
3.5

nla

nla

nla

nla

13.5

500
400
492
390

12.0

1.5
3.0
3.0
4.0
4.0 '

nfa

3.5
3.5

535
422
425

13.5

1.5

nla

nla

nla

5 ears
2 years

150

nla

10.7

1.9

3600

5 ears

15.0

nla

nla

100
100

16.0

nla

3600

1 year
5 ears

Maxtor

Sea

teWren 7

660MB

Small drives

Raw
Capacity

Lowest
Price

HP
1.2GB

Factory
Capacity

Manufacturer's
Model

Fujitsu 520MB
Maxtor 535MB
HP422MB
Fu·itsu 422MB

Maxtor 330MB

M2623SAff
M2622SAff
ST1480N
ST1401N
C2234S
8380S
ST4385N
LXT 340
ST4376N

$1395
$1395
$1295
$1250
$1200
$1150
$1150

5.25
5.25

nla

778

nla

385

$1100

5.25
3.5

nla

330
426
338
328
330
357
330

$900

5.25

376

330

$1125

3.5
3.5
3.5
5.25

nla
nla

15.5
16.5

12.0
14.0
12.0

4400
4400
4400
4400

5 years

5 years
2 years

100

100

5 years
1 ear
5 years

200

5 ears
5 years
5 ears

200
200

5 years

100
150

150
150

10251 S. OeAnza Blvd.,
Cupertino, CA 95014.
4081253-5300.

Iomega Corporation (manufacturer of Bernoulli drives)

1821 W. 4000 S., Roy, UT 84067.
800/456-5522, 800/777-6101.
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Vendors
Computer Attic

Despite echoes 01

AT'

MicroNet Tecb.nology

NeXTConnection

20 Mason, Irvine, CA 92918.
714/837-6033,714/837-1164 fax.

9 Mill St., Marlow, NH 03456
603/446-7771,800/800-6398,
603/446-7791 fax.

PLI
47421 Bayside Pkwy., Fremont,
CA 94538. 415/657-2211,
800/28 8-8754,415/683-9713 fax.

Park Systems Technology

SyQuest Technology

10971-101 St., Edmonton,
Alberta, T5H 2S9 Canada .
403/424-0530,403/421-4039 fax.

47071 Bayside Pkwy., Fremont,
CA 94538. 510/226-4000,
800/245-2278, 510/226-4102 fax.

Teeor

237 Miramar Dr. , Santa eM
CA 95060. 408/45 8-3197,
408/425-1804 fax.

Microtech International
T~e Cube Route

Liberty Systems

430 Broadway, Cambridge,
MA 02138 . 617/244-6061,
800/282-3783.

160 Saratoga Ave. #38, Santa
Clara, CA 95051. 408/983-1127,
408/243-2885 fax.
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. S-inch drives
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Warranty
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(MTBDI

5 years

150

2 years
5 years

100
150
150

5 years

150

ir~

200

i r.ears

~

5yea~

2 years

400

5 years

250

5 years

150
200

house, and a deputy or two. Consider just a few of the diHerences between the movie myths and the real-

100
100

ity: This Sheriff's department has some 13,000 employees and a budget of more than a billion dollars - and

100

2., years
5 years
2 years
5 ,years
1 year

5 years

i xears
5 years
5 >,:ears

.....!QQ
200
100
150
200
200
150
150
150
100
100
100

BespRe ecboes of Ibe Old Wes! in lis name, !be Los Angeles Coonly Sberiff's Deparlmenl is a far cry fmm

the image of the lone lawman trying to keep the peace with little more than a silver star, a horse, a jail

it's growing.

0

Providing law enforcement for the unincorporated areas of Los Angeles County, as well as

42 of the county's incorporated cities, the department's jail system is the largest in the western world, with

an average daily population of 22,000 inmates. The department runs the largest institutional laundry in the

world and the second-largest bus Deet in California, and maintains extensive dairy and bakery operations.
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ere the Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department ranked on the
Fortune 500 list for service organizations in the nation, it would
hold number 65. Add to this the fact that Sheriff's deputies
may be forced to make life-or-death decisions at any hour of any day, and
you begin to get some idea of the management difficulties faced by the
department's top executives.
Needless to say, installing a computer network that would help manage
all these elements was no easy task. The department's information systems
strategists wanted some "simple" things: a computer system that would provide top executives with a few basic applications; share a common, graphical
user interface; and be seamlessly integrated with the computer applications
for all of the administrative and support staff. Simplicity like that, however,
has always been a complicated thing to find in a computer.
For the Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department, the answer didn't
ride into town wearing a white hat. Instead, it came in a black box.
When the department started looking for a computer-based executive
support system, ordering 300 NeXT workstations was probably the
last thing in the world Claude Farris, captain of the Data Systems Bureau,
thought he was going to do. In fact, the story of the Sheriff's department's
search for the best workstation for the task goes back to a time even before
Steve Jobs's young firm could have been a serious contender for the department's business.

The blueprints
It was in 1987 that the data systems bureau started drawing up blueprints
for a new computer system to serve the organization's top executives. But
their first brush with existing executive information systems then on the
market left them cold. "We had a thorough understanding of our business
processes and we were looking for a system that would automate that process," says Farris. "A lot of products we were looking at seemed to substantially miss the mark." The dissatisfaction lay in the department's particular
vision for executive support and information.
" One of the things that struck us relatively early in the process was
that the right term was 'executive support system,''' says Farris. Not, he
explained, an 'executive information system'.
Existing executive information systems operated at what Farris calls
the very tip of the information-processing pyramid. Typically, these
products enabled executives to generate graphs and charts of corporate
information at the touch of a button. But Farris and the Sheriff's department weren't in the market for a computer system just for the few top
executives. "We decided we needed to have an environment that allowed
us to be very responsive to the business processes that applied to each and
every individual supporting that executive. But nothing on the market
at the time seemed to do this smoothly," says Farris.
"We felt we needed to support executives in the ways they already
worked," he says. While an administrative secretary may be comfortable
using a word processor and e-mail, Farris explains, most Sheriff's department executives were accustomed to verbal communication. "We realized
that we needed to give them a way to integrate voice messages into a text
document, or a chart, or a graph," says Farris. This degree of multimedia
functionality was the type of thing that sharply narrowed the field of computer firms under consideration.
Specifically, Farris and his colleagues wanted to tie together the sheriff,
tb,e undersheriff, two assistant sheriffs, eight division chiefs, 26 commanders, and all the related clerical and administrative support staffs. The

whole system would come to about 300 people, spread out over nine differ·
ent geographic locations, linked by a T-1 network.
Early on, the department had decided that the executive support
system would be UNIX-based. "The decision was to implement an open
systems architecture. The only open system that would give us multiuser
and multitasking features was UNIX," says Farris.
One by one, the major UNIX workstation players made their pitches.
All the usual suspects showed up: DEC, IBM, HP/Apollo, Sun, Apple, and
others. But in every case, Farris says, information systems strategists at the
Sheriff's department were put off: They wanted things simple; they wanted
to find a company whose fundamental ideas about computer support
more nearly matched their own.
They searched for a year, and then a second and a third. The department's information strategists continued to talk with computer firms but
were unwilling to compromise on their requirements for functionality or
ease of use. Fortunately for Farris, the top brass wanted the job done right
- rather than fast. "Once the fish hits the hook and is running, that's not
the time to test the reel and the line," says Farris.

The Lone Ranger
Farris and his colleagues had been meeting with computer firms for more
than a year when NeXT rode into town. It was late 1988 when salespeople from Businessland - then a NeXT VAR - came to the department's
downtown Los Angeles headquarters.
The Businessland sales reps were toting the original Cube. They fired
up the black box and put it through its paces. Farris was impressed - but
not overwhelmed. "Our reaction at the time was that it had a lot of nice
interface qualities to it," he says, "but it was very slow and didn't have the
software applications to meet our requirements." Besides, at a cool
$10,000 a seat, the NeXT cubes were beyond the budget's reach. The Sher·
iff's department told Businessland what they were telling most vendors at
that time: "Thanks. Keep us informed."
Despite its problems, NeXTstep was the first software environment
Farris had seen that had the kind of cohesive interface the department was
looking for. By the spring of 1990, information systems managers at the
Sheriff's department were despairing of finding the perfect match. Even
their leisurely, academic search had its practical limits. "We were grinding
down to the point where we needed to make some decisions," Farris says.
The department was well down the path on a deal with Sun Microsystems when a phone call came in from NeXT. It was nearly too late,
but NeXT wanted to hold a nondisclosure meeting to talk about some
new products. Farris was willing to meet, but he didn't expect miracles.
At the time, the Sheriff's department was still driving toward X Windows, and they wanted to see X Windows on the NeXT. "Quite frankly,
we didn't think they were going to have a product that met our requirements," Farris says. "We didn't think they would play well."
They were wrong. NeXT surprised them, not so much with their tech·
nology, but with their plans for the future - the NeXTstation primary
among them. "This finally seemed to address our concerns," says Farris.
But the machines weren't on the market yet. "We weren't going to buy
vapor products," he says. Nevertheless, the department was sufficiently
intrigued to put off any decision a bit longer.
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the firm went public with the NeXTstation. NeXT was suddenly a top
candidate. But at that point, one of the department's most significant
doubts centered around the still-unproven firm's chances for survival. Steve
Jobs understood their concerns, and he managed to reassure department
officials that the company wasn't going to run out of money. "He provided
us with information that made us comfortable about the company's financial viability," says Farris.
That concern gone, the Sheriff's department was finally able to negotiate the sale, and by mid-sUll1ffier of 1991 the deal was done. Farris says the
hrinkwrapped applications available for the NeXT environment even at
that time will save the department significant money irt both initial implementation costs and actual day-to-day operation.
For example, in no other software application was it as simple as in
Frame Technology Corporation's FrameMaker desktop publishing tool
to create an electronic form on the screen that exactly reproduced the
paper forms already irt use by the employees who had to use those forms,
ays Farris. And with NeXT's built-irt e-mail, administrative employees
can easily file the forms in a server database.
The department will also use Wingz, the spreadsheet from Informix
C.orporation. The spreadsheet will work in tandem with Oracle Corporation's
QL-based Relational Database Management System.
Among the most important of the software applications that will run
in the Sheriff's executive support system is a document management system from Boss Logic.
The Boss Logic document manager faces two daunting tasks at the
Sherill's department, explairts Philip Town, president and CEO of San
Francisco-based Boss Logic. First, it has to handle a huge number of documents - hundreds of thousands, irt fact - Town says. Second, any computer
ystem at the Sheriff's department must provide virtually unbreachable
security. "Security is everything to these guys," Town says.
"The Boss Logic system provides security at the database server level,"
Town says. That way, he explairts, a document "knows" who is supposed
to see it. Users don't even have to know if they have access; they simply
need to ask.
One of the most pressing applications for the new document management system is also the department's most serious current issue - tracking
charges of improper use of force. Though these charges have long been
major concerns for the department, public and internal scrutirty of use-offorce questions has reached a peak in recent months, and Farris says
that work on this part of the document manager has been accelerated
accordingly.

e

Alain Pinel: Second office networked

Since Helen Pastorirto installed 65 NeXT machines at
Alain Pinel Realtors in Los Gatos, California, in May (see
"Fast Sell," NeXTWORLD Winter 1991), she's built
her network carefully - and it's paid off.
"We've been able to quickly set parameters for everyone to adhere
~o," she explains, allowing Alain Pinel to easily troubleshoot the network
@rut link it to a second installation of another 65 machines in Pinel's
Saratoga, California, office.
Pastorino, working with Adamation in Oakland, has been able
to install 17 customized modules for tracking the industry'S Multiple

"We sorely need to integrate and automate our irtternal investigation
process," says Farris. "We need to track information in far greater detail
and in a fashion that's not been done before." The system will irttegrate all
aspects of citizen complaints, civil litigation, personnel records, and all
use-of-force and officer-irtvolved shootings, he says. "When you're looking
for something that's mission-critical, this is about as mission-critical as
you can get."
While Farris feels he is purchasing excellent technology from NeXT
and the application-software firms involved in the system, the captain also
wanted - and is gettirtg - the sense that NeXT has become more of an
ally than a supplier. For example, Farris hears regularly from Todd RulonMilleI; vice president of sales and marketing at NeXT.
These calls come irt addition to the more-frequent telephone and on-site
contact with NeXT's engirteers and sales people from the local office irt
Calabasas, California. This kind of personal attention is crucial to his happiness with NeXT, Farris believes.
Farris finds the approachability of NeXT's top executives gratifying.
"Generally, they're very receptive to constructive criticism," says Farris.
"I hear (Jobs) on a regular basis asking, 'Well, what do you think about
this?' Someone like Lee lacocca would never do something like that." •

P A U L K A RO N is a free-lance writer based in Los Angeles.

Listing Board, perform competitive and comparative market anlayses,
and tailor versions of Adamation's Who's Calling to work client and
geographic databases.
"Because of the NeXTs, we"ve been able to recruit: and retairt
80 of the best agents in the area," Pastorino says. "The two offices
are now ranked first and second in their respective markets, against
huge firms that have been there for ten years, and who had. been
dominant."

by

ELIOT BERGSON
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TextField templates for characters,
dates, money, integers, and floating
point data are supported.

The SQL Browser allows automatic
retrieval of database data in a
hierarchical manner.

The Toolkit is interfaced through two
dedicated palettes and their assodated
inspectors. You do not have to remember
what classes are used to what end.

Flat Ci
DataPhile, ~
database, fill
b"

Inspectors may be used
to define all field
spedfications.

Secondary inspectors
govem access to
database interface,
SQL exits and more.

Sound data, as well as image and lmge text
may be used and stored in the database
without any objective-C programming.

Introducing

Application spedfics are programmed in SQL through
field and window exits. These exits may be written
and debugged under Interface Builder.

This versatile programming environment is designed for the serious applications developer who
needs to tap the power of SYBASE'"
without having to resort to the
intricacies of 3GL coding. Objective
DB Toolkit~ allows you to build and
debug your whole application from
n f
within the Interface Builder'".
So, if you're working with SQL
and are familiar with NeXTstep"',
put Objective DB Toolkit to the test. It'll increase
your productivity dramatically.

Objective
DB Toolkit
Apowerful
programmer's
interlace bridging
the gap between
SYBASE database
and NeXTstep
Interlace Builder.

Easy Database Access
The database interface is designed to be simple
enough for untrained personnel to fonnat
database queries: all you have to know is SQL.
And, we made sure that the interface would respect NeXT" standards and let you build applications using the NeXT environment as its standard.

NeXTstep is a registered trademark of NeXT, Inc. NeXT and Interface Builder are trademarks of NeXT, Inc.
SYBASE is a registered trademark of Sybase, Inc. Objective DB Toolkit is a trademark of Professional Software, Inc.

Shorter Development Cycle

COMING SOON

To build a simple application, you design the
user interface from the specifications using
Interface Builder. Once your interface has
been accepted, you build the data structure
to support it and make the connections with
standard SQL select and update statements.
Abasic reporting capability is automatically
included.

Objective
DB Designer"

Flexibility
Ease of use does not preclude flexibility. Any
field value may be substituted in SQL statements. Internal variables may be used to
communicate data from field to field and
from window to window. Exits may be
cascaded in a single field. You may also add
some dedicated spedalized exits coded in
objective-Co

A VISUAL INTERFACE
TO SYBASE

~"PSI
Professional

Software, Inc.

599 North Avenue, Suite 7
Wakefield, MA 01880

FAX 617-246-1443
DEMO DISK available.

Call 617-246-2425
Circle 33 on reader service card
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Flat and Sharp
DataPhile, Stone Design's flat-file
database, fills the niche with aplomb
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ne type of software the
NeXT machine hasn't

lacked is databases - as
long as you were a database jock who could make sense of
the lugh-end offerings from Ingres,
Informix, and Sybase. But for
those who don't consider rolling
your own database in C a fun thing
to do on a Saturday afternoon,
options for a simple database were
nonexistent.
Well, get ready to pull your
address file out of WriteNow,
stop printing mailing labels from a
spreadsheet, and put your Mac
with FileMaker back on the shelf.
tone Design's DataPhile, the first
entry in the flat-file database race, is
a solid first version of a desperately
needed product.
DataPhile is not relational,
multi-uset; or scriptable. It's a
traight flat-file database, good for
taring, searching, and building
reports like mailing la be Is and lists
from a single file of information.
Uyou are responsible for a set of
databases that have to do a lot
of cross-referencing or need to be
highly automated, you should stay
with one of the relational database engines. But if you're dealing
with a personal database that
needs to kick out lots of labels and
envelopes, and do a bit of calculation, your life is about to get easier.

fielding the first file
Getting started with DataPhile is
a matter of defining the types of
information to be tracked. You can
define each field as Text, Date,
umber, Money, Boolean (yes/no),
Graphic, Sound, or File (for attach-

ing documents and applications to
a record) .
Once a field is created, it's possible to go back and set various
options. Most field types let you
define an allowable range of values
(an easy way to catch a typo before
someone is listed as being 250 years
old instead of 25) or create a list
from which the user can select the
most commonly used entries for
that field .
Another option lets you calculate the value of a field . The functions include math, text, and date
functions, as well as a basic "if"
statement. Included in the options
for the Date field is the ability to
automatically tag when a record is
created or last worked on.
As long as you bring in data
from the original source with the
field names in the first record,
importing data is a breeze. DataPhile can in1port any text format.
The field names of a chosen
database are displayed in DataPhile's Import Records panel,
where you can drag the fields into
any order. You can also have DataPhile create a new database to
match the field names it finds .

Enjoy the views
Each data file can be examined in
any number of different views,
which you construct by creating
on-screen forms. You can access the
views for a database with DataPhile's View Browser. DataPhile
provides drawing tools - for grids,
object alignment, text, ovals, rectangles, polygons, and so on - for
creating forms. The NeXT's dragand-drop interface comes in handy

DataPhile views can contain many types of data, including text, sound, images, and files (such
as the Librarian application shown here). The buttons in the top panel are standard to every
DataPhile view, bringing up panels for searching, sorting, and saving the file.

here: You can pull in TIFF or EPS
files from the Workspace and simply
drop them on the form to add a
graphic. Unlike most databases,
DataPhile makes it very easy to
create professional-looking layouts.
If you want to put more than
one field on one line, for instance,
;Jutting the first-name field and the
last-name field on an address line,
you need to create a calculated field
that pastes the text together, an easy
task using preset Define options.
DataPhile lets you have multipie views of the same data open at
one time, and each one keeps its

own Find and Sort sets. Tllis allows
you to conveniently examine, say,
business contacts in one view and
personal contacts in another. Unfortunately, there's no concept of a
"currently found set" of records
that you can view in different forms.
You can print any view for a
quick report or, to print a found
set, take advantage of some special
features. To export a data set, you
can take advantage of DataPllile's
reports, which take the data and
layout from the current view. The
program offers special report formats for labels and envelopes.
The fact that it is so easy to
get good results makes the flaws in
this system somehow more aggravating. The most serious problem is
that it's not possible to save a form
view, so whatever tweaking you
do on each label form is lost when
you go on to the next. Another
major missing feature is an ability
to do summary reports or add
sUll1ffiary information to reports.
DataPhile's solution to this is to
include a very clean export to
Improv; In1proV receives the curSPRING 1992 NiXTWORlO 57

rently selected information with
all the field names intact. Similarly,
the solution for mail merge is to
export to WordPerfect and WriteNow's Merge format.
The NeXT computer won't
print to dot matrix printers with
tractor feeds - a problem if you want
to send labels for bulk mailings to a
service bureau, which usually needs
labels on continuous sheets. This
problem is solved by exporting the
database to a Macintosh and printing there. (DataPhile exports as tabdelimited text files.) In addition, it
supports bar codes for special labels.

the state field, DataPhile would find
all other records with "Calif." in that
field . DataPhile presents a message
telling you how many matches were
found; you click the Next button
(a forward arrow) to view the rest.
The Extended Find is where the
power lies. Clicking the Extended
Find button brings up an empty
form on which you can specify criteria. You can match a phrase or
number exactly, set a range, or find
values greater than, or less than, the
search text. It also has the ability to
search for a set of values within a
field, search for anyone of several
values, or exclude certain values.
Finders keepers
Nice and unusual features
DataPhile's Find and Sort commands include the ability to apply a find to
are available from buttons at the
the previously found set. That way,
top of every form. Both have innoif you had just found all NeXT
vative and easy-to-use interfaces.
employees, but only wanted to send
You choose the order of
a mailing to those in California, it
the sort fields by dragging the field
would be easy. You can even search
names within a list in a special
on fields that aren't present in a
panel. Sorts, like finds, can be saved particular view. And you can save
for future use. You can view any
found sets under custom names.
form as a card (one record at
Extended Find also lets you
a time) or as a list (all records).
search an entire database, not just a
DataPhile offers two types of
particular field. This is a wonderful
Find commands. You can find other feature, usually reserved for Hyperoccurrences in a particular field
Card-type products that don't have
by selecting or typing the word you
all the advantages of a real datawant to match in the current view
base. The one feature that's missing
and clicking the Find buttton. For
from this first release is the ability
example, if "Calif." was selected in
to ferret out duplicate records, the
nightmare of anyone who has ever
had to do a bulk
mailing.
Unlike many
flat-@e databases
on other computers, deciding
which fields to
index for faster
searching is up
to the user. Since
each of these
11 .s..CintoIt L_ .
indexes uses a lot
of additional
disk space, having
the option to
choose is an
DataPhile's Label report fonn makes it easy to fonnat a view for easy
output to standard label layouts.
advantage that
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balances having to worry about
making that choice.

Flat and sharp
DataPhile's interface is remarkably
clean. Sometimes it takes a bit
of poking around to find the feature you're looking for, but if you
get desperate, Stone Design has
included the wonderful Explode
Menu feature, which lets you scan
for whatever you need. DataPhile is
aimed at the single user; although
the NeXT's network file system
will allow many people to look at
copies of the database at the same
time, only the first user to open the
database can make modifications.

Details like that point out
DataPhile's limited goals, which
are suitable for the niche it fills. It's
a product built for a simple, and
much-needed, purpose: to organize
personal @es in an easy-to-use data·
base. Its innovative, simple interface
makes up for its current flaws,
all of which can be easily fixed in
updates. It does its job well. •

Multi
Made
MediaStatio
presentation
by

LEE

SHERM

BEN CAL I C A, founding editor

of NewMedia magazine, is currently
a freelance writer based in San
Francisco. In a former life, he was
a NeXT advocate for productivity
developers, including Stone Design.
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ediaStation turns the
NeXT into a director's
console for producing
multimedia presentations. Similar to authoring environments like HyperCard in its
capability to merge text, sound,
movies, and video into interactive
presentations, it goes beyond those
programs by storing the information in a searchable, reportable
database structure. This form of
multimedia database is a natural
for providing multi-dimensional
access to archives in libraries, museums, and university settings, where
it has recently established a
foothold.
Though it contains a nice set of
formatting tools, MediaStation's
primary use is for assembling a presentation from information created
in other programs. The program is
easy to use, and the results are
impressive, though it won't turn
you into Steven Spielberg - its presentation options are too limited
for that. But it goes a long way
roward demystifying the complex
world of multimedia.

Simple and standard
Like HyperCard on the Macintosh
or Toolbook for Windows, Mediaration provides different uses by
different users, allowing selective
access to browse, edit, presentation,
and other modes. The levels of
complexity rise with each level of
access.
You begin an archive in Format
mode, with a nearly empty entry

form that is configured with Previous and Next buttons for navigation. You assemble a presentation
by dragging fields and buttons from
an Item Palette at the top of the
screen onto the entry form, resizing
them as needed. MediaStation provides separate button types for
sound, images, movies, and video,
plus three other buttons for playing
back a presentation, linking to an
archive entry, or launching an
external file or application. The
default titles on the buttons can be
changed to reflect their contents
more specifically.
Once you've decided on the
look of your archive, you proceed
to Enter mode, in which you enter
information into the archive. This is
where MediaStation shines. While
its tools for working with sound,
text, scanned images, and movies
are no match for those available
in stand-alone programs, they are
plentiful and well thought-out.
And if you have more sophisticated
editing tools, you can prepare the
effects outside the program and
import them easily into MediaStation. The program includes direct
interfaces to an array of peripheral
devices that sample various kinds of
data, including Metaresearch's
Digital Ears and HSD's Scan-X.
li you have a NeXTdimension, you
can bring in color, full-motion
video sequences. The program
also supports industry-standard
data formats like TIFF, EPS, ASCII,
and RTF, as well as .snd files and
WriteNow format. Unfortunately,

it's still missing support for MIDI, a
standard means of controlling
external musical instruments
through computers.

can output presentations directly to
videotape.
Manipulating video sequel1Ces
as easily as you once manipulated
text and graphics is a revelation.

Capture or create
You can record voice-quality and
CD-quality audio directly from
within MediaStation. The program
provides controls for recording, setting the recording length, and
checking the integrity of the source
with on-screen VU meters. MediaStation also supports a comprehensive set of scanning features (their
availability depends on the features
of your scanner). You can get a
quick -and-dirty, low-resolution
scan, then zero in on a smaller section to create a high-resolution file.
The image can then be rotated,
resized, and repositioned from
within MediaStation.
Version 2.0's increased support
for video makes it ideal for use with
a NeXTdimension system. In previous versions, videos were created in
the same way as other animation,
by entering each frame separately. It
is now possible to bring in a video
sequence created with Digital Eye
or from a NeXTdimension. The
images that make up a movie are
simply a series of TIFF files - run
through them slowly and you've
got a slide show. The program also
supports frame-grabbing from the
NeXTdimension video ports, displaying incoming video in real time
inside a window. You can control
external devices, such as laserdisc
players and videotape recorders,
from within MediaStation, and you

MediaStation

•••

An integrated multimedia database Q/1d
authoring system that allows you to
capture, store, process, organize, alld
present high-resolution graphics, scanned
images, digital audio, video, animatioll,
and text. The program is limited by the
lack of a scripting language.
$995 single-user version

Imagille, 32 N. Washillgton St. #14,
Ypsilanti, M148197. 313/487-7117.

Users create presentations by dragging
buttons and fields onto an entll' fonn from
this Item Palette. Once the buttons are in
the archive, you can rename them to reflect
their content .

You can cut, paste, and reposition
individual frames and adjust the
playback rate for smoother animation. On a multitasking system like
the NeXT, playback speed can be
affected by other processes running
on the machine. MediaStation has
addressed this problem in Version
2.0 by introducing new movie types:
skip-frame synchronous, which
skips frames in order to maintain
timing, and speed-up synchronous,
which speeds through certain
frames. If you prefer, you can opt
for nonsynchronous, which will
display every frame . The program
uses an intuitive filmstrip metaphor
that allows you to scroll through
an entire movie frame by frame,
making adjustments along the way.
Multimedia work is voracious
when it comes to memory consumption. Even simple archives quickly
swell to many megabytes in size.
My swapfile grew by as much as
10MB while I browsed through
a typical archive containing sound,
24-bit graphics, and small movies.
MediaStation goes some of the way
in dealing with this problem, supporting several different compression schemes, including ]PEG,
and automatically expanding compressed archives upon opening
them. MediaStation supports virtual
memory, and so the NeXT's massstorage options, read/write optical
disks, 2.88MB floppies, largecapacity hard drives, CD-ROM
!'\
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drives, and network file servers can
do the rest.

Once created, files can be added to
the archive either by importing
them via a menu command or simply dragging them in from the
Workspace Manager. Text can be
entered in scrolling fields within the
archive or brought in from outside.
You can attach files to buttons either
by importing them via a menu
command or again dragging them
in from the Workspace Manager.
The gracefulness of the dragand-drop technique is complicated
by the need to first drag files into
a buffer. The two-step approach,
however, does allow you to preview
sounds and graphics before committing them to your presentation;
you can even pull off some minor
tweaking in this intermediate stage.
The buffer can also serve as a temporary storage area where you can
experiment without destroying
your original.

either as text or as a time line similar to that found in MacroMind
Director for the Mac. It can't be
edited directly, however; changing
the script is a matter of revising the
archive design.
The direct manipulation of onscreen objects is a satisfying way to
work, obviating the need for programming, but it does have its limitations. In HyperCard, the function
of a button is dictated by the script
contained within it. MediaStation's
use of multiple button types is
somewhat confusing, but necessary
in a program that lacks a scripting
capability. More seriously, MediaStation's lack of a scripting language
limits its flexibility considerably,
particularly when considered in
terms of the NeXT's interapplication communication. Archives produced with the program tend to all
look alike, with a set of standard
buttons and a scrolling text field
dominating the panels.

In addition, much of the terminology used throughout the program
seems unnecessarily arcane, sounding like it was developed by a programmer rather than the artistically
inclined, who will be drawn to this
program. Commands like "Flip
Color Space Value" have no place
in a desktop program; "Invert" is

Tradeoffs

A finished MediaStation archive has a standard look, consisting of a control panel with preset
controls, from which sound, images, and other media can be launched by the user.

Using the Presentation Editor,
you assign start and end times,
measured in seconds, to the various

Despite the program's maturity in
Version 2.0, a few nagging problems mar the package. Although

Pulling it together

Presentations are controlled via MediaStation's Presentation Editor, where you can create
events with assigned start and end times from the archive's items. Hems with bullets have start
and end times assigned.

events that make up your presentation. Several events can be played
back simultaneously, allowing for
some
, fairly complex animation.
The Presentation Editor generates a script that can be viewed

the consistency of the different
modes of the program makes it
easy to learn, many aspects of the
interface are less than intuitive.
Its graphics controls are decidedly
nonstandard and difficult to grasp.

the standard term.
MediaStation's manual
includes a series of comprehensive
tutorials, and the program ships
with an excellent demo archive that
explains the basics of the program.
The manual is also provided on-line
in WriteNow format for searching
with Digital Librarian. What's there
is good, but a complex program
such as this would benefit from an
interactive on-line help facility one with sound and video.
As a database, MediaStation
offers title, text string, and keyword search options on the data
included in its archives; keywords
for internal files can be assigned by
the author. It also provides a full
range of report options. The program is fully network-capable, permitting simultaneous access to the
same archive, and providing security features in excess of those provided by UNIX. Another advantage
to the database approach is that

presentations can be reused. You
could, for example, create a sel~
rum-ling presentation for one audience and an interactive one for a
different audience using the same
files.
Despite its interface quirks,
MediaStation fills an important
for NeXT software - especially

with database managers, presenta·
tion packages, and authoring environments still in short supply for
the platform. MediaStation succeeds in bringing multimedia to
masses. If HyperCube, due from
Thoughtful Software in early 1
arrives as expected, NeXT users
should be able to choose between
presentation flexibility and database functionality. Meanwhile,
cators, presentation professionals,
and artists who require video I/O
or need to store vast quantit~es of
multimedia information should be
thankful for MediaStation. •

LEE SHE R MAN is a writer
and NeXT developer specializing
in music and multimedia.
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Desktop FUm Recorder from TALUS , ImagingTM
users to inexpensively create pr0fessional quality 35mm slides,
prints, pocket-sized overhead transparencies, and 35mm
picture footage. The Rio Film Recorder sells for
and comes complete with a 35mm camera back, a
instant film back, a NeXT interface kit, Imager™
user manual and 2-year factory warranty. The
software's intuitive interface means you do not
any special training IIo take any TIFF or EPS image
any file OIl t:he NeXT and output a 35mm slide
looks like it was made by a slide service bureau. The
-scaling feature enables you to enlarge any portion
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a full frame image to only a
esolution of up to '4096 by 3600
portion of the frame. Wiili ilafa..-r
pixels, the Rio Rilm Recorder is specially designed to allow you to RIP
the image from the built-in true Adobe Postscript™
intetpreter that is built into your NeXT computer.
A 4x5 :film back, automatic instant film back, 35 111 m
motionpicture film back and a 35mm bulk-pack slide film
back are also available. To pJace your order, or for more
information about our English or International versions,
contact us.
TALlUS Imaging 11850 Riverview Way Houston, 'Fexas 77077
Tel: (713) 556-6007 Fax: (713) 556-6258 Email: iniO@talus.com

Cir,cle 34 on reader service card
© Copyright 1991 Talus COq>orarion, Rio, Tmager and Talus imaging are rcgister~d trademarks of Talus Corporation, NeXT is a registered trademark of NeXT Computer, Inc.
Polaroid is the the registered trademark orth" Polaroid Corporation, Adobe and I10stcript arc registered trademarks of AdobeSyste"lS Incorporated,

Office Manager
In a Box
Adan1ation>s Who>s Calling provides
a total client-managen1ent system
by

FR A N C

G A R C IA

~

verybody would love to
have a personal secretary.
But since a software
substitute may be as
close as some of us will ever come,
Adamation's Who's Calling 2.0
is a welcome arrival to the NeXT
environment.
Designed to help sales professionals - or anybody who deals
with lots of clients and colleagues keep track of calls, messages, and
appointments, Who's Calling is
described by its creators Stephan
and William Adams as a "fully
automated client-management
system." And despite some minor
flaws, Who's Calling delivers on
this promise. It offers more than the
average database and is easier to use.
Who's Calling differs from flatfile databases like Stone Design's
DataPhile in that it is relational,
built on top of Ingres (with Oracle
and Sybase versions available). But
Adamation has foregone many of
the formatting and customization
features generally available in database packages. Likewise, Who's

A series of modules offers a suite of scheduling, messaging, and organizational tools.
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Calling differs from both flat-file
and relational database front ends
by offering a full suite of scheduling, call-tracking, and organization
tools designed to be shared by users
on a network.
What's new about Version 2.0?
The upgrade includes interface
changes, a host of new features,
and better documentation. According to its creators, "If you haven't
used Who's Calling 2.0, you
haven't used Who's Calling."

A modular approach
Who's Calling is organized into
four modules: a Contact Database
that includes the list of clients
and client information; a Message
Board, where detailed messages
between users are sent and received;
a Conversation Manager, which
keeps track of client conversations
and automatically schedules callbacks to those clients; and a robust
Calendar, which in itself is a fullfeatured organizational tool that
can be shared over a network.
The Contact Database is the
reference point for all the modules.
It contains preset fields, such as
Name and Address; a scrolling view
where custom fields can be added;
and an unlimited capacity for telephone numbers per client record.
A Client List is available to view,
sort, and query all clients at once.
In fact, it is only through the Client
List that individual records can be
selected for viewing in the Client
Database.
Reports and mailing la bels can

be automatically generated from
this module as well. These reports
have a preset format that is relatively straightforward. But, like the
Contact Database and other information, the reports cannot be
customized.
In the Client List, users can
search for any client or list of clients
using any combination of the 15
commonly used preset fields. Wildcard queries can also be performed.
These fields - which cover almost
all the information you would need
about a client - are convenient
for salespeople who find it bothersome to have to customize their
database, but the fact that these
fields cannot be edited makes Who's
Calling cumbersome at times. In
addition, custom fields also can't be
added to the Client List view, so
the Contact Database will not be
able to sort records according to
the information a user might want
them to contain.
Another part of the Contact
Database module is the Media Well,
a repository of multimedia files for
each client record. It allows users to
link several of any types of files or
directories to individual records.
By double-clicking the Media Well,
linked files are displayed in a list,
from which they can be opened.
TIFF and EPS images, letters, or
faxes can all be displayed in the
Well if desired.
One minor problem exists,
however: If a linked file is moved to
a different location in the file sys-

tern, Who's Calling will not
it in the Media Well the next time
another user in the workgroup
attempts to access it.

screen, so it can be read easi
unlike the Calendar app tha
with the NeXT. The six-mOl
day views are also ample in
Items in the Calendar are ca1

Integrated applications rized as phone calls, remind
The second module, the Message appointments, or reservatio
Board, allows users to send detai any combination of these ca
messages from callers to other
displayed in any of the view
users on a network. It differs from example, a user can
NeXT e-mail in that the messag~ filter out anything
are live, and sent immediately,
but r eservations
rather than stored in a queue. An and/or reminders
they are sent to a user's machine, for a view or time
no matter where that user is cur· period.
R es ources,
rently logged in on the network,
one of the most
that each user's Message Board
updates correctly and efficiently. N. powerful features
of the Calendar
the end of the day, a report of
received messages can be printed I module, will be
e pecia lly useful
easy reVIew.
A User List is also available f fo r workgroups.
quickly addressing messages, so a A Resource, which
receptionist, for example, can send can be thought of
a written or recorded message to a a simple file rep- The Coni
a number of people simultaneousl} re enting a person preset fi
or ategory, is deby simply clicking names rather
fined and contains the info
than having to type names or
for a particular calendar. A
addresses.
Logging and organizing phOIlf dar can then merge differeI
conversations is done in the Con- marion from other calenda
versation Manager. In addition to re ources, either from thei
Ii ts, or across the netwod
logging calls with voice annotae
ample, in trying to set UJ
tions, users can schedule callbacks
ing between several peoplE
to clients. The Who's Calling
imply choose each partici
tickler, an alarm panel that even
a snooze option, will remind them the network as a resource
pull up a combination day
of a scheduled call even if they
are in another program or if Whol of this group calendar for
lar day.
Calling isn't running. Users can
The Calendar is POWE
automatically print conversation
but
it
is also plagued with
lists and phone logs, as well as
interface idiosyncracies, iii
post scheduled callbacks to the
that to-do lists are not dis
Calendar.
The Who's Calling Calendar is the Calendar view. And d;
edited in the Event panel I
a separate application integrated
into the main program. The CaleIr entered manually even th<
dar provides three levels of detail: are already selected in the
Or week view.
the Calendar view; an Agenda pan
Who's Calling 2.0 als
into which events and reminders
are listed; and an Event panel, into general features that mak,
which information is entered. The. to use than previous versi
i especially important in
Calendar can be viewed in month
settings
where temps h2vc
week, and day views. The month
up and running quickly 0
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screen, so it can be read easily,
unlike me Calendar app that ships
with me NeXT. The six-month and
day views are also ample in size.
ftems in the Calendar are categorized as phone calls, reminders,
appointments, or reservations, and
any combination of these can be
displayed in any of the views. For
example, a user can
filter out anything
but reservations
and/oT reminders
for a view or time
period.
Re sources,
one of the most
powerful features
of the Calendar
module, will be
especially useful
for workgroups .
AResource, which
can be mought of
as a simple file rep.

they've never used. For example,
voice alerts for deleting, saving,
finding, and updating guide the
user through the program. These
can be turned on and off through
the preferences panel.

Good safety net
Who's Calling still lacks some

scheduled for Version 3.0 is a Report
Creator with customization features.
Presently, reports are limited to a
preset format that can't be changed.
The program is also expected to
be unbundled, so that each module
can be purchased separately.
Installation of Who's Calling,
though easier than earlier versions,
is still difficult for networked
users - which is ironic since the
program is built for use on a
network.
Who's Calling is a good idea
that's well developed but still needs
work. For the sales professional
on the verge of buying another case
of Post-It pads, it's a great tool -

once you master all its idiosyncracies. At the very least, it's a good "
safety net to catch those calls and
appointments that would otherwise
fall through the cracks.
If you tried Who's Calling in
its first permutation and got overloaded by one too many windows,
you should try Verison 2.0. There's
enough improvement to merit
another look. •

F RAN e GA ReI A has worked
at Apple Computer and NeXT,
and is currently channel marketing
manager at Voyager Co., in Santa
Monica, California.

The Contact Database is the reference point for all the modules, with

resentmg a person preset fields as well as a scrolling view for adding custom fields.
or category, is defined and contains the information
important features . For example,
for a particular calendar. A calenthe database has very little in the
dar can then merge different inforway of formatting capabilities.
It also lacks the ability to automatimation from other calendars or
resources, either from their own
cally fill in information based on
lists, or across the network. For
keywords for a client from a linked
reference file. And custom fields
example, in trying to set up a meeting between several people, you can can't be added to the Client List .
Another area that needs
simply choose each participant on
improvement is the interface, which
the network as a resource and then
pull up a combination day view
is cluttered and cumbersome. Sort
of this group calendar for a particu- Order, for instance, is not saved in
the Client List. In the Conversation
lar day.
The Calendar is power-packed, Manager, you must use the mouse
but it is also plagued with some
to move from the first field rather
interface idiosyncracies, like the fact than the Tab key.
The program keeps track of
that to-do lists are not displayed in
a lot of detail, but it also requires
the Calendar view. And dates being
the user to enter much of it in a
edited in the Event panel have to be
entered manually even though they
manner that can be tedious, like
relying on the mouse.
are already selected in the month
And aside from the voice alerts
or week view.
Who's Calling 2.0 also offers
mentioned above, Who's Calling
lacks a good on-line help system.
general features that make it easier
Luckily such a system - purportto use than previous versions. This
edly as good as Improv's - is under
is especially important in corporate
development for Version 3.0.
settings where temps h:we to get
Among the other enhancements
up and running quickly on software

Makers of MediaStation®, the world's leading
UNIX ®multimedia authoring system. See the
MediaStation ®product review in this issue
of NeXTWORLD.

Imagine Multimedia, Inc. 44 Frank Lloyd Wright Drive P.O. Box 473 Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106
313·930·7777 313·930·7776 (faxl Emai l: sa les@imagine.com
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DataPhile 1.0
Bar low: I'm not sure it's ethical for me to pmnp a product in whose
credits I'm listed, but then I've always considered objectivity to be a journalistic myth anyway. Besides, I would think DataPhile was a real piece of
work even if I hadn't had a minor hand in designing it.
DataPhile, which should be on sale by the time you read this, is a very
powerful flat-file database - the same sort of thing as FileMaker Pro for
the Mac, but better in a variety of ways. It's the brainchild of my favorite
software engineer, Andrew Stone of Stone Design in Albuquerque, and his
associate Kris Jensen. Another guy who had a lot to do with it is Steve Jobs.
With his usual mania for detaiJ,Jobs criticized DataPhile from button to field . His
microscopic nitpicking so rattled Stone that
he completely redesigned the interface - generally improving it - just to get a little peace.
This is why great things have a way of appearing in the general vicinity of Steve Jobs. I
would guess that John Sculley doesn't personally supervise the work of minuscule thirdparty Mac developers.
On one level, DataPhile is just meat and
potatoes. It does all the usual database stufflabels, reports, envelopes, invoices, inventories, lookup tables, and calculated fields. In
these areas, it differs only in the ease with
which it does them.
But DataPhile also has more bells and
whistles than a Spike Jones record. It can store
sounds and graphics, even loading a picture's
mother program with a double-click on its field . Any text field can include
unlimited scrollable Rich Text. You can voice-annotate both records and
fields. It includes many of Create's drawing tools, which means you can
make the fanciest reports and screen views imaginable. Indeed, any view
can be a report.
What's missing? A few things. It's not yet a real interpersonal computing product in that it has file-level rather than record-level locking. In other
words, only one person can have write privileges on a database at any
given time. The company says this will be corrected in the second version.
The other omission is the absence of summary fields. This is a real problem in making reports but is also due to be corrected. The work-around
for now is exporting the data into Improv (an easy operation) and summarizing it there. Finally, I want it to dial my phone, but that may be asking a
bit much.
In any case, DataPhile fills a gaping hole in the NeXT software suite.
Today, there is certainly no doubt that it is the greatest flat-file database
available for the NeXT. I think it will go on holding that distinction even
after it's got some competition. •

L a v in: I may be the wrong guy to make a judgment on DataPhile,
since I'm the sort of database jock who has been perfectly happy keeping
h,is contact data in WriteNow files and using the Find panel to search
it. This new product has me jumping for joy. For a guy who needs to keep
data together, sort it, and report it every so often, DataPhile is great.
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I know it does a lot more, but those are my needs and I'm grateful this

program fills them so ably.
The only question is why it took so long to get a database of any sort
on this platform. Now there's light at the end of the tunnel. •

Concurrence 1.0

NeXT
L a v i ,n: There has been
wrage pricing from NeX~
unconscionable $2995, co
lowest price reseller found
than any other? No. The c
guarantee. But memory is
branded memory is like bl
What's the point?
eXT charges so muc
the basic hardware that it
minimally configured cost:
of memory it costs $29,29
could build an equivalent ,
half the NeXT total.
I support NeXT's mal
I ee a better way. The urn
that many machines go at
machines sit on people's d
they aren't as fast or as pc
needs to continue to achie
machines interferes mighti
configurations leave man)
to remove from their mini
4MB SIMMs.
My suggestion is that
premium. The net would '
from NeXT. More import
the best they can be. •

L a v in: For those of you who have known and loved presentation
packages on other platforms, get ready for another reason to buy a NeXT.
Concurrence is a combination outliner/presentation product from Lighthouse Design. It has the outlining power of [the old] More for the Mac,
combined with the presentation power of
Persuasion from Aldus, only it does them
both one better.
The outliner is first class. It supports
the NeXT environment, working well wit
other applications. It lets you rearrange
thoughts on the fly. The outliner and the
slide viewer are dynamically linked;
changes in one show up in the other. In
fact, different views of the same outline
result in different presentations, all linked
together, or "in concurrence," as Lighthouse puts it. The slide viewer makes gor·
geous slides. This is partly the NeXT and
partly Lighthouse, but who cares?
Concurrence's only drawback is that in
the rush to market, many important features will be missing until the next version
comes out months from now. The feature
set is a little wooden, though it's 100 times more flexible than its competi·
tors on other platforms. So Concurrence is like a Ferrari Testarossa 1.0:
Bar lo w: Dan, I can't
Amazing, but still a 1.0. Buy it and upgrade. •
storage pricing. I just can'
or actually immoral. Wh}
Bar low: Right again, Dan. If corporate presentations are a prominelrl (onn, such a spectacular l
feature of your blighted life, Concurrence is worth the price of a NeXT
on items easily available e
all by itself It's that much better than any of its competition.
of the things that might b,
I'm one of the last public speakers left in America who doesn't use
overheads or slides. Concurrence may change all that. This program
is powerful, deep, elegant, and easy. Its outliner is also about the best I've
seen. I especially like its ability to maintain several different formats of
the same material, updating them all simultaneously.
Bar low : When I first
It's what one does with those outlines that might be problematic.
lightweight memo genera
Lacking such things as headers and page numbers, it's not quite a word
rime professional writer Ii
processor by itself And if you try to use it as the outliner WriteNow lacks, before reaching this asses:
you run into trouble. You can't paste RTF text into WriteNow, so copying
Now that WriteNow
your beautiful Concurrence document over to WriteNow results in the
ucr from Appsoft, I figure
loss of all formatting.
like it! My initial dim opi
That the blame for this difficulty is WriteNow's, and not Concurwith what I paid for it. In
rence's, doesn't make it better. The eager lads at Lighthouse are going to
written entirely in asseml:
fix it as best they can, by allowing documents to be saved in RTF format. WordPerfect's. It's also il11
In any event, Concurrence is further evidence that there's more creativity
manual in order to write
among the handful of NeXT developers than can be found in the entire
I miss a few things. I
DOS world. •
matic numbering and ren
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lay i.n: There has been a lot of discussion lately about memory and
torage pricing from NeXT. For 16MB of memory NeXT charges an
unconscionable $2995, compared to $600 - one-fifth the price - from the
lowest price reseller fOlmd by NeXTWORLD . Is NeXT memory better
than any other? No. The only advantage is that it's backed by NeXT's
guarantee. But memory is so much a commodity product that buying
branded memory is like buying a genuine GM gas cap for your car.
What's the point?
NeXT charges so much because it's shaved its margins so thin on
the basic hardware that it hopes to make it up on add-oilS. A NeXT cube
minimally configured costs $7995, but with two 1.4GB disks and 64MB
of memory it costs $29,295. Most of that is profit, since a sharp consumer
could build an equivalent system with third-party products for $14,195,
half the NeXT total.
I support NeXT's march into profitability as much as anyone, but
I see a better way. The unfortunate net result of high-priced peripherals is
that many machines go out "lighter" than they might othetwise. These
machines sit on people's desks, where other people try them out to find
they aren't as fast or as powerful as a "heavy" machine would be. NeXT
needs to continue to achieve critical mass, and a legion of underpowered
machines interferes mightily with this goal. Worse, substandard memory
configurations leave many users with useless 1MB SIMMs that they have
to remove from their minimally configured machines to make room for
4MB SIMMs.
My suggestion is that NeXT price its memory and storage at a modest
premium. The net would be the same profit, since more people would buy
from NeXT. More importantly, the machines would go out into the world
the best they can be. •

Bar low: Dan, I can't fault a word you say about NeXT's memory and
storage pricing. I just can't decide whether it's monumentally boneheaded
or actually immoral. Why on earth make this great computer, in its bare
(orm, such a spectacular bargain, and then charge a 600-percent markup
0/1 items easily available elsewhere? Beats me. And I'm afraid it's one
of the things that might beat them. •

WriteNow
Bar low: When I first got my NeXT, I dismissed WriteNow as a
Ughrweight memo generator insufficient to the industrial needs of a bigtime professional writer like me. Frankly, I didn't look at it very hard
before reaching this assessment. It was a judgment of blind prejudice.
Now that WriteNow has come unbundled and is a commercial product from Appsoft, I figured I ought to give it a real chance. And, hey ... I
like it! My initial dim opinion of WriteNow probably had something to do
with what I paid for it. In fact, WriteNow is lean, clean, and mean. Being
written entirely in assembler, its screen response is a great deal faster than
WordPerfect's. It's also intuitive enough that I only bothered to read the
manual in order to write this review.
I miss a few things. I desperately long for both outlining and automatic numbering and renumbering capabilities. I wish it had style sheets,

though its Shift-formatting makes it possible to format all the paragraphs
of a certain type in a document even if they're not contiguous. It doesn't
have wraparound graphics (but neither does Word for the Mac). I would
like to be able to insert graphic lines and paragraph borders. It would be
nice if the auto-inserted date could be formatted in some other style thap
the very nerdy "Tue Sep 10 1991." And if part of a document is in multiple columns, it all must be - which means that columns are fairly useless.
But that's about all that's wrong. Most everything else is there, from
merge mail (which, unlike WordPerfect, follows a standard fashion) to
footnotes. It does most of what I want it to with crisp dispatch. With a few
modest feature enhancements, this could be as good a word processor as
there is . •
L a v in: Hating WriteNow is pretty much required in this community,
John, like hating lawyers is in some circles. In the past, I've generally
shared that low opinion, but this review has begun to change my impression. I just have to determine whether my conversion is from three years
of use or the presence of any truly redeeming qualities.
There is much to like about WriteNow, but the handling of graphics
is still truly poor. It doesn't know about the Colors panel. Your points
are well taken, John, but this at-Ieast-three-year-old program does not yet
work like a NeXT program should. Now the able team at Appsoft has
taken over the product and has promised many improvements. I believe
them, but for this product at this time I have to withhold my approvaland my thumb.

Copy·Protection Schemes
L a v in: I can't believe we're addressing this problem in the 1990s, John.
This fight was fought and presumably won in the early '80s. But now several well-meaning third-party developers, in the name of protecting their
investment, have brought the evil of copy protection back from the grave.
In a nutshell, copy protection inconveniences all of a vendor's customers so a losing battle can be fought against some pirates. It's a losing
battle because all of these schemes can be broken by the determined pirate,
leaving honest customers with aggravation and system administration
problems.
Following is my copy-protection Hall of Shame.
Mathematica: This great company with great people has the most
restrictive licensing policy on earth. Each user of Mathematica must physically call Wolfram Research on the phone and give them information
about a specific machine in order to receive a license that only will work
on that machine. In other words, if you go to the store and buy a product,
you're still a phone call away from using it. Worse, this arrangement
defeats the key network capabilities of the NeXT. If you own ten machines
and want to own three licenses because only three machines will be using
Mathematica, you must choose - and carve in stone - which machines
they'll be.
Lighthouse Design, Sybase, Frame Technology: These folks use a
scheme that checks to see how many copies of a program are running on a
network, and refuses to launch another process if the number is too large.
Though reasonable on the surface, I don't like programs running around
my network checking up on things. I've seen at least one of these schemes
fail, to everybody'S aggravation.
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These vendors also use hot branding, practiced as well by many
vendors, including Stone Design, enTAR, Visus, RightBrain, and HSD.
This process places your registration info deep into the program's binary,
making tracking bogus copies easy. Some of them will not even run until
registration is completed with a valid registration number. This method
is prone to problems when software is sold or if the little slip of paper is
lost after a hard disk crash.
Copy protection assails the mutual trust that software licenses are
built upon. The software license system is in essence a voluntary compliance
system, and customers distrusted by their vendor may just live up to expectations. Beyond that, copy protection assails the basic expectation that
software will help make your life easier and improve your productivity. •

Bar low: Given that I spend a fair amount of time going around
speaking on the oxymoronic quality of the phrase "intellectual property, "
I'm surprised to find myself in mild disagreement with you on this, Dan.
It's not that I think copy protection makes sense in general. Information, unlike, say, gold or real estate, doesn't necessarily diminish in
value with increased abundance. Indeed, you could make a case that the
reason Lotus continues to maintain itself as the Iron Standard of spreadsheets has a lot to do with 1-2-3 being the most pirated software in the
world. The fact that perhaps the majority of software on people's hard
disks (if not in actual use) is pirated has not kept the software industry
from becoming the most robust sector of the American economy. Sooner

or later, if it's getting used, it gets bought.
To be realistic, however, you have to recognize that given the minute
scale of the NeXT software market, 100 pirated copies of a program COl ,
constitute its developer'S entire profit margin. Add to that the incredible
ease with which we can transfer software through NeXTmail and the fa
that a high percentage of NeXTs are in academia - where actually buying
software is considered bozo behavior - and you've got a problem.
So I guess I regard some copy protection as a necessary evil until we'
reached an economy of scale here. But there's copy protection and copy
protection. The forms employed by companies like Stone Design and
Lighthouse are pretty innocuous. They're never going to cause a backup
copy to self-destruct. But the bureaucratic labyrinth that guards Mathe·
matica is genuinely stupid.
Mild copy protection for struggling NeXT developers: •
Savage copy protection for Mathematica: •
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TypophilE
Type View is the perfect companion product
for Desktop Publishing, Presentation, or Illustration
software; quickly view a character set, copy a nd paste into •
your document and review many different type families,
styles, and sizes of the alphabet, Lorem Ipsum, or custom
text. What would normally take you 30 keystrokes takes
only 3 with Type View. It installs into the NeXT services
fram ework and is great when using international
languages. TypeVietu opens the world of typefaces to you ...

.,. ~~Gu~:'" Practice or perish.
•
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See our NeXTConnection ad for more information ...
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at 800-800-NeXT. Distribution and Sit,e Licenses Available.
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No Toasters?
2 2 E 2 ith the increasing quality and expense of
desktop computer displays, screen-saver
utilities have become
a significant software category on
the Macintosh and Windows platfom1S. There are several reasons
why they are even more important
on the NeXT. First, unlike many
PCS, NeXT machines are frequently
left on 24 hours a day. The NeXT
Application Dock and menu pornons of the screen are always used,
very often with exactly the same
items in the same positions. Also, the
MegaPixel and MegaPixel Color
Displays are expensive to replace.
The main rationale for screen
savers is to prevent burn-in, during
which the screen's phosphors
become stuck on a given image, producing permanent ghosting in that
location. Also, phosphors fade with
prolonged use, so screen savers

can go a long way toward keeping
colors crisp and screens bright.
NeXT addressed the burn-in
problem with its built-in dimming,
but without any options for changing screen-saver displays. Several
public-domain screen savers are
available in the Internet archives.
Now, RightBrain Software has
produced the first commercially
available screen saver for the NeXT.
It does the job, preventing burn-in
by putting a pattern on the display
after an adjustable time period.
Users can choose to display the time
and date the machine was locked,
the current date and time, a user-

Typophile's Toolbox
2 hink of TypeView as one
big font inspector, supplying a plethora of views
and information about
your system's installed
typefaces. You can find out who
holds the copyright to the font; ,
what keystrokes to use to access
members of the extended character
et, and what kerning pairs exist
for the font. Or you can see what
your ad slogan, or a few lines of
dummy text, looks like in a number
of different types and sizes.
You can also think of TypeView
as a workshop in which to view
and choose type. You can use it to
find and style any character in any
installed font, viewed at any size up
to the full area of your screen, then
cut and paste that styled character
into another application where

2

or Illustration
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viewing fonts is not so easy.
Vivid Software describes its program as "an aid to help you understand and appreciate the subtleties
of type and typeface." The description points out both the strengths
and weaknesses of the program. It's
a cornucopia of system-enhancing

selected message or graphic, or
words randomly selected from the
dictionary.
While this last option is interesting, providing thought-provoking
combinations of words that look
great on a color display, LockScreen's visual displays do not measure up to the standard of fun set
by After Hours in the Mac market,
home of the flying toasters.
Beyond simple screen saving,
LockScreen also provides system
security through its screen-locking
features . When invoked, a user
must enter his or her password to
remove the screen saver and access
the computer. Advanced features
are available to keep a log of failed
attempts to enter the password
and to allow system administrators
access to a locked system even
if they are not the currently loggedin user. A voice option allows
the user to leave a voice message
that can be played from a locked
machine.
LockScreen's user interface is

clean, and the screen-saver options
offer subtle and sophisticated
touches. The advanced features give
needed control to administrators
in large environments. RightBram
provides detailed documentation on
disk that covers all aspects of the
program. Technical support is toll
free and free of charge.
While there are shareware
alternatives to LockScreen, RightBrain contends that screen savers
on the NeXT can interfere with
the Display PostScript server if not
implemented correctly. RightBrain
pledges to support the product,
improve it, and fix bugs. For commercial users who do not want
the uncertainty of unsupported software, LockScreen's low cost may
make it a standard on every NeXT
workstation. We recommend it,
though we'd like to see more fun
options added to the elegant implementation already present. •

by D AN LAVIN

features, but it
doesn't offer any
single can't-do without-it feature.
It's not really built
with a real-world
application in mind.
TypeView's
fi fl
designers see Typeit
View's audience in
9 c c e e i JE i
two main groups:
I:, 0 <E'
ii y i p re n
designers and everyone else. Designers TypeView offers several views of any typeface installed on your system.
will use TypeView The Character Set panel [in background) is TypeView's main window.
You can view any font or set of fonts in several texts, including this,
to easily view and from Shakespeare's Henry V.
choose typefaces
TypeView's main window and the
for layouts and presentations.
Everyone else will use TypeView's
tool for navigating through a font.
The every-Ietter-for-itself layout
Character Set view to easily access
takes a little getting used to, but if
a font's extended character set,
which includes everyday characters
you look on it as a giant character
menu rather than a font display,
such as the fraction 12 and the foreign-language characters necessary
the choice of layout becomes more
understandable. From here, you can
to NeXT's overseas audience.
select specific characters or
~
The Character Set view is
-
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These days, technology

technology to produce the greatest business

has to serve every-

management gains.

body. The trouble is,

Depart-

everyone wants technology

ment managers,

to do something different.

on the other hand,

IS managers, for instance, are apt to put
a very strategic spin on

have to focus on

competitive advantage

doing just what their

things. That's because

name implies. So they're more concerned with

they're charged with

the productivity issues in their own backyard,
their local area net-

If there \Vere
delivering information
throughout the enterprise, integrating the

,
.
companys computmg
and communications

The point is, eVE

works, and generally

only one kind of
COInputer buyer,
\Ve'd only have
one COInputer
publication.

resources.

making sure their
department is hapPl

body's involved. All
these groups influence
each other. That's why,
today, there's no one
person who's responsil
buying technology for i

and humming along.
End users,
however, have a di£ferent perspective
entirely. They see the

CIO's tend to look at the

world from their desktop.

whole enterprise another way.

They want whatever helps

After
all, they're
tackling some
of the very trickiest
issues in business.
Like how to best use

them do

for buying and implem
responding to different

...

"

what they do betterwhile giving them
access to the
rest of the workgroup or a mainframe.
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Then there's senior
management.To

".

them, technology

is one of the best
ways to gain a strategic,
competitive advantage. Or, at least, it better be.
The point is, everylore concerned with
heir own backyard,
their local area networks, and generally
making sure their
department is happy
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Typophile's Toolbox
move to other views. Selecting a
character here blows it up in a
window that fills about half your
screen, where you can apply styles
and manipulate it to your heart's
content. Then you can cut and paste
it into another application (styles
intact, if the target program supports the RTF pasteboard), or you
can view it in outline mode, which
shows the bezier control points
but is not editable.
More information about fonts
is available through TypeView's
Panel command. The Text panel
lets you choose specific text to view,
including the font's numerals, the
famous Lorem Ipsum dummy text,
the love scene from Shakespeare's
Henry V, or text of your own. An
Inspector panel shows the kern
pairs for the font, the font's copyright owner and version, among
other information. The Font panel
is an enhanced version of NeXTstep's standard Font panel; it lets
you choose several fonts and sizes
instead of just one to view your
text in. The Keyboard panel has a
Key Caps-like interface that displays the characters assigned to
each key, in the standard mode and
with the Alternate and Shift keys
pressed. All TypeView's features are
available through the Services menu
in other programs.
As varied as TypeView is, most
of the features it offers are already
available within any text-editing
program on the platform, thanks to
the NeXTstep Text object on which
most applicatons are built. There's
no argument that TypeView makes
viewing some effects easier than
in other programs, but that ease,
and the nice but non-essential new
features it offers, may not be compelling enough to justify the $129
price for some users. •
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Universal Scanner
Software
. .~. .~. ost scanners on the
1J market can, theoretically, work with the

J

l
NeXT. The interface
. . . . . . . (SCSI) is in place;
what's missing is the software that
controls the scanner. ScanTastic
from Second Glance provides that
link, supplying NeXT software that
can drive a variety of scanners.
With its first release, ScanTastic
is offering drivers for two scanners,
the Epson ES-300C flatbed scanner
and the Nikon LS3500 and LS3510
35mm slide scanner, with moresupporting scanner models from
XRS, the Microtech 600Z, and
others - promised in the near future.
By employing software that drives
multiple scanners, users in mixedscanner environments have the benefit of a consistent interface. They
also get access to more scanner
options than they would by relying
on individual manufacturers to
supply NeXT drivers.
In addition to simply driving
scanners, ScanTastic supplies the
first image-manipulation features to
appear on the NeXT platform. Such
features as gamma correction, for
example, haven't been available on
the NeXT until now. (On the Mac,
they're standard in color scanning
image-manipulation packages.)
ScanTastic's features are quick, the

display is informative, and every
step can be undone.
ScanTastic also supplies filters
(to sharpen, brighten, rotate, and
so on). It lets you choose and apply
several filters at one time, a real
time-saver. ScanTastic simulates the
effects of the filters on-screen, without changing the data, resulting in a
less-informative display and a lesspleasing "fee!" than you may be
used to in Adobe Photoshop on the
Macintosh. But the payoff is the
ability to undo the filters in any
combination.

the PostScript Level 2 that will be it
NeXTstep 3.0. ScanTastic should
be able to take advantage of any
CIE colorspace modules that are
available and relevant to the image
being scanned. This is still in early
development, but should be a significant advantage over scanning
with the same hardware on another
platform.
Current pricing for ScanTastic
is $595 for the Epson ES-300C
and $995 for the Nikon LS3500
or LS3510. (The Epson engine is
especially strategic because it is
used in many color flatbed scanners
targeted at the Macintosh market.)
Second Glance says once an initial
version is purchased, subsequent
modules can be added "inexpen-

ScanTastic's gamma-correction feature provides both graphic and numeric controls to change
RGBoutput.

User interface is the program's
weakest point. The application
opens up with three windows of
selections, and every new function
appears in yet another new window.
There are so many windows that
I thought I had opened more than
one application the first time I used
it. Another drawback is that the
Preview window has no zoom, and
is not resizable. There is also no
way to select only a portion of an
image for scanning. On the plus
side, scanning is easy to do and to
correct, and the interface involved
very few modal dialog boxes. Documentation is on-line only.
Second Glance is already making plans for taking advantage of

sively," though no prices had been
announced at press time. The scan·
ner/software bundle is in line with
market prices, but the software-only
prices seem unnecessarily high. •
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Photos Without Scanning
. . . . . he idea of digital photography has a lot of appeal.
Just point, shoot, and
import the image into
your computer. Unfortunately, early digital cameras have
suffered from poor image quality.
Also, transferring images using lots
of cables, wires, or disks is cumberS(i)me at best.
Now, Dycam has introduced a
new form of digital photography
that is elegant and easy to use. It is
available for a variety of computer
systems, with a NeXT version
marketed by Prism Technology. It
works well within a defined range
of uses.
The Dycam system consists of
a camera and a charger/docking
station. The docking station remains
pl\,lgged into the computer through
a serial cable. A user roves about
with the camera, taking pictures,
brings it back to the docking station, plugs it in, and the software in
the computer pulls the images right
off. There is no film, no wires, and

This camera is a point-andshoot model. It has no focusing or
f-stop settings. A built-in flash goes
off when needed. The default setting is for hand-held use, but the
software can reconfigure the camera
for longer exposures when using a
tripod. The focus works from three
feet to infinity. An optional lens
set adds telephoto and wide-angle
capabilities, and the package
includes a filter for outdoor use.
The camera produces images
of 370 by 240 pixels, giving a
pleasing 4:3 aspect ratio, with 256
shades of gray. Up to 32 images can
be stored in the camera at anyone
time. While the image quality is
as good or better than for scanned
images, they are not film quality.
Printing the images on a NeXT
Laser Printer degrades the quality
a little further, resulting in quality
equivalent to a photocopy of a
newspaper picture.
When the camera is placed in
the docking unit, thumbnails, or
small recognizable icons of the picture you want to see, appear in a

Review Updates

computer software. The faults cited in the
review remain extant. There are no undo or
no macro functions. For these reasons, we
confirm Improv's rating at four cubes. A five
would require fixing those drawbacks.

Over the past year, NeXTWORLD has
re~iewed several products while they were
still in the beta or pre-release stage of development. In these reviews we did not mark
the vendors down for bugs or poor perfor1n.1nce. They were, however, only eligible
III achieve a maximum of four out of five
cubes, pending a final review.
Below, we revisit those products that
were assigned beta ratings and update them
as promised. In addition, we will use this
space to update the reviews of products that
have had incremental new releases.
Based on the update, a product's rating
may be increased, decreased, or confirmed
in place.

••••

IIM!wed in beta: January/February 1991
Slipped: February 1991
Imfirov shipped with few bugs, none of
them maior. Th e performance is good, and
u/gel/eral the program performs as expected.
Improv remains a revolutionary advance
in spreadsheets, adding a new paradigm to

window. This process is fast and
convenient. Only when you double
click an image is it loaded at full
resolution from the camera into the
NeXT. Because the images are
100KB compressed and transmitted
at 34KB per second, the images
take a few moments to load. The
contrast and brightness of each
picture is adjustable. Individual pictures can be saved in TIFF or EPS
format, or entire rolls can be saved.
The NeXT software, developed
by Prism, was still in the beta phase
as we tested the product. The software is good, but lacks many features that one would expect, like
the ability to custom-construct rolls

by

curve; the user interface metaphors employed
could be confusing to a professional illustrator. A lso, we hit a few small bugs. Still,
Create is a tour de force of PostScript
manipulation and we confinn its rating of
four cubes.

PowerStep (no rating)
Reviewed in beta: January/February 1991
Shipped: Still waiting
PowerStep never made it to market. With the
acquisition of Ashton-Tate by Borland, it
remains unclear when or if PowerStep will
ever be released. Therefore, we remove
PowerStep's beta rating of!LUo cubes and will
reevaluate the product if it comes to market.

Create 1.0 • • • •
Reviewed in beta: January/February 1991
Shipped: October 1991
Create was reviewed very early in its development cycle. Surprisingly enough, the final
product appeared almost a year later, very
much like the early version, but with some
extras like a good help system. Create allows
the average user to achieve complicated
effects in short ordel: While achieving an
effect is easy, creating the specific effect you
had in mind requires travel up a learning

and selectively delete images.
The Dycam has many pluses.
It is ergonomically outstanding,
aesthetically a true companion for
the NeXT machine. It is fast and ;
easy to use. If the image quality is
sufficient for the application, it is
the perfect way to get images into
your computer without hassling
with cables, cartridges, or scanning.
There are drawbacks as well.
The cost, $995, is steep for fun photography. The power requirements
of the camera are limiting: It can
store images for only 24 hours away
from the charger/docking station
before the camera goes dead and
loses them.
In short, the Dycam system is
a great way to get images into a
computer. If your application can
make do with newspaper-quality
photographs - applications like
video databases or computer-generated newsletters - this is an excellent tool. •

Diagram 1.1 • • • •
Reviewed in beta: January/February 1991
Shipped: 1.0, January 1991; 1.1, November
1991
Diagram shipped with very few surprises
and very few bugs. Most bugs that did
appear were fixed in Version 1.1, which also
added more sample documents and made
Diagram files compatible with Digital
Librarian. Users we have spoken with have
found that Diagram lives up to its billing as
a digital whiteboard. It is one of our favorite
tools around NeXTWORLD. The final
product, as delivered in Version 1.1, is confirmed at a rating of four cubes.

3270Vision 2.130 • • • •

DAN

LAVIN

last. It now supports 3290 terminals as well
as 3270s. Our reviewer was concerned
about the lack of an Operator I11terface Line
and a file transfer utility. Both of these features have been added. Conextions has also
added interfaces to various other NeXT
programs. All in all, 3270Vision is an excellent terminal emulator and is confirmed
with a rating of four cubes.

SoftPC 2.5

~

•••

Reviewed in beta: MarchlApril1991
Shipped: 1.0, March 1988; 2.5 October 1991
SoftPC shipped, accomplishing all of its
promises. Bugs are few, and it remains an
ingenious PC emulator for use on the N eXT.
The problems with ergonomics and function
keys mentioned in our review remain. More
seriously, the emulation of some programs
is not blazing. In the final version, any serious
long-term work in a graphical environnjent
would be difficult. We still love SoftPC for
many uses, but these drawbacks hold it to
a still-admirable four cubes.

Reviewed in beta: January/February 1991
Shipped: 1.0, September 1990; 2.1, May 1991
3270Vision has not only shipped, it has been
upgraded several times since we looked at it
SPRING 1992 NiXTWORLO 71
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"IT'S AGREAT PARTNERSHIP
FOR AIL CONCERNED."
Steve Jobs, President & Chairman, NeXT Computer Inc.

hat I really like about NeXTConnection is that you
approach mail order the same W&j we approach
making computers: you want to 'give people the
tools they need to work more effectively. And you succeedt1y making it ea~ to buy NeXT software and peripherals, and
t1y providing the technical help customers need to get the most
out of those products. Developers love NeXTConnection too,

W

because you make all their programs instantly available to the
entire NeXT community. We actually approached you about
creating NeXTConnection because our customers kept raving
about this terrific mail-order company in New Hampshire that
sold products for the PC and Mac. And you're more than
living up to your advanced billing-by being helpful, fast, and
efficient. It's a great partnership for all concerned.

"WE PROVIDE THAT
CRITICAL LINK BETWEEN CUSTOMERS,
DEVELOPERS, AND NEXT:'
Pat Gallup, President & CEO, NeXTConnection

hat we like about selling products for NeXT computers
is that you really understand the value of mail order.
When we started PC Connection in 1982, people didn't
have much confidence in computer mail order. So we set out
to prove that we could deliver prices, service, and technical
support better than anyone else in the computer industry. Your
understanding that our organization is an integral part of the

W

NeXT market means we can do our job even better. Besides
making products widely available-backed by our services like
toll-free tech support and $3 overnight shipping-we're also
able to provide that critical information and feedback link between
customers, developers, and NeXT itself. Best of all, we can do
so while remaining independent and objective. And that will
continue to help all of us get the most out of our NeXT computers.

LOTUS REINVENTS THE SPREADSHEET.
LOTUS IMPROV
Look at your data in a whole new light. What happens
when you give the creators of the world's best-selling spreadsheet an 040 processor, 8 MB of RAM and let them improvise
to their heart's content? You get Lotus Improv, a revolutionary spreadsheet for analyzing, viewing, and presenting
your data in ways never before possible.
The unique dynamic views feature of Improv lets you see
the same data in multiple ways to explore data relationships
and prepare targeted reports. Just use the mouse to rearrange your spreadsheet and get a whole new view instantly,
without any re-keying. You can actually work with 12 different
dimensions of data at once, displayed in 2D or 3D format.

Improv lets you use plain English to define cells and
create formulas (e.g., "Dollars = Tons x 12.5"). So your
spreadsheets document themselves and are easy to modify
or re-use. For complex formulas, you can call on a host of
built-in Lotus 1-2-3-style functions. All of which makes it
easy to build spreadsheets from scratch. You can also use
the extensive collection of prepackaged templates andlor
import existing 1-2-3 files directly.
Improv lets you combine graphs, texts, images, and even
sound with stunning clarity and resolution that takes full advantage of NeXT But how good is it, really? Byte (10/90)
wrote, "Improv knocked me out." PC World (11/90) called
it "a stunningly simple approach to organizing complex

data." What Micro? Magazine (UK, 4/91) awarded it "Most
Innovative Product 1990:' And Info World (10/91) wrote,
"Improv is an exciting alternative to traditional spreadsheet
programs ....it's one of the most innovative programs we've
seen in some time:'

Lotus Development
9794 Improv 1.0 .. . .. ... . . . .. . ...• ... . . . .

$549.
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SOFTPC
It's a PC·on·a·diskl Now you can run most MS·DOS
applications on your NeXT system with SoftPC, the
software·based PC emulator. If you depend on a specialized
PC program or PC datafile-or have PC·based co·workersSoftPC can make platform hopping simple and fast. It'll also
help you protect your investment in DOS software and
training. As NeXTWORLD (4/91) said, "This undertaking is
so important and so difficult, and SoftPC succeeds so well
at it, that SoftPC ranks as one of the most important pro·
grams for the NeXT.'
SoftPC duplicates an IBM PC/AT with 80286 and 80287
processors, offering C:and 0: drives, MS·DOS 3.3 (you can

install 4.0), and support for EGA and CGA video in mono·
chrome and color. There are two printer ports and two
communication ports that can be directed to NeXT serial
ports or to any UNIX device, process, or file. SoftPC will
even transform your NeXT mouse into a Microsoft mouse
on the screen.
SoftPC's special features give DOS applications a boost
in performance and versatility by allowing you to run multiple
DOS windows. NeXT and DOS software can run side by side
and share files as easily as copying them. NeXT modems,
printers, floppy drives, and other serial peripherals are
available to your PC program. And for mega·applications,
SoftPC opens up an astounding 32 MB of RAM.

While SoftPC will work on any system running NeXTstep
2.0, a 68040 processor is recommended. Get the power
of the NeXT with the rich application library of DOS-isn't
that what you've been waiting for? Well, you can have it all
with SoftPC.
Insignia Solutions
1456 SoftPC 2.05 . . . ... . ... . ... . .. . . . ... .

$329.

WHO'S CALLING?
Clear the deskl Just add Who's Calling? to your NeXT
computer and forget about traditional Rolodexes, phone logs,
message pads, and calendars. You'll have afully automated
client management and scheduling system with modules for
tracking client information and conversation histories and
sending live network messages. Since it's on your NeXT, you'll
be able to attach sound, image, and DEG text files to client
records. And for your own special requirements, you can add
an unlimited number of custom data fields.
Program features will remind you when to call aclient
(Calendar), make the call for you (Speed Dialer), provide you
with complete data on the person you're talking to (Conversa·
tion Manager), and plan the next callback (Tickler). On a NeXT
network, you can send live messages to other users, schedule
group meetings, and have multiple users Query a central
database.
If your calls are billable, Who's Calling? will automatically
calculate client billing from the length of the call. In addition to
billing logs, it will also generatemailinglabels.client lists, and
conversation logs. Other built-in modules include an Advanced
Calculator, Talking Alarm Clock, and Area Code and State
Finders. You can also display or print upcoming events in daily,
weekly, monthly, or six-monthly views. It's everything you need
to always know Who's Calling.
Adamatlon '" 30 day MBG
3357 Who's Calling? 2.0 . .. .. .. . ... . . .. ... . .. .

$395.

MEDIASTATION 2.0
Imagine there are no limits. Imagine orchestrating aflow of
sound and vision into exactly what you had in mind. That is the
reality of MedlaStatlon. Think about how you use a computer.
Now add a picture, now sound. Whether you work with person·
nel files or interactive history teaching, the possibilities are very
exciting.
Design your own format, load scanned images, TIFF or EPS
files, digitized video and stereo sound. Then edit or add your
own cell-by-cell animation. Store the finished entry just like a
database record, then organize your entries into a complete
desktop presentation.
Now with Version 2.0, NeXTdimension users can use direct
video output and record their presentations on video·
tape. Plus the new video datatype allows you to include live
video in your presentations. There's also color scanning, more
versatile database searches, video disk player control, compres·
sion preview, and faster presentation load and responseMediaStation is getting better all the time.
MediaStation is fully networked and supports DSP audio
devices and the export of multimedia to other applications.
Recommended storage devices include read/write optical disks
and network file servers. Go ahead, see your dreams come to
life on screen.
Imagine, Inc.
1396 MediaStation 2.0 . ..... .. .. . .. . . . . .. . .. .. $495.
1397 MediaStation (5 pack) . .. . .... . ... .. ..... . 2995.
1398 MediaStation (20 pack) ... ... . .. ... . . . . ... 8995.
1400 MediaStation Educational Package 2.0 .. .. . .... 295.
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THE '90s ARE REALLY GOING PLACESI
BERNOULLI TRANSPORTABLE DRIVE
Fast enough for the desktop. Light enough to travel.
That's the beauty of the Bernoulli 90 MB lhmsportable
Drive. It weighs just 8.5 pounds, takes up only 11/1 x 11/1
of desk space, but is fast enough (19 ms effective access
time) to use as your daily disk drive. And it offers unlimited
storage capacity-90 MB per removable cartridge.
Bernoullis feature an innovative design that makes a
crash virtually impossible because the flexible medium is
suspended below the fixed read/write head so the two
don't make any contact. And Bernoulli Gold Standard
Removal Disks feature extremely rugged engineering and
polycarbonate cases to withstand shocks up to 1000Gs, the

same as an eight·foot drop. In fact, they're so tough they
have a5·year limited warranty. Buy your cartridges in the
90 MB Trl·Pack from us and enjoy unlimited storage for
well under $2 per MB.
All it takes to plug your NeXT into unlimited Bernoulli
storage is a SCSI cable. And interface kits are available for
Macs and PCs, so you can connect to virtually any other
host machine. Plus, like the NeXT computers themselves,
the Bernoulli 90 MB Transportable switches automatically
from 110 to 220 power, so you truly can use it anywhere .
Need some references? The Bernoulli Transportable earned
aMacWorld 1990 World Class Award, Byte Readers' Choice,
Info World Product of the Year, 4V2 Mice from MacUser, and

a 1991 Publish Magazine Readers' Choice Award. So if
you're looking for the speed of a hard disk, the portability of
a floppy, and the unlimited storage of atape drive, you're
looking right at a Bernoulli.
IOMEGA ... 1 year warranty
2224 Bernoulli 90 MB Transportable Drive . .. .. .. $799.
2530 Bernoulli 90 MB Cartridge . ..... .. . ... ... . 149.
2467 Bernoulli 90 MB Tri·Pack . . . . .... . .. .. . . .. 439.
2481 Care Kit. . .. . . . . ... ..... ... .. . . . . . .... .. 49.

INTEL 14.4EX MODEM
V got" all. V.32 and V.32bis compliance; V.42bis and MNP 5 data compression; V.42, MNP 1-4,
and TCM error correction. What does it all mean? ~ means that wnh Intel's new 14.4EX Modem,
your NeXT computer can talk to just about any other modem in the world with optimal ease,
speed, and accuracy. And that means that you'll save time, money and anguish.
Just tell this modem what you want and sit back. It will Quickly connect with the other modem
(average: under 6 seconds), and negotiate the fastest mutual speed and best error correction
and compression modes. It can even re-establish and continue some calls lost due to carrier or
power failure. Comes with a 5-year warranty and free technical support.
Intel _.. 5 year warranty
386414.4EX Modem (requires cable) .. . ... ... . . .. .. . .. ... ... . .. . . .. . .. ...

$549.

MICROPOLIS
Number one with the speed of a bullet. Always at the top of everyone's list of high-capacity
external drive makers, Micropolis now offers its 280 MB MicroDisk subsystem for the NeXT
Able to swallow huge image files in a single gulp, this drive can move up to 4 MB of data across
an interface in a second and effectively access afile in as little as 4.4 ms.
The speed is impressive, but reliability is the key to confidence. The MicroDisk's 150,000 hour
mean-time-between-failures is just part of a package that includes a 5·year drive warranty, ahefty
power supply, and a silent high·flow cooling fan. Also available in configurations up to 860 MB.
Mlcropolis _.. 5 year warranty
_
8984 280 MB MicroDisk (formatted capacity) . . . .. .. . .... . ..... ... . . ..... ... $1589.
4415550 MB MicroDisk (formatted capaCity) . . .. . .... ... .... ... .. ... .. .. . .. . 1889.
4412860 MB MicroDisk (formatted capacity) . ... . . . ... . . ....... .. . . .. . ... .. . 2599.

SONY DISKS
Some IiHle known facts about Sony disks. Did you know that Sony invented 3.5" disk
technology and media? Or that these Sony 3.5" Extra·Hlgh Density DlskeHes for your
NeXT 2.88 MB drive are guaranteed accurate for up to 20 million passes of your read/write
head-now that's long Ine. Did you know that you can transfer data to them at 1 MB per second?
Or that, while you should use them at temperatures from 50 0 to 140 0 F, you can expose them
to temps as low as -40 0 F in transport? (Which is rather reassuring to those of us in the frozen
tundra of Marlow, NH.) So now that you know the facts, keep a supply of these technological
wonders on hand for taking your data from place to place or keeping it safe for years.
Sony... 60 day MBG
32983.5" High Density Disks (10 Pack) . .. .. . . ...... . ... . .. .... ..... .. . .... . . $15.
6375 3.5" High Density Disks (30 Pack) .... ..... ... . . . . . .. .. . ..... ... .. . ... .. . 42.
36143.5" Extra-High Density Disks (10 Pack) . .. .. . ... ... . .... . .. . ... ... ...... . . 65.
50303.5" Extra·High Density Disks (20 Pack) . . . . .. . . .. ... . . .... . . .... .... . ... 126.

RIGHTBRAIN SOFTWARE
Creative utilities. LockScreen, the cult·classic NeXT screen saver, protects your screen
from burn-in with the now·famous random word display or your own graphic, and lets you
password·protect your screen. launchPad creates a scrolling list of hundreds of active icons,
including documents, folders, and applications, that you can access just like Dock icons.
Design tools. Ideal for anyone who writes, designs, or publishes on a NeXT computer,
Portfolio lets you store and select your TIFF and EPS files by thumbnail sketch rather than
file name. Drag and drop the images into almost any application. RightBrain Rulers, a pair
of horizontal and vertical guides, float above every application and make aligning objects,
confirming image sizes, and centering graphics faster and easier.
RightBraln Software ... 30 day MBG
4148 LockScreen 3.2 . .... . ... . . ... . . . . . .. . .... . . .. .. . ... ... ... . . , .. , . . ,. $79.
4493 LaunchPad ... . ... ... ... .. , , , .... , . .. .. , . . , . , , . ... . ... , . , , . .. .. , . , ,. 79.
4498 Portfolio , .. .. , , . , , . , , , , , . . . . , . ... . .. . ... ', . . . .. , . . , .. , ... . , , . . , , . , .. 79.
4494 Rulers . . .. .. . , .. ,. , , . . . .. , . , .. . . . , , . •... , . ' . . ' . . , , .. , . . . , .... . ... . , 79.
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GET All YOUR GRAPHICS INTO PERFECT SHAPE.
LIGHTHOUSE DESIGN
Diagraml packs graphics power and production. Do
you use graphics in your business? To get your message
across fast and with high impact? Dlagraml is a new kind
of presentation graphics package that lets you combine
drawings, data, sound, and even files from other applica·
tions quickly and effectively. Just double·clicking in your
Diagram! drawing will open Improv spreadsheets, reveal
WordPerfect or FrameMaker documents, or play back voice
recordings. Setting links is as easy as dragging in a file and
dropping it.
Diagram! is a full·featured graphics application with all the
extras to make drawing, revising, and presenting information

a snap. With customizable symbol palettes, you're freed
from switching back and forth between conventional tools.
Instead, you point to shapes and drag them into your
document. If you don't see what you need, modify your
palette and you've instantly customized Diagram!. In addi·
tion, once you've drawn a line between objects, Diagram!
takes over: "rubberbanding" lines to automatically maintain
organizational charts, process flows, or decision trees-any
structured drawing. Overall, it's one of the biggest innova·
tions in drawing technology since the Macintosh .
This is a graphics program designed for people who use
them every day. And you don't have to be in business to
enjoy the power of Diagram!-students and universities

have proven to be big fans also. Ask about the special
educational discounts available.
Want to get your hands on a lot of great NeXT shareware?
The Big Green Disk gives you more than 400 megabytes
of software, utilities, games, and other useful files on a
single optical disk, including bundled GNU programs, MIT's
Xwindowing system, and hundreds of UNIX programs. And
for each Big Green Disk sold, Lighthouse Design will
contribute $5 to environmental charities.

Lighthouse DeSign, Ltd .... 60 day MBG
8621 Diagram! 1.1 . .. .... .... . . . .. .... .. . .. $339.
8663 Big Green Disk (optica/ disk only) . . .. . . .. . . . 299.
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9276 MapAr! 1.0 . . .. . ... . .
2337 MapAr! 1.0 (CDROM) . .
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Lighthouse Design, Ltd . .
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SEE HOW WELL ADOBE STACKS UP.
ADOBE ILLUSTRATOR
Amust for anyone deSigning a page on a NeXT. With
Adobe Illustrator, you can start from scratch, create grids
for precision drawing, "Auto Trace" existing artwork (includ·
ing color shades and hues), and/or import EPS and TIFF
images. Enhance your visuals with airbrush, contour,
highlight, and fill effects using as many colors as you like.
Enter and edit text directly, incorporating various typographic sizes, styles, and colors; and take advantage of
sophisticated editing features like text wrap, kerning, vertical
shifting, and custom letterforms. Illustrator uses NeXT fonts
and color panels, so specifying type and color is easy
(PANTONE support, too!). You can edit pages in "preview"

or "preview selection" mode-you'll see changes instantly.
And NeXT services like Mail or Librarian simplify file transfers and text searches. Overall, it's the ideal tool for business
graphics, knock-out ads or flyers, and/or complex technical
illustrations.
Also from Adobe, the new Adobe TouchType gives you
expert typography in an easy-to-use interface. It's the
perfect complement to Adobe Illustrator and all other
applications that use or need type. Features include powerful
kerning, a font selector that allows you to choose a typeface
by viewing its design (rather than a list of names), and the
ability to position letters anywhere on the page. And to
spruce up your type collection, try the Adobe Plus Pack

(22 popular Type 1 PostScript Fonts) and/or Adobe Type
Set Packages for big savings over buying individual fonts.
Adobe Systems
1827 Adobe Illustrator 3.0 . . . . ... . . . .... .. . . . $459.
9741 Adobe TouchType 1.0 . .... . . .. ... .. . .... 175.
9765 Adobe Plus Pack 1.0 .. . ... .. . . ..... .. . .. 129.
1832 Adobe TypeSet 1 65. 1832 Adobe TypeSet 2 65.
1834 Adobe TypeSet 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .... . . .. . 129.
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TVPEVIEW
Fast and flexible font control. Have you ever tried to get access to a unique type character,
view the entire character set of a particular font, or Quickly analyze several fonts and see how
they look in text format? You can with TypeVlew, the perfect companion for desktop publishing,
illustration, and presentation software on NeXT computers. Access information such as key
combinations, kern pairs, and font outlines. Easily master Kanji and foreign character sets.
Accessing aunique character is as easy as cut and paste.
TypeView installs directly into the NeXT Services Menu and allows you, in 2·3 keystrokes, to
complete tasks that would normally take 20·30. It's rich in features, including a robust on·line
manual-and will give you the kind of control of your fonts that you could only have dreamed
of before.
RlghtBraln Software ... 30 day MBG
4496 TypeView 1.0 .. .. . .. .. ... . ...... .. .. . . . ... .. . ... . ... ... .. . .... . . ..

$99.

MAPART
Maps for desktop publishing and graphic design. Imagine over 5 MB of high'Quality map
With MapArt, you get a comprehensive map collection that makes
it easy to create attractive map graphics for brochures, newsletters, and presentations. Customizemaps with Adobe Illustrator or import as background images in most NeXT applications.
Maps feature country/state borders, latitude/longitude lines, and country/city names. Since each
feature is a separate object. you can select areas, modify text. and add drop shadows and
graphics to create your own design. MapArt includes four world maps, 12 regional maps of all
world continents, plus detailed maps for 24 major countries that show state/province boundaries. Now available on CD-ROM, too!
g~aphics at your fingertips!

MlcroMaps ... 30 day MBG
9276 MapArt 1.0 ........ . ... . .. . .. .. . .. . . .... ..... .. . .. ... . . . .. . .. . .. .. $95.
2337 MapArt 1.0 (COROM) . .... .. ... . . .. . .. .. . ... .. . .. . . . .. . . . .. ........... 95.

VOID
Talking turkey in space. Ever think about what an incredible machine the NeXT would be for
agood, aggressive space game? You're not alone. And now that the Void has arrived, you can
grab your headphones and settle into the cockpit. If you're flying solo, you'll be battling squadrons of nasties and photon-pumping cyclops that interfere with your mission to clear the universe of asteroids. If you're on a networkWow! Interoffice emotions finally have an outlet. 3D
graphics and DSP generated stereo sound create a realistic environment where you communicate with other players, monitor your-and their-performance, blast your boss, and, yes, finally
experience the Space Turkey gobbling sweet nothings in your ear. This ultimate thrill you'll have to
figure out on your own-some things weren't meant to be advertised.
Lighthouse Design, Ltd. '" 60 day MBG
3315 Void 2.0 (3 user license) . . .. .... . . ... . . .. .. . .. .. . ... . . . .. .. . .. .. .. . ..

$99.

TELEDIA
mts) and/or Adobe Type
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Three little jewels. Protect your work with Backup Master. It automatically backs your
system up, saving only the new and changed files, thus saving you time and media. Easily
learned with its own NeXTstep interface.
Enjoy voice-control with Phrase Player. This digital dictation machine will adapt pauses
between words and phrases to your typing speed and can be controlled by your voice. Use
it to type your voice mail or rehearse a speech .
Need easy data entry, flexible layout design and sophisticated Queries? FlleMaster allows
immediate entry of data without having to build a layout. When you need a layout, you can drop
in aPostScript or TIFF file as a background. Queries can use multiple files spread over a network and can be refined without restatement.
Teledia
2513 Backup Master 1.0 ... . . .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. _... .. .. . . .. ....... ...... $249.
2514 PhrasePlayer 2.0 ... . . . . .. •. . .. . . .. . ... . . . . . ... . ... .... .. . . ... . . .. . . 129.
4726 FileMaster 1.0 . .. .. . . .. .. . ... _.. •. . .. . ... . .. . . . .. . .. .. . .. ..... •.... 299.

MICROPHONE II
Great communications software has arrived. With
MicroPhone II, you'll have easy, intuitive communications
software that takes full advantage of NeXT capabilities
(R.I.P. tip).
Watch in amazement or, better yet, do something else
entirely, while MicroPhone II dials your mail service and auto·
matically downloads your messages in the background.
Next time you log onto your favorite service, turn on the
Watch Me feature and your keystrokes will be saved. Give the
resulting script a button and you're never more than a click
away. If you've written MicroPhone scripts in Windows or on
the Mac, you'll discover you can use them on the NeXT with
little or no modification.
Included are ready-to-run front ends for the most popular
services, including CompuServe and Internet. You can also
build your own NeXT front end with MicroPhone II's enhanced
scripting power and NeXT's Interface Builder.
It's so easy to be on-line with MicroPhone II that you'll soon
be doubling your pleasure and your productivity with the multi·
session capability that allows you to log onto several information services simultaneously. Safely send or receive
anything-text, pictures or sound-through a comprehensive
set of file transfer protocols such as ASCII, XMODEM, YMOOEM, and ZMODEM. Insanely great software for an insanely
great computer.
Software Ventures ... 30 day MBG
4759 MicroPhone 111.0 . ... .... ... . .... . .. . . .
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Hayes ... 2 year warranty
4998 ISDN System Adapter. ..
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ONDuTY
You deserve an executive secretary. And with OnOuty,
the information manager for NeXT users, you can get the help
you need. OnDuty helps you keep track of appointments, reminders, customers, friends, calls, ideas, sales, anniversaries,
birthdays-you name it. Extensive preferences make OnDuty
work the way you do, and custom folders let you organize
names and notes in just the way you need.
The Calendar comes with a scheduler to assist you in finding
time, an alarm to help you be on time, and reminders to keep
you from losing time. The Name Manager will never forget one.
The Notepad captures inspiration and encourages organization.
The Contact Manager tracks calls with a built·in stopwatch and
call-backs through the Calendar reminder and lets you maintain
an accurate contact history.
Documents can be linked to notes, appointments, and
reminders; reports can list all the managed data; and records
can be private or public. Browse through your Rollafile of
names, export names and addresses in mail·merge format,
and, with an add-on module, download into the Sharp Wizard
portable organizer. Does not make coffee.
Digital Instrumentation Tech. ... 1 year warranty
8657 OnDuty 1.0 . . .. . . .. . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . .. . .. $209.
8656 FloppyWorks 2.20 . . . . ... . .. . . . . .. . . .. . . .... 69.
8661 CubeFloppy 2.9 (with FloppyWorks 2.2D) . .. . .. . 579.
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ISDN SYSTEM ADAPTER
Connect to the new standard of voice/data capabilities.
Ws called ISDN-Integrated Services Digital Network, a standard
digital telecommunications technology for integrated voice and
high·speed data transmission. And as software is developed to
support it (like Marble's Teleconnect remote computing soft·
ware), you'll be able to handle all your voice and data communications from your NeXT computer with exciting new capabilities
like multiple sessions over one line and transfer of voice files.
The Hayes ISDN System Adapter is an external RS-232
serial port device that provides compatibility with AT&T and
Northern Telecom's ISDN switches and will support future
switch software releases including the National ISDN standards.
It fully implements the Hayes Standard AT Command Set for
ISDN (which means you can access its power through familiar
Hayes·compatible software) and Hayes AutoStream (which,
with supported software, opens the door to multiple voiceldata
session capability).
Data transmission from 300 bps to 38,400 bps is supported,
and voice capabilities include a standard analog phone interface
along with battery feed and ring voltage for up to three typical
analog devices (e.g., phone, fax, and answering machine). This
is truly the new age of telecommunications and, as you would
expect, Hayes is there on the front lines.
Hayes ••• 2 year warranty
4998 ISDN System Adapter. ... ... ... . .. .....
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Why scrimp on storage? Get the capacity you need now and for years to come with
Peripheral Land Drives. Their new Infinity 88 Turbo lets you read and write 88 MB removable
cartridges-the ideal choice for archiving and for transporting huge files across the hall or
around the world. And with its 20 ms access time (even faster with the built-in buffer) you can
use it as your daily drive. Need mega-memory on-call? PU has plenty of fixed hard drives, too,
including the 330 MB Hard Disk, featuring 14 ms average access time and data transfer rates
of 2.25 to 2.75 MB/sec. We also carry PU's SuperFloppy 2.88 for reading 720K, 1.44 MB and
2.88 floppies.
Peripheral Land, Inc. ••• 1 year warranty
4847 Infinity 88 Turbo ..... . .. .. ... . .. ... .... . . . .. . . . ... . ..... .. ... .. ... $879.
8888330 MB Hard Drive .... , ..... .....•. .. ... .. .. . . . . . . . .... . .. .. . . .. .. 1749.
8547 SuperFloppy 2.88 ............ .. ..... ... . ..... .. .... . ..... .. ... . . . . . 449.
8893 Infinity 40 MB Cartridge Drive . ..... . . . . . .. .. .... . ... . ... . .. . ..... . .... 669.

TOSHIBA DISKS
Toshiba, the NeXT choice In 2.88 MB ED Floppy Disks. NeXT chose Toshiba 2.88 MB
floppy disks to include with each NeXT system for very good reasons. Toshiba invented and
patented the new technology behind 2.88 MB disks and has 14 years of experience with
2.88 MB disk technology. Over that time, Toshiba developed a new recording medium-barium
ferrite-and a new recording technology-perpendicular recording-to bring you twice the
storage capacity of a conventional HD diskette with greater data security and twice the transfer
rate. Toshiba 2.88 MB floppy disks are made in the USA using a new standard of manufacturing
expertise that's well beyond those used today for conventional diskettes. So while other diskette
makers are just learning about 2.88 ED disks, Toshiba delivers 14 years of experience in every
one of their 2.88 MB ED floppies.
Toshiba ... lifetime warranty
9754 Toshiba 3.5/1 ED Floppy Disk (single) . . .... .. .... . ..... . .. ..... . ..... .... .
4858 Toshiba 3.5/1 ED Floppy Disks (5 PaCk) . .. . ... . ... . . .. . .. . . .. ...... . . , .....
9755 Toshiba 3.5/1 ED Floppy Disks (10 Pack) . ... . . ........ . ........ .. . .. . . . . .. .

$7.
30.
59.

PROMETHEUS PRoMoDEMS
The NeXT best thing for telecommunicatingl You won't
find a faster data/fax modem for your NeXT computer than the
ProModem Ultima, a 14,400 bps data/9600 bps sendl
receive fax modem. Fully Hayes compatible, this true V.32bis·
compliant modem guarantees raw speed connections of 14,400
bps and up to 57,600 bps throughput utilizing V.42bis/MNP 5
data compression and error correction!
Need to send and receive faxes? With the Ultima, you can do
both directly from your computer. The Ultima supports the new
Class II standard for fax modems, ensuring compatibility with
the built·in fax software in the NeXT operating system. The
Class II standard also means you'll be able to use the Ultima
with other fax software programs in the future.
If faxing is your main priority and you don't require such a
high·speed data modem, the ProModem 24/96NSR Plus
offers a lower·cost option. You get all the same fax capabilities
in a 2400 bps data modem version which, with V.42bis/MNP 5,
can still give you up to 9600 bps throughput. And both are
backed by a 2·year warranty from a company whose only
business is modems!
Prometheus ... 2 year warranty
2197 ProModem Ultima (includes 14.4 Modem) . .. . . $769.
2207 ProModem 24/96NSR Plus (incl. 2400 Modem) . . 339.

OBJECTIVE DB
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up automatic data transfers, ar
of SQl inserts and updates. It '
gual applications.
Professional Software
4730 Objective DB Designer 1
9357 Objective DB Toolkit 2.0

TELECONNECT
Home alone7 Stay in touch with Marble Teleconnect.
Whether you're a telecommuter or telestudent, or work in a
satellite office, you can stay connected to all the resources of
your central network, not just a single remote computer. With
Teleconnect you'll be able to use your company mail system,
specialized printers, and LAN-based applications-all the
central office capabilities. If you're tied to the umbilical of a
university Internet connection, break free! Now, Teleconnect
will run the Internet Protocol (IP) on your NeXT computer over
ordinary telephone lines and give you access to applications
on your universitylcorporate net or global Internet.
Marble Teleconnect will communicate with any computer run·
ning the SLIP protocol. When connecting two NeXT computers,
you have access to all of the inter-machine communication that
you would have on your local network. It automatically dials out
as required and can automatically hang up after a pre-set idle
period. Pre-written scripts support many of the most popular
modems (up to 38.4kbps) and the scripting language allows
you to add others. Teleconnect can be configured to dial out
and answer calls, so other machines can exchange data (such
as mail) with yours in your absence. For example, you could
have your office NeXTmail periodically transferred to your
home. Truly a total communications solution.
Marble Associates
1012 Teleconnect . . .. . ... . . ... . . ... . .... . . ... $249.
4096 Teleconnect (student version) . .. ... . .. . .. . . " 125.

WORD
The NeXT step in word pel
trate on your writing and not \
just the ticket. Whatever form
newsletters, brochures, corre
you care to create, WordPerfE
use that help keep your thou~
word processor offers: colum
powerful macros, merge (mal
of contents, indexing, footnot
Questions? Ask the Digital Lil
reference manual. When it's i
work with the 115,000-word:
with the comprehensive thes;
WordPerfect easily integral
turn newsletters or direct ma
turners). You can place grapt
or borders anywhere on a pa
a paragraph, or placed in a h
and rotate them in myriad w,
automatic timed backup will
This is full-featured word pro
WordPerfect ... 60 day I
8818 WordPerfect 1.0.1 . . .
8859 WordPerfect 1.0.1 (5 P
8928 WordPerfect 1.0.1 (20
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OBJECTIVE DB TOOLKIT/DESIGNER
Adatabase manager's best friend. The new Objective DB
Designer for SYBASE automates and eases ~ome of the trickier
parts of the design and maintenance of databases.
The highly visual and interactive interface allows you to create
new database elements from existing ones and define backup
procedures. It will even help you change the data type in active
databases and check the consistency of renamed elements
with existing triggers and stored procedures.
Best of all, you can work normal hours. Instead of making
your database changes when everyone else has signed off and
gone home, you can write the needed changes to a file and just
apply them at the end of the day. (Available 1st Quarter 1992.)
And for the developer... Version 2.0 of the Objective DB
Toolkit links the SQl server with the Interface Builder and
speeds the link between your applications and the SYBASE
database engine. Atrue NeXT database tool, it accommodates
text, image, and sound data and supports pop·up lists as well
as buttons and slider arrays.
The Toolkit is a versatile interface that lets you define and
modify a database easily. It will help you create triggers and set
up automatic data transfers, and can generate the data portion
of SQl inserts and updates. It will even help you create multilin·
gual applications.
Professional Software
4730 Objective DB Designer 1.0 ...... . .. . . .. ... . $599.
9357 Objective DB Toolkit 2.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 895.
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WORDPERFECT
The NeXT step In word perfection. If you want to concen·
trate on your writing and not your software, WordPerfect is
just the ticket. Whatever form your writing takes: professional
newsletters, brochures, correspondence, reports, or anything
you care to create, WordPerfect has the features and ease of
use that help keep your thoughts flowing. This full·featured
word processor offers: columns (newspaper and parallel),
powerful macros, merge (making mass mailings simple), table
of contents, indexing, footnotes/endnotes, and much more.
Questions? Ask the Digital Librarian or consult the on·line
reference manual. When it's all said and done, check your
work with the 115,000·word speller, or explore better wording
with the comprehensive thesaurus .
WordPerfect easily integrates text and graphics, so you can
turn newsletters or direct mailings into head·turners (and page·
turners). You can place graphic images complete with captions
or borders anywhere on a page (inserted in a line of text, tied to
aparagraph, or placed in a header or footer) and scale, move,
and rotate them in myriad ways. And to protect your work, the
automatic timed backup will save your work at regular intervals.
This is full·featured word processing for NeXT computers.
WordPerfect ... 60 day MBG
8818 WordPerfect 1.0.1 ... ... .. .. .... . . . ......
8859 WordPerfect 1.0.1 (5 pack) . . . .. ... . .. . .. ...
8928 WordPerfect 1.0.1 (20 pack) . ... . . . . . . .... ..

$299.
1249 .
3699.

NeXT'S MOST POPULAR WORD PROCESSOR.
WRITENow
Full-featured and easy-to-use. A rare combination, but
it all comes together in WrlteNow, developed for NeXTstep
by the people at NeXT WriteNow's use of the NeXT graphical
user interface makes word processing simple and intuitive,
along with plenty of powerful features that allow you to
create professional-looking documents instantly.
Use Write Now's rulers to format your document paragraph
b~ paragraph or, if you prefer, all the pages at once. The
WYSIWYG (what you see is what you get) interface lets you
see the results each step of the way. And for those high·
impact headlines, the NeXT font panel allows you to apply
as many fonts as you may need.

Since a picture is worth a thousand words, just copy and
paste an informative graph or other piece of artwork in from
your favorite draw or paint program. Once inside WriteNow,
the image can be aligned, stretched, or scaled to your
dimensions. Working with WriteNow is so easy, you'll never
settle for anything less.
WriteNow's automated functions allow you to create
perfect documents every time. Use WriteNow's spell checker
to inspect your creative prose. Place headers & footers on
all or just some of the pages. Add footnotes for special
references. And use the search and replace commands to
make changes-Quickly and efficiently. WriteNow has
enough power and versatility to be used for all your word·

processing needs, from Simple form letters to complex
multi-column newsletters.
Looking for something special? Like, for instance, multi·
column formatting, mail merge, programmable data merge,
spell checking, bold/italic/underline text formatting, foot·
notes, headers and footers, search and replace, character
and word counting, automatic page numbering and date
insertion ...whew! WriteNow, the full-powered word process·
ing program developed specifically for NeXTstep, has it all.

AppsoH ... 60 day MBG
4128 WriteNow 2.1 .. . . .. .. .... .. . . .. ... .. . $159.
4997 WriteNow 2.1.(5 Pack) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 739.

THI
AppsoF'
For professional-looking bus
Appsoft Draw'seasy·to-use intE
tools, and multi·page capabilities
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in a flash.
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of drawing tools for fast and inter
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THE BUSINESS GRAPHICS SOLUTION FOR NeXTstep.
form letters to complex
~I? Like, for instance, multi, programmable data merge,
rline text formatting, footlrch and replace, character
Jage numbering and date
l full-powered word process:ally for NeXTstep, has it all.

ApPSOFT DRAW
For professional-looking business graphics. With
Appsoft Draw's easy-to-use interface, powerful drawing
tools, and multi-page capabilities, you'll be creating effective
presentations, informative flyers, and multi-page newsletters
in aflash.
Appsoft Draw's comprehensive tool palette offers a host
of drawing tools for fast and interactive control of lines,
arcs, rectangles, polygons, 24-bit color, TIFF and EPS
images, beziers and more. Combine these objects to create
stunning artwork-including everything from company
organizational charts to business presentations.
Now use Appsoft Draw's text tools to enter and manipu-

late your text headlines and body copy. Change text fonts,
stroke, width, kerning, and justification. Scale and rotate
your text to any size or angle. Working with Appsoft Draw
is so easy, you'll never settle for second best.
And, to make it even easier while creating those highimpact presentations, Appsoft Draw offers a variety of
drawing effects. Apply three-dimensional gradient fills,
attention-getting arrowheads, solid or dashed lines, and/or
separate stroke and fill colors; or set adjustable brightness
and contrast levels of TIFF and EPS images.
Once you're finished with your artwork, output to any
PostScript printer or imagesetter to create high quality color
or black & white prints and slides. And since they run under

NeXTstep, you can be sure that all Appsoft programs
provide state-of-the-art compatibility and true work group
productivity.
With Appsoft Draw at your fingertips, you'll be producing
top-quality forms, illustrations, maps, presentations, slides
and more-accurately and automatically. For the business
professional, Appsoft Draw removes the tedium between
inspiration and presentation.

Appsoft ... 60 day MBG
4465 Draw 2.0 ... . . . . .. .. ... .. .... . . .. ...

$309.

INPUT/Ol

Corporate Accounts Welcome
Yes, we gladly accept P.O.s. Always have, always will. 11'1 fact, we do everything possible
to make corporate mail-order purchasing of computer software and peripherals as easy
and enjoyable a process as p0ssible-within the realm of common decency, of course.
Many companies (including most of the Fortune 1000 and other just-as-fortunate smaller •
ones) have accounts with us. If you'd like to open one (or check whether your company
already has one), simply call our order line at aOO/aOO-NeXT.

PRODUCT INDEX
GENERAL BUSINESS
& PRODUCTIVITY

Prometheus ... 2 year warranty
(See page M)
2207 ProModem Ultima (includes 2400 Modem) $339.
2197 ProModem 9600 NSR Plus
(includes 14.4 Modem) . ..... . . . ....... 769.
Software Ventures ... 30 day MBG

Adamatlon ... 30 day MBG

(Seepage E)
3357 Who's Calling? 2.0 ......... . ... . .... $395.
Appsoft ... 60 day MBG
(See page 0 & P)
4128 WriteNow 2.1 . ... .. .. ........ ... .... 159.
4997 WriteNow 2.1 (5 pack) ....... .. .. . .... 739.
4465 Draw 2.0 . . . . .... ... . ... .... .. ... .. 309.
DIT ... 1 year warranty

(SeepageK)
4759 MicroPhone 111.0. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 149.
Teleblt ... 1 year warranty
8907 T2500 Modem (requires cable) .. .. ..... 939.

PUBLISHING & GRAPHICS
Item#

(Seepage E)
1396
1397
1398
1400
1394

MediaStation 2.0 .... . .. . .. . ... . . . ... 495.
MediaStation 2.0 (5 pack) . .. ... . . . . . .. 2995.
MediaStation 2.0 (20 pack) . . . . . ....... 8995.
MediaStation Educational Package 2.0 . . . 295.
MediaStation Educ.lNtwk. Pkg . ... ..... 2749.
Lotus Development

(Seepage C)
9794 Improv 1.0 ............ ... . . ..... ... 549.
WordPerfect ... 60 day MBG

(SeepsgeN)
8818 WordPerfect 1.0.1 ...... . . . .......... 299.
8859 (5 pack) . . .. 1249. 8928 (20 pack) . . .. 3699.

COMMUNICATIONS
& DATA TRANSFER
Marble Associates

(See page M)
1012 Teleconnect . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 249.
4096 Teleconnect (student version) . . . . . . . . . .. 125.
DataVlz ... 60 day MBG
1823 MacLinkPlusiPC 6.0 . . .. . . . .... . ... ... 129.
DIT ... 1 year warranty

(SeepageK)
8656 FloppyWorks 2.20 ....... ...... ..... . . 69.
Dove Computer ... 1 year warranty
9356 DoveFax Desktop NeXT
(includes 2400 modem) . . ........... . . 395.
Hayes ... 2 year warranty

(SeepageL)
2307
5991
7391
4998

Smartmodem 2400 (requires cable) .... . . 349.
V-Series 9600 Modem (requires cable) . . .. 539.
Ultra 9600 Modem (requires cable) .. . ... 669.
ISDN System Adapter (requires cable) . . . 1199.
Insignia Solutions

(Seepage D)
1456 SoftPC 2.05 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 329.
Intel ... 5 year warranty

(Seepage G)
5119 2400EX Modem (requires cable) . . . . . . . . 169.
7880 9600EX Modem (requires cable) ..... . . . 469.
3864 14.4EX Modem (requires cable) . . ....... 549.

1476
1478
1479
1481

Price

(Seepage I)
1827
9765
9741
1832
1834
4767
4801
4754
4747
4745
4800
4771
4775
4760
4738
4783
4739
4734
4746
4757
4731
4778
4782
4776
4779
4749
4768
4774
4773
4736
4777

Adobe Illustrator 3.0 .. ... . ... .... . ... . 459.
Adobe Plus Pack 1.0 .. . ......... . .... 129.
Adobe TouchType 1.0 ... . . . . ..... . .. . . 175.
Adobe TypeSet 1 or 1833 TypeSet 2 .... ea. 65.
Adobe TypeSet 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 129.
Adobe fonts now available:
Aachen, Revue ........... ... ........ 125.
Adobe Caslon ...... .. . . .. • ... . ... . . 179.
Adobe Garamond .. .. .. . . . . . .. .... . . 179.
Adobe Wood Type 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 125.
Bodoni ............. ... .. . .. .. . . . . . 179.
Caslon Expert . ... . . .. . .. . ... .. . ... . . 179.
Century Old Style ....... ..... ......... 95.
Copperplate Gothic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 239.
Futura 1 or 4758 Futura 2 .. . . ...... ea. 179.
Garamond 3 . . .. ........ . .... . ..... . 125.
Gill Sans 1 . .. 179.
4772 Gill Sans 2 . .. 125.
Goudy Old Style. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 125.
Helvetica Condensed. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 239.
Helvetica Nueue. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 179.
Helvetica Nueue 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 125.
ITC Fenice ... ....... .. . ... . . . . . .. " 239.
ITC Garamond Condensed . . . . . . . . . . .. 239.
ITC Garamond 2 ........ .. ........... 125.
Lithos ....... ... . . . ... ... .. . .... . .. 125.
Minion . . ... . . . . . ....... . . . . ... .. ,. 239.
Mistral, Reporter. . . . . . . ... . , . . .. .. . . .. 95.
News Gothic. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 125.
Nuptial, Cascade, Medici ... . ....• . . . ... 95.
Optima .. . ....... . ... . . . . . . . .. .. ... 125.
Sonata. ... . . . . .. .. . . . .... . . . . . . . . . . 63.
Tekton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 125.
Lighthouse Design, Ltd. ... 60 day MBG

(SeepageJ)
4496 TypeView 1.0 ... . . .. . . . ... . ... . .... .. 99.
T/Maker ... 30 day MBG
1185 ClickArt 1.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 195.

79.
79.
79.
79.

(SeepageJ)

PROGRAMMING & MATH TOOLS
Absoft
8898 Fortran 77 3.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 839.
Objective Technologies
9347 [OT Palettes: 2.0] Chooser ..... .. .. . . .. 429.
9346 [OT Palettes: 2.0] Math ... .. .. .. .. .. ... 650.
9345 [OT Palettes: 2.0] SmartField ..... . .. . . .. 650.
9344 [OT Palettes: 2.0] Graph . . . ... . . ... . .. 1259.
Professional Software

(SeepageN)
4730 Objective DB Designer 1.0 . . . . . ... ... . .
9357 Objective DB Toolkit 2.0 ............ . . .
Trlakls ... 30 day MBG
1963 T-Calc 1.0 .. .. .......... . .. ......... . 59.
1965 Math + + 3.0 .. ........ , . . . . . . . . . . . . . 199.
1966 DAN, the Data ANalyzer 2.0 . . ..... . . .. . 269.
Wolfram Research ... 30 day MBG
2516 Mathematica 2.0 ..... .... .. .. ..... .

RECREATIONAL
Athena Design ... 30 day MBG
9457 Culture Shock 1.0 ..... . ............. .
3876 Culture Shock 1.0 (color) ...... .. ...... .
David S. Joerg Productions ... 30 day MBG
4846 Ragnarok . .. . ...... . . . . . . . .. ........ 39.
Lighthouse Design, Ltd .... 60 day MBG

DRIVES 8
All drives requir

8908
8906
8909
1106
8992
8991

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

(SeepageJ)
•

VIDEO & SOUND
9682
9683
9681
4848
9680

Cables ... lifetime
SCSI 1-50 Pin Centre
SCSI 2-50 Pin Centre
50 Pin-50 Pin Centro
SCSI Terminator .. .
68030 Modem Cabl,
68040 Modem Cabl,

OU

3315 Void 2.0 (3 user license) .. . ... . . . .. ,

(SeepageJ)
9276 MapArt 1.0 . . .......... ... , . .. . . ..... 95.
2337 MapArt 1.0 (CD-ROM) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 95.
Rlghtbraln Software ... 30 day MBG

LockScreen 3.2 ........ .. .. . ..... ... .
LaunchPad ..... . . ..... .... .... . ....
Portfolio... . . ....... . . . ... .. ..... . . .
Rulers. ... . ..... . ... . . . . . .... . . ... .
Teledla

2513 Backup Master 1.0 ... . . ... .... ... . .. .
2514 Phrase Player 2.0 . . . ... . .•. .. ........ 129.
4726 FileMaster 1.0 . . ... ... . ..... ... .. .. . 299.

(Seepage H)
8621 Diagram! 1.1 ......... .. . . ... . . .. .. . 339.
299.
8663 Big Green Disk (optical disk only) . . .
MlcroMaps ... 30 day MBG

Agog, Inc. ... 30 day MBG
Squash! 1.0 . , ... . ... . . . . . . . ... ..... $79.
Squash! 1.0 (10 pack) . ..... . .......... 699.
Squash! Educational 1.0 ...... . .. . . .. . . 49.
Squash! Educational 1.0 (10 pack) ....... 429.
Rlghtbraln Software ... 30 day MBG

(Seepage G)
4148
4493
4498
4494

Adobe Systems

(SeepageK)
8657 On Duty 1.0 .. . . .. .. ... . . . .......... 209.
Imagine, Inc.

Manufacturer

UTILITIES

Abaton ... 1 year we
8620 300/GS Scanner (reqw
9449 Interface Kit (for 300/Go
American Power .. .
7105 Smart-UPS 600 . . .. .
9365 Smart-UPS 900 . . .. .
9364 Smart-UPS 1250 ... .
9366 Smart-UPS 2000 ..
7107 Back-UPS 450 .. . .. .
3823 Back-UPS 600 . . .. , .
7110 Back-UPS 800 . . . . . ,
7109 Back-UPS 1200 . ... ,
Kensington ... 1 ye
4971 Modem/Fax Protector
4972 Power Tree 10 ... .
4973 Power Tree 20 .. .. . .
4974 Power Tree 50 .. .. . .
5577 PowerBacker 450 (2 Y
5578 PowerBacker 520 (2 y
5230 PowerBacker 800 (2 Y
5228 Power Backer 1200 (2
Safe Power System!
1948 PowerBacker 300 . ..
6747 400S Power Backup .
7913 650 VA Backup ....
Tripp Lite ... 2 yeal
7890 750W Battery BackuJ
7889 1200W Battery Backl
6018 LC1200 Line Conditi<
6017 LC1800 Line Conditi(

We accept VISA and MA
No surcharge will be ad,
Your card is not charged
If we must ship a partial,
complete the order (in t~
No sales tax is charged,
All U.S. shipments insure<
International orders U.S
Manufacturer support a
Upon receipt and appre
immediate shipment of :
Corporate P.O.s are ace
C.O.D. max. $1000. Ca
120-day limited warrant
Defective software replc
our discretion. All items
to change without notic
Order lines: Open cont
Business offices: Call E

Metaresearch ... 1 year warranty
Digital Ears. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 499.
Digital Ears (with Soundworks) . . . . . . . . . . 669.
Digital Eye (monochrome) . . . ..... . ... .
Color Digital Eye .............. . .. .
SoundWor~s 2.0 . .... . .. . . .. ... ... . .
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INPUT/OUTPUT

"IES

7110
7109

' MBG
.... . . .. ... . . . .. $79.
. .. ... . . . . . ..... 699.
o . . . . . . . . ... .. .. 49.
0(10 pack) . . . ... . 429.
... 30dayMBG
. . . .. .. . . . . . .... . 79.
. . . . . . . . . . . . 79.

4.971
4972
4973
4974
5577
5578
5230
5228

m.
m.

.. ... .. ........ . 249 .
. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 129.
. . .. . .•. . . . .... . 299.

1948
6747
7913
7890
7889
6018
6017

~MATHTOOLS

Abaton ... 1 year warranty
300/GS Scanner (requires Interface Kit) .. $995.
Interface Kit (for 300/GS) . ....... . ... . .. 475.
American Power ... 2 year warranty
Smart-UPS 600 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 425.
Smart-UPS 900 . .. .. .... . . • .... . .... 669.
Smart-UPS 1250 .. . .. .... . . . .. . . . .. . 879.
Smart-UPS 2000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1339.
Back-UPS 450 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 235.
Back-UPS 600 .. . . . . . .. . . . . .. . ...... 299.
Back-UPS 800 .. . . . .... . .. . .. ....... 599.
Back-UPS 1200 ... . ............... . . 799 .
Kensington ... 1 year warranty
Modem/Fax Protector 20 ............ . .. 25 .
Power Tree 10 ............ . .. . .. .. . ... 19.
Power Tree 20. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27.
Power Tree 50 ... . . . . .. ..... . ......... 54 .
PowerBacker 450 (2 year warranty) . . . . . . . 299.
PowerBacker 520 (2 year warranty) . . . .. . . 349.
PowerBacker 800 (2 year warranty) . . . .. . . 649 .
PowerBacker 1200 (2 year warranty) . . . . .. 829.
Safe Power Systems .. , 2 year warranty
PowerBacker 300 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... 199.
400S Power Backup ..... . ..... . . . . .. . 399.
650 VA Backup . . ... .. . . . .. .. .... ... 459.
Tripp Lite ... 2 year warranty
750W Battery Backup .. . . ............ 469 .
1200W Battery Backup ............... 669.
LC1200 Line Conditioner ... ... . .. . .... 159.
LC1800 Line Conditioner . .. ........ . .. 209.

DRIVES & CABLES
All drives require a SCSI cable.

es
;er .. . . . .. ... . .. 429.
. . ..... . . ...... 650.
Field . . . .... . . . . . 650.
I • . .. . . . . . •.. .. 1259.

1.0 ... . ..... .

8908
8906
8909
1106
8992
8991

599.
895.

. . . . ... . . . .. .. . . 59 .
.. . .... . ....... 199.
r 2.0 .. . . . .... .. . 269.
30dayMBG
1295.

dayMBG
. . ... . . .. . . . ... . 22.
) ..... .... ...... 25.
:tlons ... 30 day MBG
....... . .... . . . . 39.
td. ... 60 day MBG

•
•
•

•

•

..... . . . ........ 99.
•

iOUND
!ar warranty
'works) . .. ... . .. . 669 .
Ie) ... .... ... ... 829 .
... . . . . . . . . . . . . 995.
269 .

(SeepsgeK)
8661

CubeFloppy 2.9 (with FloppyWorks 2.20) . 579.
IOMEGA .•. 1 year warranty

(SeepsgeF)
2530
2467
2224
2481

Bernoulli 90 MB Cartridge . . . . . .. . . ... . 149.
Bernoulli 90 MB Tri-Pac k .. ...... . . . .... 439.
Bernoulli 90 MB Transportable Drive. . . . . 799.
49.
Care Kit. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mlcropolls ... 5 year warranty
280 MB MicroDisk (formatted capacity) .. 1589.
550 MB MicroDisk (formatted capacity) .. 1889.
860 MB MicroDisk (formatted capacity) .. 2599.
550 MB Int. Hard Drive (15 ms) ......... 1449.
860 MB Int. Hard Drive (15 ms) ...... . .. 2159.
Peripheral Land, Inc. ... 1 year warranty

(SeepsgeL)
8887
2531
8899
8890
8891
8892
8888
8889
8893
8894
8905
8547
4847
8888

CD-ROM Caddy (single) . ....... . ....... 14.
CD-ROM Caddy (10 pack) . . .... . . .. . ... 99.
CD-ROM Drive ...... . . . ....... . . .. . . 749.
1.2 GB External Hard Drive (15 ms) . . . . . 3295.
320 MB External Hard Drive (11 ms) . .... 1895.
635 MB External Hard Drive (12 ms) . . . . . 2879.
330 MB External Hard Drive (17 ms) ..... 1749.
600 MB External Hard Drive (17 ms) . . . . . 2095.
Infinity 40 MB Cartridge Drive ......... . . 669.
Infinity Twin 40 MB Cartridge Drive . . . . .. 1195.
SCSI 2 to Centronix Cable (50 pin) .. .. . .. . 49.
SuperFloppy 2.88 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 449.
Infinity 88 Turbo . . . . . . . ... ... ....... . 879.
300 MB Hard Drive ..... . . . .......... 1749.

8099

Avery ... 60 day MBG
4812 W' x 1314" Laser Labels (Oty 2000) .
4807 1" x 2 5/s" Laser Labels (Oty 3000) . .
4808 1113" x 4 " Laser Labels (Oty 1400) . .
Canon .. . 90 day warranty
9811 512 MB Optical Disk (MO-502m) . ...

We accept VISA and MASTERCARD.
No surcharge will be added for credit card orders.
Your card is not charged until we ship.
If we must ship a partial order, we never charge freight on the shipment(s) that
complete the order (in the U.S.).
No sales tax is charged , except for Ohio residents (please add applicable tax).
All U.S. shipments insured, no addtn'l charge. APO/FPO orders shipped 1st Class Mail.
International orders U.S. $250 minimum.
Manufacturer support and upgrade eligibility may be limited outside the U.S.A.
Upon receipt and approval , personal and company checks clear the same day for
immediate shipment of your order.
Corporate P.O.s are accepted subject to credit approval.
C.OD . max. $1000. Cash or certified check .
120-day limited warranty on all products.
Defective software replaced immediately. Defective hardware repaired or replaced at
our discretion . All items are subject to availability. Prices and promotions are subject
to change without notice.
Order lines: Open continuously from 8 :00 a.m. Monday until midnight Friday, ET.
Business offices: Call 603/446-7771 Mondaythru Friday 9:00 a.m. to 5:30 p .m. ET.

8576
2694
2699
8548
2692
2697
2693
2698
8244

. . . . . . 7.
. . . . . . 24.
.. .. . . 24.
. . .. . 175.

Curtis Manufacturing ... lifetime warranty
3 .5" Disk File (OB-2) (holds 40) . .
$8.
Top Shelf (TS-1) . . . .... . . . . . . . . .... . . . 18.
Safe Fax (SF-1) (1 yearwarranty) .......... 19.
Filtered Safe Strip (SPF-3) (1 year warranty) . . 24 .
Ruby (SPF-2) ........................ 55.
Ruby Plus (SPF-2 +) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 65.
Ruby Remote (SPFR-2) . . .... ........ .. 65.
Hewlett-Packard ..• 120 day warranty
Toner Cartridge for NeXT Printer. . . . . . . .
95.
Memory ... 2 year warranty
1 MB SIMM (80ns) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
49.
1 MB SIMM (80ns, set of 4) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 169.
4 MB Memory Upgrade Kit. . . . . . . . . . . . . 159.
8 MB Memory Upgrade Kit (for
NeXTstation Color & NeXTdimension) ... . 599.
16 MB Memory Upgrade Kit. . . . . . . . .
599 .
Moustrak ... lifetime
Mouspad: black (7" x 9 ") . . . . . . . .... . . . . 8.
Mouspad: blue (7" x 9 ") . . . . .. . . . . ..... .
Mouspad: gray (7" x 9") .... . ....•... . ..
Mouspad: black (9 " x 11 ") .. .. ........ . . . 9.
Mouspad: blue (9" x 11 ") ..... . . ... . .. . . 9.
Mouspad: gray (9 " x 11 ") ... . ....... . ... 9.
Moustrak UF: blue (9 " x 11") ... . .. . . . ... 10.
Moustrak UF: gray (9 " x 11 ") .. . ... . .... . 10.
Pacific Micro ... 1 year warranty
External Hard Drive Enclosure ...... .. .. 469.
Sony... 60 day MBG

(SeepsgeG)
3298
6375
3614
5030
6592
9728
3603
3600

ACCESSORIES
12.
45.
15.
29.
15.
15.

1718
9757
5985
1713
1707
1708
5832

(SeepsgeG)
8984
4415
4412
8978
5029

OUR POLICY

G

IONAL

Cables ... lifetime warranty
SCSI 1-50 Pin Centronics . . ..... .... ....
SCSI 2-50 Pin Centronics (4 ft.) . .. ...... ..
50 Pin-50 Pin Centronics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SCSI Terminator .... . ..... . . . .•. . .... .
68030 Modem Cable (8 ft.). . . . . . . . . . . . ..
68040 Modem Cable (8 ft.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1540 Mini DIN 8 to Mini DIN 8
Null Modem Cable ............ . ...... $15.
1441 Mini DIN 8 to DB25 Null Modem Cable ..... 15.
DlT ... 1 year warranty

3 .5" High Density Disks (10 pack) . . . .
15 .
3.5" High Density Disks (30 pack) . . ... . .. 42.
3.5" Extra-High Density Disks (10 pack) . . .. 65.
3 .5" Extra-High Density Disks (20 pack). . . 126.
SyQuest ... 60 day MBG
SyQuest Cartridge (44 MB) . .. . ... .. ... . . 72.
SyQuest Cartridge (44 MB, 10 pack) . . .... 689.
SyQuest Cartridge (88 MB) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 119.
SyQuest Cartridge (88 MB, 10 pack) . . .. . 1099.
Toshiba ... lifetime warranty

(SeepsgeL)
9754 Toshiba 3.5" ED Floppy Disk (single) .. . ... . 7.
4858 Toshiba 3.5" ED Floppy Disks (5 pack) . .... 30.
9755 Toshiba 3 .5" ED Floppy Disks (10 pack) . . .. 59.

SHIPPING
Continental U.S.:
Barring events beyond our control , all credit card orders phoned in weekdays by
3 :15 a.m. ET will ship Airborne Express for delivery the next business day. Which
means same day delivery for orders placed between midnight and 3:15 a.m. ET.
(Some orders may ship by UPS Ground for next day delivery.) Saturday delivery is
available to many areas upon request. Some areas require an additional day for
delivery. The total freight charge on any non-C.O.D. order placed with
NeXTConnection is only $3. C.OD . orders will ship for $8.
HawaII, Alaska, Canada, Puerto Rico, and U.S. Virgin Islands:
Call800/800-NeXT for information on shipping and charges .
All other areas:
Call 6031446-7771 or FAX 603/446-7926 for information.

© Copyright 1991 PC Connection, Inc. NeXTConnection is a division of PC Connection,
Inc., Marlow, NH . NeXTConnection is a trademark of PC Connection, Inc. and NeXT
Computer, Inc. " NeXT" is a service mark of NeXT Computer, Inc. and is used under
license. NeXTConnection is not affilliated with NeXT Computer, Inc. All other trademarks remain the property of their respective companies.

NeXTConnectiori"

9 Mill Street, Marlow, NH 03456 1-800/800-NeXT 603/446-7771 FAX 603/446-7926

HOW·TO
Everyone has a favorite font, and
many businesses have a corporate
font, in which all correspondence
should be styled. If yours doesn't
happen to be Helvetica, and you
use WordPerfect, you can save
yourself the trouble of changing
the font in each document by
changing WordPerfect's default
font. In fact, you can do it in one
of two different ways.
If you're the type that likes variety, having a choice of methods is
good; if you're partial to predictable results, you could be in trouble.
Both approaches - the Styles command, or the combination of the Preferences and Initial Font commands - work well on their own, but they
do not work together. Using Styles even once disables the Preferences and
Initial Font options permanently, so you've got to pick your method
carefully.

Styles
The Styles command in the Format menu allows you to specify a default
font for all new documents or a default font for the current (active) document. Setting a default font for all documents with the Styles command
sets the default font for all areas of all new documents: body text, headers
and footers, page numbers, footnotes, and endnotes.
The panel that appears when you select Styles offers two options:
Default or Document (Figure 1). Now remember, use this method only if
you are sure you want to use Styles, and only Styles, from now on. To
specify a default font for all new documents, select Default (the Document
option is for setting a font only for the current document). Next, select
Edit from the Operations pull-down menu. An Initial Settings window
appears. Choose Font panel from the Font menu and select the font you
like from the standard Font panel that appears. Click OK. Notice that the
WordPerfect code for the new font is now displayed in the bottom half
(the Inspector portion) of the Initial Settings window. Click Exit Initial Settings to return to your docwnent.
You can choose a font for only the current document by choosing
Styles
_

Name

Type ~ ~

DefaJJlt

Figure 1. WordPerfect's Styles command allows you to set a font for all new documents (by
choosing Default) or just the current document (by choosing Document). The Styles settings
override choices made with the Preferences and Initial Font options.

tlle Document option from the Styles panel, then selecting a font in the
same way.
The font defined as a default for all new documents through Styles
overrides any other default font definitions. (You can override this, or any
other default setting, when working within a single document, by selecting
text and applying fonts in the usual way.)

Preferences
The Preferences command in the
Info menu is another way of setting
a default font for all new documents.
Hold down the button at the top of
the Preferences panel and select Document. At the top left of the Document Preferences panel is an area in
which to define an Initial font (Fig- Figure 2. The Document Preferences panel
ure 2). Clicking the Font Panel but- enables you to set an Initial font for all nell
documents, unless you have previously set!

ton calls up the standard Font panel, default with Styles.
from which you can choose a font.
The font selected through the Preferences panel will be used for all
new documents - unless you've chosen another default font with the
command. If you have ever specified a default font for all documents
through Styles, it doesn't matter what you enter here in Preferences - it
will be overridden by the Styles font definition. Unfortunately, WordPerfect doesn't inform you when there is a conflict between tlle font
define through Styles and the font you define in Preferences; it simply
ignores what you define in Preferences.

Initial Font
The third way to affect default fonts is through the Initial Font command
This command, like the Document option in the Styles panel, is intend
for use when you want to make an exception to your default font defini·
tion and don't want to change the default font for all documents.
To find the Initial Font option, choose Format, then Document, then
Initial Font. Once again, you choose the font you want from the standard
Font panel, which you call up with
a button in the Initial Font panel (figure 3). The font you specify will be
the default font for all areas of your
current document. It won't affect
any other documents you open;
when you open a new document,
WordPerfect sets the Initial Font to Figure 3. The Initial Font command affects ~
be the font defined in Preferences. the current document. If you've previously IJ!Ij
Once again, though, Word- Styles to set a default, WordPerfect ignores tit
Initial Font setting.
Perfect ignores the setting, even for
the current docwnent, if you have ever set the default font for all documents through Styles. And again, WordPerfect does not inform you that
there's a conflict; it simply ignores your new setting. Initial Font works in
tandem with the Preferences setting: Each overrides the other within its
own scope, and both crwnble under the power of Styles.
Currently, the only good way to set default fonts is to ignore the
benefits of variety and choose one approach or the other. WordPerfect sal;
the conflict is an inadvertent result of its port from the DOS version of
the program. Clearly, it's an area WordPerfect needs to pay attention to.
Meanwhile, caveat formatter. •

Sus A N G R 1ST is president of HC! Consultants in Herndon,
Virginia, a firm specializing in user interface design and evaluation,
as well as systems training.
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WordPerfect

Document Preferences panel
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Initial Font

More styles. The Styles command in the Format menu allows you to define default font
and ruler settings in addition to default
fonts. Select Styles from the Format ~enu,
click Default, and select Edit from the
Operations pull-down menu. In the Initial
Settings window that appears, the top half is a document window,
the bottom half an inspector. You can set any formatting defaults by
etting them up in the document window as you would in any other
document.
To change your default ruler settings, display a ruler in the Initial
Settings window by choosing Format and then Show Ruler. Then change
the justification,zoom size, spacing, and COIW1U1S settings by clicking
their respective buttons on the ruler and dragging them to the desired
positions. Once you have changed the settings, click Exit Initial Settings
at the top of this window. Now, every time you open a new document
in WordPerfect, it will have the default font and ruler settings you have
just specified. You can always ohange these settings within a document
(using the Font panel and ruler); these new settings will simply be used as
the defaults when you open a new document.

SoftPC
Floppies and SoftPC. There are certain technical problems related to permissions when first installing SoftPc. If you try to set the floppy in the
Preferences menu and an error message appears stating that the operating system could not gain access to the real floppy device ldevlrfdob
or ldevlrshlh, you may need to use the following procedure to set
read/write permissions:

1. Open a Terminal, type su, then press Return. You will be
prompted to type the superuser's passw0fd.
2. Type chmod666(device name). The (device name) is either
ldevlrfdob or ldevlrshlh, depending on whether you are using an internal or external floppy. Type the name of the device you were presented
with in the error message.
3. Close the Terminal window.
Now you should be able to go back into SoftPC to configure the
floppy drives.

C Hue K FAR N HAM is a hardware-support engineer and consultant specializing in teaching computer skills to individuals with
developmental disabilities. Sus A N G R 1ST is president of HCI
Consultants in Herndon, Virginia.

Page numbering. If you use the Layout command (via the Page command
in the Format menu) to set page numbers, and also define a header
at footer in the same area, the header or f.ooter will overwrite the page
number. To avoid this problem, insert page nWllbers as part of the
hea.der or footer text by using the numbering code (Control-b) in the
header or footer window in which you want the page number
to appeal:

Q: I received a file over MCI Mail with
every line ending in a return character.
How can I remove these using the Find
panel in WriteNow?
Kevin H. Anderson
Kirkland, WA

~.o
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Tables within tables. One of the most frequently asked questions is how
to put a table within a table in FrameMaker 3.0. If you put the insertion
point into a cell and try to insert a table, you get a message saying,
"You cannot insert a table in a cell." To work around this problem:
1. Put the insertion point in the cell where you want the second
table to appear.
2. Choose SpecialJAnchored Frame and enter the size of the frame
you want the second table to appear in. Make sure the frame is Below
Current Line and Centered, and that Cropped and Floating are turned
off before clicking New Frame.
3. A new anchored frame appears within the cell where your insertion point was. The cell will grow taller if needed, but if the frame is
wider than the cell you will need to resize the cell to fit the new frame.
4. Click on the Text Column tool in the Tools window. Draw a text
column inside the new anchored frame.
Now you can put your insertion point into the text column you just
created and insert a table into that column.
Incrementing bug. In FrameMaker 2.1, there was a problem with autonumbered paragraphs that prevented numbers on text columns inside
anchored frames from incrementing properly. The workaround for this
is to send the text column to the back.

A: When you open the file in WriteNow, the program will ask if it
should cha.nge carriage returns to spaces. Click No. The trick now
is to get rid of the carriage returns at the end of eal:h line while
preserving those between paragraphs.
Press Cornmand-f to bring up the Find panel. Hold down an
Alternate key and press Return three times in the Find field of the
Find panel. Press Tab to move to the Replace With field and type
@@@. Now click the Replace All button. This will change a,1I of
the carriage returns between paragraphs to the @@@ symbols.
Now press Command-f again, hold down the Alternate key,
and press Return twice. Press Tab to move to the Replace With
field and press the space bar. Click the Replace All button. This
will change all of the remaining carriage return characters in
the document to the space character. (MCl MaWs added carr/age
return give.s you,two carriage returns at the end of every line.)
Finally, press Comm.and-f again, Type @@@, tab to the Replace
With field, and replace the @@@symbols with Alternate-Return.
This will turn all ofthe @@@ symb(!)/s into paragraph breaks.

. S I M 'S () 'N L. GAR F I N 'K E 1. is a senior editor at
NeXTWORLD.
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It's a tried-and-true rule of computing: There is never enough
disk space. File systems relentlessly
expand to fill their storage mediumThis rule applies to almost every
kind of computer installation,
from a stand-alone NeXTstation
to large networks of storage-rich
NeXT cubes.
Besides making storage space
scarce, filling up your disk(s) can
significantly degrade your system's performance. Making matters worse,
users are not often concerned with the amount of space they consume - or
even aware that disk space may be limited - until they run out.
While managing hard disk resources is a challenge for every system
administrator, a few simple strategies can help.

yamaha:/yamaha_Users/dlavin

The semicolon terminates the
because the semicolon is a Sp(
jan91>
interpreted by the shell.)
Although this display gives you an overview, its limitation is obvious;
You can use find to ruthl
There is no information about which files and directories (or even which files (created when programs
users!) are filling things up so you can take specific action.
within your home directory v
You can take a closer look at the file system with the du command.
albion> find - -name core
This command searches down from the directory that you give it, totalin,
To find backup files, you
the number of kilobytes contained within each subdirectory, and finally
remove all the .backup files (~
the specified directory itself. For example:
your home directory, use:
662367 501952

albion> du.

albion> find - -name \*.bac

1

.!1M 1

1

.!1M2

1

.!1M3

1

.!IM4

2

Jnotes
JplanninglGRE.imp

Monitoring disk usage

6

JplanninglGRE-.imp

The first step toward sound disk management is to know how much
space your system has leEr- Under NeXTstep LO, the amount of free disk
space is reported in the lower left corner of the File Viewer's shelt For
a more detailed look at disk space usage, use the UNIX utilities included
with every NeXT computer: df, du, and find.
To check the amount of free disk space on all currently mounted file
systems, launch Terminal and type df; the program will list all of your
currently mounted file systems by the name of the physical device on
which they reside. It will then tell you how many kilobytes they can hold,
how many are used, how many are free, the percent free, and where the
file system is actually mounted.
Here is a sample of such a listing from a stand-alone Cube:

160

Jplanning

Filesystem

kbytes

avail

capacity

Mounted on

Idev/sdOa
IdevlodOa

345542 234728

76259

75%

I

233066 194229

27183

88%

INew2NextOD

used

albion>

In this example, 234MB is used on a 345MB hard drive ("/dev/sdOa")
and 194MB is used on a 233MB optical disk ("/dev/odOa"). The amount
left and the percent capacity don't add up to 100 because the Berkeley
Fast File System (which the NeXT uses) reserves 10 percent of the disk's
space for the exclusive use of the superuser. (This is because the file system
becomes very slow when the last 10 percent gets filled up.)
The following example is from NeXTWORLD's internal network.
All of the mounted file systems (except the first) are mounted over the network via NFS:
jan91> df
Filesystem

kbytes

Idev/sdOa

662367 495254

used

avail

capacity

Mounted on

100876

83%

I

142244

76%

/LocalApps

100876

83%

/Users

smirnoff:/smirnoff_LocaIApps
662367 453886
jan91:/jan91_Users
662367 495254
, jan91:/jan91_LocaILibrary
662367 495254

100876

83%

/Local Library

21658

88%

/Users/simsong

lebaron:/simsong
197278 155892

84%

-I

9

albion> df

94178

ote that the wildcard chara
ommand. Always exercise c
conjunction with the rm com
-name \':. will erase many file
You should not run find
o much traffic that the netw
until your find finishes. Run

426

Jstud_bk

Eliminating unwanted

31

Jtemplates

313

Jcover_art

eXT's software distributiOl
Edition alone fills about 180
safely delete many seldom- 0
di k or tape) . If you are man
can be consolidated on one 5
the network. You can use N l
if they are local. Single-user ~
match an individual user's nl
optical or floppy disk, or yOl
retrieve them from the origir
them.
Here's a sorted list of all
Extended Edition.

937
albion>

If there are a lot of subdirectories though, the list can get quite
long. As an alternative, du has a -s option that will simply generate a
summary:
albion> du -s
937
albion>

But sometimes, what's really needed is a file-by-file list of where the
big files are.

Using find to identify large files
You can use the UNIX find command to search for a file when you do n(X
know where the file is within a directory tree. You can also use find to
locate files larger (or smaller) than a size that you specify.
The syntax of find's size option is a bit confusing because it represent!
size in 512-byte blocks rather than in bytes or kilobytes. To list all files on
your system larger than 512KB, you could type this:
albion> find I-size +1000 -print

This tells find to search in the root (I) directory for all files larger
than 1000 512-byte blocks. Contrary to appearances, the -print option
does not send the results to the printer: It tells find to display the results of
its search by printing the full pathname to the terminal when the file is
located.
Instead of displaying the names of the files with the -print option,
you can have find execute a UNIX command for each found file . A good
candidate is the Is command, as in Is -IF. The Is command lists files and
directories. The -1 option displays a long listing, with the file's owner and
size. The F option causes directories to be marked with a trailing slash (I)
and executable files to be marked with a trailing asterisk (':.). To execute k
-IF on every file greater than 512KB, type:
albion> find I-size +1000 -exec Is -IF {} \;
(find replaces the pair of braces with the file name of each found file.

albion> find I -size +2000
19808 INextLibrary/ReferE
16392/privatelvm!swapfil
7160 lusrlTeXITeXdist.tar.:
3232 INextLibrary/Refere~
3160 INextLibrary/Refere~
3096 INextLibrary/Literatl
2440 lusr/dicVweb2
2192/usrllibllibNeXT_p.a
2104 INextLibrary/Referer
1864 INextDeveloperlDem
1608 lIibllibsys_p.a
1536/usrllibllibmusic_p.c
1496 INextDeveloperlDem
1448/usrlshlibllibNeXT_s
1160 INextLibrarylDocum
1056 INextLibrarylDocum
albion>

ote that the output of the
command, which puts the ('
The index files for We~
complete works, and the 0
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semicolon terminates the Is command; the backslash (\) is needed
~ause the semicolon is a special character that would otherwise be
interpreted by the shell.)
w, its limitation is obvious:
You can use find to ruthlessly search and destroy space-hogs like core
directories (or even which
(created when programs crash) and backup files. To remove all files
cific action.
within your home directory with the name core:
n with the du command.
albion> find - -name core -exec rm 0 \;
)ry that you give it, totaling
To find backup files, you'll need to use the wildcard character (""). To
subdirectory, and finally remove all the .backup files (such as those generated by FrameMaker) in
home directory, use:
albion> find - -name \*.backup -exec rm 0 \;
.;ote that the wildcard character must be quoted when using the find
command. Always exercise caution when using wildcards, particularly in
conjunction with the fill command. Combining an -exec fill with a
"oame \* will erase many files on your system.
You should not run find on a directory that is NFS-mounted: It creates
so much traffic that the network may be all but unusable for other users
until your find finishes . Run find on your server instead.
84%

Eliminating unwanted files

the list can get quite
will simply generate a

:-by-file list of where the

for a file when you do not
DU can also use find to
u specify.
using because it represents
ilobytes. To list all files on
this:

NeXT's software distribution is voluminous; NeXTstep 2.0 Extended
Edition alone fills about 180MB. Depending on your users' needs, you can
safely delete many seldom- or never-used files (or move them to optical
d~k or tape). If you are managing a network, many identical directories
can be consolidated on one server or group of servers and exported to
the network. You can use NFS mounts to make these directories appear as
if they are local. Single-user stand-alone systems can also be pared to
match an individual user's needs. Unnecessary files can be transferred to
optical or floppy disk, or you can live dangerously: Delete them, and
retrieve them from the original system distribution disk if you ever need

ihem.
Here's a sorted list of all files larger than 1MB on the NeXTstep 2.0
E.xtended Edition.
albion> find I-size +2000 -exec Is -Is "0" ";" I sort -nr
19808INextLibrarylReferencesIWebster-Dictionary/Dictionary.nxbf
16392 Iprivatelvrnlswapfile
7160/usrlTeX/TeXdist.tar.Z
3232lNextLibrarylReferencesIWebster-ThesaurusIThesaurus.nxbf
3160 lNextLibrarylReferencesiOxfordQuotationsl.indexlindex
3096INextLibrary/Literature!Shakespearel.indexlindex.ixif
2440/usr/dictlweb2

Dry for all files larger
lllces, the -print option
Id to display the results of
rminal when the file is

2192/usrllibllibNeXT_p.a
2104INextLibrarylReferencesiOxfordQuotationsl.indexlindex.L
1864lNextDeveloper/DemosiGuided Tour.applTourScriptITour.FileViewer.snd

are large as well). All told, the Webster's material consumes almost 34MB
of disk space, Shakespeare consumes almost 11 MB, and the quotations
consume more than 5MB. Hard copies of these works are widely available, so you may decide to sacrifice electronic convenience for file space.
The TeX distribution file is more than 7MB; this can be deleted on systems
without TeX users. (If you use TeX, you can delete the distribution once
you've got it installed.) Most systems don't need the Guided Tour application: Just one of its sound files takes almost 2MB of space, and all together
it fills over 6MB.
The NeXT's swapfile can be a source of disk space woe. When a virtual memory system like the NeXT runs out of physical RAM, it uses
swap space on the hard disk as virtual RAM. When using large amounts
of swap space, the swapfile can grow. Turning your computer off and back
on restores the swapfile to a smaller size - until you start using that virtual
memory agam.
Many of the largest files are the C library files and shared library files,
including libNeXT_p.a, libsys_p.a, libmusic_p.a, and libNeXT_s.C.shlib.
If you want your computer to work, leave these files alone.
After all the extras have been removed, the files you have left should
look something like this:
16392/privatelvrnlswapfile
2192/usrllibllibNeXT_p.a
1608I1ibllibsys_p.a
1536/usrllibllibmusic_p.a
1448/usrlshlibllibNeXT_s.C.shlib

.. .for savings of over 60MB.
There are further disk space gains you can make. On nondeveloper
systems, the NextDeveioper directory can be trimmed. The Apps, Demos,
and Examples in this directory take up close to 22MB of disk space. Of
course, you may want to spare some of the important demos, like Poker,
Billiards.app, and Stealth.app.
Two other places to look for large unwanted files are the lusr/spool
and Iprivate/adm directories. Logfiles in these directories can grow
and grow, particularly when there's a problem. While the logfiles in
Iprivate/adm are pruned automatically by the cron process, NeXT forgot
about the files in lusrlspool- particularly those pertaining to uucp. Be
sure to check the lusrlspool/uucp directory regularly, and be prepared to
send old logfiles and syslogs to the Recycler if they get out of hand.
The challenge of maintaining free space on any computer system is
ongoing. This is particularly true of sites with many users and systems
that are used for lab work or multimedia applications. If you have any
favorite disk-space-saving tips or tricks, please share them (send e-mail to
the authors), and we'll mention them in a future issue. In the meantime,
happy recycling . •

1608I1ibllibsys_p.a
1536/usrllibllibmusic_p.a

vith the -print option,
r each found file. A good
:ommand lists files and
with the file 's owner and
d with a trailing slash (I)
asterisk ("'). To execute Is

le of each found file.

1496lNextDeveloper/DemosiGuided Tour.applTourScriptITour.WriteNow.snd
1448/usrlshl i bll i bNeXT_s.C~shlib

1160 lNextLibrary/Documentation/NextDev/.indexlindex.ixif

K E HOE and S E T H T. R 0 5 S are
contributing editars far NeXTWORLD. They can be reached at
dkehae@nextwarld.com and sross@nextwarld.cam.

DA N I ELM I L E 5

1056INextLibrary/Documentation/UnbuManPagesl.indexlindex.ixif
albion>

Note that the output of the find command has been piped (" I") to the sort
:ommand, which puts the entries in descending numeric order.
The index files for Webster's dictionary and thesaurus, Shakespeare's
complete works, and the Oxford quotations are huge (the actual entries
~PRIN G
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Losing your rqot password
If you fG>J;:gel your system's root password,
or for some other reason need to override it,
two easy commands will allow you to set a
new one. Power the system down and then
back up. Imtnediatelyafter the "Testing
system" message 1S replaced t>y "Loading
from disk:," press the It"ight Onnmand key and the -(tiJde)charilcter on
the mU'l'leric keyboard. This brings up the ROM monitor. :Bring up the
machine in single-user mode oy typing bsd -s at the NeXT prompt (type
bod -s if you're bootingirOD1 an optical disk; ben -s for a network boot).
When you get the "#" prompt, issac the fQl1owing, command:
# sh /etclrc

This will iniri.alize NetIn£o. You Gan then easily change the root password by issuiag the command:
# passwd root

Enter and then confirm a new root password. Power down and
resume operation with the new root password.
None, of this will work if a hardware password has been set on your
system. Passwotds limit access to the ROM commands. Losing a hardware password js not a pretty thing. For .i nformation on how to recover
it, consult NeXT Technical Support or Systems Support course materials.

A welcome mat
H your Users log in to your NeXT server via modem or terminal, you can
greet tl1em with a welcome. Here's how to set up a banner message.
Open etclgettytab. The first entry reads:

The best mediUllJ for an important announcement is yoke. Try this
technique if you'd like every USer to hear a message: Record a voice
sage using the SouudPlayel' application found in /NextDeveloperl
and the Megapixel Display's built-in microphone. Use the Save option
save the sound in a file caned sound£ile.snd.

10 p lay the message on every nefWorked computer, entel' the
ing command in a Terminal window:
albion> foreachj Hniutil -list Ilmachines I awk '{print $2})(J

'I rsh $i sndplay soundfile.snd
?end

The voice message will be heard on every networked €omputer.
that users who do not set tl:le Preferences option Public Sound Server
will not receive voice notifications.

Please send any tips you'd like to share to the author.s at the ad,dresses:&
listed on the p17evious page.
co-Xist™ gives you acces:
X Window display envirl
Features include: • Singl
(including NeXT Dimem
text between X and NeX"
• Peaceful co-existence wi
• Rootless w indows (ava
Pencom Software/9050 Capital c
(512) 343-1111 /Fax (512) 343
CirclE

defauH:\
:ap:iQi=\r\n\r\nNeXl' Mach (%h) (%t}\r'\n\r\r\n\r:\
:er=\l71:kl=" U:in="C:lm=\r\n%h login\72 :sp#96OO:

The "im" field sets the messagelihal: greets those who log 011. By
default, the batUler I'etums "NeXT Mach," your hostname (signified by
"%h"), and fhe tty name. You can replace or enhance this message. If
you edit the entry so the " iru" field reads:

Stone De

im=\r\J1\r\nYOU HAVE REACHED MYSERVER •• • \r\n\r\nHome of Truly Good
Infonnation \r\n\r\nNeXT Mach (%h) (%tJ\r\n\r\r\n\r:\

your users will be greeted with the following message when. they log in:
YOU HAVE REA(:HED MYSQMR ...
Home of Truly Goodlnfonnation
NeXT Mach (myserver) (ttyplJ
login:

Isn't it nice to know you've laid down a weleome mat?

Making an announcement
Occasionally you'il need to make an announeemeNt to eV~(jhe on me
network (perhaps a cennral file server is about to go off line, or it's time
for the Friday afternoon pizza party). Youc0uld send a mail message to
every user, but not everyone may notice there's new maiL You could use
the UNIX command rwall (docwnented in man pages am:! NeXTansw:ers
sYsadmin.553), buttwall0n1y sends a message to open Terminal windows.

The premier flatfile da
sophisticated enough fOI
types include text, numer
links_ Add, delete, or ml
in full color using po""
powerful find and sort ca
include labels, envelopes:

Stone Design/2425 Teodoro, N.1
Fax(505) 345-3424
Cire
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is voice. Try this
1ge: Record a voice mesI/ Nextbeveloperi Demos
Use the Save option to
t

XWindows on NeXT?

MindOverMail

co-Xist™ gives you access to X Window based applications - a complete
X Window display environment for the NeXTI'M Computer.

Addresses, phone numbers, fax numbers, email addresses, labels, envelopes!
All done the way NeXTI'M intended. No templates to edit. No files to
merge. Just point, click, and drag. Sort by zip code. Print POSTNET and
FIM bars. Built-in note pad for tracking phone calls. Custom graphics are
a snap. Keep a library of personal and company logos. Import data into
other applications through Services. Simplify and personalize your
addressing tasks. Use MindOverMail! Introductory offer- $110 postpaid.

L

pputer, enter the follow-

Note
Sound Server

irurnrlu,:d computer.

at the addresses

Features include: • Single server support for color & gray scale X clients
(including NeXT Dimension) • X 11 R4 compliance • Cut and paste
text between X and NeXTstep • Support for popular window managers
• Peaceful co-existence within NeXTstep • Motif 1.1 optionally available
• Rootless windows (available 1/92) • Price $249
Pen(om Software/9050 Capitol of Texas Hwy N./Austin, TX 18159/(800) PENCOM 4
(512) 343-1111 /Fax (512) 343-9650

Salt Spring Te(hni(aI/15180 S.W.133rd Avenue/TIgard OR 91224-1641/(503) 684-1416
Fax (503) 639-6652/saltspring@twilight.rain.(om

Circle 101 on reader service card

Stone Design Presents:

Circle 102 on reader service card

Stone Design Presents:
[;'

c.:rc,ttcl::)AwcSUIltt.'.crcat('

itJllfJ

premier flatfile database for the NeXTI'M. Simple to use, yet
sophisticated enough for a variety of personal and business uses. Field
types include text, numeric, date, money, boolean, picture, sound, and file
links. Add, delete, or modify fields at any point. Design multiple views
in full color using powerful graphics tools. Automated data entry,
powerful find and sort capabilities, voice annotation. WYSIWYG reports
include labels, envelopes, forms and exports to merge and IMPROV files.

An extremely powerful, easy to use object oriented color drawing program. Allows simple creation of 2.5 dimensional graphic and text objects,
with precise graduated fills, object skewing, shadows and multiples. Also,
color WYSIWYG, TextArt effects and a user PostScript editing environment. Combine text, graphic shapes (ovals, rectangles, beziers, polygons,
freehand objects, etc.), TIFF, and EPS images with precise layout
controls, including scaling and rotation of TIFF and EPS files . Exports to
TIFF and EPS.

Slone Design/2425 Teodoro, N.W./ Albuquerque, NM 81101/(505) 345-4800
Fax(505) 345-3424

Stone Design /2425 Teodoro, N.W./ Albuquerque, NM 81101/(505) 345-4800
Fax(505) 345-3424
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Link Data to ImproyTM

Reduce Development TIme!

PapyrusFormsT~
CUstome
" • • \:.H i II.tor ~

c .. ,..., "'......... ·r..-I.o, .. •

~:::: ~::.:-u. "rrl:.:~"
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OTProvide™ is a database link and query manager that allows information
maintained in relational databases to be seamlessly and a utomatically
integrated into Lotus Improv™ models. All levels of users can access
information in databases.

M athPalette™ :

Now with OTProvide, your model can be as current as the data in your
database.

SmartFieidPaletteTM :

Use [OT Palettes:2.0j to extend the NeXT Interface BuilderTM environment.
GraphPaletteTM :

Provides tools for graphing data in custom
applications.
Furnishes tools to develop applications that use
Mathematica®. Featured in N eXT on Campus as
a simple solution for connecting to Mathematica.
Supplies data input fields that restrict and fo rmat
input, report errors and field content changes.
Provides selection list management functions.

Call Objective Technologies today to get your copy of OTProvide.
.............................................................................................

ChooserPaletteTM :

Objective Technologies Inc./7 Dey St. Suite 1502/ New York, NY 10007/(212) 227-6767
Fax (212) 227-3567

Objective Technologies Inc./7 Dey St. Suite 1502/ New York, NY 10007/ (212) 227-6767
Fax (212) 227-3567

Circle 105 on reader service card

Portable Mass Storage

Circle 106 on reader service card

Watch it in Full Color

PapyrusForms is more th~
create, organize, and file tl
Copy-Paste, links to extel
objects, ease form creatio
your data. Includes over
Prices start at $250.

eirel

Backup your dot

3.5" r/w Magneto Optical Drive
• Measures only 1%'x6Vs' x9'
• Lightweight, 41bs.

128Mb

Per Cartridge

•
•
•
•
•
•

Internal Power Supply
128Mb Per Cartridge
Fast 35ms Access Time
Eraseable read/write Media
Over 10 Year Media Life
SCSI Interlace
Also compatible with IBM
and Macintosh

.Also Available:
88Mb Removable Cartridge
OAT & Tape Drives
CD-ROM Drives
Hard Disk Drives
Optical Drives

Liberty Systems offers the smallest mass storage subsystems available on
the market. From hard drives to nearly 1.5 gigabytes, to SyQuestcartridge
drives, to DAT tape backup drives, to the newest 3.5 " rlw magneto optical
drives, Liberty provides fast and reliable storage for your NeXTTM
computer. Whether yo u need portable backup capability or fast mass
storage for multimedia presentations, Liberty caters to all your portable
storage needs.

Introducing Color Digital Eye™ - a video frame grabber for yo ur
NeXTstation™ Color. "Grab" color video frames, retouch and save
them. Also, produce stunning color animation sequences. The hardware
comes with two, easy to use software applications, ColorSnapshot™ and
ColorMovieWorks™ .
Metaresearch also offers Digital Ears™, a precision audio digitizer that 's
powerful enough to be used for la boratory data acquisition. And
SoundWorks™ a software package that gives you complete control over

Uberty Systems/160 Saratoga Ave., Suite 38/Santa Clara, CA 95051/(408) 983-1127
Fax (408) 243-2885

Metareseorch, Inc./516 SEMorrison, Suite Ml/Portland, Or 97214/(503) 238-5728

~.~~. ;;.<?~I!~. ~I!. Y.?I!~. ~~~r.~ . ~.<?!!lJ?.I!!~.l:.......... ....... ..... ...... ..... ..... .......
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enTar™ is an applicatic
mass storage devices. en'
drives, and also floppy,
fo rmat, compression, at
Evaluate before buying:
by US mail with note req
send Email requesting "
OEM
and site license in
...............................
Impact Software Publishing Inc.
Fax (607) 277-6303/ Email: in
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PapyrusForms™ for the NeXTTM computer

The one peripheral everyone will want!

Customer Information
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PapyrusForms is more than just an application to print forms, it helps yo u
create, organize, and file them, easier than yo u could on paper. Automated
Copy-Paste, links to external files, and run-time loading of user designed
objects, ease form creation. You can also link for m to form, to organize
yo ur data. Includes over 50 form templates that are useful in any office.
Prices start at $250.

800#
support.
660Meg
$16951$1895

:t. ~~~..~~~? ?~~~.? ~. (~~~~.~~.~!~:~~::~~})
Ensuing Technologies/4220 S. Maryland Parkway #406/Las Vegas, NV 89119-7525/1-800788-2466/(702) 792-6799/Fax(702)792-6794/Papyrus@bodi.portal.com

1
~~~ CUBE RTE
........................................... .
•••

The Cube Route, Inc. /430 Broadway/Cambridge, MA 02138-4226/(800) 282-3783
(617) 876-8554

Circle 109 on reader service card

Circle 110 on reader service card

Backup your data to DAT, 8mm, Floppy or OD

Shadow High Performance Storage

fl' I.£ili ~

:ame grabber for your
tmes, retouch and save
quences. The hardware
5, ColorSnapshot™ and

enTar™ is an application that will painlessly backup your user data to
mass storage devices. enTar™ works with DAT, 8mm and other SCSI tape
drives, and also floppy, optical and other removable disks. Features: tar
format, compression, autoconfiguration. Price: $49.

on audio digitizer that's
lata acquisition. And
II complete control over

Evaluate before buying: demonstration app available. For floppy, send $5
by US mail with note req uesting" enTar floppy". To obtain app by EMail,
send Email requesting "enTar by Email ".

14/(503) 238-5728

Impad Software Publishing Inc./21 0 Lake Street/Ithaca, NY 14850/(607) 277-8623
Fax (607) 277-6303/ Email: impad@impad.shaman.com

rd

The Minimal Hardware, our long-awaited phone interface, starts shipping in Q2 1992. Also: A fu lly integrated, general-purpose phonel
VoiceMail!NeXTmaillFax application that runs on top of any phone
interface hardware. Sold separately, or bundled for around $250.
Hard drives: Custom-formatted, pre-tested, plug and play Seagate Wren
drives. Includes all cables, new optional auto-power-on feature, unlimited

9.~.¥. ~.I.1~. ~!~~. !~~~.~~~..i~9.l;1~~~.~ .~~!~~~.~ ..........................................

Circle IlIon reader service card

Not just another "Mac" drive painted black. Shadow Series drives are
designed and prepared for optimum NeXTTM performance. Special
formats, cache options, cabling and styling.
Hard Disks by Imprimis Wren & Swift, Fujitsu, Maxtor and Micropolis.
SCSI Ta pe systems using Archive & TEAC. Removable media by SyQuest
Technology. Opticals and DAT by various manufacturers .
All drives are preformatted, tested and configured and come with full 5
year warranties. Delivery worldwide via insured air courier.
Park Systems Technology Ltd./l 0971 - 101 St./Edmonton, AB, Canada T5H 2S9
(403) 424-0530/Fax (403) 421-4039
Circle 112 on reader service card
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The Ultimate Peripherals by TECOR

BugByte

Classifiec
Nt'XTWo.R tD magazine Class ifieds is a ql
rurt.'. Rntcs effecti ve January/Fe bruary Issue
Jut(' rttres $40.00. T hirty -six characters eq
(count each letter, space and punctuation
<hu.u:tcr). Fo ur-lin e minimum, seven lines r
column inch mtes, p lease caU o r write for Ci
card m(om13t.ion. C heck o r money o rder
check) must accomp:ln y copy and be recci'
pnor to close d:ltc. All ads accep ted at the 1
Ihepublisher. NcXTlVORLD magazine 50
.n francisco, CA 94 107 4 15/978-3182.

USER GROUPS

BAY ARE
NeXT GR

Take a Byte out of your Bugs
BugByte™ is a revolutionary graphical debugger providing the NeX'fTM
software developer with an accelerated environment for application
debugging. Its intuitive user interface increases productivity and effectiveness immediately. BugByte™ features dynamic display of source-level
execution, drag and drop setting of breakpoints, remote debugging, and
display of variable contents as an integral part of the application. Tools
for examining memory, signals, and stack frames, as well as dynamic
variable tracing assist the developer during program execution. Now

Tecor has expanded! 3.5" and 5.25" internal and external drives, CDROM, DAT drives, and a new line Removable Hard Drives from the best
manufacturers - all at the lowest prices available. Our removable hard
drives are not the same flimsy cartridge units sold by others. Shop and
compare. Our hard drive enclosures are still the very best money can buy.
Call for the latest prices.

s~~P.l?!~~!. ~.~? ~:.......................................................................... .
ONyX Systems Inc.jP.O. Box 101 596/Fort Worth, Texas 76185/(817) 432-9107
Fax (817) 244-2983

TECOR Inc./237 Miramar Drive/Santa Cruz, CA 95060/ (408) 458-31 97/Fax(408) 425-1804
tecor!info@ucscc.ucsc.edu

Circle 113 on reader service card

1-2 units per issue $1,400 $1,300
3-4 units per issue $1,200 $1,100

6x
$1,200
$1,000

Make the most of your advertising dollar by letting NeXTWO RLD do the
work for you. The Product Showcase will give you extensive reach to a
dedicated NeXT audience. It's perfect for introducing and test marketing
new products. To participate, please submit the following: one four-color
trasparency or 35mm slide, or electronic/computer-generated art supplied
on disk; 75 words of ad copy; and a brief headline. NeXTWORLD
handles color separation and ad layout fo r yo u. Deadline: Six days prior
to issue close date. For media kit, please contact NeXTWORLD.
'Company Name/Street Address/City, State, ZIP Code/Telephone Number
Fax Number/Modem Address/ Etc.

BANG
P.O. Box 1731
Palo Alto, CA ~
+1.41S.327.BA
info@BANG.o

SOLUTION TO NEXTCROSTIC ON PAGE 9_

Fill this space with your ad lor only:

3x

For
more
info,
please
contact:

Circle 114 on reader service card

Picture your ad here!

1x

Join BANG, the world's larg
puter user group dedicatee
NeXT platform! BANG aW
rum for communication in th
co mmunity, sponsoring r
meetings, newsletters, specia:
groups, user support, and m!

G(UY) KAWASAKI, SELLING THE DREAM: "When
you think you are going to change the world, working ninety
hours a week doesn't seem like so much. Steve Jobs even
printed sweatshirts for us that said, 'Ninety hours a week
and loving it!"

Selling the Dream, by former Apple evangelist Guy Kawasaki,
is published by Harper Collins.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

GHETIO
KNOW-HOW
ADVOCATES
WON'T
ACIUS
SWIM
ATHENS
H. KEWPEE
1. INFERNO
J. STETSON
K. EVANGELIST
L LATH

M.
N.
O.
P.

QR.
S.
T.
U.
V.
W.
X.

LOWER
IRONY
NABOKOV
GHERKIN
TURNKEY
HEDGES
EYESIGHT
DISH
RETINUE
ERUDmON
ADJOURNS
MUSHY
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by TECOR

Classified
•

'NtXT\VORLD magazine Classifieds is a quarterly feaRates effective January/February Issue, 1991 . Perlint mtes $40.00. Thirty -six characters equa l one line
~.

CONSULTING SERVICES

and back-end application development

SHAREWARE

tools and objects;

(count each lette r, space and punctuation mark as a
d!:Iractcr) . Four-line minimum, seven lines per inch. For
Q)lunUl inch rates, please call or write for complete rate
ard informa tion. Check or money order (or certified
chtc.k ) must accompany copy and be received six days
prior [0 close date. All ads accepted at the discretion of
"" publisher. NeXTWORLD magazine 501 Second Sr.,
San Francisco, CA 94107 415/978-3182.

Adama tion offers you a single resource
through which to maximize the potential of the extraordinary NeXT
technology. Call us and put our depth
of NeXT experience to work for you.
Adamation 1435 Center St., Oakland,

USER GROUPS

Internet Blues?

Get the latest

shareware and PD software on floppies
at reasonable prices from softSHARE.
Call and get our catalog today . 408/
275-8271 or 408/275-8274 fax.

HARDWARE

CA 94607 415/452-5252

,~

,

BAY AREA

~

y

•
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Marketing Help
for NeXT Developers

NeXT GROUP

Join BANG, the world's largest comld external drives, CDLrd Drives from the best
e. Our removable hard
d by others. Shop and
~ry best money can buy.

puter user group dedicated to the
NeXT platform! BANG acts as a fo-

Proven consulting and development
services on the NeXT'"M platform

rum for communication in the NeXT
comm unity, sponsoring monthly
meetings, newsletters, special interest
groups, user support, and more.

fromAdamation. Adamation's NeXT
credits include: ported INGRES, a
relational data base program, to the
NeXT platform; Developed two commercial applications, Who's Calling?,
a client management system, and Live
Wire, a product for sharing multime-

For

i8-3197/Fox(408) 425-1804

:G E

MARKETING

more
info,
please
contact:

BANG
P.O. Box 1731
Palo Alto, CA 94302
+L415.327 .BANG
info@BANG.org

dia information; Created over 30 font

We shrinkwrap your dreams.
Our experience can tum your
projects into saleable products.
From marketing plans to marcomm collateral, we know what
works in the very special NeXT
market. Don't leave success to
chance. Call for information now.

FORTUITY
415-488-9142
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et's begin with a look in the rearview mirror: The company's
technology is widely admired, though perhaps just as widely
disparaged. The product has already been through several
iterations, while the marketing strategy has vacillated from
one approach to another without hitting on a formula
compelling to the mainstream computer market.
NeXT's predicament in 1992 is not very different from Apple's in
1986. The question is: Can NeXT duplicate in some measure the belated
success of the Macintosh? Is it now, as it rolls out its third round of
products and its fifth or sixth marketing approach, poised to finally
break through?
In my view, it is more than possible that the combination of strategies now taking shape at NeXT can yield the long-awaited breakthrough
into the major leagues. The first has to do with the natmal fit (as opposed
to a rhetorical one) between a facet of the
NeXT product - its programming tools - and
the needs of a market segment - corporate custom-development work. The other dimension
is NeXT's apparent decision to broaden the
hardware base by selling NeXTstep as a software product.
It may also help the company develop a
better, more competitive corporate culture.
At the risk of belaboring an obvious comparison, let's look again at Apple in its years
of uncertainty. Recall that its $20 billion or so
of cumulative Macintosh sales were preceded
by two failures: the Apple III and the Lisa. Both
fiascos were useful, and not just in reminding
their creators they were mere mortals.
Of course, there was also the Apple II,
which demonstrated that it is possible, on
your first try, to launch one of the most successful companies in American history. With
the Macintosh, Apple learned that customers didn't take kindly to paying for work-in-progress. Developers taught the company that they
preferred computers with real programming tools and documentation.
It took two years to overcome initial problems such as too little RAM
and no hard disk. Add another year, a breakthrough application in
desktop publishing, and two more CPUs - and then, only then, did the
billions start pouring in.
Seen in the light of the Macintosh travails, NeXT's own time line
doesn't look so unusual.
Early attempts to position the NeXT as the higher-education workstation didn't succeed. The focus on high-end DTP and graphics, interpersonal computing and the NeXTdimension's multimedia capabilities
didn't work either. But none of this was wasted. At each step, the
company acquired more of a loyal following.
The new game plan relies on one key assumption: large corporations
have experienced enough programming pains to put a high price on
the custom- applications-development capabilities of the NeXT system.
And NeXT does, indeed, deliver OOP now, as their ads point out.
The real long-term advantage resides in burrowing NeXT machines deep
into mission-critical corporate applications, in making NeXT an indispensable part of their computing life.

run around the established players with a fundamentally new a
Instead of a frontal, expensive and perhaps unwinnable battle for the
tops dominated by Apple and Microsoft, NeXT seeks to get in through
the custom-applications back door while it broadens the hardware base
its software. Then, from that custom development base, with the help of
more shrinkwrapped software from developers it will continue to win,
can conquer more "straight" desktops from its position of a respected
well-liked insider.
Now, for the second dimension. If press reports are accurate, NeXT is
paring to port its software crown jewels to high-end, high-volume PC
The Intel port moves NeXT away from the dangerous P-word prietary - to the safer S-word - standard. This helps developers rr""rn,"
working on the NeXT platform, or at least on the software part of the
NeXT platform.
The balancing act here consists in
more currency to NeXT's system software
without destroying hardware sales. NeXP
must successfully exchange the protection
proprietary hardware/software interlock for
a chance to run its software on a larger
of computers, at the risk of losing margins
its own hardware.
Of course, the port must work well.
what does "well" mean, exactly? NeXT
narrow the ported function set in order to
a broader population of Intle boxes. But if
port is bland, you lose. If the port looks
you risk raising questions about the need for
this fancy hardware of yours. On balance,
In that case, you need unusual
(DSP and graphics, for instance) on top of
standard clone platform. If it is too expeIlSir
or too hard to procure, you risk losing the broad hardware base you were
looking for. NeXT's way out of this strait may involve alliances with hali
ware vendors interested in selling and supporting the premium hardware
configurations the port calls for.
This leads to another advantage of NeXT's new strategy: going aroun:
the channel obstacle. Selling directly to corporations for mission-critical
applications and setting up links with powerful clone suppliers deals nea~
with the lack of retail presence that has been a problem for NeXT.
Anything far-fetched or missing? Not really. The strategy is natmal, .
outgrowth of successful customer experiences. Potential customers are in
pain and can afford the remedy.
Many would be pleased to see NeXT succeed, proving that persister
creativity, and patient investors can indeed make the company into a maj
player. This time it would be an unquestioned accomplishment for Steve,
forever erasing any suggestion of luck, about merely having been at the ~
place at the right time.
The journey would have one reward, deliver one crucial proof: NeXT
isn't Apple, but Steve is Steve. •
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PROVEN lECHNOLOGY.

Best of all, the CY-8500 offers peace of mind,
8mm helical scan technology, designed for
data recording, gives you demonstrated
performance and reliability. Not an adaptation of an audio recording format.
The CY-8500 is part of a complete family of
tape backup products that range in capacity
from the 150 MB 14" cartridge streamer to the
2 TB cartridge handling system. All backed
up by our in-house technical support group
and 12-month warranty. For more information on how you can enjoy the best value in
tape backup, call today at 804/873-9000.
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If you need drives for your NeXT computer, PLI is the place to go.
Whatever you need, we have it in black. 2.88MB floppy drives, hard
disk drives, removable drives, optical drives, CD-ROM drives and
DAT backup drives with easy to use software.

Black to the Future
CD-ROM will soon be a major medium of software distribution on
the NeXT, just as it is on other platforms. Out-fox your competitors
and get a PL CD-ROM drive today!

Backup in Black

Black light

If you need a serious backup solution , PLI can help. The PLDAT for
NeXT gives you 2GB of storage per tape. And because we include
enTar, from Juan Pineda, backing up won 't put you in a black
mood. Archiving is as easy as selecting files in a browser.

Lasers are the way of the future in data storage, and PLI has
great optical drives for your NeXT machine. They offer hi'r1n .-,....,...rvw;·
ity removable storage and outstanding reliability, with a variety
speeds, form factors, capacities and price points from which to
choose.

Black SneakerNet
In the Black

If you need to get data from one NeXT to another, and you can't
use a network, then SneakerNet is the answer. Lace up your
high-tops and grab one of our high-capacity floppy diskette or
removable hard disk drives. We have 2.88MB floppies and 21 MB
Floptical, plus 45MB and 90MB SyQuest-based drives.

PLI is more than just a drive company with a lot of black boxes.
offer complete support; full manufacturer warranties, extensive
burn-in and testing prior to shipment, good technical support, q
repairs when you need them and the security of dealing with a

NeXT. enTar. Floptical a nd SyQuest are trademarks or reg istered trademarks of their resp ective companies.

company that's been in the business for seven years. And best of ot ~~~~
all, we offer all this at affordable prices.
Q:;;

The most trusted name in storage
Peripheral Land Inc orporated
47421 Bayside Parkway, Fremont CA 94538
510.657 .2211 / 800. 288.8754 . FAX 510.683. 971 3
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VOICE COMMANDS FOR THE NEXTM
ONLY $295
• Add voice control to any application
• Create voice activated macros
• Recognizes any language or accent
Simon Says ... allows you to control any NeXT application
by voice, using spoken commands to execute almost any
fimction normally performed with your keyboard or mouse.
And it doesn't matter who you are or where you're fi-omSimon recognizes any voice, any accent, any language.
Imagine lalU1ching applications, sending mail, copying and
pasting text, changing font attributes and sizes, paging
through a doclU11ent and more-all by voice!

• Easy to train
• Increases productivity
• Works with built-in microphone
Whether you're entering data, creating graphics,
publishing a newsletter or just reading your mail, Simon
Says ... makes your NeXT computer faster, easier, and
more fun to use.
HSD also mal(es high-resolution SCalmers, OCR software
al1d £u: modems for the NeXT. For information or to
receive a demonstration copy of Simon Says ... contact HSD
Sales at 800 828-5522 or send e-mail toinfo@hsd.com.

HSD Microcomputer U.S. , Inc. 1350 Pear Avenue, Suite C MOLlntain View, CA 94043 U.S .A.
U .S. & Canada 800 828-5522/415 964-1400 Fax 415964-1538 Europe +44 603 66 52 59 e-mail info@hsd.com
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he NeXT market is like an organism evolving in a petri dish.
Here, a spore breaks out in a new market (health care) or a
new application (custom apps) . Elsewhere, cells fail to multiply for competitive (Sun, Taligent, Microsoft) or environmental (the national recession) reasons.
The goal is for the genetic material in the petri dish to
reproduce rapidly, creating a teeming environment of businesses supplying
products and services that benefit customers. People with good ideas are
able to make money supporting the platform. Users thrive through the
fasrer delivery and greater variety of technology. Everybody wins.
For this issue, we put a few laboratory probes in the petri dish. Our
pecial Report, "NeXT Market Mosaic," includes analysis of key market
trends, a survey of NeXT usage patterns among NeXTWORLD Expo
attendees, and a list of the 40 largest NeXT customer sites. This is the first
of our planned annual studies of the NeXT marketplace.
The main conclusion of this year's report is that the NeXT culture is
viable. While more nutrients are needed to accelerate growth, it is evident that the organism is
stable and self-sufficient.
Of the many factors affecting the growth
of the market organism, the most important is
me nourishment provided by NeXT Computer
itself With its technology, NeXT provides a
healthy medium for reproduction. With its marketing strategies, NeXT can promote rapid
growth or, if unsuccessful, inhibit it. Let's take
a look at how NeXT is nourishing the market.

* * *
I won't dwell on the custom-apps strategy.
that I think it is a terrific
move. NeXT has correctly recognized that its
compelling sales advantage is in ease of programming. I would add that this strategy has. not-so-positive ramifications
for both third-party software and channel distribution. As N eXT pursues
itscustom-apps strategy with a direct sales force and an array ofVARs, it
must not neglect the kind of user who buys shrinkwrapped software and
dreams of shopping at a NeXT emporium on Main Street.
If the custom-apps strategy is a positive message, then in this year of
negative political campaigning NeXT has shown it can also take the low
road. I like the fact that the company has identified its major competitor
as Sun Microsystems. Head-to-head comparative marketing is the right
ming to do, but some of the tactics employed have sunlc into the mud.
Whatever else Sun might represent, it isn't Saddam Hussein. Okay,
calling Sun "the mother of all competitors" was simply silly, but what
Jbout the NeXT Versus Sun: A World of Difference video? The video
howed two programmers working on the same problem, one using
~eXT development tools and the other using the Sun. Not surprisingly,
theSun programmer fails miserably, while the NeXT programmer not
only finishes the work but adds all kinds of bells and whistles.
The problem with this tactic is that it lacks credibility. I can't imagine
any customers who might have been sitting on the fence going for NeXT
on the basis of this trumped-up test. The message is right on the money,
Jhave already written

but the execution is crude. A move I liked better was the Booz-Allen &
Hamilton comparative study on NeXTstep versus other development
environments. Of course, this too was not exactly nonpartisan: NeXT
funded the research, although it had no role in the design or interpretation
of the study. It's the same kind of thing Apple used to do so successfully to
make its case for the Macintosh's ease of use. The results showed that
extremely high percentages of programmers with experience in both Sun
and NeXT development rated NeXTstep higher than other environments
in five major quality measures.
To me, the Booz-Allen & Hamilton study was basic blocking and
tackling, the kind of mature marketing that NeXT needs as it builds its
case. I am also noticing a new maturity in some of the other ways that
NeXT does business. In its early days, NeXT was known for its bunker
mentality, controlling everything that went on around it. Information was
jealously guarded. NeXT played favorites with its partners.
Now there are signs that NeXT is coming out of the bunker. One
indication is the formation of various interest
groups around the NeXT that are not
directly controlled by NeXT. For example,
the Association of NeXTstep Developers
International, or ANDI, promises to advocate for NeXT partners in a way it could not
if it were directly affiliated with NeXT. At
one time, NeXT might have actively discouraged such a group; now it is supportive.
The NeXT Publishing Alliance is
another interesting case. NeXT encouraged
the creation of this organization of publishing and graphics developers. But rather than
enforce a standard approach to documents,
NeXT simply put the matter on the table
and stood aside to allow individual developers to behave in their own interest.
The user-group community will be more
influential and independent than ever under the umbrella of NeXT Organizations International, or NOIR. And an association of N eXT's largest
customers, now in formation, could become immensely powerful. These
and other organizations share NeXT's basic goals, but their first loyalties
are with the needs of their own members. While we might expect some of
these organizations to come into conflict with the mother ship over particular issues in the future, NeXT is wise to allow them to develop as independent entities .
NeXT now recognizes that it can't do it all. It acknowledges this
when it says that its customers are "self-selecting." The same is true for
NeXT developers and partners. People don't buy - or support - NeXT
machines just because Steve gives a great demo. They do it because NeXT
hardware and software solve real problems and provide real benefits.
As long as NeXT focuses on real problems and benefits, both in its
technology and in its marketing, then there is every reason to believe that
the next time NeX TWORLD dips its probes in NeXT's petri dish, the
culture will be not just viable, but flourishing . •

DA N

RU B Y

is editor in chief ofNeXTWORLD.
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The idebar "Goodbye Optic;
Disk' (in "Goodbye OD, Hel
CD-ROM," NeXTWORLD
pring 1992) fails to mention
very big j tem: If you upgrade 1
Turbo model on the Cube, yo
nor be able to use your optica
anymore. No path for allowir
of the optical drive has been
announced, which comes as a
major blow.

Do o M c CwRE
We t Layfayette, Indiana

•

When you
purchase a NeXT
computer, one superfloppy disk comes
with it.
The only superfloppy disk good
enough for the NeXT generation of computers.
Toshiba's extra-high density disk with
2.88MB of formatted storage (4MB unformatted).
Toshiba developed barium ferrite as a
recording medium more than 14 years ago. We
invented the revolutionary perpendicular
recording technology that goes with it. And,
more importantly; we created a whole new
standard in disk manufacturing to match this
new media technology.
Today Toshiba's barium ferrite 2.88MB

disks are the
standard for performance and
reliability. A
standard other
manufacturers will
be pursuing for years
to come.
Available individually; or in boxes of five
or ten, wt!ve made it easy for you to follow
NeXT's cue when you buy another superfloppy
disk.
Just make the Toshiba 2.88MB disk
your NeXT.
And your NeXT.
And your NeXT.
Call1-SOO-S43-210S for the name and
number of the Toshiba dealer nearest you.

In Touch with Tomorrow

Circle 35 on reader service card

TOSHIBA

Although the optical drive is n

co t-effective means of distribl
ftware, it is a very effective s
a c medium. The articles I rea
eXTWORL D Spring 1992 ,
the new CD-ROM drive discu
discontinuing the optical. This
ridiculous. When you've got a
thing,J1)ake it work for you.
The engineers at NeXT sh
re-engineer the optical drive so
it can read CD-ROMs. The Cl
ROM could be placed inside 0
empry optical cartridge and th,
into the optical drive for readil
PETER

J. RUCKI

Pitt burgh, Pennsylvania

W'hile the optical drive seemed
promising technology several)
ago. it was plagued with reliab
problems and the cost of the c
tridges never cam e down to les
tban $140. It is not technically
sible to re-engineer the optical,
so that it can read CD-ROM
discs.-NW

eXT's concept of interperson
computing and ease-of-inform2
haring misses an opportunity t
return engineering to the teamv
approach that was prevalent be
engineering workstations - no (
could work in isolation

TOSHIBA AMERICA ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS. INC.

© 1991 Toshiba America Electronic Components. Inc.

Product and or brand names mentioned herein may be trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies.
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Thesidebar "Goodbye Optical
Disk" (in "Goodbye OD, Hello
CD-ROM," NeXTWORLD
pring 1992) fails to mention one
very bigjtem: If you upgrade to a
Turbo lUodel on the Cube, you will
nor be able to use your optical drive
anymore. No path for allowing use
of the optical drive has been
announced, which comes as a
major blow.
DOUG MCCLURE

West Layfayette, Indiana

Although the optical drive is not a
ost-effective means of distributing
software, it is a very effective storage mediulU. The articles I read in
NeXTWORLD Spring 1992 about
the new CD-ROM drive discuss
discontinuing the optical. This is
ridiculous. When you've got a good
thing, make it work for you.
The engineers at NeXT should
re-engineer the optical drive so that
I[can read CD-ROMs. The CDROM could be placed inside of an
empty optical cartridge and then
inco the optical drive for reading.
PETER

J. RUCKI

Pirrsburgh, Pennsylvania

While the optical drive seemed a
promising technology several years
Jgo, it was plagued with reliability
problems, and the cost of the cartridges never came down to less
thall $140. It is not technically posSible to re-engineer the optical drive
so that it can read CD-ROM
discs.-NW

CAD Vision
~eXTs concept of interpersonal
computing and ease-of-information
bating misses an opportunity to
return engineering to the teamwork
JPproach that was prevalent before
engineering workstations - no one
person could work in isolation and
me project's success depended on

close communication.
As an electronics engineer, I
wistfully imagine a multitalented
team of engineers and designers
working on a complex project
involving electronics, microprocessors, embedded software, mechanical fabrication, documentation, and
aesthetic design; accomplishing
their tasks at their own workstations; sending and receiving information that would let them
dovetail their work with that of
their colleagues.
Then I look at the engineering
software for the
NeXT, and I return
to my PC running
AutoCAD, OrCad,
and WordPerfect,
and I contemplate
a change of careers.
Why should stockbrokers, spooks, and
talent agents get all
the fun?
LOUIS BERTRAND

Lynden, Ontario

Clarifying
ScanTastic
In the review of
ScanTastic ("Universal Scanner Software," NeXTWORLD Spring
1992), there were several errors
and omissions that need to be
clarified.
It is possible to select only a
portion of an image for scanning
by using the selection tool to
choose a specific scan area from
the preview. The price listed in the
summary box for ScanTastic with
the Epson ES-300C should have
read $1795 . The manufacturer of
the 600ZS scanner is Microtek
Laboratories, not Microtech. The
list of scanners that are supported
has increased to include the Epson
ES-300C, Nikon LS-3510AF,
Microtek 600ZS, the XRS family,
and the Hewlett-Packard ScanJet
lIe. And since the review was

written, the price for ScanTastic
has been adjusted. Versions for
the above-mentioned flatbed scanners (not including the Nikon) are
$495 each.

piece of NeXT, it still will have
only one-sixth the financial motivation to sell a NeXT as one of its
own machines.

L ANCE GILBERT

Austin, Texas

President, Second Glance Software
Laguna Hills, California

Man and
market, Part II
I thought the two letters in the
Spring 1992 issue regarding NeXT
and Steve Jobs were valid. It is
important to
understand the
design philosophy
at NeXT and,
judging by the
machine it created,
it could serve as a
solid example to
others in this
industry and other
industries. Let's
not make the mistake of focusing
too much on
the technology
without focusing
on why it was produced and what it
was designed to
accomplish.

ADAM RICE

Vanilla review
I was pleased to see Bruce Berkoff's
letter ("I didn't write that!" NeXTWORLD Spring 1991) about his
review of Mathematica 2.0 ("Math
for the Masses,'" NeXTWORLD
Winter 1991). In your review you
sin1ply described Mathematica's
features - most of which are common to versions on other platforms.
Why no mention that NeXT is
the only workstation that supports
the Notebook front end? Why not
tell how easy it is to cut and paste
Mathematica graphics to any other
NeXTstep application? Why not
describe how much easier it is for
programmers to write custom front
ends to Mathematica in NeXTstep
than in any other development
environment?
Your review fell woefully short
by not describing how the NeXTstep environment allows Mathematica to run better than on any of
the other platforms.

President, The Cuilla Company
Grayslake, Illinois

O . DAVID SPITZLER
Manager, Higher Ed. Marketing,
NeXT Computer
Redwood City, California

Canon and NeXT

For the Record

Before saying anything encouraging
about Canon, as you did in your
piece "NeXT Goes Global"
(NeXTWORLD Winter 1991), it is
instructive to take a look at how its
deal with Apple has paid off. As it
is, Canon essentially has a lock on
authorized Mac distribution, but it
has done little to actually promote
the machine. Canon makes its own
computers and therefore has less
incentive to sell other manufacturers' products.
Even though Canon owns a

In "Simson Goes to Camp"
(NeXTWORLD Spring 1992), we
gave the wrong location for Stepstone Corporation, owner of
Objective-Co The correct address
is at 75 Glen Road, Sandy Hook,
CT06482 .

CHRIS CUILLA

NeXTWORLD welcomes your comments. Please send them to Letters
at NeXTWORLD, 501 Second St.,
San Francisco, CA 94107, or e-mail
letters@nextworld.com.
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PROJECT-MANAGEMI

MEDIA STANDARD

-

PORT TO SPARCSTAl

o ' -LINE NEXT INFO SYSTEM
The RiO'fM Desktop Film Recorder from TALUS ImagingTM cillow
NeXTl'M users to inexpensively create professional quality 35mm slides,
PolaliOid™ prints, pocket-sized overhead transparencies, and 35mm
motion picture footage. The Rio Film Recorder sells for
$6595 and comes complete with a 35mm camera back, a
Polaroid instant film back, a NeXT interface kit, Tmager™
software, user manual and 2-year factory \.varranty. The
Imager software's intuitive interface means YOLL do not
need any special training to take allY TIFF or EPS image
from any fIle on the NeXT and output a 35mm sljde
that ~00ks like it was made by a slide service bureau. T he
image-scaling feature eaables you to enlarge any portion

of a file to. fiill 35mm
a full frame image to
portion of the frame. With
of up to 4096 by
pixels, the Rio Rilm Recorder is specially designed to allow you
the image from the built-in true Adobe
interpreter that is built into your NeXT
A 4x5 film back, automatic instant film back,
motionpicture film back and a 35mm bulk-pack slide
back are also available. To place your order, or for
information abom our English or International
contact us.

NEXT MA RKETING MESSAGE
3-D GlW I-ncsJANIMATION

TALUS Imaging 11 8501{iverview Way HoustGn, Texas
Tel: (713) 556-6007 Fa:x: (713) 556-6258 Email: infu@tJ]l.

© opyright 1991 Talus Corporation . Rio, Imager and Talus Imyging arc rcgisr:crcd trademarks ofT.lus Corporation , Ne X't" is. regist.ered trademark ofNcX'" Co\nputcr;, nc,
Polaroid is the the registered trademark of the Polaroid Col'J?0I:atiO)1. Adobe and Poslcript arc registered trademarks of Adobe Systems Tncorporated.
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STREET PRICES
These are the best prices we could find, as of press time, on
in-demand NeXT products. You should be able to match
the price with a little shopping.
HARDWARE

Two MORE ITEMS -

LINKING AND HYPERTEXT AUTHORING - WENT IN THE BAG ON THE
ffilENGTH OF Expo ANNOUNCEMENTS. THE MOVEMENT IN RANKINGS IS BASED ON READER INPUT.
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LAST
QTR.

ITEM

COMMENT

BEST PRICE

WHERE

NEXTsTATION
(105MB hard drive, 8MB RAM)

$3996

Abacus,
415/759-9508

NEXTsTATION TURBO
$5096
(250MB hard drive, 16MB RAM)

Abacus,
415/759-9508

1

4

PAGE-LAYOUT PROGRAM

Could be last quarter on list

2

JPEG COMPRESSION

Do it in software?

NEXTsTATION TURBO COLOR
$7646
(250MB hard drive, 16MB RAM)

Abacus,
415/759-9508

2

SCSIOD

Third-party solution?

660MB INTERNAL DRIVE

$1185

Tecor, 408/458-3197

4

4

WORLD-CLASS SERVlCEiSUPPORT

New pricing plan a mixed
blessing

1.2GB INTERNAL DRIVE

$1785

Fast Access,
708/530-7749

U&C"·

2

$99/MIPS WORKSTATION

Magic price/performance
barrier

1.44MB FLOPPlES

$19.75/20

Fry's Electronics,
408/73 3-1770

8
6

2

SLAB \'(I]TH SLOTS

Some are calling it a "brick"

2.88MB FLOPPIES

$59/10

3

REASONABLE RAM/STORAGE

Pricing on configured Turbos
a help

NeXTConnection,
800/800-6398

4MB SIMM (monochrome)

$110

2

4

CAD SOFIWARE

Movement from Axsys and
Graphisoft

Stratum Technologies,
800/533-1744

4MB SIMM (color)

$120

1

BETTER SYSADMIN SUPPORT

Licensing, configuration
management

Stratum Technologies,
800/533-1744

2

NEXT PORTABLEiNOTEBOOK

May be a long wait

'--"'"

>
--,

QTRS.
ON LIST

PRODUCT

5
U&C""

. I

I !

OBJECT

i

7

SOFTWARE

PRODUCT

LIST

WRITENow (Appso£t)

$199

$125

COMMENT

SOFTPC (Insignia Solutions)

$499

$305

lOW-COST, ENTRY-LEVEL SYSTEM

But don't give up screen size

$495

$299

~lULTI-US ER

WORDPERFECT
(WordPerfect Corporation)

Standard IPC application

UP-AND-COMING

PROJECT-MANAGEMENT SOFIWARE

UNIX users prefer the old one

CHOICEOF KEYBOARDS

Could be a great music box
Custom apps need advanced features
Beyond custom apps

STREET

ADOBE PLUS PACK (Adobe Systems) $199

$129

DIAGRAM (Lighthouse Design)

$399

$339

CREATE (Stone Design)

$495

$419

WHO'S CALLING (Adamation)

$495

$395

Better than QuickTin1e
Great hardware needs great software
STILL

ACTIVE

COMMENT
Huge opportunity
I6-SlT COLOR UPGRADE PATH

Reward original buyers

E,\ll' USER RELATIONAL DATABASE

Custom apps not for everyone

BEST-SELLERS
These are the hottest-selling NeXT products as of press
time, according to NeXTConnection, a direct-marketing
distribution source for NeXT products. Note that
NeXT Connection handles most, but not all, NeXT products. Important exceptions include HSD's modems, scanners, and software and Stone's DataPhile and Create.
H \' R

IN

to allow you to

true Adobe
your NeXT

THE

!)

\\

.\

R

r

BAG

DATE REMOVED

COMMENT

Nov. 1991

Custom apps

Jan. 1992

3-DKit in NeXTstep 3.0

Jan. 1992

NeXT Color Printer

NrXTWORLD Expo

Jan. 1992

First of man y

OSDISTRlBlITlON VIA CD-ROM

Jan. 1992

When 3.0 ships

XEXTSTEPPORT TO INTEL PCS

Jan. 1992

Due in sunm1er

~E,\'TSUI'PORT

FOR MAc FLOPPIES

Jan. 1992

NeXTstep 3.0

SatVICSS FOR LlN}.'lNG APPLICATIONS

Jan. 1992

3.0's object linking

HYPERTEXT AUTHORING SYSTEM

Jan. 1992

Craftman, HyperCube due

CANON DOUBLE-S1DED OPTICAL DISKS (Canon USA)
2 PLI SUPERFLoPPY 2.88MB FLOPPY DRIVE (Peripheral Land)
3 DOVEFAX FAx/MODEM (Dove Computer)
4 2.88MB ED FLOPJ'Y DISKS (Toshiba America Electronic Components)
516MB MEMORY UPGRADE KIT (NeXTConnection)
SOFTWARE

1 ILLUSTRATOR 3.0 (Adobe Systems)
2 SOFTPC 2.0 (Insignia SolLltions)
3 FLoPPyWoRKS (Digital lnstnunentation Technology)
4 WORDPERFECT 1.0. 1 (WordPerfect Corporation)
5 DIAGRAM 1.1 (Lighthouse Design)
"
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Backup without getting
TAR and feathered.
Backup

If you're tired ,of st11lggling with cryptic
UNIX backup utilities, now you can back
up the way NeXT ™ intended you to easily and,intuitively. With a mere click of a
"button, Runn'ingBACKbrings you the first
user-friendly, graphical interface tape
archive 'software for NeXr computers.
Powerful features allow you to back up
'entire volumes or make sophisticated nuebased selections of individual flIes. Choose
files by date, tide, type, creatort or any combination of criteria. Or schedule unattended
backups with convenient timer scripts.
RunningBACK's cnrsor sensitive help

window eliminates backup f11lstrations

providing real-time
assistance. And it's
multiplatfonn file format will allow data
interchange with Macintosh computers.*
Bundled exclusively with the
Microtech Eclipse 2.0T 2GB DAT drive,
RunningBACK provides the only fast,
network compatible tape backup application for NeXf computers. Unless, of
course, you prefer TAR ... and feathers.

PRESS CLIPS
Denver reseller Random Access expects to do $10 mil·
lion in NeXT sales in 1992. Dale Pran, who heads the
effort, talks of a law firm that had to track 750,000
pages of documents among 16 associates. "It was
cheaper to buy 16 NeXTs, with enough storage and a
document-management program, than it was just to
make 16 copies of the documents," Pran says.

stretcbers based on great feature!
hance to win a NeXTWORLD
games begin.
This issue we look at the OL
ALAN B RODY, MARK ET I NG C OM I' U T E RS,
j AN U" RY I992
rrator, which shows itself best in
the most intriguing features of III
"They easily have the best CEO," says analyst [Robin] shapes halfway between other s[
Rather. "They have the catchiest names. Now they han
We used the Blend tool to c
one of the best platforms for techuucalleadership."
events by blending symbols deri,
ote tha t we omined pieces of e
A N D RE W JENK S, \VASH I NGTON T E C H NO L OGY,
and t he bicycle in Cycling.
D ECEM BER 1 9,1991
For each event, can you figl
We are in the business of worrying about improved
blends combine symbols in equa
technology and the benefits it will bring to a Uof us who halfway between symbols Band
use computers. We really, really do care about whether the events.
those vendors are going to make bener computers. And
in that respect, NeXT is one of the few companies thar
't ONYM CHAINS
has even attempted to define and build a better comHow do you get from here to thl
puter system in the past five years.
saurus, you can get there by jum
EDI TO R I AL I N i NFO W!O R L D ,
here - hitherto - yet - besides - I
D ECEM BE R 16, 1 9 91
Your chall enge is to find thl
ix word pairs: work/play, up/do
Unlike a lot of people who think the computer indus·
cube! ph ere. Rules: For consecut
try's maturing, I think it's in jts infancy. I think there an
onym o f the other in Digital wet
technological breakthroughs that happen once every til
Multiple-word phrases, obscene
years, maybe. And that those technologica l break·
ated w0rds are not allowed.
throughs have the force to reshape the tools that we
Address entries to Puzzle E<
build, and to reshape the industry along with them, as
Francisco, CA 94107. Or fax it t
certain companies pay anention to them earlier and
tain compalues wake up fairly late.
1(, write us a note about the mag
Enrries must be received by May
r NT I: KV1E \'{1 \XI I i' H S T EV E JOU $, MI C J{ O TlM LS,
WO RLD T-shirt.
FEBRU ARY "14, '1 9 92

MIX

For more information on RunningBACK
or Microtech International's complete line
of NeXf storage and memOlY products call:

DSP fax modem
i·tinkGmbH
49130/78·] -7055

CAD

800-325-1895
International inquiries: 203-468-6223.

VISA

DXF-tO-NeXT file·format converter

DTP/GRAPHICS
J\prsoIT DRAW
Version 2.0 of the old
TopDraw
Appsoft
415/617-8440

Eclipse CD,
Eclipse 2. OT Tape Backup,
Eclipse internal and
e..'Cternal hard drives
from 200MB -13GB,
Eclipse 50R Removable.

PlXEL MA GICIAN

Graphics file-form at
conversion

Bacchus Software
310/820-9145
CONNECTIVITYI
COMMUNICATIONS
C OCONET H OST

N11ICROTECH
I N T ERN A T ION A L ,

INC.

©1991 Mitrotech International, Inc., 158 Commerce Street, East Haven, CT 06512. All trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
'Requires purchase of RunningBACK software for the Macintosli. Micri)tech reserves the right to change specifications without notice.

Conferencing and
electronic BBS
Coconut Computing
619/456-2002

COMMUNlCAE 2.0
Conu1lLlllications pac~
with terminal emulation
Active Ingredients
617/576·2000
CUB' X-WrNDOW

XllR4 server for NeXT
machines
Cub'x Systemes
33/1/46-93-29-25
D ATALfNK FOR ORACLE

Information retrieval fO!
use in Informix Software'
Wingz
Fusion Systems Group
212/285-8001

Graphisoft
4151737-8665

uoille and presentation tool
Lighthouse Design
800/366·2279
D ECISIO

BUILDER

Expert-system development kit
Marble Software Prod ucts
40 1436-7299
lJveWlRE
Productivity groupware
Adnmatioll
.1 10/452·5252
~tVLink

E XECUTOR' XL

Bind real-time and historicallllarker

Mac emulator to run
Microsoft Excel
Abacus Research and
Development
505/766-9115

data to NeXT applications
t> larket Vision
2121227-1610

Circle 2 on reader service card
8
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f worrying about improved
:fits it will bring to all of us who
y, really do care about whether
to make better computers. And,
one of the few companies that
efine and build a better comfive years.

Each issue of NeXTWORLD, NeXTGames will challenge you with brain
metchers based on great features of the NeXT environment. You'll also get a
hance to win a NeXTWORLD T-shirt. So sharpen your pencil and let the
games begin.
This issue we look at the outstanding illustration package Adobe lllusmllOr, which sbows itself best in the pure PostScript world of NeXT. One of
the most intriguing features of Illustrator is the Blend tool, which creates
Ihapes halfway between other shapes.
We used tbe Blend tool to create symbols for twelve imaginary O lympic
events by blending symbols derived from the 1972 Summer Olympic Games.
~ote thar we omitted pieces of equipment such as the soccer ball in Soccer
and the bicycle in Cycling.
For each event, can you figure out which two symbols we blended? All
blends combine symbols in equal proportions. For instance, event 1 is
hal~vay between symbols Band D. Check your answers below. Bonus: Name

~1BER

16 , 1991

ho think the computer indus's in its infancy. I think there are
ughs that happen once every ten
those technological breakto reshape the tools that we
e industry along with them, as
ttention to them earlier and cerI fairly late.
STEV E J O I~ S , MI C R O T/M ES,
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COMMUNICAE 2.0
Comnlllnications package
with terminal emulation
Active Ingredients

F. Volleyball

can get there by jlill1ping from synonym to synonym six times:
here - hitherto - yet - besides - beyond - yon - there.
YOll!" challenge is to find the shortest possible synonym chains for tbese
.ixwQrd pairs: work/play, up/down, slowlfast, begin/end, next/previous,
cube/sphere. Rules: For consecutive words, one word must be listed as a synonym of the other in Digital Webster's. Parenthetical words may be omitted.
},!Iulriple-word phrases, obscene words (preceded by an asterisk), or hyphenated words are not allowed.
Address entries to Puzzle Editol; NeXTWORLD, 501 Second St., San
Francisco, CA 94107. Or fax it to us at 415/978-3196. And while you're at
It, write us a note about the magazine, or send us your NeXTGames ideas.
Entries must be received by May 15, 1992. Winners will receive a NeXT\VORLD T-shirt.

617/576-2000

CUB'X-WlNDOW
XllR4 server for NeXT
machines
Cub'x Systemes
33/1/46-93-29-25

DATALlNK FOR ORACLE
Information retrieval for
use in Iruormix Software'
Wingz
Fusion Systems Group
212/285-8001

EXECUTOR-XL
Mac emulator to run
Microsoft Excel
Abacus Research and
Development
505/766-9115

BUSINESS
CoNaJRRENCE
Oudine and presentation tool
Lighthouse Design
W366-2279

OraSiONBUILDER
bperr-system development kit
~larble Software Products
-108/436-7299

lM: \XIrRE
Prodnctivity groupware
Alhmation
-101452-5252

.\lV Link
Rindsreal-time and historical market
d.!!lI to NeXT applications
~Iarket Vision
1111227-1610

JL J2...

5.

9.

DATABASE

612/822-1604

SOUND HOUSE
Inexpensive sOlUld recorder
MIDIapolis Systems

ELECrROFILE
Manages scanned-in document
images
Insight Software

612/822-1604

503/222-2425

UTILITIES

FIUMASTER
Free-form data-management tool
Telemedia

2.

3.

6.

505/345-4800

412/321-5850

PARABASE
Database tool set
IP Design

10.

8.

11.

D-CC COMPILER
High-performance optimizing
Ccompiler
Diab Data
415/571-1700

D-F77 COMPILER
High-performance optinllzing
Fortran compiler
Diab Data
DISPLAY POSTSClUl'T SYSTEM
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT KIT
Tools aod reference materials for
Display PostScript
Adobe Systems
ElFFEL
Eiffellanguage compatible with
Interface Builder
Rock Solid Software Engineering

MAClNDISK TOSHBROWSER
Interface to Macintosh diskerres
Impact Software Pu blishing

ALBUM
Scrapbook for text, graphics, sound,
and UNIX scripts
Forty-two Software

607/277-8623

49/40/38-19-24

MODEL BUILDER
Object-set framework for bllilding
simulations of complex systems
Simplex Systems

CRAFTMAN
Hypertext, scripting language, drawing, and data-management envi.ron-

OPENADA COMPILER
Certi£ied Ada compiler
Meridian Software

tuent

714/72 7-0700

Xanthus International

POWER PALETTES
Interface Builder object palettes
RDR
703/591-8713

SERlAL SOLUTIONS
Interface Builder object palette with
UNIX serial drivers
BenaTong
614/276-7859

STORAGE
ECLIPSE l.2T
1GB DAT backup system
Microtech International
203/468-6223

800/833-6687

415/321-3720

LANGUAGES AND TOOLS

12.

415/571 -1700

310/394-1820

46/8/612-8995

4.

7.

ENGAGE
NeXTstep Wmkspace extension
Atherton Software Works

206/448-0845

Cycling

[!drnE]w

DATAPHILE
Flat-file database manager
Stone Design

SWOOP'N
Series of business utilities
Paget Press

J.

l£'J ~ lLJ LJ1J

SOUND BURSTS
Percussion and effects digital sound
collections
MIDIapolis Systems

49/30/784-9864

H. Soccer I. Wall-contact Sports

w~1J;l1;;l

SOUND

DOTS
Printer support for non-NeXT
printers
Federico Heinz Consulting

G . Basketball

lE6][]0
1.

ONYM CHAINS
How do you get from here to there? If you' re using Digital Webster's the-

4151737-8665

E. Swimming

[3J[]~0BJ

lheevenrs.

OXF-to-NeXT file-format converter
Graphisoft

D. Fencing

w~wllJL3

I.lUTlIS, YOLl

LI N I N FO W! O RLD.

C. Boxing

805/685-6869

ENTERTAINMENT
Ragnarok: Twilight of the Gods
Animated strategy game
David Joerg Productions
617/493-3418

313/285-1915
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Born to Code
ayson Adams, the 24-yearold founder of Atherton
Software Works, reclines in
the chair of his tiny Silicon
Valley office and talks
about starting a new company. "Yeah, it's a little scary, but
it's nice, too, because 1 can write
whatever 1 want in terms of code,"
he says, laughing somewhat nervously. "That's what 1 love to do the
most - write code."
Adams, who taught himself how
to program at the age of 12, says he
also has wanted to run a software
company "far back as high school."
When Mac software development
was the hot market for enthusiastic
young programmers, he was still pursuing his degree in electrical engineering at Stanford. Then NeXT
came along, and he hooked his
wagon to it - first as a strategicdeveloper engineer at NeXT, helping
developers that NeXT especially
wanted to see working on the platform. Last November, his
entrepreneurial dream intact, he
began a leave of absence from NeXT
and took the plunge into business.
His goal for Atherton is a simple
one: "1 want this to be a small company that churns out great software.
And it has to be fun. I'm only going
to do it if I'm having fun doing it."
While still at NeXT, Adams created NewsGrazel; an application that
enables Internet-news readers to
quickly access the topics in which
they're interested through a simple
Browser-like interface. He created
it for his own use, but since he
began distributing it as a freeware
program, it's become a standard
mode of communication within the
NeXT community.
Shortly after starting Atherton,
Adams set his mind to more specific
information-management strategies. With more and more corpora-

tions entering the NeXT market, he
realized that users would need to
manage larger and larger inform a tion bases, such as live news feeds
like DowVision and Reuters. Very
often, this information is automatically dumped into a folder in a
bookshelf and almost forgotten .
How, he asked himself, can users
easily access and use that data? His

to search for the right phrase, "No,
filters, that access data streaming
in." Adams showed NewsExplorer
at NeXTWORLD Expo with a
demo using a simulated DowVision
news feed. The program searched
for all articles relating to his keyword, "economy," then displayed
them in both an indexed window
and a summary window that acts
like a ticker tape, displaying headlines in a stream that flows across
the bottom of the screen.
With Global Information

indicate which articles he's inter·
eith Olhfs sits in
ested in and tell the program to
office overlookin
search in the future for similar
Redwood City
cles. The software might return
Marina and doo!
statement to th e screen II'ke, "ij
looking for articles on kangaroo These aren't just any doodles,
social habits and parenting tech. though: they're carefully crafte
niques." The software uses a S a 2-bit-deep grid of 48 by 48 j:
cific keyword-based alaorithm They're NeXTstep icons.
· b out SI.
Ohlfs I' S NeXT's interface
struchue that can fIgure
larities between articles and then cialist. As resident artist, he's d
generate sophisticated query s practically all of the icons that
tures. "Users may not realize tha eXT uses. He's also responsl
certain words do a better job of for a large part of the comput(
describing types of articles they' di tinctive look, from NeXTstl
interested in than words they'd three-dimensional controls to 1
think of naturally," Adams says. anti-aliased icons that seem to
Those rules can be built into the
software. "Having the ,"VJ.UIJU'CI
the work maximizes the
he says.
Atherton's resources toward
ing users use information once il
comes into the computer.
his other new application (see

Jayson Adams helps users get a window

on the world of information.

answer took the form of NewsExplorer, a program that can be used
to search for and retrieve articles
from electronic feeds . Using keywords, users can then assemble the
articles they're interested in.
"NewsExplorer has queries .. ."
he pauses, as the creator of an
information-retrieval system would,

Group, a small Chicago-based software developer that specializes in
sophisticated news-retrieval applications, Adams has been working
on expanding the software's abilities, so it can build logical arguments from models chosen by
the user.
For example, he explains, a

review in this issue), is "a
twist to Application Dock
with multiple levels - it lets you
ate a dock to guide work flow,"
says. Users can define different
els in the dock by project, time,
workgroups, and can include
images, text, and sound files.
Adams is also working on "per·
sonal information" software
corporate-bulletin board aDIDilcatx
As much as he loves to
code, Adams always keeps the
goals of the user in mind: "I
to help people manage informa·
tion," he says, "because p",'nrr,n.
bombarded with information
days. The trick is to not get
whelmed by it." f
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: can access a scientific
news feed and highlight
on kangaroos. He can then
which articles he's interll1d tell the program to
the future for similar arti·
software might return a
It to the screen like, "User
'or articles on kangaroo
bits and parenting techThe software uses a speNord-based algorithm
: that can figure out simietween articles and then
sophisticated query strucJsers may not realize that
rords do a better job of
19 types of articles they're
:i in than words they'd
naturally," Adams says.
Jes can be built into the
. "Having the computer do
~ maximizes the results,"
ms wants to also focus
resources toward helpuse information once it
to the computel: Engage
new application (see
nd Suspenders" for a
1 this issue), is "a different
\pplication Dock-extenders
ltiple levels - it lets you cre:k to guide work flow, " he
:rs can define different lev•dock by project, tin1e,
ups, and can include
:ext, and sound files .
; also working on "per'o rmation" software and a
e-bulletin board application.
llllCh as he loves to write
lams always keeps the
the user in mind: "I want
,eople manage infonna: says, "because everyone'
led with information these
e trick is to not get overI by it." •
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Resident Artistry
eith Olhfs sits in his
office overlooking the
Redwood City
Marina and doodles.
These aren't just any doodles,
though: they're carefully crafted on
a2-bit-deep grid of 48 by 48 pixels.
They're NeXTstep icons.
Ohl£s is NeXT's interface specialist. As resident artist, he's drawn
practically all of the icons that
eXT uses. He's also responsible
for a large part of the computer's
distinctive look, from NeXTstep's
three-dimensional controls to the
anti-alia·sed icons that seem to have

more resolution than the screen
should permit. He's also worked
with NeXT's designers in developing key aspects of the NeXTdimension. And now, he's working
on an exciting new crop of NeXT
graphics processors,
Ohlfs first knew he was an
artist back in elementary school, he
says, when he won second place in
a haunted house poster contest. He
started playing with computer art
in high school, designing the graphics for an Apple II adventure game
called Super Hero. While he was
earning a B.A. in illustration at San

Czar
f you ran into Sergei Morozov at NeXTWORLD Expo" you may
have thc:mght! you had met a master Russian folk artisan.: His personal calliNg cards took the form of enameled pins with the NeXT
logo painted on them. He ptesented Steve Jdbs with an enameled
silver urn that he made himself.
In fact, the burly :Kussian is the vi~e-chief of th~ cornm1lllication
tMrhn"nt of the Presidium of the Russian. Academy of Seiences. a, tireless
of Russia's infant peFsonal-computer industry, and an enthusiasin NeXT teehnology.
That last rdle is a ,nri£1e difficult in a country wneJ;e ,t he average wagebrings home the eqwvaleBt of $4 a month and workstation-level
are irn,possibte to buy be€ause of US. export restrictiens. But
are always ways around such inconviences for the inventive Morowho raised Western capital to acquire his two NeXT systems by makselling enamel-painted stacked wooden Matroshka dolls.
as part of :his drive to bring Western-style personal computing to
the former Soviet Union, Moroentrepreneur Sergei Morozov may be
zov is seeking to expand his
NeXT's unlikeliest advocate.

- dest N eXT
.
11anon
' mto
. a
mo
.. msta
full-scale NeXT distributorship
for the independen't republics.
Morozov uses the NeXT
machines at one of his several
private ventures, Science Production Enterprises (known by the
Russian initials NPP), to publish
a catalog of new Russian business ventures to interest prospective foreign investors.
NPP's otheli NeXT project

P HOTOGRAPH BY J UlI'E CBASE

Jose State University,
one of h is teachers
introduced him
to some people at
Adobe Systems who
were designing an
program called Illustrator. Ohlfs joined
the development
team, creating images
and debugging the
program.
When Susan
Kare, then NeXT's
crea ti ve director,
NeXT graphics wizard Keith Olhfs lives at the crossroads
of design and technology.
noticed Ohlfs's work
small program designed to show off
in Adobe's advertisements, she
some of the features of Display
asked him if he would like to draw
PostScript. Soon the program grew
some things for NeXT. "One thing
into a full application - Icon,
led to another and in the spring of
'87 I graduated and took a full-time shipped as a demo program with
NeXT's system software.
position doing illustration and
"Icon was very buggy," says
design for NeXT's software
Ohlfs. "It crashed if you pushed the
group," recalls Ohlfs.
wrong button at the wrong time. It
Once at NeXT, though, Ohlfs
began to program. It started with a
was also very unintuitive. ~
uses the machines for high-quality document imaging of the art 'tireaStlJ1es
of the famed Tretrekovsky Gallery in St. Petersbmg. By scamilng documents and artwerk that are otherw:ise not available for public viewing
because they are so old and fragile, NPP hopes to make the works avail~
able to domestic and international art lovers by electronic displ'ay or reproduction in printed art books.
Morozov's in.volvement with computers began when he was working
as a medical researcher in microcirculation at the Russian Academy 01 Sciences. In 1986, he helped install the academy's 'first computer ,iiletwotk of
S6 Wang computers, later replaced with ffiM PCs. In the process, MOLOzov switched his research from medicine 'to microelectt:onics.
The new regime has not brought about much change for the average
Russian citizen, says Morozov. While a skilled computer programmer may
make as much as $30 per month, Morozov says that the defioiencies of the
edu€ational system and lack of Russian software tools provide scant
opportunities for native software development. Only a handful of new
programs appear on the market each year, according to ,Morozov, aFrO'
most computers are only used as word processors.
Morozov expects this will change, and he may have found a believer in
NeXT CEO Steve Jobs. Recently appointed by George Bush to the President's Export Committee, Jobs has a keen interest in Russian computing. "T
always felt that the Soviet Union needed computers, but I feared they woul'd
end up with MS-DOS/' Jobs says. If J0bs Wants to hell" the computer
industry in Russia, he knows where to 100k for his first advocate. •
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Point of order

C

.... Point of Order

the lawyers' routine work. 1of the first NeXTstations went
the firm's higher-paid employee

hange has always come slowly in the legal profession,

turn-of-the-century legal eagle Clarence Darrow walked i features for real cost savings
into the offices of high-tech patent attorneys Marger
e.xample, Marger Johnson's la\\
son McCollom & Stolowitz, he'd see plenty of it. While must submit both written mate
might feel at home amid the clutter of briefs and docu- and graphics with patent applic
ments, he'd do a double-take at the sleek NeXTstation in the corner. nons. NeXT's operating system
Lawyering is no longer a on~-man affair; today, volumes of inforn them r un word processing and
tion must pass between a law firm 's counselors and its support staff - graphics programs simultaneou
that means having powerful computers. "Here and now, right out of the and link changes in written doc
box, this machine will do more to promote connectivity within a law ment to accompanying drawin
office than any other computer," says Alex Johnson, senior partner and
Lawyers also rely on progr;

A new generation of office productivity software that
dramatically streamlines the way you work

-v Scheduling
A powerful multi-user calendar manages appointments and to-do items for
you and your colleagues. Others can
access your schedule without seeing
confidential items. Set alarms for any
appointment. Attach appointments to
names.

-v Note Pads
Type in ideas on the fly and organize
them in custom note folders . Does a
note refer to a document? Drag the
document's icon into the note body.
Do colleagues work with the data too?
Make a shared folder that your group
can use as a common bulletin board.

-v Names and Contacts
OnDuty gives you a versatile names
database. Group names into folders you
define, like clients, leads, friends, ...
Track all appointments, calls, letters,
faxes, etc. with your contacts. Look at
just your own activity log for a contact or
your entire group's.

-v Optional Tools
OnDuty allows special tools to be added
as separate modules. DIT's first add-on
module, coming soon, will allow
OnDuty to share appointments, name
and reminder data with the Sharp® WizardT'" hand-held organizer.

In today's business world you need easy-to-use, yet
sophisticated tools to manage information and schedules.
OnDuty is the answer.

Digital
Instrumentation
Technology, Inc.
127 Eastgate Dr. #20500. Los Alamos. NM 87544
(505) 662-1459 FAX: (505) 662-0897

© Copyright 1991 Digital Instrumentation Technology, Inc. OnDuty, DIT. and
the DIT logo are trademarks of Digital
Instrumentation Technology. Inc. All
other trademarks referenced are the service mark. trademark. or registered
trademark of their respective owners.

Circle 10 on reader service card
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co-founder of the
Portland, Oregon
firm . Marger Johnson has chosen the
NeXTstation as its
office standard, with
12 machines already
installed and three
more expected by the
end of this year.
On the NeXTstation, Johnson can
format documents
without memorizing
strings of complex
commands. Blmdled
software lets him

count billable hours and or
jl;;nCjULUe~

that, for patent renew
stretch as far ahead as 20

McCOLLOM &
STOLOWlTZ. INC.

"'~'."M...l ..

llsing Insignia Solutior

emulation program, aUa
them to run DOS-based fina

PAT BNT. TRADEMARK ANO
CQI'YR,l GII1' LAwn:RS

send mail and faxes to clients and co-workers with the click of a
Johnson says in the future he plans to expand this connectivity by
on-line with clients to edit documents and by dictating documents dit
into the computer.
Interestingly, it was the release of Microsoft Windows 3.0 for pes
drove Johnson to abandon his existing base of DOS machines and ch
the NeXT. "Windows 3.0 was intended to bring to DOS users what
users had long had," says Johnson. "We did a cost analysis of DOS
machines with Windows and found that we had to go to '386 machinl!!
make full use of 3.0. " The company then considered buying similarly
priced Mac lIcx's and networking them with its PCs, but fOlmd that wit!
additional hardware and software needs, the cost would equal that o£lti
end workstations.
That's where the NeXTstation came in. Marger Johnson tried out
versions of Sun Microsystems's SPARCstation SLC and the NeXTstatilr
both of which cost $4995. Johnson said that although the Sun machine
was an able performe1; the NeXTstation came equipped with bundled
software, e-mail, and voice annotation. And the NeXT machine is poi
for adding new technology as it comes along.
"What I liked about NeXT is that the hooks are there - when new
technology is available, they're ready," Johnson says. Major operation
such as maintaining the company's database of case and docket infor
tion, have been moved to the NeXT from DOS machines. So has aU
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Point of Order
of the lawyers' routine work. Most
of the first NeXTstations went to
the firm's higher-paid employees,
the legal profession, but il because they were most likely to use
arence Darrow walked
its features for real cost savings. For
It attorneys Marger John- example, Marger johnson's lawyers
i see plenty of it. While he must submit both written materials
:er of briefs and docuand graphics with patent applica.tation in the corner.
tions. NeXT's operating system lets
day, volumes of informathem run word processing and
md its support staff - and graphics programs simultaneously
nd now, right out of the
and link changes in written doculectivity within a law
ments to accompanying drawings.
son, senior partner and
Lawyers also rely on programs
that colmt billable hours and on
databases that keep track of project
schedules that, for patent renewals,
may stretch as far ahead as 20
years. Some lawyers at the firm are
currently using Insignia Solutions's
SofrPC emulation program, allowing them to run DOS-based financial programs like Intuit's Quicken.
Marger Johnson's lawyers are also
using Lotus Improv for time cap-

ture and financial projections.
Interest in Marger johnson's
work with the NeXT has been so
great that the firm helped lawlCh a
small custom-software and systemsconsulting firm called Inherent
Technologies. The company has
developed a complex vertical application that can act as a legal-docket
manager, a service interface for the
LexislNexis legal database, and a
client/server database for the legal
community.
"The key for us was our own
judgment that they have a winner
with this machine," said Johnson.
"Our feeling is that we're adopting
not just an open architecture by
moving into the UNIX world, but a
world of open-ended possibilities."
It's a world never envisioned by the
likes of Clarence Darrow. •
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Resident Artistry
Ironically, I paid little attention to
the user interface, and it shows. "
Buggy as it was, though, Icon was
the program Steve Jobs used to
wow journalists with the NeXT's
color capabilities at the introduction of the '040 machines.
Ohl£s has since rewritten Icon
and given it a new name: Image,
which NeXT licensed to be released
by Appsoft in the first quarter of
1992. Appsoft Image is a fullfeatured pixel editor, with retouching and blending capabilities. Its
Composite Lab lets the user combine TIFF images in a compo siting
window, taking advantage of the
NeXT's alpha channel (which can
be used to assign degrees of transparency to pixels) for realistic
effects. (Ohlfs used an early version
of the program to combine the
images on the "Plunging into
Color" cover for the Fall 1991 issue
of NeXTWORLD .)

Ohlfs has also written an animation program for the NeXT that
is similar to MacroMind's Director'
on the Macintosh, but with extra
punch. Among its features is an inbetweening function that automati.cally generates intermediate frames
between two defined drawings.
These days, Ohlfs jokes that he
writes programs only as a hobby, in
his spare time. "Programming is an
addictive disease," he says. "It's
nice to have so much control over
the tools that you use day-to-day,
and be able to design new ones
fairly quickly. But sometimes you
get caught up in the design of your
tools and forget about actually
using them to do creative work. I'm
really not supposed to be getting
paid for programming; I'm supposed to be designing." •
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(214) 680-2060 '
FAX (214) 680-0537
269 West Renner Road
Richardson. Texas 75080
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Field
Reports
Hot topics and goings-on in
the NeXT user community

Threads from the Net
Optical mourned. The most lengthy

and noisy debates centered around
the demise of the optical and its
"replacement" by the new NeXT
CD-ROM distribution strategy.
Amid flurries of new and old OD
sales (some masquerading as Cube
sales), posters expressed confusion
and pain; some said they felt abandoned. A straw poll of readers
showed that by almost 30-to-l,
respondents favored NeXT providing some way for OD customers to
use their drives with new NeXT
machines. Several discussed methods to implement an OD-to-SCSI

solution without NeXT's help.

*
CD-ROM jitters. In related threads,

NeXT's new CD-ROM strategy
came under fire. Although some
posters pointed out the advantages
of the media (cheap distribution
costs and large storage capacity),
others were discouraged by NeXT's
lack of warning and the potential
for future system releases to be so
large that CD-ROM might be
required to "see" the whole system
on smaller hard-drive systems. Old
OD owners were afraid the system
wouldn't fit onto one OD, making
the purchase of a CD-ROM drive
a virtual necessity. In any case,
BANG and other user groups have
stepped in, promising to make
Release 3.0 available on OD to any
licensed customer.

*
Custom strategy. NeXT's new mar-

keting strategy based on missioncritical custom applications was
hotly discussed. Some felt this was
a temporary, necessary digression
for NeXT to create sales. Others
felt it discouraged sales of productivity apps and hurt NeXT's faithful
community of longtime developers
and educational users. A related
thread debated the NeXT versus
Sun video: Many believed it was
biased and unfairly skewed toward
NeXTstep, while at the same time
holding that the underlying premise
- NeXTstep is a superior development environment - is true and
has not been trumpeted strongly
enough by NeXT in the past.

*
Electronic free libraries. The NeXT

archives are expanding and many
other sites now have information of
interest to NeXT users. Project
Gutenberg will be placing hundreds
of electronic books on-line over the

next few years in formats cOlnpatilRuml[)rs. The excited talk after I
ble with Digital Librarian. Titles
on NeXT's rumored R
workstation, with several poste
currently include Alice in
land, some Doctor Suess books, passing on reports that the mac
Christmas Carol, the King]ames will use the Motorola 88110 d:
Bible, The Origin of Species, and and offer built-in multiprocessc
writings by Einstein, Yeats, Bob upport. Base speeds of 100-2C
Dylan, and others.
MIPS were bandied about, wit!
po ibility t!1at DSP and NeXT
dimension functionality might '
Journal of success. One recent able to run in software. The
poster's article, "A Day in the Life prospect of interactive Rended
of a NeXT User," was a compelI' on such a machine made many
example of how a NeXT machint readers drool.
can really add up to more than I
sum of its parts. Leveraged by the
NeXT, this HSD salesperson
The dark side. There were repc
described how every aspect of his of r eXTs being stolen at an
daily job was made more efficielll increasing rate, a good sign in
and effective through the use of . twisted sort of way. Postings 0
NeXTmail, the Internet archives, 'etare helping to track down
and fax distribution of new prod tolen machines and prevent ft
aimouncements. More stories in thieves from getting away wid
future from others could make fOf ing them.
continued good reading.

*

*

*

*

Think. Organize. Communicate. Few are born with the ability to excel at all three. One software system is. Who's Calling? The most

for the single us

advanced contact management and scheduling program there is. With modules for group scheduling, tracking client information, con-

into Who's Call;,

versation histories and live network messages. Who's Calling? has multi-media capability. And plenty of flexibility and power- as much

or NeXTConne<

What if you could be as slllart as this.

Organized as this.
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years in formats compati1 Digital Librarian. Titles
Iy include Alice in Wonder)me Doctor Suess books, A
'las Carol, the King James
rhe Origin of Species, and
s by Einstein, Yeats, Bob
and others.
TV

*
of success. One recent
; article, "A Day in the Life
~XT User," was a compelling
Ie of how a NeXT machine
.lly add up to more than the
its parts. Leveraged by the
this HSD salesperson
,ed how every aspect of his
)b was made more efficient
:ective through the use of
mail, the Internet archives.,
x distribution of new produa
ncements. More stories in the
from others could make for
ued good reading.

Rumors. The excited talk after Expo
centered on NeXT's rumored RISC
workstation, with several posters
passing on reports that the machine
will use the Motorola 88110 chip
and offer built-in multiprocessor
~upport. Base speeds of 100- 200
~lIPS were bandied about, with a
possibility that DSP and NeXTdimension functionality might be
able to run in software. The
prospect of interactive RenderMan

I

*
,lIing? The most

on such a machine made many
readers drool.

*
The dark side. There were reports
of NeXTs being stolen at an
I/lCreasing rate, a good sign in a
twisted sort of way. Postings on the
~et are helping to track down these
stolen machines and prevent future
thieves from getting away with sell-

109 them.

*

Net stats. Traffic in the various subgroups of comp.sys.next had
reached a steady stream of about
80 messages per day, 70 percent in
the .misc group and the rest split
evenly between the programmer
and sysadmin group, when NeXTWORLD Expo hit. Volume quickly
rose by a factor or two or more in
the period just before and after the
Expo, and overall traffic was up by
50 percent for all of January and
early February. There were discussions of new splinterings of the
group into sections on advocacy,
hardware, equipment for sale, and
competition.

hour shifts, in addition to 500
hours of work before the show. The
United Kingdom and Japan shared
awards for the most member-miles
traveled to the show.

*
UK online. The NeXT User Group
(United Kingdom) has begun operation of an on-line, NeXT-specific
information service, known as
NeXTei. The modem supports
CCIrr Y.21, Y.22, and Y.22bis and
V.32 data rates, as well as MNP
LevelS and CCIrr Y.42bis. The
protocol is 8 data bits, 1 stop bit,
and no parity. The number to dial is
44/844/28-660, e-mail: uk-nextusers@ohm.york.ac.uk.

User Group News
Expo stats. Over 100 user groups
from 33 countries were represented
at NeXTWORLD Expo in January.
Volunteers from around the world
worked 1000 hours in 250 four-

*
NeXLAW user group is fonning.
NeXLAW will be an electronic
NeXT user group for lawyers, legal
educators, and other legal professionals who use NeXT computers

in their practice and teaching of
law. This e-mail group will try to
meet annually at N eXTWORLD
Expo, and perhaps at American Bar
Association fUllCtions as well. For
more information contact Gregory
Miller at Inherent Technologies,
P.O. Box 1357, Portland, OR
97207, or at Marger Johnson
McCollom & Stolowitz, 503/2223613. E-mail can be sent to
gam@techlaw.com or nexlawrequest@techlaw.com.

*
NOIR. It means " black" in French,
but it also stands for NeXT Organizations International. Formed in
October, this federation of user
groups had its first organizational
meeting at Expo. NOIR already
boasts more than 100 member
groups. It provided the Expo volunteers and hosted a full-day International User Group conference at
Expo. The German groups hosted a

for the single user as for the network. The program can be modified to fit each user's needs or Adamation can tailor custom applications

.formation, con-

into Who S Calling? If you want your business to think better, plan better, and communicate better, act today. Contact your NeXT reseller

power-as much

or NeXTConnection at 1 (SOO) SOO -NeXT for pricing and ordering information.

I
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Calling?'"

WHO'S CALLING?

from ADAMATION.

For productivity,
its the NeXT logical step.lM

this.

Cornllmnicate like this.

Circle 8 on reader service card
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small get-together for European
user groups at the giant CeBIT
computer show in Hannover, Germany, in early March.

*
In the groups. Chris Bradley
(cbradley@convex.com) is the new
head of DANG, the Dallas group.
George Fankhauser of the Zurich
group reports that a big party
called Out in the Green is planned
for June 4. No laptops or pocket
cales allowed. Contact george@
nice.usergroup.ethz.ch.

*
Fifth column. VATNUG, the Virginia Tech NeXT User Group, is
campaigning to convince the university computer science depart-

ment's PC-selection committee to
choose N eXT. The committee
awards the contract to a workstation vendor for the computer
science department's undergrad-

uate-purchase requirement.

*
Presence at shows. The Nova Sco-

tia NeXT Society (abbreviated as
NS2) was at the Delhousie computer fair March 2-4. The Boston
Comp uter Society held a very popular meeting at Spring Seybold in
February that featured a reception
by Jonathan Seybold and demonstrations by a bevy of vendors. The
NeXT section of the Club M acintosh of Montreal will have a booth
at the SIMM (Salon International
de l'Informatique de Montreal)
Computer Show on June 3- 5 at the
Place Bonaventure Exhibition H all
in Montreal. The SIMM show is
the largest in Quebec. Contact
paulhus@cs.mcgill.ca or call
514/939-0382 (message).

*
Dead cube? There were signs at the
Expo that the Cube may be dying.

ISS ION • CRITICAL DEVELOPMENT
If this is your problem •••
OTI is your solution!

Profess iona l development
tools to extend the
Interfa ce Bui lder from
the first commercia l
deve loper of IB pa lettes

OBJECTIVE TECHNOLOGIES I

. 212·227·6767
palettes@object.com

Circle 38 on reader service card
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Upgrade paths for future NeXT
products were hinted at but not
promised, and faithful customers
were worried. NeXTdimension customers are especially outraged since
ND went up in price, and only
boards (not ND systems) are now
being sold. Without a daughterboard for compression, and no
announced future, ND seems like a
dead end (one long thread even
explored NeXTstation Color
boards as a Cube color upgrade
alternative) . Many posters were
upset, especially about NeXT's
refusal to say anything definite.

*
Vision in black. One developer, worried about the above issues, yet
taken by the enthusiasm of the

Expo, wrote and performed a song
during Expo that was later
recorded by Nathan]. and-the
NeXTsteps on a nearby NeXTstation. It recounts the excitement

and occasional dangers of
a NeXTstep man and a
guy." Copies of the 8-bit NeXT
sound were placed on the
Grazer posting contained
Icons that when double-clicked
automatically downloaded the
sound from the archives,
de archived it, and then opened
lyrics and credits in Edit while
playing the sound on the NeXT.
The artistic merits of the song
a matter of some debate, with
professional songwriter John
Barlow offering a scathing
comment . •

by C H A -RL ES L . P E R K I N S
D AN

L AV I N

..pctitors in t he workstati o n
market have recentl y combined opera tions to bolster
thtl strength of th e Advanced
Computi ng Environment co nsortium. M IPS Computer
y terns and Silico n Graphics
announced an ag reement to
merge compan ies . " By joinin ~
with MIPS, we will poo l t he
world's most ta lented compllter scienti sts to continue
d ' liveri ng rhe indu stry's best
RI arch itectures," said SiliCOIl Graphics CEO Ed wa rd
Me: racken. SGr wil l absorb
MIPS's sa les and m anufacNJ:ing funct io ns, while a new
subSidiar y, M IPS Techn ologi es, hea ded by Ro bert G.
Miller of MIPS, will foc us on
r carch and development.

eXT CEO Steve J obs was
reccm.ly named to Fortune
magazine's National Business
I lall of Fa me fo r hi s r ole in
fou nding the pe rsonal com puter indu try at Ap ple Co mputer. Hall of Fa mers include
\'Val-Marc's Samuel M. Wa lIOn, William G. McGowan of
MCl, and Max DePress of
I lerman Mill er. T he list was
publi hed in Fortune's Marc h
23 issue.
Federico Heinz Consulting is
shipping a new vers ion of
Dots, its non-PostScript printer driver. T he new version
includes supp o rt for color
peinters such as the H ewlettPackard PaintJet. T he new
color dri ver will sell for $1 99 _
The monoch.rome version
will still be priced at $99 .
Federico H ein z Consulring:
49/301784 -9864 or e-mail at
fcderico@ heinz.in-ber lin.de.
i-link GmbH in ea rl y March
released MIX, a communi cation system. Combining fax,
modem, and progra mma ble
voice lTl aiVtelepbone contro l,
the hardwa re/so ftw are combination sells for between $450
and $750, depending on configura tion.
[CONTINUED ON PAGE 41
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Two formidable N eXT competitors in the wo rksta ti on
market have recent! y combined operati ons to bolster
rhe strength of the Ad vanced
Computing Environment consorri um. MIPS Computer
ysrcrns and Silicon Gra phics
announced an agreement to
merge companies. "By joining
with MIPS, we will poo] the
world's most talented computer scienti sts to co ntinue
delivering the industry's best
RISe archi tectures," said Silicon Gra phics CEO Edwa rd
McCracken. SGI will a bsorb
MIPS's sales a nd m anufacturing functi ons, while a new
subsidia ry, MIPS T echnologies, hea ded by Robert G.
Miller of MIPS, will focus on
research and developm ent.
NCXT CEO Steve Jobs was
r<'(cndy named to Fo rtune
magazine's National Busin ess
Hall of Fa me for his ro le in
found ing the personal computer industry at Apple Computer. Hall of Famers include
\'(tal-Man 's Samuel M . W alron, William G. M cGowan of
I Mer, and Ma x DePress of
Herman Mill er. The list was

Federico Heinz Consulting is
shipping a new version of
DaIS, its non-PostScript printer driver. The new version
includes support for color
pnnters such as the H ewlettPackard PaiotJet. The new
color driver will sell for $199.
The monochrome versio n
will still be priced at $99.
Federico Heinz Consulting:
49/3017-&4-9864 or e-mail at
fedcrico@heinz.in-berlin.de.
i-link GmbH in earl y M arch
released MIX, a communication system. Combining fa x,
modem, and programmable
voice ma il/telephone control ,
the hardware/softwar e co mbi nation sells fo r between $45.0
and $750, depending on configuration. ' lCONTlNUED ON PAGE 4]

CeBITdraws
biggest-ever
NeXT crowd
by

D A N

LAY' IN

Hannover, Germany - N eXT
Computer's booth at the recent
CeBIT Computer Fair here drew
huge ,:rowds, -as a slew of both
US. a nd European developers
took the stage to demollstrare
new NeXT products.
'CeBlT is th e world's largest
computer trade show, thi s y~ar
drawing over 6.00,.0.0.0 attend ees.
NeXT estimates tha t at least
2.0, .0.0.0 of them spent time in the
NeXT booth , th e largest gro up
of people ever to view NeXT
machines. The figure does not
incl ude th e crowds in 12 other
booths t hat sh owed N eXT
I SEE CEBI,];, VAG E 20J
products.

Mesa reads
h y

S lM S ON

Shakeup in' Europe
by

D AN

L AV I !:'

Hannover, Germany - Th e du st
is still settLing on a ll11J.ssive reo 1;ganiza tion of NeXT's European
opera tions, whose casualties
include many 0f NeXT'.s top
~hanagcUle nt a broad and NeXT
Europe's head'quauters in Sophia
Antipolis Cedex, France.
The GlISter of Theo Wcgbra ns, NeXT Eutope president
and general mana ger, is related to
poor European sales i.n the third
and fourth quarters. But evidence
s uggestS that NeXT execlItives
were caught by sUl'prise at th e
scope of the difficulties in NeXT
'Europe.
Paul Vais will sllcceed Wegbrans as acting vice-president of
NeXT Europe, according to a
company spokesperson. Vais was
formerly the ,head of NeXTedge,
NeXT's post-sales support organization, in its Redwood City,

1·2~3

files, macros

l.

G A R .F 'I N K a l

Bo s t.on - Mesa, a
tr a diti o n al sprea d sheet tha t will rea d
and w rit e Lotu s
1-2-3 .files a nd exeCLl.te 1-2-3 m acr os ,
w ill enter beta tes ting in M ay, acco rd- Mesa is fullY compatible with Excel and Lotus's 1-2'3
ing to David Pollak, spreadsheets, and offers fast recalculation.
p.resident of Athena Des.ign and
Society's NeXT User's GrouF.
the progcam's author.
Some of NeXT 's la rgest Wa ll
The program Ean evalu ate
Street customers ha.ve c0ntacted
both 1-2-3 an.d Extel-style foumuAthena, 'said Po llak , indiGating
las, draw bar graphs, -arid it has
that they ij1tend ,to ''' popu late
phenomenal recalculation speed.
their machines
[SEE 'MEllA, PA CE 20]
An, early versi0n of the, p.rogram
vIewed in Jaj1u aty conld perform
'i n eXCeSS of 15,.0.0.0' cell recalculati0ns ,per seco nd. The program
could furth er display multiple
Redwood City, C!\ - NeXT
wind0ws (views) .f0! a single
CEO Steve Jobs has named
sprea dshee~, and support dragBritish telecommunications execand-drop interaction for coT0r,
utive Peter van Cuylenburg presifonts, and. gr aph ics. Cambr idge,
dellt and COO of NeXT ComMassachusetts-based Athena
puter. The 43-year-old fonner
s howed Mesa at the Febr.uary
CEO of MereuI:}' Communicameeting qf the BostOn Comp uter
tions will shate the newly ereated

Ca·lif0 rn ia, b ea d q uarters. Va is has
also been elevated
to the policy tea m,
NeXT's executi ve
o peFational body.
There will be no
pres ident or NeXT
Europe, reflecting its
new status as more
of a sales and marketing orga nization
than a separate buslness operation.
The
So phi a
h ea dqua rt ers will
close in the next few months, and
new headq\larters will open in
Paris, N eXT said. Its marketing
employees will be offered transfers to the United States, where
they will be integrated into the
maJketing group to " help globaJizc NeXT headquan ers and integrate Europe into the company,"
said Vais.
NeXT also fired RichaLd
Strong a l1 ~ Jea n-Jacques M'a,ucu.er, country managers of the
Uniled Kingdom and !"tance,
respectively. Duco Sitkinghe was
transferred from vice-president of
marketing for Europe to acting

cO.uutry manage.r of France; Djeter
H iittenbcrg has gone from clirect0X of higher educati on to co untry
manager of Switzerland; St uart
Marvin has moved ttom his position as multico untry manager to
country manager of ,Italy; and
Gregor Bailar moved from head of
the European support team to
head of the U.K. operation.
The only co untry manager lett
in place is Helmut Blank of Germa ny, which has t.he strongest
performa nce in. Enrope.
Demand creation is the key to
NeXT's new European strategy.
NeXT itself ISEEEURorE, NEXT PAGEl

MIPS fall where they may
by LEt.
SHE1\MAN

In the n ev er ending race for
w o r !<,s t ario n
p r ic e- p e.rfor mance, N eXT
h oJ d s an a dvantage w ith its current 'p rodllct
line, but analysts warn t.harrhe

NeXT names new president
"office of the president" with
Jobs, who will remain chairman
and CEO. Jobs and van Cuylen~
burg will share day-to-day managemenr of the company. Prior
to·joining MercUtJ[, van Cuylenbw;gworked for 16 years at
Texas Instruments.

company will have to move to
RISC techno logy to keep up
with increasingly aggr;essive
competinio)J.
As with high-perfol;mance
race cal'S, workstation pedorman,ce is typicalh measured 'by
Law speed. But in NeXT's ease,
that's not enough. Even withou.t
a RISe (reduced instr uCtj0n set
COl\lputing) ehip , N eXT systems
offer the best price-per formance.
ratio of its workstation competitors, with $2'0.0 per .MIPS (m illion instructions per second) fo~
the N eXTstati.on T u.rbo.
"NeXT has p ut together a
workstation-c'lass package tbat
indudes a multitasking ,o peratitig
sys tem, integrated commw]ica
ti.6 ns, and .a high~reso lutio I1 display, and it is putting it out at a
[SEE Mli'S, NEXT rAc,,1
PC pt ice,"
O
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Higher ed still a NeXT priority
Despite N eXT's push to broaden its commercial market,
higher-education marketing efforts are still going strong.
by

J O NATH AN

L I TT MAN

Emerging new commercial markets have caused some observers to question whether NeXT
is wavering from its origina l goal of p roducing a superior higher-education machine. But
educators, NeXT executives, and industry watchers say th at the broadening markets are
critical to NeXT's continued success in the educa tional market. And they add that despite
naysayers, NeXT's marketi ng efforts in higber education are stronger than ever.
The numbers bear out those claims. Twenty of the top forty North American NeXT
sites are universities, according to a 1992 NeXT WORLD survey that excludes govern ment sites. Abollt one-third of all NeXT machines are installed in universities, accor,ding
to N eXT. Today, 20 to 25 percent of all new NeXT sales are to higher education.
The current ratio is similar to that which Apple and StU) sell to higher education, one
that NeXT believes is ideal for seeding the fe rtile grounds of higher education \vhile maintaining the commercial profit margins necessary to offer deep llniversity di scounts. "The
reality of the world today is that higher education can't get our best pricing unless we are
successful in selling to other markets," said Ronald Weissman, NeXT's director of strategic
marketing. " It's no accident that we were able to get our prices down fro m $6500 in 1988
to less than $4000 today. We've done it by broadening our markets."
Most educators agree that there are practica l advantages in increased commercia l
sales. "The lUore boxes out there, the better," said John Link, pcofessor of art at Western
Michigan University. "It just gives us more software to choose from."
NeXT sells to more than 300 universities, many of which serve as h ubs that sell
NeXTs to smaller local universities or colleges, bringing the total number of official
NeXT campuses to more than 450. Distribution depends on the ca mpus's preference. At
some universities, NeXTs are distributed directly by the instit ution; at others, fac ulty,
students, an d administration buy NeXTs .fro m th e cam pus computer store.
Last year, Massachusetts Tnstitute of Technology was NeXT's largest educational
reseller. NeXT ranked N umber 2 to Apple, selling 120 w0rkstations to illM's 90,
although still a distant third to Apple's 2200 Macs. "NeXT coming from nowhere has
really done quite a job," said Jeff Solof, ma nager of M IT's computer stoI:e in Ca mbridge.
Ask NeXT how it sells to higher education , and the answeI: is Ma thematica, Mathematica, Mathematica. "We con tinue to be the best machi ne for Mathematica," said
David Spitzler, manager of higher-education marketing. "We~re ma king sure pedple eon tinne ·to k now Mathematica is the best thing since sliced bread. "
NeXT has continued bundling the sophisticated mathematfcs and modeling program
with every workstation sold through the education channel. It also works closely with
Wolfram Research, and attends Matbematica confere nces and seminars. The investment
pays off, becallse Mathematica is more than a math program. Educators are expanding the
versatile program' s use beyond traditional math ematics to ecoboJ;uics, statistics, psychology, and a variety of other disciplines.

Mission-critical applications
But while M athematica has been a constant in higher-education marketing, one of t he
latest developments reflects commercia l trends. Many new sales are being generated by
the ease with which edu cators are developing custom NeXT applications, much as their
counterparts are doing in business.
" Mission-cuitical applications are nor suited only to fi nancial setvices or government,"
said Spitzler. "At maJW universities, faculty are using NeXTstep to write programs or utilities in a day to illustrate a concept on the screen quickly. They might be preparing a lesson,

MIPS

ICONTINUED

PROM PREVIOUS MGP.1

said Nina Lytton, editor of the
Open Syste1'ns Advisor n ewsletter, based in Boston.
Recently, however, other
workstation vendors, sU,c h as Sun
Micrdsystems .an d Digital Equipment Co.rporation, llave also lowered their MIPS prices in an
attempt to attract traditional PC
buyers_ In the low-end market,
Slln'S SPARCstation ELC offers
21 MIPS for $4995,.or $Z38 per
~S. The HP Apollo 9000 425e
operates at 15 MIPS, fo r a rate of
$366 per MIPS, while the DECstation 3100 offers 15-MIPS per-

fbrmanGe for $4995, OJ: $333 per
MIPS.
"The old rul e used to be th at
every year you have a doubling
in MIPS and a halving in price,
which is a fourfold increase,"
said David Evancha, director of
resea.rch at Workgroqp Techn.ologies of Hampton, New Hampshire. "RecentLy, prices for workstations and products that have
workstation capabilities have drivell the price per MIPS way dOWll. »
NeXT also compares fav orably on th e higher end. In his
NeXTWOR LD Expo keynote,
NeXT CEO Steve Jobs compared

a lecture, or a presentation." Often professors deploy their cUStom apps with standard
applications, the most common being Mathematica, FrameM'a ker, and Improv.
That same need for in tegration is finding its way campuswide, as many universities
are learniug fro m the business world and adopting NeXT for traditional office automa·
tion. Beyond these core markets and the traditional disciplines of math, computer
engineering, physics, and English, markets are emerging in speech and hearing,
chemistry, bio logy, and psychology.
NeXT's allegiance to higber education isn't hurt by the faot that Weissman was
NeXT's former director of higher educati on, and he hasn't forgotten his, and NeXT's,
roots: " If you are looking at where we are spending our time, higher educati on gets 3
or fa irer share than any other market."

Finding the purse strings
Efforts increasingly have foc llsed on reaching the departmental buyers who make up the
higher-education market. Last year, NeXT attended only two major education rnrlfp r·.n....
this year it plans to attend six or eight, many in new fields. A close relationship with pu[}
lisher Addison-Wesley, which sponsors many of the confere nces, is part of the strate~y.
"We need to reach th.e people making the pm'chasing decisions in higher education:
said Spitzler. "Increasingly, those decisions are being handed down to the department
cbairma.n."

Higher education as percentage ~ NeXl's Installed base:
NeXT sales to higher education
Nmnber of universities reselling NeXT machines:
Nmnber of universities officially using NeXT machines:

La tely, some of the evangelizing has (lome from the universities themselves. "Six
m onths ago, NeXT had to be the advocate," said Spitzler. More recently, some
ties have volunteered faculty eager to demonstrate their achievements to new lJ l l'.lJ "' ·-CUIll
cation users. It is a potent cross-fe.rtilizing that NeXT believes cements existing sales
seeds new ones.
Still, NeXT isn't counting on immaculate conception. "They give you a heck of a
of attention," said Western Michigan Univers ity's Link. "The technical help from
regional technician has been terrific. If he says it will work, I believe it will work.
been able to make a number of pll rchasing decisions because we can trust what he
NeXT's volunteer ca mpns consultants provide project-based technical support and
ance. "It's important for us to have people who can add va lue locally," said Weissman.
many of ollr best accounts where we've got exciting projects or quality research going on,
have students who understand that NeXT technology helps tbe campus achieve its goals."
Twice a year, 6000 subscribers receive NeXT On Campus, a company pu blication
that highlights university applica tion stories. Campus reseUers receive a monthly updale
from NeXT on new products, prices, an d policies. NeXT also tries to provide personal
attention for the reseUers. "We try to work with the resellers on pti.cing and nr(lm,' tln,n<
said Kathi KaplaJl, higher-education channel managet.
Superi or ,echnology, of course, bas long been NeXT's marketing draw, and the
pany's executi ves say the fo llowing six to nine months will see a new emphasis on lligh
volume and mu ltimedia data applica tions for higher education. NeXT, as the searching
engine for wide ra nges of information networks, promises to not onl y be a significant
draw for higher education, but for bllsiness as well.
But despite NeXT's technology edge, industry watchers say price sensitivity will
cal, even if the economy picks up. "The amolInt' of money universities had [available] to inl'eII
has dried up," said Michael Roberts, vice-president of petworking at Washingt.on, D.C.-based
Educom, the nation's leading edncational consorti um on information technology. "Higher
cation has deployed several mill ion PCS. It's not the first time around anymore." •

the per-MIPS price of N eXT
machines and Sun workstati ons.
The monochrome NeXTstation
Turbo configured w ith 16MB of
RAM and a 25 0MB ha.rd disk,
w hich ca):ries a Jist pJ:ice of
$6995, has a price of $280 per
M IPS. The Sun SPARCstation
IPX, operating at 28.5 MIPS, is
priced at $421 per MlPS. The
NeXTstatiol1 Turb.o Color is
$540 per M IPS, compared with
the color SPAROstation 2, which
bas a cost of $721 per MIPS.
But most indllstty ana lysts
contend tb at tbe juice h as been
squeezed om of the 68000 lin.e,

and that in order to continue
lowering its price-per-M IPS ratio,
NeXT eventually will need to
switch to a RISC processor.

Europe

lCONTINUPD PROM PREVIOUS

MGE'I

will take primary responsibility
for developing demand for products whether they are sold directly to customers or through dealers. Dealers that do not add value
or demonstrably create demand
on their own may lose their certification in the comi ng mont hs,
according to the company. The
dominant tactic will be co-selling,

"RISC price-performance is
ing down SO fast, N eXT is
going to be competitive
moves to RISC," said Lytton.

CLA I R

W li I TM E &

A light is appearing at the end 01
the tunnel as RightBrain Softwal
and Pages plan summer delivery
their NeXT publishing program!
RightBrain's PasteUp combin
techniq ues of a structured document approach, like FrameMake
with a pasteboard approach, like
Aldus PagcMaker .or QuarkXPre
on other platforms. RightBrain
expects to deliver PasteUp in

with NeXT and dealers
accounts togeth e•.
Va is will reshape the
his staff toward these new
"You can't do allything, even
wrong t hing, fo r 18 months
not build some valual)Ie
ships," said Vais. H e plans [0
"orient the staff from selling to
resellers to selling to customers
with resellers." •
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llstom a:pps with,standar:.d
faker, an,d Improv.
fswide, as many universities
;>r traditio.l1 al office automa,
nes of math, computet science,
speecb and ,bearing, language,
rilct that Weissman w.as
;forgotten bis, and NeXT's,
:te, bigber education gets a fair

ta l buyers who make u,p the
p majm educatiO'n confe,rences;

\. dose relationship with, flulr
IIces, is part of the 'strategy.
~cisiollS in higher education,"
ed down CO the department

Appsoft 'p l'a ns,blitz
by

CLA ,IR

WHITMER

Palo Alto, (;A

- nits current
,plan -to ship
four prodllcts
by the end of
the yeOl! is carried through,eppsoft may so all
be ready for pri;ne time. The
strategy calls for the $395 App-

)UUlULQ

own pocket -

is p~suing negoti,

:They give you a heck ohdot
rhe technical ,help from the
_, 1 believe it will work. W,e've
:ise we e,an trust what he says."
rsed technical support and guid:e locally," said Weissman. "At
lor quality research going on, we
:he
campus achieve
itsuoaIs.»
,
'
.
-0 ,
lPU:;, a company pu):>li<1acion
~Iers receive a m~ntbly u p'date
~lso ,tries to p.t;ovide person;!1
~rs on ,prieing and Promotions,
marketing ,dIJa.w, 'lnd the com-

II see a new 'emphasis pn high

~tion. NeXT, as the searching
t .to not only, be a significant

fY price sensitivity wilJrema'in
iversitieshad [m/ailableJ to in'V,CS(
[king at'Washington, D.C-based
mation technology. "Higher
afQund anymore. n •
pJ;ice-perfonnance is
ng down,so fast, NeXT is not
toing to be compeiihve unless it
~oves to RISC," sai~H_itton.

N eXT and dealers selling
aCC0unts togethCJ;.
Vais will ,esha pe the efforts
his staff towa.rlmese new
"You can.'t do anything, 'even
tvrong thing, for lR mO)1ths and
ot build s.ome valuable
~hips," s~id Va is. H.e plans to
\' orient the staff fro.m selling to
~esellers to selli ng to customers
,with resellers. " •

soft D,<jw package to ship this
month, delivery of a revamped
Appsoft linage and the. re.cently
licensed Personal InfoHpation
Manager by the fall, and a major
upgrade of Wr,iteNow this SUn;Imer, said Px;esident Rand? Adams.
Appso:ft has licensed tedmol'ogy £.com an unnamed compilny
in San Diego ,~o build' image-p1;ocesS,iug technology into A:ppsoff
{mage, 'l'eaving little of .the origi-

hopes for profits by fall

already pumped
into its Nt:XT-onJy
venture, Appsoft is
stratem' £!tat may
some profits by the
Along with a business
on initial funding of
- including $560,OQO
'"-t~ __ ':'A_" President

iversities themselves. "Six
More ,Cecent ly, some urtiversihievements to new higher-eduwes cements G.oxistil)g sales and

X T R A

a venture-capita~
additional illvestment,1
as possible software
deals with,Ne-XTstep

roughly £60 uni!S of Appsoft
Draw its first month and 370
copies oHmage. "We think
Image is going to bring us into
profitability,"'hc said.
Adams still anticipates a
~iJlegative bum :rate of about
$50,QOO" per month for the
'test of this YC\lr _In light of tbis,
the company has entered a belt~
tightening period. Once it turns
'the j)cofitability comer, the
'c ompany plans to create an inpouse engineering department.
. The company's business
pJan predicts a NeXT installed
ba~e Qf 1 million units by 1995_
T he company is committed'to a
NeXT-only strategy through
1992, but Adams said ,it will
cOIiSider ,Perting its products
to othel: platforms if profits
ha;vcn't materialized hy then_

.:.. by Clair Whitmer

nalPixelist codl;! frOlJl NeXT.
Tbe delay caused by the
rewrite, howeve.t, may push the
product past its 30-day NeXTstep 3:0' deadline and allow
NeXT to license PixeList technology to other devetopers.
The company has also
licensed Person'lll Info.rmation
Manager from Fo.cty-two Software, o£Bambux;g, Germany,
and plans to ship'it in Augllst.
The package inchldes a scheduler,
contact m<Inager, and Mac-coNeXT ASCn and TIFF converters. It will cost abou.t $150.
This will be followed hy a
major upgrade of WriteNow that
will. iocorpo):ate the feature set of
WriteNow' 3.0 ,for the Mac now
shipping from TlMaker. The application will include bette~ color and
footers eontcol, as well as more
impo.rtlexport ?pd drag-and-dr.op
capabiliti~. 'The company .is, also
developing a, vets ion ,0£ th.e wo(d
processor for tlle Intel' platfonn,
slated for release in September.
Adams said Appsoft is also
looking at the spreadsheet a,nd f1atfile dat;base categories aild, is considering developing a cOfU1ectivity
product th,a t will transparently
so.ppon NcX!mail Gapabilities 9n
other pl'atforms, such as the Mac.
In ,the meantime, Appsoft is
not goillg,to po. blish the Oscar
a11irna,tion package obtained
through -a np'l),exclusive 'geal with
NeXT, according to AdalIls . •

evokes mixed developer reactions
P<!ges is t<lrgeting :August fox
delivery of its still-unnamed pagelayollt p,roduct, ahOilt three months
latet than or.iginaUy plafU1ed.
In the in.eanti;ne, NeXT is
continuing t9 pr.olllote its N eXT
Publishing AJIi.ante (NPA) to
third-party developers. The NPA
is developing modular soluti,(j)ns
based on such technology as the
Archetype document engi,oe.
RightBrain President 'Glenn
Reid, however, distnissed the idea

of marketing ap,pl.ication modules
based on technology from competing developers. Such te~nol()
gy would need to be, in the system
softwa.cc ito be useful, he said.
Reid adC1ed, howe\1er, that if
NPA eveotllaJly comes up with
"something interesting," RightBrain would consider slipporting it,
Pages jS.n 't an official mernber
of NPA, bur is "in the thick "0£ the
discussio!ls, said Bfllce Webster,
director of R&D . •

Ditekreadies NeXT port
ofDynaCADD 3-Dsoftware,
by

D AN

L AV I N

H<U1nover, Germany - NeXT has
gained another CAD vendor to
boost i~s move to e1j.ter the traditiona l technical workstation market. At tbe aniTUal CeBU sho,v,:
here :last month, Ditek interna tiona l announced ,it wil l release
its DynaCADD 3.0 product on
the NeXT by the fourth quat ter.
DynaCADD, to be priced
between $!1000 aIJd $1500, will
combine 2.-D and 3-D functions.
Unique to the NeXT version will
befuU use oJ NeXTstep 3.0'5
RenderMan lib.caries.
The software joins Spatial Technologies' ACIS and AlltOCAD'S
TopeAD in a rush. of rec.em CAD
announcements for the NeXT.
):YynaCA>DD also will add Mac and
Willdows versions to its marker,.
leadjng Atari and Amiga Pfoducts.
D.itek Presi~l'ent Oren Asb:e~
said' he 'has wanted to develop
for the NeXt madline since it
was introduced, but waited unti l

be received assurances hom
NeXT that bis product would
receive full support {rom tbe
company. After refusing for two
years, NeXT recently signed. a
written. COil tract with, Ditek,
,p romising undisclosed commitments in return for the port,.
according to As~er.
Asher called the NeXT
macbine an excellent graphic
system, and said be is hopeful
that NeXT may come our with
a .RISC macbine. "We're already
1.4 times faster tba n AutoCAD, n
he said·. "I hope [NeXT] moves
to RIse. Tben: we'lL be real ly
fast. "
Ditek has sold 10,000 llllits of
DynaCADD sillce 198'5, with 30
percent in North America and
most of the balance in Germany,
where Amiga and Atari fJo.urisb.
Also shipping this faU, aC,c ording
to Asher, wjl\ be 10' to 15 thirdpatty products taking advantage
of DynaCADD's open, extensible
architecture . •

NeXT gets Infonnix.RDBMS
by

DA N

L AUR I E

LAVfN

AND

FLYNN

Hannover, ,GeJ;t]1any - In£ormix
Software hopes ,to expand its
presence in'the NeXT mru;ket
with the recent announcement
of a version of its relationa l
database-management system for
the NeXT machine.
Tilfocmix-SE (for standard
engine) Release 4.1 is an SQLbased system for use mainly.in
front-end applications in smaLlto medium-size installations. The
compan,y has also .ported to the
NeXT its front-end database
tools, which incllide InformixNet, C"rSAM,Informix-4GL,
and In.fomrux-SQL.
Intormix ,already offers its
Wingz spreadsheet for the NeXT.

continues to gain market share, we'll keep track of some large recent purchases.
Application

'# of Units

Major Software

Custom software development and
office automation

250
(150 installed to date)

Improv, Who's Calling,
WordPerfect, IlIustratoI'

Accounting"office support, mU1;Ual-fund
client serviees

100

CuStom Oracle tools
package, Diagram,
WriteNow, Improv

"Being sophisticated multimedia workstations, NeXT compuf"
erS are an ideal from end for \111
kinds of gatabase-atGess applications," sa~d 'Fim Shetler, yieepresident of database engines and
conncctivity:.pfoducts at Informix,
whose U:S. headqllarters is in
Lenexa, Kansas. "'The new port is
part of our strategy to support all
ma jor hardware platforms based
on industry standards," he added.
Announced at the recent
CeBLT show here, the port of
Tnforfl)ix-SE was dri ~en by
NeXT's successes iIi. the German
market. "When NeXT went to
5000 to 6000 machines in Germany, it was worthwhile to do
things," said Werner Niebel,
director of market'ing for lnformix Germany. With NeXT's new
emphasis on custom applications,
"NeX,T now has a different
footing in Eu)'ope and suddenly
has a different approach that
made development worthwhile,"
he said.
The price of the product w ill
depend on configuration and 'system class . .A developer system
wi ll cost ab0ut $3600, with el1duser versions ra,nging fr0m onethird to one-balf that price. The
engine will be accompanied by
Informix's Rapid Development
System, 4GL, SQL 4.1, and
debugger. •
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CuillaMartin Company, of
Grays lake, Illinois, has announced th e CuillaM artin
Calculator Set Version 1.0.
The softwa re includes Basic,
Scientific, and Conversion calculators. The most sophisti cated calcul ator of the set
allows for con version am ong
units in several categories of
weights and measures. The
calculators are scheduled for
re lease th is month. The price
of th e set had not been determined at press time. CuillaMartin: 70 8/22 3-5164 .
Gary H. Moore, NeXT's vicepresident of la w and business
development, and the company's
general counsel, has resigned
from NeXT to return to his former San Francisco law firm.
He will continue to represent
NeXT as outside counsel with
McCutchen, Doyle, Brown, &
Enersen. Moore said he hopes to
make McCutchen the leading
Bay Area law firm for intellectual-property litigation.
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Mesa can display multiple windOWs for one spreadsheet all\l
suppol'tS'drag-ancHlrop hrteractiOn for color arid graphics.

Mesa

[CONTlN!lF.D FkOl>' ,PAGE 1.7)

with Mesa" as soon as the progra m can ev,aluate Lonls 1-2-3
macros. 'Ihe first release of
Mesa will be fea ture-for-feature
compatible wit h Lotns 1-2-3
Release 2..0.
"These firms have millions of
ddJla(s invested in 1-2.-3 spreadsheets and ar,e J10t inte~ested in
fun damental paradigm sniffs·, "
Pollak said. Impro~, Loms Development Corpo.cation 's spreadsheet for NeXTstep, has no
macro Janguage.
"The market has had au
unful1iUed need for a standardparadigm spreadsheet ever since

EXT R A

Ashton-Tate a'xmurdered .PowerStep,» ~aid Btuce
Henderson NeXT
team leader at San
Diego-based Page,s
and one of the
original developers
of the AshtoJl-Tate
sprea dsheet.
Although it will
be compatible with
Lotus 1-2-3, Mesa
does not use 1-23"s menu structure
0,1: comfnan,d language. Instead, Pol-

laic has developed a user in terface
for Mesa speci.£icaUy designed
for NeXTstep tbat has the "look
and Jeel" of other NeXTstep
programs.
"Th ere'~ a specific reason for
not having the s lash commands:
It may violate dle Lotus userintedace cOl?yright, » said 'Pollak.
"I'm doing everything possible to
stay away from infringing oil
aJlytiung that may be their intellectual pJ:Ope~ty.»
Mesa will probably cost
between $349 and $599, Pollak
sai'd. The program may be sold by
Atbena Design or licensed to another Nex::t:'step software firm . •

CeBIT

LCONTINUI!l> FROM PA(JF. 17]

Alexandra von Grass, marketing communications manager for
NeXT, described interest in
NeXT at the show as "overwh e lmin g~" B elmut Blank,
NeXT's country manager in Germany, said it served as "a va lidation of the interest in our vision. "
That vision is emb,odied in
two major marketing strategies
announced by NeXT CEO Steve
Jobs just two months ago at
NeXTWORLD Expo: missioncritical custom applicati on development and globalization of programs. Both stra tegies were evident in new products at the show.
• In Europe, NeXT valueadded dealers are creating cuswm
applications both fo r speeific cus~
tomers and for sale to the public.
Am('mg these are Viva, a package.
of Sybase-backed custornizable
office-a utomation lIlodl.lles 'from
dealer D'Art Gm bH . D'Art is also
producing an electronic version of
the standard Duden German dictiona)'y. Germau dealer Oeco:; is
develoimg Sco,ut, a system and
database for managing images.
• In desktop publishing, Networx GmbH showed Oillor-X- ]0,
the first solution to- manage the
cQnnection between a Canon

• Unte.ecker Sojtware
an(101)n ced Compose i~ Color
image-manipulation tool .
scr.ipting language. AMG
Avant Vector, an image-tracing
tool that vectorizes -rIFF'

Goldleaf Publishing announced
development of a compound
document processor for the
NeXT, called Collage. The
software will integrate wordprocessing and page-layout features, and is based on the
Archetype publishing engine.
The company declined to provide pricing for Collage, which
will be a vaila ble in the second
quarter. The Larkspur, California, company also revealed it
wi ll distribute Polaroid Digital'
Palette film recorders and the
ScanView Scan Mate desktop
drum scann er from ScanView
AlS of Denmark. Goldleaf is
developing NeXT step interface
softwa re for the scanner, which
it will sell separately. Goldleaf:
415/257-3515 .

25,000 systems had been
ucts announced in J
Still, as of January,
keto NeXT itself had
Because there was
Expo. The study was
The survey results,
pleted from among the
sition, the sample JoU"''''U'' ''!
surprisingly aggressive
Our other original
commercial, education,
The data is
research analysis, but
marketplace.
Consider this
slightly blurred in some
NeXTWORLD will
sophisticated research
NeXT market.
By then, the mar.l<e~t!
patterns am.d will be the
and ana1ysis devoted to
Special Report portrays
definition . •

THREE-PI

NeX'TWORW EXtra is a supplement of
NeX7WOR1.Dmagaline. His published
IItOIItbIy by Integrated Media, a sut.sidlaryof IDGCommunications, 501
Second St., san Francisco, CA 94107,
and is,distii/liJted free to subscribers of
NeX7WOR1.D. Lt. SulliVan's i:oIlBRn and
attides about unani10imced NeXT pro6uctS are reP!Jrted and Written by c0ntributors withoUt ~nce frOm the
~Staff.

Editor: Dan Ruby; Exeeutive Editor:
Laurie Flynn; News,EditOr. Dim Lavin;
Staff Writer. Simson L Garfinkel;
I,;syout Chief: Sue Troy; Copy Editor.
Eliot Bergson

Lt. Sltllivan met ,uitb literary lion Norman MaileY dllTing bis recrmtcAgency visit. Norm's goli some very romantic notions aboltt bOUl intelligence Is
gatbered.ln the NeXT world, fl'T-sl1irt signed bY Steve Jobs brings in tbe
data. GeJ YOIt.rs-in (JICchange for an insider tip s~t to SIt/ft'van at suluvan@naxtuiorld.com, or his voicem/Jil at 4151978-3374.
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Copier and the NeXT.
product supports the l.1On[Script IPU-110 RIP, alJowing
SCSL cO,nnection to the copier.
• Unterecker Software
ounced Compose in Color, an
ge-m,a nipulation tool with a
~ting language. AMG debuted
:nt Vector, an image-traci~ng
l that 'vectorizes TIFF images
anipulation in other' proms. Gecos GmbH's Star,'fool
LaserBeam handle the inter: between the NeXT machinc
!Agfa and Linotype imageseti Apd tms GmbH showed an
version of Cranach, the
lpan,y's planned page-layout
l:image-retouching system.
'- In diltabases, IMS GmbH, a
ler from the former German
pocratic Republic, introdtl"ed
~M 1.5, a multimedia data base.
S billed its upcoming PO(1t as
for,st tliue object-oriented
aba.se for the NeXT platform.
~ 'Ftllly localized German vcrs of Lotus Improv, W ordPer:, Diagram, and Ad<!IDation's
to's Calling were on display
aue nOW a.vailable.
I'The djfference between this
r aud last is that il~stead of saycOnUng,' we're saying 'Buy
~day,' " said NeXT's Blank . •
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NeXT Mairket Mosaic

As NeXTWORLD took the measure of the Next' market in the rust quarter of 1'992, we found it had finally developed a head of steam. Some
25,000 systems had been sold in 1991, and a vibrant community of users, developers, and resellers had grown up around the platform. New products annoUnced in January held promise for mounting sales this year.
Still, as of January, the NeXT market had not yet settled into discernable patterns, and little research had been done about the youthful market. NeXT itself had only just settled on a coherent market strategy. To partially fill this void, NeXTWORLD h~s prepared this Special Report,
our first look at the state of the NeXT market.

Because dlere was sO little outside data to draw on, NeXTWORLD .commissioned its own intercept study of attendees at NeXTWORLD
Expo. The study was designed by the NeXTWORLD editorial staff and performed by Steven Fricke & Associates, a San Fran?isGo research firm.
The survey results, presented here in the form of informational graphics, reflect our market sample: 229' 10-minute spot interviews were completed from among the 5200 paid attendees of NeXTWORLD Expo. Because the Expo included a NeXT devdoper conference and product exposition, the sample inCluded a large contingent - as much as 25 percent - of computer-indtlstry respondents. This factor may account for the
surprisingly aggressive system configprations, application usage, and purchase plans that figure in our results.
Our other original research is the Top 40 list of NeXT user sites compiled by NeXTWORLD staffer Eliot Bergson. The list includes only
North American sites and omits some sensitive government customers, but we think it fairly represents the distribution of NeXT systems in the
commerdal, education, and government markets.
The data is supported by seven articles that focus on particular facets of the NeXT market. These are not intended to substitute for dry
research analysis, but comprise a journalistic mosaic of trends. in the
•
marketplace.
Consider this report a snapshot of a market in formation ~ still
slightly blurred in some spots, sharply focused in others. In the future,
NeXTWORLD will undertake more-systematic research, drawing on
sophisticated research sam,ples and reflecting the full range of the
NeXT market.
By rhen, the market will have matured into more-recognizable
patterns and will be ,t he subject of the same kind of data collection
and analysis devoted to other computer platforms. Until then, this
Special RepoIit portrays a small but vigorous market in the process of
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NeXT Computer vaulted to nearly a fivefold increase in sales during 1991, a rate that secures the company a role as the fastestgrowing vendor in the workstation industry, according to analysts.
But, t hey add, whether the company can maintain this pace
·remains to be seen.
"NeXT is still a small vendor, but it is the fastest-growing
workstation vendor in the marketplace," says 'Laura Segervall,
senior analyst for workstations at Dataquest, a San Jose, California, market:-research firm.
With approximately 15.5 percent of last rear's 464,OaO-unit
workstation market, NeXT is now ranked as the fifth-largest
workstation vendor; according to International Data' Corporation,
another market-research firm, based in Framingham,
Massachusetts.
NeXT's technology is best distinguished from other' workstations by its NeXTstep operating system, user inte.rface, and' software development facilities, say analysts. But, they add, these very
features have now been targeted by Sun Microsystems, Microsoft
Corporation, and the IBM/Apple Taligent venture.
Leading workstation vendor Sun remains the chief competitor
to beat. Its new operating system, Solaris 2.0, is due out this year
and is said to offer its enormous installed base ~an,! NeXTstep-
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Microsoft's Wind0ws NT isn't expected until late 1992 01" early
1993, while the operating systems from Taligent won't be released
until at least 1994 or 1995. Analysts say both wiu provide competition for NeXT.
"The bottom line is that [Jobs] has got great technology, but a
more competitive market than he's ever been in before," says Tim
Bajarin, president of Creative Strategies International, a Santa elar:a,
California, market-research firm. "Workstation vendors have been
fairly complacent in their approach, bur the faeJ; is companies like
Taligelilt and Microsoft are clearly going after that technology area,»
he says.

Bajarin applauds the anneuncement of NeXTstep's planned
port to the :mtel '486 platferm as a strong strategic move to bring
NeXTstep technology to a broader audience.
But other analysts say that NeXT doesn't necessarily have to
J compete as a standard workstation.

I

~
"I wouldn't characterize them as fitting into the traditional
I workstation market," says Bruce Lupatkin, managing director of
technical research for Hambrecht & Quist, a San Francisco financial-investment firm. "They're going into what was supposed to be
the domain of PCs but was never fulfilled, " he says. This domain,
he explains, is defined by the basic personal-productivity functions
J that PCs have provided, combined with NeXT's powerful and fast
I application-development capabilities. Described sometimes as the
"commercial workstation" market, its advanced users aren't scientists or engineers but nevertheless require the processing and application-development power of workstations.

I
I
I

"NeXT made significant strides last yeaI; but this will be a pivoral year for them," says Bajarin. •

by

PAUL

KARON
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General productivity (])
Custom app development

(!)

Graphics, publishing , or multimedia

~

Information management ~
Communications • ~
Interpersonal or workgroup computing ~
Scientific or technical analysis

~
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Healthy surprise
In a development that caught even Steve Jobs unaware, users
discovered that the NeXT's graphical capabilities and-ease of use
making the computer an important tool for hospitals and the
care industry as a whole.
"There's a definite trend every year toward fully electronic
pitals," says Peter Wasowsk~ president and CEO of Metecon, a
Menlo Park, California, developer of NeXT-based m~:dl(:al-d1a,gn(.
tic imaging systems. "Hospitals are moving toward a point
data of patient care and managing hospitals will be handled by
puters, and NeXT is especially well-suited, " he says.
Information systems managers at health-care institutions
to the NeXT's user-friendly interface and its high-resolution
imaging as its primary attractions.
"Doctors as a rwe don't like to deal with computers," says
Wasowski. "So our main task was to bring [into the market] a
workstation that's very user friendly."
Another key advantage of the NeXT is its ability to easily
bine high-definition images, text, and sound, aGcording to
Chowdhry, vice-president of finance at Mount Clemens General
Hospital in Warren, Michigan.
"That makes it an ideal tool for communication of mtlDml~tll
throughout the hospital.. ,j says Chowdhry. The 282-bed ost:eOI)att
hospital already has 30 NeXTstations installed and plans to
to 100 more, says Chowdhr:y.
Under the Mount Clemens plan, everything about the
lab tests, medical history, prescription infermation, billing,
ance, and so on - will be maintained in a NeXT system. For
mation at the hospital to move efficiefltiy, Chowdhry explains,
data must be coordinated and delivered easily to those who
NeXTs are being installed at sites around the hospital, .
operating rooms, so that surgeons will be able to con&ult X-rays
other information during operations without leaving the sterile
area. The hospital is also planning to run a pilot program with
NeXT machines installed in the offices of admitting Dn'VSl(:laI1S. ~SO
they can have the same quick access to patient infomJ.ation.
Routing information was also a major cOI}sideration for the
Diego Hospice, which provides medical se.r:vices and visiting
for24 terminally ill inpatients and home care for 275 OUltpatterlts.;
Sixty NeXTstations are part of a fully electronic medical-records
system.

I

I

~
M edian

Systems like the hospice's have convinced NeXTs 'UO"A'~""" ,lF. ,~_
staff that their product is a natural for this area.
"Health care is going to be one of our most important markets," says Ken Rosen, emerging markets manager for NeXT.
than 40 developers attended a by-invitation-only medic:al-Id~'elclp
symposium at NeXTWORLD Expo, and NeXT is in the pr(>c~:s)
cementing several deals for more than 1000 units With
providers, according to Rosen. •
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ern California Schoolef Emgineer;ing, involves rpanagimg aU of
• DARPA's doclliIlents elem onically.
The system will use off-the-shelf hardware and soItwaJie along
( with lSI's custom software to sc;an, index, manipulate" and tI1ansrnit
all incoming documents, including those with 'S~und amd video
attachments. "We dOh't Know of anyone w ho is performing doeument mana~ement the way we pla~ to with th~ NeXT,'" says Dan
III Pederson, director of lSI's InformatiOn Ptocessmg Center.
The 100 NeXT systems at Argonne National l4b0ratories, a
multipHrpose Department of Energy facility operated by the University of Chicago, are used: primarily for basic and applied research in
nuclear reactors. But in one application that could serve the Pentagon's Joint Chiefs of Staff, Argonne r esearchers are using the
NeXT to p.l1ototype battle-si.r~1t:1!ration scenarios residing on various
wmputing platforms into 0ne model.
The Joint Space lntelligence Center, in Colorado Springs, Col~ orado, uses NeXTs to try to ascertain the mission 0f foreign. satellites, The system: uses software from Analytical. Grapbic;s, of King of
Prussia" Pennsyhrania, whic::h develops software for the .design,
. launch, and operation of satellite systems.
NeXT's early success ,in this arena stt::mmed ftom its C0pnections to integration partners that directed the company to potential
customers. But NeXT employees say that their continued success is
due to the eustomers' rec::ognition of a better mousetrap.
"We're focusing primarily '0 0 the more advaIIced computerUSing segments of the federal marketp1ace -military, intelligence,
R&;D labs, energy - for whom UNIX. workstations are familiar
todls and custom ap~lications are absolutely critieai," explains Ron
Weissman, NeXT's directo.li of strategic marketing.
NeXT tru;gets sales to the defense and' intelligence market
I" through its OWtl direct sales force, leveraged by systems integrators
and strategic resellers familiar with the iNtricacies of selling Gomput_ ers .to the government.
I~
NeXT's top salesman, CEO Steve Jobs, h as also b een active in
selling t o government agencies, m aking presentations to both large
and small a u Cdiences and even offering suggestiOJ.1ls for speci.£ic applicatiofls. " Steve is one of the few people who :know the spec~fics
about our inv01vement at some. agencies/, says one NeXT district
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M edian site has three NeXTs in use

shadows behind this Special Repores list of Top 40 eser sites,
E overnment ageacies have quietly become some of the largest NeXT
installations, with up to 300 workstations. But for security reasons
hesitate to publicize their use of the platform.
Nevertheless, it is known that NeXT has found a ready cusin the Department of Defense and its related intelligence agenA thriving in.dustry of NeXT systems integrators and
;onsultants has sprung up in the suburbs around Washington, D.C.,
support this growth market.
NeXT third parties are also benefitting from the government
For example, Hetra Competer of Vienna, Virgiaia, sells a
version of the NeXT computer that is electronicalLy fortito pr!!vept ~vesdropping. Last year, Mi~rotech InternationaL
a contract to supply a large number of disk drives with fully
movable m~hanisms so that users can keep their data under lock
key. And several NeXT software suppliers have <teported -large
to "secret" customers.
NeXT is als(i) enjoying notable success at government research
and law-enforcement agencies. In fact, the government market
- including 'local, state, and fedel'al agencies - accounted
12 percentI of NeXT's 1991 sales, according to N eXT.
In some cases, intelligence-agency applicarioas are reported to
office automation projects, but others focHs on their
specialized trade. Intelligence customers need a teclmologiadvanced platform that a'llows ,t hem to develop their own, dasprojeGts, and they don't have to scrimp .like some 0ther
overnment agencies.
"Intelligence and defense have a str0ng need for sophisticated
solutions that they cannot buy off the shelf," says Gary
president of GWF Sierra COl'lcepts, a Sonoma, California,
~lnswting firm working with NeXT in the imtelUgence com.munity.
NeXT facilitates the development of custom software on a
turnaround, resulting in. 'higher produq:ivity."
There are few customers with ties to the defense-intelligenee
~unity that NeXT is allowed tb talk about. One is the Defense
Research Projects Administtation (DARPA), based in
!lUfigton, Virginia, which is using about 200 NeXTs .i na project to
a fully paperless of£ice. The tw0-year project,.being dev,eloped
Information Sciences Institute trSI) at the University of Seuttk
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NeXT calls them ('mission-critical custom apps." Not every user is
familiar with the buzzword yet, but many have discovered that custom
applications developed on the NeXT are the surest route to software
that work.s for them. They tout the ease of protoryping and modification of existing code, as well as the cost savings that come from the doit-yourself approach made Fossible by NeXTstep.
"We have discovered that the Gast of developing our own apps on
the NeXT costs the same as or less than buying an 80 percent solution
off the shelf and then spending money to achieve the final 20 percent fit,"
says Gregory Miller, information systems director at the Portland, OregOIl, law firm of Marger Johnson McCollom & Stolowitz. "This way
we get exactly what we want, precisely tailored to our requirements."
Among NeXT users surveyed by NeXTWORLD, custom-application development is an even more common use of the NeXT than database management, with 63 percent of users reporting that they use their
machines for this purpose.
Marger Johnson, for example, was so excited about custom development that it helped launch a systems-consulting company, Inherent
Technologies. It is developing arustomized legal-information database
that serves as a work-flow management tool to track evw task for
every project for every lawyer in the firm.
"Missed deadlines result in malpractice [accusations]," explains
Miller, adding that a computerized docketing manager also helps to
decrease malpractice insurance l'remiums.
His firm us.es the NeXTsteF Interface Builder to create application
prototypes. These are then tested by secretaries and other support staff
who suggest asditional features that would make the actual application
easier to use. "The net result is that we can more rapidly prot6type
exacting apps in just a fraction of the time it would have taken on
another platform," Miller says.
Speed of development is also cited by many other user,s as the chid
benefit of the NeXT.
"It took three months to develop a program that we think would
• have taken a year and a half oD. a Soo," says Robert M. Wilen, vice• president of the office-automation group at SBOOC Services in
• Chicago, whjch has developed a NeXT-based trading system.
For Rick Peters, president of Oceania Health Care Systems, in Palo
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Alto, California, the NeXT offers the abili.t y to satisfy users and MIS
managers at the same time. As a NeXT value-added reseUer, Oceania is
developing an automated medical-record system fOJ; the 60 NeXT stations installed at the San Diego Hospice.
"This way users get what they want, which is customization, and
their MIS group gets what they want; which is rock-solid tools that
they don't have to worry about or modify," says Peters.
Other users simply feel that that NeXT's system features allow
.develbpmellt of the best application possible. "[The NeXT] is the best
machine for being able to do what you want to do," says Eric Spahr
Lehman Bros. in New York. His company is using the NeXT to create
spe-eialized financial-analysis programs.
Many users also turn to the NeXT as the most cost-efficient development platform.
The Association of Racing Commissioners International (ARCI),
service organization for the hOllse- and dog-racing industry, has
designed and is now testing an Oracle database ftont end running off
NeXT cllbe server. The system allows users to view licensing records
jockeys, stewards, owners, and trainers via remote Lt::lt:l;U'llllJ:lUllll;aUUIl~••
"NeXT offered a cost-effective solution, while providing the best
system opportunities in terms of development and ease of use," says
Neil Greene, ARO's director of computer-information services.
Morrison Knudsen Corporation, a mining company based in
Boise, Idaho, turned to custom development to make up for the
number of software packages available for the NeXT, according to
Hous.e, senior information s~rvices manager. The company also
to use the NeXT to set a high standard fOT all in-house applications to
be developed in the future.
Users such as House realized the NexT advantage for custom
development even before NexT did.
"I~ t00k our customers to help us figure out that CUstom applications would be popular with corporate deve1ope):s," says Mike Slade,
NeXT's director of marketing. "We were trying to sell lmprov and
W0rdPerfect. [Our approach was,] 'Our mail is better than your mail.'
But oustomers don't think those things are broken. Custom apps are
the thing that cO,nv'inces them. It's the hook." •
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suggest standards for user interface, color separation, and other key
aspects of publishing software.
The NPE is seen by many vendors as proof that NeXT hasn't
forgotten publishing. When it appears, publishing will be the first
application area to receive the benefit of such a dev'elopment environment. And this means that users may soon be able to choose the
NeXT as a publishing vehicle because of - not despite - the publishing software that runs on it. •
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Add memory or RAM
Add mass-storage capacity
Add other peripheral devices

~ Purchase additional application software

~

Begin developing custom applications

~

Implement a network or expand existing one

~

Buy a more advanced NeXT workstation

environments
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Minicomputers

IIX wo rkstations
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computers
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all the attention paid to NeXT-only sites, the reality of a hetrogeneous computing world means that most NeXT systems coexnetworks with other computers, according to users as well as
conducted by NeXTWORLD.
Among users surveyed by NeXTWORLD, 62 percent are runtheir NeXT systems on networks. These networks include an
of 24 NeXT workstations, but more than half of the nethave at least one other brand of machine in the mix.
These NeXT clusters are primarily connected to PCs and other
~orkstations - 54 percent are connected to ruM PCs; 53 percent to
workstations; 52 percent to Macs; and 50 percent to other
workstations. Most of the NeXTs seem to reside on localnetworks, since only 24 percent are networked to mainframes
22 percent to minicomputers.
NeXT knows that connectivity is crucial to its success and,
with all the other workstation vendors, it competes for the title
Congenial when it comes to networking. Customers report
NeXT's effort has paid off in terms of ease of installation.
"We found [installing NeXTs on a Banyan Vines network] to be
easy. We didn't really have any complaints, and usually when
talk to someone about setting up a network, they have a lot,"
James House, senior information services manager for the mmgroup of Morrison Knudsen Corporation. His group has 21
connected to roughly 2000 DOS machines via a Banyan
network, 15 Macs, a couple of Wang VS machines, S0me
and an ruM R6000 connected on a TCPIlP network.
His company did encounter some difficulty with passing e-mail
~ents through an SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol) gateto the Banyan Vmes serve!; but House says that the problems
the server not knowing what to do with attached docuat the receiving end.
Vmce Jordan, director of software development at Williams
~mmunications, agrees that many of the networking misoriginate with other systems. "The NeXT machines are the
compliant," he says. His research-and-development division
60 NeXTs connected to two SPARCstations, and two Auspex
'I\RC-h::l!:ed file servers over a twisted-pair Ethernet network. The

R
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., NeXTsalso have a T-llink to another facility a mile away.
But not all connectivity problems have been solved. Connecting
I, N eXTs to wide-area networks cause the most inconvenience, though
most problems can be fixed with some jimmying, according to users.
The most common difficulty is with e-mail, since most other systems
can handle NeXTmail text but lose many of the attachments.
"We are increasingly moving away from [heterogeneous environments]," says Gregory Miller, information systems director at the
law firm Marger Johnson McCollom & Stolowitz in Portland, Oregon. His company has 20 NeXTs connected to DOS w0fkstations
and a Novell server via PC-NFS, and will be using a SLIP (Serial
Line Internet Protocol) connection and Marble Associates' Teleconnect to connect to a wide-area network.
The firm plans to phase out the remainder of its DOS machines
this year, but Miller says NeXT still has some issues to face in terms
of wide-area networks, particularly in complete support of UUCP
(UNIX to UNIX Copy Protocol) and the provision of better systemadministration tools.
For example, he explains, NeXT needs to account for other
forms of UUCP addressing, namely bang addressing. "[NeXT has] a
refusal to recognize that they must play in a generic 'UNIX world ....
They shouldn't forget their UNIX roots," says Miller.
Phibro Energy, in Greenwich, Connecticut, is also standardizing
!
on N eXT, with 75 percent or more of the company's users switching
to the platform, according to Network Manager Jonathan Fields.
But for network file servers, the company will continue using Suns.
, "The NeXT just isn't ready," says Fields. He also recommends that
Ii Ethernet segment sizes be reduced with NeXT networks, since the
NeXT has a low tolerance for high traffic volume.
i
Though most users say that NeXT connectivity ,is relatively
headache~free, NeXT still has work to do, particularly integrating
into other UNIX environments and ,providing better system-admin-
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Top 40 Norlh American NeXT Sites
To get a better idea of what the NeXT market really looks like, NeXTWORLD surveyed the largest installed sites in North America. Candidates for the Top 40 came from NeXTWORLD's own database and
NeXT's customer lists, but the installed base figures and other site information were provided in telephone interviews by NeXT managers at
each site. The installed base includes computers in use as of April 1,

1992. Contracted purchases for later delivery are noted separately.
The list covers North American customers only. It specifically
excludes sites involved in sensitive military or intelligence work. The
installed base for universities on the list includes only computers owned
by the institution, although separate figures are provided, when a
for machines sold through university stores to students for personal use.

Installed base

ERGO

Newport, RI

7

DARPAIISI

200

Office productivity and on-li ne document management

190

Advanced computer lab, satell ite delivery of educational
programs to 26 campuses
Open labs and classrooms." math instruction,
computer science, electrical engineering departments
science and robotics, speedl, math,
architecntre

Marilla del Rey, CA

8
9

15
17

18

ITESM
MOl1terre')~

Mexico

ROSE-HULMAN INSTITUTE OF
TECI-INOLOGY Terre Haute, IN
CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY

OF
Chicago
WILllAMS TELECOMMUNlCAnONS
The Woodltinds, TX
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AUS'I"IN
OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY
Columbus, OH
ALAIN PINEL REALTORS
Los Ga.tos al/d Saratoga, CA
UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO

185

150
140
132
130 (220 more in 1992-1993)

Chicago

19

UNlVERSITY OF MARYLAND

125 (125 more to students)

COLORADO SCHOOL OF MINES
Goldell, CO

Inventory control throughout university, office
productivity, calculus lab
Reporting, interaction with real-estate boards,
databases, accounting
Business school, biosciences division, Enrico Fermi
Instinlte (physics department)
Math department, computer science center, open labs

28

29

BOZELL
Irvillg, TX
UNIVERSITY OF NEW ORLEANS

100

Office autOmation, cooperative education with
Chicago State Unjvers.ity
Accounting, office support, mutua l-fund client services

90

Office automation

90

Computer science, math department, office of research,
grams management, correspondence and newsletters
center, math, comp uter science, physics

New Orleans, LA

30

GEORGIA TECH

37

PINOLE POINT STEEL
Richmolld, CA
GUSTAVUS ADOLPHUS COLLEGE

Custom apps, Mathematica, Diagram
Custom apps by Adamation, Jmprov, Who's Calling
Mathematica, Improv, Sybase
Custom apps, Mathematica, TeX, lmprov,
WordPerfect

125

100

27

Custom apps, Matbematica, IIIustratOI; Diagram,
WordPerfect, In1proV

office of telecommunications,

Col/ege Park, MD

20

C ustom apps, Boss Logic Document Manager,
FrameMaker, Improv
FrameMaker, MediaStation, custom conullunicatioll
apps for PC networking, WordPerfect
Custom apps, Mathematica, FrallleMaker, Wingz

C ustom Oracle tools package, Djagram,
WriteNow, Improv
Custom apps, WordPerfect, lmprov, bundled apps
FrameMaker, Mathematica, Improv, WordPerfect

~~~~And~a~"fma ~~~~~~~~~~~~77~~~~~::~~::~~~:i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:;~:?-~~~~~~~~~;;

50 (more in 1992)

Financial analysis, inventory tracking, office automation,
materials requirement planning
Library, math, computer science, music, art, economics,
psychology, philosophy departments
Trading of stocks, oprions, and futures; bonds

50

and treasury to come
Open computing lab, telecommunications, math,

CustOlll apps, Mathematica, Improv, FrameMaker,
Diagram, Create, Wingz
Mathematica, Maple Symboljc Math, WriteNow

computer science, EngJjsh departments
Legal case management and document wotd
processing

Custom apps by Boss Logic, 3270Connect, Diagram,
Contact ManageJ; Document Manager, WordPerfect

53

St. Peter,MN

38

UBS SECURITIES

New York

39

UNlVERSITY OF KENTUCKY

Lexillgtoll, KY

40

NORTI-IERN STATES POWER

Mill1leapolis

28

N~KTWORlO

40

Oracle Financials, Jmprov, Pittsburgh Project
Manage~ WordPerfect

Mathematica, Improv, Wingz, SAS, WordPerfect
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Striking it Rich
Oil-trader leverages
the future on NeXT
by Paulina Borsook
In the world of commodities trading,
a few seconds can mean the difference between
profitability and bankruptcy. For traders at Phibro
Energy, the world's largest crude-oil trading company, combining that need for instantaneous decision making with
running a huge shipping network and oil-refinement company
makes their lives as slippery as the product they sell. And to better compete in the 24-hour-a-day commodities-trading arena of the
1990s, they've come up with a solution as black as the product they sell.
P HOTOGRAI-IS BY R AYMOND MEEKS

In pursuit of the re-engineering, top Phibro traders were partnered
with outside systems analysts to create the computer environment that
carry Phibro through the '90s. Hall had the foresight to ensure that,as
Annunziata puts it, "the users were driving the MIS people. It's often the
case that the MIS people in a company drive the user."
About 35 people worked on the project, taking ten months to
seamless and highly efficient interconnection of trading and support func·
tions. Their bold plan included a single flexible database that could integrate data from all areas of the company and replace several inefficient
databases tllat had arisen in different departments. Positions, risk
ment, scheduling, automatic contract generation, as well as credit and
Vision and engineering
Phibro executives had the vision that technology could be more than office treasury would be linked to each other and to an accounting package
automation. "In the '80s, there was a computer on every desk, and people vided by Computron Technologies, a New Jersey-based software devel·
ran Lotus and had electronic mail. Computers weren't really thought of as oper. The team also wanted to have just one computer on every desk and
a tool. But we have to have a new approach
have that computer do everything, includ·
in the '90s, and use technology to give us a
ing managing live feeds from Reuters and
NeXT User Profile
competitive advantage," says Vinnie AnnLllTelerate Systems news services. Traders
Organization: Phibro Energy
ziata, the Phibro trader in charge of the NeXT
wouldn't be plagued by the excess of tem
Business: Vertically integrated full-service energy
installation.
nals (up to five or six in some cases) they
company
Computers will be absolutely critical to
previously needed to use in their work.
Employees: 1600 worldwide
providing the support needed when the New
Hardware: 100 NeXT systems installed; 500
York Mercantile Exchange (the "Merc"),
Making choices
planned
hub of all oil and precious-metals trading in
By August 1991, Phibro was ready to
Key software: Custom in -house programs supportthe United States, goes to 24-hour-a-day traddecide which client stations should go with
ing oil commodities trading, Informix Wingz and
Lotus
Development
Improv
spreadsheets,
WordPerfect
ing by the end of1992. The volume of trades
its new Sybase database running on a
word processing software.
will increase significantly, so a company will
VAX.
Purchase
cycle:
Two
weeks
after
the
request
for
have to cut its cost-per-transaction to mainThe chosen workstations would be
proposals was issued, NeXT won hands down.
tain its competitive edge. Time-consuming
replacing almost 900 Compaq personal
Costs: More than $10 million, including IT-engineertrades that were once carried out over the
computers. Annunziata says that the ' .
ing of the company's work flow and work performed
phone are now handled instantly by complan
had been to use OS/2 running on
by contract programmers.
puter because the Merc now processes eight
Intel-based systems, but it soon became
Immediate goal: Prepare the company for the globtimes the volume of trades it did on opening
apparent that OS/2 simply did not
ally competitive 24-hour-a-day trading environment of
in 1983. Phibro executives realized they
seamless multitasking capabilities Phibro
the '90s.
needed a speedy and responsive computing
needed.
The second option was UNIX, ani
Long-range goal: Create a separate subsidiary company that will act as a VAR selling the NeXT-based
infrastructure to compete.
the design team looked at workstations
commodities-trading setup Phibro has developed.
Furthel; no commodities company can
from IBM, Sun, and NeXT.
afford to keep adding back-office personnel
NeXT was in the rumling because SCI'
indefinitely in the increasingly volatile and competitive global market.
eral of the senior programmers were enthusiastic about NeXT's technol·
Even traditional Wall Street firms that have shunned commodities trading
ogy and low price. Also, one of the consultants Phibro had hired to help
in the past are now getting into the business. Phibro needed the competisupervise the re-engineering effort had close connections with a staff mellt
tive advantage offered by an innovative use of leading-edge computing.
ber of NeXT's software development team. Nevertheless, Annunziata
With these two needs in mind, Phibro President Andy Hall made the
thought senior management would consider NeXT too risky a platform
decision in December 1990 to re-engineer the entire work flow of the com- on which to bet the entire company.
pany, to rebuild the company from scratch. He charged the company
Such concerns were soon erased after the evaluation units were
experts in contracts, credit and treasury, trading, and risk management to
installed and tested. Annunziata says that "the NeXT price/performanee
put every aspect of Phibro's mission under inspection and analyze both
was so strong it won hands down. Witllin two weeks, everyone was hanghow work was being done and how it would be done in the perfect trading around the NeXTs, and the Suns were gathering dust. Besides, the
ing environnlent.
Suns were too expensive."
Such re-engineering would normally be considered a luxury, not a
As a test of the decision to go with the NeXTs, programmers created
long-term corporate necessity. But Armunziata says that "in the oil indusfour new applications for beta testing: A full-featured Rolodex applicatry, no producer would consider running a refinery at full or almost-full
tion, a trade-capture system, an option-quoting application, and a graph
capacity for ten years without shutting down for a while to put in new,
generator were put together and installed within six weeks. "Both the
more cost-effective and efficient technologies." Phibro determined that an
users and the programmers loved the NeXTs. Programmers loved the
equally ambitious and thoughtful investment in computing was just as crit- of development offered by the object-oriented NeXTstep, and users loved
ical to the long-term financial health of a trading company.
the ease of use," says Annunziata.

ccording to its annual report, Greenwich, Connecticut-based
Phibro, a subsidiary of Wall Street giant Salomon, is "a vertically integrated, full-service energy company." But Phibro
executives last year put rhetoric aside and launched a complete re-engineering of the 1600-employee company, which
has agents spread across 24 countries. The solution they came up with NeXTstations running custom in-house applications - has even allowed the
energy giant to form a second company to resell the software to other players in the world of commodities trading.

A
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Initially, 90 NeXTs were installed at Phibro, some for the in-house
programmers and some for regular Phibro staff who wanted to get their
hands on the machines rather than wait for the full installation to become

a reality.

How It Works
When the full system is in place, Phibro traders will work on NeXTstation
Turbo Color machines with 21 -inch displays, while back-office personnel
will be equipped with black-and-white NeXTstation Turbos.
Phibro's London office will get 100 NeXTstation Turbos, and about
50 each will be installed in satellite offices in Houston and Singapore. In
[he satellite offices, a Sun SPARCstation II will act as the server. More than
100 machines will be put into place in a new, state-of-the-art trading floor
[hat pbibro is constructing in Westport, Connecticut, just down the road
from its Greenwich corporate headquarters.
The NeXTs enabled Phibro programmers
rocreate integrated multimedia programs that
allOlVtraders to put together bids, create cover
letters, generate and integrate graphs into bids,
reate contracts covering the bid, obtain
approval from the Phibro in-house credit
department, and fax the entire package to a
lient - all without any rekeying of informarion or reliance on support staff. The system
is ingenious enough that alarms and alerts can
be keyed to a trader's voice mail, e-mail, telephone, or beeper. The NeXT solution will free
Phibro staffers to be the lean, self-sufficient
producers they need to be.
Besides the custom applications, the new
iystem is also running Informix Software's
Wiogz spreadsheet, WordPerfect, Lorus 1mprav,
and other back-office support software.
AmlLlnziata says that the NeXT solution
has worked well enough to cut the time allotred for the Phibro re-engineering project in
half, from three years to only one and a half.
Two people hired to run an in-house help desk had to be given other jobs
because they weren't needed. "We call them the May tag repairmen.
"obody calls them," Annunziata says.
Phi bra is so confident in the success of its NeXT-based system that it

has created an independent subsidiary, MC2 Technologies, to market the
installation to other commodities traders. Annunziata was tagged as the
president of the start-up, which was launched in January.
MC2 (the name comes from Einstein's famous equation for energy)
will be housed separately from Phibro's new state-of-the-art trading floor
in Westport. By early 1992, other commodities companies were already
showing interest in what the new company was going to be selling, putting
MC2 in the unique position of having to answer sales inquiries before its
initial offerings had even been announced - and before Phibro had even
completed the development and implementation of its own commoditiestrading system.

Catching Trends
Annunziata says that while bits and pieces of what MC2 will have to offer
are available, "no single package exists"
that ties together all the different aspects of
conunodities trading. While somewhatsimilar packages may exist for stocks and
bonds, "oil is a different animal." The fact
that oil is a product subject to the vagaries
of hard, real-world factors such as pipeline
breakdowns, shipping conditions, and
political developments "makes it a beast,"
he says. It's no wonder that newspaper
headlines are fed live into Phibro's system.
The MC2 product will be firmly wedded to NeXT hardware, with a '486
option available for those clients running
PC networks. Purchasers will be able to
create proprietary code around the base
MC2 offering.
With all its custom NeXT work, Phibro has come a long way since its original
PC-based plan. "Traders are good at
catching trends. At Phibro, we think we're
catching two trends at the same time: short
PC, long NeXT," says Annunziata. •

P A U LIN ABo R S 0 0 K is a New York based free-lance writer
specializing in computers and communications.
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COMPOSITION
Getting With the Program
by Charles L . Perkins
Get started in NeXTstep programming
by building this easy game application
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dWlLlUlldl programmers can
ance. But it doesn't take years - or even months - to begin using it.
one sense,
programmmg IS as
as programmmg
itself. It codifies clever strategies hard won over the decades into a new,
. It goes
strategies to suggest new ways
~r" rooo of programming and of its result. (See "Object
Lessons," NeXTWORLD Spring 1992, for background on objectoriented
)
The object-oriented approach promises to help programmers simply
and
create
that are easier to
tain, and reuse. These promises translate into four key goals:

class is a subclass of the Window class. Panels are like windows except
Figure 1- The Rules of Ergo
White jumps (grey arrow), black replicates (white arrow), or black jumps and
all six pieces in the lower left quadrant
would be black.

the program that manipulate that information, making it easier to change

Abstraction. Implementation details are kept hidden from the

always float on top of all other windows, contain a set of menu cells, and
all four goals.

Thinking like an object
doorknob and the door opens; drop a glass and it breaks. This simple

and encapsulation goals right away.
An object is also an instance (or member) of a class, which describes
all the common behavior of its members. For
ects
in the class called Window display information on the NeXT computer's
screen. Each window on the screen is
a different
or instance, of the Window class.

mouse - has an
associated with it that "feels"
touch. When a button is pressed, a message called mouseDown: is sent
to a button
which then sends another
to its
carry out the requested action. It is the interaction of these active

screen. Inside the object, a procedure (called a method) acts to carry out
, Much of an object-oriented program consists of objects sending messages. Since all of the information is inside objects, and the only access to
abstracted that information at the same time. Other objects can refer to
36 NmWORlO SUMMER 1992
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a good idea of what behavior you want for your users but an unclear idea

you can
choices were made. The results will often suggest the approaches underlymg

need to build and maintain
there
I When anv NeXlsteo aoollcatlOn begms. the orogram's AoollcatlOn ob1ect
(or in this case, the program's ErgoApp object) automatically gets sent the
makes sense.
There I auuDidInit: message (see Listing 1). ErgoAoo's auuDidInit: method
In this
the interface is dictated
sets who goes first (white) and asks all of the squares on the board to inimust be a game board (a Window) and a whole array of squares, some
filled and others not (see Figure 2 at right). To move. the user clicks the
mouse in a filled square, drags it to an empty square and releases the

have in the game; finding natural classes is the most important step in the
scrap them and start over. It's always better to ~egin anew than to stick
Since we want to represent the whole board, and some squares on the

I in ErgoApp does. Since all the Views we have in the window are squares,
In general, the squares in the Ergo game communicate by broadcast-

I t hat actually do anything are those that can help advance the task at hand.

LIIalaLu::n::;UL::;. AbstractSquare is a subclass
class called View. As a View subclass, objects of the class AbstractSquare
(or any of its subclasses) will automatically be able to receive mouse events
and draw themselves in windows.
Once you have a hierarchy of classes, the next step in designing any
is to flesh it out with a orotecol of kev messages that the
objects will use for communication and that will drive the action of the

Figure 2 - Creating a User Interface for Ergo

n

RLD
ragaztne
to
!puters.

}Won

non object), and very little in the other peripheral classes, which will

Once the tracking

objects from these various classes will drive the game forward.

the rest of the game is

which we would expect since game moves involve manipulating filled

Only when the user

raking turns, and distinguishing between black and white squares are all

presses the mouse

Finally, we must flesh out the details of the design by implementing it.

happen.

will compute its row and column from where it is located
in the window.} A subclass of Application, called

was used to create prototype
new classes to start off their implementation.

A 60-Second Introc

Make your move

Objective-C
means
sq1u~a~r:e~c~an~b~e~h~ig~h~l~ig~h~t~ed~,~a~n~d~ea~c~h~f~il~le:d~sq:u:a~r~e:c~a;n~b~e~s~e~le~c~te~d~·_ti~~§iii~tt-~~~iil~~~======jl_O~b~~ectiVe-C
is a hybrid of thE
a new data type and a
U5.l1lil~l1lli15

-C:-It-starts-witirfu:rr-C-u
adds

The new data type is ca

any--kirl:d-of-obj~the-wa

pointer to any kind of struct
The new syntax for def:

. (int) add.: Cint) &Number tel
.return..a.NumbeI'--t-anot

As the user moves the mouse, all filled squares

I
. print:

I-

--F~fs~:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--l-------------l~~~~~~~J--l~~~~~~~J----II~

Cint) someNumber {

printfC"%d\n"
return se~; , someNu:
/ · self is the object that 1

Figure 3 - The Class Hierarchy and Protocol of Ergo

the
method

added tq
prints the value of i

~----!.ec~1~1~~~;t~:~~~xd&i~~ciliali¥j£lleces~~~_2n~he~~di~__~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~__It~~nsse~,"acorrunonill

Use a pair of square br.
sage to an Objective-C object

plays the square (self) to show the new gray band (see the method for

~---dr,a~Se~~~r-rui~~~G~ru~Y-±~;Gr:dg~~~~haHdlgd~W~GIHF~f,~jiGaciQn-__~_~~~~;L~~~im;Uru~es.~~ml~~qu~e~~c~~La~~LWuu~um~o~)wtE~~-I~U8mgtheabovec~s:
object (NXApp), is one of only two or three small bits of state information but AbstractSquare objects will not.) The distinction between messages grouped in the
/. make an object of cia.ss .A

L------\~~~(~e-tlIlftE)!e-t0--ctftfffl:e~t~aer0s:~h~-s~tlftf~~ti*t~~~~~'0~e01~ffi~fiirNt~~-vuPeiP~e~r-v.remc7ml:~n0glnemoffifmamcl~amss~arnnyd~mrneTlmo~woe:r~0~n:ne~~7~t~h;~a~ttuh~eett,~PPmenr~m~ekSSrna~gers"arere~m.~01U,g~h~t~~rr.m~~,~~~o~=[[ASillyC~sallocl
x=3, y=4, z;
default mouseExited: implementation, which, if highlighted, unhigh-

vate, and are useful only to the other objects in Ergo that directly need them. This distinction is a useful comment to later readers of your object about which messages

use mouse movement to share this one implementation.
ignore it (since they don't implement a mouseDown: method). But propby selecting themselves. When the setlsSelected: message is sent,
c

l-4+leej-aEl&.-x-te~l,

By

-

true, so
originally selected filled square will highlight (allowing a player to drop the

move. Irst, we
square
how far we are away from it. Then we ask all the squares to perform a

the user can see the legal squares to move to. For this, the other implementation of
becomes .
tanto In that method, the empty square asks all squares to check their
with itself. If one of them finds that - .
.acent and has a
move to the emptY square sending the message, it will send that empty

of our color). We'll explore capturing in a moment. If we have jumped
we must vacate our old location

convention, Objectiv

use lower ca.se letters to be!

sages and variables.

----~~~b;l<~QU~~n£~J;ou:~r_------------------------------ic~~~~~hthehll1J~~f5<~U;T:lliE~Jt;sa~~~n;~ehaVe~lr~
piece
capture:
square an
this Allbo~~~uct
small introduction shm
Now we would like all legal empty squares to
themselves so
made it become: the same class that we are (this makes it a filled square
started reading Listings 1-4

I'ile: ErgoApp.m

captured by the same sender in this way. It is a rather simple and elegant

#import <appkit/View.h>
#import <objc/List.h>

-----mafiy~ffii~~~we:~n~lw~ffl>eltlH~'W0fi~~~lli~~------------~·-w~~~t)-~~f~S-ffi~~p~f~ftll~---------------------1~

The user, who is still holding down and moving the mouse, can now

Turn-taking is handled by ErgoApp (Listing 1) via the message

@implementation ErgoApp

---:see--aH-the-leg:ah-nmres7-Eventua-tlly-tlb:e'lsel.,.elleas~es1:he-mouse:-bu:ttotr,'ivhij::h-i-14etEltherC301orlM;ove;-Tllrimp.lemten1:atij~n-:invj~rts1:hl~-al1sw'er1:ha1t---Ir hlgl:ilightedSquare-/-

always sends a mouseUp: message to the same object that received the

isWhiteMove will return and simply redisplays the board. Turn-taking

return highlightedSqm
J

-----Dlous~~~~~fm~~~tD~~~rf~I~I~umre~Thcr~Lm~es~}tth~rut~~yr-l;rlreTmn~,fu~~~r,-sm~~thr.>v(~~un-ufthc:memITd~D~~nut~h~clctt~~~t- ~k~~meon~

the game are implemented in the method for mouseUp: (Listing 3).

end of the game (see the sidebar on "Extending Ergo").-+

return isSomeoneSelec
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File: AbstractSquare.m

@implementation AbstractSquare

Objective-C is a hybrid of the languages SmaJlTaJk
adds a new data type and a way to define classes.
The new data type is caJled id; it is a pointer

return column;

pointer to .any kind of structure.
The new syntax for defining classes looks

timpleII!entation ASillyClass
• (lnt) add:

aMessage];
sender {
return [[self viewList] makeObjectsPerform:

return self;
return self;
/*se)[ is the object that was sent the message */

isSomeoneSelected = state;
return self;
. setIsWhiteMove: (BOOL) state {
isWhiteMove = state;
}

/* Private methods: */
square brackets to send a mesObjective-C object. Here is an. example,
'class:

- [otherSquare column]));
[super drawSelf: rects : rectQount];
NXDrawGrayBezel(&bounds, rects);

(int) aNumber to: (int) anotherNumber{

-wtuJm...a.N.u.mbeI!-+~another.Numbe'IJ.!";, '-_ _ __

D

return MAX

[self rugn.ugnt:
return self;
- (BOOL) isHighlighted {
return isHighlighted;
- mouseExited: (NXEvent *) theEvent {
if ([self isHighlighted])

return self;

isWhiteMove = YES;
return '[selfmakeSq=esPerform:
return value is ignored, so any is OK
{

Ille result of the previous message; this is a cam-

mon shorthand (e.g., [[self do'I'his] doThat]). You
CexorePQinn.,,·

>makes it a filled square

use lower case letters to begin the names of messages and va:v:iables.

ferent values in each instance (object) of the
AbstractSquare class (or any of its subclasses).

UlIs smaJJ. introduction should be
started reading Listings 1-4.

implementing Ergo squares.

nt. If we have jumped

removeFromSuperview] free];
[theSuperViewaddSubview: newSquare];
wasHighlighted] ;

#import "ErgoApp.h"
#import <appkit/View.h>

return self;

:e our old location (we
[loved to, that is, we

#import <dpsclient/psops.h>

return self;

:t ourselves and
short
BOOL

ally, we ask the ErgoApp

if ([self isHighlighted])

[NXApp setHighlightedSquare: nil];
t

· and taking turns. Most

QAhstta.ctEilkdSq.l.late........
·

It should be captured by

search: ~ and forth across these listings as yo~ - (short") distanceTo: otherSquare;
0
e U T I . . goOd obJect-<5I'lented
- drawSelf: (canst NXReet *) rects : (int) rectCount;
environment makes following these links between
- (BaaL) isHilthli&hted:
row;
- setIsHighlighted: .(BOOL) state;

become: the same class
ather simple and elegant

;unport <appkit/View.h>
;unport <objc/List.h>

· 1) via the message

llimplementation ErgoApp

's the board. Turn-taking
Ergo")."

if (tr~~~

[[self window] ' discardTracldngRect:
tracldngRectNumber];
#define INSET
#define WIDTH

2
7

- highlight: (const NXRect *) aRect {
NXRect
theRect =

return highlightedSquare;
return isSomeoneSelected;

[super initFrame: frameRect];
/* the below only works with smaJ1 borders '"/
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row
oolumn=Ira~E'KEm-:>or~G.x

[self class]]];

fr~eRect->size.width;

if

- drawSelf: (canst NXRect *) rects: (int) rectC6unt (
NXRect block =

On becoming

else

}
/* above, hope ANY return value is OK '"/
return [self setlsSelected: NO];
- setlsSelected: (BOOL) state {
[NXApp setlsSomeoneSelected:
inside: state /'" aursor is inlout "'/
owner: self tag: rectNumber++
return self;

return [self display];

free message) and returns

}

/* Private methods: */
- capture: sender {
if ([self class] != [sender class]
return [self beoome: [sender class]];
return self;

Listing 3 - AbstractFilledSquare

the square, but assign then

PSsetgrayCNX_DKGRAY);
NXRectF1ll(SEblock);

- cheCkAdjacencyWith: sender (
if ([self isSelected] && [self distanceTo: sender]

return self;
/* does nothing (sets no traoking recta.ngje) '/
File: BlackFilledSquare.m

@implementation BlackFilledSquare

all legal moves begin here.

- (float) color {
return NX_BLACK;

File: AbstractFilledSquare.m
#import "AbstractFilledSquare.h"

- (BOOL) isWhite {
return NO ;

driven messages are dispatched into this class, and

classes BlackFilledSquare a
t--inm:m::e=depcmieJ"ILVaTirrbl
class hierarchy to store the

"
/ * for foundAdajaoent message declaration */

BlackFilledSquare the sam(
hanging the rest of Ergo.
Hidmg an object's stat
but there is power in the at
response as a state-variablE
it is here). Any of these im1

- (BOOL) acceptsFirstMouse {

bounds.size.width / 2, 0, 360);
PSfill( );

Listing 4 - The Peripheral Classes

[self select: cx : cy];
return self;

Here are all the peripheral classes that linpleIhent
Ergo squares. They irlherit almost all their behav-

- (BOOL) isMyMove {
return [NXApp isWhiteMove] == [self iSWhite];

pIes of the power of inheritance. Almost nothing
needs to be done in their implementations; the

- (BOOL)isSelected {
return isSelected;

File: Eul"Dtv&lU3re~m

- (BOOL) isWhite {
return [self subclassResponsibility: _cmd], NO;

@implementation EulptySquare

- mouseEntered: (NXEvent *) theEvent {
- mouseDown: (NXEvent "*) theEvent {
[NXApp makeSquaI'esPerform:
if ([self isMyMoveJ)
,--_ _ _ _ _ [self..setlsSeI.ected:..YES] ;·_--~----I---~----.!~~~:(Ql~M!g.j9!Qm;~W!!~~I~~~!..CW~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
return self;
if ([self isSelected] I I ([self isMyMove]

SESE ![NXApp isSomeoneSelectedJ))

~________
, selfse~~ted:YES
~'-----------t~~~~g~~~~~--------------------_l-a~dTo.u~itITiTITIi~rc~~=s?~i~l~roR~TI~Umrj~
return
self;
/* above, could check if ANY move is legal */

return [self setlsHighlighted: YES];
/* we were found to be acijaoent
the above ../

@implementation BlockedSquare
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~

8'RACTION) L 2)

~

rects : (int) rectC01111t I
nds.o.!1@!.x + BORDER
~
• bounds .size.width,
nds.origin.y + BORDER
• bounds.size.height,
'ION • bounds.size.wiiIDi,'£ON * bounds.size.height I;

; *)

S :

Getting With the Program

I onngs w appncanon aevelOpmem, mamrenance, and reuse.

Wben programming in an object-oriented language., situations frequently

I Ttte mnnmg wayO--_________________~

recECount};

AY);

free message) and returns the newly created object in its place.

classes BlackFilledSquare and WhiteFilledSquare. Rather than having an
: no

tracki:ng rectaJJgJ.e) */

-I

iliscallce-dependeIll var iable hold du: b:laddwhite distinction, we use the

class hierarchy to store the information directly. For example, in class

n

today, and what implementation will be clean and clear enough that
The simple classes in Ergo have each tried to live up to these stan-

I dards:-As a bOIlUS, yOU man±i:scovertmt"Vourawhc rtiurritselfisTIow
general enough to be reused by your users within the larger NeXT envi-

illedSquare

programmmg

your next proJect,

are.h"

C H A R L E S L. PER KIN S, a contibuting editor to NeXTWORLD,
has been a registered NeXT developer for the past three years.

~~'I!he-ga.m.e-sl:J.01±l.d-GlisfJ~

.d black-filled squares after
ld of the game, have a
ken.by_each-pIayer,..haw
, and more. Each of these
easy to add to the existing
..thi:n.JLin..an_Qbject-.octented

~azine,

501 Second St. ,

• all else fails, you can

ded-m-lJistmgs-l.=4-:-Itis
(ex cept for a few trivial,
f the .m files) . Use Figure
Bib-file,. -----~

~

'.

emember ~hen punk
rock and 1200-baud
modems were hot?
The Hayes Smart
modem could move data four times
faster than most other modems
then on the market. But these days,
high-speed modems let users pump
19,200 - or more - bits per second
over ordinary telephone lines using
a variety of signal-processing and
data-compression techniques.
Fast forward ten years: Punk
rock is still dead and modems are
faster still. But who uses modems
anymore? By the turn of the century, anyone who is serious about
data communications is "jacking
in" - connecting their computer
directly to the phone company's
digital network and moving data
at megabits (Mbits) per second.
Sound like cyberpunk? It's not.
It's a new system for digital communications called ISDN. And it's
here today, initially offering speeds
of 128Kbits per second for less than
$400, if you have a NeXT.

R

Comes of
Age

Innovative Standards
Doing Nothing

For years, ISDN has been a pie-inthe-sky future for telecommunications junkies. The acronym, which
stands for Integrated Services Digital Network, promised a direct digital interface between the telephone
company's central office and the
customer. ISDN was to do the same
thing for telephones that compact
discs did for music: By sending
sound to the customer as a digitized
stream, ISDN would simultaneously improve the phone system's
quality and open up the world of
data communications, just as compact discs made CD-ROM possible.
But ISDN has been slowsome say painfully slow - in coming to the U.S. telecommunications
market.
Until now, the biggest ISDN
users have been telemarketing companies. These firms benefit from
ISDN's dramatically faster "call
setup time" - which enables opera-

If you thought

that modem on your

desk was

f

a s

t -' hold

on to your hats

tors to make more calls per how;
boosting profits. And while state
public utility commissions across
the country argue about the merits
of Caller-ID, a proposed system
that would display the telephone
number of an incoming phone cal~
ISDN subscribers have been
enjoying this benefit (renamed
for Automatic Number Identification) for half a decade. Many firms
that sell merchandise by telephone
use ISDN to get the caller's phone
number to automatically pull up
customer records.
In all of these cases, however,
ISDN was available only under
cial arrangement, usually in blocks
of dozens, or hundreds, of lines.
And the few companies that actually had ISDN couldn't use it to
place a digital phone call from one
telephone exchange to another,
because the interconnection software, which depended on a new
phone system standard, didn't
work properly.
"The fact of the matter is there
are about five different versions of
ISDN in existence today, with veff
limited deployment and very limited use," says Dick Aloia,
vice-president of network access
technology for Bellcore, the R&D
arm of the nation's regional telephone companies.
All of that is now changing,
and NeXT - the only computer
company whose every machine
comes equipped with a Digital Sig·
nal Processor (DSP) - is uniquely
pois,ed to take advantage.
Interesting Services,
Dream Network

Two years ago, NeXT's communications gurus were trying to figure
out ways to tap into the computing-at-home market.
"We were sitting in a meeting
and Steve Jobs said, 'Go out and
make IP [Internet Protocol] run
phone lines as fast as possible I want it to run over ISDN,' "
recalls Tim Kreps, NeXT's developer advocate for networking and

by Simson L. Garfinkel
PH OT OG RAPH BY ST UA RT \ '(IATSON
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'matter how many files

communications.
IP is the network standard that
NeXT and other UNIX workstations use to communicate over Ethernet. Rlmning IP over ISDN would
mean that a person with a NeXTstation at home could access electronic mail, files, and applications
at work - doing it quickly and
transparently.
The obvious way!o make IP
run over ISDN was to use the DSP.
Ever since NeXT introduced the
Cube, engineers both inside and
outside the company dreamed of
programming the DSP to emulate
modems, fax machines, telephone
dialers, and voice-mail systems.
One engineer even rigged up a
demo in which a NeXT cube automatically faxed e-mail to a person
out of the office. The time had
come to take the best elements of
those demos and turn them into a
product.
A year later, the group was just
finishing off a prototype that was
code-named "Babblefish" (the
name of the universal translator in
The Hitchhiker's Guide to the
Galaxy). The box, now being manufactured by Hayes, can connect
any NeXT to either a conventional
or an ISDN telephone line.
Connecting the box to a regular telephone line produces an
answering machine on steroids. It
lets you use a NeXT to place and
receive telephone calls, generate
and decode touch-tone signals, and
play and record voice over the
phone line. In addition to answering machines and voice mail, developers will be able to use the box to
create new information services
delivered over regular phone lines
to ordinary touch-tone telephones.
But the real benefit comes
when you connect the box, now
called the Hayes ISDN eXTender,
to a digital phone line: It provides a
full digital interface to the outside
wor~d, capable of transferring data
at rates of either 64Kbits/sec or
128Kbits/sec. That's almost 6.8

times faster than today's fastest
modems - and 3.4 times faster than
the maximum possible throughput
of the NeXT serial ports (which are
limited to a maximum speed of
38,400 baud). And, true to Jobs's
wishes, it will run IP.
The ISDN eXTender is a small
box containing an ISDN chip set,
for connecting to ISDN lines, and
an analog-to-digital, digital-to-analog converter, for connecting to
conventional telephone lines. The
box has no memory, no CPU, and
draws its power directly from the
NeXT. Its sole purpose is to bring
the signals on the telephone line to
the NeXT's DSP. The rest is done
by software.
Because the I-layes box has little intelligence, it's cheap: With a
suggested retail price of $349, it
costs about $1000 less than other
ISDN interfaces. (Hayes's other
ISDN interface, the Hayes ISDN
System Adapter, lists at $1595,
largely because it needs to have its
own DSP, software, high-speed
computer interface, and power supply.) It needs PhoneKit and ISDNKit, both standard with NeXTstep
Release 3.0, to run.
"We will have some kind of
simple configuration application
for setting it up," says Kevin Wells,
NeXT's manager of software products. Users will have to get an Internet address assigned for their computer. After that, "it will be one
button [to push] for the base case."
I See Dollars Now

But what will NeXT users actually
do with ISDN? That depends on
what they're doing now.
"ISDN won't let you do anything that you can't do already,"
says Joe Gustafson, ISDN market
planning director for NYNEX, the
parent of several Bell operating
companies. But in many cases, he
adds, it will dramatically lower the
cost of high-speed communications.
For example, today it is possible to get a 56Kbits/sec leased line

from the phone company between
your home and your office. The
cost can be up to $1000 to install
and $200 to $300 per month to
maintain. Compare that, for exampie, with an ISDN installation fee
of $15 and a monthly fee of $8 (in
addition to the cost of a standard
telephone line) - the tariff just
approved for Massachusetts by that
state's Department of Public Utilities. In California, the monthly cost
of an ISDN line is less than $30.
Long-distance ISDN calls will
cost the same as current longdistance voice calls; companies like
MCI and Sprint already have fully
digital networks. Once National
ISDN 1 is in place (see sidebar
"What's the 'D' stand for?"), the
long-distance networks won't even
know the difference between a
voice call and a data call.
These dramatically lower costs
will open up ISDN for small- and
medium-size companies - especially
tllose with branches in different
cities. For example, a graphic arts
firm with offices in Houston,
Chicago, Boston, and San Francisco
might use ISDN to transmit digitized images instead of sending
slides by Federal Express. With a
NeXT at each end, a 26MB image
could be transferred coast-to-coast
in less than four minutes, and for
less than a dollar.
NeXT's other big ISDN market
is likely to be people working at
home. "With ISDN, you're really
on-line," says Eric Bergerson, managing director of Objective Technologies, a New York-based NeXT
developer.
With ISDN, says Bergerson,
NeXT users will be able to transparently access their files and applications over the telephone. "You
won't have to replicate the entire
environment at home."
ISDN also means improved
computer security. A feature called
Closed User Group lets the custoIner specify a list of telephone
numbers that are authorized to call

a particular extension; if somebody
from outside the user group tries to
place a call, they get an error message. That should keep out the
computer crackers.
This democratization of ISDN
is very different than what telephone companies had planned for
the technology in the mid-1980s.
Back then, phone company executives "were looking for a killer
application that would make every·
body want to go out and buy
ISDN," says Robert Toense, vicechair of applications software inter·
face of the North American ISDN
Users Forum, and an electronics
engineer at the National Institutes
of Standards and Technology.
"People are beginning to come
to the realization that no such kille[
application exists," says Toense.
Instead, it is likely that people will
use ISDN the same way they've
been using modems - only more so.
Innovative Subscribers
Desperately Needed

The basic thing that's been holding
back tlle widespread adoption of
ISDN in the United States has been
"standards, standards, standards,"
says NYNEX's Gustafson. "We
couldn't do it a few years ago
because we hadn't deployed the
technology. We hadn't agreed on a
set of standards."
For example, regional telephone companies in the United
States primarily use switches manu·
factured by AT&T and Northern
Telecom. But until this year, the
two companies' ISDN implementa·
tions didn't work with each other.
It wasn't until recently that tbe
various players in the U.s. telecom·
munications market got together
and decided upon standards for
things as simple as the basic-rate
ISDN connector. Until that was
done, companies were hesitant to
commit the millions of dollars nec·
essary to install new equipment and
software. It costs a few hundred
thousand dollars to upgrade the

oftware on a single centr
witch; the interface card!
central office for each sur
line cost $50 to $150 ead
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n arily use switches manuly AT&T and Northern
But until this yeal; the
lanies' ISDN implemental't work with each other.
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layers in the u.s. telecom)fiS market got together
ed upon standards for
simple as the basic-rate
mector. Until that was
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ne millions of dollars necinstall new equipment and
It costs a few hundred
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software on a single central office
switch; the interface cards in the
central office for each subscriber's
line cost $50 to $150 each.
Phone company executives had
imagined their customers buying
ISDN telephones to get features like
hold and ANI, and then slowly,
over the course of the decade, interconnecting the ISDN islands to
form one national ISDN system.
But customers ended up ignoring
ISDN altogether.
"ISDN islands, where a company can talk to itself on its own
business premise, isn't very useful,"
says Bellcore's Aloia. "Connectivity
is the thing that the telephone company sells. A large degree of connectivity is the essential element,
and it has been missing."
Things have been different
overseas, primarily because the
European countries and Japan still
have their phones systems in the
hands of single companies, usually
state-run monopolies. These companies haven't had problems with
software incompatibility because all
of their telephone switches are
made by the same vendor.
France is perhaps the furthest
along on the road to ISDN. In the
late 1970s, France made a commitment to bring its archaic telephone
system into the digital age. Today,
ISDN is available everywhere in the
,country. Installation costs $135,
and the monthly fee is $60, according to Igor Douplitzky, assistant
vice-president of new services at
France Telecom's office in New
York. More than 150,000 customers have basic-rate ISDN, Douplitzky said.
When more than one country
has ISDN, it opens up the possibility of international high-speed data
calls. "At least 50 U.S. companies
use ISDN between France and the
United States," Douplitzky says.
Right now, that list is limited to
companies that have made special
arrangements to use the service.
But only for a few more months . . .

What's the"

D"

Stand

Fort
When you pick up your telephone and call a friend, you're actually opening a connection for a
stream of information through a high-speed data network called the phone system. When you
speak into the telephone, your voice gets tumed Into an analog voltage that travels down a pair
of copper wires to a telephone company central office. There your voice gets digitized. The
resulting stream of digital information travels, oiten by fiber optics, to the central office of the person with whom you are speaking. At the receiving end, your voice gets tumed back into an analog stream and sent to your friend's telephone.
When you send data over the phone, your modem changes the stream of ones and zeros into
tones. The irony is that as soon as those tones hit the central office, they're digitized. At,the other
end, they're converted back into tones and then reconverted again into the original digital
stream. Taking those detours into 1he analog world is an error-prone process,; the only way to
make it work reliably is to use relatively slow speeds and sophisticated error-correcting codes.

ISDN uses the same pair of copper wires between the customer and central office, but instead
of sending an analog voltage, it sends a stream of digital pulses. To talk over an ISDN line, you

need a special telephone that simultaneously digitizes your voice and plays back the digital
stream from the central office. ISDN today comes In three main flavors.
Basic Rate ServIce (BAS), or 2B+D provides two SAKbltslsec digital channels for tele-

phone salls and one 16Kbits1sec channel for control signals over a twisted pair of copper wires.
With BRS, you co,uld have two separate conversations at the same time over two different tele-

phone instruments, or speak with a person over one digital channel while transmitting information over the other. 1 B+D is a cut-rate form of BRS that gives you one 64Kbitlsec channel.
PrtmaIy Rate ServIce (PAl), or 23B+D Is industrlal-strength ISDN, delivering 23 "B"

channels (each at 64Kbits1sec) and one "0" channel (also at 64Kbitslsec). You can use all those
"B" channels for 23 separate conversations, or you can bundle them for 1.472 Mbitslsec. If you
buy ISDN directly from a company like Sprint, MCI, or AT&T, this is probably the way It will be
delivered to your door.

Network TennInaIlnterface (NTI).ln order to get ISDN in your house, the phone com-

pany will need to Install an NTI unit. This device connects to the pair of wires going back to the
telephone company's central office. A simple NT! costs several hundred dollars and has just a
basic-rate ISDN interface on its side. MorCHIxpensive NTis, costing up to $1400, also have interfaces for traditional-analog phones, so you can use your old telephones and household telephone wiring with your new ISDN service.
One of the potenttal problems with ISDN Is operation during power outages and other emer-

gency situations. An analog telephone gets its power from the phone company, but both 1he NT!
and the IS,?N telephone itself require power at the customer's premises in order to work. For that

reason. mor&:exjJenSlve ISDN equipment with b8ckup power suPP!les'1s available.

1, an agreement sign!!d In 1991 committing the industry to an 1B-month timetable to ilnplement
basic I$DN features In ways that would properly in!ei'operate; Milily'cotnP,8nles expect to have
National ISDN 1~mpllant products ready for operation by late summer of 1992.

Inter-state Demo
in November

Right now, the U.S. telecommunications industry is gearing up for
Trip '92, the Transcontinental
ISDN Project.
"We're going to begin with a
20-city network," says Aloia.
"We've invited President Bush to
actuate the "golden splice" - that's
analogous to when the railroads
got standard-gauge track from East
coast to West coast."
With Trip '92, a person with
ISDN service in anyone of the 20
cities will be able to call a person
with ISDN in any other of the cities
and be guaranteed a digital path at
64Kbits/sec. The cities are likely to
contain some of NeXT's largest
customers.
"Unfortunately, they will have
to be at relatively well-selected
sites," says Toense. "The problem
is that most of the switches in the
telephone offices are not ISDNcapable right now. "
Getting other cities on-line will
decided on a case-by-case basis.
Bellcore recently published Special
Report SR-NWT-002102, which
lists every telephone exchange in
the United States and gives a date
when those exchanges-will be ready
for ISDN. (The report costs $102
and can be ordered by calling
908/669-5802.) By the end of
1994, 54 percent of the telephone
lines in the United States will be
capable of handling ISDN.
As far as long-distance interconnection goes, MCI plans to be
able to support ISDN connections
in 80 percent of the cities in the
United States by the end of the year.
But for many of us, the future
will arrive in November, •

To set a timetable that means something, Bellcore, the three Ioflltdlslance companies, and the
seven regional Bell operating companies have designated the third week of November 1992 as
their target date for wide-scale availability of ISDN. The project will start wiih a 2O-city network,
crisscrossing the United States and Canada, By November 1992, telephone customers In any

L. G ARFI N K E L
is a senior editor at NeXTWORLD.

SIM SON

Trip '92 city should be able to call a customer in any other Trip '92 city, over Sprint, AT&T, or MCI,
and have a fully digital call with a speed of 64Kbits1sec.

The Hayes ISDN eXTender is a box that connects any NeXTcube or NeXTstationto an ISDN
telephone line. Initially, the $349 box will be certified to operate only in the United States, France,
and Germany; Japanese certification should be available In late 1992. The U.S. version of the

box will also be able to place and receive calls over conventional analog telephone lines.
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IF YOU BUY A NeXT COMPUTER,
WHO CARES?
When a com puter comes out of its box,
most manufacturers consider that the end of
their responsibility.
At NeXT™we take a different view-we

think it's just the beginning.
In other words, when you buy one of
machines, we actually care. So instead of
disappearing when you get the machine

un packed, we off
prehensive servic
programs in the E
It's called Ne:
security of being (
manufacturer. An
gram to be certair
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For instance 7we let you minimize your worries about downtime through service direct
from NeXT. Our affordable Extended Warranty
Contracts give you on-site coverage that
extends past the duration of your one-year
warranty7 for up to three additional years.
Options for large and medium-size organizations are also available 7and we can create a
custom proposal to address any unique
needs you may have.
When you need help, we can provide itwith our substantial support program . The
NeXTedge Technical Support Hotline will give
you direct telephone access to our highly
knowledgeable Customer Support Engineering team. We also offer a regularly published
support bulletin, complete with answers to
technical questions on a floppy disk.
Our education program will assure that you
7
enjoy the full benefits of NeXT s technology
from the very beginning. We offer a complete
7
curriculum-taught at NeXT s headquarters
or at any of several locations nationwide. In
particular7we offer courses for end users and
administrators 7as well as a complete Developers7 Camp that will help you take full
advantage of our unique object-oriented
programming capabilities.
Call us todaY7 at 1-800-848-NeXT7for
7course information 7
unpacked 7we offer you one of the most com- NeXTedge data sheets
and pricing. You 711 discover that
prehensive service 7support and training
NeXTedge is quite possibly the most
programs in the entire workstation industry.
complete program in the industry.
Irs called NeXTedge~M It gives you the
security of being able to deal directly with the In other words 7that we care.
j buy one of our
_'"
m
anufacturer.
And
ifs
a
flexible
enough
proTHE OBJECT IS THE ADVANTAGE:
30 instead of
gram to be certain to meet your needs.
he machine
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H anyone had dropped a bomb on San Francisco's
Civic Auditorium last January 22-24, they could
have effectively eliminated NeXT from the computer universe. The full NeXT community was
assembled from all over the world for three days
of announcements, demonstrations, conferences,
briefings, meetings, and plain hard selling. There
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.on San Francisco's
2-24, they could
from the comommunity was
ld for three days
ns, conferences,
rd selling. There

was also just enough nightlife to help lubricate an
already lively market.
In fact, judging from the vibrant activity at this
first-ever NeXTWORLD Expo, a bomb might have
been the only way to stop the NeXT phenomenon
from changing the future of the computer industry.
Some numbers: 5200 paid attendees from 47
states and 33 countries; 150 booths in 13,000 sq. ft.
of exhibit space; 250 user-group volunteers; 595
registrations for the oversubscribed developer
conference.
Some other numbers: 33MHz NeXTstation
T~bo, Intel i486, and NeXTstep 3.0.
Optimism was in the air and a NeXTWORLD
photographer was in the aisles. For those who were
there, this selection from Julie Chase's three-day
shoot should bring back the feeling. For the rest of
you, there's always next year.
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REVIEWS

Hannonic
Convergence
Lighthouse Design's Concurrence fills
two NeXT niches with style and depth
by

B E N

C A L I CA

he idea of applying an
outline metaphor to
word processing was a
breakthrough when
Dave Winer and Living Videotext
first introduced it on the Apple IT
nine years ago. The ability to move
(ext blocks around in an outline
heitarchy proved to be a powerful
tool not just for writers but also for
groups of people organizing their
thoughts and plans.
Later, other software designers
improved on this by associating the
outline process with the graphicscommunications process of preparing and presenting visual slides of
information. New output devices
and graphics service bureaus sprang
up to meet the demand for computer-generated slides, and desktoppresentation software is now a
mature product category on other
computer platforms, especially the
Macintosh.
Now, with Concurrence from
ughthouse Design, which began
shipping in March, the NeXT platform has an outline and presentaDon tool to rival those on other
platforms. With the support of the
eXTstep tools and interface, Concurrence integrates and balances
thetwo functions of the program
exceptionally well. While it doesn't
break any new conceptual ground
over such programs as Aldus Peruasion or Microsoft Power Point,
i( implements the genre with grace
and a sprinkling of innovative fearures. As such (and despite a list
price that we consider to be too

high ), Concurrence is likely to
become a standard application in
the power user's NeXT software
toolkit.

A strong outline
Outlining in Concurrence will be
familiar to anyone who has used
outlining programs on other computers. Text is placed at different
heirarchy levels for rapid organization of your thoughts. Then, as you
refine the relationships between
your topics, they can be moved
around the outline and promoted
and demoted in relation to the
main topics. For display, parent
topics can be collapsed to hide the
subpoints and expanded to show
the full detail. Topics can also be
cloned if the user wants to have
them repeated several times
throughout the document, and any
changes on a cloned item will be
reflected on other clones. Concurrence also permits focusing and
unfocusing on the outline, which
allows you to navigate easily into
areas of detail.
Elements in the outline are
manipulated by clicking and dropping, or with the Tab and Shift-Tab
keys pressed together, or with
Emacs key controls. Families are
collapsed and expanded using key
or mouse control. The text in an
item can wrap around in a full
paragraph, or be cut off to only
show the first line.
The program uses two different
types of rulers - one for the outline
items, and another for the text

ShowGuide StatUs:COOcur · OutJIiieT .= 1HetJjan9llb1uelUsersJbcallcalThe Basement
V I. Show Guid e Statu s
~ P,. Questio ns
~ B. Human Re sources
~ G uid e Elem ent Checkli st

Show GUide Status.concur. OUUine I -

INetJjansllblue/UserslliCaJicii!Th8

oasement

." I. Show Guid e Statu s
II> A. Questi ons
... B. Hum an Reso urces
'" C. Guide Element Ch ec kli st
... 1. Graphic Elements
., 2. Text Elements
a) Exhi biter list
..., ( 1) Ind ex
V (2) De scripton s
'f{ (a) World Expo pro vided a docu ment th at includes both the ind ex and the
descriptio ns.
" (b) nlere are 13 additonaI descriptions/changes in a green foldertiUed
ExfJitJitor disclip/ions to be added/Cllanged
V b) Adm iss ion Poli cies-To Be Written
II> c) User Co nfe re nc e
... d) Develop er Co nfe rence
II> e) Other Elements

The outliner can collapse a great amount of detail t o be expanded for later reference.

within those items. Normally peers
on the same level share overall font
and style characteristics, but those
preferences can be overridden by
selecting a particular word or
phrase and modifying the text
directly. The leader-character selection, on the other hand, is universal
for a peer group. The choices are
Legal (1.1, 2.1, 2.2), Harvard (A, 1,
a, b), and Bullet (e) . There is no
ability to customize the leader characters, but that's rarely needed. The
fact that the leader characters are
universal for a level is slightly more
troubling, but it's easy to work
around by using the Views feature .
Concurrence uses the concept
of multiple views to let users change
the way their information is displayed to different audiences. Each
view is connected to all others.
Cosmetic things, such as the font
and formatting, and even what
families are expanded or collapsed,

Concurrence 1.0
• • • • beta

Designed for both idea processing and
desktoppresentiltions, COncurrence is an
excellent combination ofan Outliner and
a slide-based presentation padulge. Both
sides are clean,easy ~1Ise, and fully
funaionaL It's an excePtionally welldeveloped product for an initial release.
$995

Lighthouse Design. 6516Westem Ave.,
Chevy Chase, MD20815;
800/366-2279, 301/913-2806 fax.

are kept local to each view. But any
changes to the substance of the
text, including an item's order or
position, are instantly mirrored in
all views. The views are used both
to customize outlines for a particular audience and to make slide
shows. Views are managed from
Concurrence's View Browser.
The program uses the standard
N eXT Spelling and Find interfaces
throughout both parts of the program . But another standard NeXT
implementation causes a little trouble: Concurrence obeys the pasteboard rules and allows you to copy
a desired section of the outline for
pasting into any application that
can read standard RTF. Some applications like Mail have no problem
correctly interpreting the formatting and font information, but neither WriteNow nor WordPerfect programs NeXT users are likely to
use in conjunction with Concurrence - can make the same claim.
WriteNow will keep the outline's
formatting but ignores all the font
and font style information. WordPerfect keeps the font information
but strips out the formatting. Lighthouse plans to include both import
and export modules in the future.

NeXT slide, please
Creating a slide show from the
View Browser automatically creates
SUMMER 1992 NIXTWORlD 51

utilizes a master slide that
Schedule
automatically
B"",kfll>'t und Dmacr Evtnts dependent on <WF"rMe
updates related
sponson;
f"ri.duy wam progrum
presentation
Saturday Fun D3.y
slides. This is
OJ1Jl.Oinsn""""'nding , barC:Wlltt stations
standard in
these types of
packages and
is both highly
.... , useful and
occasionally
The slides can be moved around, just like the outlines.
annoying. Usua sequence of slides from the curally, you'll want to have consistency
in the style of your slides, but somerent outline. The slide view obeys
the same rules as the outline views times you want to break from the
they can be rearranged, expanded,
norm. Concurrence solves this
and collapsed just like the outline.
problem in two ways: Either you
Any cosmetic changes stay local,
override the master items on a
and any substantial changes, such
slide-by-slide basis, or you create
as rearranging the order or changmultiple master slides. The addiing the text, will be reflected
tional master slides can be conthroughout tl1e document.
nected to any set of slides selected.
The tools for embellishing a
This option provides tremendous
slide are powerful and easy to use.
flexibility.
In addition to dragging standard
Other options that can be set
NeXT document types such as EPS
either at the slide or master level
files right onto the slide, Concurinclude transition effects, sound,
rence borrows from the graphics
and auto-cycle times. The transition
palette in Diagram, Lighthouse
effects are how one slide graphiDesign's popular graphics program. cally shifts into the next, and
All the basic shapes can be pulled
include choices for Dissolve, Iris,
from the palette and dropped onto
Scroll, Slide, and Wipe. The inspeca slide. Those objects can have their tor previews each of these effects
fill pattern, size, and shadow
when you set them. The user can
manipulated from the object inspec- also set a sound to be automatically
tor. A wide variety of gradient
graphic fills can be used either on a
particular graphic element or the
whole slide. The graphic palette can
also be used to create freestanding
text for a slide; this is the only text
that can be created or changed
locally to a slide and not be
reflected through the entire document. As you would expect, Concurrence supports the full range of
colors, with stunning results in the
hands of a graphic designer.

Mind your masters
To el).able common graphic elements and text styles to be shared
among multiple slides, Concurrence

To add punch to a slide show, add special
transitions or sounds to each new slide.

played when a slide is shown. There
are no options to control when it
will play other than on the slide's
first appearance. Of course if the
user wanted to cue a sound, the
easy workaround would be to create a duplicate of the slide and have
the sound attached to it - then the
sound would accompany an invisible change. Finally, the user can, in
automatic mode, set how much
time a slide will be visible.

It's show time!
When it is time to give a presentation, there are several options.
Printing to paper or overhead transparency is the simplest; most good
stationery stores stock overhead
transparency paper suitable for
xerography. With NeXT's new
color printer, slightly different overhead transparency sheets are
needed, but the results are quite
nice. The next option is 35mm
slides. Lighthouse lists several service bureaus that are savvy about
Concurrence and who are either on
the net, can be directly connected
by modem, or will take NeXT floppies. The price for this service is
anywhere from $10 to $25 a slide,
depending on resolution and
urgency. It can also output to a
local slide recorder, such as the Rio
Film Recorder offered by Houstonbased Talus Corporation.
The final method of presentation is directly on the screen. The
slide show can be set to take over
the whole NeXT screen, which is
large enough when presenting to a
small group. (Of course, projection
options are available for larger
gatherings). Concurrence has several options for the slide show.
They can be set up in kiosk-like
automatic loops, with each slide
staying on screen for a length of
time that you predetermine. This
can be interrupted only by hitting
the Esc key. Or the user can control
the presentation from the cursor
keys or mouse, with the mouse

working like a forward-only remote
control, each click advancing one
frame. The cursor keys, on the
other hand, have the ability to go
back and forth.
The final option that me Light·
house people have added to the
product is Prepare for Mailing.
Knowing that it is quite likely that
Concurrence presentations are
going to be sent between co-workers
or distributed to customers over
networks, the Prepare for Mailing
option gathers all the files that have
been linked into the presentation
and makes the document selfsufficient. Lighthouse has talked
about providing a means for people
who don't own Concurrence to be
able to view the documents directly,
but that's still in the future.

The price of quality
All of Concurrence's depth and
style comes at considerable price:
$995 list, or probably about $800
through a mail-order house. Aware
as we are of the economics of the
NeXT software market and the
willingness of many workstation
buyers to pay handsomely for great
software, we still think the price is
too steep. Fortunately, the company
of recent college graduates has
pledged to have very aggressive aca·
demic pricing. We'd like to see all
NeXT users be able to get their
hands on Concurrence.
It's that good. Either the out·
liner or presentation package
would have been a valuable addition to the NeXT software libra,ry.
Packaged together in harmony :ith
the NeXTstep environment, Concurrence is a compelling piece of
software that NeXT users won't
want to live without. •
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Talk is cheap
Simon Says brings affordable voice
recognition to the NeXT
by

L EE
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isionaries have long
looked forward to the
day when we would
engage in eloquent
discolirse with our computers.
Researchers in the field of naturallanguage recognition, however,
know better: Figuring out what a
person is saying is hard work; for
a computer, the task is nearly
impossible.
But faster computers are
rapidly making things that were
"nearly impossible" a decade ago
commonplace today. Already a
variety of NeXT applications can
recognize the human voice, thanks
to the Visus SpeechKit developed at
Carnegie Mellon University. But,
alas, the SpeechKit requires that
developers link the kit into their
application and follow a special
application programming interface
in order to integrate speech recognition into their software. It won't
work with shrinkwrapped, off-theshelf apps.
Now HSD Microcomputer
U.S. has brought us Simon Says, a

program that offers speech recognition for the masses. Although it is
speaker dependent, meaning that
each user must train Simon to recognize his or her own words,
Simon works with any NeXTstep
application program - as long as
the only thing you want to do is
click menu options, type text, and
put recorded strings onto the pasteboard. Simon won't take dictation,
and it won't fetch last quarter's
sales results unless you specifically
say where they are. But there are
many tasks at which it excels.

Sound system
Simon Says ships with predefined
word lists for the bundled NeXT
applications (lilceMail and Digital
Webster's) as well as for Appsoft's
WriteNow. The first time you
launch the program, Simon starts
training. For each command,
Simon flashes the word on the
screen and you repeat it three times.
Be careful to speak the word the
same way each time, since Simon is
learning to recognize the actual
sound of your voice rather than the
words you speak. But don't fret: If
you are inconsistent in your pronunciation, Simon will ask you to
repeat yourself.
Simon improves its accuracy by
grouping the commands it recognizes by application. Therefore, it
has a relatively short list of choices
to make for any word you say; this
shortens the number of choices for
each word. It takes only a few minutes to train the word list for a
given application, but you'll probably want to go back and retrain
certain words for improved accu-

racy as you get the hang of the program. Training takes place in a special window; a browser along the
top of the window shows you
which commands have been
assigned to each application. When
you're finished training you'll be
able to execute any menu item that
has a keyboard equivalent simply
by speaking it.
Simon sits in the Application
Dock, where he listens attentively
until he hears a sound that he recognizes as a word. After comparing
it to the list, he executes the closestsounding command. Simon will
smile, frown, or look puzzled
depending on how well he recognizes your words. You can temporarily suspend Simon Says by
telling Simon to cover his ears. This
is useful if you want to carryon a
conversation with someone who
has entered your office without
confusing the program.
Simon Says will only respond
to the voice of the person who
trained it. This is important in

crowded offices, where several coworkers could be talking to their
machines at the same time. In especially noisy offices, you'll want to
use a headset.
On the other hand, Simon's
speaker-dependent recognition is
language independent, meaning it is
not limited to recognizing only
English speech. This is a big plus,
considering NeXT's emerging
world market.
In addition to menu commands, Simon Says can type predefined strings on your keyboard
(voice macros!), run UNIX shell
scripts, switch applications, and
more - all chosen through a series
of intuitive inspectors. Simon can
even be programmed to play
sounds in response to voice commands: Now when you curse at
your computer, it can curse back!

The wow factor
Is Simon Says merely the latest
techno-toy or will it really increase
your productivity? There's no deny-

Since NeXTWOR LO Expo, it's no whisper anymore:

,
PhrasePlayer™ is a voice-activated dictation machine that
plays your voice mail at varying speeds while you
transcribe it in your word processor. It is the
ideal extension to your NeXT network.

Sometimes, one word is enough.

"LELE[>la
To order call NeXTConnection at 1-800/800-NeXT or your nearest NeXT reseller.
For distribution call Teledia. Inc. at (412) 321-5850 or fax (412) 321 -5851.

Circle 46 on reader service card
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Simon Says can understand different sets of commands for each application.

ing the thrill you'll get the first time
the computer responds to your
voice. For showing off to your
friends, the program has no equal.
After a few days, when the
novelty wears off, you'll begin to
realize how useful this program
really is. Most studies cite at least a
50 percent increase in productivity
when voice is used along with other
types of input, and my experience
confirmed this.
Talking to my computer
quickly became second nature. In
many ways, Simon reminded me of
the first time I encountered that
strange creature called a mouse.
Although using it was awkward at
first, the mouse soon became a natural extension of my arm.
Using Simon Says really did
speed up my work. For example, I
saved my document more often
because all I had to do was say the
word "save." Simon Says seems
particularly well-suited to graphics
applications like Adobe Illustrator
and Create, in which the creative
flow is sometimes destroyed by the
need to take your hands off the
mouse to choose tools or menu
items. Using Simon Says, you can
keep your hand in the drawing
area. Simon is also a time-saver
whe,n you need to choose a command that is buried several levels
deep in a hierarchical menu.
54
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NeXT's own applications seem
made for voice recognition. In
Mail, for example, you can record
a voice-mail message and send it on
its way, all without using your
hands. Simon Says even helps to
minimize the negative aspects of the
system: A large monitor is great,
but you can quickly tire of moving
the mouse vast distances across the
screen. With Simon Says, you don't
have to.
I had the most success with
Simon in the Workspace, where
Simon Says can be used to launch
applications, empty the Recyclel~ or
bring up the Processes panel. Simon
Says can even serve as a Dock
extender, since there's no longer any
need to store your applications in
the Dock to access them quicldy.

The NeXT finds its voice
The NeXT computer wasn't
designed for voice control, but it is
uniquely well suited to it. The consistency of NeXTstep's command
structure allowed the developers of
Simon Says to concentrate on recognizing a core set of commands,
increasing general accuracy. But the
biggest gain is in the hardware. The
closest competitor to Simon Says,
Voice Navigator II on the Macintosh, requires a hardware interface
containing a DSP and a microphone in addition to its software,

boosting the cost of simple voice
recognition to well over $500.
Surprisingly, Simon Says does
not use the DSP chip fo und in every
NeXT computer and is well-suited
for the high-speed computations
necessary for speech-recognition.
Instead, Simon does all his work on
the '040, which has proven to be
fast enough for real-time recognition without degrading system performance. This frees the DSP for
other tasks.
Simon Says is so well integrated with the rest of NeXTstep
that it seems a natural extension of
the operating system. For example,
careful attention was paid to multitasking: The appropriate word list
is automatically activated as you
switch between applications.
Word lists can be shared
among users, although each user
will have to train Simon to recognize his or her voice. Nevertheless,
this feature can save time if you've
customized the list extensively.

Listen up
Any NeXT application can be
trained to work with Simon Says;
the program simply looks in the
.nih file for those items that have
keyboard equivalents. Unfortunately, there's no way to assign
voice commands to the other menu
items. There's also no way to control buttons in panels or describe
mouse movements and clicks.
Hopefully, HSD will address these
shortcomings in a future version of
the program.
Though extremely accurate,
Simon Says isn't perfect. The first
time the computer pops up a panel
that you didn't ask for or refuses to
respond to your insistent demands,
you'll be tempted to give up the
idea entirely. Nevertheless, these
occasional glitches aren't enough
to diminish the wonder of this
program.
In the prerelease version looked
at for this review, the program
often had difficulty with the noise

generated from my typing in an
otherwise quiet environment. Oddly
enough, it did a much better job of
filtering out other kinds of background noise, even the loud music
that permeates my workspace.
HSD is aware of the problem and
assures us this will be fixed by the
release date.
While the built-in microphone
on the front of the MegaPixel Dis·
play is adequate for occasional use
in noisy environments and full-time
use in more quiet ones, many users
will want to consider purchasing a
higher-quality mike, preferably a
unidirectional headset.
Since Simon Says is intended
to be used all the time, users may
also nill into conflicts with programs that run in the background
(such as the popular screen saver
BackSpace). These programs will
slow to a crawl while Simon is
"thinking. "
Since a prerelease version of
Simon Says was used for this
review, we are assigning it the maximum prerelease rating of four
cubes. We expect to be able to
upgrade this to five if the shipping
product with completed doclllnentation, due to ship before you read
this, matches the quality of the
beta.
NeXT folklore has it that Steve
Jobs wanted to include the ability
to respond to voice commands in
the original Cube, but it proved too
difficult to implement in time for
the machine's unveiling. As with the
fabled DSP modem, it took an
innovative third-party developer to
finally make his vision a reality.•

SHE R MAN is a writer and
NeXT developer specializing in
music and multimedia.
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hen you were new
.
to NeXT, the NeXT
Workspace was a
bright, gleaming joy.
But as your files accumulated and
you discovered the limitations of
ihe Application Dock and the Shelf,
the joy may have given way to frus[ration. If so, you have a whole new
world of Workspace extenders to
explore. In this review, we look at
six NeXTstep utilities that extend
and embellish the Dock or provide
new ways to organize your files.
Engage
requires
the smallest screen
space of
any Dock
extender.

At first glance,
Atherton Software Works's
'Engage is only a
Dock extender. It
provides a shortcut to launching
more a pplica[ions than those that fit on the
NeXT Dock.
Engage, however, does more
than just shorten the path to applications. It implements NeXT's
drag-and-drop design philosophy
with grace, allowing you to mix
dOCLUuents and folders with applications on an alternative dock. It
lets you turn a dock into a stack
of projects, with no distinctions
among folders, applications, and
dOClU11ents.
Quite literally, Engage extends
the Dock and the Shelf in another
dimension. You add applications,
docLUuents, or folders to the Engage

dock by dragging and dropping
them on the Engage icon, known as
the Tile. Engage allows you to stack
icons horizontally, vertically, or in
free-form fashion. You can set up
different docks in a series of levels
that hide one behind another. You
can move to a different level by
clicking the arrows on the Engage
Tile; each level can be named (for
example, Apps, Utilities, Projects,
ln1ages, Boilerplate). By clicking a
tiny circle in the Engage icon, you
can flip the line of icons off the
screen and out of view, ready to
return when you need them. When
you launch an app, the application
icon does not appear at the bottom
of the screen but remains in the
Engage grid.
Engage offers other bonuses.
There's a screen saver that accepts
the popular BackSpace modules.
Engage can also ftmction as a portfolio of often-used TIFF or EPS
images, displaying miniature versions of images in its icons.
Learning to use Engage effectively takes some tin1e. Once in
place, however, it allows you to
bypass the File Viewer in favor of
zippy access to hot projects. If you
are the type who arranges papers in
neat piles on your desk, then you
will love this program.

for easy access.
The linchpin of LaunchPad is
the Launch command. A simple
"Command-I" will open either all
the items in the pad or only those
items marked in a small check box
near each icon. This feature can
drastically reduce set-up time.
Rather than mouse around in the

QuickStart economizes
on screen space by
stacking applications in
a scrollable list.

File Viewer, you can
open an entire project
with a single keystroke.
Working with
LaunchPad is a nobrainer. Our only complaint is the amount of
screen real estate it
hogs. Fortunately,
triple clicking or double clicking while holding down an Alternate
key an item hides
LaunchPad entirely.
One thing to consider before blasting
off with LaunchPad: A NeXT configured with a mere 8MB of RAM
will crawl to a halt if you launch several apps at once.
LaunchPad is just one of a suite
of utility apps currently offered by
RightBrain Software that includes
Portfolio (see below), Rulers, and
LockScreen. Like its sibling apps,
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Thanks to incremental strategies, avoid copying your
whole system every day. And restore any lost file
with a real file browser. With BackupMaster™
for the NeXT, your data is safe.

Sometimes, one word is enough.

launchPad
The principle behind LaunchPad,
from RightBrain Software, is simple: It enables users to rapidly
launch groups of applications, fold-

'TELE[>l a
To order call NeXTConnection at 1-800/800-NeXT or your nearest NeXT reseller.
For distribution calL Teledia, Inc. at (412) 321-5850 or fax (412) 321-5851.
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LaunchPad is well implemented
and easy to use. For the power user
who likes to set up quickly, it could
be a valuable tool. For the ordinary
user at the console of a memorystarved NeXT, it could be a potato
in the tail pipe.

QuickStart
QuickStart from Aurora Software
is a simple Dock extender. It contains the same core functionality as
Engage and LaunchPad. For exam-

Metrol'ools

pie, drag every application in
1L0calApps, INextApps, and your
home IApps directory to QuickStart's simple little panel and be
assured of retrieving any application without navigating the File
Viewer. Unlike LaunchPad, QuickStart's list contains no icons, greatly
conservmg screen space.
Click any application on the
QuickStart list and it will launch.
Or use QuickStart's Inspector panel
to set your most-used applications

to launch when QuickStart is
started; then drop QuickStart in
the NeXT Dock and set it to automatically launch when you log in.
You'll have a full set of your
favorite applications ready to roll.
Unlike Engage, application
icons are not absorbed by QuickStart; they still show up at the bottom of the screen. The real benefit
of QuickStart is as a shortcut to
your applications. Its only real
drawback is its inelegant icon.

MetroTools packages a set of six utilities of varying usefulness. It's not
worth the price of admission for Application Laullcher alone, though the
grab-bag may have value for some users.

From the developers of
eXodus for the Macintosh

AnXWmdow
Display Server
for your NeXT
computer.
Now your NeXT computer can communicate with VAX, Sun,
HP, Prime or any other host using the XWmdow System.

Available now eXodus forthe NeXT computer!
For more information, call or write:
White Pine Software
40 Simon Street, Suite 201,
Nashua, NH 03()6(}.3043.
. Tel: (603) 886-9050. Fax: (603) 886-9051.

Portfolio
RightBrain's Portfolio is a simple
tool that solves the problem of
readily identifying and accessing
image files in the NeXT Workspact.
By dragging and dropping image
icons from the Workspace, the user
can collect a portfolio of 1.25-inch·
by-1.25-inch thumbnail images that
vertically stack in a Dock-like
window.
Graphic artists, designers, and
other users who frequently need to

Metrosoft, 712 Vanitie Ct. , San Diego, CA 92109.
619/597-7518,800/851-8665,619/488-3045 fax.

$129

I NFO RM ATI O N
T ECHNOLOGY
S O LUTI O N S

1-800-800-6398

FEATURES:

• SpeedDeX uses an unstructu red flat file database to store information
• SpeedDeX supports RTF , EPS, TIFF , a nd the applications a nd file
attachment feature
• SpeedDeX has a string search system whic h can be used to search th rough
multiple files Si multaneously
BENEFITS:

• Ca rds can be as long a nd compl icated or as short and simple as needed
• Any ki nd of informatian, including images, faxes, and files ca n eas ily be
stored a nd retrieved in a Speed DeX file
• Searches are very fast a nd seorch results ore d isplayed in a ny easy to
use summary panel

Information Technology Solutions Inc.
4 00 West Erie, Sui te 402 C hicago, IL 606 10 USA
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: Hamilton Ave.,
5/326-2974,800/472-7246,
: info@rightbrain.com.

Hamilton Ave.,
)/326-2974, 800/472-7246,
: info@rightbrain.com.

Portfolio stashes EPS or
TIFF files in a scrolling
window for easy retrieval.

view and incorporate
images into their files
will be jazzed by this
app. Portfolio's economical display of
images is both accurate and handy. Users
can set up different
portfolios, each
assembled for a different project.
We used Portfolio
to collect images relating a book chapter
and then to load the images into a
FrameMaker file. Loading images
mro Portfolio was a no-brainer, but
we found it time consuming to
order the images we had collected.
It took some time to get used to
constantly hiding the applicationPortfolio is in your face until you
tell it go away.
Like its sibling app, Rulers,
Portfolio will find a niche with
artists. Those who don't eat and
breathe image files can probably do
without it. The Workspace Man~ger offers an Inspector panel that
has an option for viewing images.
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Album is another image-organization utility like Portfolio, available
separately or as one part of a larger
collection, ToolDisk, from FortyTwo Software-Entwickling GmbH.
For this review, we looked only at
the Album application.
Album addresses the same
problem as Portfolio: how to find
the right image in the complexity of
the NeXT file system. You collect
image files by dragging and dropping them into an album; from this
album you can drop the images
into a document. The main difference is that Album allows you to
organize sound and RTF files in
addition to EPS and TIFF files.
Like a distant relative of the
'eXT File Viewer, an Album win-

Album's interface is cluttered, but it offers
quick access to favorite images, sounds, and
documents.

dow has three sections: an image
display area at the bottom, an
iconic overview in the middle, and
information about selected files
with an icon well on top. You can
browse through your images by
clicking on the icons or by using a
pager at the top of the window.
Unlike Portfolio, Album
accepts groups of files at a time.
Musicians will enjoy collecting and
grouping favorite sound files:
Album sports a small sound-check
panel that lets you play the music.
Album goes further than Portfolio, but its added functionality
comes at a price - Album can be an
interface monster. The icon well is a
relic of NeXTstep 1.0; a more upto-date interface convention would
allow you to drag and drop from
the overview field as well. Also, the
listing mode is slow, and it's hard to
rearrange your entries.
Album replaces one complex
interface (Workspace Manager)
with another. The Workspace's
Attributes Inspector performs some
of the same functions for free,
putting Album in a class of superfluous utilities.

sports an intriguing interface that
has the same "look and feel" as
NeXT's Preferences application.
We sparked up the Application
Launcher in the beta version of
MetroTools and set it up alongside
its glossy competitors. Unfortunately, there's not much basis for
comparison - yet. Like QuickStart,
the Application Launcher allows
you to drag and drop commonly
used applications into an icon well.
Once configured, the Launcher provides a simple menu that contains
your apps. This vanilla approach
works, but it lacks the multiplelaunch power of LaunchPad or the
mix-and-match utility of Engage.
While MetroTools's other modules
are useful, we can't recommend
MetroTools solely on the basis of
its Application Launcher.

tools. If you' re
new to NeXT,
there's no reason to confuse
yourself with Dock extenders or
Workspace enhancers. But if
you've grown tired of hunting and
gathering through the file system,
go ahead and reorganize your
apps and files with a Dock extender like Engage or an art keeper
like Portfolio. •
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Do you need it?
Does the NeXT Workspace really
need embellishment? Before you
plunk down your charge card, ask
yourself if you need any of these

Since NeXTWORlD Expo, it's no whisper anymore:
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MetroTools
MetroTools from Metrosoft is a
grab-bag utility collection that
includes a Dock extende1; archiver,
screen saver, file locator, and two
Macintosh migration tools that
convert Mac fonts and sound files
to NeXT formats . We reviewed
only the Dock extender.
This collection of modules

The MetroTools
Application
Launcher tucks in
close to the Dock
with a pull-down
menu.
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Designed to get rid of the constraints of relational database
systems, FileMaster™ opens a new era in the flatfile
database world. Its extreme flexibility allows you to
customize
your NeXT-based digital office. It is the tool
,.you have been waiting for to improve productivity.

Sometimes, one word is enough.
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To order call NeXTConnection at 1-800/800-NeXT or your nearest NeXT reseller.
For distribution call Teledia, Inc. at (412) 321-5850 or fax (412) 321-5851.
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Screen Savers
Bar low: Among the items I've found lacking from the NeXT software
suite is something I felt a little silly about wanting so badly: a screen saver.
It wasn't that I thought NeXT's system of twilighting the monitor was
improperly protecting my pixels from the heartbreak of burn-in - I think
computers need such goofiness to prevent being taken too seriously.
Suddenly, my wish has been granted in spades. In the course of the last
several months, three different methods for making my computer dream
have suddenly appeared.
Besides displaying animations, each program also provides passwordprotected means of locking one's screen from
the prying eyes of co-workers. This makes it
possible to keep your endeavors secret without logging out.
Two of these are commercial products,
LockScreen from RightBrain Software and
PixelSaver from Pixelated Technologies. The
third, BackSpace, a shareware program developed by NeXT employee Samuel Streeper,
broke the ground for the category, having
already spawned a slew of animated plug-ins
or views. BackSpace is currently in limbo after
NeXT - protecting the turf for commercial
developers - instructed Streeper to remove
BackSpace from the Internet archives.
LockScreen is the least whimsical of the
bunch. Its icon is a bulldog and if it could
talk it would say something like, "Keep your
eyes off my screen, Buster!" One especially
paranoid feature is its ability to log nefarious efforts to gain unauthorized
access, including every password the miscreant tried. On the other hand,
LockScreen contains my favorite of all the views I've seen: a screen saver
that flings onto the screen random words from one of the NeXT's dictionaries. I use it whenever I need literary inspiration through free association.
Unfortunately, LockScreen has no provision for plug-in modules.
PixelSaver admits a variety of plug-ins, including BackSpace views,
PostScript files, and Scene movies such as those bundled with the NeXT. It
can also run shell scripts and executables, all with full sound, COI01; and
network capabilities. It can even run a screen saver over the login window
(the others can't) . Its screen locker is the friendliest of the three, enabling
the unauthorized to receive and leave messages.
Still, I suppose my favorite remains BackSpace, and not merely
because it's now a rogue program. I like its ability to run any of its views
as screen backdrops - hence the name. I like its open architecture, which
will continue to inspire a great froth of goofy creativity.
My thumb is up for all of them, but it's especially upright for
BackSpace. •
L a v in: You're right, John, that NeXT's auto-dim feature has proven
sUfficient to prevent burn-in, but with the variety of screen lockers and
screen savers now available there's no reason to rely on NeXT's dimmer.
Like you, I'm taken with the BackSpace views, and with the variety

of options for PixelSaver. LockScreen puts its emphasis on security, which
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should not be overlooked as a function of these products. Besides, a
what-chagrined G lenn Reid will soon catch up in visual interest, I suspect.
You know, this is terrific - three vendors in spirited competion. How
do they compete? By supporting each other's formats. They all get a hear!)
thumbs up for their incredible spirit and good products . •

Dock Extenders
L a v in: If the average PC user uses only two or three applications on a

regular basis and the average Mac (or Windows) user eight or nine, thenl
predict the average NeXT user will have 20 apps in regular use within a
few years. Some of these 20 apps will be
big-ticket productivity programs; others
will be small software utilities that allow
users to customize their work environmem
to behave exactly as they like.
To me, utilities are a key indicator of
the health of a platform. Their appearance
is a sign that tlle market has started to hit
critical mass. That has certainly begun to
happen on the NeXT, most recently in a
rush of extenders for the Application Dock
and File Viewer. First we had RightBrain
Software spinning out Portfolio, a Shelf
extender, and LaunchPad, a Dock extender, from its PasteUp page-layout work-in·
progress. In February, Atherton Software
began shipping Engage, a much flashier
and - yes - engaging piece of software.
If I had written tllls three months ago,
I would have been more excited about the RightBrain products. Both are
fine implementations that do their jobs ably, but Engage (and its creator,
the terminally hip Jayson Adams) seems to embody the heart and soul of
the NeXT.
Engage is a multilevel icon holder that lets you arrange applications
and documents in any way you want. On one level, you might place the
icons related to a particular project horizontally across the screen. The
same applications may appear in your app level arranged in two vertical
rows like a double Dock. Since the icons are links to the reallocations of
the app, you can put things in both places with virtually no overhead.
At $99 list, Engage is a great buy for anyone, and basic usage is possi·
ble with just a little setup. But it is especially useful for those who like to
tinker with their environment to get it just right.
I wish I could say the same for LaunchPad and Portfolio, but they ate
just not as interesting. Things are moving quickly in the NeXT community,
It's a game of leapfrog, and right now RightBrain is the one that's been
leaped.
Engage: •
LauchPadIPortfolio: . .
Bar low: Come on, Dan, Jayson Adams isn't terminally hip. He's more
substantial than that. He is, after all, the author of one of the most impor·
tant programs on the NeXT, N ewsGrazer. This elegant work makes the
real stuff of cyberspace, Usenet news groups, available to mere mortals.
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Glenn Reid is the exemplar of an interesting new hybrid I'm seeing
around the NeXT, the well-dressed hacker. He and the rest and his colleagues at RightBrain have a pretty obvious sense of style and the importance of design. This was clearly in evidence in his first major NeXT
product, TouchType. Very elegant. If it were a jacket, there'd be just the
right amount of silk in the weave.
I'm not as impressed with RightBrain's utilities, though. Everything
works okay but they seem like the sort of useful little widgets one would
!llId in the Mac shareware archives. My thumb is sideways.
I've been using Engage a good deal, even though it isn't particularly
intuitive and took a bit of learning to use. It goes as far as it can in
addressing one of those NeXTstep areas where visual aesthetics won big
over functionality. The Dock is about as form-fallows-functional as a
Liberace piano. Until NeXT fixes it, Jayson 's program is about the best
retrofit we can hope for.
Engage: •
LaunchPad/Portfolio: . .
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La v in: Even though the implementation we saw at Expo was alpha,
seeing NeXTstep running on a PC was a real trip. My first impressions:
real fast and much nicer than expected. I was impressed with its solid handling, excellent ride, tight turns, and rack-and-pinion steering. Oops, I
mOllght for a moment I was in a car magazine.
I expected to see trashy colors and raw, fat bits. I expected compromises from the crisp NeXT icons and display. Instead, I was surprised to
find that the interface was identical and the color, while not up to NeXT
quality, was quite good. Believe it or not, NeXTstep '486 felt faster than
native NeXT hardware. It must have been the 50MHz chip in the Dell.
So who will this benefit? It will help bring around the DOSlWindows
base. Companies won't have to throw out existing computers. It provides
an all-important second source (and then some) for NS hardware. And it's
probably the fastest route to a NeXT notebook.
It's not perfect, though. Users might expect to run DOS and Windows
apps directly under NeXTstep, but they can't: They need to run an emulalOr or other special software. Also, a real heavy Intel-based machine is
required. With a fast '486, loads of memory and disk, and a specialized
JAWS graphics card, NeXTstep PCs are going to be expensive. You can get
by with less, but probably won't want to. Still, my thumb is up - surprised,
but llp . . .

Bar low: This is the right move for the wrong reasons. Such is the
d Portfolio, but they are
in the NeXT community.
is the one that's been

erminally hip. He 's m ore
( one of the most imp or~gant work makes the
'able to mere mortals.
OG R AP H

BY

V OLDl

TA NNER

obduracy of corporate buying habits that many MIS guys will now go out
alld buy '486s so that the boys in the back room can upgrade from dBASE
to NeXTstep for those mission-critical custom apps we're all so darned
excited about. Never mind that the most cost-effective machine for run/ling NeXTstep is the NeXT Apparently, the NeXTstation just isn't ugly
wough.
I would rather have seen them port to a really good piece of hardware, like SPARe. You might be right about the laptop, but again I wonder about the platform. I'm typing these words, with a grave sense of
disloyalty, on a Mac PowerBook 170. •

Executor-MSW
Bar low: The first time I ran Lotus 1-2-3 under SoftPC on my Mac, it
felt to me like Old Tijuana on a party night. I expected some of the same
cheap thrills from Executor-MSW, a program that, in its present state of
development, runs Microsoft Word for the Mac under NeXTstep. No such
luck. As Steve Jobs might say, "It just works!" One quickly forgets there's
anything weird about it.
If fact, it works like crazy, producing what amounts to a Mac operating at 10 times the speed of an SE for processor-intensive operations like
search and replace or long-document reformatting. Scrolling and other
screen-oriented operations are less dazzling, not much quicker than a Mac
II. But we can expect this to improve dramatically under NeXTstep 3.0's
new bit-map object.
That Executor works at all is something of a miracle, considering the
difficulty that Microsoft and Apple have had getting Word to run on
Apple's '040 boxes. But what's even more remarkable is that a New Mexico Deadhead named Cliff Matthews is out there peddling what amounts
to $80 Macintoshes and is still being allowed a happy, productive life by
Apple legal.
They might actually let him be. Apple has much to gain strategically
right now from the injection of Mac software into the UNIX world. In any
case, they may have no choice. His careful software emulation of the Mac
ROMs has been immaculate to the point of neurosis, and the few things
that are problematic with Executor result from his legal meticulousness.
Executor's biggest shortcoming, its requirement that you restart the
entire program when you switch Mac applications, results from Cliff's
inability to find a legally safe substitute for the Finder. Once he has used
this limited version to bootstrap his tiny company, Abacus Research and
Design, into a survivable mode, he intends to release a more expensive and
full-featured version that should run just about any Macintosh application.
I'm putting my money on Matthews. His promotional material and
documentaton looks like it was designed by a total nerd. So, to its credit,
does his software. It's an amazing accomplishment . •
L a v in: My favorite thing about Executor is that it allows m e to cross
environment boundaries so easily. Some of my less-enlightened authors
turn in copy on Microsoft Word (loppy disks. Having a virtual Mac on my

desk certainly saves me lots of effort in dealing with the unwashed masses.
Another favorite thing about Executor is that it will run a lot of other
Macintosh programs besides Word. For me, that means instant access to
the entire Mac library of games. Also terrific is being part of the Executor
community. If you are a joiner, this is for you. An Executor owner can be
on a very clubby mailing list and receive folksy free upgrades from Cliff
that deliver exactly what he promises. Executor is a winner and so is the
company, ARDI. •

Both J 0 H N PER R Y BAR LOW and DAN L A V I N are
recovering NeXTaholics. They fall off the wagon often. Send them
e-mail at:jbarlow@nextworld.comanddlavin@nextworld.com.
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The Wizard of Graphics
IFF, GIF, TGA, PICT.
No, this isn't a list of
govermnent agencies,
it's the range of graphic
file formats, supported
in different combinations by different graphics software programs,
that are a familiar irritation to users
who need to move graphics files
from one application or platform to
another. PixelMagician, a new utility program from Bacchus Software,
eases the pain by converting files
between the most popular formats
with the wave of a mouse.
With PixelMagician, you will
never need to worry about being
able to open or save graphics file
again. It supports 16 different formats: BMP, EPS, GIF, IFF, MacPaint, PCX, PICT, PNM, PS, PXM,
RAST, TGA, TIFF, XBM, and
XWD. In addition to file conversion, this program will change color
bit depth, adjust precision, crop,

rotate, resize, and much more.
PixelMagician works either as a
stand-alone application or through
NeXTstep 's Services menu, allowing
you to bring a variety of images
seamlessly into many applications.
For example, WriteNow supports
only EPS and TIFF images; with
Pixel Magician, you can import a
GIF image that has been invisibly
translated into a TIFF image before
being placed in your document.
For those who write technical
documentation, 72-dpi screen cap-

Card Shark
atabase applications
allow people to store
important information
in meaningful ways and
then retrieve it quickly
and flexibly. SpeedDex, from Information Technology Solutions's
Rolodex-style card metaphor, provides an easy, yet powerful solution
for the simplest database needs.
Most databases divide each
record into a set of fields. This
allows for searches to be done on
particular fields. SpeedDex, on the
other hand, is a free-form database,
meaning that each record is a single
fixed field.
This has the advantage of
allowing the addition of an another
piece of information in a record such as a second fax number without adding a new field to the
record in the database. The records
60
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can also contain completely random notes, such as a friend's flight
information. The disadvantages to
tillS are the limited flexibility of
searches and lie difficulty in
exporting information to another
database.
Users can place text, graphics, or
even a file within a SpeedDex record .
Text can be searched for within a
record, a whole file of records, or over
multiple files. Unfortunately, there is

tures can easily be converted to 92 dpi, exactly
matching true screen size.
Large scanned images
can be converted to
smaller pictures, keeping
the data intact. An image
can be assigned a new
background color. Multiple images can even be
composited with 14 differ e n t a I p hac han n e I PixelMagician moves easily between graphic fonnats.
composite operators .
Images can be saved witl10utthe alpha job designing a workable and ele·
channel for platforms that are
gant user interface. Most of the prounable to cope with it.
gram's features run via sin1ple
For file viewing, PixelMagician
panels. The main thrust of the pro·
solves the old need to open different gram - format conversion - is
apps to view images saved under
straightforward, using a large panel
different formats . Select a document to select the origin images, their des·
of each image type in the Workspace tination format, and finaliocatioll.
Our only quibble is that the Inspec·
and bring up the Inspector from the
tor panel is not active while saving.
Tools menu and then Tools from
the pop-up list. Click on the PixelPixelMagician ships on one
Magician icon and OK to make
floppy diskette as an easy Installer
PixelMagician the default applicaPackage. A complete paper manual
tion for these formats.
(not available at review time) is
Bacchus Software did a great
included, but a simplified version is
no way of selecting or
searching within a
subset of records.
A more serious
pro blem res ul ting
from the inability to
select multiple records
is that users must
select and print each
record separately impractical for all but
the smallest files. Thc
SpeedDex's fields can contain files as well as text.
best workaround is to
export the whole database to an
Files can be exported into either
ASCII or RTF format. Despite
ASCII or RTF file and then print a
selection from it. Despite the
shortcomings, SpeedDex is a weUabsence of on-line help, an experidesigned product that offers a COllenced user can figure out SpeedDex venient, easy-to-use solution for the
quickly. The 76-page manual is
simplest database needs at an
complete, full of graphic examples
affordable price . •
(and more errors than one might
expect), and is suitable for those
with minimal computer experience. b y M CAR LIN G
Files can be imported from tabdelimited ASCII files, Rolonex format, and QuickDex on the Mac.
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included on-line. Bacchus prounlimited technical support
e-mail or telephone.
The missing card in PixelMagihand is support for the ]PEG
which isn't particularly
yet. (Bacchus plans to sup-

is that it requires correct
uxrenslons to recognize files. It
to recognize a .eps file
as a .tiff. This may seem
a tall order, but files are always
confused and an automatic
feature would be nice.
There is not much to struggle
in deciding whether to buy

Now Hear This
lip music and sound collections are becoming an
essential tool for those
working in multimedia.
Like clip art, they are a
godsend for those with limited time,
money, or expertise.
All of the sounds in Sow1dBursts are true CD-quality 16-bit,
44. 1KHz stereo samples. Because
they are compressed, they take up
surprisingly little room on disk.

fTmnIr-rile formats, its absence is
obvious as they struggle
time-consuming workarounds.
is a key piece of software to
to your bag of tricks. •

nizer for the Masses
f you think you get too
many e-mail messages
and too many phone
calls, this program can
make all the difference
in the world. If you can handle 100
contacts per week on the telephone,
or 200 per week via e-mail, you can
handle twice as many if you manage
memintelligently with OnDuty.
OnDuty, from Digital Instrumentation Technologies (DIT), is a
personal-contact organizel; sort of
halfway between a Sharp Wizard

of any interaction with
or friends. Also included are
for building personal calenwhich handle your "to-do" list

a telephone interface. DIT says that
it plans to add more tools later
through an extensible architecture.
OnDuty also comes with 15
predefined report formats. These
formats are not easily customizable,
but cover many (if not all) of ilie
bases. The program has a fine online help system; a hard-copy manual is supplied as well.
OnDuty is copy-protected, but

SoundBursts is broken down into
two sets of about 100 sounds each.
The Effects collection includes nonmusical sow1ds such as a champagne bottle popping, a door
slamming, and a machine gun. Also
included are several alternative beep
sounds. The musically inclined will
be particularly interested in the Percussion Set, a comprehensive collection of percussion sounds. Combined
with a multitrack sequencer, these
can turn your NeXT into a powerhouse drum machine.
Since sound is so well integrated into the NeXT environment,
any NeXT user can benefit from
SoundBursts. In fact, MIDlapolis
Systems includes a comprehensive
user manual that explains exactly
how to use these sounds with a variety of programs, including Concurrence, DataPhile, and FrameMaker.
Along with the sounds themselves, SoundBursts includes a simDIT has a special license program
that lets registered users receive a
second license to use at home.
The user interface breaks no
new ground with its traditional onerecord-at-a-time, one-item-in-eachfield approach to personal organizers. Performance is adequate to
the task. You install OnDuty using
a standard NeXT installer program.
No acrobatics are required to install
a multiuser network version - a big
plus for busy sysadmins ..
OnDuty is aimed at individual
NeXT llsers and small workgroups
who don't have the work load or
disk space for a full SQL database.
This is the major difference between
OnDuty and Adamation's Who's
Calling, with its heavy-duty Ingres
SQL engine. Appropriately, the program is priced to capture the lower
end of the contact-management
market. •

by

RICK

SoundBursts includes over 100 digitized
clip sounds.

pie sound-playing application called
BIGpiay and a trio of UNIX utilities
that allow you to play, compress, or
get information about a group of
sounds all at once. Developers are
encouraged to use iliese sounds
within their applications, and all of
the sow1ds come with a full license.
MIDlapolis Systems hopes to
follow NeXT in releasing its software on CD-ROM, but for now
SoundBursts is shipped on floppies.
The disks are clearly labeled and
have an index. •

by

L E E SHERMAN

OnDuty balances appointments with daily

to-do lists.

R EY NOLDS
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Together Again
. .- . . or the NeXT user who
wants to run X Window
applications, there is a
new contender in the
NeXT market. Cub'x Systernes, located in Paris, is offering
Cub'X Window. Fully compliant
with the MIT specifications for
XllR4, this X Window system
provides true XII client/server
architecture on the NeXT computer. The Cub'X Window product
includes the run-time environment,
the development environment,
Motif 1.1.3, and on-line documentation.

X Windows is an outgrowth of
MIT's attempt to find one graphical
environment to run on all platforms
("X on the NeXT," NeXTWORLD
Fall 1991). Cub'X offers three
server options: XII running simultaneously with NeXT applications,
running in a parallel virtual screen,
or running without NeXTstep.
Since X is meant to be the same
across platforms, there are three
main areas of comparison. The first
is installation, a giant issue for a
program as complex as X. The second is the method for interfacing
with the NeXT, and the third is raw

performance.
Installation is
easy with Cub'X
Window - it takes
up just 25MB of disk
space. The number
of disks can be intimidating, but the
Cub'X manual has
easy-to-follow
instructions. And the
engineers at Cub'x
have done a good
job of automating
the installation process.
The executable app installed
on each machine requires a license
number provided by Cub'x Systemes that is keyed off that paticular machine. Each machine that
runs the software must have a
license number, introducing problems at the system-administration
level. This copy-protection scheme
is aggravating.
The mode of interaction with
NeXTstep is changing. The current
shipping version, 2.01, runs with
NeXTstep and X Windows in separate, parallel screens, between
which the user toggles. In this
paradigm, the NeXT and X worlds
don't really mix; moving between X
and NeXTstep requires a mouse
gyration. This can be confusing
when you are mousing around the
NeXT Dock, although commandkey shortcuts do help the situation.
Alternatively, you can run without
the NeXTstep environment at all.

Cub'X Window 2.01

The NeXT and X pasteboards
interact for cut, copy, and paste
between environments.
Version 3.0 (seen in alpha) is
a real advance on either of these
models. It treats each X window
as a separate NeXT-type window
within the NeXT environment.
This "rootless" model greatly
enhances the everyday utility of
running X on the NeXT.
Cub'X comes complete with
many X Window development
tools to build custom X Window
applications. Standard libraries are
supplied. Although the manual
describes many common problellll
with running and developing X
applications on a NeXT computer,
you must purchase X development
documentation separately.
Cub'X claims to be fast, and
our tests bear this out. On a
station with 32MB of RAM, it
5 seconds to display a standard X
background and cursor, 20
to display the Cub'X background,
and 5 more seconds to display X
applications - 30 seconds tot I.
Cub'X, especially with 3.0 in
the future, is a strong candidateror
any installation that needs X Win·
dow functionality. Based on the
current shipping products, Cub'X
the best X implementation we've
seen so far. •

by

JOE
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ALONG WITH ONE OF THESE

DIAGRAM!
Diagram! is a general purpose drawing tool built for
people who think and draw at the same time. If your
graph ics are more substance than style, then we'd like to
introduce you to the first drawing tool built for
brainstorming. Nowadays, most drawing tools are built for
~eehand illustration . Which is fine for those of you who

Concurrence
Concurrence radically reduces the amount of time
normally associated with preparing and delive ring high
quality presentations. If your work involves overheads,
laptop briefings or 35mm slides, your life is about to
change. Start with Concurrence's outliner, and you' ll find a
fint class word processor geared for structured documents.

~

INFORMATION GRAPHICS
spend your days drawing fruit and penguins, but no so
fine for the rest of us whose lives revolve around
whiteboards and business graphics. Start by dragging
shapes from Diagram!'s drawing palettes. Customize the
palette with your own symbols, and Diagram! draws just
like you do. Use "smart" lines and labels, and watch

Diagram! redraw them automatically-it alone will save
you hours of tedious modification. Finally, drop files into a
drawing (from Concurrence, e.g.) and users can see
background or support information with a simple doubleclick. Add voice annotation, and your work even speaks up
for itself.

OUTLINING & PRESENTATION
Apply styles and labels by "level," collapse, expand and
move, all with a simple mouse-click. Then, with the push of
a button, augment your outline with a presentation.
Changes you make to the presentation are tracked in the
outline, and vice versa . Sort slides, add add graphics, voiceovers, even files from other applications (such as Diagram!)

and send the output to any PostScript device, from slide
imagers to color printers-even to other NeXTstep
machines anywhere on your network. Concurrence even
updates multiple versions of the same presentation-all at
the same time. Concurrence is software you can't live
without.

B OREL LO

~ SOFTWARE FOR PEOPLEWllH :BETTER THINGS ~O THINK ABOUT

~

lIGHT

H OU S E

DESIGN

1992 Lighthouse Design, Ltd. Concurrence, the Concurrence Logo, Diagram!, the Diagram! logo, Lighthouse Design, and the Lighthouse Design logo are trademarks of Lighthouse Design, LLd. Don't eat this paper. Recycle it.
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"IT'S AGREAT PARTNERSHIP
FOR AIL CONCERNED,"
Steve Jobs, President & Chairman, NeXT Computer Inc.

h~t

I really like about NeXTConnection is that you
approach mail order the same way we approach
making computers: you want to give people the
tools they need to work more effectively. And you succeedgy making it easy to buy NeXT software and peripherals, and
Wproviding the technical help customers need to get the most
out of those products. Developers love NeXTConnection too,

W

because you make all their programs instantly available to the
entire NeXT community. We actually approached you about
creating NeXTConnection because our customers kept raving
about this terrific mail-order company in New Hampshire that
sold products for the PC and Mac. And you're more than
living up to your advanced billing-by being helpful, fast, and
efficient. It's a great partnership for all concerned.

"WE PROVIDE THAT
CRITICAL LINK BETWEEN CUSTOMERS,
DEVELOPERS, AND NEXT,"
Pat Gallup, President & CEO, NeX'IConnection

hat we like about selling products for NeXT computers
is that you really understand the value of mail order.
When we started PC Connection in 1982, people didn't
have much confidence in computer mail order. So we set out
to prove that we could deliver prices, service, and technical
support better than anyone else in the computer industry. Your
understanding that our organization is an integral part of the

W

NeXT market means we can do our job even better. Besides
making products widely available-backed by our services like
toll-free tech support and $3 overnight shipping-we're also
able to provide that critical information and feedback link between
customers, developers, and NeXT itself. Best of all, we can do
so while remaining independent and objective. And that will
continue to help all of us get the most out of our NeXT computers.

LOTUS REINVENTS THE SPREADSHEET.
LOTuslMPROV
Look at your data in a whole new light. What happens
when you give the creators of the world's best-selling spreadsheet an 040 processor, 8 MB of RAM and let them improvise
to their heart's content? You get Lotus Improv, a revolutionary spreadsheet for analyzing, viewing, and presenting
your data in ways never before possible.
The unique dynamic views feature of Improv lets you see
the same data in multiple ways to explore data relationships
and prepare targeted reports. Just use the mouse to rearrange your spreadsheet and get a whole new view instantly,
without any re-keying. You can actually work with 12 different
dimensions of data at once, displayed in 2D or 3D format.

Improv lets you use plain English to define cells and
create formulas (e.g., "Dollars = Tons x 12.5"). So your
spreadsheets document themselves and are easy to modify
or re-use. For complex formulas, you can call on a host of
built-in Lotus 1-2-3-style functions. All of which makes it
easy to build spreadsheets from scratch. You can also use
the extensive collection of prepackaged templates andlor
import existing 1-2-3 files directly.
Improv lets you combine graphs, texts, images, and even
sound with stunning clarity and resolution that takes full advantage of NeXT But how good is it, really? Byte (10/90)
wrote, "Improv knocked me out:' PC World (11/90) called
it "a stunningly simple approach to organizing complex

data." What Micro? Magazine (UK, 4/91) awarded it "Most
Innovative Product 1990:' And Info World (10/91) wrote,
"Improv is an exciting alternative to traditional spreadsheet
programs ... .it's one of the most innovative programs we've
seen in some time:'

Lotus Development
97941mprov 1.0 . . .... . ............. . ... .

$549.
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SOFTPC
It's a PC-on-a-disk! Now you can run most MS·DOS
applications on your NeXT system with SoftPC, the
software·based PC emulator. If you depend on a specialized
PC program or PC datafile-or have PC·based co·workersSoftPC can make platform hopping simple and fast. It'll also
help you protect your investment in DOS software and
training. As NeXTWORLD (4/91) said, "This undertaking is
so important and so difficult, and SoftPC succeeds so well
at it, that SoftPC ranks as one of the most important pro·
grams for the NeXT.'
SoftPC duplicates an IBM PC/AT with 80286 and 80287
processors, offering C:and 0: drives, MS· DOS 3.3 (you can

install 4.0), and support for EGA and CGA video in mono·
chrome and color. There are two printer ports and two
communication ports that can be directed to NeXT serial
ports or to any UNIX device, process, or file. SoftPC will
even transform your NeXT mouse into a Microsoft mouse
on the screen.
SoftPC's special features give DOS applications a boost
in performance and versatility by allowing you to run multiple
DOS windows. NeXT and DOS software can run side by side
and share files as easily as copying them. NeXT modems,
printers, floppy drives, and other serial peripherals are
available to your PC program. And for mega·applications,
SoftPC opens up an astounding 32 MB of RAM.

While SoftPC will work on any system running NeXTstep
2.0, a 68040 processor is recommended. Get the power
of the NeXT with the rich application library of DOS-isn't
that what you've been waiting for? Well, you can have it all
with SoftPC.
Insignia Solutions
1456 SoftPC 2.05 ... . ... . . ... . . . . .. .. . . . .

$329 .

WHO'S CALLING?
Clear the deskl Just add Who's Calling? to your NeXT
computer and forget about traditional Rolodexes, phone logs,
message pads, and calendars. You'll have a fully automated
client management and scheduling system with modules for
tracking client information and conversation histories and
sending live network messages. Since it's on your NeXT, you'll
be able to attach sound, image, and DEG text files to client
records. And for your own special requirements, you can add
an unlimited number of custom data fields.
Program features will remind you when to call a client
(Calendar), make the call for you (Speed Dialer), provide you
with complete data on the person you're talking to (Conversa·
tion Manager), and plan the next callback (Tickler). On a NeXT
network, you can send live messages to other users, schedule
group meetings, and have multiple users query a central
database.
If your calls are billable, Who's Calling? will automatically
calculate client billing from the length of the call. In addition to
billing logs, it will also generate mailing labels, client lists, and
conversation logs. Other built·in modules include an Advanced
Calculator, Talking Alarm Clock, and Area Code and State
Finders. You can also display or print upcoming events in daily,
weekly, monthly, or six·monthly views. It's everything you need
to always know Who's Calling.
Adamation ... 30 day MBG
3357 Who's Calling? 2.0 . .. .. ... .. . . .. .. . .. . . .

$395.

MEDIASTATION 2.0
Imagine there are no limits. Imagine orchestrating aflow of
sound and vision into exactly what you had in mind. That is the
reality of MedlaStatlon. Think about how you use a computer.
Now add a picture, now sound. Whether you work with person·
nel files or interactive history teaching, the possibilities are very
exciting.
Design your own format, load scanned images, TIFF or EPS
files, digitized video and stereo sound. Then edit or add your
own cell·by·cell animation. Store the finished entry just like a
database record, then organize your entries into a complete
desktop presentation.
Now with Version 2.0, NeXTdimension users can use direct
video output and record their presentations on video·
tape. Plus the new video datatype allows you to include live
video in your presentations. There's also color scanning, more
versatile database searches, video disk player control, compres·
sion preview, and faster presentation load and responseMediaStation is getting better all the time.
MediaStation is fully networked and supports DSP audio
devices and the export of multimedia to other applications.
Recommended storage devices include read/write optical disks
and network file servers. Go ahead, see your dreams come to
life on screen.
Imagine, Inc.
1396 MediaStation 2.0 . . . ... .... ....... .... ... $495.
1397 MediaStation (5 pack) . . . .. ... . . .. . .. . .... 2995.
1398 MediaStation (20 pack) .. . ....... ... . .... . 8995.
1400 MediaStation Educational Package 2.0 .... . ... . 295.
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THE '90s ARE REALLY GOING PLACESI
BERNOULLI TRANSPORTABLE DRIVE
Fast enough for the desktop. Light enough to travel.
That's the beauty of the Bernoulli 90 MB Transportable
Drive. It weighs just 8.5 pounds, takes up only 11" x 11"
of desk space, but is fast enough (19 ms effective access
time) to use as your daily disk drive. And it offers unlimited
storage capacity-90 MB per removable cartridge .
Bernoullis feature an innovative design that makes a
crash virtually impossible because the flexible medium is
suspended below the fixed read/write head so the two
don't make any contact. And Bernoulli Gold Standard
Removal Disks feature extremely rugged engineering and
polycarbonate cases to withstand shocks up to 1000Gs, the

same as an eight-foot drop. In fact, they're so tough they
have a 5-year limited warranty. Buy your cartridges in the
90 MB Trl-Pack from us and enjoy unlimited storage for
well under $2 per MB.
All it takes to plug your NeXT into unlimited Bernoulli
storage is a SCSI cable. And interface kits are available for
Macs and PCs, so you can connect to virtually any other
host machine. Plus, like the NeXT computers themselves,
the Bernoulli 90 MB Transportable switches automatically
from 110 to 220 power, so you truly can use it anywhere.
Need some references? The Bernoulli Transportable earned
a MacWorld 1990 World Class Award, Byte Readers' Choice,
Info World Product of the Year, 4V2 Mice from MacUser, and

a 1991 Publish Magazine Readers' Choice Award. So if
you're looking for the speed of a hard disk, the portability of
a floppy, and the unlimited storage of a tape drive, you're
looking right at a Bernoulli.
IOMEGA ... 1 year warranty
2224 Bernoulli 90 MB Transportable Drive ... .. .. $799.
2530 Bernoulli 90 MB Cartridge .... . ... . ... .... 149.
2467 Bernoulli 90 MB Tri-Pack .... . .... .. .. . ... 439.
2481 Care Kit. ... . .......... . .. . ... ..... . .... 49.

INTEL 14.4EX MODEM
V got It all. V.32 and V.32bis compliance; V.42bis and MNP 5 data compression; V.42, MNP 1-4,
and TCM error correction. What does it all mean? It means that with Intel's new 14.4EX Modem,
your NeXT computer can talk to just about any other modem in the world with optimal ease,
speed, and accuracy. And that means that you'll save time, money and anguish.
Just tell this modem what you want and sit back. It will Quickly connect with the other modem
(average: under 6 seconds), and negotiate the fastest mutual speed and best error correction
and compression modes. It can even re-establish and continue some calls lost due to carrier or
power failure. Comes with a 5·year warranty and free technical support.
Intel... 5 year warranty
386414.4EX Modem (requires cab/e) . . .. . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . ..... . . . .. . .. . . .

$549.

MICROPOLIS
Number one with the speed of a bullet. Always at the top of everyone's list of high-capacity
external drive makers, Micropolis now offers its 280 MB MicroDisk subsystem for the NeXT
Able to swallow huge image files in a single gulp, this drive can move up to 4 MB of data across
an interface in a second and effectively access a file in as little as 4.4 ms.
The speed is impressive, but reliability is the key to confidence. The MicroDisk's 150,000 hour
mean·time·between-failures is just part of a packagethat includes a 5-year drive warranty, a hefty
power supply, and a silent high-flow cooling fan . Also available in configurations up to 860 MB.
Mlcropolis ... 5 year warranty
8984280 MB MicroDisk (formatted capacity) . ...... . . . . .. . .... . .. ... .. .. ... $1589.
4415550 MB MicroDisk (formatted capacity) . . . . . . .. . . . .... ... .. . . •. ... . .. .. 1889.
4412860 MB MicroDisk (formatted capacity) . . . . . .. . . .. . ...... .. . .. ...... . .. 2599.

SONY DISKS
Some little known facts about Sony disks. Did you know that Sony invented 3.5" disk
technology and media? Or that these Sony 3.5" Extra·Hlgh Density Diskettes for your
NeXT 2.88 MB drive are guaranteed accurate for up to 20 million passes of your read/write
head-now that's long life. Did you know that you can transfer data to them at 1 MB per second?
Or that, while you should use them at temperatures from 50° to 140° F, you can expose them
to temps as low as -40° F in transport? (Which is rather reassuring to those of us in the frozen
tundra of Marlow, NH.) So now that you know the facts, keep a supply of these technological
wonders on hand for taking your data from place to place or keeping it safe for years.
Sony... 60 day MBG
32983.5" High Density Disks (10 PaCk) . ... . . . . . .. . .. . . . .. . . .. . ... . .. . . . . .. . . $15.
63753.5/1 High Density Disks (30 Pack) . . . .. .... . .. . . . .. .. ... . . . ..... .. . ... . .. 42.
36143.5/1 Extra-High Density Disks (10 Pack) . .. . .. . ..... .. ... .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 65.
50303.5/1 Extra-High Density Disks (20 Pack) ... . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. .. . ... ... . . .. . 126.

RIGHTBRAIN SOFTWARE
Creative utilities. LockScreen, the cult-classic NeXT screen saver, protects your screen
from burn-in with the now·famous random word display or your own graphic, and lets you
password·protect your screen. launchPad creates a scrolling list of hundreds of active icons,
including documents, folders, and applications, that you can access just like Dock icons.
Design tools. Ideal for anyone who writes, designs, or publishes on a NeXT computer,
Portfolio lets you store and select your TIFF and EPS files by thumbnail sketch rather than
file name. Drag and drop the images into almost any application. RightBrain Rulers, a pair
of horizontal and vertical guides, float above every application and make aligning objects,
confirming image sizes, and centering graphics faster and easier.
RlghtBrain Software ... 30 day MBG
4148 LockScreen 3.2 . . . ... . ... . . . . ... . .. . . . .. . . . . .. ...... .... .. .. . . . .. . . $79.
4493 LaunchPad .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. ..... . . . . . .. . . . . ......... . .... . . .. .. .. . . . . 79.
4498 Portfolio . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . . . . .. .. .. .... .. . . . .. . . ... . . ... . .. . . .. .. . .. .. 79.
4494 Rulers.... . .. .. .. ... .. . .. ... . . .... .. .. .. ... . . . . . . . . . . . .. .... ..... .. 79.
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GET All YOUR GRAPHICS INTO PERFECT SHAPE.
LIGHTHOUSE DESIGN
Diagraml packs graphics power and production. Do
you use graphics in your business? To get your message
across fast and with high impact? Diagramlis a new kind
of presentation graphics package that lets you combine
drawings, data, sound, and even files from other applica·
tions quickly and effectively. Just double·clicking in your
Diagram! drawing will open /mprov spreadsheets, reveal
WordPerfect or FrameMaker documents, or play back voice
recordings. Setting links is as easy as dragging in a file and
dropping it.
Diagram! is a full·featured graphics application with all the
extras to make drawing, revising, and presenting information

a snap. With customizable symbol palettes, you're freed
from switching back and forth between conventional tools.
Instead, you point to shapes and drag them into your
document. If you don't see what you need, modify your
palette and you've instantly customized Diagram!. In addi·
tion, once you've drawn a line between objects, Diagram!
takes over: "rubberbanding" lines to automatically maintain
organizational charts, process flows, or decision trees-any
structured drawing. Overall, it's one of the biggest innova·
tions in drawing technology since the Macintosh.
This is a graphics program designed for people who use
them every day. And you don't have to be in business to
enjoy the power of Diagram!-students and universities

have proven to be big fans also. Ask about the special
educational discounts available.
Want to get your hands on a lot of great NeXT shareware?
The Big Green Disk gives you more than 400 megabytes
of software, utilities, games, and other useful files on a
single optical disk, including bundled GNU programs, MIT's
Xwindowing system, and hundreds of UNIX programs. And
for each Big Green Disk sold, Lighthouse Design will
contribute $5 to environmental charities.
Lighthouse DeSign, Ltd .... 60 day MBG
8621 Diagram! 1.1 . . .... . .. . .... . .. . .. .. . .. $339.
8663 Big Green Disk (optica/ disk only). .. . . . . .... 299.
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SEE HOW WELL ADOBE STACKS UP.
ADOBE ILLUSTRATOR
Amust for anyone designing a page on a NeXT. With
Adobe Illustrator, you can start from scratch, create grids
for precision drawing, "Auto Trace" existing artwork (including color shades and hues), and/or import EPS and TIFF
images. Enhance your visuals with airbrush, contour,
highlight, and fill effects using as many colors as you like.
Enter and edit text directly, incorporating various typo·
graphic sizes, styles, and colors; and take advantage of
sophisticated editing features like text wrap, kerning, vertical
shifting, and custom letterforms. Illustrator uses NeXT fonts
and color panels, so specifying type and color is easy
(PANTONE support, too!). You can edit pages in "preview"

or "preview selection" mode-you'll see changes instantly.
And NeXT services like Mail or Librarian simplify file transfers and text searches. Overall, it's the ideal tool for business
graphics, knock-out ads or flyers, and/or complex technical
illustrations.
Also from Adobe, the new Adobe TouchType gives you
expert typography in an easy-to-use interface. It's the
perfect complement to Adobe Illustrator and all other
applications that use or need type. Features include powerful
kerning, afont selector that allows you to choose a typeface
by viewing its design (rather than a list of names), and the
ability to position letters anywhere on the page. And to
spruce up your type collection, try the Adobe Plus Pack

(22 popular Type 1 PostScript Fonts) and/or Adobe Type
Set Packages for big savings over buying individual fonts.
Adobe Systems
1827 Adobe Illustrator 3.0 ....... . ... .. .. . . . . $459.
9741 Adobe TouchType 1.0 .. .. ... ..... .. ..... 175.
9765 Adobe Plus Pack 1.0 . ... .. .. .. .... .. .... 129.
1832 Adobe TypeSet 1 65. 1832 Adobe TypeSet 2 65.
1834 Adobe TypeSet 3 . . . . ... .... . . ... . . .... . 129.
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TVPEVIEW
Fast and flexible font control. Have you ever tried to get access to a unique type character,
view the entire character set of a particular font, or quickly analyze several fonts and see how
they look in text format? You can with TypeVlew, the perfect companion for desktop publishing,
illustration, and presentation software on NeXT computers. Access information such as key
combinations, kem pairs, and font outlines. Easily master Kanji and foreign character sets.
Accessing a unique character is as easy as cut and paste.
TypeView installs directly into the NeXT Services Menu and allows you, in 2·3 keystrokes, to
complete tasks that would normally take 20·30. It's rich in features, including a robust on.line
manual-and will give you the kind of control of your fonts that you could only have dreamed
of before.
RightBrain Software ... 30 day MBG
4496 TypeView 1.0 . . .. .. .. ... ..... . . .. .. . •. . .... .. . . . •. . . .. .. . . . . .. .. ..

$99.

MAPART
Maps for desktop publishing and graphic deSign. Imagine over 5 MB of high·quality map
graphics at your fingertips! With MapArt, you get a comprehensive map collection that makes
it easy to create attractive map graphics for brochures, newsletters, and presentations. Custom.
ize maps with Adobe Illustrator or import as background images in most NeXT applications.
Maps feature country/state borders, latitudellongitude lines, and country/city names. Since each
feature is a separate object, you can select areas, modify text, and add drop shadows and
graphics to create your own design. MapArt includes four world maps, 12 regional maps of all
world continents, plus detailed maps for 24 major countries that show state/province bounda.
ries. Now available on CD· ROM, too!
MicroMaps ... 30 day MBG
9276 MapArt 1.0 . .. . . .. . .. .. .. ...... . . . . ... .. . . ... . ... . . ... . .. . .... .. .. $95.
2337 MapArt 1.0 (CDROM) . .. . .. ... . . .... . . .. .. . . .. . .. . .... . .. .. . . ... . .. . " 95.

VOID
Talking turkey in space. Ever think about what an incredible machine the NeXT would be for
agood, aggressive space game? You're not alone. And now that the Void has arrived, you can
grab your headphones and settle into the cockpit. If you're flying solo, you'll be battling squad.
rons of nasties and photon·pumping cyclops that interfere with your mission to clear the uni.
verse of asteroids. If you're on a network·Wow! Interoffice emotions finally have an outlet. 3D
graphics and DSP generated stereo sound create a realistic environment where you communi.
cate with other players, monitor your-and their-performance, blast your boss, and, yes, finally
experience the Space Turkey gobbling sweet nothings in your ear. This ultimate thrill you'll have to
figure out on your own-some things weren't meant to be advertised.
Lighthouse Design, Ltd. ... 60 day MBG
3315 Void 2.0 (3 user license) . . .. .. ... . . .... . . . ... . . . . ... . . .... ..... .... ..

$99.
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2 Adobe TypeSet 2

Three IiUle jewels. Protect your work with Backup Master. It automatically backs your
system up, saving only the new and changed files, thus saving you time and media. Easily
learned with its own NeXTstep interface.
Enjoy voice·control with PhrasePlayer. This digital dictation machine will adapt pauses
between words and phrases to your typing speed and can be controlled by your voice. Use
it to type your voice mail or rehearse a speech .
Need easy data entry, flexible layout design and sophisticated queries? FileMaster allows
immediate entry of data without having to build a layout. When you need a layout, you can drop
in a PostScript or TIFF file as a background. Queries can use multiple files spread over a net.
work and can be refined without restatement.
Teledia
2513 Backup Master 1.0 .. ........... ..... . . . . '" . .. .... ..... . . . ... .. .. . $249.
2514 PhrasePlayer 2.0 .. ........ . . . . . .. ... ... .. . . .. . ..... .... . .. . ... . . . .. 129.
4726 FileMaster 1.0 . .. . .. .... . . ... .. . . . . .... . .. . .. .. . .... . . . . . . : . ...... . 299.

MICROPHONE II

ISDN SYSTEM

Great communications software has arrived. With
MicroPhone II, you'll have easy, intuitive communications
software that takes full advantage of NeXT capabilities
(R.I.P. tip).
Watch in amazement or, better yet, do something else
entirely, while MicroPhone II dials your mail service and auto·
matically downloads your messages in the background.
Next time you log onto your favorite service, turn on the
Watch Me feature and your keystrokes will be saved. Give the
resulting script abutton and you're never more than a click
away. If you've written MicroPhone scripts in Windows or on
the Mac, you'll discover you can use them on the NeXT with
little or no modification.
Included are ready·to·run front ends for the most popular
services, including CompuServe and Internet. You can also
build your own NeXT front end with MicroPhone II's enhanced
scripting power and NeXT's Interface Builder.
It's so easy to be on·line with MicroPhone II that you'll soon
be doubling your pleasure and your productivity with the multi·
session capability that allows you to log onto several informa·
tion services simultaneously. Safely send or receive
anything-text, pictures or sound-through a comprehensive
set of file transfer protocols such as ASCII, XMODEM, YMO·
OEM, and ZMODEM. Insanely great software for an insanely
great computer.
Software Ventures ... 30 day MBG
4759 MicroPhone 111.0 .. .. . . ....... . .. . . . ...
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ONDuTY
You deserve an executive secretary. And with On Duty,
the information manager for NeXT users, you can get the help
y~u need. OnDuty helps you keep track of appointments, reo
mlnders, customers, friends, calls, ideas, sales, anniversaries,
birthdays-you name it. Extensive preferences make OnDuty
work the way you do, and custom folders let you organize
names and notes in just the way you need.
The Calendar comes with a scheduler to assist you in finding
time, an alarm to help you be on time, and reminders to keep
you from losing time. The Name Manager will never forget one.
The Notepad captures inspiration and encourages organization.
The Contact Manager tracks calls with abuilt·in stopwatch and
call.backs through the Calendar reminder and lets you maintain
an accurate contact history.
Documents can be linked to notes, appOintments, and
reminders; reports can list all the managed data; and records
can be private or public. Browse through your RoJlafile of
names, export names and addresses in mail· merge format,
and, with an add· on module, download into the Sharp Wizard
portable organizer. Does not make coffee.
Digital Instrumentation Tech. ... 1 year warranty
8657 OnDuty 1.0 .. .... .. . . . . .. .. ... . ... .... . $209.
8656 FloppyWorks 2.20 . .. . . . ..... . . . . . . .. .... . .. 69.
8661 CubeFloppy 2.9 (with FloppyWorks 2.2D) . . . .. .. 579.
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ISDN SYSTEM ADAPTER
Connect to the new standard of voice/data capabilities.
II's called ISDN-Integrated Services Digital Network, astandard
digital telecommunications technology for integrated voice and
high·speed data transmission. And as software is developed to
support it (like Marble's Teleconnect remote computing soli·
ware), you'll be able to handle all your voice and data communi·
cations from your NeXT computer with exciting new capabilities
like multiple sessions over one line and transfer of voice files.
The Hayes ISDN System Adapter is an external RS·232
serial port device that provides compatibility with AT&T and
Northern Telecom's ISDN switches and will support future
switch software releases including the National ISDN standards.
It fully implements the Hayes Standard AT Command Set for
ISDN (which means you can access its power through familiar
Hayes·compatible software) and Hayes AutoStream (which,
with supported software, opens the door to multiple voice/data
session capability).
Data transmission from 300 bps to 38,400 bps is supported,
and voice capabilities include astandard analog phone interface
along with battery feed and ring voltage for up to three typical
analog devices (e.g., phone, fax, and answering machine), This
is truly the new age of telecommunications and, as you would
expect, Hayes is there on the front lines.
Hayes •.. 2 year warranty
4998 ISDN System Adapter. . . , ... . . , , . . ,. , , .

$1199.

PERIPHERAL LAND DRIVES
Why scrimp on storage? Get the capacity you need now and for years to come with
Peripheral Land Drives. Their new Infinity 88ll1rbo lets you read and write 88 MB removable
cartridges-the ideal choice for archiving and for transporting huge files across the hall or
around the world. And with its 20 ms access time (even faster with the built·in buffer) you can
use it as your daily drive. Need mega· memory on·call? PLI has plenty of fixed hard drives, too,
including the 330 MB Hard Disk, featuring 14 ms average access time and data transfer rates
of 2.25 to 2.75 MB/sec. We also carry PLI's SuperFloppy 2.88 for reading 720K, 1.44 MB and
2.88 floppies.
Peripheral Land, Inc. ... 1 year warranty
4847 Infinity 88 Turbo .... . ................. . ... , . . ... , . . , .. , . • , . ... . . , . $879.
8888330 MB Hard Drive . . . ... .. ... , . .. . ... . .. . . , ...... .. .. . .. .... , ... ,. 1749.
8547 SuperFloppy 2.88 ... . .. . ....... . , ... , .. ... , . ..•. , , ........ •. . . . ... . 449.
8893 Infinity 40 MB Cartridge Drive . . .. .. ..... . . .. ... . . . ... ........ . .. . ... . . 669.

TOSHIBA DISKS
Toshiba, the NeXT choice In 2.88 MB ED Floppy Disks. NeXT chose Toshiba 2.88 MB
floppy disks to include with each NeXT system for very good reasons. Toshiba invented and
patented the new technology behind 2.88 MB disks and has 14 years of experience with
2.88 MB disk technology. Over that time, Toshiba developed a new recording medium-barium
ferrite-and a new recording technology-perpendicular recording-to bring you twice the
storage capacity of a conventional HD diskette with greater data security and twice the transfer
rate. Toshiba 2.88 MB floppy disks are made in the USA using a new standard of manufacturing
expertise that's well beyond those used today for conventional diskettes. So while other diskette
makers are just learning about 2.88 ED disks, Toshiba delivers 14 years of experience in every
one of their 2.88 MB ED floppies.
Toshiba ... lifetime warranty
9754 Toshiba 3.5" ED Floppy Disk (single) , .. . .... ... , .. . .. , ... .. , . , . . , . . .. . ...
4858 Toshiba 3.5" ED Floppy Disks (5 Pack). . , . . . . .. . , . . ... , ... . . , .. ... .. , . . , .,
9755 Toshiba 3.5" ED Floppy Disks (10 Pack). . , , , ... . , .. .. , , .. , . . , . . ... .. .. . , . ,

$7.
30.
59.

PROMETHEUS PRoMoDEMS
The NeXT best thing for telecommunicatingl You won't
find a faster data/fax modem for your NeXT computer than the
ProModem Ultima, a 14,400 bps data/9600 bps sendl
receive fax modem. Fully Hayes compatible, this true V.32bis·
compliant modem guarantees raw speed connections of 14,400
bps and up to 57,600 bps throughput utilizing V.42bis/MNP 5
data compression and error correction!
Need to send and receive faxes? With the Ultima, you can do
both directly from your computer. The Ultima supports the new
Class II standard for fax modems, ensuring compatibility with
the built·in fax software in the NeXT operating system. The
Class II standard also means you'll be able to use the Ultima
with other fax software programs in the future.
If faxing is your main priority and you don't require such a
high·speed data modem, the ProModem 24/96NSR Plus
offers a lower·cost option. You get all the same fax capabilities
in a 2400 bps data modem version which, with V.42bis/MNP 5,
can still give you up to 9600 bps throughput. And both are
backed by a 2·year warranty from a company whose only
business is modems!
Prometheus ... 2 year warranty
2197 ProModem Ultima (includes 14.4 Modem) . . . . . $769.
2207 ProModem 24/96NSR Plus (incl. 2400 Modem) . . 339.
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TELECONNECT
Home alone? Stay in touch with Marble Teleconnect.
Whether you're a telecommuter or telestudent, or work in a
satellite office, you can stay connected to all the resources of
your central network, not just a single remote computer. With
Teleconnect you'll be able to use your company mail system,
specialized printers, and LAN·based applications-all the
central office capabilities. If you're tied to the umbilical of a
university Internet connection, break free! Now, Teleconnect
will run the Internet Protocol (IP) on your NeXT computer over
ordinary telephone lines and give you access to applications
on your university/corporate net or global Internet.
Marble Teleconnect will communicate with any computer run·
ning the SLIP protocol. When connecting two NeXT computers,
you have access to all of the inter·machine communication that
you would have on your local network. It automatically dials out
as required and can automatically hang up after a pre·set idle
period. Pre·written scripts support many of the most popular
modems (up to 38.4kbps) and the scripting language allows
you to add others. Teleconnect can be configured to dial out
and answer calls, so other machines can exchange data (such
as mail) with yours in your absence. For example, you could
have your office NeXTmail periodically transferred to your
home. Truly a total communications solution.
Marble Associates
1012 Teleconnect . ....... . .... . . .. . . .. . .. . . .. $249.
4096 Teleconnect (student version) . . ..... . ... . . . . . 125.
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OBJECTIVE DB TOOLKIT/DESIGNER
Adatabase manager's best friend. The new Objective DB
Designer for SYBASE automates and eases some of the trickier
parts of the design and maintenance of databases.
The highly visual and interactive interface allows you to create
new database elements from existing ones and define backup
procedures. It will even help you change the data type in active
databases and check the consistency of renamed elements
with existing triggers and stored procedures.
Best of all, you can work normal hours. Instead of making
your database changes when everyone else has signed off and
gone rome, you can write the needed changes to afile and just
apply them at the end of the day. (Available 1st Quarter 1992.)
And for the developer... Version 2.0 of the Objective DB
Toolkit links the SQl server with the Interface Builder and
speeds the link between your applications and the SYBASE
database engine. Atrue NeXT database tool, it accommodates
text, image, and sound data and supports pop·up lists as well
as buttons and slider arrays.
The Toolkit is a versatile interface that lets you define and
modify a database easily. It will help you create triggers and set
up automatic data transfers, and can generate the data portion
of SQl inserts and updates. It will even help you create multilin·
gual applications.
Professional Software
4730 Objective DB Designer lO .. . . .. . . . •... . .. . $599.
9357 Objective DB Toolkit 2.0 .. ... . . .. . . ... .... .. 895.
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WORDPERFECT
The NeXT step in word perfection. If you want toconcen·
trate on your writing and not your software, WordPerfect is
just the ticket. Whatever form your writing takes: professional
newsletters, brochures, correspondence, reports, or anything
you care to create, WordPerfect has the features and ease of
use that help keep your thoughts flowing. This full·featured
word processor offers: columns (newspaper and parallel),
powerful macros, merge (making mass mailings simple), table
of contents, indexing, footnotes/endnotes, and much more.
Questions? Ask the Digital Librarian or consult the on·line
reference manual. When it's all said and done, check your
work with the 115,000·word speller, or explore better wording
with the comprehensive thesaurus.
WordPerfect easily integrates text and graphics, so you can
turn newsletters or direct mailings into head·turners (and page·
turners). You can place graphic images complete with captions
or borders anywhere on a page (inserted in a line of text, tied to
aparagraph, or placed in a header or footer) and scale, move,
and rotate them in myriad ways. And to protect your work, the
automatic timed backup will save your work at regular intervals.
This is full·featured word processing for NeXT computers.
WordPerfect ... 60 day MBG
8818 WordPerfect lO.1 .......... ..... . .. . .. ..
8859 WordPerfect lO.1 (5 pack) . . ... . . ... .. .....
8928 WordPerfect lO.1 (20 pack). . ... . ........ ..

$299.
1249 .
3699 .

NeXT'S MOST POPULAR WORD PROCESSOR.
WRITENow
Full.featured and easy·to·use. A rare combination, but
it all comes together in WrlteNow, developed for NeXTstep
by the people at NeXT. WriteNow's use of the NeXT graphical
user interface makes word processing simple and intuitive,
along with plenty of powerful features that allow you to
create professional·looking documents instantly.
Use WriteNow's rulers to format your document paragraph
by paragraph or, if you prefer, all the pages at once. The
WYSIWYG (what you see is what you get) interface lets you
see the results each step of the way. And for those high·
,impact headlines, the NeXT font panel allows you to apply
as many fonts as you may need.

Since a picture is worth athousand words, just copy and
paste an informative graph or other piece of artwork in from
your favorite draw or paint program. Once inside WriteNow,
the image can be aligned, stretched, or scaled to your
dimensions. Working with WriteNow is so easy, you'll never
settle for anything less.
WriteNow's automated functions allow you to create
perfect documents every time. Use WriteNow's spell checker
to inspect your creative prose. Place headers & footers on
all or just some of the pages. Add footnotes for special
references. And use the search and replace commands to
make changes-Quickly and efficiently. WriteNow has
enough power and versatility to be used for all your word·

processing needs, from simple form letters to complex
multi·column newsletters.
Looking for something special? Like, for instance, multi·
column formatting, mail merge, programmable data merge,
spell checking, bold/italic/underline text formatting, foot·
notes, headers and footers, search and replace, character
and word counting, automatic page numbering and date
insertion ...whew! WriteNow, the full·powered word process·
ing program developed specifically for NeXTstep, has it all.

Appsoft ... 60 day MBG
4128 WriteNow 2.1 . ..... . .... ... . ....... . . $159.
4997 WriteNow 2.1 (5 Pack) . . . . . .. . .. ...... . .. 739.
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THE BUSINESS GRAPHICS SOLUTION FOR NeXTstep.
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ApPSOFT DRAW
For professional-looking business graphics. With
AppsoH Draw's easy-to-use interface, powerful drawing
tools, and multi·page capabilities, you'll be creating effective
presentations, informative flyers, and multi·page newsletters
in aflash.
Appsoft Draw's comprehensive tool palette offers a host
of drawing tools for fast and interactive control of lines,
arcs, rectangles, polygons, 24·bit color, TIFF and EPS
images, beziers and more. Combine these objects to create
stunning artwork-including everything from company
organizational charts to business presentations.
Now use Appsoft Draw's text tools to enter and manipu·

late your text headlines and body copy. Change text fonts,
stroke, width, kerning, and justification. Scale and rotate
your text to any size or angle. Working with Appsoft Draw
is so easy, you'll never settle for second best.
And, to make it even easier while creating those high·
impact presentations, Appsoft Draw offers a variety of
drawing effects. Apply three·dimensional gradient fills,
attention·getting arrowheads, solid or dashed lines, and/or
separate stroke and fill colors; or set adjustable brightness
and contrast levels of TIFF and EPS images.
Once you're finished with your artwork, output to any
PostScript printer.or imagesetter to create high Quality color
or black & white prints and slides. And since they run under

NeXTstep, you can be sure that all Appsoft programs
provide state·of·the·art compatibility and true work group
productivity.
With Appsoft Draw at your fingertips, you'll be producing
top-Quality forms, illustrations, maps, presentations, slides
and more-accurately and automatically. For the business
professional, Appsoft Draw removes the tedium between
inspiration and presentation.
AppsoH ... 60 day MBG
4465 Draw 2.0. . . . . .... . .... .. ... . . . . . .. .

$299.
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POWERFUL PRESENTATIONS COME TO NEXTsTEP.
CONCURRENCE
"Worth the price of a NeXT all by itself." That's how
John Barlow described Concurrence (NeXTWORLD Spring
'92), NeXTstep's first general-purpose presentation and
outlining application, and one of the major highlights of
January's NeXTWORLD Expo. Created by the same team
behind the ever·popular Diagram!, Concurrence is the tool
for anyone in the business of preparing and delivering
presentations.
With a built-in outliner that can go feature for feature with
most word processors, Concurrence is designed to create
and maintain structure-from documents such as legal
briefs and discussion agendas down to simple to-do lists.

You can even create multiple versions of the same document
and modify them all simultaneously with Concurrence's
multiple views feature.
And when you want to create a presentation, just push a
button-Concurrence will create a presentation view which
automatically updates your outline, and vice versa. Create
multiple versions of the same presentation using different
fonts and backgrounds, and they'll track each other word for
word as well. Concurrence also allows you to create autorunning on· line presentations, complete with voice overs,
file attachments from other applications (such as Diagram!
and Improv), and an impressive array of PostScript transition
effects for maximum on·line impact. Using Concurrence's

Prepare for Mail feature, you can even distribute these
presentations across any network for display on other
NeXTstep machines.
Need quality output such as 35mm slides? Just send your
document via NeXTmail to any number of qualified service
bureaus from the guide provided. Or hook your NeXT up to
any PostScript output device, such as a color printer, 35mm
slide imager, or Linotronic printer. Concurrence will show
you the true power behind NeXTstep.
Lighthouse Design, Ltd . ... 60 day MBG
2409 Concurrence 1.0 .... ..... ...... .. ... .
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Electronic filing arrives. Introducing a real solution for
document management that gives you the power to locate any
type of file-text, TIFF, EPS, etc.-quickly and easily. No matter
how many files your library contains.
ElectroFile from Insight Software allows you to build your
own classification scheme, based upon your own requirements.
Because documents can be indexed and classified in numerous
ways, they become much easier to locate-even those without
text. ElectroFile's retrieval engine is based upon B*Tree indexes
which generate fast searches, regardless of the number of documents in the library. You can design complex search paradigms
with just a few keystrokes, thereby reducing thousands of
possibilities down to the right one. Once you find the file you're
looking for, just click "show" and ElectroFile will display an
image of the original document alongside the classification
interface. Then you can make corrections, attach other files,
add notes or important text, and even record voice messages
on the document.
Designed to be both powerful and flexible, ElectroFile is ideal
for imaging, cataloging, correspondence, account processing,
or any activity which can take advantage of cross-indexing.
After all, if you own a NeXT computer you're already halfway to
having the world's most sophisticated filing system right there
on your desk-now, with ElectroFile, you can go all the way.
Insight Software, Inc .... 60 day MBG
3308 ElectroFile 1.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

$299.
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No more dated data. Objective Technologies' new OTProvide
automatically links your database with your Improv spreadsheets
giving them immediate access to the current data. Every time
you open a spreadsheet, the latest data is imported to refresh
the model so you can be confident that your calculations are
based on the most up-to-date information.
OTProvide also lets you browse through multiple servers,
simply by pointing to the data you want. Join multiple tables
across databases, specify sort keys, and include or eliminate
duplicate rows. Your queries can then be stored and maintained
and their results can be loaded into Improv models. You can also
drag queries out of OTProvide and into any NeXTstep application.
Version 1.0 requires SYBASE and Improv with the API
Toolkit. Version 2.0 will also access Oracle databases and will
be released at the same time as NeXT's DBKit.
OTProvide is the newest tool from Objective Technologies,
the first third-party extender of the NeXT Interface Builder. Their
[OTPalettes: 2.OJ contains four tools deSigned to enhance
developer efficiency and consistency: GraphPalette (tools for
graphing data in custom applications), MathPalette (to create
links to Mathematica), SmartFieldPalette (data input fields that
restrict and format input), and ChooserPalette (which provides
management functions for selection lists).
Objective Technologies
3282 OTProvide lO ... .... . .. . ... ... . . . . ... $699.
9347 rOT Palettes: 2.0] Chooser .. . .. .... . . ..... 429.
9346 rOT Palettes: 2.0] Math . .. . ... . .. . . .. . . " 650.
9345 rOT Palettes: 2.0] SmartField . . . . . ... . . . .. . 650.
9344 rOT Palettes: 2.0] Graph . .. . .. ... . . .. . .. 1259.
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IX-Scansw
Software for Y,e Canon IX-30F Gray SCAJe Sc.anntf

Dove ... 1 year warranty
9356 DoveFax Desktop for NeXT
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GIVE YOUR OFFICE ABETTER SCAN.
CANON IMAGE SCANNER
Flatbed scanning at 300 dpi, 256 shades of gray. That's
just the beginning of the advanced image-handling technology you get with the new gray-scale Image Scanner IX-30F
from Canon_ Its convenient flatbed design accommodates
books, text, graphs, drawings, maps, and pictures. The typical
page can be scanned in about ten seconds. And there's
even an optional document feeder available that will scan
up to 20 pages automatically. Plus its small 13.5/1 x 18.5/1
foqtprint makes this one scanner that won't monopolize
your desktop.

Bundled with the IX-30F is Canon's IX-SCANS software
which can emulate from 50 dpi up to as high as 400 dpi
with magnification, which enables the Scanner to reproduce
photos and other continuous-tone images with great accuracy. You can modify images by enlarging or reducing, and
adjusting contrast and brightness. You can also create the
special looks you need with functions like image reversal,
mirror image, windowing, and downloaded dither patterns.
For further refinements, simply capture your scanned
image as a TIFF or EPS file and import it into other applications. Setup is simple-it's a straightforward SCSI connection. For those who aren't yet into the NeXT level of

computing there are also optional interfaces available for
connecting to both Macs and PCs.
Whatever your scanning needs-desktop publishing,
research, documentation, presentations, etc.-the Canon
Image Scanner IX-30F along with Canon IX-SCANS software
gives you the combination of speed, resolution, and conven·
ience you need to make it a productive part of your office
environment from the day you plug it in.
Canon ... 1 year warranty
3269 Image Scanner IX-30F & IX-SCANS Bundle

$849.

Running out of RAM? We can I
you start running out of room am
business day. Our 4 MB and 16 I
80 ns SIMMs that are compatible
(monochrome only). We also carr
NeXTdimension boards. (The lattl
workstation we recommend an al
you can go ahead and install ther
Memory ... 2 year warranty
89104 MB Memory Upgrade Kit
19358 MB Memory Upgrade Kit
(2 x 4 MB SIMMs, 8 MB tot
8911 16 MB Memory Upgrade Ki
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DOVE FAX DESKTOP
Make sure your NeXT can communicate every which
way. With the combination personal fax modem and data
modem, DoveFax Desktop for NeXT. The 9600 bps CCID
Group 3 compatible fax makes full use of the intuitive NeXT fax
interfaceso you can send all your documents-word process·
ing, graphics, page layout, etc.-directly from your NeXT. On
the receiving end, you enjoy the privacy of incoming faxes at
your own computer and printer.
DoveFax features true background operation, an on·line
telephone directory, on·screen display of faxes, automatic
answering, fax preview, and even customized cover pages
(withgraphics and tex!!).
Best df all, you get optimum quality coming and going. You
cansend faxes at high·resolution. And when printing out
hlcoming faxes (on a local or networked printer) you can enjoy
highly detailed Display PostScript imaging at your choice of
200 x 200 dpi or 200 x 100 dpi. Naturally, it's also compatible
withthird·party OCR software for converting incoming faxed
documents to editable texts.
DoveFax Desktop also includes a Hayes·compatible 2400 bps
modemthat supports a complete range of communications
services, protocols, applications, and electronic bulletin boards.
DoveFax Desktop-a low·cost solution for handling faxes and
data with ease. Backed by Dove's solid customer support and
1·year warranty.
Dove ... 1 year warranty
9356 DoveFax Desktop for NeXT
(includes 2400 modem) . . .. .. .... . . . .. . . .
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$279.

PERIPHERAL LAND, INC.
Easy in and easy out. PLI offers two great drives to speed data transfer. The Pl CD·ROM
Drive will let you bring data in from a CD to your hard drive at up to 9 megabytes per minute
andthe Pl OAT Drive lets you archive your data to tape at up to 11 megabytes per minute.
The PL CD·ROM Drive uses a fast Sony drive to give you 380 ms access time. It also features
external SCSI 10 and termination switches and a self'cleaning objective lens. The PL OAT Drive
comes with enTar software by Juan Pineda, a tar GUI for painless backups. The drive provides
full data verification for high reliability and accepts both 1.3 GB and 2 GB OAT tapes.
Both products include PLI's toll·free technical support.
Peripheral land , Inc .... 1 year warranty
8899 PL CD· ROM Drive .. . . . .. . . ...... . .. . ... . . . .. . . . . . .... . . ... . .. .. . ..
2529 PL OAT Drive (2 GB) .. . . . ..... . ... . .. . . . .. . ..... . .. ... . . . .. .. . . .. . .

$749.
1999.

MEMORY UPGRADES
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Running out of RAM? We can help you get back to full power overnight. Just call as soon as
you start running out of room and we'll send more memory by Airborne for delivery the next
business day. Our 4 MB and 16 MB Memory Upgrade Kits feature low profile, non·parity,
80 ns SIMMs that are compatible with the 68030 and 68040 cube and the 040 workstation
(monochrome only). We also carry 8 MB Memory Upgrade Kits for NeXTstation Color and
NeXTdimension boards. (The latter requires 2 Kits/16 MB at a time.) And Installation? For the
workstation we recommend an authorized dealer-otherwise you risk voiding the warranty. But
you can go ahead and install them yourself in the cube-we'll provide toll·free tech support.
Memory ... 2 year warranty
89104 MB Memory Upgrade Kit (1 x 4 MB SIMM, 4 MB total) . . . .. ... .. . ..... . .. $149.
1935 BMB Memory Upgrade Kit (for NeXTstation Color and NeXTdimension)
(2 x 4 MB SIMMs, 8 MB totalj .. . . . . . ....... ... . . . .. .. . .. . ..... . .... .. . 499.
891116 MB Memory Upgrade Kit (4 x 4 MB SIMMs, 16 MB total) . .. . ... . . .. . . . . ... 539.

Corporate Accounts Welcome
Yes, we gladly accept P.O.s. Always In ave , always will. In fact, we do everything possible
to make corporate direct purchasing of computer software and peripherals as easy and
enjoyable a process as possible-within the realm of common decency, of course. Many
companies (including most of the Fortune 1000 and other just-as-fortunate smaller ones)
have accounts with us. If yGu'd like to open one (or check whether your company already
has one), simply call our order line at aOO/800-NeXT.

4730
9357
1963
1965
1966
2516

Professional Softw;
(SeepageN)
Objective DB Design
Objective DB Toolkit:
Triakis ... 30 day PI
T-Calc 1.0 ........ .
Math + + 3.0 . . .... .
DAN, the Data ANaly
Wolfram Research
Mathematica 2.0 .

INPUT/C

PRODUCT INDEX
GENERAL BUSINESS
& PRODUCTIVITY

3357
3335
3334

4128
4997
4465

8657

1396
1397
1398
1400
1394
3332

3308

9794
1792

8818
8859

Adamation ... 30 day MBG
(Seepage E)
Who's Calling? 2.0 .............. .. .. $395.
Who's Calling? 2.0 (4 pack) . . . . . . . . . . 1349.
LiveWire 1.0 (4 pack) . . . . ........ • ... . 599.
Appsoft ... 60 day MBG
(See pages 0 & P)
WriteNow 2.1 . . . . . . . . . .
159.
739.
WriteNow 2.1 (5 pack) ... , . . . . , .
Draw 2.0 . . . . . . .
. .. . ... . . , . . . . . 299.
DIT ... 1 year warranty
(SeepageK)
On Duty 1.0 (new price 3/1/92). . .
. 279.
Imagine, Inc.
(Seepage E)
MediaStation 2.0 . . . . . . . . . .
. . . 495.
MediaStation 2.0 (5 pack) (new price 3/1/92) 2199.
MediaStation (20 pack) (new price 3/1/92) 5499 .
MediaStation Educational Package 2.0 . . . 295.
MediaStation Educational/Network Pkg .. . 2749.
Informix Software
Wingz 1.1AB . . . . . . . . . . .
. ...... 469 .
Insight Software, Inc.
60 day MBG
(SeepageR)
ElectroFile 1.0 ... . ......... • .. . ..... 299 .
Lotus Development
(Seepage C)
Improv 1.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 549.
Improv/SoftPC. ......
. .... . 749.
WordPerfect ... 60 day MBG
(SeepageN)
WordPerfect 1.0.1 . ... ... . . .
299.
(5 pack) . . . 1249.
8928 (20 pack) .
3699.

COMMUNICATIONS
& DATA TRANSFER
DataViz ... 60 day MBG
. . . . . . . . . . 129.
1823 MacLinkPlus/PC 6.0 .
DIT ... 1 year warranty
(SeepageK)
69.
8656 FloppyWorks 2.2G . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Dove Computer ... 1 year warranty
(Seepage T)
9356 DoveFax Desktop for NeXT
(includes 2400 modem) .
. . 279.
Hayes .. . 2 year warranty
(SeepageL)
2307 Smartmodem 2400 (requires cable) . . . . . . 349.
7391 Ultra 9600 Modem (requires cable) ... ... 669.
799.
5024 Ultra 14.4 Modem (requires cable) .
4998 ISDN System Adapter (requires cable) ... 1199.
Insignia Solutions
(Seepage 0)
SoftPC 2.05 . ... ... . ....... . . . . . . ... 329.

5119
7880
3864

1012
4096

2207
2197

4759
8907

Intel ... 5 year warranty
(Seepage G)
2400EX Modem (requires cable)
$169 .
9600EX Modem (requires cable) ........ 469.
14.4EX Modem (requires cable).
549 .
Marble Associates
(SeepageM)
Teleconnect... .... . .... . .... . .... . 249.
Teleconnect (student version) . .
. .... 125.
Prometheus ... 2 year warranty
(SeepageM)
ProModem (includes 2400 Modem) . . . .. 339.
ProModem Ultima 9600 NSR Plus
(includes 14.4 Modem) . ............... 769.
Software Ventures ... 30 day MBG
(SeepageK)
MicroPhone 111 .0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 149.
Telebit ... 1 year warranty
T2500 Modem (requires cable) . . .. . . . .. 939.

9276
2337
1185

4496

RECREATIONAL
Athena Design ... 30 day MBG
9457 Culture Shock 1.0 . . . 22. 3876 (color) .
David S. Joerg Productions ... 30 day MBG
4846 Ragnarok .......... . ... . . . . . ... . .. . . 39.
Lighthouse Design, Ltd. ... 60 day MBG
(SeepageJ)
3315 Void 2.0 (3 user license) ........ . .

PUBLISHING & GRAPHICS

1827
9765
9741
1832
1834

Adobe Systems
(Seepage I)
Adobe Illustrator 3.0 ...
459.
Adobe Plus Pack 1.0
129.
Adobe TouchType 1.0 .....
175.
Adobe TypeSet 1 or 1833 TypeSet 2 .... ea. 65.
Adobe TypeSet 3 . .. . .... . . .
129.

Aachen, Revue. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 125,
Adobe Caslon .. .. .. ..
.. .. .. . ... 179.
Adobe Garamond ...... . . . . . .. . . . , .. 179.
Adobe Wood Type 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
125.
Bodoni . . . . . . ...
. .. ...... . .. . .... 179.
Caslon Expert ..... . ... .. . .. . . .. . . . . . 179.
Century Old Style . . . . . . . . . . . .
95.
Copperplate Gothic ........ . . . ... . . . . 239.
Futura 1 or 4758 Futura 2 . . . . . . . . . . ea. 179.
Garamond 3. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
125.
Gill Sans 1
179.
4772 Gill Sans 2. 125.
Goudy Old Style . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 125.
Helvetica Condensed. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
239.
Helvetica Nueue .. 179. 4757 Nueue 1 . . 125.
ITC Fenice . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
239 .
ITC Garamond Condensed .
. ... 239.
ITC Garamond 2 . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . 125.
Lithos....
. ....... .... . . 125.
Minion . .
239.
Mistral, Reporter.
95 .
News Gothic. . . . .
....... .
125.
Nuptial, Cascade, Medici . ..... .. . . . , ... 95.
Optima ..
........
125.
Sonata .. . . , .... . ... . .... . . . . . . . .. . . 63 .
Tekton . . . . . . . . .
. ....... .. .. 125.
Univers Condensed. . .
. ...... . . 179.
Lighthouse Design, Ltd. ... 60 day MBG
(See pages H & Q)
8621 Diagram! 1.1 . ................. .. . . . 339.
8663 Big Green Disk (optical disk only) .
299.
. .. .... .... 795.
2409 Concurrence 1.0 . .

7105
9365
9364
9366
7107
3823
7110
7109

3269
6747
7913
6018
6017

9682
9683
9681
4848
9680

Metaresearch ... 1 year warranty
Digital Ears ................ .
Digital Ears (with SoundWorks) . .. . . . .. .
Digital Eye (monochrome) . . . . . . . . . • . . . 829.
Color Digital Eye. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 995.
SoundWorks 2.0 ............ ... . .. .. 269.

UTILITIES
1476
1478
1479
1481

4148
4493
4498
4494

2513
2514
4726

Agog, Inc. . .. 30 day MBG
Squash ! 1.0 .... . . . . . . . . .
Squash! 1.0 (10 pack) . .... ... _ .
Squash! Educational 1.0 . . . .
Squash! Educational 1.0 (10 pack) . ..... . 429.
Rightbrain Software ... 30 day MBG
(Seepage G)
LockScreen 3.2 . . .. • .... . .. . . .. . .. ... 79.
LaunchPad... . ..... . . . . . ..... .. .. .. 79.
Portfolio . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 79.
Rulers...... . .
.. 79.
Teledia
(SeepageJ)
Backup Master 1.0.
Phrase Playe r 2.0 ..... . . . ..... . . .. .
FileMaster 1.0 ............ . .

All drives requir

8908
8906
8909
1106
8992
8991
1540
1441

Cables .. . lifetime
SCSI 1-50 Pin Centro
SCSI 2-50 Pin Centro
50 Pin-50 Pin Centrol
SCSI Terminator ....
68030 Modem CablE
68040 Modem CablE
Mini DIN 8to Mini 0 11
Mini DIN 8 to DB25 "

OUF
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PROGRAMMING & MATH TOOLS
Absoft
8898 Fortran 77 3.1
Objective Technologies
(SeepageR)
9347 [OT Palettes: 2.0] Chooser . . .... ... .
9346 rOT Palettes: 2.0] Math . . . . . . . . . . . .
9345 rOT Palettes: 2.0] SmartField ........ .. . .
. .... .. . . . .
9344 [OT Palettes: 2.0] Graph.
3282 OTProvide 1.0 . . . .
. ....... .
ONyX Systems ... 30 day MBG
2340 Bug Byte 2.1 ... .. . . .. .... . . . . . . .

American Power ..
Smart-UPS 600 ... .
Smart-UPS 900 .. .
Smart-UPS 1250 .. .
Smart-UPS 2000 .. .
Back-UPS 450 .
Back-UPS 600 .... .
Back-UPS 800 . . . . .
Back-UPS 1200 .
Canon ... 1 year w
(SeepageS)
Image Scanner IX-30
Safe Power System
400S Power Backup .
650 VA Backup . .
Tripp Lite .. . 2 yea
LC1200 Line Conditi(
LC1800 Line Conditi(

DRIVES 8

VIDEO & SOUND

Adobe fonts now available:

4767
4801
4754
4747
4745
4800
4771
4775
4760
4738
4783
4739
4734
4746
4731
4778
4782
4776
4779
4749
4768
4774
4773
4736
4777
4764

MicroMaps ... 30 day MBG
(SeepageJ)
MapArt 1.0 .. . ... . . ... .... ..... . . .
MapArt 1.0 (CO-ROM) .... .
T IMaker ... 30 day MBG
ClickArt 1.0 ...... .
Vivid Publishing .. . 30 day MBG
(SeepageJ)
TypeView 1.0 ..... .

•

We accept VISA and MA~
No surcharge will be add,
Your card is not charged l
If we must ship a partial 0 1
complete the order (in the
No sales tax is charged, E
All U.S. shipments insured,
International orders U.S. S
Manufacturer support ant
Upon receipt and approv;
immediate shipment of yo
Corporate P.O.s are accel
C.O.D. maximum is $100'
120-day limited warranty (
Defective software replac(
our discretion. All items ar
to change without notice.
Order lines: Open contin<
Business offices: Call 60::
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Professional Software

IOMEGA ... 1 year warranty

(SeepageN)

(Seepage F)

4730 Objective DB Designer 1.0 .... . .. . . . . . $599.
9357 Objective DB Toolkit 2.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
895.
Triakis ... 30 day MBG
1963 T-Calc 1.0 . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .... . .. 59.
199.
1965 Math++3.0 . . . . . . .
1966 DAN, the Data ANalyzer 2.0 . . ....... . . 269.
Wolfram Research ... 30 day MBG
1699.
2516 Mathematica 2.0 .. ..... . . .. . . .. .

INPUTIOUTPUT

99.

American Power .. . 2 year warranty
Smart-UPS 600
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 425.
Smart-UPS 900 .. . . .. .. . .. . . ... . .... 669.
Smart;UPS 1250 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
879.
Smart-UPS 2000 .. . .. . . .. . .. . .. .... 1339.
Back-UPS 450. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
235.
Back-UPS 600 ... .. . • . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . 299.
Back-UPS 800 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
599.
Back-UPS 1200 . . . . . . .
. . .. . ... . . 799 .
Canon ... 1 year warranty

dayMBG
2. 3876 (color) ... 25.
lions ... 30 day MBG
.... .. . 39.
d .... 60dayMBG

3269 Image Scanner IX-30F & IX-SCANS Bundle 849.
Safe Power Systems .. . 2 year warranty
400S Power Backup. .
. . ...... 399.
650 VA Backup .. .. . ...... . .. . .. . ... 459.
Tripp Lite ... 2 year warranty
6018 LC 1200 Line Conditioner . . . . . . . . . . . . . 159.
6017 LC1800 Line Conditioner .... . ..... .. .. 209.

. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 99.

DRIVES & CABLES

MBG

7105
9365
9364
9366
7107
3823
7110
7109

IG
OdayMBG

(SeepageS)

IONAl

All drives require a SCSI cable.

OUND
arwarranty
Norks) .

,,) . . ....... .. . .

499.
669.
829.
995.
269 .

IES
IIIBG

12.
45.
15.
29.
15.
45.
15.
15.

Bernoulli 90 MB Cartridge . . . . . . . . . .. . $149.
439.
Bernoulli 90 MB Tri-Pack. . .
Bernoulli 90 MB Transportable Drive. . .
799.
Care Kit . . ......... . . .. . . . . .
49.
Micropolis ... 5 year warranty

(Seepage G)
8984
4415
4412
8978
5029

8887
2531
8899
8891
8888
8889
8892
8890
8893
8894
8905
8547
4847
2529

280 MB MicroDisk (formatted capacity) . . 1589.
550 MB MicroDisk (formatted capacity) .. 1889.
860 MB MicroDisk (formatted capacity). 2599 .
550 MB Internal Hard Drive (15 ms) . .
1449.
860 MB Internal Hard Drive (15 ms)
2159.
Peripheral Land, Inc. .. . 1 year warranty
(See pages L & T)
CD-ROM Caddy (single). . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 14.
CD-ROM Caddy (10 pack) . . . . . . . . . . . .. 99 .
PL CD-ROM Drive . . . .
749.
320 MB External Hard Drive (11 ms) . . . . . 1895.
330 MB External Hard Drive (17 ms) ..... 1749.
600 M B External Hard Drive (17 ms) . .
2095.
635 MB External Hard Drive (12 ms) .. .. . 2879.
1.2 GB External Hard Drive (15 ms) . .... 3295.
Infinity 40 MB Cartridge Drive. . . .
669.
InfinityTwin40MBCartridgeDrive . .
1195.
SCSI 2 to Centronix Cable (50 pin) . . . . . .. 49.
SuperFloppy 2.88 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
449.
Infinity 88 Turbo .. . . . . .. . .. . " . .. .. . . 879.
PL DAT Drive (2 GB) .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1999.

ACCESSORIES
Avery ... 60 day MBG
W' x 13/4" Laser Labels (Oty. 2000) .
. . 7.
8112" x 11" Trans.-Laser (Oty. 50) . . . .
22
1" x 25/s" Laser Labels (Oty. 3000) . . .. . . .. 24 .
1W ' x 4" Laser Labels (Oty. 1400) .... . .. . 24.
3112" Disk Labels (Oty. 630) . . . . . . .
29.
Canon ... 90 day warranty
9811 512 MB Optical Disk (MO-502m) . . . . . . .. 175.
Curtis Manufacturing ... lifetime warranty
1718 3.5" Disk File (OB-2) (holds 40) . ..... . .. . . 8.
9757 TopShelf(TS-1) . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. 18.
5985 Safe Fax (SF-1) (1 yearwarranty) . . .. . . . .. 19.

4812
4811
4807
4808
5392

OUR POLICY

' (10 pack).
.. 30day'MBG

MATH TOOLS
... . .. . ... . 839.

s
~r

Cables ... lifetime warranty
SCSI 1-50 Pin Centronics. . . . . .
SCSI 2-50 Pin Centronics (4 ft.) . . . . . . . . ...
50 Pin-50 Pin Centronics . . . . . . . • . . . . .
SCSI Terminator . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
68030 Modem Cable (8 ft.) . . . .
68040 Modem Cable (8 ft.). . . . . .
1540 Mini DIN 8 to Mini DIN 8 Null Modem Cable .
1441 Mini DIN 8 to DB25 Null Modem Cable .

2530
2467
2224
2481

.

ield .

dayMBG

429.
650.
650.
1259.
699.

We accept VISA and MASTERCARD.
No surcharge wi ll be added for credit card orders.
Your card is not charged until we ship .
If we must ship a partial order, we never charge freight on the shipment(s} that
complete the order (in the U.S.).
• No sales tax is charged, except for Ohio residents (please add applicable tax).
• All U.S. shipments insured, no addtn'l charge. APOIFPO orders shipped 1st Class Mail.
• International orders U.S. $250 minimum .
Manufacturer support and upgrade eligibility may be limited outside the U.S.A.
Upon receipt and approval, personal and company checks clear the same day for
immediate shipment of your order.
Corporate P.O.s are accepted subject to credit approval.
C.OD . maximum is $1000. Cash or certified check.
120-day limited warranty on all products.
Defective software replaced immediately. Defective hardware repaired or replaced at
our discretion. All items are subject to availability. Prices and promotions are subject
to change without notice.
• Order lines: Open continuously from 8:00 a.m. Monday until midnight Friday, ET.
Business offices: Call 603/446-7771 Monday thru Friday 9:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. ET.

1713
1707
1708
5832

Filtered Safe Strip (SPF-3) (1 year warranty) . $24 .
Ruby (SPF-2) ........ . ... . ... . ..... . . 55.
Ruby Plus (SPF-2+) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65.
Ruby Remote (SPFR-2) .. . . . . . . . . . .... . 65.
Hewlett-Packard ... 120 day warranty
8099 Toner Cartridge for NeXT Printer . . .. . .. . . . 95.
1542 Toner Cartridge for NeXT Printer (3 pack) . . 269 .
Memory ... 2 year warranty

(Seepage T)
8790
9284
8910
1935
8911
8576
2694
2699
8548
2692
2697
2693
2698
8244

1 MB SIMM (80ns) . . . . . . .
1 MB SIMM (80ns, setof4) . . . . . . . . . . . .
4 MB Memory Upgrade Kit. . . . . . . . . . . ..
8 MB Memory Upgrade Kit
(for NeXTstation Color & NeXTdimension) . .
16 MB Memory Upgrade Kit. . . . ... .. . ..
Moustrak ... lifetime warranty
Mouspad : black (7" x 9 ") . . . . . . . . . . .
Mouspad: blue (7" x 9") . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mouspad: gray (7" x 9 ") .
Mouspad: black (9 "x 11 ") .... . .. . ...
Mouspad: blue (9" x 11") . . . . . . . • . . . . .
Mouspad: gray (9 " x 11") . . .
Moustrak LlF: blue (9 " x 11 ") . . . .
Moustrak LlF: gray (9" x 11"). . . . . .
Pacific Micro ... 1 year warranty
External Hard Drive Enclosure .
Sony... 60 day MBG

45.
149.
149.
499.
539.
8.
8.
8.
9.
9.
9.
10.
10.
469.

(Seepage G)
3298
6375
3614
5030
1603
2520
6592
9728
3603
3600

3 .5 " High Density Disks (10 pack)
15.
3.5" High Density Disks (30 pack) . .
42.
3.5" Extra-High Density Disks (10 pack) .
65.
3.5" Extra-High Density Disks (20 pack) . . . 126.
DG60M 4mm Data Cartridges (1.3 GB)
.. 16.
DG90M 4mm Data Cartridges (2 GB) .
22.
SyQuest ... 60 day MBG
SyQuest Cartridge (44 MB) . . . .. . ..... . . 69 .
649.
SyQuest Cartridge (44 MB, 10 pack) . .
SyQuest Cartridge (88 MB) . . . . .
110.
SyQuest Cartridge (88 MB, 10 pack).
999 .
Toshiba ... lifetime warranty

(SeepageL)
9754 3.5" Extra-High Density Disk (single) . .
4858 3.5" Extra-High Density Disks (5 pack) . . .
9755 3 .5 " Extra-High Density Disks (10 pack).

7.
30.
59 .

SHIPPING
Continental U.S.:
Barring events beyond our control, all credit card orders phoned in weekdays by
3: 15 a.m. ET wi ll ship Airborne Express for delivery the next business day. Which
means same day delivery for orders placed between midnight and 3:15 a.m. ET.
(Some orders may ship by UPS Ground for next day delivery.) Saturday delivery is
available to many areas upon request. Some areas require an additional day for
delivery. The total freight charge on any non-C.O.D. order placed with
NeXTConnection is only $3 . C.OD. orders wi ll ship for $8.
Hawaii, Alaska, Canada, Puerto Rico, and U.S. Virgin Islands:
Call 800/800-NeXT for information on shipping and charges.
All other areas:
Call 6031446-7771 or FAX 603/446-7791 for information.

© Copyright 1992 PC Connection, Inc. NeXTConnection is a division of PC Connection,
Inc., Marlow, NH . NeXTConnection is a trademark of PC Connection, Inc. and NeXT
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hese days, there are two kinds of companies developing
third-party programs for NeXTstep: small, energetic companies, and the big guys.
The small companies are usually hungry start-ups.
They're totally committed to the platform. They've gone
bananas over Interface Builder and Objective-C. They worship the Application Kit and recite NeXT's technical documentation in
their sleep. They're the lean-and-mean companies like Adamation, Stone
Design, and Lighthouse Design, and they're bringing out new applications
five to ten times faster than they would be able to on any other platform.
Then there are the big players. These companies see NeXTstep as one
of their many sidelines. When they bring their product to NeXTstep, they
port their entire program, user interface and all.
Take SAS, a statistical-applications program, as an example. SAS on the
NeXT looks exactly like SAS on the Sun - it even has OpenLook-style pulldown windows. Rather than use NeXT's
Application Kit, SAS ported its own. The result
is that nothing works properly: The program
doesn't interface with NeXT's cut-and-paste
system; there is no Services menu; menus don't
pull off; there are no command-key equivalents; and text doesn't move when you drag
the scroller.
FrameMaker isn't much better. Frame
running on a NeXT only looks like it was built
with Interface Builder. Rather than utilizing
Interface Builder, Frame's engineers developed a subroutine package that translates
Frame's internal functions into NeXTsteplike widgets on the screen. A similar library
on the Sun makes Frame look like an OpenLook application. Other "compatibility
libraries" give Frame Motif and even Macintosh "look and feel" emulation.
Although Frame did a better job than
SAS, the page-layout program takes a real hit on performance. Reason: It's
not designed to take advantage of the Display PostScript window server.
What these companies are selling, according to their respective sales
forces, is interplatform compatibility. Because programs like Frame, SAS,
WordPerfect, and Wingz on the NeXT look exactly like their cousins on
other platforms, they're supposed to take less time for users to learn when
moving from one platform to another.
Having a program "look and feel" the same on a Sun and a NeXT is
a great help to a company's marketing staff, because it means that they
only need to learn one set of features and commands. But it's a deadwrong way to bring a program to NeXTstep. The world simply isn't filled
with people who want to use a Sun on Mondays, a Mac on Tuesdays, and
NeXT the rest of the week.
What's out there is NeXT users who need to work with people using
Macintoshes, PCs, and Suns. User interface compatibility doesn't matter
one iota - what's important is data-file compatibility. People using PCs
and NeXTs simply have to be able to move files back and forth between
applications running on different platforms.
But nobody cares if the screens look the same. NeXT users don't
want a version of SAS that looks like SAS on every other platform - they

want one that has the "look and feel" of every other NeXTstep
Ditto for Frame and any other application from the big guys you care to
mention.
This is an exceptionally important point to drive home now, as more
and more companies are thinking of porting their programs to NeXTstep.
The few that I've spoken with say that they're thinking of developing
patibility libraries -like Frame's - to bring their programs over.
That's precisely the wrong thing to do. Here are some guidelines for
doing the right thing.
Developer Tip #1: Don't reinvent the wheel. Rather than trying to
emulate the AppKit and make your program look like it was written using
Interface Builder, take the time to learn Interface Builder and do it right.
Send two people from your company to NeXT's Developer Camp.
When they come back, let them spend a month just playing arourid .
the machine. In the end, you'll get a faster, easier-to-use, and simply
better program.
Developer Tip #2: Follow the interface
guidelines. If you're porting an existing program to NeXTstep, keep the program's back
end and data-file representation, but throw
away the user interface and start over. NeXTstep makes user interfaces so easy that, even if
it took you three years to develop your X
dow interface, you'll be able to develop a
NeXTstep one from scratch in a few months_
Developer Tip #3: If people can run tile
same program on their NeXT as they can on
their PC or Mac, what's the point in buyinga
NeXT in the first place?
Developer Tip #4: Dare to be different.
Embrace NeXTstep - use it all. A lot of programmers moving to NeXTstep are hesitant
use things like NeXT's streams package,
system, or rich set of functions in the NeXTstep library. After all, a program that uses
functions is harder to port to another platform. NeXTstep works together
as a reliable, integrated whole. Use it all and you'll bring your program to
market that much faster.
Developer Tip #5: Use Objective-Co Many NeXTstep programmer$
afraid to use Objective-C for anything but the user interface. Some want to
use C++ for their back ends; others are scared of object-oriented languages
in general and want to use ANSI C. Don't be afraid. Objective-C is one of
the reasons that NeXTstep's Application Kit is so good. Object-oriented
programming is easy, once you get the hang of it, and, as an object-onent~1
language, Objective-C leaves c++ in the dust.
c++ may be the "industry-standard object-oriented language" these
days, but remember: Microsoft Windows is quickly becoming the '
"standard window system." If you want to use standards, get a' Pc.
If you still need convincing, just look at Lotus. Rather than bringing
out 1-2-3 for the NeXT, they went back to the drawing board and
Improv.
'Nuf said. •
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There's nothing like organizirtg a
hundred speakers in only six weeks
to push a database to its limits.
When we started organizirtg the
User Conference for NeXTWORLD Expo, we didn't realize
that the real help of Stone Design's
DataPhile wouldn't be irt storing
information about our speakers, but
irt delivering the irtformation to
other programs in a variety of useful
fonnats. By the time Expo rolled around, we had used DataPhile for pub~;hing parts of the Expo guide, assisting with a mass fax, and even batching
e-mail confirmations to the speakers. The tricks that we learned will help
anybody interested in pushing this application to its limits.

Database publishing
:\frer settling on the session descriptions and speakers for the conference, we
bJd the dubious honor of publishing the show guide. Since all the session
Information was irt DataPhile, we faced the same problem that's been plaguIl1g database jocks forever: While it's simple enough to make a report with
~I the formatted fields in the database, or to dump straight ASCn text into
,file and use a word processor to goose thirtgs into shape, exportirtg a formatted text file with all the correct tabs, punctuation, and fonts directly into a desktop
publishing program is nearly impossible. Our
solution was to use WriteNow's Merge facility.
We created a view in DataPhile with only
the fields that we wanted to export. Then we
sorted the database into the desired order for
the final file. Next, we used DataPhile's Export
to Merge option in the Reports menu to produce a file that could be merged into WriteNow.
Inside our WriteNow Merge template, we specified fonts, point sizes, and punctuation for all of
the bracketed «<» ) commands that irtlport data.
We had to remove the page breaks
£!porting from DataPhile to
between each record after the merge, but the
WriteNow helped our DTP task.
firtal results were perfect for pouring into our
ktop publishing program with all bold and italics intact. (We could have
removed the page breaks by usirtg WriteNow's Show Markers command,
men using a global search-and-replace to eliminate them, but we didn't
mink about that at the time.)
After we tracked down all the speakers' addresses and phone numbers
and called to ask if they wanted to speak, we had to send them confirmation
kners. Since we were crunched for time, we decided to do our confirmalions electronically.
In DataPhile, we made a new Report view consisting only of each
!pe<lker's e-mail address. We then went back to the Mairt view and told
DataPhile to find all the speakers who had accepted, confirmed, and had
I'illid e-mail addresses - that is, e-mail fields that weren't blank. To tell DataPhile to find only records from a field that has something in it, enter:
>
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rogether known as "greater than empty") in that field irt the Firtd panel.
We then returned to the e-mail Report view and told DataPhile to

retrieve the previous Find.
Now we had a view with
only the e-mail addresses
of the confirmed speakers.
We exported this list to a
plain ASCII file with the
records separated by spaces.
We opened this ASCn file in
.
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Finding electronic mailed addresses was just a matter

EdIt and copIed the list ll1to of looking for fields that were greater then empty•
the cut-and-paste buffer by
pressing Command-a (Select All) and Command-c (Copy).
Then we went to NeXT's Mail application and opened a Send
wirtdow. We didn't want everybody to see the list of recipients, so we
put our address in the To: field and the speaker list (from the cut-andpaste buffer) in the bee: field. "Bcc" stands for "blind carbon copy,"
and you can firtd it under Mail's Options panel. People getting the message saw only our user name irt the To: field. After we pasted irt the list
of names, we clicked OK to tell Mail that we liked the list we had chosen. We then filled out the rest of the Send panel and clicked the
Deliver button.

Time crunch
Luckily, all of the people who didn't have e-mail had reached far
enough irtto the modern age to have fax machines. So we went back to
DataPhile and made a Report view with names and fax nwnbers
(you're begirtning to get the picture) . Then we went to the Mairt view

myfreind@home.ca.us 123456@apple.com che ss_club@thinktime.yuky .edu
dude s@free marf~et mos cow.su n etmanage r@mud.org th ehous e@echo.com
bigbrass @hidden .s ite.mil co ll aborators@takeover.tokyo.jp
g@comptetition .com extentions@irs. gov

We used Mail's blind carbon copy feature to make everyone feel like the only one.

and found all of the records that were confirmed and did not have email addresses by entering
("equal to empty") ill the e-mail field. Back irt the name-and-fax
Report view, we repeated the previous Firtd and - voila - a list of
speakers with fax numbers but not e-mail addresses.
Unfortunately we did not have access to a fax modem, so we can't
tell you how an automated mass faxing might have worked. Instead,
we printed the cover sheets (generated with another WriteNow Merge
operation) and enslaved an Expo volunteer to send the cover sheets
and confirmation letters. Ah, the best-laid plans .... As it was, 60
e-mail messages, 40 faxes, and a 38-page show guide aren't too shabby
a yield for a simple flat-file database. •

is a free-lance writer and editor based in San
Francisco. He was the conference operations manager for NeXTWORLD Expo. K R 1ST I N DYE R is an editorial intern at
NeXTWORLD.
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Illustrator 3.0
Quick and easy llFF-to-EPS conversion. To
easily convert a TIFF image to EPS format,
simply launch illustrator. 3.0 and open a
new document. Drag your TIFF document
from the Work~pace over to ymlJ; new document. Hide the TIlustrator layer; and look
in the W0rkspace for the folder where your copy of TIlustrator resides.
Your EPS dOGument should be waiting for you, already intelligently
named. Remember, however, that this is still an EPS-recorded bitmapped image and has not become more precise Of printable. This
fo.t;mat, however, ~s usable by pr0gra1nS that fequire an EPS file format. If you need more than this limited solutioD, Pixel Magician, a
nearly universalfonnat converter; wiUhandle tliis and most other
conversions as well.

Concurrence
Alternative way to select ite...-s. As an alternative to clicking items to

select them, or Shift-clicking to select multiple items in a row, you can
select items by holding dowD an Alternate key and dragging a box
around an item or items. This then selects whatever items are
by the box.

Appsoft Draw
Hiilden slide-making capability. Start by choosing a horizontal page layout. Create a master page and drop in your company logo and a gr-aldleRIII
field as a background. Choose custom bullets and enter placeholder
at a size appropriate for the bullet. Using the Align tool, group the
and type and then choose the Matrix command to produce 5 to 6 oulleted items with equal spacing. The text is still editable within gmuped
items. Adjust Y0ur kerning and spacing as needed.

DataPhile
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Sending NeXTmaii from within DataPhile•• Hold down an Alternate key
and Shift-click a field containing an e-mail address to send NeXTmail to
that person.

Q: 1 have set up an I11i.ternet ac(;ount with
Portal and use me@myma~hine.p@rta1.Gom
as my address. Should I el1ange the marne
of my home directory U;OID "me" to
something mo.re representati¥e ? The manual gives me the impression that the "me"
accmmt shQuJ:d n@t be altered.
Robert M. Williams

YOUR PASSPORT To A WHOLE
WORLD OF GRAPHICS FILES
Introducing Pixel if!!I!!!!!II~~~~~Z
Or export pictures
Magician" ', the unicreated on the NeXT to
versal picture file
other platforms in the
appropriate file format,
viewer and transl ator
for NeXT computers.
color map and bit depth.
Pixel Magician gives
It even works
your NeXT free reign in
seamlessly through the
the world of computer tnr1';n:'11ET
NeXT Services menu to
graphics because it converts images to bring non-native file formats directly
and from just about any file format into your page layout, word processing,
PICT, TGA, PCX, GIF, TIFF, EPS, drawing, painting and imaging
RAST, BMP, IFF and others.
applications.
Pixel Magician le ts you view
Pixel Magician from Bacchus, Inc.
graphic files in different formats, import Your passport to a whole world of
them and treat them as if they were graphics files! Call (310) 820-9145
created directly on your NeXT.
today for more information.

Bacchus
2210 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 330, Santa Monica, CA 90403 E-mail: info@bacchus.com

A: Other than changing its password"> it is best to leave the "me"
ClGCOunt alone. If you want your e-mail sent out to be from
"Robert" instead of from "me, " you should create a newaCGount
for your own use. You'll definately want to d(') this if you want to
give anyone else an account on your machine, so that peeple on the
outside world can send mai't to either one 0fyou.
The enpj'Ye process fot cr(!ating a new aCc(JUnt is described on
pages 17-20 of the Network and S:ystem Administration b00k that
came with your NeXT ~omputer. The proeess is as fo.lt(')ws:
1.. Launch the UserManager ptogram that is in the Next
Admin directory.
2. Type in the root passw@rd
3. 'Provide the new user's fuLL name, the user's username (one
word, all lowercase, eight characters or less), and a password.
Make the password difficu;lt to guess.
4. The c(')mputer will ask you twiee if you are sure. CLIck
"Yes)' eac;h time. Then log out and log back in to your new
account.
By the way, don't attempt this if y(')u are not the system administrator for your mac'hine or nePwor;k: They.e are many c0mplexities
"to system administration that can bite you if you're n0t careful.

DAN

L

AV rN

is a senior editor 4t NeXTWORLD.
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bel settings for pri~ng Avery disk labels. Users can create their own
r-printed disk labels using Avery's Laser Printer Labels (#5196) for
.5-inch diskettes. Bring up DataPhile's Label window by selecting the

surrounded

ports menu option, then New Labels. Select Set from the LabelslPage
n-up bt!itt0n and enter 3 by 3 in the Custom Labels window. Enter
following settings in the Margin fields of the main Label window
h0lcizontal page lay- ;
logo ~d a gradien .
placeholder text >

d

der thdnfo menu option.)

tool,group the bullets '.
produce 5 to 6 bu1ble within grouped

an Alternate key
to send NeXTmail to

w..

then press OK. (This assumes you are using inches as your stan-

cd ruler measurement. You can change this by selecting Preferences
Top: 0.5
Bottom: 1.75
Left: 0.125
Right: 0.125
you can add your custom art to the Background graphic window,
it will be replicated over aU nine labels. Choose Save from the label
.... nrlr..m to save this setup as a rel0aclable template.
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The most obvious use of the defaults database is with your Preferences
panel, but this is by no means the only place it's handy. Any value that
should be stored on a per-user basis (but that doesn't make sense as part of
a document) can probably find its way into the defaults system. One common use is to keep track of an application's panels between sessions: their
size and position, and whether the user left them open or closed.
The general question of what belongs in a document and what
belongs in the database isn't always straightforward. It's pretty obvious
that Emacs key bindings being enabled or disabled should be a preference.
When I mail you a document that I've been working on, do you really
want to be subject to my control-key preferences? But what about the
grid-snapping features of most drawing packages? Different apps have it
stored in different places, and what makes sense to me (in the document)
may seem like an incredible leap in illogic to you.

pPing text around graphics. Once you have written YOUl'letter ot'
ument, most people assume that you need to p~ste your graphic
the document ,just be/ore the appr0priate paragraph. Howevex;
WriteNow positions graphics from the bottom of the image, you
to insert your graphic up and into the last paragraph to assure
you really get text around a graphic. In thejllustration below, we
the Show Space command (Col,'l11l1and-space bar) in W:riteNow's
menu"to, indicate where the graphic image was actually placed
the document.
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for a user base of more than one,
you've probably felt the need to
allow some kind of customization.
You may have called it providing
preferences, or parameters, or
defaults, or something else - but
what you were thinking about was
giving users a say in how the program worked after they installed it.
This is a common need, and to
help meet it, NeXTstep provides the defaults database, a dual-key database
of small text values, in each user's home directory. Defaults provide a way
for applications to keep their preference and configuration settings in a
central place. It keeps the user's home directory from becoming a mess of
dot files and hidden directories, each one written with its own applicationspecific format.

The defaults system stores values with two keys, an owner and a name.
The owner is usually the name of the application that stored the value; the
name describes what the value means. The database is stored in two files
kept in the user's -1.NeXT directory - you should never touch those files
directly. There are perfectly good function calls for that.

the pencil tool:
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If you've written an application
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Registering your defauHs
In the simplest case, there are three basic steps to using defaults from an
application. Soon after launching, call NXRegisterDefaultsO with an
NXDefaultsVector to tell NeXTstep who you are, and the names of the
defaults you want to use. When you're actually ready to use a value, fetch
it from the database with NXGetDefaultValueO. Use NXWriteDefaultO to
write them back.
In code, the registration step can look something like this:
...

#import <defaults.h>

""

.at ·the earli esttime·to ·ill s cuss .the.p 0 ssi bili ties·of taking .
'+,

+ initialize
{

FAR N HA M is a hardware-support engineer and conspecializing in teat hi11:g computer skills to individuals with
I mr:!inhmentlll disabilities.
H 'U 'C K

const NXDefaultsVector MyDefaults

={

{"AutoSave", "NO"},
{"NXFont", "Helvetica"},
{NULL, NULl}
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To see all of the values for a particular owner, type:

};
NXRegisterDefaults([~p

appName], MyDefaults);

localhosl> dread -0 MyApp

return self;

The command dwrite works similarly. Setting a value is as simple as:

}

myhost> dwrite MyApp AutoSave YES

This might be the +initialize method of the class that uses these
defaults. Or you could put similar code into your application delegate's appDidInit: method. Or both. It's perfectly acceptable to call NXRegisterDefaultsO more than once.
The "NXDefaultsVector MyDefaults" is a list of name/default value
pairs. Note that it ends with "{NULL, NULL}."
When you call NXRegisterDefaultsO, the system checks to see if each
default you name was specified on the command line (for example, with
-AutoSave YES). If not, the system checks the database, first with the
owner you provide (in this case "MyApp"), then with owner GLOBAL. If
all of these checks fail, the default is created with the value you provide.
Wherever the value finally comes from, it's kept in memory for quick
access when you look for it with NXGetDefaultValueO.
The NXFont default value is a special one, as are most with the NX
prefix. (You should never create your own default value with an NX prefix - that's reserved for NeXT.) NXFont is the value set by the Application
Font section of the Preferences app. Text objects look for this value on
their own, without you having to lift a finger. If you're using text objects
and you want to provide a default-font preference, just store a value with
owner "MyApp," and name "NXFont." (Text objects also look for the
NXFontSize default.) You should add your own prefix to your default
names to avoid clashes with other apps.

You don't have to resort to the command line, either. Floating around
the net archives is Marc Davidson's excellent DefaultMgr. This NeXTstep
app provides a browser interface to the defaults system. It gives you com·
plete control over existing values, and lets you create and destroy owners
and names with menu commands, exactly as you'd expect.

How shouldn't I use it?
You can't go bananas with what you store in the defaults system; it's nota
big database manager. You can only fit 1023 characters into a value. And
remember, it's for character strings only, not data streams.
And don't expect your users to know anything about dread and
dwrite, or about DefaultMgr. If you expect real use to be made of values
you store in the defaults system., give people a good way to get at them. •
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RAY R YA N is one of the founders of Lighthouse Design.

Reading defaults from the database
When you're ready to use, say, the auto-save value, you might do something like this:
if ([self itsAutoSaveTlme] &&
!strcmp(NXGetDefauHValue([NXApp appName],I AutoSave"), "YES"))
[[NXApp delegate] save];

(Remember that strcmpO returns zero for strings that match.) NXGetDefaultO looks for a value for "AutoSave" with owner "MyApp" first in
memory, then in the on-disk database. If that fails (for example, if you
hadn't included "AutoSave" when you called NXRegisterDefaults()), it
looks under the owner GLOBAL.
Writing out new values for your defaults is straightforward. The simplest thing to do is write out a default as soon as it's changed. For example, the target/action method for the auto-save check box on your
Preferences panel might look like this:
• setAutoSave:sender
{

NXWriteDefault([NXApp appName], [sender state] ? "YES" : "NO");
return self;
}

This updates the MyApp AutoSave value in the memory structure we
keep mentioning, and writes it to disk as well.
In addition to the programmer's interface, NeXTstep provides three
command line programs - dread, dWli.te, and dremove - that give you
access to the defaults system. To see all of your defaults, type:
localhost> dread -I

popUp: message to a
up list OLl the screen. The
trick to display,ingthe PO]
button ON the screen is to
Such an object is Wi~
ton and tIne pop-up list m

UpList objeet is footed ,
lets you resize clle pop-up'
cover. The list flot poppe(

You can also read a specific value, like:
localhost> dread MyApp AutoSave
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HOW-TO
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type:

Twjlight zone
'NeXTstep 2-.0 inqodnced a new memoliY~
handling capability ,called-zone allE)cation, 'By
telling NeXTstep that YOU w~t certain
objects'toJDe' allocated £rom the same hunk ,of
memory, you can get significant perlormance
lm!?l=overnents.

19 a value is as simple as:

le, either. Floating around
faultMgr. This NeXTstep
system. It gives you com~eate and destroy owner:s
I'd expect.

But whe,fl. it popsnp, you get the full size:
F

Eor example, you might allocate a Win-

system pages ,instead'when,yOU' click a different window.
YOliLcaa easily ~l'eate a new memory zone. Just use:
NX19ne' ~tnylOrie:: NX~(vm:."P.aft_size, YiiLpagtuize;,NO);
Then" iNstead ,o f using alloc. you 'Use af~F~e:, passing 'i n the
youjl!lst cFeated,like this:

-pu

Initialize it like trus, where "'theBqtton" is:the ,~d
created with interface 'Builder:

or a PopUp L ist you

popUp = [(PopUp[ist aIlQc:F~e:[seIf. zonel1' init);

id

dow and all the dbje9tS. in it from the saJiPe zoae. That way you reduce
chaaG~ of paging when clicking different objects in the window. The
: defaults system; it's not a
Lracters into a value. And
1 streams.
.ng about dread and
lse to be made of values
)d way to get at them. •

"

tOOHIachPijDllpList(II$Butlon,~pUp);

[lWHlePopupManager'allocF~:[tJJeButton.-ZOnel1

initFortlutIon:theButtoo alid~fJoDUD];

When. adding or 'removing titles to, t4e P0P.-UP, be ShlIe to send. the
pop-tip the s~e1:oFit message.
He)':e's tlhe .dass interface anc;l implementation:
/"Wld~~h.."/

icl'a~ = n~ allocFromZone:rilylohe] init).

#import <~h>
@j~ W·HIePopupMaRager.Obj«t

{

house Design.

id'

~,

populiUst;

->
, initF~~QiIttonandlistaPopuplist;

All thi,s,is really just a warm-up for my tip: Freeing memo)), from a
,ored: zone is a gua.r(inteed' show sto,pper: Be careful!

-PQpU~

@end

'Unfo.rtuiaately, .it Pufns out that the only way to get it window off
w-indowLJSE is-to free it. To free a Window that's in a different
yoU'Ye gono f0iJow~t&ese Steps:
1. Set t;fle Window object's content\Ziew 'to oil.

/"WHlePoDUDManager,m */
#import o::aPRkit/appkWb>#iipport nW~P,Ma~Ii"

@implementation WidePopu.~

2. Free tile Wibdow abject (remoying it from the WindowList).
3. P~$.tory lhe zone.

-,ii'lilF:ortiutton:aButton aiid~Popupilst
{

Otherwise, the 'l 1t;xt t4;iae yC:5u access the wfndow:List, adios ami~0!
Anothet tyPf; (,)f win@(lwthat might get on the windCllwList (ind

button,::: a8utton;
popupbist = ciPQpupList;

need e~fili{Cit, freeing) is pOp~l,lp .Jist. Remetnl5eli, they're real' Wino'bj~cts, and cau,Se YOlir !l~wly optimized app to die.

[popupljst siZeToFlt);
[button,setAction:@sdec:tor(jjopUp:)];
[button setTa~;
return self;

want ,tuhave a pop-up list t:.\1at was 'sroaU on the screen when colbut as Wide ,as needed when popp~cl up?
"Y0U just c an't do it, » , said NeXT. We had a need, however, for ,just
a POP"UP wheFi, storing USI;l{"S' Find requests in pata1?hi:le, because
re<1Juests can be as. ~bitra):dy comp1eJe as the \.iser Iw ants. But ,if two
have ~jeld structnresthat are siJUi}':;1lI." at the beginning but diffe)':atrthe eNd, the 'pQP-uJD ~on't reveal any di£ferenc;:e. blCkily, f
IemOan,ea this sad s1lDrt~Qmirtg o'f the ApplGr: to Chades Perkins, who
a1readysolve.dtlie problem for Marbl~ Associates's 1"eleconnect.
NeXTstep pOP~l:lp Ifst buttons aft! r~ally buttons that send th.e
message to a PopUpLjst object, whichfu tup;i displaY'S the p0pHst on the screeD.. The button that you click is called a cover. The
to displaying the popped~u,pselectiOl} ata different width from the
, on the screen is to i'nsert a custom object between tb,e tWo.
Such an object is WidePopupManager, which sits ,between the butand the pop-up list and inteJ;cepts the PQPUp: message. NeXT'~ Popobjec;cjs fooled intG thinking that the mat:,lager is the button; this
you resize the pop-up list itself without changing the size of the
The list not pbpped~~p (the cover) looks like this.:
1- "

•

_ ..

J! ..

i

j

}

- get8ounds:(NXR~ *)thelled{
NXRect popupFrame;
[pojJupUst;getF:r:ami: ,&POpupF~~]:

IbuI;tpn ~nds: theRect];
if (tbeRect->size,WidItJ 0:: popupfr:ame•••widIh - 1)

tbeRecf->~;wicHh

=popUpF:r:ame.si~Mvi(lth - 1;

retumself;

J

}

-S!HTdIe:(cogst char *)aStiing'{
[buUor.. setTdIe: aString);
return self;
}

- COIIYeitPoint:(NXPoint *)aPOint toVH!W".aVIeW{

return WOtton convertPoiritaPoint toVH!W:aVIeW);
}

- popUp:sencfer {retum [popupUst 'pop~p: seIf];}
-window { IlJbIfn [button1window); }
di$pIay { retuhl [buUon,display];}
(BOOL) needsDisplilY' { return [buUon .needsDispl;w];}

-,(const'char '*) titie { 'return [button title]; }
@end
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PapyrusForms™ for the NeXT Computer

The one peripheral everyone will wan

Portable N
Portable Hard

C<lU<Hty US....
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PapyrusForms is the first professional digital forms package for NextStep
Computer Systems. PapyrusForms is an easy to use interpersonal application which provides a palette with 50 built-in form templates. Once a
template is open, simply enter the information, attach images, voice, files,
or other forms, and then save, print, or E-mail the form. The recipient of
an E-mailed form doesn't even need to have PapyrusForms! Features like
data-cloning and auto-naming reduce typing and increase form-productivity.

The Minimal Hardware, our long-awaited phone interface, starts ship·
ping in Q2 1992. Also: A fully integrated, general-purpose phone!
VoiceMail!NeXTmaiUFax application that runs on top of any phone
interface hardware. Sold separately, or bundled for around $250.
Hard drives: Custom-formatted, pre-tested, plug and play Seagate Wren
drives. Includes all cables, new optional auto-power-on feature, unlimited

Ensuing Technologies/4220 S. Maryland Parkway #406B/Las Vegas, NV 89119-7525/
1-800-788-2466/(702) 792-6799/Fax (702) 792-6794/Papyrus@bodi.porfal.com

The Cube Route, Inc. /430 Broadway/Cambridge, MA 02138-4226/(800) 282-3783
(617) 876-8554
-
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Liberty Systems offers Nel
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and have form-fitted padde,
portable backup capability,
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drives starting at $699.00, (
craving for.
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Uberty Systems/I 60 Saratoga Ave.
Fax (408) 243-2885
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Shell scripts for mortalsl

The Ultimate Peripherals by TECOR

ScriptWriter allows you to write shell scripts in a simple, intuitive NeXT
environment. Commands are inserted into scripts by drag and drop.
Create pipes and redirections by dragging arrows. User commands can
also be parsed in for use in scripts. Then, just click a button to run the
script. Panels appear for entering arguments. Shipping April 1992. Price:
$199
ScriptWriter is the tool you need to make shell script writing simpler.

Tecor has expanded again! 3.5" drives up to 1.2 GB and 5.25" drives up
to 2.4 GB. Disk Array storage up to 40GB. New portable drives up to
1.2GB. CD-ROM, RIW Optical Drives, DAT, Exabyte, and a new line
Removable Hard Drives from the best manufacturers - all at the lowest
prices available. Our removable hard drives are not the same flimsy
cartridge units sold by others. Shop and compare. Tecor hard drives and
enclosures are still the very best money can buy. Call for the latest prices.

BugByte™ is a revolution
software developer with ar
ging. Its intuitive user inl
immediately. BugByte™ f(
drag and drop setting of
variable contents as an inti
memory, signals, and stad
the developer during prog

nCOR Inc/237 Miramar Dr/Santa Cruz, CA 95060/408-458-31 97/Fax 408-425-1804 /
tecor!info@ucscc.ucsc.edu

ONyX Systems, Inc./P.O. Box 10
Fax (817) 244-2983

Take a Byte

................................

. Firstsoft/2003A 23rd Street/Los Alamos, NM/87544-2307/505-662-9444
Circle 103 on reader service card
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Ine will want!

Portable Mass Storage

Bridge the Gap with Cub'X-Window!!!

Portable Hard Drives and CD-ROM

With Liberty's small and compact
dri.vgs, movi ng Next da ta will
never be easier. Hard 'dri ve
capa ci ties range i rom 52MB to
1000MB. At only 2"x5"x7", 3Ibs.,
and with a built-i n AC power
supply, no external power bricks
are needed.

Liberty has not only built this Co..
ROM for portability, but for speed
as well. Weighing in at only 4Ibs.,
measuring only 6.75"x1.875"x9",
and with a built -in power supply,
this CD-ROM offers every Next
user the most fl exibility in portable
storage.

Look fof o.fher Lib.erfy port,ilble d~ives: Bernoullf n " $yquest™, Tape, DAT, 1{/ W Optical.

ne interface, starts shipgeneral-purpose phone/
is on top of any phone
I for around $250.
19 and play Seagate Wren
ver-on feature, unlimited

)ij·CUBE·RTE
1226/(800) 282-3783
card

Is.... by TECOR
--.-...

Liberty Systems offers NeXPM users the benefit of portability while
maintaining performance and quality. All Li berty drives are self-contained
and have form-fitted padded carrying cases available. Whether you need
portable backup capability, or fast mass storage for multimedia presentations, Liberty Systems caters to all your portable storage needs. With
drives starting at $699.00, call and give your NeXTTM the portability it's
craving for.

Cub'X-Window™, a true XllR4 client/server solution for NeXT computers. With an IMPRESSIVE SPEED, run your Xli applications on
NeXT computers (blacldwhite, color), with the XlI server option that
best answers your needs. 3 server options permit your to run:
• XlI applications in NeXTstep • Xwindow in full screen display, in
parallel to NeXtstep. • Xli applications without NeXT step
Text cut/copy/paste between environments. Documentation and Motif
1.1.3 included. Price: $590

Uberty Systems/I 60 Saratoga Ave., Suite 38/ Santa (lara, CA 95051/(408) 983-1127

(ub'X Systems/ITl/460 Park Plaza West/ 10700 SW Beaverton-Hillsdale Hwy/Beaverton,
OR 97005/Fax (503) 626-0221/ Fax France 33-1-46-93-29-21

Fax (408) 243-2885
Circle 105 on reader service card
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Take a Byte Out of Your Bugs

a

Shadow High Performance Storage
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BugByte 2.0
: GB and 5.25" drives up
!w portable drives up to
Exabyte, and a new line
:turers - all at the lowest
lre not the same flimsy
~e. Tecor hard drives and
Call for the latest prices.

BugByte™ is a revolutionary graphical debugger providing the NeXPM
software developer with an accelerated environment for application debugging. Its intuitive user interface increases productivity and effectiveness
immediately. BugByte™ features dynamic display of source-level execution,
drag and drop setting of breakpoints, remote debugging, and display of
variable contents as an integral part of the application. Tools for examining
memory, signals, and stack frames, as well as dynamic varia ble tracing assist
the developer during program execution. Now shipping, $295.

Not just another "Mac" drive painted black. SHADOW SERIES drives are
designed and prepared for optimum NexpM performance. Special formats,
cache options, cabling and styling.
Hard disks by Fujitsu, Maxtor, Micropolis and Hitachi. Archive & TEAC SCSI
Tape systems. D.A.T. byWangdat. Removable media by SyQuest. Opticalsby
various manufacturers. 3.5" & 5 .25" SCSI Floppy Drives. 4MB diskettes.
All drives are preformatted, tested and configured & carry fullS year warranties.
Delivery worldwide via insured air courier.

J197/Fax 408-425-1804 /

ONyX Systems, Inc./P.O. Box 101596/ Fort Worth, Texas 76185/(817) 432-9107
Fax (817) 244-2983

Park Systems Technology/I 0971 -101 St./ Edmonton, AB, (anada T5H 2S9/(403) 424-0530
Fax (403) 421-4039

ard
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Watch it in Full Color

SQL Database Administration

Classifiec
N.XTWORLD magazine Classifieds is a
Rates effective January/February Isst
line rates $40.00. Thirty -six characters I
(count each letter, space and punctuati(
character), Four-line minimum, seven line!
column inch rates, please call or write for
card information. Check or money oede
chtck) must accompany copy and be rec(
prior to close date. All ads accepted at tht
Ihe publisher. NeXTWORLD magazine 5
San Francisco, CA 94107 4151978-3182
Ntt.
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Introducing Color Digital Eye™ - a video frame grabber for your
NeXTstation™ Color. "Grab" color video frames, retouch and save
them. Also, produce stunning color animation sequences. The hardware
comes with two, easy to use software applications, ColorSnapshot™ and
ColorMovieWorks ™ .
Metaresearch also offers Digital Ears™, a precision audio digitizer that's
powerful enough to be used for laboratory data acquisition. And
SoundWorks™ a software package that gives you complete control over

.th~. :>.,?~1}.4. \1}.Y.?'!~. ~~~I:.~ .~.'?~l?l! !~!:........ ....... .............. ....... ....... .
Metaresearch, Inc./516 SE Morrison, Suite MI/Portland, Or 97214/(503) 238-5728
Circle 109 on reader service card

Backup to DAT, 8mm, Floppy or OD with enTarrM

enTar™ will effortlessly backup your user data to DAT, 8mm and other
SCSI tape drives, or floppy, optical and other removable disks. enTar™
self-configures to use any SCSI tape drive, and features UNIX archive and
compression (.tar.Z format) so data may be exchanged with UNIX
systems like SUN and IBM.

SQL CommanderTM is a complete database administration toolkit with multithreaded tools supporting SQL scripts, query building, database browsing, and
many other standard support tasks. Database administration tools for SYBASE®
are currently available with modules for other SQL databases under development. SQLCommander™ fills the database administration gap between your
RD BMS installation and the DBKit development environment. With over 7 years
of DBA experience Softsystems is also available for consulting and custom
development related to your DBMS installation.
Softsystems/I 525 Los Pueblos Road/Los Alamos, NM 87544
(505) 662-5619

info,
please
contact:

BANG
P.O. Box 1731
Palo Alto, CA .
+1.4IS.327.BA
info@BANG.a

X Windows on NeXT?

Now with Rootless Windows

Call to order by credit card, or send $49 (plus tax) to order by mail. For
demonstration floppy, send $5. Site licenses also available .

I~pad Software Publishing Inc./ 210 Lake Street/Ithaca, NY 14850/(607) 277-8623
Fax: (607) 277-6303/Email: impad@impact_shaman.com

Pencom Software/9050 Capital of Texas Hwy./ N. Austin, TX 78759
(800) PENCOM 4 (512) 343-1111/ Fax (512) 343-9650

Circle Ilion reader service card

For
more

Circle 110 on reader service card

co-Xist™ gives you access to X Window based applicatons - a complete
X Window display environent for the NeXPM Computer.
Features include: • Single server support for color & gray scale X clients
(including NeXT Dimension) • X 11 R4 compliance • Cut and paste text
between X and NeXTstep • Support for popular window managers
• Peaceful co-existence within NeXT step • Motif 1.1 optionally available
• Rootless windows • Price $249

.............................................................................................

Join BANG, the world's lar~
puter user group dedicate,
NeXT platform! BANG act
rum for communication in tJ
community, sponsoring
meetings, newsletters, specia
groups, user support, and m
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Rates effective JanuarylFebruary Issue, 1991. Per. rates $40.00. Thirty -six characters equal one line
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ONLINE

credits include: ported INGRES, a

OLIS a monthly for screen directory
NeXTTM oriented people/places/
things.
Subscribe - Advertise
206/323-0248 for information.

relational data base program, to the

CONSULTING SERVICES
USER GROUPS

Developed two

commercial applications, Who's
Calling?, a client management system, and Live Wire, a product for
sharing multimedia information;
Created over 30 font and back-end
application development tools and

j
stration toolkit with multiag, database browsing, and
stration tools for SYBASE®
~ databases under developistration gap between your
ironment. With over 7 years
cor consulting and custom

NeXT platform;

BAY AREA

objects;
Adamation offers you a single re-

NeXT GROUP

Join BANG, the world's largest computer user group dedicated to the
NeXT platform! BANG acts as a forum for communication in the NeXT
community, sponsoring monthly
meetings, newsletters, special interest
groups, user support, and more.
For
more
info,
pleas'e
contact:

BANG
P.O. Box 1731
Palo Alto, CA 94302
+1.41S.327.BANG
info@BANG.org

source through which to maximize
the potential of the extraordinary
NeXT technology. Call us and put

MISSING SOMETHING?

our depth of NeXT experience to
work for you.

Adamation

For NeXTWORLD Back Issues
call Peter Guastella at
415/978-3173

1435

Center St., Oakland, CA 94607 415/
IlUcp!nesteggs!MichaeCCrawjord

452-5252

4142 Bellefontaine Houston, Texas 77025·1105

Proven consulting and development
services on the NeX'PM platform
fromAdamation. Adamation's NeXT

NEED
Trying to convert to NeX'PM? Call
Diane Daniels at 415/771-4090. Experienced commercial consultant and
Developers' Camp graduate.

REPRINTS?

500 - 20,000 or more
call Hilal Sala at
415/978 -3320

card

- "

w

eXT?

1es.I

Please start my subscription to
NeXTWORLD for just $23.95.
I'll get 4 quarterly issues, plus an
additional 8 BONUS issues of NeXTWORLD
EXTRA - the NeXTWORLD newsletter that's
guaranteed to keep me informed with up-to-theminute facts about the hottest computer market.
SEND NO MONEY NOW. We'll bill you later.

:1 applicatons - a complete
4 Computer.
)lor & gray scale X clients
liance • Cut and paste text
)pular window managers
,t if 1.1 optionally available

STATE

liP

For Canada, please add $18 in U.S. funds only. Add $80 for airmai l deli ve ry. Add $15
for surface ma il deli very. Orders must be prepaid in U.S. funds only. Check or money
order accepted. Please fax 1 ~415-442-1891 ro charge to your Visa/Me. CA residents add
7.25% sales tax.
5HSE5

( 78759

card

oppycock!" When they tell you NeXT computers are proprietary, that's what you're supposed to say. At least
that's what NeXT's fearless leader told the crowd at
NeXTWORLD Expo.
Poppycock, indeed. Do Steve a favor and take my
advice, not his. Sit down at your NeXTstation, call up the
definition of the word "proprietary," and you will see that the selfsame
machine and its software are indeed proprietary. But this is not a sin.
UNIX and DOS are also proprietary systems. The UNIX System Laboratories and Microsoft own the intellectual property rights to these
products and have the exclusive right to sell or license them.
Proprietary isn't the issue - open versus closed is the issue. What
Steve meant is that NeXTstep '486 represents another step up the continuum of benefits that open systems provide users and vendors. And it
is an important step because NeXT stood,
until now, in the "interoperability is enough"
camp. The company met its customers'
requirements for connectivity, file sharing,
and database access but allowed no portability whatsoever. It insisted in tying applications developed with Interface Builder to a
single OS and source of hardware.
The new benefit NeXTstep '486 delivers
is source-level applications portability between
hardware platforms with different architectures and from multiple sources. Competition
between NeXT and Intel-based machines is a
good thing for the customer. It's also good for
NeXT because most organizations these days
won't buy anything without a second source.
NeXT's theoretical deal with IBM just didn't
cut it. NeXTstep never even made it into the
IBM product catalog.
Initially, cannibalization will be low
because NeXT's strategy on the Intel platform is confined to the high
end of the PC hardware market. In particular, the minimum recommended configuration of NeXTstep '486 requires 8MB of RAM for
grayscale (16MB for color), a 120MB hard drive (400MB for the developer version), and a workstation-quality display (SuperVGA with resolution of at least 1024 by 768 pixels, which is roughly comparable to
NeXT's screen resolution).
This is hardly the garden-variety '486-based machine. Early
adopters of NeXTstep '486 will be buying new machines to run it on,
workstation-class models with graphics on the motherboard. These
machines will be priced in the $10,000 range, twice the price of the
entry-level NeXTstation. Pricing won't matter to some customers, however. They'll figure they're reducing risk to the same level as buying software from a start-up with a pretty good track record.
In addition, it will be possible to soup up existing '486 machines to
accommodate NeXTstep. It can run in grayscale mode with an existing
SuperVGA graphics adapter that supports a 1024-by-768-pixel display.
Color requires a new 16-bit EISA card; several should be available when
NeXTstep '486 ships.
The point of all this for NeXT, at least initially, is to overcome the

company's difficulty in getting past the proverbial short list. If the short
is limited to hardware only, NeXTstep '486 is not a problem. If the short
list prescribes both hardware and software, then NeXT can argue that
met the customer halfway. After development and acceptance testing
been completed on familiar Intel platforms, the purchasing department
evaluate the alternatives. It may be that NeXTstations are more cost
tive than Intel-based machines; it may be that workstation-class PC prices
will have eroded to match NeXT's prices.
Therefore, NeXTstep '486 is a sound tactical maneuver. I will
Steve to strategist when he announces NeXTstep on another hardware
architecture such as Sun's SPARC or HP's Precision. Fully decoupling
NeXT's software business from its hardware business would mean
on Microsoft - the computerless computer company, as described in last
July's Harvard Business Review - at the high end of its product family.
Three other major UNIX players are
the race, but NeXT still has a chance. It is
only company I know that gets unsolicited
timonials from both end users and corporate
MIS heads.
To succeed, NeXT will have to change
ways. Given that it cannot compete with
Microsoft in playing Pied Piper to Inp"pnfll'll
In'

the UNIX-philes in zealous commitment to
public and consensus standards, NeXT is
tioning itself as foremost in productivity for
developers and ease of use for end users.
But this does not eliminate the customer
need for interoperability. For NeXT to be
a respectable member of the interoperabiliry
camp, it needs to take off its blinders toward
other vendors' efforts in multimedia mail
distributed object management. NeXTs
technology in these areas may be great, but it
will have to support cross-platform standards if it expects to be a real
in interpersonal computing.
Despite Steve's NeXTWORLD Expo presentation, NeXT still .
an ambivalent attitude about standards. If there isn't a blindingly obvious
standard, inventing one is not necessarily the best course. Vendors are
ual1y learning that collaboration in early phases saves time, money, and
heartache. Will NeXT be willing to work proactively and collaborativell'
with the open-systems community in developing consensus-standards;"
date, it has participated in the initial work on Display PostScript and Uni·
Code, so there is some precedent. NeXT says it monitors consensus stan·
dards developments, but, as a 600-person company, has insufficient
resources to participate. To me, this says more about NeXT's priorities
than about its resource constraints.
In the past year, I have seen NeXT go from having a toe in the
open systems to having a foot in the water. To really compete in the
systems world, it is going to have to wade in waist deep. It can still .
by building standout features on top of base-level standards. But it can
succeed in standing out from the crowd if it first fits in with it. f
N
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is editor of the Open Systems Advisor nel.//Sllmer.
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Black to the Future

If you need drives for your NeXT computer, PLI is the place to go.
Whatever you need, we have it in black. 2.88MB floppy drives, hard
disk drives, removable drives, optical drives, CD-ROM drives and
DAT backup drives with easy to use software.

CD-ROM will soon be a major medium of software distribution on
the NeXT, just as it is on other platforms. Out-fox your competitors
and get a PL CD-ROM drive today!

Backup in Black

Black Light

If you need a serious backup solution , PLI can help. The PL DAT for
NeXT gives you 2GB of storage per tape. And because we include
enTar, from Juan Pineda, backing up won 't put you in a black
mood. Archiving is as easy as selecting files in a browser.

Lasers are the way of the future in data storage, and PLI has three
great optical drives for your NeXT machine, They offer high-capac·
ity removable storage and outstanding reliability, with a variety of
speeds, form factors, capacities and price pOints from which to
choose.

Black SneakerNet
If you need to get data from one NeXT to another, and you can't
use a network, then Snea kerNet is the answer. Lace up your
high-tops and grab one of our high-capacity floppy diskette or
removable hard disk drives. We have 2.88MB floppies and 21 MB
Floptical, plus 45MB and 90MB SyQuest-based drives.
NeXT, enTar, Floptical and SyQuest are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies.

In the Black
PLI is more than just a drive company with a lot of black boxes,We
offer complete support; full manufacturer warranties, extensive
burn-in and testing prior to shipment good technical support, q
repairs when you need them and the security of dealing with a
company that's been in the business for seven years. And best of
all, we offer all this at affordable prices.

The most trusted name in storage
Peripheral Land Incorporated
47421 Bayside Parkway, Fremont CA 94538
510,657 , 2211/800, 288, 8754. FAX 510,683. 9713

Circle 7 on reader service card
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VOICE COMMANDS FOR THE NEXTTM
ONLY $295
• Add voice control to any application
• Create voice activated macros
• Recognizes any language or accent
Simon Says .. . allovvs you to control any NeXT application
by voice, using spoken commands to execute almost any
fimction normally performed with yom keyboard or mouse.
And it doesn't matter who you are or where you're fi'omSimon recognizes any voice, any accent, any language.
Imagine launching applications, sending mail, copying and
pasting text, changing font attributes and sizes, paging
through a document and more-all by voice!

88

Whether you're entering data, creating graphics,
publishing a newsletter or just reading your mail, Simon
Says . .. makes yom NeXT computer t:lster, easier, and
more fun to use.
HSD also malces high-resolution scanners, OCR software
and £'1X modems for the NeXT. For information or to
receive a demonstration copy of Simon Says ... contact HSD
Sales at 800 828-5522 or send e-mail toinfo@hsd.com.
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BY

• Easy to train
• Increases productivity
• Works with built-in microphone
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News, analysis, m

HSD Microcomputer U.S., Inc. 1350 Pear Avenue, Suite C MOLlntain View, CA 94043 U .S.A.
U.S. & Canada 800 828-5522/415 964-1400 Fax 415964-1538 Europe +44 603 66 5259 e-mail info@hsd.com
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The NeXT Color Printer makes the grade,
as long as it has your computer's full attention
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Ten Most Wanted update, Best-Sellers, and a
NeXTWORLD kaleidoscope
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COMMUNITY

NeXT's Peter van Cuylenburg,
weatherman Brendan Larson, OTl's Alex Cone,
and MediaView guru Dick Phillips
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Tech Support * Consultants
Training * Publications
Maintenance * On-line Services
User Groups * Shareware
Resellers * Tip Sheet

Viewpoints
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Dan Ruby watches the tides rise

THE NEXT WORLD
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BOVE
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With Live Wire, the first true piece of groupware,
Adamation introduces collective editing and a
network intercom
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42 MEXICAN REVOLUTION
Monterrey's ITESM sets the direction for
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the border - and the direction is NeXT
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Appsoft Draw will dazzle pros and scribblers alike

MASTER OF THE CRAFT
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Xanthus CraftMan is an Interface Builder
for the rest of us
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NEXT

o appreciate how far ahead NeXT is in object technology, all
you have to do is listen to the competition. The buzzwords
mouthed by virtually every industry leader - ease of programming, mission-critical applications, in-house development - have a familiar ring.
But while Sun postures, Taligent fiddles, and Microsoft
about true object-oriented systems, a fully mature NeXTSTEP 3.0
II set to ship. By the time NeXT has any serious competition, NeXTSTEP
my be on version 5 and shipping on a variety of hardware platforms.
~eXT holds, minimum, a three-year lead on the field.
It's the same advantage that Apple enjoyed in graphical user interfaces
lime '80s. While the competition gamely fought to catch up, Apple took
advantage of its acknowledged lead to sell millions of Macs to business
rs. Today, the whole computing world is using GUIs, and Macintosh is
3 powerful second standard in the gigantic PC market.
ill filVe years, the whole computing world will be making the transition
object-oriented environments. Can NeXT
nde that wave, as Apple did, to become a domplayer in this new market?
There is plenty of time and plenty of opporIf NeXT can merely hang on to a
ble minority share of the expanding
market for object-oriented systems, the rising tide
, 111 lift it to business success. If it can go beyond
that by setting the object standards that others
"ill follow, NeXT could emerge as a market
in the latter half of the 1990s.
To do that, the top priority for NeXT is to
growing its own market. It's hard to
fault with Steve Jobs's contention in the
lillerview in this issue that NeXTSTEP is the only
mvironment with shipping objects (see "Re. \'Coring NeXT," page 30). A whole new market of third-party objects has grown up around
:\eXTSTEP. Now it must create the demand among corporate customers
use these products. As usual, that brings us back to sales and marketing.
NeXT now has its foot in the door of corporations on the strength of
development tools and organizational productivity message. Our article
:II mis issue demonstrates how real-world business users are gaining com. advantage today from custom applications developed under NeXTSTEP (see "Mission Control," page 34). But this is only the first step: To
push open the door of corporate acceptance, NeXT has to extend the benefitS of object technology to a broader slice of organizational users.
So far, we've seen the advantages of object technology mainly for
developers. But object technology provides huge benefits for applications
are not necessarily mission-criticial.
Computing is all about information - accessing it, analyzing it, communicating it. Just as NeXTSTEP is great for quickly building moneymaking programs, it is also ideal for customizing work environments for
database access, group interaction, and visual communications.
Are these functions mission-critical? Maybe, if you extend the defininoo. In fact, almost any work enviromnent can benefit from the site-customizarion enabled by object technology. Tailoring group applications to
specific needs of an organization is bound to make it more effective.

WORLD
The potential payoff in such astrategy is huge. No longer are we talking about a small niche of corporate custom programmers. By promoting
its object technology for system integration and workgroup collaboration,
NeXT has a chance to compete for every business desktop.
NeXT tried once before to sell the benefits of integration and collabo-'
ration under the banner of 'interpersonal computing.' There was nothing
wrong with that message, except that it was ahead of its time. Users
couldn't comprehend the advantages of interpersonal computing, and
NeXT wasn't yet in position to supply the tools to make it a reality. Now,
with NeXTSTEP 3.0, a weightier bag of third-party objects and applications, and the credibility gained from competitors parroting NeXT's strategy, NeXT can come back with a refined marketing message that corporate users will understand.
More old wine in a new bottle is publishing and graphics. The longawaited arrival of powerful NeXTSTEP programs for page layout, image
processing, illustration, and 3-D rendering will put a major focus on
NeXT graphics by this fall. The NeXT publishing enviromnent will also take advantage
of object technology to permit software solutions customized to the needs of the user.
The same thing applies to other familiar
markets like financial modeling and document management.
There is the well-known disadvantage to
being a pioneer, and NeXT has the arrows in
the back to prove it. So, at one time, did
Apple. Now, as the rest of the computing
world lines up behind NeXT in promoting
the benefits of object-oriented computing, we
know that the groundwork laid during the
last five years has not been in vain.

* * *
We in the NeXT community have a special perspective on the presidential
campaign of Ross Perot. For one thing, we know that he encourages cultures that do not necessarily conform to his spit-and-polish personal style.
We also share his interest in using technology to enable new forms of
democracy.
As the third-largest owner of NeXT stock and a former board member, Perot is well known to NeXT users, and a lot of them are lining up to
support the campaign. NeXT itself may be supplying computers to the
national campaign, which in early June was just taking over from the individual state petition drives.
Recognizing that you probably don't turn to a computer magazine
for political commentary, NeXTWORLD won't advise its readers how to
vote in the upcoming election. But I can't resist sharing my excitement
about the Perot campaign. There could be nothing better for NeXT, the
computer industry, or the U.S. business climate as a whole than Ross
Perot in the White House. •

D AN RUB Y is editor in chief of NeXTWORLD. He can be reached
at druby@nextworld.com.
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Do you \-\fish you could find a backup system
with enough capacity, speed, and sophistication to backup unattended?
Could you recreate a document from
scratch in the time it takes you to restore it?

fast transfer rates plus the ability to locate and too, with rack mounting options and cable
restore your files quickly - about 75 times
lengths of up to 80 feet.
faster than normal speed.

CONRGURAnON FLEXlBlUTY.

PROVEN lECHNOLOGY.

Best of all, the CY-8500 offers peace of milid.
The state-of-the-art liquid crystal display
8mm helical scan technology; deSigned for
FAST BACKUp, FAST RESTORE.
gives you complete drive status information. data recording, gives you demonstrated
Introducing the CY-8500, the 8mm tape
Command under execution, transfer rate,
performance and reliability Not an adaptadrive that gives you up to r--------~
tape remaining, and ECC tion of an audio recording format.
25 GB on a single tape.
FULL COMPATIBIUTY WITH:
are presented in a clear
The CY-8500 is part of a complete family 0f
And with transfer rates Alliant
HP
PC386/lx
easy-to-read format. By
tape backup products that range in capacity
of up to 90 MB per min- ~r!aMlcro
:::ASl400
~~~I~S
offering such features as from the 150 MB W' cartridge streamer to the
ute, backup takes less
Apollo
Mainframe
Unix
data compression - for
3 TB cartridge handling system. All backed
Arix
IBM RISCI6000
Partee
fi
time,frees resources,and Am
IBMRt
Plexus
've times the storage
up by our in-house technical support group
makes frequent backup ~a:~~nt
:~~ SI38
~:Id
capacity per tape - and
and 12-month warranty For more informaSimple and convenient. g::~~~1
~~~::::h
~~:~nt
data encryption - giving tion on how you can enjoy the best value in
And that's not all.
DEC
Macintosh
GraphiCS
you data access control- tape backup, call today at 804/873-9000.
The CY-8500 offers fast
M~~:~:"
=us
the CY-8500 adapts to
file search capability So g~~~cus
=~
T~:Uments your company's growing
OECTUIJA81
Novell
Unlsys
needs. We'll adapt to
YOU get the advantages
DEC Unltius
OS/2
wang
of high capacity and
GouldlEncore
PS/2
and more
your site requirements
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pulled the old bait and switch by
pocketing money for ND orders
and shipping an inferior product.
Even now, more than a year later,
NeXT says it still has no plans
to implement real-time ]pEG
compressIOn.
Just for laughs, compare the
glossy brochures on the NeXT product line as they appeared before
]pEG hardware was cut (when we
bought our machine), and after it
was cut. The brochures and spec
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meter away, down to layout and
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illustrates how a NeXT user
advantage of NeXTSTEP's
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to help them work better
their computer. I also wanted
that DataPhile should
for exporting records directly
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, to copy the mail addresses
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Glendale, California

Builder vs.

BASIC
I've used Interface
Builder (IB) and am
extremely happy
with how easy it is
to make powerful professional
applications. But what advantage
do I have using it when Visual
BASIC is around to make easy custom apps on a PC? What's the key
difference between the two (besides
the platform) that makes NeXT IB
a better tool? Or is there one?
DAVID L. NEUMANN
Engineer, Exxon Research
Houston

your Ten Most Wanted
owes on-the-fly]pEG
compression to NeXTdimenespecially those who
an ND in early 1991
on NeXT's hype. NeXT

Visual BASIC is basic. Not being a
structured -let alone object-oriented - language, it has none of the
advantages of an object-oriented
language, such as extensibility,
reusability, and maintainability.
Interface Builder comes with a rich

set of object kits that dramatically
reduce the amount of time required
to develop commercial-quality
applications.
Though Visual BASIC does
speed the development of an application, nobody would expect to use
it to create a large, commercial
application. When you hit its inherent brick walls, you must go back
and rewrite your application from
scratch. Interface Builder has no
walls because the application is
fully extensible at any time. Using
Interface Builder never prevents
you from using the
Application Kit
directly in Objective-C. - Ron Lang,
director of software product marketing, NeXT
Computer

Waiting for
ISDN
Come on nowsomeone didn't do
their ISDN homework ("ISDN
Comes of Age,"
NeXTWORLD,
Summer 1992).
The "D" stands for
dead. I live in a
puddle town up north here next
door to Micro-who. After calling
US West several times over the past
few months, I was informed that:
1. US West is not interested in
ISDN - or not very interested.
2. The Olympia, Washington, test
project was abandoned.
3. US West has another system
they are debating about implementing rather than ISDN.
4. If I forced them, they might
actually hook it up for several hundred bucks. They had no idea of
how much it would cost each
month.
My assumption is that ISDN is
being reserved for Betty and Bob
Billionaire. And that outfits like

Microsoft are, or will be, developing some sort of other teleconnection system. Satellites?
TOM HICKS

Seattle
Your experience with your absentee
telephone company mirrors my
experience in Cambridge, where I
have been waiting more than three
months to get a residential ISDN
line installed. Nevertheless, some
Bell operating companies - most
notably Pacific Bell, Bell Atlantic,
and Bell South - have been making
great strides in ISDN. If you lived
in Mountain View, California, you
could get ISDN installed in your
house tomorrow for less than $30
per month. - Simson L. Garfinkel

Missed on the list
. Regarding your list of the Top 40
North American NeXT Sites in the
Summer 1992 issue of NeXTWORLD: There are no less than
156 NeXTs registered in the Networking and Communication database here at Stanford University. If
I remember correctly, some of the
original board layout for the Cube
was done here on campus by NeXT
employees! A grievous omission.
MARK WARREN

Palo Alto, California
This is one of several letters we
received noting omissions from our
list. We will update our list next
year. We also heard from several
executives at NeXT, who told us
they were surprised by how accurate the list was. - NW

NeXTWORLD welcomes your comments. Please send them to Letters
at NeXTWORLD, 501 Second St.,
San Francisco, CA 94107, or e-mail
letters@nextworld.com.
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PAGE. LAYOUT AND MIDI SUPPORT
ANnCIPATION IS HIGH FOR USE OF
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LAST
QTR.

QTRS.
ON LIST

2

3

10
8

3
5

U&C"

2

3

.1-

5

3

9

2

U&C "

3

1

1

IrE.M

-

Exfu\I!Pl,ES OF OBJECT LINKS

loW-COST ENTRY-LEVEL SYSTEM

ExTENDED TEXT OBJECT
TIME-BASED MEDIA STANDARD

-

NEXTSTEP PORT TO SPARCSTA1

16-BIT COLOR UPGRADE PATH

E.JooID-USER RELATIONAL DATABASE
WORLb-CLASS SERVICEiSUPPORT
REASONABLE RAM/STORAGE
MULTIUSER PROJECT-MANAGEMEN:

-

'EXT MARKETING MESSAGE
3·D GRAPHICS/ANIMATION"*

L'IDCPENSIVE COLOR PRINTER':-"

NeXTWORLD Expo

And the program that created it - FREE!
Call now, and we'll send you an Appsoft
Draw T-shirt, while supplies last, along with a
full working copy of Appsoft Draw, at no
charge and with no obligation. Limited to
one per customer, NeXT owners only, please.

Draw combines powerful multi page drawing and
illustration tools with a simple, easy-to-learn interface
for what critics are calling "the peifect NeXTSTEP
drawingpackage." Call us and check it out for
yourself. The program we send you will expire
in 30 days, but you can keep the T-shirt forever!

o DISTRIBUTION VIA CD-ROM'"

Circle 39 on reader service card

Appsoft, the Appsoft Logo and Appsoft Draw are trademarks of Appsoft, Inc. NeXT and NeXTSTEP are registered trademarks of NeXT Computer Inc. This advertisement was created entirely in
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STREET PRICES
These are the best prices we could find, as of press time, on
in-demand NeXT products. You should be able to match '
the price with a little shopping.
H .\
PAGE LAYOUT AND MlDI SUPPORT WENT IN TIlE BAG TI-lANKS TO PASTEUP AND QUEST TECHNOLOGIES .

.~\'I1CIPATION IS J-IJGH FOR USE OF 3.0 FEATURES; CONCERN IS J-IJGH OVER NEXT MANAGEMENT.

RANK

0

••
••
•
•
0

0

t

WHERE

NEXTSTATION
(105MB hard drive, 8MB RAM)

$3996

Abacus,
415/759-9508

NEXTsTATION TURBO
(250MB hard drive, 8MB RAM)

$4996

California Computer
Options,
510/486-8292

ITEM

2

3

]pEG COMPRESSION

Readers' loudest complaint

10

3

NEXT PORTABLE/NOTEBOOK

Get a '486

5

FULL-FEATURED CAD SOFTWARE Designers clamoring

NEXTsTATION TuRBO COLOR
(250MB hard drive, 16MB RAM)

$7646

8

Abacus,
415/759-9508

U&C',

2

EXPANDED MARKETING MESSAGE Developers clamoring

660MB INTERNAL DRIVE

$1185

3

3.

OD SURVIVAL

Cube owners clamoring

Fast Access,
708/530-7749

5

3

$99/MIPS WORKSTATION

Magic price/performance goal

1.2GB INTERNAL DRIVE

$1780

1

NEXT MANAGEMENT STABILITY

Late entry rising fast

Fast Access,
708/530-7749

2

BETTER SYSADMIN SUPPORT

Licensing, configuration
management

1.44MB FLOPPIES

$6.99/10

Fry's Electronics,
408/733-1770

2.88MB FLOPPIES

$59110

1

3-D MODELING PACKAGE

On top of 3DKit

NeXTConnection,
800/800-6398

3

CHOICE OF KEYBOARDS

UNIX users prefer the old one

4MB SIMM (monochrome)

$105

Stratum Technologies,
800/533-1744

4MB SIMM (color)

$120

Stratum Technologies,
800/533-1744

9

U&C'

I' - .\

COMMENT

N [) -

C 0 :-'1 INC ;
COMMENT

fXAMPLES

OF OBJECT LINKS

Proof of concept

ENTRY-LEVEL SYSTEM

Can Canon make it cheap?

OBJECT

tXTENDED TEXT

Tl'\.E-BASED MEDIA STANDARD
~EXTSTEP

PORT TO SPARCSTATIONS
STILI.

Missed NeXTSTEP 3.0

CONCURRENCE (Lighthouse Design)

$995

$795

Better tban QuickTime

WINGZ (Informix Software)

$699

$589

Second step for software strategy

ILLUSTRATOR (Adobe Systems)

$699

$449

160m COLOR UPGRADE PATH

Reward original buyers
Custom apps not for everyone

WORLD-CLASS SERVICE/SUPPORT

New pricing plan a mixed blessing

REAsoNABLE RAM/STORAGE

Pricing on configured Turbos a help

MULTIUSER PROJECT-MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE

Standard IPC application

TilE

B ,\

C;

IiEM

DATE REMOVED

COMMENT

KEXT MARKETING MESSAGE
3-D GRAPHIcs!ANIMATION <. "

Nov. 1991

Custom apps

Jan. 1992

3DKit in NeXTSTEP 3.0

fl.'EXPENSIVE COLOR PRINTER ". *

Jan. 1992

NeXT Color Printer

~eXlWORLD

Expo

Jan. 1992

First of many

OSDISTIUBUTION VIA CD-ROM" *

Jan. 1992

When 3.0 ships

lwing and
earn interface

NEXTSTEP PORT TO INTEL PCs" *

Jan. 1992

Ship date slips

~EXTSUPPORT

FOR MAc FLOPPIES" *

Jan. 1992

NeXTSTEP 3.0

I{TSTEP

SfRVICES FOR

LINKING APPLICATIONS ". *

Jan. 1992

3.0's Object Links

ut for

HYPERTEXT AUTHORING SYSTEM

Jan. 1992

CraftMan ships

J expire
forever!

PAGE-LAYOUT PROGRAM

July 1992

PasteUp ships

May 1992

MIDI Link from Quest

MIDI PORTS OR CARD

• On Up-and-Coming list last quarter
.. Announced but not shipping

F T \'\' .\ R I:

STREET

f..\'I}-USER RELATIONAL

1:-.:

0

LIST

COMMENT

DATABASE

S
PRODUCT

ACTI"J'

hI.\!

Software for the way you WOft

BEST PRICE

QTRS.
ON LIST

hIM

hT-IN

PRODUCT

LAST
QTR.

U

..

R D \\ .. \ R I

MEDIASTATION (Imagine)

$595

$495

lMPROV (Lotus Development)

$695

$489

DATAPHILE (Stone Design)

$695

$649

BE S T- 'SELL'; ERS
These are the hottest-selling NeXT products as of press
time, according to NeXTConnection, a direct-marketing
distribution source for NeXT products. Note that NeXTConnection handles most, but not all, NeXT products.
H .\ R

I)

\\ '

.\

R I

1 2.88MB ED FLOPPY DISKS (Toshiba America Electronic Components)
2 CANON DOUBLE-SIDED OPTICAL DISKS (Canon USA)
3 PLI SUPERFLOPPY 2.88MB FLOPPY DRIVE (Peripheral Land)
416MB MEMORY UPGRADE KIT (NeXTConnection)
5 DOVEFAX FAX/MODEM (Dove Computer)
SOl" T \,' .\ R I

1
2
3
4
5

lMPRov (Lotus Development)
ONDUTY (Digital Instrumentation Technology)
MICROPHONE IT (Software Ventures)
DIAGRAM (Lighthouse Design)
CONCURRENCE (Lighthouse Design)

J-800-428-APPS
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An important message to NeXTSTEP™application developers.

Need To Develop Your SYBASETM
Application In SQL

There were strong indications that, pending another Ia1J
infusion from Canon, Jobs was personally contributing lO
some of NeXT's $5 to $6 million monthly G&A expe!lll!.
including payrolL
RI C HARD RAPAPORT, UP SI DE,

M AY 1992

OR

Build And Test Your Application
Within The Interface BuilderTM
OR

Eliminate The Tedious Chore
Of Programming In Objective C

tAre
YouWaiting

RI C H K A RLGAARD, UI'S I DE,

M AY 1992

One innovation that makes the
graphi is its ability to merge Q
ite image in a variety of ways. b
merging o paque images, NeXT
Adobe's Display Post-Script for
images. Since Display PostScrip
software, a ll programs on the l\
these advanced features.
The examples below illustr
combine two images: over, in al
stacks the N over the E, N in E
appears in-side the outline of th
bole out of the N with the outli
plu
out E is all of N. You ca
in reverse: E over N, E in N, or

While at Texas Instruments, [new NeXT PresidentPemrl
van Cuylenburg managed a product transition similar In
the one NeXT is attempting. "He groks our strategyin hil
bones," Jobs said.
LE E G OMES , SAN JO S E M E R CURY NE\VS,

MARCH 19, 1992

N overE

N ir.

E over N

E ir.

Having now had the opportunity to use the Turbo NeXT
station Color Computer, a 68040-based M ach wur·<m.....
has not only changed my mind, but is causing me to qUI$tion whether I even want to continue having a SPARCS)t
tern on my desk at alL In a word, Wow!

For?

DAV E T AY LOR, REVIEW I N SUN \V ORLD,

MAR CH 1992

Objective DB Toolkit'" can do all this and
more ... right now. There's no need to wait for
NeXT's DB Kit'" to hit the streets, because it
won't even have all these features.
Furthermore, if you purchase your Objective
DB ToolKit and sign up for maintenance now,
you're entitled to a FREE Objective DB ToolKit
version 3 upgrade.
Amongst other things, version 3 will allow
you to integrate your own palette and add your
own functions to the script language. NeXT's
DB Kit won't even h ave a script language.
So why lose valuable time and money when
you could be at work right now developing your
applications with the world's most flexible and
versatile toolkit.

10 BIG REASONS TO BUY THE
OBJECTIVE DB TOOLKIT
1. Build applications within the NeXT"
environment
2. Cascade exits to any field or
window.
3. treata an application using only SOL
4. Code specialized exits in Objective C
if necessa~.
5. Tap the power of SYBASE without
using 3Gl coding.
&. Dramatically reduces development
time.
1. Communicate data from field to field
and Window to window.
8. Objects palettes entirely integrated
into the Interface Builder.
1\. Store voice. images and large text
without coding in Objective C.
10. Test an application in tast-imerface
mode without compiling it first
NeXT, NeXTSTEP, Interface Builder ;"Inc! DB Kit are [r~demarks
of NeXT , Inc. SYBASE is a trademark ofSybase. Inc.
IMPROV is a trademark 1.)( Lotus Den~l o pm.ent Corporat ion.
Objecri\'e DB T oolk it is a tradem8rk of Professional Sofnnue, Inc.

Order your FREE Objective DB ToolKit
Demo Disk now... Call (617) 246-2425.
Lakeside Office Park,

After six and a half years of inflated expectations, false
starts and self-inflicted wounds, we believe the stars are;
last lining up for NeXT. Look for $170 million sales this
year - roughly break-even. Watch NeXT's sales oncedl!
machines start shipping with NeXTSTEP 3.0. The new
software needs to kick NeXT's volume up to 2500 to 3!XX
units a month - as a base, not a peak. We think the
is good enough that that will happen.

By Sc

599

~~PSI

Professional Software, Inc.
North Avenue - Door 7, Wakefield, MA 01880
Tel: (617) 246-2425 Fax: (617) 246-1443

Circle 33 on reader service card

The things NeXT users enjoy today are unfulfilled ·
made by Apple, illM, and Taligent. The computer world
can be certain that NeXT will seize the next two years 10
deliver the best operating system on the market todayloa
many platforms as possible. And NeXT will succeed.
R ICHARD A. WYATT, LETTER TO THE EDITOR , MACWEH,
M AY 25, 1992

We've created

15 images b

of rhe NeXT logo with the thm
We've also listed the 16 operatic
you match each image with the
instance, image 1 was created 'A
answers below.

On·line conferencing, messaging
Information Technology Solutions
3121951-7462

EXTSTEP PPP

New version supporting NeXTSTEP
uuerface
Morning Star Technologies
614/451-1883

DTP/GRAPHICS

SCANTASTIC FOR HP .1,\1)

PASTEUP
Native NeXT page-layout
program
RightBrain Software
415/326-2974

NIKON LS3500 SCANlaI
Software to support lhtsr
new scanners
Second Glance
714/855-2331

ADOBE ILLUSTRATOR 3.0.1
Maintenance release of the
illustration program
Adobe Systems
415/961-4400

CONNECTIVITY/
COMMUNICATIONS

SCAN-X Dp·20
20-page-per-minute scanner
HSD Microcomputer US.
415/964-1400

5250V1SION
IBM midrange conn
access to As/400, 5134,
S/36,5/38
Conextions
508/475-5411

LANGUAGES AND TOOLS

IMSL LlBRARIES 2.0
Fortran and C-compatible scientific
functions
Absoft Corporation
31 3/853·0050
EXODOS

X Wmdow emulation
Whire Pine Software
603/886-9050
MmoToOIs
Gc:neral utility package
lIIetrosoft

8001851-8 665

SIMSON00001062
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N E R S

NEXT GAMES
that, pending another largt
was personally contributing to
mllion monthly G&A expenses,

)liS

By

SCOTT KIM

One inuovation that makes the NeXT a great machine for
graphics is its ability to merge two images into a single composAPAPORT, UrSIDE ,
AY

1992

f inflated expectations, false
mds, we believe the stars arc at
10k for $170 mil lion sales this
Watch NeXT's sales once the
th NeXTSTEP 3.0. The new
eT's volume up to 2500 to 3000
10t a peak. We think the prodoo
ill happen.
lo·

_GAARD, UP SID E,
AY

1992

image in a variety of ways. In addition to operations for
. g opaque images, NeXT added its own extensions to
Adobe's Display Post-Script for merging partially transparent
mages. Since Display PostScript is built into the NeXT system
software, all programs on the NeXT can take advantage of
these advanced features.
The examples below illustrate three ways the NeXT can
oombine two images: over, in and out. For instance, N over E
!ticks the N over the E, N in E shows the part of the N that
lPpears in-side the outline of the E, and N out E punches a
bole out of the N with the outline of the E. Notice that N in E
plusN out E is all ofN. You can also do the same operations
III reverse: E over N, E in N, or E out N.

;, [new NeXT President Peter)
I product transition sirnilat to
g. " He groks our strategy in ~

a. TinX
b. N outT
c. X outN
d. E over X
e. E in T

J } OSE MERCURY NEWS,

CH

19, 1992

N over E

)rtunity to use the Turbo.NcXI·
a 68040·based Mach worKstatla;
. mind, but is causing me to
t to continue having a SP!\RL_
[l a word, Wow\

'0,
'R, REVIEW I N SU N W O kt_P.
MA RCH

1 992

; enjoy today are unfulJil1fti
lIld Taligent. The computer
(T will seize the next two
ng system on the market
5ible. And NeXT will sucettd.

Eover N

NinE

N outE

••
EinN

created 15 iu1ages by combining two to four letters
logo with the three operations over, in and out.
listed the 16 operations that created them. Can
each image with the operation that created it? For
1 was created with operation D . Check your

XEVENTS SOFT\VARE

X Window cross·platform communication tools
Codex
61131696.24.90

fIIaa supponing NeXTSTEP

k. (E over T over X) in N
1. E over T over X over N
m. (E over X) in N out T
n. T over E over N over X

o. (X out T) over (E out N)

CONTEST Write the operation that created the image at left in
the blank space below. Winners receive a NeXTWORLD T-shirt.
Address entries to Puzzle Editor, NeXTWORLD, 501 Second
St., San Francisco CA 94107. Or fax us at 415/978-3196. And
while you're at it, write us a note about the magazine. Entries
must be received by July 31,1992.

EoutN

DEVELOPMENT Krr

f. (E over X) in N
g. E over X over N
h. X over N over E
i. (X over N) in E
j. N over (E out X)

Operation: _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

DATABASE

UTIUTIES

SQLBUDDY

STYUST

Tool for formatting and sending
SQL inquiries to Sybase
Objective Technologies
2121227·6767

Service that copies and pastes com·
plete text styles across applications
Cube Technologies
7131778·1400

lNFoRMIX·SE RELEASE 4.1
Informix's relational database
management system
Informix Software
4151926·6300

BARCODE

SIMON SAYS

Reads and writes a variety of bar·
code formats; object kit available
d'ART Software GmbH
49/40138.02.30

Voice control and macros
HSD Microcomputer U.S.
4151964·1400

SOUND

Cun.LAMARTIN CALCULATOR SET

Group contact manager, scheduler,
and note taker
Digital Instrumentation Technology
5051662·1459

OTPROVIDE

Link between databases and Improv
Objective Technologies
2121227·6767
ELAN LICENSE MANAGER 2.0
Controls multiuser access to soft·
ware applications in a network
environment
Elan Computer Group
4151964·2200

ut

1
:he

SOUND PALETTE & SELECTOR PALETTE
IB palettes for incorporating sound
and "select·from" lists in UI

RDR
mer

.5.

Conextions
508/475-5411

7031591·8713

MINoOVERMAn.

Utility for handling mailing labels
and envelopes
Salt Springs Technical
5031684·1416
BUSINESS

ONDlITY

DATPORT

AESIEBU cligital auclio I/O via
the DSP port
Ariel
908/249-2900

Basic, scientific, and conversion
calculators
The CuillaMartin Company
708/223·5164

SAFETYNET
PRESTO

MIDI-sequencing and DSP·synthesis
software
Pinnacle Research
6021529·1135

Archive software for tape or floppy
Systemix Software
410/290·8813
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Rigbt-hand Man
n his first full week on the job as NeXT president and chief
operating officer, Peter van Cuylenburg was busy converting a company conference room into a "war room" to evaluate and refine the company's marketing strategy.
Not that he disagrees with the current focus on mission-critical custom apps. On the contrary, it was NeXT's conversion to that strategy during the last year that convinced the Englishman to leave his post as the
CEO of London-based Mercury Communications and become Steve Jobs's
right-hand man.
But custom apps by itself is a limited market. To figure out how to
extend the mission-critical strategy to a broader customer base, van Cuy-

O

Peter van Cuylenburg got off to a quick start as NeXT's new president.

len burg planned to roll up his Oxford shirtsleeves and sequester the best
marketing minds in the company until they came up with a solution.
"I want to help NeXT get to a $1 billion revenue based on object-oriented programming and the new market that will unlock," he says during
an interview jammed into his hectic first-week schedule.
The 43-year-old world citizen (born in England to a Royal Air Force
family, he was raised in Singapore and has had previous employment
stints in the United States) brings a resume in technology engineering, marketing, and management that suggests he can do it.
After graduating in 1972 with a degree in electrical engineering from
Bristol Polytechnic, van Cuylenburg soon realized his real interest was in
marketing and management. In 1973, he signed on with Texas Instruments (TI) United Kingdom, beginning a 16-year career with the semiconductor and electronics company that took him on a series of assignments
to London, France, and Texas.
It was in Nice that he discovered personal computers, buying one of
the first Apple lIs shipped to France. "I was blown away because it was
the first interactive system through which individuals could dialogue with
a computer," he says.
That started his sometimes-frustrating campaign to guide TI into the
personal-computer business. He led two projects to design a TI home
computer, neither of which was ever produced. In 1987, after a tour at the
helm of TI's $300 million u.K. subsidiary, he came to Austin, Texas, to
head up the company's worldwide computer business.
Inheriting a failed TI campaign to commercialize artificial intelligence

behind its Explorer workstations and LISP programming envirorunent,
van Cuylenburg had the Explorer software rewritten in UNIX and C
repositioned the product as a system for rapid development and
ing of applications - a move very similar to the current positioning of
NeXT. The development system sold well in a few vertical markets,
cially the airline industry.
"This experience showed the enormous need for operational
tivity as opposed to just personal productivity," he says.
During that time, he struck a deal with Sun Microsystems for 11 to
design and build Sun's next-generation SPARC chip, the Viking, which
is just now coming to market. He also served a term as the chairman of
SPARC International, the association of SPARC computer makers.
He might still be at TI today except for a head-hunting call in the
of 1989. During his two years at Mercury, which is known as "the Mel
of the u.K.," revenues surged from $400 million to $2 billion.
NeXT's courtship of van Cuylenburg lasted more than a year before
he made up his mind to join the company. "My first conversation with
Steve Jobs was about mission-critical custom apps," he recalls. "At 11,
called it 'operations management,' but Steve and I realized that it was the
same thing. We sat there and sketched on the white board, differentiating
volume markets and vertical markets."
Van Cuylenburg was intrigued, but he wasn't ready yet to walk
from Mercury. He turned down the offer to run NeXT's marketing. Six
months later, Jobs stopped in London to discuss a different position. This
time, Steve was looking for a president. In Decembel~ van Cuylenburg
agreed to join the company.
"NeXT has found the vision that will change the computer industry
in the 1990s. It is the equivalent of the Mac user interface in the '80s. I
wanted to help make that happen," says van Cuylenburg.
To accomplish that, "we need to run our own business in a mission·
critical way," he says. He plans to put in place a series of crC)Ss-tullCOIDnaI:
teams to examine and improve NeXT's business processes. One of the
main products of these teams will be new information systems, missioncritical to NeXT, that will provide the underpinnings of a strong, wellmanaged company.
Van Cuylenburg is confident that his management style will fit
with NeXT's innovative corporate culture. On the inevitable rA1Tln'>r'co'U1O
with John Sculley, the president Jobs brought into Apple, van
says, "My background is in computers and telecommunications, so it's
easier for Steve to assess the kinds of things I will do than it might have
been for him to do with Sculley."
On this first week on the job, the primary goal is to re-examine
keting. In the war room, he has sketched a three-layered pyramid on the
whiteboard. The top section is custom apps; the bottom section is the
broad horizontal market. In the middle, van Cuylenburg sees an
nity for NeXT in integrated systems anc,l collaborative computing.
"This layer is also custom and mission-critical because each
has unique needs and information sources. We need to crystallize and
label the market," he says.
If the war-room group can articulate a compelling message about
collaboration and integration, van Cuylenburg will have accomplished
something that NeXT has failed to do in several years of trying. Not
for a first week's work. •
by

D AN

RUBY
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The Object Game
hen more than
24 inches of
snow fell on
Chicago over
the 1979 New
removing snow from
it caused a political
cost the mayor.hex: lob.
Brendan Larson on his

Labs, tries tQ solve the problem
with a twist. His latest project is
designed to provide weather information, Qndemand, taking ~dvan
tage of NeXTSTEP'smultitasking
'II
.
and communications features.
"We're on the verge Of doing
something ,that no other company
'has done in the industry, .. he says.

From there, Larson's own custOl1l
software will pull out the data,
using NeXTSTEP 3.0's DBKit, and
nWce it acceSsible tll,rough a'front
end thatis;friendly,enough to be
used by even the mostcOJ:hputerilliterate meteorologl~t~
"Every meteorologist will be
able to instantly
.. PAGE 12

lex Cone likes to tell people that he is an "honest-to-goodness, dyed-in-the-wool rocket scientist." These days,
though, it's Cone's ten years experience developing trading
systems on Wall Street, rather than his short stint designing
software for NASA's Space Shuttle, that he's banking on.
As president and cofounder of Objective Technologies (011), Cone
has become NeXT's de facto point man for custom apps. Cone has been
instrumental in showing the financial giants how to slash their dataprocessing costs while improving
their competitiveness.
"I go in and say 'Where do
you spend all your money? The
machines, the software, or the
programmers?' " says Cone. The
answer is always the same: Wages
cost more than hardware and software combined.
In the world of high finance,
where the ability to juggle numbers
translates directly into competitive
advantage, good programmers are
OTI's Alex Cone: Point man for custom apps
able to command substant ial
salaries. If you can build the same apps in a fraction of the time or with a
fraction of the staff, there's significant savings, maintains Cone. And any
technology that promises to make these people five to ten times more productive gets a good, long look by senior management.
OTI hit the ground running on May 15, 1990, when Cone incorporated the company over the telephone on his way to meet with his first
clients. Envisioned from the beginning, though, as a consulting-funded
NeXTSTEP-product house, 011 found the going tough. After all, OTI
wasn't just trying to sell itself. It also needed to sell its clients on NeXT.
"Most of NeXT's financial customers the first year were customers
because we were there to help them succeed," says Cone. "We went on
sales calls all over the country."
One successful sales technique was a computer bake-off. With 011's
first customer, a Wall Street trading firm, Cone lined up computers from
NeXT, Digital, Sun, IBM, DataGeneral, and Hewlett-Packard. "They had
all the people from various companies come in and build an application
with lots of windows," recalls Cone. "The NeXT guy was done in five
minutes. The DEC guy worked all through the night and still wasn't done
the next morning."
While 011's first year was spent mostly consulting, it didn't neglect its
goal of producing shrinkwrapped software. Some of its first offerings were
produced because clients needed products that were not commercially
?vailable, and the company did not want the expense and risk of having
consultants build custom software. 011 struck deals by which the clients
underwrote part of the development cost and OTI owned and marketed
the resulting software.
011's specialty was building groups of software objects that could be
loaded as palettes into NeXTSTEP's Interface Builder.
~ PAGE 14
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Backup without getting
TAR and feathered.
Backup

If you're fued of stl14ggl,ing with oryptic
UNIX backup l1tilities, now Y01!h can baG;ki,
up the war NeXT Tlil inte.nded Y011
. easi~ and intuitively. With a mere click of a
button, RunningBACKbrings you the first
user-friendly, grrapniGal interface tape
aFChive softwar:e for NeXT ournputers.

to-

!RQw~tful features allow YOll to back up
entire volillIles or make 8oprustiG:ated rulehased selections of individual meso Choose
f.tl.es by date, title, type, creator, or any combinati0P1 ()f criteria. Qr. schedUle unattended
backups with convenient timer scripts.

pwviding real-time
assistance. And it's
multiplatform file format will allow data
interchange with MaCintosh computers.*
.Bunclled exclUSively with the
Mittotech Eclipse 2.0T 2GB DAT drive,
RunningBACK provides the 'only fast,
network compatible tape backup application for NeXT computers. Unless, of
course, you prefer TAR ... and feathers.
For more information on RunningBACK
or Microtech International's complete line
of NeXT storage and memory products call:

RunningBACK's cursor 'sensitive help

Window eliminates 'backup frustrations

800-325-1895

International inquiries: 203-468-6223.

Eclipse CD,
Eclipse 2.0T Tape Backup;
Eclipse inter'nal and
external bard drives
. from 200MB -13GB,
Eclipse 50R RerrlOvabfe,

~ NeXT Forecaster
call up local, regional, and international data,"
says Larson. "The forecasting will be done by
intelligent agent who will take the raw numeric
data and apply what I've learned for long-range
forecasting and analysis. We'll build as mucltof
our expertise into the system as possible."
Custom programming is the key, since the
needs of meteorologists for raw data, processing,
and presentation of weather information can't be
met by off-the-shelf software.
Display PostScript is another crucial component of the system, since much of Larson's work
involves producing maps and charts for newspa·
pers, including the Chicago Sun-Times. He
primarily on Adobe Illustrator and
from Bacchus Software, which lets him translate
Targa files to TIFF.
For broadcast-quality graphics, Larson
to take advantage of the NeXTdimension's
to manipulate true-color graphics in real time
and output those graphics to videotape. A NeXTdimension system could replace dedicated com·
puter-graphics systems that are in place in most
television stations across the country and cost
upwards of $60,000 .
"I don't have to buy separate computers
[each] do one task well, 1 can buy a NeXT
that does several things well," Larson says.
With an undergraduate degree in meteorol·
ogy from Northern Illinois University and a
minor in computer science, Larson has found a
unique opportunity to combine his interests.
Besides providing vital weather information
to Midwestern farmers, Larson has fOlmd him·
self in demand as an expert witness, making
occasional court appearances. "There was one
[woman] who slipped on the ice. 1 can say
whether it was snowing or not," he says.
A weatherman down to his bones, Larson
couldn't resist one final prediction.
"Once people realize they can get personal·
ized weather forecasts, 1 think they'll use\them
quite a bit. The NeXT plays a role because we
need to be able to rapidly and quickly call up
that information and analyze it." •

by

LEE

SHERMAN

only magazine de
©1991 Miciotech International, fue. , 158 Commerce Street, East Haven, cr 06512. All trademarks are the property of their reSpective owners.
'Requires purchase of RunoingBACK software for the MaCintosh. Microtech reserves the right to change specifications without notice.
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Media Maker
ather than let the television and computer
industry giants define
multimedia standards
for the next decade, Dick Phillips
deGided to do something better.
Then he made it free to the public.
A researcher at Los Alamos
National Laboratories (LANL)
since 1986, Phillips is best known
in the NeXT community for his

program Media View, a system for
building and browsing multimedia
databases. MediaView breaks down
tlVo-dimensional representations of
data to appear as pages in a book
aDd lets users create their own path
through a multimedia database.
One of the best things about
MediaView is that it's free for the
asking. You can pick up a copy of it
fromthe Purdue University Internet
archive server.
MediaView goes back to the
days of NeXT's version 0.8 operatingsystem. Phillips had known
teve Jobs since before the introduction of the Apple Macintosh,
when Phillips decided to equip an
laboratory at the University

of Michigan with Lisa computers.
One week after the NeXT cube
was unveiled, Phillips had one in
his office.
Always a programmer at heart,
he started to play around with the
new machine. The next year he
showed Media View at Siggraph '89
as part of a special technology
demonstration sponsored by NeXT.
For NeXT, Media View showed
what was possible
when high-performance graphics
were combined
with object-oriented programming.
What Phillips
didn't tell the
audience about
was the nonstandard, special hardware tricks and
gimmicks that
had been needed
to display color
NeXT's screen.
That would come
later. "This was
before the introduction of the ND [NeXTdimension] board," he recalls.
Indeed, in some ways the
NeXTdimension was designed to
run Media View rather than the
other way around. That's because
Phillips sat on NeXT's Color Advisory Board Council, where the specifications for the NeXTdimension
were formulated. "Our idea was to
create a Silicon Graphics workstation on a board," he recalls.
Phillips's work with NeXT fits
well with his role at Los Alamos,
which he describes as "evaluating
new technologies in the computer
industry." Before coming to LANL,
Phillips spent over two decades at
the University of Michigan as a

professor of aerospace engineering
and computer engineering. It was
while he was working on a Ph.D.
that Phillips became involved in
computing, using an IBM 704 to
help write his thesis on the dynamics of electric arcs. It seemed only
reasonable to him to demonstrate
his results with computer animation. The problem was that the
year was 1964 and capabilities to
create computer animation were
not generally available. He circumvented that by writing data from
his simulations on magnetic tape
and porting it - by hand - to a
hybrid analog/digital computer
with limited plotting capabilities.
Phillips is now working on
a slew of MediaView upgrades,
including a set of more dynamic
multimedia elements. He's also
building a conversion program
for Media View, so people outside
the NeXT community can view
MediaView files.
Phillips believes that since

MediaView is free software, it will
become a significant force influencing the future of multimedia standards. He points out that many of ,
today's UNIX "standards" became
standards, in large part, because
software that inlplemented them
was freely available. Indeed, he
says, creating a society of free information and resources was the original intention of the Internet.
When he's not programming,
Phillips is hard at work crafting
words. He's currently working on a
computer-graphics textbook for
undergraduates, to be published
some time in the next year. When
that's done, he hopes to publish a
MediaView edition of it. •

by

GREG

BURD

Simson L. Garfinkel contributed
to this article.

ISS ION • CRITICAL DEVELOPMENT
If this is your problem ..•
OTI is your solution!

Professional development
tools to extend the
Interface Builder from
the first commercial
developer of IB palettes

OBJECTIVE TECHNOLOGIES INc. 212·227·6767
palettes@objed.com
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Field
Reports
Hot topics and goings-on in
the NeXT user community

Threads from the Net
Splinter groups. Underscoring the
continuing growth of NeXT traffic
on the Net, the groups have splintered again, to eight groups. The

old comp.sys.next.announce, programmer, sysadmin, and misc have
been joined by groups for advocacy,
hardware, marketplace, and software. Flame wars can now blaze in
the advocacy group while For Sale
and Want ads will go in the marketplace group. Overall traffic in the
various NeXT groups is up, on
average (to well over 100 messages
a day), and over one recent weekend, 616 total articles were posted
across all the groups: 38 percent in

A new generation of office productivity software that
dramatically streamlines the way you work
,j Scheduling

,j Names and Contacts

A powerful multi-user calendar manages appointments and to-do items for
you and your colleagues. Others can
access your schedule without seeing
confidential items. Set alarms for any
appointment. Attach appointments to
names.

,j Note Pads

OnDuty gives you a versatile names
database. Group names into folders you
define, like clients, leads, friends, ...
Track all appointments, calls, letters,
faxes, etc. with your contacts. Look at
just your own activity log for a contact or
your entire group's.

,j Optional Tools

Type in ideas on the fly and organize
them in custom note folders. Does a
note refer to a document? Drag the
document's icon into the note body.
Do colleagues work with the data too?
Make a shared folder that your group
can use as a common bulletin board.

OnDuty allows special tools to be added
as separate modules. DIT's first add-on
module, coming soon, will allow
OnDuty to share appointments, name
and reminder data with the Sharp® Wizard™ hand-held organizer.

In today's business world you need easy-to-use, yet
sophisticated tools to manage information and schedules.
OnDuty is the answer.

Digital
Instrumentation
Technology, Inc.
127 Eastgate Dr. #20500, Los Alamos, NM 87544
(505) 662-1459 FAX: (505) 662-0897

© Copyright 1991 Digital Instrumentation Technology, Inc. OnDuty, DlT, and
the DIT logo are trademarks of Digital
Instrumentation Technology, Inc. All
other trademarks referenced are the service mark, trademark, or registered
trademark of their respective owners.
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-+ The Object Game

One of its first offerings was
GraphPalette, which gives programmers a simple way to put
graphs into their applications.
Another was MathPalette, which
links custom apps with Wolfram
Research's Mathematica, giving
NeXTSTEP programmers a simple
way for solving complicated math
problems. SmartFieldPalette and
ChooserPalette build upon the
NeXTSTEP AppKit, giving programmers more power and options.
Once a customer buys an OTI
palette, there are no additional
licensing fees for using the objects
to build application programs.
Now OTI has started selling
some of its source code to larger
customers. "I've also had people
come in and say, 'How much for
the hard drives?' " - meaning the
company's entire library of source
code, application development
projects, and financial records -

misc, 16 percent in programmer, 1
to 2 percent in announce and mar·
ketplace, and 10 percent for each
the remaining groups.

*
Fit to print. Reading the Net is like
having 50,000 friends telling you
the latest news - you don't miss
much. Lately, posters spotted
NeXT articles or ads in the Wall
Street Journal, San Francisco
Chronicle, Byte, Mac Week, Dr.
Dobb's Journal, several object-ori·
ented software magazines, Papillar
Science, Computer Shopper, IEEE
Spectrum, Fortune, and even Super·
computer Review. The new marketing slant (mission-critical custom
apps) was argued back and forth,
and though the new ads were
declared wordy, many readers fel!
they were the right way to reach tht
intelligent readers that NeXT wa
targeting. The diversity of magazines now being reached and the
repetition of the ads were consid-

jokes Eric Bergerson, OTI's manag·
ing director.
The company's newest products are OTProvide, which allows
Improv users to build models based
on data stored in relational databases, and SqlBuddy, an applicatioo
that allows users to view and
ulate data stored in relational
databases. on has also developed
a "floating license server," to prevent software piracy, which will be
incorporated into their,products
and which they hope to license to
other NeXTSTEP developers.
Today OTI has six full-time
people on staff, five of whom are
programmers, and is looking to
more. "We've been doing a lot of
interviewing," says Cone. •

by
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on the move.
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ered a good sign: NeXT is finally
onthe move.

*
Give and take. Some developers
oosulted directly with their user
COlTlhlUnity via the Net recently,
starting debates on policy and
exploring new options for software
delivery and pricing. Among the
interesting developments: RightBrain's decision to ship source code
for some of its apps, and Stone
Design's extremely low educational
prices (a trend started by Lighthouse Design). This healthy backand-forth between software
deliverers and customers benefits
both parties and also helps to
define the NeXT software market.

*
Lead by example. NewsGrazer, the
simple but oft-used news reader, is
still in limbo. Despite a groundswell
of support, this unsanctioned app
loriginally written by Jayson

Adams while at NeXT) was never
officially adopted by NeXT, and it
is beginning to show signs of age.
Despite a recent bug fix (a nice gesture by someone at NeXT), NeXT's
policy is still confused (despite the
official nonsupport, bug reports can
be sent to an e-mail address at
NeXT). NeXT should remember
the clever and appropriate solution
used for Backspace and make NewsGrazer an Example. This would
allow it to stay officially unsupported yet make its source code
available to the community.

Basic black. Amidst the on-going
discussion about CD-ROM, some
posters complained that NeXT's
new drive lacks aesthetic correctness. Without a proper NeXT logo,
and lacking any NeXT-like fins or
ribs, it just doesn't seem like a true
NeXT device. It seems that being
black isn't good enough anymore.

*

*

Sound offer. An unofficial offer by a
NeXT employee to supplement the
NeXT's system beeps went Netwide recently. Amateur sound-makers might now be immortalized in
the .snd header of a new NeXTSTEP system beep, if their sound is
deemed worthy. This seems like an
exciting taste of the future of collaborative computing on a large

Odds and ends. One poster saw
prices for a NeXTSTEP-capable
'486 EISA (not the faster JAWS)
color system drop to around
$3000 recently, far from the
$10,000 some people thought
was more likely. With SuperVGA,
rudimentary NeXTSTEP may be
less expensive than we thought ....
More posters have been selling

From the developers of
eXodus for the Macintosh

scale. Imagine how productive
NeXT could be if it could harness
the positive energy of the Net to
improve NeXTSTEP.

*

G A RFI NKE L

User Group News
Dutch treat. The Netherlands
group, NOW, sponsored the first
Netherlands-wide user group meeting, with 200 invited guests. It took
place at Holland's largest NeXT

center, The Interpersonal Computing Group. There were presentations by NeXT Benelux, Adobe

Coming this September ... lnformation NoteBook'"

AnXWmdow
Display Server
for your NeXT
. computer.

TM

Now your NeXT computer can communicate with VAX, Sun,
HP, Prime or any other host using the XWmdow System.

Available now eXodus forthe NeXT computer!
TM

M SO N

NeXTcubes and NeXTstations (as
well as copies of Mathematica, perhaps due to licensing hassles?)
recently. Many are upgrading to
new machines or lUlloading their
optical disk drives, yet selling prices
remain high. NeXTs are keeping
their value .. . . As interest in NeXT
ISDN grows, readers are itching to
get their hands on ISDN locally.
One reader's woeful tale of over a
year of wading through ignorance
and bureaucracy with a local operating company suggests that the
ISDN future may be more ephemeral than thought.

For more information, call or write:
White Pine Software
40 Simon Street, Suite 201,
Nashua, NH 03060-3043.
Tel: (603) 886-9050. Fax: (603) 886-9051.
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By JaysonAdams

The intelligent NeXTSTEP'" utility that lets you create your own custom
dock for organizing applications and files .

.... . .

' -'

~~
WHITE PINE SOF'7WARt:

Circle 37 on reader service card

Engage.r

• To order call Paget Press at ,·800·733·203 1
Atherton Software Works . PO Box 607. Menlo Park , CA 94026-0607 USA, 415·321·3720. Info@asw.com
Engage! is a trademark of Atherton Software Works. All other products are trademarks of their respective tlolders .

Circle 49 on reader service card

COMMUNITY
Europe, and a showing of the NeXTWORLD Expo keynote video.

*
Vendor support. GUN (New York)
has secured corporate sponsorship
from five companies that have
responded with equipment, time,
and money. Working with Marble
Associates, GUN is offering its
members SLIP connectivity to the
Internet. It is also building gateways
to other groups, like RMNUG
(Denver), that offer their members
similar services.

*
Virtual groups. Some user groups

based on interest areas instead of
geographical areas exist only online. To subscribe to the Science
NeXT User Group (SNUG), e-mail
to snug-requests@whitewater.kim.
wisc.edu. A group called NeXT
Icons has the inquiry address nexticon-request@bmt.gun.com. With
the introduction of lots of new
music hardware and software, there
has been a great resurgence of interest in the long-standing on-line
group for musicians. For information write nextmusic-request@wri.
com. There is now a special mail
group to get announcements about
the NeXT in the United Kingdom.
The address to request this service

is uk-next-announce-request@
asmec.co.uk

*
Help for editors. A newsletter wire
service, called nextwire, collects
articles, reviews, artwork, and anything NeXT-related into an online repository for all the NeXT
user groups around the world to
draw upon when creating newsletters for their members. Already
beginning to fill up, nextwire's
archives should spread some of the
enthusiasm and knowledge on the
Net to those not directly connected.
Contact Shawn Broderick at nextwire@mit.edu for more details.

*
Bandwagon. A sampling of new
groups includes Singapore, led by
Paul Wang; Huntsville, Alabama,
led by Daniel Green; and the
ta Commercial User Group,
by Ram Madabushi. There are
now 333 user groups in 46 stales,
9 Canadian provinces, and 34

by

CH A RLE S

D AN

L AV IN

-..
pre entation-qu ality charting
package will sell for less than
400. AEC Software can be
reached at. 703/450-1980.
afetyNet, Systemix Software's firs t product, is a backup utility that solves the problem inberent in UNIX archiving technology and provides a
seamless N eXTSTEP interface.
Its method of encrypting long
filenames puts wings on file
finding, making backups to
tape in two minutes or less.
The prqgram begins shipping
1 fo, $99; site licenses are
399. Systemix Software can
be reached at 410/290-8813.

YOUR PASSPORT To A WHOLE
WORLD OF GRAPHICS FILES
Introducing Pixel
Magician T" , the universal picture file
viewer and translator
for NeXT computers .
Pixel Magician gives
your NeXT free reign in
the world of computer UI~tI=.t.
graphics because it converts images to
and from just about any file format PICT, TGA, PCX, GIF, TIFF, EPS,
RAST, BMP, IFF and others.
Pixel Magician lets you view
graphic files in different formats, import
them and treat them as if they were
created directly on your NeXT.
- - --

Or export pictures
created on the NeXT to
other platforms in the
appropriate file format,
color map and bit depth.
It even works
seamlessly through the
NeXT Services menu to
bring non-native file formats directly
into your page layout, word processing,
drawing, painting and imaging
applications.
Pixel Magician from Bacchus, Inc.
Your passport to a whole world of
graphics files! Call (310) 820-9145
today for more information.
-- - - -

Bacchus
----

2210 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 330, Santa Monica, CA 90403 E-mail: info@bacchus.com

Merrosoft has peaked interest
with MetroTracks, listed in
the 1992 Software and Peripherals Catalog. Metrosoft's
Gord on Van Huizen puts the
product in the same league
with ProTools for the Macinrosh as a full real-time record ing, mixing, and effects producr. But don't plan your
eXT~produced album just
yet; alpha versions will barely
make it out by July, and no
ship date has been planned.
Metrosoft can be reached at
619/488-5 844; e-mail:
inIo@metrosoft.com.

Mathema tica Conference in
May. T he new version is
Castee, includes more than 50
new features, and uses between
25 and 50 percent less memory
than Mathematica 2.0. Despite
2.1's enhancements, it's fully
compati ble with the previous
version. Wolfram also announced Mathematica Plus,
which gives subscribers two
updates of Mathematica each
yea r; aDd Math Source, an
online service containing references, articles, and "notebooks."
[CO NTlNU ED ON PAGE 20)
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*
19on. A sampling of new

includes Singapore, led by
lang; Huntsville, Alabama
Daniel Green; and the AtlanImercial User Group, headed
n Madabushi. There are.
33 user groups in 46 state",
ldian provinces, and 34
ies, totalling approxiinately
) members worldwide. ~

" ARLES
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BRIEF

Al!C Software will double the
number of pro ject-management applications for the NeXT
when ,it releases FastTrack
Scheduler this summer. The
pre~enta tion-quality charting
package will sell for less than
S400. AEe Software can be
reached at 703/450-1980.
SafetyNet, Systemix Software's firs t product, is a backup utility that solves the problems inherent in UNIX archiving technology and provides a
l(amless NeXTSTEP interface.
lIS method of encrypting long
puts wings on file
finding, making backups to
tape in two minutes or less.
The program begins shipping
july 1 for $99; site licenses are
5399. Systemix Software can
btreached at 410/290-8813.
has peaked interest
MetroTracks, listed in
1992 Software and PeriphCatalog. Metrosoft's
Van Huizen puts the
in the same league
with .ProTools for the MacinIOSh as a full real-time recordiJg, mixing, and effects prodUCI. But don't plan your
NeXT-produced album just
jtl; alpha versions will barely
make it out by July, and no
date has been planned.
.Metfosoft can be reached at

May. The new version is
liller, includes more than 50
fea tures, and uses between
2.i and 50 percent less memory
than Mathematica 2.0. Despite
enhancements, it's fully
1.(QIJ1oatible with the previous
Wolfram also anMathematica Plus,
gives su bscribers two
of Mathematica each
and Math Source, an
service containing referarticles, and "note[CONTINUED ON PAGE 20]

NeXT foresees
3.0 shipment
inAu~8t
b y

DA N

R 'U Jl Y

Redwood City; CA ~ NeX'rSTEP
3.0 ,en.terecl a. second aeta-test
cycle -ih late June while NeXT
acknowledged th;l.t the final fe1ease date has sli,pped,to August
0,r even liter.
Until late May, NeXT hag,
da'iined that 3.0 would maRe its
p~omised sllip date hefore the end
of the se(;;ond! [SEE 3.0 SLIPS, PAGE 201

Anticipation running
high for NeXTSI1P 3.0
See stories, next page

Heads· roll; at NeXT
by

DAN

DA ~

RUBY

an·d

Redwood City, ·CA - Shock
waves rolled thllOUgh NeXT
headquarters here last ID<!lllth
when Gompany co-founder ,Bud
Trihble resigned to take a IUghlev.el po~irion ~t rivaL Sun
M!erosystems a'nd several
other NeXT executives.were
fotced out.
When the smoke .cle~red,
three vice-presi.dents wete
gbne; five fewer' people were ,on
NeXT's decision-making, policy
team, and several director-level
positions were left v.acant.
Two oiher vice-ptesident~
h~d .pr.eviously left the ,Compally this year.
Except {OJ; T17ibb!e's surprise
defection,; qrost of the moves

hnage fills in color picture
b' y

Policy-team lineup: Who's in, who's out

LAV[N

Rr CK

R: EY NGlt. O

Redwood City, CA Riding high on .posifive user acCeptaIlce
of its Draw program
re.leasftd in M'ay,
2\pP50ft ,plans to ship
Image, the first c,o mme-rciall.y relea.sed
color pllOto-eqi t ing

Steve Jobs, CEO
Peter van Cuylenburg

president, COO
Marcel Gani, CFO
Todd Rulon-Miller

VP of sales
Theo Wegbrans

VP of Europe
Max Henry

...

VP of Asia
Phil Wilson

VI' of hu",an resources
Gal}' Moore

Vl'law

Rit:h Page
GM of hardware
Mike Slade
VP of marketing
PaulVais
VP of Europe
Bud Tribble
VP of so!iware
JerI}' Knight·
controller
Matt Medieros'
director of manufacturing
Leo Hurwitz'
director of software

Key: blue;: still 011 team; orange;: resigned; red;: fired; green ;: removed from team.
,. NOIl-voti1lg member.

were engineered by li~w NeXT
Presideot Peter van Cuyle,olJUfg,
acc:ording to a source insicle the
compa·ny. "NeXT was ,built On
the model of,a >lery ,lil17ge' cQmputer company,» the s.oJ.ltce said.
"Van Cuyleno.urg is downsizin,g
the operation. »
1'he wholesale management
changes included. resignations
by Max Henry, vice-president
of Asia; an,d. Phil Wilson, vicepresident of human resoul'ces.

Gary Moore, vice-.presiden~ of
law; wHl complete his. planned
uesignati55n by July 1. A4nos ~ lost
in; the shuffle was die' resrgnation
'o f Ikon l.ang., director of $ofiware
p.t0duct mar.keting~
James Higa; former country
manager f0r Japan, will. assume
'Henry's Asian responsibilities
while rejD.aining as a director.
Paul Bianchi was appointed act.ing direetor of human resources.
1'rib,[SEE TR.mB~E, NEXT PAGEl

Canon,,adds new funding
.by

sQnware package fjDr Image, a fup;.featul'ed,~4-blt-c:olo!: ill\alllH!dltl~ pac'kage,
the 'NeXT.
has a com~set of PIillloShOp,like JilariipulaUon,Wofs.
Schedufed to sQJ,p
;in' late Septembe., the long-awai t~
color separation and o.utput to a
edllmage is a fu IHeatuJ:ed4A,bithigh"resolution imagesettet.
color im<!ge-,ed itlng package with
Altlioug& the prograw, Was
a coltJ,plete set of Adobe Photo,
developed to mee, the neel,is of
shop-class i:mage-manipulation
publishing
[SEE lMAGE, PA~ 201
t.o,dls .. l,ik.e Photoshop, Image wi ll
serve three int!!rrela ~ed purpos.!!s
as a ph0to-e.diting,toQI, acom.plete paint package, and a g(aphks fLie"Conversion utilit¥.
by (i;'LAl.!1, 'W .f[ [TM.E 'R
!\ppsoftJmage ships with a
selection. of ,filte.r;s that allows users
San. FranGisco' - In advance' of-the
to apply suoh special effects as
Obje'CtWorld ,couference meeting
sharpening and softening;, hut the
h(!l:e this monfb, NeXT was
pt0gram also will be user-ext.ensinegotiating to join the Objec~
'hIe and aC!cept additi0n!11' filters.
Management Group, Lhe indusImage files will be irtternallnilretry consortium, according to
separated aod ready .fot desktop
sources.

D \ Al'I

lAVIN

Redwood City, CA-NeKT
recently recei,vedan inmsi'0n 'of at
lea:st $.25 rnillionin additional'
.financing from Tokyo-based
Canpn, according to sources close
to NeXT. Tlle company declined.
to comm~n.t on the reports,
standing by it custom,a.ry statement th!lt NeXT wouldnevedail

NeXT negotiating 'with OMG
.Even u negotiations with

OM(:1 break down, Next was
planning t .O tak..e the role of
ind ustry' leader in the: object"
oriented arena, a pan it has
been rehearsing for the' p.ast six
mouths.
To prQve its object-based
communi- [SEE OBJECTWORLD, PAGE 20)

fOf lack of .furi.ds.

,In the past, few months, Steve
Jobs and new Presigent peter van
Cti-ylen'burg h!)'le appro'ac;he'd a
nllIJ:iller df potentia!'investors,
inCluding 'ex'istirt,g backers such as
Canon, as well as new prospcc:;ts
in the t1nited States and Europe,
sources said. T-be new Canon
deal eVidently 'was sea'ied in ·the
last week of May clueing a trip by
van Cuyleliburg ,to 1'0kyo.
A large inte~mediate round of
finanoing oefpreg0,ing public,
called "Il1ezzanine funding,." is
not 'Illl'usual. According teBrul!e
L.upatkid, managing direetor of
.teclar1.0lbgyr.es.e arcn, tor investment 'bank I-Ia.mbr.echt & Quist
of San Franeisco, "There is no'
norma'Uprogression ,in the life ,0,£
these yo.ung ,c0!l1panies. lt is not
uIleommon. to hav~ a. number of
starts and
[SEE l'\lNOlNG, NE)''T .P.AGE]

Managers test 3.0
by

S J M S G N L.

GA R FIN J< E L

S:\,stem managers at m0fe than
100 eustGmer sites are awaiting
a mote staole version GfNeXl>
STEP 3.0 before usipg it for production work. A sec;ond beta of
the operating system upgrade
Was releasep in late June.
While the first beta Was fairly
solid, users reported performance
problems, occa'sional crashes, and
several bugs that prevent'some 2.1
applieations from .£uncti,oniog
properly.
Alex Hew;y, manager 0"£
information services for the
William MGrris Company, in
Los Ahgeles, is eager to deploy
3.0 because of DBKit, which
is the basis for several ·custom
applications William Merris is
having developed. "We've go~
about fourot five machineS rwining 3.0. I expect a seeond CDROM re}ease Qf the softwa·re,
al1d depending on how stable it
is, we .might give it to anotheli 20
to 30people."
Nearly all the 3.0 features
p~on'lised by Steve Jobs at
NeX'TWORLD Expo '91NeXT-links, Ap.,pleTalk cdnnec-

tivity, Macintosh floppy disk suPport, and NQyeli file sbaring'- are
fhnctlonal on the beta. Omy tile
m\lGh·touted maiI encrypti€ln is
missing; the B.S .. government
would not a l\€lw lINeXTto eXp€lrt
a CD-ROMc€ln.taining encrypllidn software.
Some NeXf developers find
they ate faced with a dilemma:
Thete are great new features
toexplQit, out "if you develop
under 3;0, y€lur appliGation
won'-t rur\ under 2.1," s.a id
Charles.Fu, a program(DCI'at
Bac.chus ,S€lftware. of Santa Menica, Ca1ifoJ;nia.
That's a blow to Bacchus,
which wants to use 3.0's filter
feature in its program for converting i(Dages between file formats. Moving to 3:0 now me,ans
having to forog€l sales of the new
version until NeXT ships the
final release.
Another problem, saidFu,
is that 3.0's documentation
"is not as extensive as it needs
to be." Many d€lcumentatio11
directories on tbebeta CI>ROM are blank or cOlltain
only Qutlines.
Bill Soutbwortlh:, directo.!' of

-DBI<lt Is among We mOSt anxiously: awaited featUres of Ne)(TSTEP l .O.

Tribble

IFROM PR&VlOUS

~~c)!l

ble's move to SunSof~, the software division of thec€lmpan:j'
NeXT CEO Steve Jobs describes
as "the mother of aU competitors," left many at NeXT in a
daze.. As one of NeXT's six
founders, Tribblel;iad access to
neaJiI.y every lNeXT secret. Tribble becomes viGe-p.I'esidem of
ell,d-user softwalie at Su;nSoft,
managing the segment of Sun's
Solatis opetating system in direct
competition with NeXTS1"PP.

"It is always sa'd to lose a
founder of a comt'any, ~nd Btrd
is also a close .persdnal friend,»
sard Jobs in a prepllred sratement. "Bud has been a g€l€ld
software ambassado,r to our customers and the outside world.
However, he was on a leave of
absence for fout of tRe past nine
m.onths and has not been the
driving force behind NeXTSTEP
for 'some time."
Tbe com.pany wou.ld not
comment abQut ~he vulnerability

visualization :Pfocluets for KendalJ
Square Research, a
B€lston-area ma~er
ofsupe(computers,
is willing to wait it
€lU~, because "I
don't see anything
that is sufHcicndy
a work stopper
tba t l would rush
off [and u"pgrade)
before it isteady. "
Southw.orth is
CQuming on 3.0 to
provide connectivi"
ty between Macinte.sb and NeXT
computers. "It's
clearly go-ing to
be there. BJ1t it's
not pr€lductjonworthy yet." ~

The ,.XTSlEP a.'O beta release contains 315MB of infonnation,
roomy 184MB of free ~ on the
The mammoth 5"C8
.U. CI);.RoM mea~
has beeR'HIe to JOicI a va~of n ....,..."'nIi
tiona and doCumentation that m1ght have beeR .missing if the..c:onipany
. forced to make the entire i-eIease fit ontb the NeXr~~s 256MB
Jlie JNexlLibraty.
now. . contains a whopping 98MB of data,
. . dl~
.'
Ing 23MB of developer documentation. 1bere are new develo", aPII~icalia

tfuttNeXr

."

cd:RoM.

'

and·deIi.onstration programs.
System administrators wl1l be
see a host of new applications
handling the new PIioneIQt,asw8u as MaCintosh and Novetl ~are
tivity. Most of tilt 2.1a~ h8vebeen nMsetiand simpF'diecl'for
Look to SimpieNetworkStarter for oneobulton InStallatIOn of new cljents .

pIea_.

-

by

SIMSON

L.

.Developers contemplate 3.0 features
by

Application SUpPOl;[ f€lU the rich
new features of NeXFSl'EP 3.0 including DBKit; information
linking, and cO'm\l1unications and
graphics tools - may be stronger
than for other vendors' operating
sYStem upgrades.
UnHke Apple Comp!J.ter's
System 7.0, SOme impoftant features of whicD nave been used
by Gnly a bandfulo£ pregt'ams,
Gordon Van Huizen of San
Diego-based Metrosoft believes
there will be tl.1any 3.0-enhanced
applications because it's mUGh
easier to add new (eatp;tes in
NeXT's object-oriented enlfironment.
"The wa~JNeXT has)
im~lemented e~erything is so
streamlined that I predict that
we're' going to see appli(;ations
afrive very sho1,'dy after the 3.0
release that take adYantage of
the new: features,» saia Van.
1;I:uizen, a longtime Macintosb

develQper now committed to tbe
NeXT.
Glenn ~eid of Palo Alw, California-based RightBrain So£t~
ware ex,ptessed skepticism Qver
some of the proposed advan~
tage.s of 3.0. "1 th~ SQmetimes
people invent sol!J.rlons to problems that don't exist. 1 have yet
to encounter a sjtuation where;Y
need live updating.»
Although Rein appla!J.ds
NeXT's approach, he a~gues with
some choices the cOlIl,pany has
made in al\oGating its li.mited
resources. "The kind of things
iliat the PhoneKit is predicated
on aren't really. pervasiv.e jn the
United States. You can't get
ISDN where I live. What good
dpes it'de me to have it on my
,compute£?
Reid, who is developing a
page-Ia'jlout application, admits
his personal bias tOward 3 .0 features like support for Pant€lne
Matching System, PestScripr
Level 2, and AppleTalkconneG-

tivity. "I think they're great
developets, aod di.ey
Iy enhallce the val-ue to end
users fot pll blishing," be said.
"Y oU can't necessariLy take
so unique, .l'obs aU€lwed
advantage of these thi,ngs dte
to do that, It may have
da~' it ships, but it ptovides tliI
a mistake," sa'ld KaJ;en
foundation. "
marketirlg communicaDespite praise fol' 3.0, SOIlll
developers still are nOt read)'
make the commitment to the
against making more exceptions.
NeXT..Mdus Corporation Fe!·
ClubNe!XT, €lwned .by the
low Mike Tern,pleman calls tbe
compaQyas ClaeMac, sens
new release "a dramatic addrives and color scanne,rs
vance" over anything he's seen.
NeXT machines and ran an
"Two years ago 1 thOUght the
using the nam.e in the Summer
machine was dead, but as soon
of NeXTW'O'R:[..D. NeXT
as they dropped the '030 and
optical disk, I became'
again."
But while Temple(Dan
impcQved· c€lnnectivity, as well
support for pwfessional-Ievel
€lr and Pixar's RenderMan, PUI
NeXT ahead as a pl.l.blishing
envir.opmen,t, it will still be
time before use~s see agf:M!lkuJl~~~:~~
'On the NeXT . •

of tra<ie secrets held by'I'tibble.
IrOnically, NeXT spent the firs.!
year .of its existence erfi.broUed
.in lawsuits bom Apple Computer over trade-secret issu.es
iDeVolving NeXT's €lriginal
employees, ipcluding Tribble.
Be and his wife, company cofOWlae-1i Susan Kelly Barnes,
together hold almost 3 p(ltcent
of NeXT stoc,:k.
According. to soutces at
NeXT, T..t ibbJe was bitter about
being passed €lver for the new!.)'

cIeatecii position of genetal
manager for the Software Division. T ribbte reported.!y was
stilted to have been a,ppointed
NeXT's chief technical officer
when the software positlo.n
was filled, bm that hasn't happenedyet.
Among the imp,a cts of the
changes, NeXT's polley team is
now smaller. In addition to fewer vice-presidents, several directOr-level no.n-voting members
wete removed from the team . •

et-syste.lns company JD<:luollnglXl
hardware and software,. they
tremC1~dous amouuts €lf capitaL'
It is ulwlear w:hat Canon
received in return for its new
'investmen t, since so~ces sail!
!belie has been no change in
equity, or ownerspil?, OP the
company. ~

LoE

SW 'E RMAN

Presto lets 'U~ers . apply musical
of tland, such as transJilosadjusting time signatw;es,
rh,analna instruments. A "hu-

I
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eXT clamps down on
German' dealers rise up
dOT use of NeXT n:ame
by nAN

LA V I N

WHITMER

ltdwnod'Clty, 'CA. - Holding
its polic:y of not allowing
parties to ;lse the NeKT
without a license, NeXT
recently 'warned two
to dliop "NeXT" from
names: NeXTWarehouse
ClubNeXr.
NeXT's peticy is that third
cannot use "Nl;XT"
part of their co.rnpany
product names
NeXT

"1 fhink they'te great for
deVelopers, and they signj
Ly enhance th~ value to end
for publishing," he said.
"You pn' t necessarily take
advan.tage of tliese things the
day 'it ships, but it provides the
foundation. "
Despite praiSe for 3.0, some
developers StW are not ,r eady (0
make the comOlitrbem to the
NeXT. Aldus COLporation Fellow Mike Templeman. calls the
new release "a dramatic advance'" over ,anything he's seen.
"Two years ago I thought the
machine was dead, but as soon
as they dropped the '030 and
optical djsk,1 became interesred
again."
.But while Templeman'
im,l)roved cOtUlectivity, as well
su,ppor<t f0f professional-level
or and Pixar's RenderMan, put
NeXT a'head as a publishing
eI)vi:J;oJllIlent, it will still 'be
time bdor):! users ,see
on the,N'eXT. •

funding

with companies s(l(::h as
NeXT is open 'to
of giving NeXTConan unfair advant:;tge.
granted NeXTCollrlectien
in 1990. "Because they
so unique; Jebs,ailbwed
,to ,do thal. It may 1fave
a mistake," said Ka:ren
marketing communic:a.

While .1t W!)O't license the~C!rd "NeXT"
to devlliopers, tile cQmpany wants
Its third parties to freely use Its
promQtlonal 'logo.

and Ttademarks
O£fi~e to strike ,t he
trademark registratien .for NeXTWare\louse. The trademark
ba'd been app1ie.d for by
peFipherahesellerfirm
Mic:roWarehouse.
MicroWarehouse is disputing
NeXT's argliment, tlaim:ing that
rhe name NeXTWare!lOuse
wouldn't confuse the p1Jblic.
"Cust0mers wou'Id fully
understand- in all instances that
tb;ey were. ptlrchasio.g proi:l ur;ts
thatwer.e NeXT-compatible froJ;I).
a party other than NeXT C0mputer;" sa.id AF~ur Jacoos,
MicroWarehouse legal <:cunse!.
TO' address developers' prol)lein of associating their products
With tb~ NeXT J~achlne, NeXT
ha$ designed, an(:l freelY .Jjcense~
the "Runs'on NeXTSTEP" logo.
But-that doesn't help \vith
naming a, cempan:y 'Of proliucr.
NeXT recommende<;l the.'n ickname "eu'be" (or a while, hut the
.rnoniker haS DJlCome 'o @s61ete.,

Municli, Germany-NeXT
acceded to tilie
demands of its
dealers with a
sweeping ;feO(ganization of its operations in Germany, consider~d me .company's
strongest ,inte.rnationalmarket.
ilie' o.nly organization to
remain unrouc;lled by NeXT's
streamlining of its Buropean operations in March, NeXT Germany
was sJatjld t~hex:p_aild as NeXT
began seiling directly to custOlnets. But last month, 'distributioh was shifted bacl~ to NeXT's
existing dealer net:\vork. All distributien and sales countr'ywide will
.now go tllr,o ugh two major dist;ributors in Germany and one ,in
Austria: D'ar,!, of H:jmbli.rg; DCS,
in a suburb of Stuttg<\1f; and' Hard
and Soft in Austria.

Multiple CPUs in a:Cube?
by D ' AN LAYIN

MiUValley, CA - Spherical 'Solutions is oHer-iog a nInique
,a pproach to dist.ibuted .processi,og that irldlldes NeXT motherbeards mO'dified so ",e~eral can
run sinlu!taneous[y in one Cu.be,
as:weU as software that ai1ews
ltJ,lIltip'le instances of the operating system to be mounted: ~n ,one
machine.
NOrmally, only one CPU
boa.rd tan operate within the

£,onjures :MI:DI,'tnagjc on the NeXT
Al; - Mttsiciafls' wishes
have CO)ne true with the
of.the first MID) seqjlenct.. 'n{""~"'A for the NeXT.

(FROM '>KEV'OuS

stops in funding and profits. n
Speakipg'of NeXT specific!
Lupatkiu said, "Because Jobs is
tLy ing to build aco.dJplete
er-SYStelUs oompany 'including
ha.rdware and software, they
tremendous amountS of capital. M
It is undear what Canon
received in return ,f oi irs new
investment, sin,t e sources said
there has been ne change in
eq!liry" or ownersliip, <o f the
company . •

sent a letter telling ClubNeXF
not to advertise any more with
that name.
ClilbNeXT owner Mike
McNeill said he will' ,drop We CllioNeXT logo from futUre ads. BUt
the company still' was functioning
as ClubNeXr in early June.
NeXT also has'filed ol:iposition
proceedihgs with the U.S. Patents

found in seme
computer music.
The program
combines e,x pected feat.ures rik.e
th.e se widl innovations made
possible by th.e
NeXT en:viren-

, !'resto'~ Score,windCM: has II measure dispenser for adding blank
P'resto s pa~1o a score, and a ~clerfoi' distJOSlng.unwanted ones.
,grl!phica.l interface allows measures to be moved,
files" as 'w~ll as NeX\FScore .and
copied, inserted, or 'merged, simply
Playscore mes, makes it possible
by <;lraggmg :wd dtopping them
for NeXT user~ to participate.in
within sec'tibns of a rr1usica\':soore
tue greater world of MIDI.
Or' between SCO(es, Presto even
P~e$to Version 0.9b is a:vail,i ndudes.a m.ea~9re dispens,er simiable at 3'n intvoductory !1rice
Jar to 'thadowid in Lotus :Trnpi:ov,
of $'149, with, a free upgrade to
as well Jls .a r:ecycll;dordisposing'
Versjon 1,0' when released. Pinof unwant.ed musica:l passages.
na~le Research can be reache,d
The J;irogram's capabjiiry to
at 6041529-1135; e-mail:
read and write standru:;d MIDI
info@pri:com_ •
,

me:Q t,

lets users apply musk:al
of hand, such·,as tta:nsppsadjusting time signatur:es,
instl¥Inel1ts. 11. "huallows users' t0

In' addition, nine NeXT
empl0yees were ~a:id, 0ff, incfuding Country Manager Helmut
,Blanc. MiehaJlIGobtans, .formerlyofNeXT distributor AMG,
was named new director of sales
and m3liketing for,Germany.
Acc0cging, to Pau1i Vais, vieepresident of Next Europe, "We
couldn:'t ,h ave anybody who· was
not missian-criti~al." V ais plans to
staff 'the German office with people
with strong tethnical. knewledge
who caopro'v,jde madi:etirrg and
sales suppott :£or the deale,r; jletwork. Vais would not rule Out seUing some mar;hines (firect.
Th~ hew organization WaS
rolled out at a dealer meeting in
Frankfurt '011 June 2, attended
by representatives frO!ll SQ deal·
e):sh,ips., While most d«,:alers 'Were
happy with nhe new plan, whis:h
includes stringent dealer qualific'a tion standards" others were
unhappy .that they are £0reedto
huy ,tlwough distributors .instead

Cube. Rut Spherical's modifie.g,
'030, '040, l).nd Turbo boatds,
ealled EnhancedProoessing
Boards (£FBs), 'Jet. users dedi6ate
Jlxtra boards 'up to four) to proCeSS01i- 0r IJO-iiitensive tasks.
As a side ef£e~t, users can
si:de~tep th,e obsolescenc:e of the
optical disk d;,ives that came with
tlieir Turbo upgrade; a m0dified
'30 b03td<serv.ing the optical now
can run in a"Turbo ma~hine.
The only pJ;pbkm 'findin'g
board's. Many u,sers nave boards
l~ft £rOin their upgrades, and
'Sphe.ricallias a' limited,stock. The
onLy other seurce is. 'N~XT, whiq.
said that hefore Spherical could
IJ;ledify boargs, the com,pany
wauld' haye to ,be a NeXT VAR.
At press time, SphericaL was not.
The extra boalids r un an
instane~ of the 'NeXT operat>ing
system and ate connected to the
"home machine" through.Ethernet. Spherical's seftrware automaticalLy m0unts the werkspace
on the "h0me" machine so: the
two are running sinwl~aneously.
With· as many File Viewers and
'Docks as there are hoards" the
software, which may be soM
separately, allows. remote m0uilting of any workspace over the
network.
The EFB System is $450' i,f
users supply 'the lroard.Pricing
will oe'$850 to $,1 000 fpr an
optical ,drive an4 meclified '~030
board. Spherical Soluti0ns can be
reaclled at 4151323-7512. •

is

ef directly from NeXT.
Mter a seemingly strong calendar year in 1921, NeXT Germany's rl!tnFOs and srow sales in
advan~e of the major Ce'BlT COmputer show made for a dismal
1992 Rrst qUat'ter. Tne peried
after CeBlT, 'likened to the
Chrispnas seas,o n for German
coml'uter dealers, was ruined
because NeXT had begun cutting
existipg dealer~ out of the sales
loop at a time when NeXT had
few dil'ect-sales staff to implement the new strategy. Both
NeXT G!!rmanya-Q.d irs.,dealers
excpeFienced inin;J.ense losses.
AMG, pnl! oithe big distributors,
eeased NeXT dlstributiQn.
The maj.9r gimibutors said
they would abaodoll the N~XT
marketplace if changes were not
made, sources said. After some
n~gotiations, NeXT installed Gobraos, an ally of the'diser-ibutors, ,as
tl'ie effective country man.ager and
made concessions ,o n logistics,
credit terms, and disceunt StfPCture, in effeet, adopting the ,d'~alers'
Pl;ol,1os,e d. business phm. "We
weren't prepared to take advantage
of the market," said Yais.
A ,German seur;ce related the
tev!!rsa,! In poHcy te otli.er cha nges
instituted by NeXT P.resid'ent
Pet~ yan (;uylenburg. "He's shifting N!0<Ts oQsiness in' theright
direCtion," nhe 'source said. •

HR firm leads
NeXT sales list
Organization
Res.o urces
Counselors
(ORC), an
interna tional
management
and humanresources consulting, firm
that works with F0rtune 500
€ompanies, recendy pu,chJlsed
35 NeXTstatio.n 'fUJ!oos for its
New Y0~k bea<:ililuaners.
'fhe machines wilL act as front
end.s to IBM RS/600D sewers.
QRC plans to' buy up to, 90
mote workstations>£01; its omeJ:l
e£fices.
NeXT',s other Big Apple
SC0(e was with Global' Fi:nauctl
North Ameriea, a subsidiary of
Citicorp bank. Forty n,achines,
will be 'used to"d e velop ttadingsystems SUPP0rt.
NeXT reportedly is, also
dose toanneuncing a 100:
machiP.e deal With finap.Gial
giant J.P. Morgan, '.
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Digital Tool Works, a start-up
company formed by two MIT
graduates, previewed its EquationBuilder at the 1992 Mathematica Conference. Due in
the third quarter, EquationBuilder makes it easy to draw
professional-looking mathematical equations and formulas. It will output equations
in Encapsulated PostScript,
TeX, or Mathematica notation, as well as re-import an
EPS or TeX fi le for further
editing. Pricing hasn't been
determined. Digital Tools
Works can be reached at
6171742-4057; e-mail:
lexcube!eqb@bu.edu.
Neuron, the beleaguered modem manufacturer, remained
closed for a second month.
Creditors and customers
seeking product delivery and
technical support were advised
by phone message that the
company would remain closed
until June 22.
Altsys claims to fina lly have a
handle on its illustration program, Virtuoso. Originally
slated for the first quarter of
1992, it will ship in September for $695. Added features
caused the delay of the muchanticipated program, but not
even Steve Jobs gets a peek
before the end of July. Altsys
can be reached at 214/6802060.

ObjectWorid

[FROM eAGE 1 7 J

ty is ilie most vital in the industry', NeXT released the OBject
Solutions Guide, a catalog of
about 30 commercial and 2$
publiG-<iomain objects a.vaiJable
for NeXTSTEP. NeXT also
re~ently appointed liz Statmore
to the newly created position of
manager of object marketing.
"[ObjeotW\,t ddj wiH be a verY
visible effort on our part,>' said
SC0tt Love, 'developer advocate.
Established in 1989, ClMG
is a conSottitull dedic:afed to ere·
ating standar:ds for <sode portability and iiJteropetability among
object-oriented environments. Its
main achieverpent is a standar,dizeg interfa€e between distdbuted obje5:ts in .hererogeneogs environments, called the Common
OBject Request Broker Arclli.tectlll"e (CORBA). OMGalso developed an Object Model, which
defineS the form and attributes of
objects.
At preSs time, Ne:KT would
not talk about ~ts relationship
with OMG, but sources say that
membership would allow NeX'F
tb make a pefmanent €oJltribution
to OMG's W01,k on definition of
object services, without necessarily indieating a conunitment to
OMG's e:xisting standards.

EXTRA

'Without eommenting art
NeXT's mtentions, OS Product
Manager Kevin Wells said techniGal solutjons to integrating
NeXTSTEP with existing OMG
~nteroperability standards "aren't
really that difficult."
NeXT has been one of the
only major sy.st~S vendors not
to have j'Oined OMG. "l'his will
give them cl)e sernblan~e ot being
in the mainstteam, "said Steve
McClu);e,senior consultant for
new-software technologies at
ma)d<et research firm International Data Corp-o~ation oPFramingham, Massa.chusetts.
1i) Conttast, NeXT competitor
SunSofthas been a lea4ing OMJ;;
player. As part of its Brojeet DOE
(JDistributed Objects Everywhere),
SunSoft: will release a developer
version o£ its implementation of
COR'SA later this year. With
NeXT eo.foun;der Bud Tribble at
tlw head of SunSoft's effort now,
Project DOE is being groomed as
NeX'fSTEP's nemesis.
"NeXT lias shown wnat an
object system ~ou1d 1001< like. 1
qlJestiort thei~ ability to scale that
up to a fully disttibuted object
system," sa-id Steve Martiqo,
OMG board memblft and SunSoft's director of Product marketing for objects. •

3.0 slips

[I'ROM

P~GE 17]

quarter, which ended June 30. In
May, NeXT engineers conduded
that a second beta found begin.
ning June 22 was oeecssary to
ship a polished prOduct. Dela,ys
of severa! months Of more are
not unusual for major operating
system updates from 'NeXT and
otner syste.m developers.
Accor4ing to Mike Slade"
NeXT's vice-president of marketing, "If all goes as expecred, we'll
ship ip. Augu;st. But with software, there is always the chance
of September."
PWe ha¥esomekiller technology that we want to incorporate
in LiveWire after 3.0 ships, but I
would rather see a Olature ,prodOCt later than a buggy one soon,"
said William Adams, chief tech-

Image
[FROM PAGE 111
professionals, hnage's interface
has been designed to accommodate general users as well.
This fust release includes full
suppOrt forac!vancea features of
NeXTSTEP 3.0, buds not "3.0dependent." wage does not follow the example of industry leader Photoshop, which bas extensible &,\cquire and.EXport {unetions
via plug-ia modules. Instead,

nologist for Adamanion, of
land, California.
But other testers said the

which would oilie.twise have
waited for an interim release.

NeXTSTEP SeJ.:vlces integrate
Image with various lm:ae:e-aCl]U
sition options, then easily
the images oUt agaio,.to other

The Delahaye Group of Hampton Falls, New Hampshire,
found in a recent study that
Sun Microsystems is the most
visible company in the objectoriented market, with NeXT
placing second in amount of
press coverage. The study said,
however, that Steve Jobs is
as much a spokesperson for
object-oriented technology as
the president of OMG,
Christopher Stone.
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£01: Adamation, of OakCal'ifornia.
But other testers sajd the fust
version seemed surpdsingly
'I. "There's )lot a sipgle app
tded' that d0~sn;t work prop," said Glenn Reid, president
KightBrain Software, of Palo
0,

California.

The cfela,y also .p!lshes back
release ot NeXTSTEP '486,
NeXT has 1I1,,;,ays said
foUow 3,0'5 release by
three months. According to
NeXT wllI take ,advantage
the additipI).aitime ,to make
'48t; produGt a:vailabie on a
array fiJi c_o nfigurations.
compan'y may also include
DOS/Windows compatibility,
w0)o1ld ,ocilerwise have
£0); an iPterim release. •
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STEM DOWN? NEW USERS? FEELING LONELY?

ere's the NeXTWORLD Resource Guide

o tech support
oups, resellers, consultants, on-line
s, and shareware Ius our own exclusive Tip Sheet.
FALL 1992 NDXTWORLO 23

Help on the 'Way
Even experienced users may not
know some of these shortcuts and
helpful hints. Our panel of tipsters:
Andrew Stone, Glenn Reid, Greg
Cockroft, Dan Lavin, and Simson
Garfinkel.
1

When it comes to finding reliable information and expertise to support NeXT computers, the platform'S relatively
small (but growing) installed base is both a blessing and a
curse. Profit opportunities for service providers are limited, but the committed cadre of true believers makes up
for the shortfall with community spirit. Often the best way
to solve a problem is to ask questions at a local user group
meeting or on-line forum. To help point the way to enlightenment, this Special Report compiles a comprehensive listing of support resources available in the NeXT community,

USE THE PREFERENCES APPLICATION TO ADD YOUR
OWN KEYBOARD EQUIVALENTS TO DIFFERENT
APPLICATIONS AND MAKE THEM WORK THE SAME WAY.
AN EXAMPLE: MAKE COMMANo-SHIFT-1

TECHNICAL INTRODUCTION TO

PRODUCTIVITY SOLUTIONS

PERSONAL COMPUTING

SESSIONS SCHEDULED AND PRICED INDfVlDU~I.JJ

1

BRING UP THE INSPECTOR PANEL IN EVERY APP.

DAY,

$300;

Lean on Them
Technical support is the firs
communication between a (
pany and its customers, but
a resource drain. NeXT has
the approach of charging ha
.omely for high-quality SUP!
\'ice . Most third-party hard
and software companies pro
free telephone support - and
rhephone doesn't ring very (
You could argue that both aJ
..........-........ .. ......
..

' ~" """"" "

PREREQUISITE FOR

"

,

-,

'" '"

"

,

SYSTEM ADMINISTRATION CLASSES

2

LOCATIONS

1

BEFORE MAILING A WRITENow FILE, BE SURE

NEXT SYSTEM ADMINISTRATION

3.5

TO CLOSE IT, SCROLL IT TO THE BEGINNING, AND MAKE

DAYS,

$1200

NEXT SYSTEM ADMINISTRATION FOR

THIS AVOIDS A MULTITUDE OF PROBLEMS.

CUSTOMIZE YOUR SYSTEM BEEP BY RECORDING
YOUR OWN, PLACING IT IN /LOCALLIBRARY/SOUNDS,
AND SELECTING IT IN THE PREFERENCES APP.

4
HAVE ALL YOUR TARGETS SELECTED IN LIBRARIAN
AND SAVE THE BOOKSHELF.
THAT WAY, WHEN YOU DO A SEARCH , IT WILL LOOK IN ALL
SELECTED AREAS.

5
PEOPLE WITH POOR EYESIGHT CAN DWRITE
TERMINAL NXFIXEDPITCHFoNTSIZE 14 AND DWRITE

. OR AITEND NEXT EDGE CLASSES AT ONE OF
FOUR LOCATIONS: REDWOOD CITY, CALIFORHIA:

SURE NOTHING IS SELECTED.

3

USERS CAN SET UP THEIR OWN ON-SITE TRAIIJIIII

Class Action
NeXT, which offers training classes
through NeXTedge, recommends
taking a series along one of five
learning paths tailored to five distinct sets of customers: users and
developers; trainers; service technicians; UNIX system administrators;
and system administrators without
a UNIX background.

ONTO, CANADA. You CAN REQUEST A 'COMPIElI

2

SCHEDULE OR SIGN UP FOR CLASSES AT

DAYS,

$900

800/

848-6398. IN ADDITION, NEXTEDGE HAS
NEXT COMPUTERS IN A MIXED

RIZED SEVERAL FIRMS TO TEACH ITS CLASSES:

UNIX ENVIRONMENT

2

DAYS,

$900;

SYSTEM ADMINISTRATION

SYPAC

COURSE REQUIRED

TORONTO , ONT

NEXT SYSTEM ADMINISTRATION FOR SERVICE

TRIREX

TECHNICIANS

WESTPORT, CT

1

DAY,

$300;

416/670-9724

203/221-4613

AFFILIATION WITH NEXT

AUTHORIZED SERVICE CENTER REQUIRED

NEW HORIZONS COMPUTER LEARNING CEH1Il
SANTA ANA,

CA 714/556-1220

NEXT HARDWARE SERVICE

1

DAY,

$300;

SERVICE TECHNICIAN COURSE

ELECTRONIC DIRECTIONS
NEW YORK

REQUIRED

TERMINAL NXFIXEDPITCHFoNT OHLFS

CHICAGO; WESTPORT, CONNECTICUT; OR TOR-

UNIX EXPERTS

212/213-6500

FOR A NICE READABLE TERMINAL.

COLJRSES

6
GET THE OPENER APP FROM THE ARCHIVES TO
AUTOMATICALLY OPEN FILES

ADMINISTERING A NEXT CLASSROOM

TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT

1

CHICAGO

DAY,

$300;

INTRODUCTORY TRAINING REQUIRED

For the Asking
Some of the most useful, mos
raining NeXT programs also J
[0 be the most affordable. Ma
these programs are available (
Internet FIP servers: cs.orst.e(
onata.cc.purdue.edu . .. or jl
3 friend for a copy.

312/951-7462

INTROOUCTION TO PERSONAL COMPUTING

2

DAYS,

$350

THAT HAVE BEEN ARCHIVED AND COMPRESSED BY

PROGRAMMING NEXT COMPUTERS

TIGER

("DEVELOPER CAMP")

NEW YORK

4.5

UNIX's TAR AND COMPRESS COMMANDS.

DAYS,

ApPl.ICATIONS

212/425-2222

$1500

IIuOEVfEWER, BY LENNART UiVSTRAND
RAHK XEROX' EUROPARC

'

AHANDY UTILITY FOR

20

VIEWING IMAGES IN

OIFF

7

m>f:S OF FILE FORMATS, INCLUDING GIF, MACPAII

DON'T PUT YOUR EXTERNAL MICROPHONE TOO CLOSE TO

..............................................................

YOUR MON ITOR ; IT CAUSES FEEDBACK.

- NEXT

8
SO THAT WHEN YOU INSERT ONE INTO YOUR MACHINE
YOU'LL KNOW WHICH ONE YOU'VE INSERTED.

Buy MORE MEMORY. THIS IS THE BEST INVESTMENT
YOU CAN MAKE TO UPGRADE YOUR MACHINE.
STICK WITH 4MB SIMMS, OR BEITER, THE NEW
8MB AND 16MB SIMMS.

At Your Service
Screw loose? You probably can't
afford to let your mission-critical
system sit idle. Here's where to turn
for hardware maintenance and any
repairs you may need.

• THE SAME-DAY ON-SITE EXTENDED WAf

WARRANTIES AS WELL AS A MORE FLEXIBLE SYS-

IF YOU LIVE IN A REMOTE PLACE AND YOUR

TEM FOR CUSTOMIZING SERVICE CONTRACTS.

RESELLER DOESN'T OFFER ON-SITE SERVICE,

*

IIIlEFEE MAY APPLY HERE AS WELL.

50 MILES PAY A FEE.

NEXTEDGE OFFERS A STANDARD VARIETY OF

GIVE EVERY FLOPPY DISK A DIFFERENT NAME

9

SITE REPAIRS AND PARTS. CUSTOMERS BEYOIID

IWITY IS PRICED ON AN INDIVIDUAL BASIS

n's GENERALLY ABOUT 25 PERCENT MOR~
EXl'£NSIVE THAN NEXT'DAY EXTENDED SERVI

THE BASIC AGREEMENT, THE ONE-YEAR LIM-

YOU NEED, GRATIS, IF YOU'LL CARRY THE

ITED WARRANTY, IS INCLUDED WITH YOUR EQUIP-

WARE INTO A SERVICE CENTER YOURSELF.

MENT PURCHASE AS LONG AS YOU LIVE WITHIN 50

• THE TIME-AND-MATERIALS SERVICE IS F(
REPAIRS TO NONWARRANTY EQUIPMENT BILL

MILES OF A MOTOROLA FIELD SERVICE OFFICE AND

*

DIDN'T SHOP WITH THE WRONG RESELLER (NEXT

IS A ONE-TD-THREE-YEAR SERVICE, PRICE!)

ENCOURAGES - BUT DOESN'T REQUIRE - RESELL-

ACCORDING TO EQUIPMENT. THE COST RANG6

THE NEXT-DAY ON-SITE EXTENDED

$140

PER HOUR, WITH A TWD-HOUR MINIIV

PlUS PARTS.

ERS TO PROVIDE THE SAME SERVICES IT DOES). A

FROM $400 A YEAR TO COVER A

WEEK AFTER THE HARDWARE SHIPS, YOU'RE AUTD-

WITH A 105MB HARD DRIVE TO $1860

lITO THREE CATEGORIES, ALL PRICED ON AN

MATICALLY COVERED FOR NEXT-BUSINESS'DAY, ON-

'030 WITH TWO 1.4GB DRIVES; AN

WMJAL BASIS: THE CUSTOM BID PROGRAM

• CUSTOM SERVICE PROPOSALS ARE DIVIDI

24 N!XTWORlO FALL 1992
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on and experrm's relatively
blessing and a
iders are limrers makes up
n the best way
cal user group
vay to enlight)rehensive list:T community.
lTV SOLUTIONS

improvements over Apple's standard advice: "Talk to your dealer."

TROUBLE TAKES LONGER TO RESOLVE; OR $2500

AFTER YOU'VE PAID FOR THE PHONE CALL. A

FOR A YEAR OF FULL ACCESS BY TWO DESIGNATED

SAMPLING OF POLICIES:

CONTACTS. ADDITIONAL CONTACTS ARE AN EXTRA

*

$500 EACH.

NEXT
*

NEXT's SUPPORT, TRAINING, AND SERVICE

WING, NEXTEDGE, SENDS OUT A $200-A-YEAR

Lean on Them

BOTH HOTLINES ARE ACCESSIBLE BY FAX (415/

SUPPORT DEPARTMENT, DOESN'T HAVE ONE FOR

363-5188) OR E-MAIL (ASK_NEXT@NEXT.COM)

NEXT USERS; IT'S A TOLL CALL TO UTAH AT

IN ADDITION TO THE TOLL-FREE NUMBER. THE

801/ 228-9910.

QUARTERLY SUPPORT BULLETIN THAT MAY BE A

DEVELOPER SERVICE ALSO SERVES EUROPE

GOOD FIRST PLACE TO GO WITH SOFTWARE QUES-

(415/ 424-8500 BY PHONE OR 415/363-

*

TIONS. EACH ISSUE COMES WITH A FLOPPY DISK

5188 BY FAX).

PORT TO REGISTERED USERS. CALL 505/ 345-

*

STONE COLLECTS SUPPORT FEES ONLY WHEN

AND AN UPDATED SET OF HELP FILES TO INCORPO-

Technical support is the first line of
communication between a company and its customers, but it's also
a r~O urce drain. NeXT has taken
the approach of charging handsom(!'Jy for high-quality support services. Most third-party hardware
and software companies provide
free telephone support - and pray
the phone doesn't ring very often.
You could argue that both are

WORDPERFECT, WHICH BOASTS ABOUT TWO

DOZEN TOLL-FREE NUMBERS IN ITS CUSTOMER-

RATE INTO YOUR DIGITAL LIBRARIAN.

*

FOR MORE PERSONALIZED SERVICE AND BASIC

STONE DESIGN OFFERS UNLIMITED FREE SUP-

4800 OR SEND E-MAIL TOINFO@STONE. COM.
THERE ' S ALSO A PACKAGE DEAL COMBINING A

FULL SUB!jCRIPTION TO EACH OF THE HOTLINES

THERE ARE ADDITIONAL USERS AT A SITE OR

FOR $6500 AND A SO-CALLED " PREMIUM PRO-

WHEN CUSTOMERS ARE COUNTING ON AUTOMATIC

PRODUCT INFORMATION , YOU ' LL NEED THE NEXT-

GRAM" THAT IS DESIGNED AND PRICED ON A CASE-

UPGRADES. (UPGRADES ARE FREE OFF THE

EDGE TOLL-FREE SUPPORT NUMBER, 800/ 848-

BY-CASE BASIS. UNDER THE PREMIUM PLAN,

INTERNET OR FROM DEALERS AND $5 FROM

WHICH NEXT IS AIMING AT ITS BIGGEST USERS,

STONE ITSELF.)

6398.

You

WON ' T BE ASKED FOR YOUR CREDIT

CARD NUMBER UNLESS YOUR QUESTIONS ARE

EACH COMPANY IS DESIGNATED AN ENGINEER OF

MORE TECHNICAL. IN THAT CASE, THEy ' LL SEND

ITS OWN.

*

YOU TO ONE OF TWO HOTLINES. DEVELOPER PROB-

ADOBE SUPPORT IS WITHOUT LIMITATIONS OF

ANY KIND - ALTHOUGH THE POLICY IS CURRENTLY

LEMS GO TO THE DEVELOPER HOTLINE, WHICH

UNDER REVIEW. STAFF CAN BE REACHED BY

CHARGES PER CALL ($225); PER SIX CALLS

PHONE BETWEEN 6 A.M. AND 5 P.M., PACIFIC

THIRD PARTIES

($1300); OR PER UNLIMITED YEAR OF ACCESS

TIME, AT 415/961-0911; BY FAX AT 415/

FOR TWO DEVELOPERS ($5000). THE OTHER LINE

THE BEST BET IS USUALLY TO GO STRAIGHT TO THE

IS GEARED TO SYSTEM ADMINISTRATORS. IT COSTS

SOURCE, WHERE A SMALL BUT REPRESENTATIVE

$40 PER 10-MINUTE PROBLEM; $100 IF THE

SURVEY REVEALED THAT HELP IS GENERALLY FREE

961-4810; OR ON COMPUSERVE.

;CHEDULED AND PRICED INDIVIDUALLLY

LOC::\TIO~S
SET UP THEIR OWN ON-SITE TRAINING

USENET FACE FiLE, AND X l l BITMAPS, AS WELL AS

KERMIT, BY FRANK DA CRUZ, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

NEXT'S STANDARD TIFF AND EPS. THIS PROGRAM,

ALTHOUGH NOT A NEXTS TEP PROGRAM, KERMIT ALLOWS

WHICH ALSO CONVERTS BETWEEN DIFFERENT I(/NDS OF

YOU TO USE YOUR NEXT AS A TERMINAL TO THE WORLD .

G:\ :-'1 E S

r\;--';

D

0 "fI-1 E R

TI:-'IE-\'i'ASTERS

NEXTEDGE CLASSES AT ONE OF

IMAGE FORMATS, IS A MUST·HAVE FOR THOSE IN THE

THIS COMMUNICATIONS PROGRAM ALSO IMPLEMENTS A

:JONS: REDWOOD CITY, CALIFORNIA;

GRAPHICS TRADES .

RELIABLE AND REASONABLY PEPPY FILE-TRANSFER PROTOCOL.

ONE OF THE MOST POPULAR PUBLIC-DOMAIN PROGRAMS,

IF YOU HAVE A MODEM, GET KERMIT.

JOHN B ARLOW DESCRIBES THIS N EXTS TEP FRONT END

STUART, BY SCOTT HESS

THROUGH CYBERSPACE EVER BUILT." D UE TO, THE ROGUE

IN A VARIETY OF FORMATS: ARC , ZIP, ZOO , TAR , SHAR , ETC.

THIS SHAREWARE PROGRAM IS A BETTER TERMINAL-EMULA-

NATURE OF THIS PROGRAM, SOMETIMES YOU LL FIND IT

IT'S EASILY EXTENDED TO INCORPORATE NEW FILE FORMATS.

TOR PROGRAM THAN N EX T'S TERMINAL. (N OT SURPRISING,

ON THE INTERNET ARCHIVES AND SOMETIMES YOU WON'T.

NESTPORT, CONNECTICUT; OR TORADA.

You

•

CAN REQUEST A COMPLETE

lR SIGN UP FOR CLASSES AT 800/
:. IN ADDITION, NEXTEDGE HAS AUTH4>
RAL FIRMS TO TEACH ITS CLASSES:

JNT '416/6 70-972 4

CT 2 03/221-461 3

For the Asking
lome of the most useful, most entertaining NeXT programs also happen

be the most affordable. M any of

, CA 714/556-1220

these programs are available on the

lY MANAGEMENT

lnternet FIP servers: cs.orst.edu and
sonata.cc.purdue.edu ... or just ask
1 friend for a copy.

31 2/951-7462

_

PROGRAM AS WELL.) IT OFFERS MANY, MANY FEATURES AND

AC_ CHEN , BY STEFAN PREUSS AND THORSTEN

GREAT FREEDOM IN CUSTOMIZING.

MUTSCHALL

MAILHELPER, BY IZUMI OHZAWA

EXCELLENT GRAPHICS AND SOUND EFFECTS .

LETS USERS CREATE THEIR OWN PATHS THROUGH A MULTiMEDIA DATABASE.

THIS IS A SOLITAIRE GAME PLAYED WITH TILES. IT HAS

M AILH ELPER IS A HANDY PROGRAM FOR INSERTING YOUR
.SIGNATURE ALE INTO A MAIL MESSAGE YOU ARE EDITING,

DEFAULT MANAGER

WITH THIS PROGRAM.

BLASTA pp IS A FIND-'EM'AND-SHOOT-'EM HELICOPTER WAR

POSTING BEFORE YOU REPLY, AND REFORMATTING TEXT.

GAME THAT SHOWS OFF THE NEXT's GRAPHICS AND SOUND
CAPABILITIES.

DESKJETSOO, BY REIMER MELLIN

THIS LETS YOU DRIVE AN HP LASERJET III OR D ESK1ET

500

FROM A NEXT USING NEXTS TEP 's D ISPLAY

POSTSCRIPT SERVER.

UTII.ITIES

SCREEN SAVERS COSTING MUCH MORE. D UE TO A DIS-

TRY TO FIND A PATH THROUGH A MINE FIELD WITH THIS
FINE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE TRADITIONAL MINE-HUNTER
PROGRAM.

A MOVING ICON

SHOWS THE PERCENT OF C P U TIME BEING

E YECON, BY ROGER ROSNER, LIGHTHOUSE DESIGN

USED EACH SECOND, LETTING YOU KNOW HOW BUSY YOUR

THIS PROGRAM MAKES IT EASY TO AND YOUR MOUSE CUR-

SYSTEM IS.

SOR ON THE SCREEN WITH TWO EYES WATCHING FROM
THE D ocK.

FROM THE INTERNET ARCHIVES. YOU'L L HAVE TO GET IT

EMACS NEXTSTEP, BY JOHN G. MEYERS

">ffS OF FIlE FORMATS, INCWDING G IF, M ACPAINT,

FROM A FRIEND.

THIS IS A NEXTS TEP FRONT END FOR THE EMACS EDITOR.

aE FEE MAY APPLY HERE AS WELL.

FOR TAILORED CONTRACTS; THE SELF-SERVICE

*

PROGRAM IS FOR ORGANIZATIONS WITH AT LEAST

ERED FOR EITHER TWO OR FIVE YEARS. CUS-

TO NONCUSTOMERS). BUYERS OF THEIR 660MB

• TKE SAME-DAY ON-SITE EXTENDED WAR-

25 NEXT SYSTEMS AND STAFFERS WHO HAVE

TOMERS PHONE 800/626-4276 BEFORE SHIP-

AND 1GB DRIVES CAN , IN SOME CASES, PUR-

, IN A REMOTE PLACE AND YOUR

IIIITY IS PRICED ON AN INDIVIDUAL BASIS, BUT

COMPLETED THE CORRECT TECHNICAL TRAINING,

PING THE HARDWARE BACK FOR REPAIRS; THE

CHASE AN ADDITIONAL YEAR OF SERVICE FOR

lOESN ' T OFFER ON-SITE SERVICE, KEEP

"'S GENERALLY

PURCHASED A PARTS INVENTORY, AND SIGNED A

TURNAROUND TIME IS 48 HOURS , GUARANTEED.

ABOUT $90. THE COMPANY CAN BE REACHED AT

IAT YOU CAN STILL GET ALL THE HELP

DPfIISIVE THAN NEXT-DAY EXTENDED SERVICE.

CONTRACT WITH NEXT; OR CUSTOMERS CAN SIGN

THE TWO-YEAR PLAN APPLIES TO ALL ECLIPSE

800/282-3783.

ONTO THE INDEPENDENT SERVICE PROVIDER PRO-

50R REMOVABLE CARTRIDGE DRIVES, 2.0T TAPE

RS AND PAR,.S. CUSTOMERS BEYOND

DIFFERENT

MINES, BY LEE WARD, DENVER

MONITOR, BY Roy J. MONGIOVI

AGREEMENT WITH N EXT, THE PROGRAM WAS REMOVED

20

BLASTApp, BY ALI OZER , NEXT COMPUTER

QUOTING SOMEBODY ELSE 'S MAIL MESSAGE OR USENET

You CAN VIEW AND MA/(E CHANGES TO THE INFORMATION
STORED INSIDE YOUR NEXTS TEP DEFAULTS DATABASE

THIS SCREEN·SAVER PROGRAM BLOWS AWAY COMMERCIAL

EUROPARC

\IWf)Y UTILITY FOR VIEWING IMAGES IN

TERMINAL

MEDIAVIEW, BY DICK PHILLIPS , Los ALAMOS

NEXT COMPUTER

VIEWER, BY LENNART LOVSTRAND,

lbo'll( XEROX

2.0's

NATIONAL LABORATORIES

BACKSPACE, BY SAMUEL G. STREEPER,

AI'I'I.ICA1IONS

21 2/42 5-2222

TO THE USENET AS "ONE OF THE SLEEKEST CRUISERS

SINCE SCOTT H ESS WROTE NEXTS TEP

SENTATIONS OF DATA TO APPEAR AS PAGES IN A BOOK AND

[0

212/21 3-6500

OPENER KNOWS HOW TO PACK AND UNPACK ARCHIVE FILES

THIS PROGRAM BREAKS DOWN TWO-DIMENSIONAL REPRE-

ZONS COMPUTER LEARNING CENTER

C DIRECTIONS

OPENER, BY MIKE HAWLEY, MIT MEDIA LABORATORY

NEWSGRAZER, BY JAYSON ADAMS

PAY A FEE.

ABOUT 25 PERCENT MORE

GRATIS, IF YOU'LL CARRY THE HARDA SERVICE CENTER YOURSELF.

TIONS AND OFFER FREE ADVICE AFTER THAT (EVEN

, TKE TIME-AND-MATERIALS SERVICE IS FOR

GRAM AND BRING AUTHORIZED THIRD-PARTY MAIN-

BACKUPS, AND CD-ROM DRIVES. ALL ECLIPSE

*

IlPAIRS TO NONWARRANTV EQUIPMENT BILLED AT

TAINERS INTO THE PROCESS.

HARD DRIVES SOLD IN THE UNITED STATES AND

WARRANTY ON PARTS AND LABOR FOR ITS SCAN-

n -DAY ON-SITE EXTENDED WARRANTY

$140 PER

D-THREE-YEAR SERVICE, PRICED

lUIS PARTS.

HOUR, WITH A TWO-HOUR MINIMUM ,

TIIIRD PARTIFS

l TO EQUIPMENT. THE COST RANGES
)0 A YEAR TO COVER A NEXTsTATION

• CUSTOM SERVICE PROPOSALS ARE DIVIDED

15MB HARD DRIVE TO $18 60 FOR All

lITO THREE CATEGORIES, ALL PRICED ON AN INDI-

.. TWO 1.4GB DRIVES; AN OVER-50-

MICROTECH INTERNATIONAL HARDWARE IS COV-

BASIS: THE CUSTOM BID PROGRAM IS

MANUFACTURERS' POLICIES VARY AS WIDELY AS
THEIR EQUIPMENT. A SAMPLING:

HSD MICROCOMPUTER U.S. HAS A ONE-YEAR

CANADA ARE COVERED FOR FIVE YEARS; TWO

NERS. CUSTOMERS CAN CALL 800/828-5522

YEARS OVERSEAS. FULL-TIME TECHNICAL SUPPORT

AND SEND EQUIPMENT BACK FOR REPAIRS OR

IS ALSO AVAILABLE BY PHONE.

REPLACEMENT IF THE PROBLEM CAN'T BE FIXED
OVER THE PHONE. REPAIRS GENERALLY TAKE 48

*

CUBE ROUTE WILL SERVICE ITS HARDWARE FOR

TWO YEARS - AND CONTINUE TO ANSWER QUES-

HOURS. HSD IS CONSIDERING ADOPTING AN ONSITE POLICY TO EXTEND BEYOND THE FIRST YEAR.

FALL 1992
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UNDERSTANDING POSTSCRIPT, THIRD EDITION
DAVID A . HOUGANG,

USE THE . EDITDICT FACILITY TO MAKE KEYBOARD

$29.95

(SYBEX,

1992)

GWKIV@!TS.COM

SHORTCUTS FOR USE IN EDIT. SEE

RENDERMAN

EDIT'S USER DOCUMENTATION FOR DETAI LS.

1

THE REN DERMAN COMPANION

THE MATHEMATICA JOURNAL

$33.95
(ADDISON-WESLEY 1992)

800/288-1422

JOHN UPSTlLL,

LEAVE YOUR NEXT MACHINE ON AT ALL TIMES

NEXTwATCH JOURNAL

AND USE A SCREEN SAVER. THIS PUTS LESS STRESS ON
YOUR SYSTEM (AND ESPECIALLY YOUR HARD DRIVE) THAN
WOULD TURNING IT ON AND OFF.

2
TURN UP THE KEY REPEAT RATE IN
PREFERENCES SO YOUR CURSOR KEYS MOVE YO U

OBJECT-BASED COMPUTING

800/394-4487

Reading Room
The NeXT library is growing fast.
Here's a list of some of the books
and periodicals you'll need.

415/474-7803

UNIX AND MACH

EDITORS@SKYLEE.COM

THE DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF THE
4.3BSD UNIX OPERATING SYSTEM

Hired Guns

THE ApPWRAPPER

J. LEFFLER, M ARSHALL K. McKUSICI(,
MICHAEL J . KARELS, AND JOHN S. QUARTERMAN,
$42.95 (ADDISON-WESLEY, 1988)

SAMUEL

206/448-0845
PTHOMP@PAGET.COM

AROUND AT A REASONABLE CLIP.

UK NEXT NEWSLETTER

13
SAVE YOUR MONEY: DON'T BUY SURGE SUPPRESSORS
FOR YOUR NEXT. THEy'RE BUILT IN .

THE DESIGN OF THE UNIX OPERATING SYSTEM

BOOKS

J.

MAURICE

NEXTSTEP DEVELOPMENT

$60.00
1986)

B ACH,

(PRENTICE-HALL,

NIGELM@OHM. YORK.AC. UK

THE ART OF SCIENTIFIC COMPUTATION

14
USE

70%

ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL ON

RICHARD CRANDALL,

(SPRINGER-VERLAG, NOVEMBER

NEXTWEEK

GNU EMACS MANUAL

$42.95
1992)

44/904/43.23.74

RICHARD STALLMAN,

614/261-6833

$20.00

(FREE S OFTWARE FOUNDATION,

NEXTWEEK@KIWI. SWHS.OHIO-STATE.EDU

1987)

conON BALLS TO CLEAN YOUR SCEEN. THIS PRESERVES
THE GLARE COATING. USE THE SAME
CLEANER ON THE METAL ROLLERS OF YOUR MOUSE TO
KEEP IT TRACKING SMOOTHLY.

15
IF YOU'RE DRAGG ING'AND-DROPPING,
GET THE WINDOW YOU ARE DRAGGING FROM OUT OF

NEXTSTEP ApPLICATION PROGRAMMING

L. GARFINKEL AND MICHAEL MAHONEY,
$39.95 (SPRINGER-VERLAG, 1992)

SIMSON

L. GARFINKEL
$29.95 (O'REILLY &

SIMSON

AND G ENE SPAFFORD,
ASSOCIATES,

1991)

ANN WEINTZ,

PRINTED COPIES OF ALL ON-LINE DOCUMENTAl1Ol

"NEXT DEVELOPERS LIBRARY."

$39.95

(BOARDWALK PUBLISHING,

Doc: U i\\ E NTA 'I 10\
ARE AVAILABLE FROM ADDISON-WESLEY AS T1t£

WRITING NEXT PROGRAMS

NETWORKS
1991)

MANAGING UUCP AND USENET
GRACE TODINO AND TIM O'REILLY,

THE WAY BY HITIING
COMMAND AND THE DOWN ARROW AT THE SAME TIME .

PRACTICAL UNIX SECURITY

DISPLAY POSTSCRIPT

(O'REILLY

&

ASSOCIATES,

NEXT OPERATING SYSTEM SOFTWARE,

$24.95

$24.95

1989)

NEXTSTEP REFERENCE MANUAL,

$44.95

DISPLAY POSTSCRIPT PROGRAMMING

1
TRIPLE-(:LlCKING MOST APPLICATIONS

D AVID

A.

$24.95
1990)

H OUGANG,

(ADDISON-WESLEY,

WORDS . THIS KEEPS YOUR SELECTION CLEAN BY LINES.
IT GOES FASTER TOO.

PROGRAMMING THE DISPLAY POSTSCRIPT

NEXT DEVELOPMENT TOOLS ,

$26.95

S.

$50.00
1990)

QUARTERMAN,

(DIGITAL PRESS,

SOUND, MUSIC, AND SIGNAL PROCESSING

A NEXT COMPUTER: CONCEPTS,

(THE PURPLE BOOK)

$26.95
1992)

(ADDISON-WESLEY,

USERS' DIRECTORY OF COMPUTER NETWORKS

$36.00
1989)

TRACY LYNN LAQUEY,
(DIGITAL PRESS,

o.y

$19.95

SOUND, MUSIC, AND SIGNAL PROCESSING ON

A NEXT COMPUTER: REFERENCE,

$39.95

IN TERMINAL YOU CAN USE THE COPY AND
PASTE UNIX COMMANDS TO SEND THE OUTPUT TO THE
NEXT PASTEBOARD AND VICE VERSA. THAT WAY
YOU CAN HAVE THE OUTPUT FROM A UNIX COMMAND
AVAILABLE TO PASTE INTO WRITENow OR
MAKE THE TEXT OF A MAIL MESSAGE THE INPUT FOR

USING UUCP AND USENET

POSTSCRIPT

GRACE TODINO AND DALE DOUGHERTY,

POSTSCRIPT LANGUAGE PROGRAM DESIGN
(THE GREEN BOOK)

(O'REILLY

$24.95
(ADDISON-WESLEY, 1988)

18
ENABLE POP-UP MENUS AND FIND YOUR CURSOR VERY

POSTSCRIPT LANGUAGE REFERENCE MANUAL,

19
IF YOU HAVE A RESIZABLE SHELF AS A

A DRESSER DRAWER. USE ONE FOR PROGAMMING,
ONE FOR PROJECTS.

BOOKSTORES

WITH YOUR CREDIT CARD NUMBER, EXPIRATION
DATE, AND MAILING ADDRESS.

POSTSCRIPT LANGUAGE TUTORIAL
AND COOKBOOK (THE BLUE BOOK)

COMPUTER LITERACY BOOKS

$18.95
(ADDISON-WESLEY, 1986)

2590

ADOBE SYSTEMS,

REAL WORLD POSTSCRIPT
STEPHEN

F.

ROTH,

(ADDISON-WESLEY,

$22.95
1988)

SAN JOSE, CA 95131
408/435-1118
INFO@CLBOOKS.COM

QUANTUM BOOKS

4
JOHN

F.

$29.00
BROWN, 1992)

SHERMAN,

(WILLIAM C .

N. FIRST ST.

CAMBRIDGE CTR.

02142
617/494-5042

CAMBRIDGE, MA

QUANBOOK@WORLD.STD.COM

WINDOWS, ESPECIALLY IN LANDSCAPE FORMAT.

2

THE POSTSCRIPT FONT HANDBOOK
JONATHAN GROSVENOR, KAYE MORRISON,

IF YOU'RE CONNECTED TO THE NET VIA UUCP,
YOU CAN DETECT INCOMING READ

$24.95
1992)

UUQ -0 TO SELECTIVELY DELETE THEM .

DATABASe

F:

ANANCIAL

H:
I:

M:

G RAPHICS
HARDWARe
INTC8FACe DESIGN
MARKETING

N:

S OUND AND MUSIC

0:
P:

S CIENTIFIC
CUSTDM PIlOGRAMMING

Q:
R:

INTeRNATIONALIZATION

S:

S YSTeM ADMINISTRATION AND NETWC

T:
U:

UNIX

Q UAIdTY ASSURANCe

TRAINING AND SUPPORT

WEST

AlJN'TATIONS; L os ALAMOS, NM;

Where to Buy It
NeXT has dealers. Really, it does.h
just doesn't want us to publish a
of them for fear that other manufacturers will try to convert them!o
competitive products. At last coun~
NeXT claimed 70 value-added
dealers, 55 value-added resellers,5'
systems integrators, and 150 campus resellers in North America. So
how do you go about finding one~
Call 800/848-6398.

NEXTWORLD

(ADDISON-WESLEY,

800/755-6398

GLENN REID,

$22.95
1992)

JoE BARELLO; SAN FRANCISCO;
415/647-6398 5, C, P
PAUL B ROWN; L os ALAMOS, NM;

505/662-5698 H, S
JoHI; CHOI;

LAGUNA NIGUEL, CA;

714/363-1687 P, D
DtJROTflY COULTER; SAN JOSE, CA;

408/224-5549 P, 5 , U
DoiPHIN SOFTWARE; MOUNTAIN View. CA;

415/966-8919 D, U
WWAAj J. EDNeY; Los ALAMOS, CA;

505/662-0043 P, 5
JoHN,FeILER; MOUNTLAKE TERRACe, WA;

206/776-1656 5, C, P

NEXTWORLD@NEXTWORLD.COM

THINKING IN POSTSCRIPT

(ADDISON-WESLEY,

505/662-9497 R

PERIODICAl.S

AND ALEXANDRA PIM,

RECEIPTS BY USING THE UUQ COMMAND: UUQ ·L TO VIEW
OUTGOING MESSAGES AND

D:

ORDER MOST OF THE ABOVE BOOKS BY

ELECTRONIC MAIL FROM EITHER OF THE FOLLOW-

TAKING ADVANTAGE OF POSTSCRIPT
OUT OF THE WAY IN ORDER TO WORK ON DOCUMENT

You CAN

ING STORES. JUST E-MAIL THEM THE TITLE ALONG

20
IT'S TRULY USEFUL TO SLIDE THE DOCK DOWN

D TP ANO POSTSCRIPT
CONNeCTIVITY

1989)

$28.95
(ADDISON-WESLEY, 1990)

ADOBE S YSTEMS,

WORKSPACE PREFERENCE, YOU CAN PUT STUFF IN IT,
SHRINK IT AGAIN, AND THEN USE IT LIKE

$21.95

SECOND EDITION (THE RED BOOK)

QUICKLY. THIS IS ESPECIALLY USEFUL IF YOU
HAVE A NEXTDIMENSION WITH TWO SCREENS .

ASSOCIATES,

c:

APPLICA TION SOFTWARE

ADOBE SYSTEMS,

A UNIX COMMAND .

IF YOU TEND TO LOSE TRACK, YOU CAN

&

A:
B:

G:

AND CONFERENCING SYSTEMS WORLDWIDE

SYSTEM WITH NEXTSTEP

ADOBE SYSTEMS,

17

THE MATRIX: COMPUTER NETWORKS

JOHN

HIGHLIGHTS THE ENTIRE LINE. IF YOU THEN DRAG DOWN,
YOUR SELECTION ADVANCES BY LINES INSTEAD OF

This is an unverified list 0
offering their services to tb
community. The informat
been provided by the con~
themselves and NeXTWC
in no way endorses any of
The code indicates their pl
area(s) of expertise. Name
organized alphabetically, e
by firm or individual.

FoRI/JITY MARKETING CONSULTING,

THIS SPACE INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK.
NEXTWORLD EXTRA

FoREST KNOLLS, CA;

415/488-9142 M

800/755-6398
EXTRA@NEXTWORLD. COM

HARVIE S. GRiffiTH; AUSTIN,
512/250-1890 P

TX;
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SIMSON00001082

£90 ~OOOONOSV\lIS

M.

:0 C OMPUTING

OTTO GYGAX; BLODGETT, OR;

TODO

448 7

503/453-4149 S, H, N

505/662-9444 U, S

SWAN; L os ALAMOS, NM;

P ERKINS;

J OSEPH CHIN; VANCOUVER, BC;

604/8 79-6830 D, T

61 7/547-1 91 7 P, I, e

M TiCA J OURNAL

1422

INHERENT TECHNOLOGIES; P ORTLAND, O R ;

PAUL VERKET; MANHATTAN B EACH, CA;

503/224-9454 D, S

310/546-3086 U

INTEGRE TECHNICAL PUBLISHING;

ALUR VISHWANATH; H OUSTON;

ALBUQUERQUE, NM;

713/363-0671 P

7803

COOEX SOFTWARE D EVELOPMENT;

T. P YRROS; NEWARI<,
302/657-9303 S , e

CHRISTOS

505/271-2120 B

J OURNAL

D E;

ALBERT PARK, VIC , AUSTRALIA;

e

61/3/696.67.57 P,

RDR; WASHINGTON, D C;

A LAN D IBB; INVERMERE, BC;

703/591-8713 D

604/342-6596 0

ANDREW VYRROS; SAN FRANCISCO;
D OUGLAS P. KENT; SEATTLE;

rYLEE.COM

415/ 626-71 44 G

206/325-7870 P

Hired Guns

4PPER

0845

offering their services to the N eXT
community. The information has
been provided by the consultants
thellllselves and NeXTW ORLD

IEWSLETTER

74

M. YORK.AC. UK
(

in no way endorses any of them.

6833
KIWI. SWHS. OHIO-STATE. EDU

OCU~IENTATION
PIES OF ALL ON-LINE

D OCUMENTATIO ~

The code indicates their primary
area(s) of expertise. Names are
organized alpha betically, either
by firm or individual.

415/566-3028 e, D

206/285-5320 P, H

. REFERENCE M ANUAL,

LOPMENT TOOLS,

$44.95

$26.95

ISIC, AND S IGNAL P ROCESSING ON
MPUTER: C ONCEPTS,

$1 9.95

ISIC, AND SIGNAL PROCESSING ON
MPUTER: REFERENCE,

$39 .95

206/865-0071 N, D

303/484-7606 S, N

FEDERICO H EINZ; B ERLIN;

49/30/784.98.64 S , P

CAROL WESTBERG; H ANOVER, N H ;

INSTEP MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS;
VANCOUVER, BC;

604/872-7116 p,e

JEFF WISHNlE; SAN FRANCISCO;
CHARLES

C.

415/497-6892 P , T, S

L LOYD;

W HETSTONE; L EXINGTON, K Y;

THE WOOOLANDS, TX;

606/273-1752 P

NiCOLE !{AIYAN;

713/363·9001 P

A BBOTSFORD, VI C, A USTRALIA;

EAST

6 1/3/417.22.90 P , A

H AROLD L ONGBOTHAM;

MIDWEST

SAN ANTONIO, TX;

KEN ANDERSON; STAMFORD, C T;

512/691-5518 0 , P

203/967-8305 S

MIKE MAHONEY; L os A NGELES;

R OBERTO ARROCHA; CHARLOTTE, NC;

31 0/985-1 550 T

703/554-9673 F

STEVE M AYS; A pPLE VALLEY, CA;

B& W SOFTWARE; MORETOWN, VT;

61 9/240-3804 S, I

802/496-511 3 P, e

THOR-L EE L EGVOLD; FANTOFT, NORWAY;
JOHN N. ALEGRE; ST. PAUL , MN;

47/5/21.24.59 S, B

61 2/699-2709 S , P
PAUL LYNCH; LONDON;
J OHN BARTLEY; S T. CHARLES, M O;

APPLICATION SOFTWARE
DTP AND P OS TSCRIPT

MICHAEL McNABB; SAN FRANCISCO;

THOMAS BAI<ER; D URHAM, N H ;

C:

CONNECTIVITY

415/695-9684 P, N

603/743-4987 P

44/4 94/67.15.01 S, P

F:
G:
H:
I:

MERK INFORMATION SYSTEMS;
C OMPARE TECHNOLOGIES;

ZURICH, SWITZERLANO;

SCHAUMBURG, I L ;

41/1/272.22.62 F, P, D

708/31 0-1707 T, P, D
NIGHTSHADE S OFTWARE;

0: DATABASE

T. FOSTER; M IDOLETON,
608/836-0631; M, P

A NDREW

FINANCIAL

STEVEN MUNT; TORRANCE, CA;

BLACI< MARKET TECHNOLOGIES;

GRAPHICS

310/791-1 052 F

NEW YORK;

718/522-5090 P, F, S

HAROWARE
IwrERFACE D ESIGN

ALEX D UONG NGHIEM; AUSTIN, TX;

M:

MARKETING

51 2/343-1111

N:
0:
P:

SoUND AND M USIC

Q:
R:

QUALITY ASSURANCE

P

ScIENTlRC

ONyX SYSTEMS; FORT W ORTH, TX;

CUSTOM P ROGRAMMING

817/432-91 07 P
J.

EzRA GOLOMAN; NAPERVILLE, I L ;

BERNHARD NOCKER;

708/505-9100 I

SALZBURG, A USTRIA;

43/662/80.44.67.50 U, S
61 2/223-8474 D

M ICHAEL B RANTON; DELAND, FL ;

21 6/362-8592 P

s: S YSTEM ADMINISTRATION AND NETWORKING

SANDY, U TAH;

ERIC CELESTE; BOSTON;

T:

TRAINING AND S UPPORT

8 01/944-4329 P

6 17/484-5040 I

U:

UNIX
P DH; SAN JOSE, CA ;

NICHOLAS CHRISTOPHER;

408/428-9596 S , I, D

JACKSON H EIGHTS, NY;

J EFF P IPER; MASON, MI;

718/478-0475 P, F

517/676-5 72 5 S , P

J OHN LANDWEHR; E VANSTON, IL ;

e

415/949-4989 U, F, T

las dealers. R eally, it does. It
sn't want us to publish a list
for fear that other m anus will try to convert them to
rive products. A t last connr,
laimed 70 value-added

415/64 7·6398 S,

55 value-added resellers, 50
integrators, and 150 cam-

.:08/224-5549 P, S , U

707/795-3758 P, U

BROWN; Los ALAMOS, N M ;

503/581-1442 0 , P

LAGUNA NiGUEL, CA;

31 3/572-1779 P, I

713/872-6776 I

SAN J OSE, CA;

M ASOUD SALEHI-S EDEH; H OUSTON;

DMR GROUP; WELLESLEY, MA ;

BILL ROTH; M ADISON, WI;

617/237-0 087 B, G, U

608/251-32 44 S

E LECTRONIC DIRECTIONS; NEW YORK;

SOFTWARE CLEARING H OUSE;

212/213-6500 P, B

C INCINNATI;

KARSTEN THYGESEN;

513/579-0455 S, D

AALBORG, D ENMARK;

DAVID J. FERRERO; H ARTFORO,
203/429-4695 P

45/98/12.42.59 P, e

CT;
TECH WARE; ELGIN, IL;

708/888-3892 I
A NTHONY

G.

415/966-8919 D, U

)/848-6398 .

505/662·0043 P, S

SARATOGA SPRINGS, NY;

P ETER U RKA ; A NN ARBOR, MI;

518/587-6103 N, E

313/747-8610 P

31/20/686 .95.02 I

61 7/2 52-0088 P
INTERNATIONAL

21 2/226-5 0 03 B

FoREsT KNoLLS, CA ;

415/488-9142 M

/lAiME S.

972/2/61 .0 7.85 S, U
J OHN M OCNlK; NORTH B RUNSWICI<, N J ;

WA;

MIKE SHEBNEK; R IVERSIDE, CA;

908/821-4 749 D, S, F

THOMAS B URKHOLDER;

E. MOORE; NEW
212/420-0118 P

604/732-3149 S, P

71 4/924-4230 T
PHILIP SMITH; SAN FRANCISCO;

VANCOUVER, BC;

512/250-1890 P

YORI<;

415/931-9283 P, U
A NOREW STONE; ALBUQUERQUE, NM;

GRIFRTH; AUSTIN, TX;

SHMUEL BROWNS; J ERUSALEM, ISRAEL;

505/662-5619 P

MICHAEL

/(NW/fY MARKETING CONSULTING,

J OHN P. WA LSH; VANCOUVER, B C;

6 04/879-5448 N

L IGHT P RINTING; NEW YORK;
SCOTT SHATTUCK; L os A LAMOS, NM;

D IEDERIC VLAMINGS; AMSTEROAM,
THE NETHERLANDS;

41 5/368-5124 I

~1uw.1 J. EDNEY; Los ALAMOS, CA ;

i:Jw filLER; MOUNTLAI<E TERRACE,
206/776-1656 S , e, P

CARLOS SALINAS; R EDWOOD CITY, CA;

ANDREW T YLDESLEY; H AMILTON, ON T;

41 6/575-8197 P, G

H OLLAND;

ROBERT LA FERLA; CAMBRIDGE, MA ;

llers in N orth America. So
yo u go about finding one?

GIDEON TEARLEL; OXFORD, E NGLAND;

44/865/2 7.22.77 B , P

713/6 61-0926 I

Dou>HIN SomVARE; M OUNTAIN VIEW, CA;

BILL SCHELL; H ONG KONG;

852/666.55.06 S , e

H ARSHA R . RAO; H OUSTON;

714;363-1687 P, D

00Ii01HY COULTER;

GREGOR N. PURDY; YPSILANTI, MI;

201/420-1 084 T, S, D

TIM PUGH; SALEM, O R ;

505/662·5698 H, S
JcH/I CHOI;

JAMES CORNACCHIA ; JERSEY CITY, NJ;

THOMAS POFF; R OHNERT PARK, CA ;

e, P

GARY R ITCHIE; E DMONTON, A L B;

403/433-3963 S , P

R ICHARO P LEVIN; L os ALTOS, CA ;

SAN FRANCISCO ;

GIANFRANCO P OCECAI; MILAN, ITALY;

39/2/55.00.63.85 P, S

P ENCOM; AUSTIN, TX ;

1« BARmo;

P IXELUTlON; L ONDON;

44/462/43.40. 2 9 G, P
708/864-7811

505/662-9497 R

LYL E D . PARKYN; VANCOUVER, BC;

6 04/324-3311 S, I
J IM K IRALY; CLEVELAND;

PANZITTA, P.E. ;

51 2/343-1111 S , P

E DMONTON, A L B;

403/433-3963 P

INTEGRITY SOLUTIONS; M INNEAPOLIS;

904/736-1 793 S , P, e
MICHAEL

INTERNATIONALIZATION

W I;

B LA CKSMITH; WASHINGTON, D C;

703/524-614 7 S, P

AlllPrAnoNs; Los A LAMOS, NM;

SPACE INTENTIONAUY LEFT BLANK.

VN P SOFTWARE; CAMBRIDGE, M A;

617/864-6768 D

603/643-2082 M

A:
B:

WEST

to Buy It

43/222/523.68.74 U, S, I

314/928-6913 S, D, B

IELOPERS LIBRARY. "

$24.95

O TTO H AINZL; VIENNA, A USTRIA;

703/834-5000 S, P

BRIAN WILLOUGHBY; BELLEVUE, WA ;
LtVEWARE; FORT COLLINS, CO;

ILE FROM ADDISON-W ESLEY AS THE

ATiNG S YSTEM S OFTWARE,

TA S C ; WASHINGTON, D C;

D ANIEL WAYNE; SAN FRANCISCO;
MARKUS LANKEIT; SEATTLE;

This is an unverified list of those

GET. COM

~e

L.

CAMBRIDGE, MA ;

;OM

~3 . 23.

CHARLES

PAUL CHERNETT;
CATHERINE PAVLOV; NEW YORK;

COLCHESTER, ENGLAND;

718/243-0049 U, T

44/206/87.20.48 U, S

505/34 5-480 0 I, P
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SOMETIMES NEXT MAIL WITH NO ENCLOSED FILES

~~ ~

SHOWS ENCLOSURES DUE TO BOLDING OR UNDERLINING.
To SIMPLIFY THE MESSAGE, HIT THE NEXT M AIL
BunON TWICE TO CONVERT IT INTO A SCII AND THEN
BACK INTO A NICE FONT WITHOUT MESSY ENCLOSURES.

..

LARGE MAIL MESSAGES CAN TAKE A LONG

................ .

TIME TO IMAGE. IF YOU WANT TO DELETE ONE TO AVOID

CLIC KING IT AGAIN BY MISTAKE ,
HIGHLIGHT IT BY SHIFT-(;lICKING AND THEN DELETE IT.

2
To SAVE TI ME WHEN COPYING A LARGE NUMBER OF ALES
ONTO flOPPIES , MAKE A. FOLDER IN YOUR

HOME DIRECTORY, LINK THE FILES TO IT, AND THEN DRAG
THE FOLDER ONTO THE flOPPY.

2SJ
LEAVE AN OPENING ON YOUR DOC K AND
PLACE A MINIATURIZED
WORKSPACE MANAGER THERE FOR EASY ACCESS.

IF YOU HAVE A COLOR MONITOR, TURN IT
OFF WHEN YOU ' RE FINISHED WORKING - EVEN IF YOU

LEAVE YOUR MACHINE ON .

IF YOU HAVE AN NEC MONITOR WITH
BOTH BNC AND SUB-D CONNECTORS, YOU CAN USE IT
FOR BOTH A NEXT AND A MAC BY
USING A SWITCH TO MOVE BETWEEN PLATFORMS.

To COPY AND PASTE GRAPHIC IMAGES, OPEN
A RICH TEXT WINDOW ( COMMAND-SHIFT-R) IN EDIT FOR
THE BEST RESULTS.

USE Scon HESS'S T IMEMoN

Good Connect ions
Beware: An on-line connection is a
continuous itream of tips, tricks,
software, and juicy rumors. You'll
be very busy. But you'll also be getting the most from your NeXT.
First, take a look at what's out
there (see the table below) . At one
extreme are the simplest systems,
such as the Boston Computer Society's bulletin board (BBS)_You'll use
a modem and telecommunications
software to exchange messages with
other BBS users. Further along the
continuum, some BBS services such as The WELL - are connected
to the Internet, a planetary computer
network that allows you to send
text-based mail worldwide.
If you can send mail across the
Internet, you can receive files from
mail-based archive servers and participate in broadcast-ma il discussions

(see "Mailing Lists"). Some BBS services bring you into the worldwide
Usenet discussions, also known as
"net news" (see "News Groups").
But BBS connections to Usenet are
often clumsy; most NeXT users prefer to set up a UUCP connection to
an Internet hub service. For ultimate
on-line sophistication, hook up to
the Internet using a dial-up Internet
Protocol (IP).

MAILING LISTS
IF YOU'RE FEELING LONELY, A MAILING LIST IS SU RE TO
OVERFLOW YOUR MAILBO X WITH INTERESTING TIDBITS 0Ii
YOUR FAVORITE TOPICS.

ADOBE ILLUSTRATOR
JCHIN@WCRAFT. WIMSEY.BC . CA

AFS NEXT
INFO-AFS-REQUEST@TRANSARC.COM

BERKELEY MATH SOFTWARE GROUP
NB@CS.STANFORD.EDU

Know Your Neigl

DATAPHILE
DATAPHILE-REQUEST@MCS.ANL.GOV

EXECUTOR
EXECUTOR-REQUEST@ICTY.COM

FRAM EMAKER
FRAMERS-REQUEST@DRD.COM

ICON

Introducing . .. The Comrr
up to you. User groups are
and Canada, by state or pn
able, we included e-mail ad

NEXT-ICON-REQUEST@BMT.GUN. COM

NEWS GROUPS

IMPROV
THESE ARE JUST A FEW OF THE NEWS GROUPS THAT MAY

ASIA j PACIFlt

IMPROV-REQUEST@CALVIN. TAMU. EDU

BE OF INTEREST TO N EXT USERS. USENET ADDS AND

AUSTRALIA

JAPANESE

DELETES OVER 200 GROUPS DAILY, PROVIDING THE MOST

OZNEXT; M ELBO
OzNEXT; VICTOR

NEXT-NIHONGO-REQUEST@PINOKO. BERKELEY.ED

COMPREHENSIVE LIST OF TOPICS WORLDWIDE. IF YOU

OZNEXT; LA TRC

MATHEMATICA

HAVE A PARTICULAR INTEREST - SKIING OR FOLK MUSIC ,

OzN EXT; P ERTH;

MATHGROUP-REQUEST@YODA.PHYSICS. UNC.EDU

TO NAME BUT TWO - CHEC K YOUR NEWS READER ' S

HONG KONG

Q UARRY BAY; E DI

NETWORK MANAGEMENT

LOOKUP MODE FOR A LIST OF AVAILABLE GROUPS .

JAPAN

NEXHAB-REQUEST@CS.UBC.CA

NEXUS ; TOKYO;

NEXT-MANAGERS-REQUEST@STOLAF.EDU

G ENERAL N EXT FEEDBACK

NEXT MUSIC

COMP.SYS.NEXT.ANNOUNCE

KOREA (SOUTH)
M ALAYSIA
SINGAPORE

NEXTMUS/C-REQUEST@WRI . COM

P RODUCT ANNOUNCEMENTS AND
COMMUNITY NOTICES

TAIWAN

NUGGET NEWS

TwNUG; H SINCH

AU STRIA

VIENNA; MARTIN 1

PUBLISHING

F OR-SALE AND WANT ADS

SALZBURG; BERNI

PUBLISH-REQUEST@CHRON .COM

COMP.SYS.NEXT. M ISC

BELGIUM

SINT-NiKLMS;

SNUG-REQUEST@WHITEWATER.CHEM . WISC .EDU

COM P. SYS . NEXT. PROGRAMMER

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

P ROGRAMMING ISSUES

COMMONWEALTH OF
INPEPENDENT STATES M oscow; SEVRIO
DENMARK
NEXTIDK; AARHU

NEXTCOMM-REQUEST@MARBLE.COM

CDMP.SYS.NEXT.SOFTWARE

UK-NEXT-USERS-REQUEST@OHM . YORK.AC.UK

COMP.SYS.NEXT.SYSADMIN

D KN U G; AALBOR
B ANIA; AALBORG;

UNITED KINGDOM

USER DISCUSSIONS, HINTS , AND TIPS

AN LAND
FRANCE

FUN; EsPOo; TIM
B ENNUG; STRASI
FANG; M ONTPELL,

NEXT-UK·USERGROUPS-REQUEST@ASMEC.CO.UK

SYSTEM ADMINISTRATION ISSUES

M. GERARD

NICE; KJARTAN E N
PARIS; FREDERIC f

GERMANY

BOnLENECKS IN YOUR WORKFLOW, AND
Providor

Cost
per month

Connect
charges

Internet
mail

WATCHING THAT WINDOW. KEEP IT ON YOUR DOCK.

LAURE

H UBERT DELAHAYE
NANG; G RAVIGNY,

FROM THE ARCHIVES TO TRACK CPU USAGE, IDENTIFY

FIND OUT WHEN MAJOR TASKS HAVE FINISHED WITHOUT

RA

RAN SART; J.M \

SNUG (SCIENCE)

ANYTHING THAT ISN ' T APPROPRIATE ELSEWHERE

65/

EUROPE

NUGGET-REQUEST@NEXT.COM

COMP.SYS.NEXT.MARKET

K ELVIN TAN;

N C TU-NUG; H S/'

NEXT·PROG-REQUEST@CPAC. WASHINGTON.EDU

H ARDWARE ISSUES

OSAKA UNIVERSIT
SEOUL; S OONAM
P ITALING JAYA; TI
S N G; PAUL WANI

NEXT PROGRAMMERS

COMP.SYS.NEXT.HARDWARE

!

NNU G; KANAGAY

NEXT MANAGERS
COMP.SYS. NEXT.ADVOCACY

N . T. ; B ILL SCHEI

Local
topics

Usenet
news groups

Access to
itp & telnet

UUCP for
NeXTmail

SLIp, PPP
and CSLlP

T1 (1.5MB)
per year

Local
service area

G E N E US; H ANNC
H ANNOVER; MARTI
BENG; B ERLIN;

Infonnation

Iv

NOG ENUG ; O LDE
BLACK FOREST; B ,

HAVE FRAMEMAKER (OR ANY OTHER

BCS

$39/ yr

none

" S LOW-BOOTER " ) BOOT AT LOGIN, SINCE IT lAKES SO

BIX

$ 39/qtr

$ 3/hr

CompuServe

$7.95

none

LONG TO BOOT WHEN YOU NEED IT.

31
ACTIVATE THE ARCHIVE BOX IN MAIL'S
P REFERENCES SO THAT A COPY OF ALL YOUR OUTGOING

$35/ mo

$2.4 5/hr

Anterior

t
$10 / mo

GUN
Portal

$35

$1 .95/hr

NetCom

$19.50

none

MV

$2Ihr

Panix

$10

none

4151328·5615

DORTMUND; M ARC

MA

617/ 252-0600

NEK ST; STUTTGA'
H EIDELBERG; GRE(

U.S.

800/227-2983

U.S.

800/848-8199

NY

718/260-9848

t

CA

4081973-9111

$25

CA

408/554-8649

$7Imo 1hr

NH

6031429-2223

$9

NY

7181965·3168
6Ufl39-0202

The World

$5

$2

MA

3 ,

The WELL

$10

$2

CA

4 151332-4335

WHEN REPLYING TO MAIL, FORWARD THE

HARIiNet

ORIGINAL WITH IT SO PEOPLE WON'T LOSE TRACK OF THE

TOPIC AFTER A DAY OR TWO.

3
PUT AN EMPTY WINDOW FROM OFTEN-USED
APPLICATIONS AT THE BonOM OF YOUR SCREEN AND lEAVE

$2Ihr

4151725-1790

$25O/ mo

CO

303127-3-3471

$250/mo·

$15,GOO

CA

619/455-3900

$ 150/ 6Ohrs

$6000

NC

9191248-1999

$20

$5/hr

CONCERT

$30

none

$25/mo

$29

none

$25/mo

$175/mo

$300lyr

t

PSI
UUNET (toll-free)
UUNET (local)

$48OIyr

UUN£T {foreign}

$4321yr

/k:trix

2061562-3000

$10,000

NorthWest Net

£10/ mo

Gold
SALLY C HEW, KRISTIN D YER,

CA

$19,GOO

CERfNet

Dircon

TH IS REPORT WAS C(JMPILED BY

$5200

$2Ihr

ONLY THE TITLE BAR SHOWING. You CAN CLICK
ON THE BAR TO QUICKLY M AKE THE APPLICATION ACTIVE .

$2500/yr
none

Colorado SuperNet

$250

$30,000

$24,000

U.s.

7031620-6651

U_S.

7031204-8000

U.S.

N~XTWORLD

GREECE
HUNGARY
IRELAND
ISRAEL
ITALY

IOANNIS KOUTSELA,
A CADEMY OF SCIEA
D UBLIN; KEVIN

Mc

YIN; JERUSALEM; :
UNIVERSITA' DEGLI

B oNG ; MODENA; ,

M ACEDONIA
NETHERLANDS

SKOPUE; KDTEVSJ(
EINDHOVEN; FRANC

N O W ; A MSTERD. .

NORWAY
POLAND
PORTUGAL
SLOVENIA
SPAIN

NQRN EXT; BERGEI
WARSAW; JANUSZ

I

LiSBONUG; LiSBOI
LrUBUANA; IGOR r,
MAORID; JAVIER

Po

BILBAO; M ARISA FE

SWEDEN
SWITZERLAND

SNA G; STOCKHOLA
B ASEL; FLORIAN

Gl

NiCE ; ZURICH;

MA

UNITED KINGDOM

7031204-8000

GNASH ; SHEFF/ELL
U NIVERSITY OF YORI

7031204-8000
U.K.

info@dircon.aul

Gennany

cs@gold.sub.oit

OXFORD; PAUL BEAI
NOTTINGHAM B ULLE

QUEENS UNIVERsm
COMPuSERVE NEXi
U NIVERSITY OF YORI
UO E NUG; COLCHE

NZ$721mo

NZ $ 721mo

New Zeala nd paul@actrix.geu
Switzerland

Ixgch

CANADA

41/61/811.56.31

AiDERTA

CLUB NEXT; CALGA

ALL PRICES LISTED ARE THE LOWEST IN THE CATEGORY AND MAY BE SUBJECT TO RESTRICTIONS. PRICES DO NOT INCLUDE HARDWARE OR START-UP COSTS. SERVICE AREAS AND

CALGARY; GASTON (

LINES VARY. PLEASE CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION. LiSTINGS IN SHADED AREA ARE INTERNET BACI(BONES AND LISTINGS IN ITALICS ARE OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES.

N EON; E DMONTON,

*CURRENTLY AVA/LABLE

28

R UHR U NIVERSITY;
MUC-NUG; MUNI
N U K; KARLSRUHE,

P RILlY; DAN/EL ALL

S IMSON GARFINKEL , D ANIEL MILES KEHOE,
D AN LAVIN, AND DAN R UBY.

NEXTFRIENDS; HAl

HAMBURG; ARNE :.

$SO/ mo

MAIL GOES AUTOMATICALLY INTO A SPECIAL
OUTGOING.MBOX.

CA

t AVAILABLE SOON

FALL 1992

SIMSON00001084

g90 ~OOOONOSV\lIS

SIMON FRASER GROUP; WEST VANCOUVER; RORY GIBSON; 604/922-5643
V-NUS; UBC; VANCOUVER; ROBERT WONG, JR.; 604/322-6918
V-NUS; VANCOUVER; BOB BAJWA; 604/822-2928
WINNIPEG; RICHARD TILLEY; 204/474-9738
ST. JOHN'S; MEMORIAL UNIVERSITY; TIM SEIFERT; TSEIFERT@MORGAN.UCS.MUN.CA
NS2;HAlIFAX; CHRISTOPHER MAJKA; 902/425-3725
BEDFORD; TODD ROSE; 902/835-1028
TANG; TORONTO; DAN O'CONNELL; 416/365-1899
UGNUG; GUELPH; MICHAEL ELLIS; 519/824-4120
UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN ONTARIO; LONDON; FRANK VANDONGEN; 519/858-0817
NEXTACTIVE; NEPEAN; KEVIN FORD; 613/2254842
MACNUG; HAMILTON; PASCAL GAUDETTE; 416/525-9140 EXT. 3184
SUDBURY; ANDRE ROBERGE; ANDRE@GOLLUM.PHYS.LAURENTIAN.CA
MONTREAL NEXT; ROBERT PAULHUS; 514/939-0382
MCGILL UNIVERSITY; MDNIREAL; PETER DEUTSCH; 514/398-3709

A ILI NG LI ST S
IG LONELY, A MAILING LIST IS SURE TO
MAILBOX WITH INTERESTING TIDBITS ON

OPICS.

•

TOR

:RAFT. WIMSEY.BC.CA
'EQUEST@TRANSARC.COM
SOFTWARE GROUP

IANFORD. EDU

Know Your Neighbors

-REQUEST@MCS.ANL.GOV
-REQUEST@!CTV.COM
~EQUEST@DRD.COM

'-REQUEST@BMT.GUN.COM

Introducing ... The Community, in all its international glory. The rest is
up to you. User groups are listed by country and, in the United States
and Canada, by state or province. Where phone numbers weren't available, we included e-mail addresses.
ASIA/PACIFIC

:QUEST@CALVIN.TAMU.EDU

AUSTRALIA
'NGO-REQUEST@PINOKO.BERKELEY.ED
JP-REQUEST@YODA.PHYSICS.UNC.EDU
IGEMENT

HONG KONG
JAPAN

~EQUEST@CS. UBC.CA

IS

4GERS-REQUEST@STOLAF.EDU
C-REQUEST@WRI.COM

KOREA (SOUTH)
MALAYSIA
SINGAPORE
TAIWAN

IMERS

l-REQUEST@CPAC.WASHINGTON.EDU

OzNEXT; MElBOURNE; PAUL DAVIS; 61/3/344.53.97
OZNEXT; VICTORIA; BRETT ADAM; 61/3/696.24.90
OzNEXT; LA TROBE; NICOLE KAIYAN; NICOLEK@LATCS1.LAT.OZ.AU
OZNEXT; PERTH; KEVIN MclsMC; KEVIN@PYRMANIA.PYRAMIO.COM.AU
N. T.; BILL SCHELL; 852/666.84.12
QUARRY BAY; EDWIN TAM; 852/565.20.11
NEXus; TOKYO; KAzUNORI SHIOYA; 81/3/33.57.93.61
NNUG; KANAGAWA; TETSUJIRO YASUSHI; 81/468/59.31.62
OSAKA UNIVERSITY; MR. OGIHARA; OGIHARA@RD. ECIP.OSAKA~U.AC.JP

SEOUL; SOONAM KAHNG; 82/2/51 .62.31
PETALING JAYA; THOMAS LEE; 60/3/791.68.88
KELVIN TAN; 65/278.78.88
SNG; PAUL WANG; 65/288.41.84
TwNUG; HSINCHU; 886/7/711.45.40 (TAIWAN), 213/470.96.85 (U.S.)
NCTU-NuG; HS/NCHU; 886/35/71.21.21 EXT. 4410

EUROPE

EQUEST@NEXT.COM
'EQUEST@CHRON.COM

AUSTRIA

VIENNA; MARTIN LAUBACH; NEXT@RUBLE.FML.TUWfEN.AC.AT

BElGIUM

SALZBURG; BERNHARO NOCKER; 43/662/80.44.67.50
SINT-NlKLAAS; RAF SCHIETEKAT; 32/3/776.30.39
RAN SART; J.M VASSART; 32/71/34.05.05

E)
'UEST@WHITEWATER.CHEM .Wlse.EDU
mONS

~-REQUEST@MARBLE.COM
~

ISERS-REQUEST@OHM. YORK.AC. UK
ISERGROUPS-REQUEST@ASMEC.CO.UK

COMMONWEALTH OF
INDEPENDENT STATES Moscow; SEVRIOUKOV VLADIMIR ANATOUEVICH; 7/95/200.25.68
DENMARK
NEXTIDK; AARHUS; BRIAN MAYOH; BMAYOH@DAIMI.MU.DK
DKNUG; AALBORG; KARSTEN THYGESEN; 45/98/12.42.59
BANIA; AALBORG; ERICK HERRING; 45/98/10.92.57
ANLAND
FUN; Espoo; TlMO VENDElIN; 358/0/45.61
FRANCE
BENNUG; STRASBOURG; BENNANI KAMAL; 33/88/41.64.14
FANG; MONTPEllIER; THIERRY CHARLES; 33/67/64 .07.97
M.GERARD LAURENT; VAUCRESSON; NICOLAS@BORA.INRIA.FR

HUBERT DELAHAYE; LlVRY-GARGAN; 33/1/49.63.82.07
NANG; GRAVIGNY; CHRISTOPHE JANDT; 33/1/33.80.00.23
NICE; KJARTAN EMILSSON; 33/93/52.98.36
PARIS; FREDERIC PRALONG; 33/1/40.60.78.36
GENEUS; HANNOVER; MATHIAS PRUESTEL; MP@AUGUR.HAN.OE
HANNOVER; MARTIN ORTLEPP; 49/511/42.12.78
BENG; BERLIN; MATTHIAS KLOSE; 49/30/772.24.56
NOGENUG; OLDENBURG; GERHARD MOElLER; 49/441/755.20
BLACK FOREST; BAIERSBRONN; HEINZ CONRAD; 49/7442/76.54

GERMANY

5MB) I.o<:al
ar
seMlice area

Infonnalion

CA

4151328-5615

DORTMUND; M ARCUS BRUGGEMANN; MARCUS@AMG.DE

MA

617/252-0600

U.S.

8001227·2983

NEKST; STUTTGART; MICHAEL HAEUPTLE; 49/7154/164.42
HEIDELBERG; GREGOR HDFFLEIT; 49/6221/56.27. 71
NEXTFRIENDS; HAMBURG; MARTIN IMBECK; 49/40/87.44.36

U.S.

800/848-8199

HAMBURG; ARNE SCHROEDER; ASCHROEDER@OART.OE

NY

7181260-9848

CA

4081973·9111

CA

4081554-8649

NH

6031429-2223
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UUBUANA ; IGOR TAVCAR; 38/61/27.21.46
MADRID; JAVIER POVES; 34/1/397.45.73
BILBAO; MARISA FERNANDEZ; 34/4/464.77.00 EXT. 2536
SNAG; STOCKHOLM; BJORN BACKLUNO; 46/8/612.89.95
BASEL; FLORIAN GUTZWILLER; 41/61/312.20.50
NICE; ZURICH; MARCEL WALDVOGEL; 41/1/311.89.03
PRILLY; DANIEL ALLGOEWER; 41/21/25.80.07
OXFORD; PAUL BEAUMONT; 44/844/283.32
NOTTINGHAM BULLETING BOARD; 44/602/45.54.44
GNASH; SHEFFIELD; MALCOLM CRAWFORD; 44/742/76.85.55 EXT. 5577
UNIVERSITY OF YORK; NIGEl METHERINGHAM; 44/904/43.23.74
QUEENS UNIVERSITY; BELFAST; RON PERROTT; 44/232/24.51.33
COMPUSERVE NEXT FORUM UK SYSOP; BUCKS; PAUL LYNCH; 44/94/67.15.01
UNIVERSITY OF YORI(; IAN STEPHENSON; 44/904/43.00.00 EXT. 2381
UOENUG; COLCHESTER; PAUL CHERNETT; 44/206/87.20.48

CANADA

411611811.56.35

IP COSTS. SERVICE AREAS AND DIRECT-Ollt
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SWEDEN
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NORNEXT; BERGEN; THOR-LEE LEGVOLD; 47/5/54.42.14
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POLAND
PORTUGAL
SlOVENIA
SPAIN

7031204-8000

RUHR UNIVERSITY; BOCHUM; MARTIN LAOES; 49/234/700.79.94
MUC-NUG; MUNICH; BORIS BAERMICHL; 49/89/580.29.53
NUK; KARLSRUHE; BERND WIW; 49/721/965.43.10
10ANN/S KOUTSELAS; 10K@THESEAS.NTUA.GR
ACADEMY OF SCIENCES; BUDAPEST; DR. LAszLO KOVACS; 36/1/129.78.61
DUBLIN; KEVIN Mc DONNELL; 353/1/325.02
YIN; JERUSALEM; SHMUEL BROWNS; 972/2/61 .07.85
UNIVERSITA' DEGLI STUD!; MILAN; G/ANFRANCO POCECA/; 39/2/757.52.44
BoNG; MODENA; ARRIGO BENEDETTlI; 39/59/22.49.29
SKOPUE; KOTEVSKI CANE; 38/91/42.28.22

CLUB NEXT; CALGARY; V,NCE DEMARCO; 403/274-4002
CALGARY; GASTON GROISMAN; 403/220-6783
NEON; EDMONTON; GEORGE CARMICflAEL; 403/492-2462

CONCORDIA UNIVERSITY; MONTREAL; STEFANOS KIAKAS; STfFANOS@CONCQUR.CS.CONCORDIA.CA
SASKATCHEWAN
YUKON TERRITORY

MISHKIN BERTEIG; SASKATOON; 306/343-6692
NUGYT; WHITEHORSE; RICHARD LAWRENCE; 403/668-6280

UNITED STATES
BANGED-UP; BIRMINGHAM; 205/942-2314
MADISON; DANIEL L. GREEN; 205/772-8561, 205/730-1770
LUGNUTS; FAIRBANKS; AARON MORSE; 907/479-2247
ANCHORAGE; MARTY FOSSUM; 907/561-5111,907/5644566
PHANG; PHOENIX; GARY FREDERICK; 602/869-0316
TUCSON; DAVID KOSKI; 602/629-0962
MOTOROLA; TEMPE; RAY DOSKOCIL; 602/897-5096
STRATANUG; PHOENIX; NOAH DAVIOS; 602/852-3108
MESA CC; Buo MORRIS; 602/461-7012
FAYETTEVILLE; TIM NEUOECKER; 501/5214377
ARKNUG; FAYETTEVILLE; CARUTH ALEXANOER; 501/521-3124
BANG; PALO ALTO; JOE BARELLO; 415/327-2264
STuN; STANFORD; CHRIS OVERTON; COVERTON@NEXT.COM
BERKELEY; BERNT WAHL; 415/644-0139
BMUG; SAN FRANCISCO; RICK REYNOLDS; 415/978-3385
NEXTUCLA; CLARK SCHIERLE; 213/825-8924
ANAHEIM; AMIR HIDAJAH; 714/938-8850
SANTA BARBARA; FABIAN E. SCHONHOLZ; 805/968-3101
NUGGETS; Los ANGELES; GARY NOVAK; 213/343-2400
W,LLIAM MORRIS; BEVERLY HILLS; ALEX HENRY; 213/859-4406
CAJUN; PASADENA; ERNEST N. PRABHAKAR; 818/356-8379
UC RIVERSIDE; PAUL LOWE; 714/787-3883
SLUGNUG; SANTA CRUZ; DOUG MACINTlRE; 408/423-2870
SNuG; SAN DIEGO; NICHOLAS MACCONNELL; 619/481-7535
SLACNUG; STANFORD; DENNIS WISINSKI; 415/926-3335
SCAN; LONG BEACH; MICHAEL MAHONEY; 213/985-1550
CP-NUG; SAN LUIS OBISPO; JERRY SCOGGINS; 805/756-6624
FOGNUG; SAN FRANCISCO; PETER PREUSS; 415/4064873
UC IRVINE; JOHN GULAS; 714/786-3733
BLACK Box CLUB; USC; PATRICK WARO; 213/747-3993
GOLD-NUG; UC DAVIS; WAYNE JACKSON; 916/756-1540
SACRAMENTO; SCOTT COLLARD; 916/443-7413
NEXTCAN; PALO ALTO; SUBRATA SIRCAR; 415/852-2000 EXT. 234
NOCCC; FULLERTON; DON J. DAVIS; 714/870-4424
CSUNEXT; CAL STATE NORTHRIDGE; NADER NARSSI; 310/838-2680
NAVAL POSTGRAOUATE SCHOOL; MONTEREY; BRADLEY M. POLK; 408/646-2354
TRW; REDONDO BEACH; 213/812-7353
ESL; SUNNYVALE; DENIS LYNCH; 408/743-6318
AMDAHL; SUNNYVALE; TRIPATINDER CHOWDHRY; 408/746-3412
LLNL; LIVERMORE; ERIK SOWA; 510/422-2415
EL SEGUNDO; PHIL ROREX; 310/643 5111
SONOMA COUNTY; ROHNERT PARK; THOMAS POFF; 707/795-3758
MING; MENLO PARK; ROBERT WEINBERG; 415/926-6754
HUMBOLDT; DAVID MARSHALL; 707/826-3218
NOVELL; SAN JOSE; JOHN SCHERER; JSCHERER@NOVELl.COM
RMNUG; BOULDER; GLENN DAVIS; 303/939 9737
CSU; FORT COLLINS; MATTHEW MORAN; 303/223-5513
NcNUG; FORT COLLINS; TOOD NATHAN; 303/484-7607
ELM CITY NUG; NEW HAVEN; NATHAN JANETTE; 203/432-5065
UCONNEXT; MANSRELD DEPOT; DAVIO FERRERO; 203/429-4695
UNIVERSITY OF DELAWARE; NEWARK; CHRIS PYRROS; 302/239-1868
WANUG; HUGH O'NEILL; 301/224-3116
NAVAL RESEARCH LABS; JOHN MICHOPOULOS; 202/767-2165
MENUS; JEFF KNIGHT; 202/885-2281
MIAMI; MARSHALL GILULA; 305/854-8954
GNUG; GAINESVILLE; STEVE DONAHUE; 904/372-3876
TALLAHASSEE; HARALD W KEGELMANN; 904/644-4720
BuzzNUG; ATLANTA; ERICA LIEBMAN; 404/288-1680
ATLANTA; RAM MAOABUSHI; 404/621-3126
HONOLULU; ERIC UYEOA; 808/225-3830
BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY; STEPHEN GRANTHAM; 208/385-1172
ARGONNE; MARK HENDERSDN; 708/972-5963
CHINUG; CHICAGO; BILL PARDD; 708/491-5368
IHNUG (AT&T); NAPERVILLE; FElIX LUGo; 708/713-4374
Loop GROUP; CHICAGO; TED SHElTON; 312/951-7462
MOTOROLA; ROLlING MEADOWS; KAMLESH TRIVEDI; 708/632-2602
UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO; PAUL WOODS; 312/702-1700
ILlINUG; CHAMPAIGN; RANOY VOSE; VOSE@IBMA.CS.UlUC.EDU
CHAMPAIGN-URBANA; PHILIP M. JOHNSON; 217/398-0700 EXT. 160
PANG; PEORIA; SCOTT DULEBOHN; 309/674-9051
ILlINOIS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY; ROBERT VON BORSTEL; 312/567-5962
KNOX COLLEGE; GALESBURG; DENNIS M. SCHNEIDERL; 309/343-0112 EXT. 420
NOTRE DAME; BRUCE WIlliAMS; 219/239-6588
THANG; TERRE HAUTE; BILL BLACKERT; 812/877-9030
• INDIANA UNIVERSITY; BlOOMINGTON; MIKE BASINGER; 812/336-0714
NUGI; UNIVERSITY OF IOWA; CORALVILLE; ED HIll; ED@BOSSLOGIC.COM
ISNUG; IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY; AMES; DAVID SWANLUND; 515/296-2565
I<.ANSAS CITY; MEG GRICE; 816/235-5212
LEXINGTON; NEIL GREENE; 606/254-4060
LANG; MONROE; JOHN RETTENMAYER; 318/342-1125
LSU; BATON ROUGE; RICHARO MILLER; 504/388-8690
LOUISIANA TECH; RUSTON; RAY GLASSER; 318/257-3060
MDNUG; OWINGS MILLS; BRUCE VERNER; 301/637-5737
JOHNS HOPKINS; BALTIMORE; LEE WATKINS, JR.; 410/516-8096
UNIVERSITY OF MARYLANO; UMCPNEXT@INXT.UMD.EOU
C,TY OF BALTIMORE; TIM KRUS; 301/3964952
BOSTON COMPUTER SOCIITY; DAVID POLLA/{; 617/782-3550
STRATANUG; MARLBORO; ERIC WIlliAMS; 508/460-2915
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or minicomputer. Starting in the very late ' 80s, some companies
started downsizing to client-server computing. They could buy a Sun
and spend like two years writing a good app, or as good as you
could write on a Sun. Now, we roll in and say, look, you can write
that custom app five to ten ·times faster on a NeXT.

You could call it inter
rative computing.
What do you call it thesl

It's incredibly important in some markets. Take financial services.
When they roll out a new product it's only three things: an idea, a
sales force, and a custom app running on a desktop banging SQL
databases on a server. Without the app there's no new product.
Take health care, which is starting to explode. People in that
industry are starting to realize they have to automate the core operational activities of that business. Or legal, which we think is a very
ripe environment for writing some custom tools.
These are vertical markets, but we view custom apps as a horizontal benefit in the same way that desktop publishing was in 1985.
Eventually, everybody is going to realize they need to have missioncritical custom apps.

Well, that's not the bi
not running around t
don't run into custorr
collaborative comput
way people are sayin~
So we have this"
It's the PC that everyc
got it today. And whc
custom-app oriented .
computing environm<
But the issue is, h
pIe before they use it?
a hard time articulatil
bard time understand
is a very new thing a
talk about it yet.

The custom-apps strategy tends to

But in terms of future m.

de-emphasize the need for third·

story is still viable?

partyapps.

Ob, it's real. It's absol
ferent customers buy
somewhere along a sl
are weighted toward t
and they're interested
rative computing. Ot
collaborative computi
interested in writing sOl
omeday.

Who is writing all these apps? Is the market large enough to support a com·
pany like NeXT?

By

MAY

1992,

NEXT HAD COMPLETED ITS TRANSITION TO

A MARKETING STRATEGY BASED ON OBJECT TECHNOLOGY
AND CUSTOM DEVELOPMENT. STEVE JOBS WAS BY TURNS
EVANGELICAL, COMBATIVE,
AND REFLECTIVE AS HE SAT
DOWN WITH NEXTWORLD
EDITOR

IN

CHIEF

DAN

RUBY FOR A WIDE-RANGING
DISCUSSION.
--------~o~-------

NeXlWORLD: It's been six years since
NeXT was founded. Are you where
you thought you'd be?
JOBS: No, I would say we're behind

where I thought we would be.
Not so much because we're much
different than a lot of companies,
but I'm impatient. I think we're W<e
a year behind where 1'd W<e to be.
We changed the whole strategy of our company last fall. We
changed our marketing strategy. We changed our sales focus. We've
been focused consistently on mission-critical custom apps for a little
over six months and it's really working.
Why is custom apps such a potent idea?

Getting applications written is the number one problem in corporate American information technology. And even though we're
downsizing to client-server computing and the apps are on the desktop, tlle bottleneck is still getting them written.
This is even more true when customers want to use computers
for operational productivity as opposed to management productivity. You can't buy shrinkwrapped software to do stock trading or
run your hospital or do order processing. You've got to write custom apps. Now, in the past, these operational applications were
written in COBOL or some more modern language on a mainframe
30 N!XTWDRlD FALL 1992

No. I disagree. There was some
concern at first on the part of
our third-party developers. But
we're finding that it's actually
helping to sell more apps. When
Apple focused on desktop publishing, Microsoft sold more
spreadsheets because desktop
publishing was the Trojan horse
that got the Mac into corporate
America. So mission-critical eu .
tom apps is the tip of our arrow
getting us into these major corporate accounts.

Let's shift away from ma
at the business. In ten
sometimes people throlJ
ure of a billion dollars a

be reached. What's YOUi

I don't think in those
lion, $250 million, $3
'91 and I'd like us to 1
I think we will.

Some people have said that custom
apps is a really smart strategy that gets NeXT's foot in the door, but that it
needs to be followed, or supplemented, by some other approach.

Well, I would say two things. Number one, we didn't make up mission-critical custom apps. Our customers told us this. So this is a
strategy that's being generated by the marketplace, not by some marketing person in some secret room at NeXT. We've hit bedrock.
There's a fundamental need that's about to explode out there in the
marketplace that requires object-oriented technology. And we've got
a three- to five-year lead on any competitor.
Now, does that mean mission-critical custom apps aren't going
to get supplemented with other things? Of course not. We have the
best collaborative-computing environment in the world.
What you used to call interpersonal computing (IPC).

You could give it any name you want. You could call it groupware.

There's been a lot of ch~
most current one is you

Sure. There have been
formation of the Han
bringing in Marcel G~
president of marketin:
lenburg as our chief 0
What I want PeteJ
tionally more effective
engine, distribution st
kinds of things Peter's
centrate more on thin
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,ome compames
rhey could buy a Sun
: as good as you
oak, you can write
XT.
ough to support a com·

financial services.
e things: an idea, a
/Ctop banging SQL
10 new product.
de. People in that
)mate the core operab. we think is a very
s.
;tom apps as a horiblishing was in 1985.
eed to have mission;tom apps.

You could call it interpersonal computing. You could call it collaborative computing.
What do you call it these days?

Well, that's not the biggest problem. The problem is that people are
not rurming around thinking they have a problem. In other words, I
don't run into customers who are pulling their hair out saying my
collaborative computing environment isn't good enough, not the
way people are saying they have to get their custom apps done faster.
So we have this wonderful thing, this collaborative environment.
It's the PC that everyone hopes is the PC of the mid-1990s. We've
got it today. And when people use it, they love it. Even our most
custom-app oriented customers fall in love with the interpersonal
computing environment on the NeXT.
But the issue is, how do we communicate how great it is to people before they use it? We aren't alone in this. Lotus is also having
ahard time articulating what Notes is, and the market is having a
bard time understanding it. So this whole idea of collaborative work
is a very new thing and the marketplace doesn't have a language to
talk about it yet.

n·apps strategy tends to

But in terms of future messages, the IPC

iize the need for third·

story is still viable?

"NEXTSTEP

Okay, let's talk about products. Is NeXT a hardware or a software company?

I would say that the introduction of NeXTSTEP '486 is clarifying,
both inside NeXT and for the outside world, the strategic model
that we've always had. We're a software company that happens to
make great hardware. We have never for a moment thought that
our true competitive advantage ultimately wasn't software. It is.
So NeXTSTEP '486 will come out, and who knows, maybe
other versions of NeXTSTEP will come out. I think NeXTSTEP
'486 is going to be very successful. We're getting help from a lot of
companies from almost every facet of the PC world. They want to
ensure that there is a choice and they see NeXTSTEP as a really
good choice.
When should we expect to hear some word on who will be supporting it?

A lot of things are already completed but we don't feel a need to
announce them right now, and we can get an even broader base of
support in the meantime.
Will NeXTSTEP 3.0 be out by the time this interview is published?

'486 IS

.

CLARIFYING,

Well, we were about two to three
weeks late going into beta, which
probably means shipping it may slip
into early July.

Oh, it's real. It's absolutely real. Difgree. There was some
t first on the part of
party developers. But
ling that it's actually
) sell more apps. When
used on desktop publicrosoft sold more
:ets because desktop
g was the Trojan horse
rre Mac into corporate
So mission-critical cu~
is the tip of our arrow,
; into these major corcounts.
pie have said that custom
It in the door, but that it
ther approach.

e didn't make up misus this. So this is a
)lace, not by some marWe've hit bedrock.
plode out there in the
mology. And we've got
:om apps aren't going
UI'se not. We have the
the world.

'C).
mId call it groupware.
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ferent customers buy our computers
somewhere along a spectrum. Some
are weighted toward the custom app
and they're interested in the collaborative computing. Others buy it for
collaborative computing and they're
interested in writing some custom apps
omeday.

BOTH INSIDE AND OUTSIDE
NEXT, THE MODEL THAT WE'VE
ALWAYS HAD: WE'RE A SOFTWARE

With all announced features intact?

The government may not let us
export enc~yption. But everything
else is there.
Of all the new features in 3.0, which ones
do you get most excited about?

Well, DBKit would have to rank
number one for the customers. It's a
COMPANY THAT HAPPENS TO
Let's shift away from marketing and look
breakthrough technology that's only
I
at the business. In terms of numbers,
possible on top of our object-oriented
sometimes people throw around the fig·
MAKE GREAT HARDWARE."
framework. Number two is probably
ure of a billion dollars as a milestone to
the integration with Novell and
be reached. What's your timetable?
AppleShare, which provides bridges
1don't think in those kinds of terms. I think in terms of $200 milto our customers' existing environments.
lion, .$250 million, $300 million. You know, we did $128 million in
As for my own point of view, I believe that we've made incredi'91 and 1'd like us to produce some healthy growth this year, which
ble strides in color. Also, the object linking and distributed-object
rthink we will.
technology is profound. We're several years ahead of Apple, Microsoft, and OMG (Object Management Group) in distributed objects
There's been a lot of change in the management structure at NeXT. The
and object linking. And while that isn't going to be apparent the
most current one is you've just brought in a new COO.
first day we ship, because apps that take advantage of it are yet to
Sure. There have been four big changes in the last six months. The
be written, a year down the road that may well emerge as the most
formation of the Hardware Division with Rich Page running it;
profound technology in 3.0.
bringing in Marcel Gani as our CFO; promoting Mike Slade to vice
The 3DKit is also going to be interesting for business presentapresident of marketing; and now we've brought in Peter van Cuytions and some very exciting CAD stuff. It is also going to take a
lenburg as our chief operating officer and president.
year to blossom in terms of the apps, but I expect a lot out of 3DKit.
What I want Peter to focus on this year is making us operationally more effective. We have a very large investment in OUI' sales
When you introduced 3.0, you gave the impression that we really needed
engine, distribution strategy, and manufacturing. Those are the
more powerful machines to take advantage of 3·D technology.
kinds of things Peter's very skilled in. This is freeing me up to conWell, that's not true for photo-realistic rendering of single frames. As
centrate more on things like our product and marketing strategies.
for Interactive RenderMan, you're correct that to really challenge
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the Silicon Graphics (SGI) of the world, we'll need the next generation of hardware. But a lot of apps are going to get written on the
current hardware, so we've gotten the development process started a
little sooner.

You have some doubt that they will?

Has it reached the point

Well, the last thing [Taligent CEO Joseph] Guglielmi worked on
was Office Vision, when he spent $300 million and never shipped
anything. So who knows what will happen. I wish him the best.

The slander sheet the)
don't do business that
1 lcNealy any time, ar

Now that we are talking about future performance improvements, what can

Microsoft NT seems to be targeting custom apps as well.

In the meantime, NeXT h

you say to users about what they might expect?

No, NT is very different. NT is just Microsoft's second attempt at a
UNIX wannabe. It's better plumbing for Windows, but you're still
stuck with the Windows development environment, which, if you
talk to developers, most say is the worst development environment
ever created. So I don't think that you're going to see NT going after
the custom-app business.
Remember, the actual operating system is only 10 percent of
what NeXTSTEP is. Operating environment is a better term. In
order to set object models and really be a player in it, you've
got to do the other 90 percent. So NT gets you 10 percent of the
way there. I don't see that changing very much over the next
few years.

We are absolutely goit
We are not standing st
of business and Apoll(
that we have to act an

Over time we'll broaden our hardware line to include, in addition to
the current products we ship, computers with even greater performance. That's no secret. These products will cost more, but I don't
think anybody will have anything on us from a performance point
of view.
You have somewhat limited pockets to develop or acquire lots of different
kinds of new technologies. How do you stay competitive?

The most important advanced technology that we're working on is
object-oriented software. It's far more in1portant to us than most of
the other sort of sizzle that people talk about. You have to choose carefully what you invest in and then
stick with it. For us, object-oriented
technology is at the top of the list.
What's happening is that companies are now selling objects for
NeXT. We're focusing a lot of
resources there because we believe
very strongly that this is the future.
NeXTSTEP is tl1e only software
platform that can really support
the creation, sale, and use of other
people's objects. That is very in1portant in the competitive battle as
well as in helping customers in creating a whole new subindustry.

Even as they develop higher-end
systems?

live. How are they doing'

Well, I think that anyb
little bit in tl1is environ
doing okay. I think tha
ompany for compute]
Macintoshes but the C;
i putting its best peop
end of their line, and t
i withering. Look, they
Taligent. They took Pir
an internal Apple teel
basically threw it out.

We're not seeing it happen.
NT will offer better network·
ing eventually, but the whole
PC world is locked into Nov·
ell anyway.

Well, they spun it off into a

Microsoft seems be developing a

your company jewels.

relationship with DEC that looks

point of view, Apple We
the road for a long tit
finally chose a path of I
any of computers. Th
an excellent choice for
means that there are goil
tain number of people a1
of Apple's market that,
going to feel disenfranc

Right, which is not wha

like it might be more formidable
than the ACE coalition would
have been.

If you believe that DEC will
be more formidable in the
future then you would say
that might be true. It's hard to
say what's going to happen
with DEC.

Your competitors say that NeXT
objects are not standard - that they
aren't portable to other object environments.

They are portable to NeXTSTEP
'486 and any other version of NeXTSTEP. As you know, we've shipped
around 50,000 object-oriented computers, and right now that's
more than everybody else times five. So right now we're the standard, and OMG simply addresses some very low-level issues. Other
object standards will appear as other people start shipping objectoriented computers, which we don't see happening any time soon.

How about Apple? And r

One of the interesting thin
People are very excited about their Alpha technology.

ating environments and ac

We're thoroughly familiar with their Alpha technology, and I see it
in the same ballpark as HP's technology. If you look at the real er·
formance of Alpha, it's good but it's no better than what HP and
others, possibly including NeXT, have in store for 1993.

lions that form and then

Okay. The mother of all competitors is Sun Microsystems. Let's discuss

Well, name one really Sl

Sl

Right. ACE has fallen a
processors is SGL So 5C
In general, what's your fee

It's interesting that you've identified this custom-apps market and suddenly

this war of words or whatever it is that you've got going. Some people

we see other companies also talking about that.

think that you picked the fight.

How about MS-DOS?

Taligent has almost copied our marketing literature, which is fine.

Oh, absolutely not. This is far more than a war of words. Scott
McNealy is keeping the airlines in business. Every time we're about
to close a deal he flies out and tries to talk the customer out of it.
He did it with the L.A. County Sheriff. He did it at Phibro. He did it
recently at Citicorp, where we just won a big order against Sun. Sun
is trying to stop us with everything they've got. Fortunately, they're
not succeeding because they don't have a competitive product.

o. That wasn't an allia
think of one successful I
ever came from an alliar
and GM - no. I'm sure t
tandouts. 50 that's my ,
hip a product.

When do you expect a Taligent operating system to be released?

In 1995. They might release some beta stuff in '94. And we suspect
very strongly that the first release of something will probably not
even be as good as NeXTSTEP is today and will have to be tuned.
That's assuming they even ship a product.

1
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INTERVIEW
Has it reached the point of personal animosity?

We work together with tons of people. We work together with
customers, we work together with developers, we even work
together with competitors sometimes. But the statistics are not in
favor of these industry alliances.

1

glielmi worked on
and never shipped
Nish him the best.

The slander sheet they put out was a personal attack on me. We
don't do business that way. But I have offered to debate Scott
McNealy any time, any place, if he wants to talk about the issues.

swell.

In the meantime, NeXT has been pretty aggressive itself.

Let's expand this discussion beyond NeXT and the computer industry. A lot

's second attempt at a
iows, but you're still
lment, which, if you
opment environment
~ to see NT going after

We are absolutely going on the offensive as a result of their actions.
'We are not standing still over this. We watched Sun put Apollo out
of business and Apollo had better products than Sun, so we know
that we have to act and not dismiss this as unimportant.

of people are interested in your thoughts about Ross Perot and his presidential candidacy.

Such as?
How about Apple? And not as a competitor, but from your unique perspec-

; only 10 percent of
is a better term. In
yer in it, you've
III 10 percent of the
:h over the next

they develop higher-end

?

ot seeing it happen.
l offer better networkltually, but the whole
1d is locked into N ovvay.
It seems be developing a
.hip with DEC that looks
ght be more formidable
ACE coalition would
~n.

,elieve that DEC will
~ formidable in the
hen you would say
ght be true. It's hard to
lt'S going to happen

I think he's got a real chance and I'm helping him every way I can.

tive. How are they doing?

I'd rather not go into details. But I think Ross would be an excellent
president.

Well, I think that anybody who's managing to survive and grow a
littre bit in this environment is doing well, so I would say Apple's
Why?
doing okay. I think that Apple wants to be the consumer-products
Leadership. He chooses very good people around hin1, and he is able
company for computers. As an example, PowerBooks are very good to distill out of his troops and himself a clear vision. Then he's able
Macintoshes but the Quadras are terrible. So it's obvious that Apple to articulate that vision well to a large number of people.
is putting its best people on the low
What's wrong with our country
end of their line, and their high end
is that we haven't put the energy or
is withering. Look, they basically sold
resources into developing our collecOBVIOUS
ISPlfr11NG \
Taligent. They took Pink, which was
tive values. We have to take some
an internal Apple technology, and
time and ask, "What are the ten most
basically threw it out.
ITS BEST PEOPLE ON THE LOW ·
important things that we want to do

'~IT'S

' APP~E

Well, they spun it off into a new company.

Right, which is not what you do with
your company jewels. So from my
point of view, Apple was at a fork in
the road for a long time, and they
finally chose a path of becoming the
Sony of computers. That's probably
an excellent choice for Apple, but it
means that there are going to be a certai.11l1Lll1ber of people at the high end
of Apple's market that are over time
going to feel disenfranchised.

END OF THEIR LINE, AND THE
HIGH END IS WITHERING. THEY
TOOK PINK AND BASICALLY
THREW IT OUT."

EC.
One of the interesting things as we look at the development of future oper-

as owners of this country?" and then
go figure out how to do them.
For as long as I can remember,
the only real leader that was able to
communicate a vision was John F.
Kennedy. I remember watching him
on TV when I was six, seven, eight
years old. When he said let's put a
man on the moon and bring him
back in tillS decade, that was a vision
that a scientist, an historian, and a gas
station attendant could understand,
each in his own way.

Let's finish with one personal question. The big change in your life in the

Igy.

ating environments and advanced systems is that there are a lot of coali-

last year, aside from custom apps, is that you got married and had a son.

:chnology, and I see it
IU look at the real per. than what HP and
e for 1993.

tions that form and then sometimes break up as well.

We had our own little custom app.

Right. ACE has fallen apart. The only people seriously using MIPS
processors is SGI. So SGI just bought itself a processor division .

Has that changed your view of life or work?

think of one successful product in the history of our industry that

Having Reed has been a different experience for me that I won't even
attempt to put into words. The only thing I'll say - the only thing I
really think I can say - is it's as if I never saw the color green before
and all of a sudden when Reed was born I could see the color green.
It didn't change any other color, but it changed everytlling. I love
NeXT very much and have a very strong drive to see it succeed. But
it's like a switch flicked and I could see green for the first time. •

ever came from an alliance. Or any other industry, either. Toyota
and GM - no. I'm sure there are some examples but they're not
standouts. So that's my answer. That's also why Taligent may never
hip a product.

Photographer J U LI E C H AS E filmed Steve Jobs with a 112" Beta video
cam era. Frames from the video were captured with a NeXTdimension
board and Keith Ohlfs's NeXTtv software.

In general, what's your feeling about alliances?
;ystems. Let's discuss

Well, name one really successful product that came from an alliance.

going. Some people
How about MS-DOS?

'ar of words. Scott
~very time we're about
e customer out of it.
d it at Phibro. He did it
, order against Sun. Sun
)t. Fortunately, they're
npetitive product.

No. That wasn't an alliance. MS-DOS came from Microsoft. I can't
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WHEN KARL FANKHAUSER LOOKED AROUND THE SPRAWLING PINOLE POINT

Steel plant in Richmond, California, shortly after getting his first shipment
of NeXT machines in October 1991, he saw manufacturing and administrative needs that couldn't be met by conventional software. So he developed his own.
As manager of information systems, Fankhauser put together a staff of
three programmers and built a process-line scheduling program that helps
forecast and manage production rates, galvanizing, organic coating, inventory, and a host of tasks particular to Pinole Point's specific line of steel products. The programming team is now developing other applications to tie .
together all of Pinole Point's 55 NeXT machines, in every major department,
to,forge a completely integrated computing environment for its business.
The business of custom apps is business. Fankhauser and his team aren't
just developing productivity tools for individual workers; they're building a suite
of custom apps to house an entire steel plant's operations. They're using software to comprehensively support
Pinole Point's business mission.
They're developing the mission-critical custom a pp.
Pinole Point is not alone. Many
of NeXT's biggest customers are
using NeXTSTEP development
tools to build in-house software to
automate their business processes.
But as more and more finns develop
mission -critical custom apps,
their strategies, problems, successes, and results vary. Important questions arise about what terms' like
"custom" and "mission-critical"
really mean, how development
should take place, the role of user
feedback, and the mandate of information systems (IS) departments.
The only common denominator for
developers using NeXTSTEP seems
to be enthusiasm: "No comparable
environment is as user-friendly. We
all think it's the greatest thing since sliced bread," says Fankhauser.
An app is an app is an app?
ENDORSEMENTS LIKE FANKHAUSER'S ARE PROBABLY MUSIC TO THE EARS OF

teve Jobs, who heralded the era of "mission-critical custom applications"
in his keynote at NeXTWORLD Expo in January. By spring, NeXT was
pushing NeXTSTEP's friendly-yet-powerful development environment as its
major marketing tool, taking out full-page advertisements in the Wall Street
Journal urging companies to "Build a Weapon Your Competitors Can
Never Copy." And, unlike machines from NeXT's competitors (which are
being positioned to push the message of custom-applications development),
the black box has that capability now.
Mission-critical apps can be so strategic that many firms, especially in
the highly competitive financial industry, won't even talk about them. One
IS director at a bank says he's "afraid of losing good programmers to other
shops." Another was more blunt: "Most of this work is proprietary. We
don't want our competitors to know what we're doing."
Secrecy about custom apps only underscores the fact that many corpo-

rate developers, in a variety of industries, are heeding Jobs's call. Traders at
oil-commodities giant Phibro Energy are starting to use a real-time riskmanagement system developed in-house. Phibro has also spun off a software-development company, mc2 teclmologies (see "NeXT buyers become
sellers," NeXTWORLD Extra, March 1992).
Peter Armstrong, vice-president of mc 2 technologies, says that his programmers had to develop custom software because of the w1ique nature of
the oil-trading business. "There was nothing out there to cover the energy
market. The physical aspects of the market - shipping, pipelines that break
down, even political developments - are so complex that iliere were no apps
to pick from, on any platform," he says. In six weeks, he and five other programmers developed four applications: an option-quoting tool that gives
clients instantaneous risk assessment; a graphing program to compare resource energy products in thousands of markets over different seasons and
price series; a multimedia phone book and calendar; and a trade-capture
app that has since become the cornerstone of the large risk/management system being marketed by
mc2 technologies.
Armstrong and his team
built "hlmdreds" of objects during
the development process that can
be reused and combined to produce more applications. The contact mana get; for example, was an
eye-opener for Armstrong because
he "looked at the shrinkwrapped
products already out there, but
again, none of them met our
needs. They weren't energy-specific, and even though we could
have saved time and bought one,
iliere was only one or two on the
market. So we leveraged our
object work and built our own,"
he says. His team was able to not
only customize the ideas behind
contact-management software but
to produce a robust app that can incorporate spreadsheets, images, wordprocessed documents, and faxes - all with access to the risk-assessment tools
of other in-house software and features, like the Colors panel, that are
inherent in the NeXTSTEP environment.
Reusing objects offers companies the double benefit of tying together
various parts of their businesses with common, underlying functionality or
even marketing their finished software, while in-house programmers can
easily <;ustomize versions of the same software - changing interfaces or operability, say, for back-office versus front-office users.
This offers a level of fw1ctionality that shrinkwrapped apps can't
approach, according to Eric Bergerson, managing director at Objective
Technologies (OTI) in New York, the first commercial vendor of objectextension palettes for Interface Builder. He likens objects on the NeXT to a
Lego set that contains basically two kinds of pieces: blocks, and doors and
wheels. The blocks are simple objects, while the doors and wheels are
higher-order objects. "You can use pieces of both sets to build a helicoptet;
for example, and then dismantle the helicopter and use those and other
pieces to build a four-wheel drive vehicle," he says.

Another major feature of in-house development is the ability to prototype an application and get instant feedback from the users who will be
using the software. For the front end to the Lexis database of court decisions developed at Marger, Johson, McCollom & Stolowitz, a patent-law
firm in Portland, Oregon, programmers regularly quizzed workers about
the work in progress. "We distributed the .nibs and said, 'Fire it up and try
it. ' There wasn't any database behind it, but they could run the interface
and get a feel for how it works. They could do text entry, play with tab
fields. It was real software architecture at the user level," says Gregory
Miller, president of Inherent Technologies, a software company spun off
from Marger, Johnson.
The team at mc2 technologies took a still more interactive approach.
Developers sat down with users at the computer and constructed the user
interface right in front of them. "Developers were happy because they
wouldn't have to tweak it later on. And users were very interested in having
apps built for them and helping out.
I've never seen our users so interested
Bid
Ask
in computer systems before," says
Armstrong.

wheels because of the NeXTSTEP development environment and user interface . They can learn Interface Builder if they want to, build prototypes on
their own, then go to IS and get it done in code. We've distributed the power
of the IS department."
And as workers become more proactively involved in the development
process, explains Inherent's Miller, IS departments will become "objectconstructers." Users will outline their needs for an object with specific
methods and data, and the IS department will build it. Users will then build
from the new object, while programmers will in turn see new uses for these
objects. "Databooks for objects will come into existence," says Miller.
Critical path
FOR PlNOLE POlNT STEEL, THIS NEW APPROACH TO PROGRAMMING HAS

allowed the IS staff to build applications that modernize a business based
on both old and new technology. "We're seeing a basic change in IS, and
with the level of technology we've
purchased, we can have a very
small staff. We're pushing our IS
people to give users the ability to
navigate around the interfaces. I'd
like to see natural-language queries
Business as unusual
[to our Oracle database]. If they
CHANGES IN HOW SOFTWARE IS DEVELdon't exist, we'll create them," says
oped ma y be calling into question the
Widgets and Cogs IntI.
Fankhauser.
very roles of workers and informaPrice ($)
"For us, the mission is to
tion-systems specialists, according to
increase information. We supply a
Assistant Professor Rajan Srikanth,
~J
of the Walter A. Haas School of Busihigh-quality product, and we can't
improve on that. What we can do
ness at u.e. Berkeley. As firms began
is improve real-time information
to purchase mainframes and mini":.:1
computers in the 1970s, an "ivory
about our product. When cus·'1
,,~ ~ . • T 1 r r r . ~- T-. l II 1ft 1
': r
tower" IS department would write
tomers call for information about
software for the company. Workers
an order, we can get it to them
had to learn the new programs, which
immediately - and we give them a
A mission-critical trading app under construction: Interlace Builder and the AppKit, third-party
were filled with arcane and arbitrary palettes, and custom in-house objects enhance code reusability and interlace design.
lot of information," he says.
function-key commands, and had litFor many developers, the ability
tle chance to offer feedback, even after the app hit their screens. With the
to reuse objects and prototype interfaces, when combined with the changadvent of the personal computer, though, "end user" computing became
ing roles of IS departments and end users, has allowed them to program for
specific business operational concerns rather than merely increase worker
the norm, with shrinkwrapped applications offering workers the chance
productivity. This is the difference between any custom app and one that's
to increase productivity - and better understand computing through
enhanced graphical interfaces. "What's happening now is are-emergence
"mission-critical." Businesses must look at "core competencies and incomof centralized IS, but in a different form. The department may not become
petencies and decide how to best leverage those core competencies and best
a centralized power concern, but the thinking about its function will be,"
improve those core incompetencies," explains u.e. Berkeley's Srikanth.
says Srikanth.
"Mission-critical means 'I've got a job to get done.' Except for this app,
the mission is not going to get done. It's also called 'critical path' in engiOffice workers are driving the current trend toward custom programming, he explains. As computers become more than just tools to enhance
neering," says Inherent's Miller. With that in mind, Inherent is now develproductivity, they create opportunities that never existed before. Srikanth
oping the first docketing tool and client-database model for the legal
cites the increased use of groupware, and how it allows users to work with
profession.
others in real time, as an example of how a business can gain unexpected
In a similar vein, developers at Swiss Bank Corporation/O'Connor Services (SBClOC) are building a complete financial-trading system to swap
competitive advantages. "The democratization of computing that occurred
during the desktop revolution is continuing to evolve," he says.
debt and sell bonds around the world, in seconds. At SBClOC's offices in
OTI's Bergerson, who has designed apps and interfaces for several
Chicago and London, traders use banks of phones to complete up to ten
companies in addition to his pure programming experience, says "you
deals a day. A government, for example, may want to swap debt with a forhave to remember that workers in an office have never had the chance to
eign bank or the International Monetary Fund for some current fixed rates.
tweak either a big program from IS or a shrinkwrapped app. They had
Deals routinely involve hundreds of millions of dollars over a 20-to-30 year
tools to help them do little tweaks, but the progranm1er still produced properiod, according to Vice-President Bill Martin. "We really focus on reprefessional apps. Now workers can get their hands on higher-level doors and
senting our real phone world. Our business is driven by
-.. PAGE 84
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MULTIPLE CHOICE

NeXT users face a bounty of massstorage and backup possibilities thanks to NeXT's industry-standard SCSI interface (see the chart,
"Ways and Means," for profiles of
common backup media). Naturally,
different hardware options have
different costs and capacities.
Many sites with original NeXTcubes rely on their internal ODs,
even though the device is no longer
sold or supported by NeXT. Users
who work on stand-alone NeXTstations often rely on 2.88MB floppy disks for back up, but backing
up more than a few megabytes can
quickly become unmanageable.
Tape drives - using either digital audio tape (DAT) or the popular
8mm videotape Exabyte mechanism - are great for unattended
overnight backups because their
gigabyte (GB) data capacities can
comfortably house entire NeXT
file servers.
DAT drives from a variety of
manufacturers use tapes in the
Digital Data Storage format developed by Hewlett-Packard and
Sony. They typically achieve a sustained data transfer rate of 10MB
per minute, allowing a NeXTstation
user to back up a typical 300MB
of data in 30 minutes or less. Prices
range from $1500 to $3600.
We evaluated DAT drives from
several suppliers and found few dif-

ferences among them. Several manufacturers offer hardware-based
data compression, doubling or
quadrupling data capacities beyond
standard 1.3GB or 2.0GB sizes.
DAT drives with compression circuitry allow you to pack more files
onto a tape, if your data is not
already compressed, but any savings in the cost of media are offset
by the often-higher cost of the
drive. DAT compression also increases the chance that your crucial
backups may be corrupted, though
drive manufacturers claim that
additional error-correction circuitry
adds reliability.
Exabyte drives are favorites
at larger NeXT sites. Storage capacity - 5GB uncompressed on the
Exabyte EXB-8500 drive - is one
reason. A fast sustained-data-transfer specification is another. In practice, however, Exabyte's potential
500KB/sec transfer rate is limited
by the speed of the NeXT SCSI
bus. With the current generation
of NeXTstations, you'll see the Exabyte stopping and starting, unable
to reach its full "streaming" tape
speed as it waits for data to reach it
from the NeXT.
Both the Exabyte EXB-8500
and DAT tape drives allow for fast
seeks. With the right supporting
software, such as Systemix Software's SafetyNet, a system administrator can find a specific file any-

where on a tape in less than a minute and restore the file a few minutes later. (Those who use UNIX
tar and dump commands can
expect much longer waits.)
If ultimate data integrity and
speed of access is of concern to you,
consider OD drives with mechanisms manufactured by Sony, Ricoh, or Panasonic. These systems
offer capacities of up to 1GB on a
single disk and split-second access
to single files you need to restore.
Unlike tape drives, you can boot a
damaged system off an OD.
We evaluated the OptiXchange
940 OD drive from Ten X Technology. It supports two kinds of disks:
940MB WORM (Write Once Read
Many) disks and 1GB rewritable
disks. The WORM disks can be
used for monthly whole-disk backups, while rewritable disks can be
used for daily incrementals. ~he
drive supports transfer rates almost
five times as great as the NeXT OD
drive. At a list price of $5495,
though, this is clearly the high-end.
Inexpensive D/CAS data cassette tape drives deserve special
mention. The 600MB capacity of
these devices are well matched to
the 400MB or 660MB drives of
single-user NeXT computers. For
about $800, a lone NeXT user can
acquire the means for tape backup.
At this price, there's no excuse for
not deploying a backup strategy.

THE SOFT SIDE

Backup utilities ship with every
NeXT computer: the UNIX tar,
compress, dump, and restore com·
mands. The tape archiver, tar, pack·
ages a group of files into a single
large file that can be automatically
written to tape. It also unpacks files
on command but is most useful
when you need to save a few files
or directories to disk and move
them to other computers. To save
space on backup media, tar is often
used in conjunction with compress,
resulting in files with the familiar
.z suffix.
The dump command moves
entire file systems onto backup
media, saving a snapshot of the
directory structure. But instead of
organizing the files by name, dump
organizes the files by index number
(i-nodes). It maps i-nodes, then
reads raw data blocks off disk to
tape, making dump the fastest way
to copy a file system. It also performs incremental backups by
checking the / etddumpdates file.
For wh~le-disk and incremental
backups, dump is the utility of
choice for system administrators.
UNIX jockeys need no other
tools to effectively back up their
systems. With a basic knowledge of
UNIX, you can use shell scripts to
automate regular backups. You can
also use cron and / etdcrontab to
automatically back up your system

while you sleep.
Unfortunately, the U
mands are loaded blunde
unwieldy to use, archaic
nonality, and dangerous .
hands of a novice. For ex
each dump command mt
a set of keys chosen from
dozen function modifiers
tuous syntax makes typir
ea y: Mix up a file-system
a tape-drive device name,
can wipe clean an entire I
Worse, tar and dumf
idio yncrasies that NeXT
to fix. For example, tar c
back up files that have pa
of over 100 characters. A
rive program is gnutar, a,
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WAYS AND MEANS
Fonnal

Popular Brands

Transfer Rate

Media Capacity

Drive cost

Media cost

Notes

9-track open-reei tape

Cipher Data, M4 Data, Qualstar

2MB to 4MB/sec

150MB

$3000

$65

An ancient standard

VHStape

Metrum Infonnation Storage

2MB/sec

14.5GB

$33,000

$19

Magneto OD (NeXT)

Canon

1.5MB/sec

256MB or 512MB

NlA

$175

Magneto OD (3.S-inch)

Sony, IBM

3MB/sec

128MB

$1400

$49

Millisecond file access

Magneto OD (S-inch)

RIcoh, Sony, Maxtor

1.5MB/sec

600MB to 650MB

$1900 to $2800

$125

Miliisecoild file access

Multifunction WORM OD

Panasonic

860KB/sec

1GB

$5500

$49 to $149

Millisecond file access

lI4-lnch tape (00-6000 cartridges)

QlC-24 to QlC-I350 stanilanls

5.4MB to 36MB/min

60MB to 1.35GB

$1000 to $5000

$49 to $99

Popular With PC usen

lI4-lnch tape (DC·2000 minicartridges)

QIC-80 standard, Irwin fonnat

10MB/min

250MB

$350 to $1200

$30

Popular with PC users

Smm helicaJ..scan video tape

Exabyte

SOOKBIsec

2.2GB or 5.ooB

$2000 to $4000

$18

Popular with Sun uteII

4mm helical·scan DAT tape

WangDAT, Archive Python, HP

10MB/min

1.3GB to 2.ooB

$1500 to $3500

$16 to $29

DItAS data cassettes

TEAC

15KB to 30KBIsec

155MB or 600MB

$600 to $900

$38

Bernoulli removable cartridge

Iomega

1.5MB to 2.5MB/sec

44MB or 90MB

$800

S~ removable

hard disk

.

SyQuest

75OKB1sec

44MB or 88MB

21MB 3.S-inch floptical

PU, Uberty, Prima Storage

1.5MB/sec

21MB

$700 to $750

$23

Inconvenient for back up

2.88MB 3.S-lnch floppy

NeXT,IBM

1.25MB/sec

2.88MB

NlA

$7

Inconvenient for back up

Maynard

APS

AI'S

APS

Ten X Technology

Opt!

Contemporary Cybernetics

CY-I
CY·:
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THE SOFT SIDE
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:-disk and incremental
jump is the utility of
system administrators.
Cjockeys need no other
Jectively back up their
Xfith a basic knowledge of
'" can use shell scripts to
regular backups. You can
ron and I etdcrontab to
:ally back up your system

while you sleep.
Unfortunately, the UNIX commands are loaded blw1derbusses unwieldy to use, archaic in functionality, and dangerous in the
hands of a novice. For example,
each dump command must contain
a set of keys chosen from over a
dozen function modifiers. The tortuous syntax makes typing errors
easy: Mix up a file-system name and
a tape-drive device name, and you
can ,wipe clean an entire hard disk.
Worse, tar and dump have
idiosyncrasies that NeXT has failed
to .fix. For example, tar cannot
back up files that have pathnames
of over 100 characters. An alternativeprogram is gnutar, available

from the Free Software Foundation
(FSF). Neither version of tar, nor
dump, handles hard links well; they
back up linked files, but restoring
linked files can produce unexpected
results. The biggest drawback to
dump is its inability to recognize
NeXT's document wrapper files (a
WriteNow document, for example,
can actually be a directory that contains both text and graphics files).
During an incremental backup,
dump will save only the portions of
the document wrapper that have
changed, making it difficult to
restore the document without reading several tapes. Finally, tar and
dump can take as much time to
restore a single file as is required to

COMMERCIAL SOFTWARE

NeXT users expect applications
that are transparent and easy to
use. Fortunately, several software
vendors have recently developed
applications that address the easeof-use and feature limitations of the
UNIX utilities. We evaluated eight
backup applications with a critical
look at each application's ability to
archive and restore files, the use of
NeXTSTEP conventions like dragand-drop and the Services menu,
the hardware media each supports,
and the ability to automate the
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incremental backup strategies.
Each strategy is based on a different
hardware configuration, including
floppy-only, optical-only, secondhard-drive-and-floppy, and so on.
Surprisingly, tape drives are not
included in any of the standard
strategies.
Once running, BackupMaster
presents a browser that lets you
select file systems to back up. Since
the application relies on UNIX
restore, restoring from a tape drive
is very slow. One strong point:
BackupMaster can split dump files
into floppy-sized pieces - making
the task of backing up your entire
system onto floppies less daunting.
BackupMaster makes dump
very easy to use. We like the "strategies" approach to backup configuration, but it doesn't justify the
$299 price. On the other hand, the
$99 floppy-only version is a convenient and economical solution for
stand-alone NeXTs.
Tarre, from Aurora Software,
is a handy NeXTSTEP tool for personal backups. It provides a graphical interface to the UNIX tar and
compress programs, eliminating the
need to go to the command line to

Tarre presents a window·into your archives. You can
either work on single files or extract the entire
archive.

compress, uncompress, tar, or untar
a file or directory.
Tarre supports drag-and-drop;
just grab the icon for the directory
you want to back up, drag it over
the Tarre icon, and let go. Alternatively, you can archive or compress
files from within the Workspace
Manager or other applications via
the Services menu. Tarre creates
vanilla .Z files, which you can then
copy to a floppy disk.
You can launch Tarre by double-clicking any .Z file. The program presents a browser-style panel
for selecting items inside the .Z
archive you wish to restore. This
window on the archive's contents
simplifies the process of restoring a
single file or group of files from a

large archive.
Tarre suffers from UNIX tar's
100-character pathname limit. It
has no automation features, nor
does it provide on-line documentation. But at a list price of $29.95,
Tarre recommends itself as a sin1ple
and effective tool for quick file
archiving.
EnTar, from Impact Software
Publishing, is a NeXTSTEP front
end for FSF's gnutar and UNIX compress. The main interface is a large
browser panel, called the Archive
Browser, that allows you to readily
select files and folders for archiving
and retrieval.
EnTar supports floppy disks,
ODs, and other removable media.
Its specialty, though, is tape. It
automatically configures SCSI tape

EnTar allows you to select folders to back up.

drives but also offers a manual configuration option.
EnTar's use of gnutar rather

than UNIX tar overcomes the 100·
character limit on the length of file
pathnames, with some restrictions.
At a list price of $49, it represents a
worthwhile alternative to the UNIX
utilities for those responsible for
backing up files to magnetic tape.
Swoop'n'Pack, part of Paget
Press's Swoop'n suite of utilities, i
a bare-bones front end for tar and
compress that is suitable for personal backups.
All the Swoop'n utilities work
via the Services menu. To archive
a folder, select it in the File Viewer
and choose the Swoop'n'Pack op-

-

--

~

The Swoop'n'Pack utility reports on the resWts III
tar and compress.

tion in the Services menu. The folder
is packed on your hard drive, read)'
for transfer to a backup medium.
Swoop'n'Pack offers no support for drag-and-drop archiving,
choice of backup media, or extrac·
tion tools for single files . Swoop'n
has value as a $49 package, but we
can't recommend the archiving
application on its own.

Archiver, from Met
part of a grab bag of uti
Metro Tools. It's spare to
of almost being trivial. S
Archiver option in Metro
main panel, then drag-ar
folders into the panel's io

The Archiver Is chosen in MetroTools
. . panel. Drag your folders and drol
Icon well on the left.

they'll be tarred and coml
You can then copy to a ba
While the $129 Metr,
package is a boon for useJ
need its Macintosh migrat
we'd rather use tar and co
traight from the comman
Squash, from Agog ($
i the premier tool for bad

BACKUP SOFTWARE RATINGS
Cubes
BackupMaster

EnTar

MetroToois ArchiYer

RunningBack

SafetyNet

•••
•••
••
•••
••••
•••
••
•••

Comments

IJst Price

Contact

'This front end for dump works for whole<fisk and incremental backups.
Its ·strategies· approach helps users adopt sound backup practices.

$299;
$99 (floppy-only)

Teledla, $.A.

This front end for FSF's gnutar overcomes some of the weaknesses of UNIX tar
and offers good tools for the configuration of SCSI·tape drives.

$49

This grab bag of utility applications has value as a package,
but the Archiver alone is almost trivial.

$129

Metrosoft

Afeature-laden application that's bundled'exclusively with Microtech's DAT drive.
It's slow but offers formidable automation, scripting, and tape. support.

NlA

Microtech International
158 Commerce St., East Haven, CT 06512.
203 468-6223 800 62&4276.
Cuthie Software
8937C Early April W8Ij, Columbia, MD 21046.
410/290.8813;
e-mail: brian@beerwolf.umbc.edu

$399 (neIwortI)

This prerelease version offers promise as the premier backup solution. It maintains
a database that enables very rapid restoration of selected files from tape archives.

$99 (sIngIe-user)

This excellent tool for personal backups to floppy disk sports fast and efficient compression.

$99.95

(beta)

Squash

~p'n'Pack

TarTe

121 Rue Chanzy, 59260 Ulle-Hellemmes, France.
33/20/67.59.58, 33/20/47.99.45 fax;
U.S.: 412L321·5850, 412L321-5851 fax.
Impact Software Publishing
210 Lake St. , Ithaca, NY 14850.
-607/277-8623,800/822-3385;
e-mail: Im~act@im~act.shaman.com

This simple front end for tar and compress is part of a package.
The Services menu-based approach makes it easy to create Quick backup archives.

$49.00

This affordable front end for tar and compress supports easy
archiving via drag-ancXIrop and the Services menu.

$29.95

Agog

13780 N. River Hv.y., Grand Ledge, MI48837.
517 627-2186.
Paget Press
2125 Western Ave. #300,
Seattie, WA 98121.206/448-0845;
e-mail:
et.com
Aurora Software
16 N. Allen St., Madison, WI 53705-3924.
608/231-3679;
e-mail: info%auroras.uucp@uunet.uu .net
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Archiver, from MetroSoft, is
part of a grab bag of utilities called
MetroTools. It's spare to the point
of almost being trivial. Select the
Archiver option in MetroTools's
main panel, then drag-and-drop
folders into the panel's icon well and

TIle Archiver is chosen in MetroTools's Preferences.
lie panel. Drag your folders and drop them into the
Icon well on the left•

they'll be tarred and compressed.
You can then copy to a backup disk.
While the $129 MetroTools
package is a boon for users who
need its Macintosh migration tools,
we'd rather use tar and compress
straight from the command line.
Squash, from Agog ($99.95),
~ the premier tool for backing up
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CGI1pI'eSSed bundles.

data on a stand-alone workstation
[o .fioppy disks. It's the only appliarion in our roundup that shuns
the UNIX utilities in favor of a proprietary file format, a potential
roadhlock for sharing files; everyone
has tar and compress, but only a
handful of NeXT users have Squash
installed on their systems. Agog
works around this problem by
Ulcluding a stand-alone companion
application called UnSquashOnly,
which you can freely distribute.
Squash further makes up for this
defect by rurtning faster and more

efficiently for most files than products based on the UNIX utilities.
There are three ways to squash
a file or folder: You can drag an
icon from the workspace onto the
Squash application icon; you can
squash a file from within an application via the Services menu; or use
the Squash command from within
the Squash application.
Squash can automatically bundle and compress folders into archives and then split the files into
floppy-sized pieces. A generous
Preferences panel gives you the option to "Squash smaller but slower"
or "Squash faster but not as much."
You can also set up Squash to automatically back up old files.
For those who feel comfortable straying from the UNIX mainstream, Squash is the choice for
automated, efficient floppy-disk
backups.

RunningBack, developed by
Neuron for sale with Microtech
International's Eclipse 2.0T DAT
drive, is the most fully automated
backup application now shipping
for the NeXT. It allows you to
set up scripts for a variety of backup scenarios, including a timer
script that runs RunningBack as a
background task, performing unattended backups on schedule.
Though RunningBack is fullfeatured, it is slow. It maps the
entire file system each time you use
it, a task that may take thirty minutes or more. It's faster on restor-

RunningBack's mouse-sensitive Help window guides
you through a tape backup.

ing, retrieving files in a minute or
two. While we were waiting, we
found RunningBack was easy to
understand, especially with the help
of a cursor-sensitive help system.
Though slow, some buyers

may feel that RunningBack justifies allows you to rebuild your file systhe cost of the Microtech DAT
tem with nothing more than the
drive. Others will opt for a lessSafetyNet floppy.
expensive drive and make do with
Anyone of these features
available software. Neuron says it
would make SafetyNet a must-have
intends to develop a newer, faster
application for backup; the combiversion, which would make it more ' nation seems too good to be true
attractive.
for the single-user price of $99 (netSafetyNet. Judging from the
work licenses cost $399). We evaluprerelease version we evaluated,
ated an early version of the softSystemix Software's SafetyNet
ware that did not implement all
could become the premier NeXT
announced features. If Systemix
backup solution. This new applicaSoftware delivers SafetyNet as promised, it will be the premier tool
for NeXT backups.
MIX AND MATCH

SafetyNet backups a 300MB hard drive in ahout
35 minutes.

tion makes backing up easy by
customizable "backup profiles,"
documents that sweep preselected
files or directories onto backup
media (a command line version can
go in letclcrontab files) by simple
double-clicking. More inlportant,
SafetyNet leaps beyond any other
application, including UNIX tar or
dump, by making it easy to back
up and restore any file in one or
two minutes - even from tape.
SafetyNet maintains a database
of every file that has been backed
up, storing an electronic index that
allows the application to fast forward a tape to the exact location of
an archived file. Although it takes
time to build the index, you can do
backups overnight. Files are usually
restored in a panic, when every
minute counts.

Your choice of software will depend in large part on your backup
medium. EnTar is a good match for
the DAT tape drives popular at
. NeXT sites. Squash and BackupMaster are good bets with floppies,
although Squash's proprietary
approach is worrisome. The advanced features of SafetyNet hold
the promise of easy, automated,
and fast backup and restoration
across all media. If your budget is
tight, use the UNIX command-line
approach.
Whatever your method,
though, don't shirk your responsibility. When it comes to backing
up, just do it. •

and
are contributing editors to NeXTWORLD.
They can be reached at dkehoe@
nextworld.com or sross@
nextworld.com.
DAN I ELK E HOE
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Unlike most other applications,
SafetyNet deals intelligently with
linked files, backing up a file once
ahd restoring both the links and
original files as needed. SafetyNet
uses an enhanced version of tar that
handles long filenames properly. In
case disaster strikes, the application
can build a bootable floppy that
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BY JONATHAN LIITMAN
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Mexico's pre-eminent engineering school,
the Instituto Tecnol6gico y de Estudios
Superiores de Monterrey, opted for NeXT
in a big way. Its mission: change the way
Mexico approaches computing.
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visitor to Monterrey, Mexico, can't help but notice the
mosaic of tin and cement shacks skirting the city's proud,
granite-faced mountains. Many of the delapidated homes
are freshly painted an odd forest green. "The president
came a year ago and thought the slums were ugly,"
explains a local guide. "He gave them free paint."
Across the city from the shantytown, computers are helping Mexico
generate more lasting change. Two monolithic slabs of concrete and glass
are stuck at odd angles into the earth as if plunged from the sky. They
house Monterrey's Center for Advanced Production Technology, the ultramodern centerpiece of Mexico's premier technical university, the Instituto
iecnol6gico y de Estudios Superiores de Monterrey, or as it is called
here, ITESM.
Behind the stark exterior are hundreds of computers arrayed in labs
forautomated manufacturing and advanced engineering. But the building's
heart is in the basement. There, next to the traditional mainframe computers and minicomputers that power the Institute's vast fiber-optic token-ring
network, are dozens of NeXTs and a tightly knit group of users called Academic Computing. Their mission: to change the way the Institute - and
Mexico - approaches computing.
Founded in 1943 by a Mexican businessman who studied at MIT,
ITESM's goal has been to train professionals at standards equal to those of
the best u.s. universities. Today, the private, u.S.-accredited Institute boasts
a Monterrey enrollment of 15,000, with another 30,000 studying at campuses around the country. ITESM's graduates have gone on to become
leaders in business, engineering, applied sciences, and computer science.

III
PIONEERS

ITESM prides itself on leading Mexico in the introduction of new technology, and the Institute's influence on Mexican industry is clear - more than
30 percent of the top 100 CEOs of Mexico's largest companies, and an
estimated 25 percent of all Mexican engineers, are ITESM graduates.
Today, a total of 170 NeXT workstations are installed on the Monterrey
campus, with another 40 scattered around satellite campuses elsewhere in
Mexico.
David Trevino, technology director of Academic Computing, was
Mexico's first user of both Apple and Macintosh computers. In the late
1980s, Trevino and the Institute began looking at UNIX systems. Digital
Equipment Corporation donated a VAX in 1988 and the Institute bought
a number of IBM minicomputers.
Meanwhile, ITESM kept track of its favorite computer entrepreneur.
~When we knew that Steve Jobs was founding a new company we kept
track of what he was doing," says Ramiro Flores, ITESM's information
director. And in early 1989, the Institute purchased ten NeXT cubes, following up the order the next year with five more.
The Institute wasn't ready to make a long-term commitment, however.
Flores was run1inating on a far-reaching plan to shift ITESM's computing
~om vast PC labs to UNIX workstations running open systems. Each of
the more than 600 full-time professors would have a workstation on his or
her desk. Faculty, students, and satellite campuses would be connected by
distributed systems with open-system servers and powerful parallel computers. The dramatic shift would cost over $10 million.
PH OTOG RAPH S BY STU ART WATSo~
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Flores and Trevino were at the early stages of this ambitious plan. "We
looked at the IBM RS/6000, HP systems, Apollo," says Trevino. "We
found that they cost a lot, and they were not workstations we could put on
every desk."
Then came the NeXT power breakfast. In July 1990, while in Dallas
for a conference, Trevino had breakfast with Pliny Gale, NeXT's district
sales manager for northeast Texas and Mexico. Trevino told Gale that he

rrESM architecture students research 18 major works using a MediaStation application.

had ordered 100 IBM PS/2s at roughly the same price as NeXTs. Gale
dropped his fork.
"I said, 'David, sign this napkin, you're under nondisclosure,' " says
Gale, who quickly filled Trevino in on the new machines - the 68040
NeXTstations that NeXT was readying for production - and invited him
to tour NeXT's Fremont plant a few weeks later with Flores.
Flores's reaction was a salesman's fantasy. "He said, 'What's the upper
limit we can buy?' " remembers Gale. To Flores, NeXT's university pricing
and software bundling made the workstations seem too good to be true.
"The least expensive [workstation] from Digital was $25,000, compared
with $4000 for the NeXT?" says Flores. "That was impressive to me."
ITESM responded by promptly signing a contract worth half a million
dollars that has since been upped to a million dollars.
And that order for 100 IBM PS/2s? "In the end we only bought a few
PCs," says Trevino.

III
INDEPENDENTS

"We don't want to use packages, we want to develop them," says Ciro
Velasquez, coordinator for Academic Computing, who argues that nondiscounted Mexican prices for U.S. software are one of several good reasons
for ITESM to be self-reliant. "We must develop our own software."
Indeed, methodology may be what separates ITESM from other universities, including the best north of the border. The Institute has a carefully
thought-out plan to use NeXTs that balances central-application design
and the seeding of departments with showcase applications.
For example, Information Services has created a general-purpose testFALL 1992 NUTWORLD 43
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ing engine that uses the NeXT as a client front
end, networked to an IBM RS/6000 server.
Templates of math exams have been set up on
the NeXT using FrameMaker and Mathematica, with problems categorized by difficulty
and category.
Drawing from thousands of problems
already stored on the
IBM server, professors will soon be
able to sit at a '
ate new, custom
examinations in a
few minutes.
Multiple-choice
exams will be
graded by scanners. Similar
plans are underway for foreign languages, the sciences, engineering, and other disciplines.
The Institute's most dramatic use of the
NeXT may be the 26-campus satellite network. Technology-crammed control room~ on
the Monterrey and Mexico City campuses
beam courses by satellite to the other campuses. This Sistema de Interaccion Remota
enables students at the remote locations to
send questions or comments via PC, dumb
terminal, or a toll-free telephone number.
Only two years ago, texts and other necessary course materials arrived by mail- but
often late. In Mexico, even the $30-and-up
express mail packages arrive manana.
Now, each moderator at each distant
campus receives class work via NeXTmail, a
program Academic Computing finds so useful
that it routes mail to the NeXT from many of
its other workstations and computers. NeXTs
are currently being tested as replacements for
the on-line PC gateways at all 26 campuses.
Academic Computing has also seeded the
use of NeXT by developing a showcase architecture application called Historia de la Arquitectura. Eighteen famous works of architecture,
ranging from the Palacio Ricardi in Florence to
Frank Lloyd Wright's Falling Water house, are
featured in a MediaStation presentation jointly
created with the architecture department. .
Architecture history students see color
pictures and CAD-drawn plans of the buildings, study a time line, hear contemporary
music, and listen to explanations about points
of architectural interest while a pointer high-

lights building sections. Each work has an
average of nine images scanned in with a scan·
ner from HSD Microcomputer U.S.
Students can also work on a tutorial or
focus on particular building elements, using a
150MB multin1edia application that has
increased student interest in history and won
admiration for its integration of images, tex~
and voice. Architecture professors and students, who wrote all of the original text,
selected the images, and drew all of the CAD
plans, hope eventually to featllre 100 architec·
tural masterpieces. The application has been
entered in an Educom software contest.
ITESM's marketing department plans to
set up a similar showcase for Mexican ads and
a system for students to create their own adver·
tisements. At this writing, the department also
hopes to install NeXTs numing SAS, the power·
ful statistical program, in the Institute's library.
Meanwhile, the Advanced Computing
lab at the Technology Center is on the verge of
dl!plicating its success. The lab, which features
40 NeXTs connected to four NeXT servers
through a token-ring network, has been so J?OP'
ular with students that the math department has
recently begun clamoring for one of its own.

DOMESTIC CONTENT
ITESM has come a long way when you con·

sider that the big concern over its first NeXT
purchase was whether the black machine might
eventually go Red. "NeXTs weren't easily
exported to Mexico," says Flores. "We have
relations with Cuba and [U.S. govermnent offi·
cials] were worried the machines might end up
in Moscow."
Today, NeXTs not only breeze through
customs; they also arrive speaking the language. NeXT's operating system includes the
capability of switching between languages and
accessing translated user documentation.
And much of the expertise to repair
NeXTs is now on the Mexican side of the bor·
der. Aurelio Sanchez, another of the Academic
Computing faithful, attended a California
NeXT technical-support course and becamea
certified NeXT technician. "It's really much
easier to service than any other machine," says
Sanchez, who routinely swaps out disks and
makes minor adjustments.
Occasional problems have been resoilled

quickly. "I send e-mail;
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contrast to the procedu
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long way when you conrrcern over its first NeXT
Ler the black machine might
'NeXTs weren't easily
," says Flores. "We have
and [U.S. government offithe machines might end up
not only breeze through
!rrive speaking the lan'ating system includes the
ing between languages and
user documentation.
:he expertise to repair
le Mexican side of the borl, another of the Academic
, attended a California
'port course and became a
mician. "It's really much
n any other machine," says
rrely swaps out disks and
:ments.
oblems have been resolved

quickly. "I send e-mail and usually get a
response in a few days," says Sanchez, in sharp
contrast to the procedure with ITESM's other
major workstation vendor. "While we have a
very good relationship with IBM, we think we
get better service from NeXT - and IBM is

here!"
But ITESM would like to see a few more
tandard applications before it makes a larger
commitment to NeXT. First on the wish list is
a strong CAD program: "What I expect and
what I would like is a lot more software," says
Flores. "It has been a slow process. Now they
are doing something, porting to the '486. That
is a good sign."
With more than 700 PCs at the Monterrey campus, ITESM is a beta site-for NeXTSTEP '486, as well as for NeXTSTEP 3.0,
token-ring cards, and other NeXT networking
technology.
Trevino thinks NeXT has a shot at competing for the desks of the Institute's 600 faculty members. "In my personal opinion the
workstation on the desks must be a NeXT,"
says Trevino. "You can put one machine
instead of several and the NeXT is designed to
be networked."
But professors and students will likely
decide this competition themselves. Making
the rounds of the Institute's departments, Academic Computing's Velasquez is hounded by
the same questions: "Have the new NeXTs
arrived? When will the next shipment come?
Can we order more?"
Some professors can't seem to get enough
of NeXT. Isabella Carmona, a math professor,
is huddled with a student over a couple of
NeXTs in her cramped office. It is Monday

'e"
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SBeIOC readies real-time Improv, updates suite of
custom-trading apps
UPDATE Since its decision in December 1990 to go with NeXT,
Swiss Bank Corporation/O'Connor Services (SBClOq
has installed 320 machines in its Chicago and London. offices and
become a major center of software development (see "Bull Market,"
NeXTWORLD, Fall 1991).
The trading giant is currently finishing up a joint project with
Lotus to develop real-time Improv. "We're very involved and we
know thelie are some other third-party people committed to seeing
it succeed," says Viee-President Bill Martin. The finished program
would allow NeXT a,pplicatiofls to easily access a variety of real- .
time market data.
SBClOC also heIped spec and beta test Concurrence, the out-

I

and she is preparing a test for Wednesday.
Carmona holds up a NeXT-generated exam.
"jQue presentacion!" she says, shooting off a
series of Spanish adjectives that sOlmd like an
ad for a luxury car: "La rapidez, la harmonia,
la concurrencia." ("The speed, the harmony,
the integration.")
One of ITESM's first to
adopt NeXT, Carmona has
been smitten by Mathematica. She uses it to generate exams, quizzes, and
homework. And the
author of several
respected Mexican
math books wasn't
satisfied with just
having a NeXT in
her office. She is
ITESM's first professor to plunk
down the over 12 million pesos necessary to
buy her own NeXT, an unheard of investment
on a Mexican professor's salary.
She paid for the machine months ago, and
though her workstation has yet to arrive, her
enthusiasm is contagious. This dedicated professora is only half joking about the sacrifices
she made when she laughs, "Cinco anos sin
zapatos para comprar mi NeXT."
To Isabella Carmona, five years without
shoes is a small price to pay for a NeXT. •

LIT T MAN is an investigative writer and author whose work has
appeared in Forbes, the Village Voice, the
Los Angeles Tinles, and the San Francisco
Chronicle.

JON A T HAN

liner and presentation software from Lighthouse Design. "We have
400 Macs. I had to convince the partners that NeXTs were better
Macs, and my Mac users told me they couldn't do, what they do for
the firm without things like MORE 3.0," says Martin.
Traders have just bee~ given Release 2.0 of SBClOC's custom
trading system, the heart of its mission-critical apps strategy. "The
app has been very successful in-house and we've started work on
Release 3.0 taking over more [financial] instruments than it handles
III
now," Martin. says. SBClOC also plans to roll out two more trading
systems in the near future.
"People are really using the machines," says Martin.
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Desktop Color
NeXT advances the state of the art
in personal color printers
by

DA N

LA V 1 N

hen we wrote a preview of the NeXT
Color Printer (NCP)
based on its paper
specs, we were ecstatic about the
prospect of PostScript color output
on the desktop at a breakthrough
price (see "Color for Everyone,"
NeXTWORLD, Spring 1992). Now
that we've been able to put the
printer through the paces in our lab
under beta NeXTSTEP 3.0, our
enthusiasm is tempered only slightly
by performance realities.
The NCP lives up to its billing
for quality output, but we found
the processing requirements of an
attached NeXT system so great
that the product does not fulfill
the vision of a true personal color
printer. While it represents a breakthrough in PostScript color printing, potential buyers need to recognize the limitations as well as outstanding benefits of the device.
Like the NeXT Laser Printer,
the NCP is less expensive than
equivalent devices on other platforms because the PostScript processing is done on board the NeXT
machine that's connected to it. With
the Laser Printel; that approach
involves few trade-offs. It can sit on
a network or individual desktop
spitting out pages in the background with little effect on the performance of an attached NeXT
computer.
Unfortunately, because of the
size and complexity of color
images, the same is not necessarily
true for the NCP.
It is probably unreasonable
to expect the NCP to perform as
well as the NeXT Laser. As long as

(j!j

buyers compare it with competitive
color printers and not their hopes
and dreams, most will agree that it
is a great product.

Basics
The NCP is built around the Canon
Color BubbleJet printer engine.
There are four print heads inside
the NCP, one each for cyan, magenta, yellow, and black, the components of the CMYK color model.
Each print head has 64 nozzles that
deliver a single drop of ink to the
page. An illusion of full color is
produced by laying down the dots
at 360 per inch under the control of
PostScript Level 2 inside the NeXT
machine itself.
The printer weighs in at 22
pounds and measures 20.5 inches
wide by 16.6 inches deep by 6.7
inches high. Aesthetically, it resembles the other black toys with fins
on your desk. It takes paper up to
11 by 17 inches or the A3 European standard. It connects to a
NeXT computer via the SCSI port
for data throughput of up to 4MB
per second.
Priced at $3495, the NCP is
half the price, or less, of any comparable color printer. Thermal-wax
alternatives range from $6995 for
the NEC ColorMate to $9495 for
the Seiko PSX-4. The only comparable plain-paper technology is the
Tektronix Phaser ill PXi, which
costs $9995.
The per-page costs are somewhat higher than we estimated earlier (about 24 cents per average
page for the toner and 10 cents per
sheet of the special paper you need
for highest quality). Keep in mind,

The NeXT Color Printer provides quality output at a breakthrough price. Processing bit·mapped
images may bog down the host machine, however.

though, that only the amount of
toner needed is used on any given
page. So if you want to print only
a small yellow circle, for example, it
may cost as little as a penny a sheet
on plain paper.

Test drive
The printer is easy to set up. Loading materials was much easier than
with thermal-wax printers, for
example, which use inks delivered
on sheets resembling plastic wrap.
Ink for the NCP comes in plug-andplay cartridges. No maintenance or
cleaning is necessary.

NeXT Color Printer
With careful managemet,t of user expectations, an excellent printer and an excellent vallie. Performance of the host
machine is affected, so a dedicated print
server may be necessary if the printer is
shared or used to print a large number
of bit-mapped images.
$3495

$20/200 sheets of Ietter-size paper
$141100 sheets of legal-size paper
$SOISO transparencies
$35 for each color cartridge
NeXT Computer, 900 Chesapeake
Dr., Redwood City, CA 94063.
800/848-6398.

The primary machine we used
for testing was a loaded NeXTsta·
tion Turbo Color with 32MB of
memory and a 400MB hard disk
a heftier configuration than many
users will have available. We tried it
on less-loaded machines and found
that performance was indeed
slower but not dramatically so.
We used a random collection
of color images for our test, includ·
ing scans, line art, and drawings of
varying complexity and color coverage. Figuring that people will also
use it for ordinary tasks, we tried it
with black-and-white text as well.
We experimented with both the
coated paper and the normal copier
paper we use around the office.

Output
The printer handled everything we
threw at it. The connection, even
with a beta operating system, wa
solid. The printer never malfunctioned, never misprinted, never
jammed. The output looked, for tbr
most part, excellent.
Color reproduction is surprisingly good. The results are especially impressive with line art and
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proved significantly, thoul
completely corrected.
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expensive dye-sublimatior
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color proofing.
A good rule of thumb
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it. The connection, even
ta operating system, was
~ printer never malfunc~ver misprinted, never
The output looked, for the
t, excellent.
,r reproduction is surprisd. The results are espe)ressive with line art and

"soft" images that benefit from lots
of hi ending and dithering. If you're
used to the "cartoony" effect of the
RGB color model used in thermalwax printers, you'll find that colors
are more realistic and subtle. BuiltinPostScript Level 2 provides color
correction, which yields accurate,
vivid colors, though the CMYK
model always has trouble reproducing certain colors, like sky blue.
We complained in our preview
of a grainy texture in the printing,
especially when the printer tried to
print light shades of colors and certairt halftones. This has been improved significantly, though not
completely corrected.
Reproductions of photographs
are often quite stunning, though
not quite up to the standard of very
expensive dye-sublimation printers,
and not even close to the quality of
a Canon Color Laser Copier or a
printing press. The quality of output is excellent for presentations,
color camps, and reports. It is not
appropriate, however, for high-end
color proofing.
A good rule of thumb is that
output should not be a stepping
tone to some other goal. The
NCr isn't suited for creating color
mechanicals or photographic masters for quantity reproductions. It's
good for short runs of letterhead
originals, transparencies, and other
things that are in themselves the
fmal product.
The results are superior in most
cases when using the special coated
paper instead of plain paper. Anything with a lot of blending looked
fine on plain stock, but precise line
art tended to blur. The colors were
always better on the coated paper.
In most cases, the 10-cents-persheet cost of the special paper is not
a big deal. It might be a problem,
however, when you want to run off
500 copies of an intricate line-art
logo onto Ivory Laid bond paper,
for example. The coated paper
comes in only a few varieties. We
were also annoyed at having to

specify plain paper in the Print
panel every time we wanted to output to noncoated stock.

numbers of images, don't share it
on the network unless it's connected to a dedicated print server.

Perfonnance

Conclusion

Print times were reasonably good about two minutes for an average
image. Unfortunately, the NeXT
machine itself ground to a virtual
halt when processing color images.
For all practical purposes, we were
unable to do anything else with the
machine while the image was printing. This is mildly annoying with
small images but highly frustrating
with big ones.
Why does this happen? PostScript files are composed of three
sets of commands: to generate text,
generate graphic elements like lines
and circles, and process bit-mapped
images like scans and TIFF files.
The CPU steps through PostScript
commands one by one, letting other
programs do their work in between.
That's no problem if most of what
you do involves text and graphic
elements. Drawing a line, for example, is a discrete step that takes little
time. Unfortunately, to some
approximation, processing a bitmapped image is also one instruction. With the additional processing
drain caused by PostScript'S color
correction, you'll find yourself
going for a coffee break every time
you print a TIFE
The net result is that the printer needs a NeXT machine as a
dedicated print server if it is used a
lot for bit-mapped images. That
makes the $3500 printer an $8500
printer - still a better deal than thermal-wax printers but not the breakthrough personal printer we'd hoped
for. Also, if you publish your personal NCP to the network - an easy
task - you're throwing yourself on
the mercy of your officemates.
Our recommendation: If you
plan to use the NCP mainly for line
art and presentations and just the
occasional bit-map, you can connect it to any machine on the network. If you will use it for large

Considering the NCP in the
real world and comparing it with
other color printers that are complicated to own and operate, the NCP
wins hands down - it's half the cost,
faster, and has better output. Further, it's environmentally sound,
wanting little toner and containing
its own waste.
The NCP is highly recommended. Just remember to manage
your expectations. •

Despite our performance concerns,
.the NCP is a great printer at a great
price. We had hoped th<1.t the NCP
would be the color printer for the
everyman - that it would prove to
be a color version of the popular
NeXT Laser Printel: Unfortunately,
printer technology is not yet at that
point. Performance limitations and
the cost of materials conspire
against this ideal.
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L A V I N is a senior editor
at NeXTWORLD. He can be
DAN

reached at dlavin@nextworld.com.
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The fine line art on the car shows the limitations of using plain paper. The NCP produces its
best output with multicolored images in which blending helps create a photographic illusion.
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"If I stab myself in the head with
this pencil, will it hurt?"

Yes, it will.
Some things are obvious
before you try them. Like
PasteUpTM, our brand new page
layout application.
We've designed PasteUp from
scratch, taking full advantage
of Display PostScript and your
wonderful NeXTTM computer.
We've also made major
advances in user interface,
power, and flexibility.
PasteUp has tons of innovative
features including: collapsible
page ranges, unlimited
multiple undos, drag-and-

drop styles, automatic drop
shadows for text and shapes,
smart quotes (even when you
paste in new text), a thumbnail navigator, full rotation
and shearing of text, and
hyphenation in 12 languages.
The best part is that PasteUp
looks like a cross between a
word processor and a drawing
package, and you'll be able to
figure it out in three minutes.
But you'll want to read the
manual anyway, because it's
beautifully written, and
because there's a lot of
sophistication lurking just
below the Alternate key.

Circle 40 on reader service card

Everyone has been waiting
for a great page layout
program for the NeXT, and
we're looking forward to the
opportunity to exceed your
wildest expectations.
PasteUp is shipping now.
Call us at RightBrain
SoftwareM(800-472-7246)
or call your local dealer for
a demonstration.
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Appsoft Draw puts drawing tools in
the hands of mere mortals
by

TONY

BOVE

and

CHERYL

here i~ no better drawing
expenence on a computer than the one you
can have with a good
drawing or illustration program on
a NeXT machine. The combination
of Display PostScript, fast throughput, and real multitasking in the
NeXTSTEP operating environment
provides fertile ground for creative
inspiration. Why? Because as you
modify objects on the screen, the
computer redraws them quickly
and exactly, without the system or
drawing tools getting in the way of
the creative process.
Until recently, you could get
this experience only by using a professional illustration program such
as Adobe illustrator. But why should
only pro illustrators have this much
fun? Everybody n.eeds to draw,
from marketing reps working on
presentations to engineers working
on prototypes. What these people
need is an easy-to-learn drawing
package that can produce multipage documents and offers automatic functions for the nonartist.
Appsoft Draw goes beyond
these basic requirements by providing tools that professional illustrators would find useful. At $395,
Draw is attractive to professional
illustrators as a second drawing
package for quick illustratiops, but
its biggest market is for NeXT users
with limited drawing skills who
need to produce professional-looking graphics quickly and easily. .
Draw features multipage-document capabilities, easy selection

H

RHODE S

tools, simple brightness and contrast controls for TIFF images, a
page browser, and a matrix option
for quickly designing row-and-column tables and illustrations, setting
it apart from other programs currently available on the platform. In
addition, it offers a Bezier-curve
tool, 25 levels of undo, the capability to mask a TIFF image into an
EPS object, tools for skewing, rotating, and scaling objects, overprinting, and text-wrapping within an
object's boundaries. You can easily
incorporate a Draw image into an
illustrator docunlent or vice versa,
thanks to the wonder of EPS,
allowing you to use the best features of each program.

TopDraw reborn
Appsoft Draw did not suddenly
emerge from the woodwork. Versions of the program, originally
called TopDraw from Media Logic,
have long been used to demonstrate
the NeXT machine's capabilities as
a drawing and illustration platform.
But Appsoft Draw is light years better than anything TopDraw ever
had to offer. Draw now conforms
to all of the NeXTSTEP standards
for tools, panels, and menus.
Although it lacks automatic data
charting and graphing functions
(the only important omission), it
makes up for this shortcoming by
providing excellent text-handling
and object-manipulation features .
For those who absolute;ly must
have charts and graphs, you can
generate them in a spreadsheet and

Use the Matrix panel to create al
rows and/or columns. In this exa
ated as rows in the Matrix panel.
Appsoft Draw provides a Freehand drawing tool and a variety of different Bezier-point selec:tioii
and modification tools.

then bring them into Draw for
sophisticated-looking presentation
materials.
Appsoft Draw provides a Freehand tool for drawing objects from
scratch or for tracing locked objects
(a locked object can't be moved or
otherwise changed until you unlock
it). The Freehand tool creates an
object with a path that has control
points to manipulate and change
the shape of its path. You can also
adjust line smoothing (the degree
by which the program will attempt
to smooth a hand-drawn path). The
higher the degree of smoothing, the
less bumpy the path (and fewer
control points generated) .
We found one small bug in the
Freehand Tool Settings panel: Even
though we set the default path-

smoothing tolerance to exactly 10,
every time we subsequently opened
this panel the default tolerance was
set to 9. When we finally set me
tolerance to 10.65, the default tolerance was properly set to 10 when
we opened the panel again.
The path-editing tools are similar in some respects to Adobe Illustrator's, but Appsoft has added
Loosen Path and Tighten Path options for proportionately increasing
or reducing the length of all direction lines in the path. With this simple adjustment, you can make _
curves tighter or looser, which is the
kind of feature that best characterizes Appsoft Draw as a drawing
program for the casual as well as
the professional user.

Unique features
One of the best features of Appsott
Draw is the Matrix command,
which you can use to create copies
of an object at specific locations.
Matrix is useful for creating multiple copies of shapes or lines of a
form or bar chart.
Another excellent feature is the
Grid tool. You can specify grids of
any size, using various colors and
positions. You can indicate whether

you want Draw to snap a
motion to the grid for alig
arranging objects. You cal
the grid invisible or have i
position in front of, or bel
graphic objects.
Appsoft Draw makes
import text that is saved a
file by a word processor. I
rains the formatting and l~
wrap text line by line insic
ject. Draw offers manual 2
matic letterspacing of char
well as complete control 0
izes, styles, character fill, J
terns, and colors. The pro~
set text along a path so its
conforms to the path.
Draw's handling of 11
images is superb for a gene
ing program. We expected
ity to drag-and-drop a TIE
and perhaps the ability to r
m F image, but Draw also
change the image's contain
Bezier object so that you ca
the curves and obtain a 3-I
Furthermore, you can masl
TIFF with any PostScript ir
the TIFF appears only insid
other image.
Draw will perform col(
rations necessary for some J
printing. It can also print se
pot-color layers, with over
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of one or more
objects' fills and
lilJi;'!W:C"iJ.13:1
AC"~PP.()DUcr.;
borders. FurtherPccounI No:
more, you can con--,~ '"
9'Iip To Pdtt'us: ~~~~~
trol the chokes and
Supplier N:!.me : ~~~~~
SupptierPI"ore :
Rxnt flUn ber :
COO:lct
Pnenlon:
spreads of overprinting for precise color
control.
With its multipage facilities - the
Page Browser, textlayout features, textfile and TIFF-image
file importing, TIFFimage brightness
and contrast controls, and text- and
Use the Matrix panel to create an array of repeated objects in
image-reshaping
rows and/or columns. In this example, an array of lines are crecapabilities - Draw
lied as rows in the Matrix panel.
could be used to
you want Draw to snap any mouse
produce an entire newsletter. With
motion to the grid for aligning and
a document as text-intensive as the
arranging objects. You can make
newsletter file provided as a samthe grid invisible or have it show its ple, however, Draw takes a long
position in front of, or behind, the
time to scroll the window to show
graphic objects.
more of the page. The program was
optimized for handling graphic
Appsoft Draw makes it easy to
import text that is saved as an RTF
objects, not for text-intensive page
file by a word processor. Draw relayout, and lacks a facility for
tains the formatting and lets you
extending text flow from one page
wrap text line by line inside any ob- or block of text to another.
ject. Draw offers manual and automatic letterspacing of characters, as Limitations
well as complete control over font
Don't compare Appsoft Draw to an
ires, styles, character fill, line patillustration program such as Adobe
lilustrator, which has many more
terns, and colors. The program can
features for sophisticated illustraset text along a path so its baseline
conforms to the path.
tion (such as data-driven graphics
Draw's handling of TIFF
and text flow from one object to
images is superb for a general draw- another). But while Draw may not
ing program. We expected the abildo everything lilustrator does, it
it)· to drag-and-drop a TIFF unage,
handles the job of drawing objects
and perhaps the ability to rotate a
cleanly and simply. This is bound to
TIFF image, but Draw also lets you make Draw popular among the
majority of NeXT owners, even if
change the image's container to a
Bezier object so that you can distort they also use more-sophisticated
illustration programs.
the curves and obtain a 3-D effect.
The package is complete, and
Furthermore, you can mask the
TIFF with any PostScript image so
the sample files are useful, but the
quality of the sample and tutorial
the TIFF appears only inside the
files is not as high as we would like.
other image.
For example, the sample files used
Draw will perform color sepathe wrong fonts; as a result, the text
rations necessary for some kinds of
overstepped its boundaries.
printing. It can also print separate
,pot-color layers, with overprinting
The manual should better
-;
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describe how to use the Freehand
drawing tool by Showulg an icon of
the tool in the manual (so that you
know at a glance which tool to
select). The path-manipulation
tools are a bit hard to understand
at first and are presented too early
in the manual's tutorial- before the
user has a chance to master the easier tools. The tutorial section also
neglects to mention how to make
the direction points visible, and
does not say why you need to use
the Alternate key when selecting
poirtts for deletion. The tutorial
uses the terms "anchor point" and
"control point" liberally but does
not define them.
These criticisms may be only
minor quibbles, but beginners and
nonartists need better hand-holding. In general, the documentation
is thorough, but the tutorial section
should be more understandable for
people who are not accustomed to

B~ili~ellte
Baker

&:

editing paths with a program such
as Illustrator.
Still, Appsoft Draw brings out
the best of the NeXT machule's
graphics, text-layout, and imagehandling capabilities and takes full
advantage of the friendly irtterface
of menus, tools, and panels. It may
not be able to carry the weight of
all illustration tasks, but it carries
more than its own weight in providing quick, efficient drawing and
image-handling functions. •

Contributing Editors TO N Y
BOVE and CHERYL RHOD ES

publish the Bove and Rhodes Inside
Report on Multimedia and Publishing Technologies. They can be
reached at t-and-c@toad.com.
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Draw's muHipage text- and image-layout capabilities pennit complex page designs.
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({.. .Jmprov knocked me out. It's thefirst new
With the power to analyze, view, and present numbers in vastly new and exciting
program that I've seen in months. Lotus 's
ways, Lotus" IrnproV· is clearly unlike any spreadsheet you've ever seen before.
Th begin, Irnprov lets you use plain English to define cells and create formulas. Then designs are truly innovative." -BYTE Magazine, 10'90
Irnprov gives you the ability to rearrange everything-in mere seconds instead of hours. Which
'f! stunningly simple approach to organizing
means your spreadsheet models become infinitely more flexible-and insightful.
cornpleJ; data. ' ,
- PC World ,
Finally, with sturming clarity and resolution, Irnprov produces the most compelling
charts and presentations, using graphs, text, images, even sound.
"Improv is one oj the most ir/leresting applicaFor more information about Lotus Irnprov, call 1-800-343-5414 . t'iQn) I've seen in quite some time. It 's a totally
One look will convince you that Lotus Irnprov is the NeXT generation different take on the spreadsheet. " - Info World, 1111190
of spreadsheets.

CraftMan

1l~0

Lotus Imprav far thE NeXT Computer:

Solid authoring system, <Toug
Table to Macintosh HyperCa
brings programming tools in
of mere mortals. As a mini-lI.
Builder, it offers great {unoti
prototyping capabilities but
improve on returning objects
while scripting, object-dass '
and graphics handling.
$1500 sing1e user

$295 educational user

Xanthus fnternational AB,
gaton 14, S-rJ.13 57 Stockhol
46181612.89.95,46181612.89
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Nonprogrammers can build NeXT
applications with Xanthus CraftMan
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hile it's true that
NeXTSTEP is a
marvelous development environment,
it's a fantasy to think that the average NeXT user is going to crank
out beautiful custom apps in Objectivc-c. Users without programming
experience must have even more
accessible tools for building information-based training programs
and presentations. Now, Xanthus
International offers to fill that gap
with its "multipurpose multimedia
programming tool," CraftMan.
CraftMan is roughly comparable to HyperCard on the Macintosh, the granddaddy of personal
programming tools. HyperCard,
which lets end users construct easyro-navigate "stacks" of related
information, has long been mislabeled by Apple as an object-oriented development environment.
With CraftMan, the NeXT community gets an authoring system
combining the power of true object-

~BYTE Magazine, 10190

vproach to Cffganizing
~PC

Wo rld . WOO

>J)st interesting applim.some time. It's a totally
rreadsheet." ~Inro Worl d, 1II119O

[wlhoring system, ,roughly compa-

~ Macintosh HyperCard, that

'f$'11rogramming tools into the hands
mortals. As a mini~[nterface
it offers great functionality and
capabilities but needs to
rpiurninu

oriented programming and the
accessibility of HyperCard. A beta
version was used for this review.
The program is aimed at users
who need to create informationbased applications containing animation, sound, graphics, and video.
It is also useful for creating prototypes and interfaces to other programs. (As CraftMan allows access
to UNIX commands, it would be
a perfect tool for putting friendly
interfaces on that huge library of
great UNIX utilities.)
CraftMan could be described
as Interface Builder for the rest of
us. Like IB, it provides a palette
of interface elements: menus, windows, buttons, and sliders that can
be arranged any way you like. It
also offers a rich scripting language,
CraftScript; which permits programming of more complex functions. Once your project is done,
you can use CraftMan's run-time
module, which lets the prototype
emulate a finished NeXT application, complete with custom icon.
Each of the CraftMan objects
is preprogrammed with both a certain look and built-in functionality.
The objects are divided into classes,
each of which has methods and
properties associated with it. Methods are the actions that an object is
capable of performing. For example, a slide-show object would have
a method to move to the next slide
in the series and wait for the message nexcslide to invoke that method. The properties refer to the characteristics of a given object, such as

CraftMan allows users to create multimedia applications that include high-quality graphics,
sound, animation, and video.

its size, location, or title. CraftMan
supports all the major standard
interface elements used by NeXT
progr;lms.

gram by dragging items from a customizable palette of tools. You then
wire up the objects to perform spe- .
cific actions by dragging a connecInstead of HyperCard-style
tion between die object and any
stacks, CraftMan allows you to
target on the screen. After the concreate flexible interfaces that closely . nection is made, the target object
resemble other NeXT programs.
presents a list of all the messages
You define the look of your prothat your original object can send
Since NeXTWORLD Expo, it's no whisper anymore:
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Thanks to incremental strategies, avoid copying your
whole system every day. And restore any lost file
with a real file browser. With BackupMasterTM
for the NeXT, your data is safe.

Sometimes, one word is enough.

'T£L£l>ia
To order call NeXTConnection at 1-800/800-NeXT or your neares t NeXT reseller.
For distribution call Teledia, Inc. at (412) 321 -5850 or fax (412) 321-5851.
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and that the target understands. It's
a wonderful, clean way of understanding the relationship between
objects.
One advantage of CraftMan's
object orientation is that you can
create your own subclasses of
objects. If you decide you want the
buttons in your project all to share
certain additional abilities, simply
define a button with those features
as a new subclass to be reused
whenever you need.
When a more complicated
script is required, CraftScript allows
messages to be sent to as many
other objects as needed. For example, if you want a single button to
move one slide show forward and a
second slide show in the opposite
direction, you might write the following CraftScript script:
{slideshow slideshowone}:nexCslide
{slideshow slideshowtwo}:previous_slide

While I'm no expert in Objective-C, I found CraftScript to be
approachable and easy to use. M y
one complaint is the constant need
to refer to the names of the objects
you are working with while scripting. To deal with this, you can
either write down all the names of
the objects before you start a particular script or quit the script in
the middle, inspect the target object
to find out its name, and then
reopen the script you were working
on, a cumbersome process likely to
lead to errors in the code. The program should provide a more direct
way of returning an object's name.
Perhaps holding down certain keys
and clicking on an object could put
its name in the script or on the
pasteboard.
Though impressive, CraftMan
shows room for improvement in
other areas as well. The program
allows you to import bit-mapped
graphics, but it doesn't provide any
way to edit those graphics from

within the program. It also doesn't
provide an easy way to hook up an
external program to edit the graphics. Also, the method used to bring
graphics into the project seems
clumsy. You must first select the
graphic from a scrolling list and
then drag what seems to be the preview into the main window.
Another problem is the distinction Xanthus makes between button-class objects and graphic-class
objects. My experience with multimedia and computer-based training
projects has taught me that randomly shaped graphics are used as
buttons more frequently than actual
buttons. Although it is possible for
users to create a special subclass of
graphics with button abilities, novices will probably feel lost.
The strengths and limitations
of an authoring system usually
emerge from a project of several
months' duration (one that your
job depends on). Despite this concern and my minor complaints, I

liked Xanthus CraftMan. The product felt good and very usable.
It is not another HyperCard
clone, so it lacks compatibility with
projects users may have already
developed on other platforms. But
by starting fresh, Xanthus was able
to improve on some of the faults of
HyperCard, resulting in a rich program that people without experience in Objective-C can use to
create programs with a full NeXT
interface and a surprising amount
of functionality. •

a contributing
editor, was formerly product manager for Super Card, a Macintosh
authoring system. His current COI1lpany, Tools for the Mind, provides
multimedia project management.
B EN C A L I C A ,

Unix and NeXT Systems
Software Engineers

• Rootless windows
• Color and greyscale support
' . Cut & paste texlcapability
II Motif 1.1 .3
. • Toll-free technical SUPlll,ort

Circle 51 on reader service card

Trident Data Systems, a computer consulting firm with
over 400 employees specializing in Unix systems
integration , networking and development, offers growth
opportunities, competitive salaries and a comprehensive
benefits program. Positions available to provide clients
with systems management, engineering, customer
support and development needs.
Requirements: Computer Science degree with 1 to 3
years applicable work experience. Successful candidate
wou ld join a team of Unix and NeXT design and
implementation professionsals working in a hetergeneous
NeXT, HP, Sun, & Pyramid environment with TCP/IP
and RDBMS technologies. Successful candidates must
be versed in Unix and C.
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LiveWire leads the way into the future
o{ collaborative computing
by
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nterpersonal computing
has been one of NeXT's
key buzzwords for several
years, but only NeXTmail
was trotted out to prove the concept- Now Adamation has shipped
the first true piece of groupware for
the NeXT. LiveWire is a technology
for near-simultaneous group work
across a network. In its current
incarnation, it focuses on a groupdocument editor but also includes
an intercom-like module called Bureau and promises of future hooks
to other software.
LiveWire's document editor
is on a par with Write Now but
allowsfor multiple simultaneous
users. Currently, collaborations are
limited to text editing and the ability to drag in RTF, EPS, and TIFF
files with their contents immediately reflected in the LiveWire window. Using the Lip Service panel,
rOll can record voice messages for
others in your workgroup. Voice
cannot be transmitted across the
network in real time, though, so it
can't be used for live conferencing.
liveWire will also work via a
modem hookup, assuming you've
already established a dial-up con-

nection. Adamation promises to
add graphics tools in the future.
Bureau is used to send messages across the network like NeXTmail, but without the delay. It also
doesn't require you to keep track
of user addresses. Instead, it maintains a link to NetInfo, providing
Bureau with an internal database of
network information.

document to prevent conflicts when
two people attempt to simultaneously edit the same text. Adamation's lock manager works effectively to keep conflicts from occurring. The locking interface is straightforward: Just highlight what you
want to change, make the changes,
and click on an update button. The
changes are instantly updated
across the network. The interface
suffers, however, from the need to
maintain a split-screen view - you
can't edit the document directly.
Other aspects of the program
are less than intuitive. For example,
you have to remember to drag to
select text. Double-clicking brings
up an error panel stating that your
selection conflicts with an existing
one even when it doesn't.
For the most part though, the
program avoids the clunky interface conventions seen in similar
products on other platforms, with
their multiple cursors and confusing
icons. In its present form, LiveWire
is more proof-of-concept than actu-

LiveWire indicates sections of a document
that are locked by an individual user as gray
text. The rest of the document is available for
editing by anyone else in the workgroup.

al product. But as NeXT networks
proliferate, and third parties support them, LiveWire could help to
usher in a new wave of collaborative applications that bear the
Adamation seal of approval. •

is a contributing editor to NeXTWORLD.
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Since NeXTWDRLD Expo, it's no whisper anymore:
Bureau can be used to send live messages to
other users across a network

LiveWire is a shrinkwrapped
product but provides an architecture for other third-party developers to turn their single-user applications into fully functional groupware. Users will see real benefits as
developers like Pages and RightBrain use LiveWire's architecture to
turn their single-user versions into
groupware.
For groupware to work, you
need a virtual network to which
individual users can be instantly
added and new groups can be established on the fly. LiveWire takes
a democratic approach to the virtual network - anyone can join the
group at any time and each user is
an equal participant in the process
of composing a document.
Group editing requires a means
for locking down a portion of a

I
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Designed to get rid of the constraints of relational database
systems, FileMasterTM opens a new era in the flatfile
database world. Its extreme flexibility allows you to
, 'as\'&
'" customize your NeXT-based digital office. It is the tool
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you have been waiting for to improve productivity.
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Sometimes, one word is enough.
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To order call NeXTConnection at 1-800/800-NeXT or your nearest NeXT reseller,
For distribution call Teledia,lnc. at (412) 321-5850 or fax (412) 321-5851.
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And your NeXT.
invented the revolutionary perpendicular recording
Call 1-800-843-2108 for the name and number
technology that goes with it And, more imporofthe Toshiba dealer nearest you, or for faster deliVer})
tantly, we created a whole new standard in disk
manufacturing to match this new media technology. contact a dealer listed below.
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ters. Screen redraw, typically a botor desktop publishers
tleneck in publishing programs on
who have faced a choice
other platforms, is virtually instanbetween the easy-to-use
taneous thanks to Display Postpasteboard approach of
PageMaker and the precise typoScript's speedy rendering.
graphical control of QuarkXPress,
All elements in PasteUp can be
directly edited on the page; the proRightBrain Software offers the best
of both worlds with its new Pastegram is a paragon of direct manipUp page-layout program. Then it
. ulation. Graphics, text, colors,
goes both Mac programs one better attributes, and even styles are all
applied by dragging-and-dropping.
by applying the NeXT way of
This object orientation gives
doing things every chance it can.
As the first true page-layout
PasteUp a realistic feel that is missprogram for the NeXT, PasteUp
ing elsewhere: You see the entire
fills a major software gap. (Other
object as you drag it, which you
layout programs, from Pages Cordon't when working with QuarkXPress. Objects become partially
poration and Archetype Corporation, are on the horizon.) For many
transparent as they are dragged,
designers, its accurate kerning,
making it easier to position them
tracking, word-spacing control, and on the page. Reach-through graphics let you grab any object that is
support for the Pantone Matching
;ystem may eliminate their last
at least partially visible on-screen,
even if it's on another layer.
remaining objection to going with
None of these touches changes
the NeXT. Office workers will revel
the nature of page layout - you still
in its reliance on simple drag-andslap elements down on a page and
drop techniques. It's so easy to use
tweak them until they look right.
[hey may not even realize they're
By starting from scratch, however,
doing DTP.
PasteUp's designers had the luxury
Even this prerelease version
of taking a fresh look at the proof PasteUp is fast. The program
launches in a remarkable one-half
cess. PasteUp can reproduce any
page done in Quark or PageMaker,
second, making it suitable for
but it does so differently.
on·the-fly projects like fax cover
heets, maps, and even business letSome of the improvements are
subtle, such as automatically applying smart quotes, and em and en
dashes, as you type. You can also
customize the tool palette. Other
changes are more radical. Rather
than rely on the concept of master
pages to automate document creation, PasteUp uses Master Ele-

PasteUp's Page ·Navigator pennits easy access to any part of a document, while its Precision
Panel allows exact scaling, rotation, and skewing of elements.

ments. Master Elements can be
edited in place locally, no matter
where in the document you happen
to be, and the changes will be reflected throughout the entire document.
This emphasis on ease of navigation is one of the best things
about PasteUp, since so much of
page layout involves zooming,
scrolling, and dragging. The Page
Navigator panel is similar to
Quark's Document Layout palette,
providing thumbnail views of your
pages within a scrollable, resizable
window. From here you can add
and delete pages, collapse and
expand ranges, and jump immediately to any spot in your publication. You can maintain multiple
views of the same document at a
variety of magnification levels ranging from 25 to 1600 percent.
PasteUp's unique Dimensions
panel will appeal to two different
types of users: Those who thrive on
the numerical precision achieved by
typing values into a dialog box can
work the way they're used to, while
more hands-on types can take a
freeform approach, watching the
readout until the desired scale or
rotation is achieved.
RightBrain knew that PasteUp
would be compared to Quark, so it
made sure to meet the typographic
requirements of the most obsessive

graphic designer. Text can be rotated to any degree and edited in
any rotation. Adjustments down to
1/1000 of an em are possible.
Anticipation is so high for
PasteUp that its creators are in danger of falling off a cliff. For a 1.0,
the program is amazingly full-featured and elegant in its implementation. It is not yet fully mature,
though. Missing from the application are image-manipulation controls, a scripting language, and a
system for third-party extensions.
PasteUp also completely lacks any
long-document features, such as
automatic-index and table-of-contents generation, a table editor, or
revision tracking. For that, you'll
have to turn to the old standby,
FrameMaker. Additionally, the prerelease we used for this review
failed to take advantage of any of
the features of NeXTSTEP 3.0.
NeXT users have waited far
too long for a page-layout program
that worked the way they expect it
to. With PasteUp, you no longer
have to make the choice between
usability and power. •

LEE SHE R MAN is a contributing editor to NeXTWORLD.
He can be reached via e-mail at
lee@nirvana.com.
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NeXTSTEP 3.0
L a v in: NeXTSTEP is not just an environment to work in, like the
M acintosh OS. It's a house in which you live.
NeXTSTEP 1.0 was a medieval castle. It was glorious, huge, and
beautiful. But it was a little drafty, lacked a few amenities, and had a true
torture chamber in the dungeon.
Version 2.0 was a mansion in the city. While there were still concerns,
they were the concerns of the wealthy. Not, 'Will we have a place to sleep?'
but, 'Is the duck pond full?' There were lots more amenities and most of the
obvious flaws were repaired, but some
anachronisms remained.
Now we're getting ready to move into
3.0. NeXT is assuring us tha t by the time you
read this, 3.0 will be shipping. My guess is
that the contractor misestimated by a bit, and
your move-in date has slipped. But so goes
homebuilding and software production. You'll
be home soon.
Wait a minute. NeXT hasn't moved us
into a new house. NeXTSTEP 3.0 is really a
home improvement project. NeXT has added
a few wings onto our old home and done
some minor redecorating throughout - but
your life will change completely only if your
work takes you into the new wings. If you
don't swim, the new pool is no big deal.
I think, though, that all of us will have
occasion to deal with a few of the new features. AppleTalk and Novell support is a boon for everyone who works in
mixed environments, as is the ability to seamlessly insert Mac disks. DBKit
should finally allow some diversity of database applications, and I look for
cool things from 3DKit.
The redecorating job in the main house is tasteful. The new color environment is beautiful, the uniform help system has been needed for some
time, and the links between applications should affect us all in the future.
A lot of minor bugs are gone as well. A few things still sound creaky, but
overall the remodeling job will make users happy. At least while they
dream about that flashy 4.0 house. . .
Bar low: There's an old advertising maxim that says, "Sell the sizzle,
not the steak. " Since there are few sizzle salesmen more adept than Steve
Jobs, many of the jaundiced old hands in the audience at NeXTWORLD
Expo were watching with both eyes when he described, at great length, the
general shape and feature set of NeXTSTEP 3.0. Most of us came away
convinced that 3.0 would be as stirring as its predecessors.
It turns out: Not! As I write this, I've had a few days to play around
with a fairly precarious beta of 3.0 and all I can say is: "Where's the sizzle?" While there's definitely plenty of beef here, 3.0 generally has all the
sex appeal of dangling carcasses.
Well, perhaps that's not quite fair. It does have one characteristic often
associated with arousal: good looks. If you have a color N eXT, you're
going to find yourself working in the most aesthetically pleasing environment ever to grace a video display. The newly colorized icons are lush and

without a trace of tackiness. This interface is buffed.
Nor will anybody call the rest of 3.0's features and benefits superficial.
Indeed, many of them are so far beneath the surface of things that many
users will never know they're even there: Things like PostScript Level 2
and Pantone color matching, NeXTlinks, network faxing, e-mail encryp·
tion, software compression, broader printer support . .. . I mean, this stllff
is basic.
The painful fact is that 3.0 leaves out a lot of the things I'd hoped to
see in it -like fixes for the many minor flaws of NeXTmail, or an efficient
method of searching for lost files on a big disk, or the ability to become
root on the graphical level without logging out, or a better way of handling large numbers of fonts, or better inter·
nal support for macro generation. My list
was long and unfortunately it remains so.
Nevertheless, 3.0 does seem like a ve1)1
well considered foundation to support
both NeXT's short- and long-term strategies. For the short-run service of the custom-apps market, it contains improve~
ments like DBKit, enhancements to Inter·
face Builder, distributed objects, Novell
and AppleTalk support, and on-line help.
More exciting are enhancements like
3DKit and software JPEG compression.
These seem to be aimed at a much faster
CPU than the 68040. So I guess if I'm
looking for sizzle from 3.0, I'll have to
wait for a processor hot enough to get all
this meat cooking. Thumbs up, sort of •

NeXT UNIX
Bar low: As I keep insisting, I'm not a UNIX weenie. And despite the
mysterious voices calling out to me from within its briars, I have slim
chance of becoming one at this point.
Nevertheless, I do rather enjoy the bent company of those who have
mastered it. They're a fun bunch in their propeller-hatted way, though I
have increasingly found tedious their disdain for my NeXTophilia. After
all, these are mostly guys who think that if God had meant for us to use
GUI's, He never would have given us grep, sed, and awk.
But there have been some recurring themes to this criticism that trQUble me. Many in the UNIX priesthood seem to believe there is something
unpredictably different about the BSD UNIX used by NeXT.
Not long ago, I got tired of arguing with these guys. They are, after
all, customers. So I e-mailed Steve Jobs and told him that, in my opinion,
these muttering Pharisees were doing great harm to our cause. He suggested I come back with a few details to bolster my case, a request I passed
along to my UNIX friends on the Net.
I underestimated the detail with which such an inquiry might be addressed by UNIX zealots. Over the next week or so, I got roughly 20,000
words of response. I didn't know what many of these words meant, nor
could I easily decode them based on context. I'd be as qualified to mediate
a doctrinal dispute between Jesuits and Discalced Carmelites.
Nevertheless, some complaints were repeated often enough to make
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one think them legitimate.
1. Everybody agrees on sendmail. NeXT is shipping v. 5.52. The
most recent one is 5.65c.
2. UUCP. They're all pretty creaky, of course, but I heard several positive mentions of the HoneyDanBer UUCP.
3. To automount or to autonfsmount. I gather there is some considerable age difference between NeXT's and Still'S. I'm not quite sure what
the problem is otherwise, but it kept appearing.
4. More diversity and recent dialer support for tip.
5. NeXT's fingerd and rlogind may have seCllrity holes.
6. In order to make the Sun-oids feel more at home, it wouldn't hurt
to tOrow them a few bones like perl, fingerd, and whois, and more GNUware, like gee and gtar.
7. There seems to be a lot of controversy over NetInfo that I found
very hard to sort out. This really looks like a cultural problem, but it might
smooth a lot of feathers to have something like Sun's flat data files in addirion to the files NednfoManager maintains.
I believe that, with a few such minor adjustments as these, NeXT
might even become the preferred platform among UNIX weenies as well
as mere mortals . •
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La yin: John, the truth is that NeXT's implementation of UNIX is
superior to other platforms'. It's just one more example of N eXT planning
for the future. For example, NeXT uses Mach as the core of its operating
system. Mach is an advanced form of UNIX that was built from the
ground up, to facilitate multiprocessing computers. We are just beginning
to see the software nightmare as other vendors, such as Sun, try to shoehorn old technology into a multiprocessor environment.
The one area in which companies like Sun and HP do have an advantage is economy of scale. You are completely right that some of the gazillion small programs that make up UNIX are brain-dead on the NeXT. The
problem here is the familiar one of NeXT's limited resources. The reality is
that the plaintive whining ofJoe Geek has little chance to be heard compared with the plaintive whining ofJoe Wall Street. •
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La yin: I happen to be an amateur expert on the phenomenon of computer-to-human voice communication: I have an '84 Le Baron convertible.
It was a luxury auto during that brief shining moment when cars talked to
humans. It tells me, due to a faulty sensor, that my washer fluid is low
every time I turn on the car. It also tells me, due to a faulty operator, that
my seat belt is unfastened and that I have failed to turn my lights off.
On the surface, machines talking to operators have little to do with
Simon Says, in which the user talks to the computer. Still, first-time visitors
[0 both my computer and my car are always amused with this spoken
communication. A steady diet of either, however, does not even remotely
measure up to initial expectations.
Within ten minutes of using Simon Says to voice-control my NeXT,
lthought it was the coolest thing ever invented. Within an hour, I had discovered that it was also the first decent macro generator for the platform,
and I was even happier. Within three hours, I had an axe through my face
from aggravated office neighbors not clued into the joys of loud, mono[onous voice commands.

But where the talking car concept was totally discredited as a humaninterface solution, dying a quick and merciful death, Simon Says is in fact
genuinely useful over the long haul.
You start by training Simon with the words you want it to recognize.
This involves many repetitions of these words. Since inflection matters in
Simon's voice recognition and remembering exactly how you said, "Show
Ruler," is next to impossible, you need to develop a consistent style to
make the thing work.
Then you can choose which apps you want to have under some voice
control. If you are like the rest of us, you'll go hog wild, training everything from PrintManager to BlastApp and all commands from "Insert Soft
Hyphen" to "Make Spline."
If you do this, though, you'll quickly find out why applications have
menus. A better strategy is to limit the number of trained words to a manageable list covering only key commands in key apps. Once you get the
right mix, you'll find that using your voice is truly like having a third hand.
Amazingly enough, Simon also has a powerful macro generator built
in. You can construct voice-command macros that will perform keystrokes
or prinlitive mouse events, paste text, run UNIX commands, playa sound,
send mail, or do a combination of the above. The resulting macros are so
powerful that I wanted them available with keyboard equivalents in addition to voice control.
Like any 1.0 product I like, there are a large number of features I
would add or fix. Since voice is a whole new means of interfacing with my
computer, deficiencies are magnified. But none of this takes away from the
fact that the voice-recognition engine is a thing of marvel. There's no
doubt that I'll keep using Simon, though that should come as no surprise. I
still drive the Le Baron. •

Bar low: Dan, I suppose I shouldn't be surprised that anyone who is
"amused" to be prattled at by a 1984 Chrysler Le Baron would also want
to spend his days in conversation with a computer. But what the hell, most
people talk to their computers all the time anyway and never get the courtesy of a response. Still, the vision of an entire office full of people talking,
not to one another, but to inanimate objects, sounds like something out of
Brazil to me.
Leaving aside such issues as Modern Alienation, I think Simon Says is
prettY cool. It's a lot more successful (if used carefully) than the Voice Navigator on the Mac.
The main solution it provides me is related to the few quibbles I have
with both Simon Says and the NeXT. This has to do with mouse religion. I
like to lean back out of energized ion range from the monitor and work
with the keyboard on my lap. Unfortunately, with a NeXT this means
leaning forward a lot to grab for the mouse.
With Simon Says, I can reduce all that stretching a bit. But not much.
That's because the macro generator in Simon Says is not very powerful by
my standards. Indeed, it works best when keyboard equivalents already
exist. Nevertheless, the core feature of the program, its ability to make your
computer take orders, just works. I wonder if Simon's developer, Greg
Cockroft from Agog, has considered doing a port to 9 year olds . .. . •

Weenie wannabe ] 0 H N P E R R Y BAR LOW and building inspector D AN L A V I N mix metaphors with the best of them. Send them
e-mail at:jbarlow@nextworld.comanddlavin@nextworld.com.
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While it can also be
used by individuals
who want control
ElectroFile is a complete system over their files, we
for storing, classifying, and retrievsuspect casual users
may find that the
ing documents, which can be either
computer-generated files or scanned entry of multiple
images of paper records. The profields of classifying
data is more effort
gram was originally developed for
than it's worth.
litigation support but is well suited
~.)".}Q:for record-keeping in almost any
An ElectroFile
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file is called a Libraprofessional organization with a
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~~~~~~~d =./:~/::';"'!:I~~1 ~""C"' lU61'0I/N "'''-high demand for document retrieval. ry. Its capacity for
number and type of
"
- documents is limited only by disk Detailed classification infonnation makes document retrieval easy.

Library Science
. - . he NeXT platform's
integrated e-mail and
fax services and ability
to manipulate multiple
media make it an ideal
environment for document management. But lmtil now programs for
these applications, such as Boss
Logic's BDMS and VISUS's PaperSight, have been primarily custom
tools that need to be modified for
each customer site.
Now Insight Software seeks to
make the NeXT's capability to
store, classify, and display document
images available to a wider range of
users with its $395 shrinkwrapped
program, ElectroFile. Sporting an
elegant user interface and powerful
indexing system, ElectroFile is a
strong addition to the field.
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size. To include a document in a
Library, you first enter classification
data about it in a window called the
Front Desk. You can drag-and-drop
electronic files into the Front Desk
or scan images of paper documents
directly into the window. ElectroFile's scanner module provides basic
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scanner controls, including batch
processing of multipage docwnents
and LZW compression.
When creating a new Library,
you determine the classification
fields you'll use to enter information
about the documents. The user can
set any number of fields specific to

An Essential Drive
au knew this day was
coming but its arrival is
still a shock: The oncemammoth magnetooptical drive (OD) is
now not only outdated, but outgrown as well - NeXTSTEP 3.0
won't fit on it. The least expensive
method by far of distributing large
amounts of data is CD-ROM,
which NeXT has embraced with
the demise of the irmovative OD.
NeXT's reversal of opticalmedia strategy gives users greater
data capacity and access to the
great variety of CD-ROM discs
available for other computers. The
trade-off is that this read-only technology leaves us high and dry for
storing data.
Despite the large nunlbers of
CD-ROM drives on the market,
NeXT is signaling its intentions by
offering its own branded drive. H
you've ever used CD-ROM drives
before, you'll find this a slim and

compact drive. The internal power
supply, fan-free design, and lack of
a power light combine to make the
drive completely unobtrusive.
The back of the drive has dual
centronics-style SCSI ports, a pushbutton SCSI address selector, stereo
audio-out ports, a ground connector, and a standard power cord.
The face of the drive sports a headphone jack with its own volume
control, activity-indicator light,
eject button, manual-eject hole, and
a small NeXT logo. A standard
CD-ROM disc caddy, necessary for
this front-loading drive, is included.
You must supply your own SCSI
cable. No software is needed.
Once you have attached this
drive to the SCSI bus of your
NeXT and your system is up and
running, simply insert a CD-ROM
disc into the caddy and slip it into
the front slot of the drive. The disc
mounts into the File Viewer. All the
standard ways of ejecting discs

NeXT signals support for CD-ROM with its own
branded drive.

work as expected.
Although any model of NeXT
works with this drive, your version
of NeXTSTEP determines the CDROM formats you can read. NeXTSTEP 2.0 reads only ISO 9660-formatted discs, while 3.0 users can
read that format along with the
Rock Ridge, Macintosh HFS, and
NeXT proprietary formats.
In my testing of dozens of
discs, the NeXT read every one
flawlessly. While I could not run
Macintosh or DOS search-engine

NeXT CD-ROM Drive

••••

An excellent implementation of the basic
CD-ROM drive. A necessary piece of
hardware tor all tU!tWorks and many
power users.
$895
NeXT Computer. Call 8001848-NEXT
for distribution outlets.

Each upgrade of NeXTSTEP has added
support for new file fonnats.

software from those discs, I could
generally find the files I needed just
as easily with the Workspace Manager's built-in Contents Inspector.
NeXTSTEP 3.0 will'be provided on CD-ROM-discs, so every
NeXT network site is going to need
at least one drive. Power users will
also want their own, to access the
thousands of CD-ROM titles on
the market today. NeXT's model is
the best I've seen by a modest margin and the bundle offer (drive plus
NeXTSTEP 3.0 upgrade for $695)
makes it an excellent value. •
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the Library. More fields means
more ways to search but also more
dara-entry for the indexer.
One of ElectroFile's strengths
is its ability to include unlimited
attachments in the Notes field. You
can drag-and-drop other files, enter
rich text using the program's fullblown text editor, or use ElectroFile's dictation module to record
and attach voice annotations. An
especiaUy useful attachment to a
scanned document might be an
OCRed version of the same file.
Once a document is entered in
the Library, you search for it using
me Library Browser and its related
Inspector. You can easily set complex search criteria, and the program's B-tree search engine returns
results quickly even from a large
Library. After finding the document
you want, you can display it in a
Document Viewer window. You can
200m in and out of iJ;lages or allow
them to take over the entire screen.
Version 1.02 has a few limitations. It supports only the HSD
~n-X Color scanner and HSD
OCRServant character-recognition
software, but an upcoming 1.1
release adds support for Fujitsu and
other scanners and OCR systems
&omXerox and Calera. The new
•ersion will also allow classification
fields to be changed after the initial
setup, provide faster indexing, and
utelude a TIFF Doctor utility that
rotates and scales scanned images.
Version 1.02 is localized for France;
1.1 will support all European languages as well as Kanji. The documentation is a little slim, although
the on-line samples are excellent.
lnsight also plans to release a
nc:twork version with batch processmgand advanced search capabilities
lta later date. All of these changes
lIe important if the program will
prove truly useful in large, document-management applications . •
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Easy Mac Networking
mong NeXT users surveyed at NeXTWORLD
Expo, one third reported having Macintoshes
networked to their
NeXTs. The number is surprising,
only because it has been difficult
to network Macs and NeXTs.
NeXTSTEP 3.0 support for Apple
EtherTalk makes Macintosh networking easier but provides only
half of the solution: NeXTs can use
Apple file servers, but Macintoshes
cannot recognize NeXT file servers
over the network. UShare, from
Information Presentation Technologies (IPT), completes the circle by
allowing a NeXT to share files with
a Macintosh.
Although 3.0 allows NeXTs to
join a Macintosh network, retrieve
files, and print to AppleTalk printers, uShare gives Macintosh networkers a reason to buy a NeXT.
With IPT's product, Macintosh users
can store files on a NeXT, print to a
400-dpi NeXT laser printer or color
printer, and enjoy the benefits of
electronic mail piped through the
NeXT. Since NeXTs have larger
hard drives, lower-cost and higherresolution printers, and faster processors than even top-of-tlle-line

Mac Quadras, there's good reason
to use NeXTs as servers for Macintosh networks.
Macintosh network administrators may balk at using a UNIXbased server, especially if they've
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other applications. Given the opportunity, I'd urge Macintosh system
administrators to scrap a dedicated
SEl30 or Quadra and replace it
with a NeXT. Mac users would get
excellent network performance,
spare workstation, and a NeXT in
the bargain. Add a NeXT color
printer and the offer becomes one

a

NeXT

~

lastt'"'w'ritt'1'"

lPT's uShare turns a NeXT workstation into an AppleShare file server, accessible from a
Macintosh's Chooser.

ever set up Apple's NUX operating
system or TCP/IP-based connectivity software. Such software forces
a grisly acquaintance with IP addresses, gateways, host files, and
authentication daemons. UShare is
vastly simpler: Connect Macs and a
NeXT with an Ethernet cable, click
on the uShare install package, click
a selection in uShare's NeXTSTEP
menu, and your NeXT becomes an
AppleShare file server.
The only problem I found was
that Apple's System 7.0 supports
Apple's EtherTalk Phase 2 protocol,
which NeXT does not support in
NeXTSTEP 2.1 (Phase 2 support is
promised in NeXTSTEP 3.0). I had
to hunt for an old EtherTalk Phase
1 file to drop into my Mac System
folders. Once I had accomplished
that, my NeXT showed up in the
Macintosh Chooser as a legitimate
AppleShare server, and my NeXT
printers were accessible from any
Macintosh application.
Network performance was
equal to anything I've experienced
on an Apple-only network, even
while I was using the NeXT for

~

-

Spooler -

~

AppleTalk To Unix
SpOOler Name NeXT Printer
Printer Name NeXT Printer
AppleTal~.

Zone not app~ic~ble

SPOOl Directory not applicable

Macintoshes can print to 400-dpi NeXT
printers.

you won't want to refuse .
I reviewed a version of uShare
that came complete with file server
and print spooler for $645. IPT also
sells the uShare file server, print
spooler, and mail host as separate
modules, for $295, $195, and $195,
respectively. I consider the software
a good value. Installation is simple,
the manual is clear, technical support is responsive, and the product
provides genuine utility for users
who own NeXTs and Macs. Connectivity software need do nothing
more to earn my strong recommendation . •
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Why NeXT owners keep
calling NH (toll-free).

Much like you, Casey and Jerry spend their days surrounded by NeXT hardware and software.

We can save you more than
just money.
e offer one-stop
shopping for every. thing you need for
your NeXT computerwhether you're an individual
user or a corporate/educational/government buyer.
Our prices are the lowest
you'll find. And we deliver
every in-stock non -COD
order overnight for only $3
(continental U.S. only).

W

Just as importantly, our
toll-free technical support services can save you a lot of time
and frustration. You see, we
don't just sell NeXT software

Our headquarters are located in the old
"Christmas Trees Inn" in Marlow, NH.

and peripherals, we use
them. And
we're in regularcontact
with the people
at NeXT as well
as most companies develop- We also have offices in
ing products
a converted sawmill
for NeXT com- across the millpond.
puters. All of which puts us in
a unique position to help you
overcome any confusions,
illusions, obfuscations, or
complications you encounter
on whatever upgrade or
enhancement paths you travel.
VVhen it comes to the
products we sell, if there's a
shortcut, we've probably
heard of it; if there's a problem, chances are we've already
dealt with it; and ifthere's an
incompatibility, we can help
you resolve it.
So next time you're trying
to figure out how to get the
most out of your NeXT computer, give us a call. Because
our goal is to be your source
for NeXT products and to provide the information you need
to get the most out of them.
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FASTER. QUIETER. COOLER. AND LESS EXPENSIVE.
BERNOULLI TRANSPORTABLE

PRO

The 90 turns PRO. The new Bernoulli Transportable 90 PRO
delivers higher performance at a lower price than Iomega's
previous popular Bernoulli drives. That's right-this is an
even better version of the removable drive that's won the
Byte Readers' Choice and Info World Product of the Year.
The new Transportable PRO provides an effective access
time of 18 ms and can be daisy-chained with additional SCSI
drives. It still weighs just over eigllt pounds and runs quieter
and cooler than ever. Best of all, our price is $199 less than
before! And wilen you send in the warranty card, you'll get a
free 90 MB Cartridge.
Bernoullis feature an innovative design that makes a crash

virtually impossible because the flexible medium is suspended
below the fixed read/write head-the two don't make any
contact. And Bernoulli Gold Standard Removable Disks are
manufactured from extremely rugged polycarbonate cases to
withstand shocks up to 1OOOGs. Buy your cartridges in the
90 MB Tri-Pack from us and enjoy unlimited storage for well
under $2 per MB.
All it takes to plug your NeXT into unlimited Bernoulli
storage is a NeXT Interface Kit. Interface kits are also
available for Macs and PCs, so you can connect to virtually
any other host machine. Plus, like NeXT computers
themselves, the Bernoulli 90 MB Transportable switches

automatically from 110 to 220 power, so you can take it and
use it anywhere.
Looking for the speed of a hard disk, the portability of a
floppy, and the unlimited storage of a tape drive? You 're
looking right at the PRO. Enhanced Bernoulli performance at
a great new low price.
IOMEGA .•. 1 year warranty
6499 Bernoulli Transportable 90 PRO ..................... $679.
2530 Bernoulli 90 PRO Cartridge
.
.. .............. 149.
2467 Bernoulli 90 PRO Cartridge (tri-pack)
.... 439.
7151 NeXT Interface Kit
........................... 65.
2481 Care KiL.......... ....................... ................... 49.

LOTUS REINVENTS THE SPREADSHEET.
LOTUS IMPROV
Look at your data in a whole new light. What happens
when you give the creators of the world's best-selling spreadsheet an 040 processor and 8 MB of RAM and let them
improvise to their heart's content? You get Lotus Improv, a
revolutionary spreadsheet for analyzing, viewing, and
presenting your data in ways never before possible.
Improv's unique dynamic-view feature lets you see the
same data in multiple ways to explore data relationships and
prepare targeted reports. Just use the mouse to rearrange
your spreadsheet and get a whole new view instantly, without
any re-keying. You can_actually work with 12 different
dimensions of data at once, displayed in 2D or 3D format.

Improv lets you use plain English to define cells and
create formulas (e.g., "Dollars =Tons x 12.5"). So your
spreadsheets document themselves and are easy to modify
and re-use. For complex formulas, you can call on a host of
built-in Lotus 1-2-3-style functions. All of which makes it
easy to build spreadsheets from scratch. You can also use
the extensive collection of prepackaged templates and/or
import existing 1-2-3 files directly.
Improv lets you combine graphs, texts, images, and even
sound with stunning clarity and resolution that take full advantage of NeXT. But how good is it , really? Byte (10/90)
wrote, "Improv knocked me out." PC World (11/90) called it
"a stunningly simple approach to organizing complex data."

What Micro? Magazine (UK, 4/91) awarded it "Most
Innovative Product 1990." And Info World (1 0/91) wrote,
"Improv is an exciting alternative to traditional spreadsheet
programs ... it's one of the most innovative programs we've
seen in some time."
And for a limited time, Lotus is offering a deal that any
number cruncher will appreciate. Buy both Improv and
Insignia Solutions' SoftPC(see opposite page) atthe same
time and save $129!
Lotus Development
9794 Improv 1.0 ....................................................... $549.
1792 Improv/SoftPC Special ...................................... 749.
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SOFTPC
"Ranks as one of the most important programs for the
NeXT." That's what NeXTWorld (4/91) said about SoftPC
because it allows you to run virtually any MS-DOS application
right on your NeXT system, without any additional hardware.
Which means it protects your investment in existing MS-DOS
software and training and gives your NeXT access to the over
50,000 MS-DOS applications currently on the market.
Whether you're using a specialized PC program or data
file, or want an easier way to get along (technologically
speaking) with your PC-based co-workers, SoftPC will leap
those platform barriers in a single bound.
SoftPC duplicates an IBM PC/AT with 80286 and 80287

processors. It lets you access two hard drives, comes with
MS-DOS 3.3 (you can install 4.0), and provides support for
EGA and CGA video modes in monochrome and color. It can
also support two RS-232 serial ports and two parallel ports
that can be directed to NeXT serial ports or to any UNIX
device, process, or file. In other words, all your NeXT
modems, printers, floppy drives, and other serial peripherals
can be used by your PC program. Plus your NeXT keyboard
and mouse can function as a 101-key AT keyboard and
Microsoft Mouse, respectively.
When it comes to performance, SoftPC and NeXTstep
make a great team. You can run multiple DOS windows and
even run NeXT and DOS software side by side. Sharing fi les

is as easy as cutting and pasting. There's also support for
EMS 4.0 expanded memory-in fact, SoftPC can open up 32
MB of RAM, enough for even the most RAM-intensive
applications. Note, however, that while SoftPC will work on
any system running NeXTstep 2.0, a 68040 processor is
recommended.
The power of the NeXT. The application library of DOS.
That's SoftPC.
Insignia Solutions
1456 SoftPC 2.05 .................................................. $329.
1792 Improv/SoftPC Special.................. . ....... .... .. 749.

THE GRAPHICS TOOL THAT SHOWS THE WAY.
DIAGRAM!
close-lines and text labels automatically redraw themselves,
Now you can show exactly what you mean. Diagram! is a
ending hours of revision headaches. Now you can concentrate
smart, general-purpose graphics tool designed for business
on ideas rather than the mechanics of drawing.
graphics and technical drawing. When it comes to graphically
Diagram! is also an ideal tool for developers of "missiondescribing information, no other application matches its
critical" custom apps who want to draw initial plans and
power and flexibility.
requirements through CASE drawings. Data flow and entity
By taking a new approach to creating graphics, Diagram!
relationship diagrams are made easy-and the extensible
is far faster than conventional drawing tools. Users can drag palettes even support custom or in-house design specification
and drop graphical elements into their documents without
systems. Diagram! also speeds common documentation
selecting different tools for drawing and editing. With
tasks such as adding descriptive callout text to screen shots
Diagram!'s user-extensible palettes, frequently used drawing or interface mock-ups.
symbols are only a mouseclick away. And when it comes to
With its ability to link files and applications to drawings,
editing and revision, no other drawing tool even comes
Diagram! is also the perfect tool for integrating and navigating

your whole world of information. Double-clicking links in
Diagram! documents brings up spreadsheets, word processors,
or other NeXTstep applications. To include EPS and TIFF
images, just drag and drop. And, of course, images generated
in Diagram! can be easily copied and pasted into other
applications-like Concurrence (see opposite page).
Diagram! , the graphics program designed for people who
use them every day.
Lighthouse Design, Ltd. ". 60 day MBG
8621 Diagram!1.1 ... ................... ............... ..
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CONCURRENCE
"Worth the price of a NeXT all by itself." That's how John
Barlow described Concurrence (NeXTWorld Spring '92),
NeXTstep's first general-purpose presentation and outlining
application, and one of the major highlights of the January
'92 NeXTWorid Expo, Created by the same team behind the
best-selling Diagram!, Concurrence is the tool for anyone in
the business of communicating through presentations,
Concurrence's outliner is built for brainstorming, The
collapse and expand capabilities, drag-and-drop text, rulers,
and labels make it a breeze to create even the most complex
outlines, Plus, with the built-in spell checker and automatic
topic formatting features, you can get professional-quality

results immediately, You can even use multiple views to
presentations for delivery across your entire organization!
create several versions of the same outline, and modify them
And when it comes to quality output-whether it's viewall simultaneously!
graphs, 35mm sl ides, or overheads-just hook your NeXT to
Just push a button to hot-link a presentation to your outline, any PostScript output device or send your Concurrence
With its voice-overs and drag-and-drop graphics, Concurrence documents via NeXT Mail to one of Lighthouse's qualified
makes multimedia presentations on your NeXT a reality
service bureaus, As the review in NeXTWorid (Summer '92)
today, To bring the true power behind NeXTstep to your
put it, "Concurrence is a compelling piece of software that
Concurrence presentations, add file links from other applica- NeXT users won't want to live without."
tions (such as Diagram!) and choose from an impressive
array of transition effects, You can also create multiple
Lighthouse DeSign, Ltd. ... 60 day MBG
versions of the same presentations, using different fonts,
2409 Concurrence 1,0"""",,"""",, '"'''' """",,"" $795.
colors, and backgrounds-they'll track each other word for
word, In no time at all, you'll be preparing high-impact

WINGZ
It takes spreadsheet power to new heights. Wingz is the
easy-to-use, high-performance graphic spreadsheet for
: business and technical professionals. You can combine
numbers, words, charts, and graphics in one window and print
to one page-all with one product. The Wingz worksheet is
32,768 rows by 32,768 columns (more than a billion cells) and
includes over 140 built-in functions, 20 and 3D charts, and
support for as many colors as your system can display.
Wingz includes HyperScript, an English-like event-driven
development environment, and OataLink, an SOL database
a,ccess tool. HyperScript was written specifically for graphical
application development and allows you to place functional
· buttons, scrolling lists, and other controls right on the
worksheet. And with its built-in LEARN mode, even novice
u.sers can create their own applications or customize the Wingz
., environment quickly and easily. OataLink, which was written in
HyperScript, gives you point-and-click access to data in
· Jnformix SOL databases without having to know SOL. Just
· point and click at the data you need-you never have to leave
Wingz' friendly graphical environment. OataLink also includesa
· function library so you can build custom front-end applications
· for your SOL database and Executive Information Systems (EIS).
- Other features include powerful text capabilities-including
fields for free-floating text on the worksheet, with multiple text. processing options and attribute settings-and the ability to
importtexport Wingz graphics as EPS images.
· . Minimize your reliance on MIS and create your own
applications and reports with Wingz!
Inforrnix Software
3332 Wingz 1.1AB .....................................................

$469.

MEDIASTATION
The power of a traditional database. Combined with advanced multimedia
technology. Use MediaStation to add pictures to your personnel records. Or music
to a teaching file. Or maps and animations to an interactive training system. In other
words, it lets you capture, search, and organize data from multiple media, and then
generate reports and presentations-all in one coherent, integrated application.
MediaStation supports high-res image scanning, CD-quality sound recording and
editing, frame-by-frame animation , and OSP audio devices. Plus it can function as a
multimedia.file server over a high-speed Ethernet network, complete with password
protection. Imagine the possibilities .. .
Imagine Multimedia, Inc.
1396 MediaStation 2.1 ............ .. .......... .. ..... ....... ........ ... ........ ...... ..... ..... ...... .. ... $495.
· 1397 MediaStation (5 pack) .... ........ .. ........ .................. ................ ............. .. ..... 2199.
1398 MediaStation (20 pack) ......... .. ....... ........... .. ................ .. ....... ...... ............ 5499.
1400 MediaStation (Educational) .... ............. ........ .......... .. .... ... .. ..... .... .... .. ...... .... 295.

EXODUS
· eXodus leads the way to the promised land of X and NeXTstep integration.
· Applications using the X Window System are seamlessly integrated into NeXT's
remarkable graphical user environment with eXodus. Use it to connect to X
applications on any host that supports TCP/IP-Sun, HP, IBM, DEC, etc.-or run X
programs installed directly on your NeXT. eXodus allows NeXTstep and X apps to run
simultaneously, side by side. So you can maximize your NeXT investment and
training while saving the cost of additional X terminals.
'. eXodus operates on NeXT computers running NeXTstep 2.0 or later and supports
the built-in TCP/IP and Ethernet standards. It's easy to install, and no special
hardware or software is required! The package is based on X11, Release 4 of the X
· Window System from MIT, and comes with some basic X programs to help you get
started. From the same people who developed eXodus for the Macintosh.
-White Pine Software
· 6316 eXodus 1.0 ........ .... .. .. .. .. ..... ...... ................ .. ....... ........ ......... ........... .......

$239.
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POWERFUL WORD PROCESSING AND DRAWING FROM APPSOFT.
ApPSOFT
need? How about free Adobe typefaces? For a limited time,
Powerful word processing for NeXTstep. Simplicity, ease of WriteNow comes with Tekton, Century Old Style, and
use, and power: everything comes together in Write Now 2.1, Freestyle Script plus ClickArt Images from T/Maker, all free
developed especially for NeXTstep. Format entire paragraphs, (a $200 value).
pages, and documents with a single stroke. Bring in graphics
effortlessly. Control text, fonts, and spacing for the right
The business drawing solution for NeXTstep. With Appsoft
look. WriteNow makes word processing intuitive so you can
Draw's simple interface, powerful drawing tools, and multi-page
concentrate on what's important: your message.
capabilities, you'll be creating effective presentations, multiWriteNow is loaded with powerful ·features. Graphics
page newsletters, and professional looking artwork in a flash.
manipulation, headers and footers, multiple columns, line
Appsoft Draw's comprehensive tool palette offers a host of
spacing, mail merge, spell checking, search and replace,
drawing tools for fast, interactive control of lines, arcs,
character and word counting, pagination, and date
rectangles, polygons, beziers, 24-bit color EPS and TI FF
insertion-with all this at your fingertips, what more do you
images, and much more. You get complete control over text:

change fonts, kerning, width, and justification; scale and
rotate text to any size or angle; or wrap it to cu rves or pre-set
dimensions. Special effects like gradients, patterns, arrowheads,
line sizes, and styles make for stunning graphic designs.
With all this power, you don't need to be a master to
create top-quality illustrations, maps, presentations, and
slides-all you need is Appsoft Draw.
Appsoft ... 60 day MBG
4128 WriteNow 2.1 ............................................... $159.
4997 WriteNow 2.1 (5 pack) ................. ........ :.......... 739.
4465 Draw 2.0 ............... ...... ................................. 299.
7028 Draw 2.0 (5 pack).. .................. ...................... 1295.

Clear the Desk! Just add Who's Calling? to your NeXT
computer and forget about traditional Rolodexes , phone logs,
message pads, and calendars. You'll have afully automated
client management and scheduling system with modules for
tracking client information and conversation histories and
sending live network messages. Since it's on your NeXT, you'll
be able to attach sound, images, and documents to client
records. And for your own special requirements, you can add
an unlimited number of custom data fields that are user
definable and can also be queried.
Program features will remind you when to call a client
(Calendar), make the call for you (Speed Dialer,) , provide
you with complete data on the person you're talking to
(Conversation Manager), and plan the next callback (Tickler).
On a NeXT network, you can send live messages to other users,
schedule group meetings, and have multiple users query a
central database.
If your calls are billable, Who's Calling? will automatically
calculate client billing from the length of the call. In addition to
billing logs, it will also generate mailing labels, client lists and
conversation logs, and display or print upcoming events in
daily, weekly, monthly or six-monthly view. The program even
facilitates exporting and importing of data. It's everything you
need to always know Who's Calling.
Adamation ... 30 day MBG
3357 Who's Calling? 2.5 .............. .... .
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OBJECTIVE TECHNOLOGIES
No more dated data. Objective Technologies' new oTProvide
automatically links your database with your Improvspreadsheets
giving them immediate access to the current data. Every time
you open a spreadsheet, the latest data is imported to refresh
the model so you can be confidenUhat your calculations are
based on the most up-tO-date information.
OTProvide also lets you browse through multiple servers,
simply by pOinting to the data you want. Join multiple tables
across databases, specify sort keys, and include or eliminate
duplicate rows. Your queries can then be stored and maintained
and their results can be loaded into Improv models. You can also
drag queries out of OTProvide and into any NeXTstep application.
Version 1.0 requires SYBASE and Improvwith the API Toolkit.
Version 2.0 will also access Oracle databases and will be
released at the same time as NeXT's DBKit.
SqlBuddy, the newest tool from OTI, is a user-friendly interface for relational databases. Also try Objective Technologies'
developer tools designed to enhance developer efficiency and
consistency: GraphPaletie (tools for graphing data in custom
applications), MathPaletie (to create links to Mathematica),
SmartFieldPalette (data input fields that restrict and format
input), and ChooserPaletie (which provides management
functions for selection lists).
Objective Technologies
3282 OTProvide 1.0.......................................... ...... $699.
7142 SqlBuddy (floating license) ................................... 399.
9344 lOT Palettes: '2.0] Graph .............................. 1259.
9346 lOT Palettes: 2.0] Math...........................
.. 650.
9345 lOT Palettes: 2.0] SmartField .................
650.
9347 lOT Palettes: 2.0] Chooser
................... 429.
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Here's the solution for group scheduling. Get yourself-and
everyone else-organized with What's Happening?, the
networked group calendar manager that can handle anything
and everything, from reminding you of your anniversary to
organizing the Democratic National Convention. You can
manage multiple events, people, projects, and resources and
create calendars and ticklers (one time or recurring). Tag any
event with documents, images, or any other type of file.
Say the national sales conference is coming to town. Block
out the times and dates on the calendars of everyone involved.
Enter the meeting rooms available and their itineraries and keep
track of the registrants for each event. Then assign and reassign
rooms as necessary. Attach the latest updates to individual
calendars and enter any site changes as appropriate. Use the
relational database technology of What's Happening? to
centrally keep track of the various projects and their deadlines:
,display construction, entertainment contracts, rentals, media
presentations, and more.
You won't have to worry about missing a date, a lunch, or a
call-with What's Happening?, your system will actually speak
up and remind you of everything you've scheduled. Need to
have various levels of network security? Events can be private,
readable, or writable. last minute change? Pull up all the
affected calendars on your screen at one time and you'll see
what's possible and what is simply not. (While you're at it,
remember to attach the file with the president's speech to his
calendar.) All set? Then print and distribute the final calendars
and schedule some time to practice your "It was nothing" smile.
Adamation ... 30 day MBG

6817 What's Happening? ......................................... $219.

OBJECTIVE DB TOOLKIT

iNOLOGIES
nologies' new OTProvide
th your Improv spreadsheets
e current data. Every time
lata is imported to refresh
:hat your calculations are
nation.
hrough multiple servers,
vant. Join multiple tables
, and include or eliminate
an be stored and maintained
Improv models. You can also
lto any NeXTstep application.
j Improv with the API Toolkit.
databases and will be
s DBKit.
OTI, is a user-friendly interry Objective Technologies'
:e developer efficiency and
Jr graphing data in custom
e links to Mathematica) ,
that restrict and format
provides management

. $699.
..................... ........... 399.

........ .................. 1259.
Id ...... ................ . ... .

650.
650.

........... ......... 429.

Simple Sybase access or sophisticated Sybase applications.
Either one is yours with Objective DB Toolkit. The database
interface is designed to be simple enough for untrained personnel to quickly format database queries; all yo u need-to know is
SOL. Building asimple application follows all the NeXT standards:
youdesign the user interface from your application specifications
using the Interface Builder. Then build the data structure to
support it and make the connections with standard Sal
statements. You'll automatically get a basic reporting capability.
DB Toolkit fields include character, integer, date, money,
and float, each with templates to allow character-based input
validation. Each field can be associated with two levels of help
andvalid choices for character fields can be displayed with a
pop-up. Images and large text are handled just like any other
database objects and you can even use a tape recorder to
integrate sound. Multilingual applications are also a natural
with DB Toolkit-as many languages as you want are
supported through ASCII tables so you don't need to change
any programs or windows.
Best of all the program's ease of use doesn't mean your options
are limited. Any field value can be substituted in Sal statements.
Internal variables can be used to communicate data from field
to field or from window to window. Exits can be cascaded in a
single field and you can even add some specialized exits in
Objective-C. DB Toolkit is for the serious application developer
who needs the power of Sybase without the pain of 3Gl coding .
DB Toolkit is compatible with NeXTstep 3.0. And now it
includes a new database management tool, an interface to
Improvand intelligent form management.
Professional Software
9357 Objective DB Toolkit 2.0 .....................................

$895.

ADOBE
Serious graphic and typographic power. Whether you're
designing business graphics, high-impact ads or flyers,
· technical illustrations, or even original art, get your hands on
· Adobe Illustrator.
'Start from scratch or Auto Trace existing EPS or TIFF
images, complete with color shades and hues. Then enhance
· .your drawing with airbrush, contour, highlight, and fill effects.
· Enter and edit text directly, using various type sizes and styles
· and features like text wrap, kerning , and custom letterforms.
You can specify type and color (including PANTONE) with
· NeXT font and color panels and edit pages in "preview" or
· "preview selection" mode to see changes instantly. Plus
· NeXT services like Mail and Librarian simplify file transfers
· and text searches.
· - For even more sophisticated typographic deSign, Adobe
· :TouchType lets you manipulate letters all sorts of ways (e.g.,
· rotate, condense, expand), position them anywhere on the
· page, and has very powerful kerning features.
Ready to build up your type collection? The Adobe Plus Pack
: (22 popular Type 1 PostScript fonts) and Adobe TypeSet
· Packages both offer big savings over buying individual fonts.
- Adobe Systems
1827 Adobe Illustrator 3.0.1
· .9741 Adobe TouchType 2.1.1 .................................... 175.
· 9765 Adobe Plus Pack 1.0 .............................................. 129.
· 1832 Adobe TypeSet 1.... .......................... .. ................. 65.
· 1833 Adobe TypeSet 2.. .. ..................... ............... 65.
· 1834 Adobe TypeSet 3 ............... .................. .............. 129.

TELEDIA
Three little jewels. Protect your work with Backup Master. Incremental backups save time
and media. Compatible with any backup device (Floppy, optical, Floptical, OAT, 8mm tapes ... ).
Restore files easily from a NeXTstep file browser. Enjoy voice control with PhrasePlayer. This
digital dictation machine wi ll adapt pauses between words and 'phrases to your typing speed,
and can be controlled by you r voice. Use it to type your voice mail or rehearse a speech.
Need a flat-file database for multiple users with easy data entry, flexible layout design, and
soph isticated queries? FileMaster allows immediate data entry without having to define fields.
'When you need a layout, you can drop in a PostScript or TIFF file as a background. Queries can
use multiple files spread over a network.
Teledia
2513 Backup Master 1.1.......................... ............................................... .......... $249.
J 144 Backup Master 1.1 (floppy only) .... ...................
.. .................... ...................... 79.
2514 PhrasePlayer 2.0 ........
.......... .................................... .. ..................... 129.
4726 FileMaster 1.0........ ....... . . . . . .............
.. ..................... 299.

MAPART
. Maps for desktop publishing and graphic deSign. Imagine over 5 MB of high-quality map
graphics at your fingertips! With MapArt, you get a comprehensive map collection that makes
. it easy to create attractive map graphics for brochures, newsletters, and presentations. Custom·
ize maps with Adobe Illustrator or import as background images in most NeXT appl ications.
Maps feature country/state borders , latitude/longitude lines, and country/city names. Since each
feature is a separate object, you can select areas, modify text, and add graphic symbols or text
to create your own design. MapArt includes four world maps, 12 regional maps of all world
continents, plus detailed maps for 24 major countries that show state/province boundaries.
Now available on CD-ROM , too!
MicroMaps ... 30 day MBG
9276 MapArt 1.0 ...............................................................
................. ..
2337 MapArt 1.0 (CD-ROM) ..
. . ............... ".. .. ... ....................... ..

I
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ice and data capabilities.
's Digital Network, a
; technology for integrated
sion. And with software
Ie to handle all your voice
r NeXT computer with
e sessions over one line
s.
1 external RS-232 serial
ity with AT&T and Northern
lport future switch updates
ds. The ISDN System
vn Digital Signal Processor
r, and power supply. It's all
Nto any platform and an
ayes' Standard AT
Ins you can access its
latible software) and Hayes
software, opens the door

to 38,400 bps is supported,
Idard analog phone interface
tage for up to three typical
d answering machine).
lmmunications and, as you
~ front lines with NeXT.

res cable)........

$1199.

8 power of your DSP port
,r other video source. Still
you can grab animation
~rSnapshot and

lund on your NeXT. Digital
edit, create and apply your

......... "................. $499 .
................ ............ 669.
""....................... ...... 995 .
................. .... .... 269.

Indle any format 3.5" diskId third-party software is
CD·ROM Drive features the
ble with any NeXT machine
ed and infinite capacity with
'ovides 35 ms average
\J1B formatted cartridge. So
nswer.

.................... ........... $449.
.............. ""...... ....... 749.
................. ......... 1695.
.................................. 879.

READY TO DESKTOP PUBLISH ON NEXT?
RIGHTBRAIN SOFTWARE
Here's everything you need to master type, graphics,
and page layout. It's called the PasteUp Publish Pack:
PasteUp, Portfolio, TypeView, RightBrain Rulers, and Adobe
TypeSet 2, all bundled together for the price of PasteUp alone.
PasteUp is RightBrain's exciting new page-layout application. It combines sophisticated typographic, color, and
graphic precision with an intuitive WYSIWYG interface for
optimum creativity, productivity, and speed. While other
page-layout programs are pushing the limits of their platforms,
PasteUp capitalizes on NeXT's unique combination of objectoriented programming, Display PostScript, UNIX, and highspeed networking. You've got to see it!

Portfolio is a scrolling palette that holds 1.25" x 1.25"
miniatures of all your TIFF and EPS images ready for any
application. No more remembering image file names l Now
you can select them visually.
RightBrain Rulers are horizontal and vertical rulers that
float above any application. Which makes it much easier to
do things like align objects, compare image sizes (even
across multiple documents), and center graphics. You can
lengthen, shorten, flip , or scale your rulers; and even lock
them together to move like a T-square. A real time-saver.
Type View helps you take advantage of all the features of all
your fonts . You can , for example, quickly view afont's entire
character set, find an unusual character, and paste it into

your document; or open a text window and see how a
paragraph would look in various typefaces and styles.
Adobe TypeSet 2 gives you 7 PostScript Type 1 outline
fonts including Cooper Black, Copperplate Gothic, Franklin
Gothic No.2 Roman, Juniper, Lithos Bold, Peignot Demi,
and Present Script.
Desktop publishing on NeXT. RightBrain's ready when
you are .
RightBrain Software ... 30 day MBG
6809 PasteUp Publish Pack ............... ..

. ... $595.
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NeXT gOt itS
foot in some
very large corporate doors in
September, dosing sales with
Chrysler Financial, Mobil Sales
and Supply Corporation, and
McCaw Cellular. The deals represent barb large hardware and
NeXTSTEP '486 commitments.
C brysler financial , an automot ive-financing subSidiary of
ChrysLer Corporation based in
Soutb·
{SEE SAW 'IX:~TCII. PAGt 12 1
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Stew Jobs
delll1>natnrted ill custom
pubfis!""g
appncation

R UB Y

during his

Seybold
k"",ote

,- ,Hill' to lhc "'u,,: ~' bnl d ~( ' n '

{t'rence ht'r('

I II

x- pl t"l1l lxT With ,\

full q un'cr of tl,ltd-paay pub Lishing solutio lls and a Illessage that
set it al'.lft from the rest of the
publisll iog pack.
The software arsen a l ",dud
ed both ful l- featured, l'.l< ka ~,·d
applications and modular sohware o bjects, a il carried ullder
the banner o f th e NeXT Pubhshing Environment (NPE), wh.ich
NeAl CEO teve J obs redefined
in his keynote addtess as a strategy encompassi ng custom applications, sbrinkwrapped software, exteosi b le software, ao d
modular objects. Jobs satd that
more th.an 100 deve lo pe" are

address.

currenrly sh'pping or preparing
NPE prod ucts.
Following Apr le CEO John
Sculley at the keynote session,
Jobs declared tbat "tbe 1980s in
desktop publishing were about
shrinkwrapped software, h uman
jlltegration, and personal productivny. The 19905 a re abour

" \'\ll th no; m·nd ul .lf ap roach,
NeXT i. sh uwi l\g I he d irection
puh l , ~ hi ng 11 ,1", tn go. We've
reached Ihe P" "1t of durun isbtng
returns witb sbrinkwrapped software , T he
[SEE Sf.Y60LD , PAGE 71

software ob jects, automaric

Appsoft readies full line
by

DAN

L ,"VIN

Redwood C iI Y, Cll Appst I t wiU COlllpctt'
in al most evelj
major software p",duee category in 1993,
with plans t o shlp
eighr products by tbe
end of rbe fmt quarter of 1993.
"Our goa l is t o
provide the customer
with a single source
for all productivity
apps," sa i d Randy

A d a II I S, A p P sol r App50lt J. readf to roll out its ron~ of productivity .pplicapresident. The App - lion., .. id Pruident Randy Adamo.
soft app lication suite
includes presentation graphics,
ing integration across its entire
personal informadon manage rs
product Ime, and has de'igned the
(PI.'A:s), and communkations. Of
progralllS with similar US" interthe major ca te gories, on Ly
faces, to promote ease o f USf..
databases and page-layout proThe Appsoft product Lineup,
grams remain untouched by API'which will be availab le co special
sofr's announcements.
price bund.! .. , includes:
App<oft will stress the ad van• Presents. Due to ship neXT
tages of dealing with large vendors
March for $495, Presents is
in its s.lles pitch, offering customer
based on the Al dus Persuasion
services such as an 800 num ber,
model for presen tat ion pac kspecial pricing, and bundle deals.
ages and will inel ude feat ur es
The company said it is em phasizli ke speak- (S.ff. Al'PSOfT, PAGE 111

ope ration, and o perat ional
producti vity. "
To demonstrate, Jobs showed
how NeXTSTEP tools such a'
Object Linking and DBKit could be
com bi"ed with a shrinkwrapped
1''''gr.1II I like RIg htBra lit's PasteUp
I.I)'UUC ~'ppli(JrtllI l to quickly create

an ad I.n'our system c::usromized for

• Image processing apps

explode
• BattJe in 3-D

• SGI challenges NeXT

• RightBrain pulls surprise
• Product I'OIlndup

See :;tQI'I/?S. p,rgcs (, !lJt(J 7

a travel agency.

3.0 bugs trouble developers
by

L.

Cambridge,

term ," said Ma_rgatet Chan, manager of software product marketing. She said that NeXT bas not
ye t dec ided how or wben co take

MA-£;-en

corrective action ,

SIM SO,",

Gr\RFt>.lKEL

though users
are generaily
satisfied with NeXTSTEP 3.0,
developers are repotting a variety
of bugs in the final version.
"PR2 was fa r more sta ble
than 3.0 Gold," said one developer. " Obviously, they made
some last-minute changes that
rhey d idn' t take rb e time to

verify, "
NeXT acknowledged rbe
bugs_ "We a re working to identify the most critical ones, so we
can add ress them in the near

Users have reported problems with NeXT's new COllOectiviry fe.cures, especiaUy App LeSh. re networking support.
Altho ugh new servers appear in
'rbe File Viewer when they come

on-line, servers do not disappear
when they shut down . Furthermote, files modified on th e
AppieShare servers do not lmmediately appear changed on
rhe NeXT.
Large multilone AppleShare
nervo'Orks are especially troublesomt:. "We. [SEE 3.0 BUGS, PAGE 121
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Our Apps Benefit
From the Best Advice
In he World:
- f1n-'o-

~!

- -- - - -

C> InfO Panel...
Info
E)ocument -~ Help, •.
?
¢i License.•.
Edit
Formal
!';i M al:.e Suggestion... It.
iAtf8rltie ~ Preference~ . __

Tools

F:<

PrInl._
Services

P

Hide
Quit

I:!v

itffl! t client we

~ulllber of orb
II\3ke great ser
Thus, the c

lINIX Expo h,
alim il dedara
p<nd<nce, bad
,echnical and I
1l1C'.n[S witb rn::
pt'rformance D
Auspex Systerr
Computer. TOi
J

"'For many (

rhedesl-topdec
rile server decisi
o/ariollships wi

You asked for rotation, object and text rulers, finer label
control, and even a file format readable by your custom
applications. Diagram!2 will deliver all of that, and more of
the power and flexibility which makes Diagram! the bestselling graphiCSapp for NeXT5TEP.

marm:mufac.rul
a n m:ommend
Ind SYSTems acr.
ttdasses, " said
Nu..'Ts directOi
The relatio t

lhr.. fla vors: C

For a limited time, Diagram! will be available for. $249 ( a
savings of S80). Of course, upgrades will be available at a
substantial discount to registered users. It's our way of saying
thanks for all of your help. You did a great job.

development, a
Plrtnership. T(
General is a ~,
!llables rhe con
~ XT equipm,

Keep up the good work.

ilu r compame5
tic..I developm
&agreements
"'mp.nv adds

Diagram! 2"
The Power of Suggestion

~

New York - I>
IflIrh to be sel!

.1gtment sofrw

Yours.
From process charts to datafiows, OIg charts to missioncritical custom app designs, you've been putting Diagram!
through its paces. Through your suggestiOns, you've also
been creating Diagram!2.

O AN R

SPARe server<
txisring p rodu
clien ts (see UN
I"dnfo,' Ne)
ExIra, June 19
,,"aduct will sr
quarter for $2license.

-q

50 when it came time to think about new features and
enhancements, we looked to the people who really knew our
products best- you, our customers.

~ )'

guS imro lving

h

Before we sat dOl';ll to develop Diagram!2, we took a very
important first step. We listened. You see, all Lighthouse
apps have a built-in w ggestion panel, and we've been
receiving user feedback ever sin ce we first shipped Diagram!
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NeXT sets server strategy
\dth industry partnerships
ceSSI Ilt; I 'l.\ I I)) "'aveC:i are o ptiD'lilcd fo t ..:n l1l p Ul'(~.inte nsive
,' I,w York - NeXT holds , bis
","I to be . e lf-evident: It makes
~rC'.11 client \...,o rkstations, but a
"",,,ber of other companies

da tal'as,'

,l pplicJ[!(iIl<;,

T he com·

pa n) J llnollllc.. cJ :111 Ol:.M agree·
mcnt w ith XCdll1. Ih.1I \.vi ll allow
it tll le'wl! X t d. ll.. cllen{ 'ioftware.
AIllOJ I ~ I h t" l'i Jm p:I IlIf." rhat pre·

,,1.lke greac- servers.

vif)u~ I V :lnn oUlk.:Co :l.,; r ct:' 1

rh us, the company came ro
II IX Expo here in September
,nlh a dedarnion o f ser ver i ode ~
pendence, backed up bv two new
" d ,'ucal and ma rke rll1g .lgreemen1s with ma kers 0 1 hlgh ·

ents
with NeXT. Il~t" (,ellcr.li makes
SNU' ~..:ncr' dt!')Jg.nt'J fllr IHJ.'. h ccl t·
ahi lll YIl nd plTfurnum:l' in d;Jta ·
base appllt:at'lon"J. 1).11;1 (,cneral

J.k~rl ormance netv.:o r~· ~(' r n" I '" -

its AVlI l)N ~1,.T\·t.' I !:<. , Tt'rJJat:l.
J~q lliL·,·J Ih " 'it·.1f h) NCR. I I'"
l.'l.1Ji/c.t' in .:nll~q'lr i t...t·v.ldc inft,rrn.t·

,\ U)pex Sy.stems and ~u l h(ll1rnl'
C.lln puter. To!~e-the[ wl lh prcvi·
om in volving Data Gener"l,
'ICRf f eradata, and Pyramid
Tec hnology, N eXT's server
,,,.lIegy lets la rge N eXT SItes
.Ii", lSe tbe higb-end server sys{t ill [hat best SU l tS tht! lf needs.
In a related development,
.llrlho l1rne, Australia -based
\,J oc (formerly Codex) Softwart' Development anno unced a
['lrt of NeXT's network-manJgrlll enc sofrware, N etlnfo, fo r
l i',\ RC servers, extending its
I" " ing pr odl1ct for SF ARC
-'!til ts (see " NeXT licenses
!'ir, lnfo," N eX T WO RLD
Extra, Jl1ne 1992 ). The server
~,,,,I u ct will ship in tbe fourtb
qua ITer for $2500 per server
lill~1I SiC.

··For many of OllI cusromers,

ill, desktop decision comes before
11t "erver decision. Our business
Ri'" onships with the companies

Will do

(101\

i r 3 OWl1

'i)''iitf' ms

port of Nt!(1 II fo for

III h,lnkUlg. tram-

pona,ion, and uthe.r markets. It
provides an adapter for NeXT's
DBKit. Pyram,d's lvllServers provide extremely high performance
for data-center applications. Pyramid will also porr Netlnfo,
Arnesen said more server rel.a ·
tionsbips will be anno unced in
the furore.
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Color displays upgraded
by

D AN

WIth. Trini-

L AV IN

Iron tube In Its
17-inch coler
monttor,KeXT
color sysb!rns
now cost 5300

Redwood City, CA - N eXT is
continuing to quieti y improve , he
quality of its monitors, keyboards, and mlce across its ptrld ·
uct lioe. But despite earlier ",d"
ea tions, most of tbe installed ",lSe
will nOt be able to upgra de and
take advantage of rhe changes.
The new AD Il-compa u hle
key board and mouse, origi!lally
s.lated to be a feature on on.ly rop of-rhe-line T u rbo Co lor systems,
began slll PPlIlg wi th ., 11 new

mQre.

l11achmc\ - ind llJ in,.; 11l ~)110Ch n )lI1 .... H,r(, llI ~ - nil OL w i'er

1.

In :1t!dlf lon 10 AD H e!('d r Oll ll'l.
the 1t( ' V. mun nL:hrn lllf IIlO Il U f lr
(pa rt #N 400 UIl j will ' purt a new
footprint and offer h.gher re liabihty, It will also be three po unds
lighter.
NeXT "arted using. significantly higher-quality Sony T r irutron cl1be (parr # 4006) fo r irs
17-inch monitor with unirs tbat
began shipping September 15 ,

The

Jlt"W 1lI0 1ll{Ur L(hh $.22'1),
whu.:h Ul c (fr.::I.. t ( .lIM" ::;. [h<.: hu:tc
price for color systems from
$8995 to $9295. The Sony tube
offers bigher conttast, a fl atter
d isplay, aod co mpliance witb
NPR-2 regulati ons fo r ELF and
VLF emi ssions. It also supports
N eXT's new " rock-solid"
72-MHz scan ra Ce stand a rd

by

L EE

SHERM A N

Redwood City, CA - NeXT bas
again taken a leadership role in
d igital aud io with the reiease of
the NeXTSTEP 3.0 version of the
Sound Kit . Among rhe highlights
of rh e new release is a Dew
sound-compression format and

on-the-fly mix ing of multiple
sounds.
" Yo u could be pl. ying some
music and have your prinrer ( our~
of-paper' message come tbrough, »
said Mike Minnick, a NeXT software engineer. Otber possi ble
applications include audio teleconierencing and games.

On-the-fl y mixing will also
a llow sound-editing packages
like Met.resea rch 's Sound Works
3.0 to become more interactive.
"Yo u can hear tbe results of your
changes to the mix in real tim~ )"
sa id .'\ ndy Laird, aurhor of tbe
program.
Audio Transfor m C oding, or

a variety of back-

rn.l , ysterm across a range of servtt d.\sses, ~I said Ema Arnesen,
~'XT's director of channel sales,

The relations bi ps come in
:hrtx· fla vors: OEM, reclmical
:Ie'·dopment, and marketing
?<nllership. To date, only Data
·""<ral is a NeXT OLM., which
" 'oles rhe company to resell
"kXT equipment. The otber
"ur comparues bave borh tech·....,1developmem and ma rker·18 .• greements with NeXT . Each
' ·l!lIpan y adds some form of
(:Vdopment to integrate irs
;'oducts with NeXT, and each
~h ,l lnarket~'g agreement witb
\{,XT through wbich th e part!" target customet$ with spe'tifi(' diem-server needs.
[ .ch server company bas its
~"'II area of strength. Auspex's
I·)·t;<-based N etServers provide
focL: file access and large sto r·it '-lpacity in departmental
;'Iallations, Auspex announced
~ "'ill support a nd co market the
'dclc Ned nfo SP ARC Server
/(i' I<ln. So!bourn e's SPARC' '''I,liaot symme rric multipro-

uct manager, \-,::

3.0 Sound Kit extends NeXT lead in digital audio

mal "Itanufacture servers means we
.JIl r~ommend

tllr Jil new (,tJ lo l' machines.
lJc,p,te earlier reports, ic will
not be possible for users o f older
color and monochrome systems
to upgrade the ir machines to take
advaorage of tbe new ADS keyboard, mOllSe, and improved
monitors, acco rding to Wayne
Goodrich, NeXT ha rdware prod-

Third parties lead NeXT into audio Inarket
I\I4t"'Ttaoks

lIImul_on

San Francisco - A partnership
between two third parlie. is
I .. ding NeXT intO thc emerging
market for d ig u.,l o.udt() lecordi,jg. At th¢ Audio E'lgi nUL'Ting
Society convennoll here last
month, Singul,u Solutlllns and
Metrosoft showed a n aud io
workstatio n c.1p\1blc o f reco rdillg, mixing, and ed iting CDqua lity $lllUld and M IDl datA,
A NeXTsta tion with Singular's A1D64~ Audio Interface
~nd Melrosoft', MetroTrack.
softwa(c sells [or les, than
$7900, considerab ly less thnn
competitive ~ystems based on
other desktop SYS1.mS, rhe companies ~i'l id .
"Music is not a trlltcg.tC
market for NeXT, but ir-i§',,"
aren in whicb we have, lor of
advantages, ~ said Roh Poor, a
NeXT devel<>per advocate wbo

eW't-track
ludl. reoorder,
Dillbl 8Itects
....h

."1'8YOfI>,

cIIorusI"" and
path ihlfh.n

be Ipp/hd.

DPL,.a red o n 3 panel at che.
5110...., . "It is a h~ppy su rprise

tbat th ere is a Strong develo per
community growing w ith<>ur
direc t uppmt from NeXT,"
The. Singular Sotuti.o1lS prod,
uct pmVides tW channels o f
ultrdlincnr analog-to-digital
~ llllv~r.lrm ~t l11u lti ple sampling
ra tes, and digit'rtl audio inpu t
nnd output.

Ml"troTracks is the !lOft·
wa re equiva le nt of a m ultitrack audio recorder. I[ provides functions such as puneh-in,
punch -out, and rrack dubbing,
wbil~ a wavefo rm winduw perniits graphica l and rime-b.,. d
edicing,
Metrosofc can be mu.:hed-at
61 <Jf488-941 1 ; Singular Soll!liorn is at 8181792-9567.

ATC, allows for compression
ratio s up to 8-to-l, witb 50me
loss of information. It works by
srripping out frequencies that
h umans can't heart either because
they are masked by neighboring
frequencies o r lie below a cerrain
no ise threshold, The .o-calted
"lossy" comp ress ion formu la
is simila r in co[]cepr ro tbat
being used for new recording
technologies such as DCC and
mini-disk, which have received
mixed reviews fro m audio pUlists
because they don 'c reproduce
the entire aud io spectrum, as a
CD does.
-It' s not quite hi-fi but rhe
benefir is you can compress or
expand rhe duration of a track
wirho ut a ffecting rhe pitch," said
Gordon Van Huizen of Metrosoft, autbor o f the multi crack
aud io recol der, MetroT r.cks.
According to Laird, ATC
allows you to work wirh so und in
its compressed state, speed ing up
tbe edlting process.
The new So und Kit offers
improved com patibility with rhe
Music Kit, allowmg users tbe
chance [0 play sound files and
perfo rm DSP syotbesis at the
same time, something that wasn't
possjble wi th previous ve rsions.
A more effici ~nt MID! driver
witb suppon: for MIDI Time
Code, an industry-standard
metho d o f synchronizing musical
performances witb video, 15 also
included.

e
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Iltnvor - Ra dii
IIIlroduccd in (
Dptical disk (0

~\e "" "'cfS a

One Group Sched Systenl
Snnpler Than Ours.

~ i ull1 and Ol
tr&lhe chance 1
I Iiwcold.
Featuring,
hQnl ,hfferenc
Plnllacle Mien
p,na,,,n ic - R.
~rfe'" ,wrage
II MBupto
In the Jrives s
m.l k ill~ them:
I

f1i.Ct'f

[han, m l

The SCSI devi,
u,nsfer races !
10 U fi MBlsec
l.Thcle are

<m

Sure l you 'll get everyone.~:: ., Pick a time.
toget~er. But jus~ how
~?!:,:" ;< =:._._
Pencil M~ In will a.utomatically
practlcal are leg lron~?
'X·~;;!-. .~.;~<~
place appomtments m each
You lll do better Wlth our
""' ''':)~":~. ' . ; :>. . . schedule and let you send out
Pencil Me In"" software for
'~" ::~~"!:: '.>
. invitations by E-mail, alerting
NeXT'" computers.
. .....
staff to the event. So they won't
It looks like a date book. And
TlII1 off
it's just as easy to use. No compliIt will also schedule recurring meetings, display reminders and print
cated interfaces - or chains - to tie
you up. Click on a time slot with your
schedules, all with a
mouse. Type in an appointment.
click of the mouse and a
Nothing to it.
few keystrokes.
Want to set up a group meeting?
All of which should
You can display everyone's schedule as please the gang. To learn
a composite calend ar. And see, in an
more and to order, call
50 F T WA R E
instant, when everyone's free.
1-800-995-1963. 1'hegroupsojtwarep fOI !I .

..

. :\.

,',}''1 rlM t

req'

:ny - images, d

,ncl people do[

raking~

of NeXT
,\11 NeXTSTEI
"nderl.O, ac I.
I/) far onlv a fe
iU\'(>nrnll~ of n
wS«1Oil circUJ
ktrd ~eybo

il'

UnIt stem to a

4)1programs t
~XTST EP 3.(

SARRUS

I

Sallus Software. [nc., Suite 101 , 777·C Woodside Road, Redwood City, CA 94061 , voice:415.364.1432 fax :415.S64.2687
E-Mail: lnJo@sarrus.com

'3,0. avvy"
~'ag"m' Hog,
.g "'/11: . abou
'),O.ha pl'Y " OJ
~tll Swift, St
franuPlcr, aboz.

© J 992 Sarrus Software In c. All Rights Reserved. Pencil Me In is a trademark of Sarrus Software, Inc NeXT is a trademark of

NeXT Computer, Inc.
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RDR targets presentations
Y

C ONNIE

GUGL!ELM O

rlirb K, VA - With the belp of
~)(TSTEP 3.0, RDR has put

~eth er a new presentanon pro-

1')11' .:alled @inlage.
11,.. $399 program, scheduled

to .hip in the first quarter of
1993, lets NeXT userS create
Olultipage, mulrinlaster slide pre·
sentations. Features include
speaker's notes, multiple maSter
pages, slide sorting, and dray/ing
tools, irH..iuJlng Ijnes l circles, aod

boxes. Specia.! page-number and
d ate fields are provided, and
srandardimage-formar files can
be dragged and d ropped directly
ontO slides.
W ith a Wlique netwo r k-presem:arion feature, @image

allows users to

Radiant drives expand
optical storage options
!I,

I I lOT

BE R

r. ... Co

N

[kIt,·cr - Radian< Techno logy

.i1 rroduced in Octo ber .J 1m!! of
J I. k (aD) drive th:1I will
"vc ~II users a speedy backup
.,.dllllll and original Cube own!!!i Ihe ch.lOce to come in fro m
"",,,Id.
Fe.ltueing d rive mechanisms
I,om different manufacturers Pllllldcle Micro, Maxror, and
hn,\\oruc - Radianes line
·ifer' stor age capacities from
'ISM B up to 1 GB. Access rimes
~I thl· dri \'es starr ar 19ms,
li:Jkl ng them as fast as, or
IhRr [han, many bard drives.
.lb. ~CSI dev ices offer data
'wlsler rates from 500KB/sec
, 1.16MB/sec.
"There are lots of apI's on the
~,xr that require a lot of memo
'ir - images, data bases, sound ,'" people don ' t want to rUn
1~k:;,1

t" I'" fo r back .. p lx:cause ir's slow.
O r ncal ted lOo lngy is un ique in
rh.lt it's f." t and the life of a cartll tl,!!.e is longer than [ape/' said
Steven Collins, sales director at
Radiant .
Because NeXT's 00 tech ·
no logy was neither fast nor
relia b le, original Cube ownerS
have been waiting for OD rech ·
nology to deli ver on its promises. Rad iant's dr ives should
b ring lors of archived data in
rhe NeXT community back on·
line and prove that ODs are a
good backup mediwn, acco rd ing to Collin s.
Prices for the units will ra nge
trom $1495 for che 128MB Pinnacle ro $3395 for the MaxOptic
650MB/1GB dual-media drive.
Orher o ptical drive manufactur·
ers for NeXT systems include
Ten X Technology, Pinnacle,
Contemporary Cybernetics,
PL!, M icroNet, and Microtech
Internation,!.

*

Taking advantage
ofNeXTSTEP 3.0 Prices slashed
on ED floppies
\J NeXTSTEP applications run

;"i" 3.0, at least in cheory, but

'f", only a few spec.ifically take
"',lIltage of new 3.0 fearures.

q.\(!d 00 circumlocutions over""1ft! ar Seybold, developers
...n'l seem to agree on what to
..JI programs that make use of
[STEP 3.0:

.x

to. advantaged"
'-"rl' Spelhaug, pre5ident of
"grY Software, refemng to
'lg" by Pages

/('.

.o·savvy"
~I"gha" Hogan, Altsys market'i II'hiz, about VlTtuOSQ
l.O·happy" and " it iust works"
wi(t, Stone D eSIgn pro·
( "" mer, about Create 3.0

Ii,,,,

~Ild the ofncial word from
·tXT? " Rdease 3 enhanced. "
- E L IO T BER GSO N

Deerfield, IL - Toshiba Amenca
Electronic Co mponents has
dropped Ihe price of its 4MB·
un fotmatted, 2.88MB-capacity
ED floppy disks so that the cost
of one ED is less than half the
price of two 1.44MB flo ppies.
Both Inmac and NeXTCon·
nection are charglOg about 52.80
each for rhe disks, while 1.44MB
disks cost about $1.50 each.
Before the price change, the
disks were a luxury that did not
make economic sense, especially
to third-pa rty companies distr ibuting software, " Witb this
new pricing strategy, we'd consider moving to the 2.88's," said
Ruthann Mackey, product manager at Lighchouse Design.
AU NeXTstations are
equipped with ED-capable flop py
dri,'es.
- DAN

VLeW

a presenta ·

tion locally or remote ly, using
NeXTSTEP 3.0's Object LlOking. T be preseotation can be
viewed fl.lU -screen o r in a user'
defined window.
NeXT users interested in par·

LAVIN

ticip.uing In the 11('[;: !. rev·jew for
(he progrilm, wl·lld l Iwgan 111
mid t k tnber. wd I re('C-IH~ J. 30percent d iscount vff rhe rerail
price for rhe produel.
RDR can be reached ar
7031591·8713. ~

A

Programmers get graphics help
from Display PostScript. kit,
Mountain View, CA - Adobe
Systerm shipped in September
an upgrade to Version 1.bS"f its
Display PostScript SoftwaIe
Developers Kit (SDK), a set of
programs, tools, and reference
materials for developers working
wich Display PosrScript (DPS) on
the NeXT.
Although many app lications
aCCeSS the ,ccecn using standard
SUbrOIl! lnes ,,,,,I "bJects induded
with Nc XT~TEI' , d\1 Y J1fOgram
that lOclndes ' pecl.llizcJ graphics
or rext ha ndling w ill be wrilillg
cuStom code in 1)1'$. The SDK
helps programmers understand

NeXT color printer in bloom
by

D.' "

LAVIN

Redwood City, CA - NeXT
began shipping its NeXT Colo r
Printer (NCP ) in September, and
early reports suggest that customers are satisfied with rhe
product.
"I've been real happy with
it," said Diane Webb, program
manager for Commercia l lnfor·
mation Systems a t ESL, a SU1l1lYvale, Califomia· based subsidiary
of TRW.
Webb's group works closely
with several government NeXT
users, and between rhem they bad
used four $10,000 QMS-I OO
color printers .. Though tbey still
u.se Ihe QM~ fo r over head transpare""",,, cl,e NCP has IJwde it
cost· efficient to use color on
paper.
The key advantages of the
NCP for Webb are the large print
axea, plain·paper capabili ty, and
the use of ink only for colored
elements. These are cmical concerns, because ESL documents
are mostly tex t, with only a small
amount of color needed for
emphasis or iUustration.
" We·re printing a ton of scuff
in color now, while with the
QMS we didn' t because of the
special paper and huge roner
requirements," said Webb. 'We'll
probably get a few more."
Wiley Hodges, marketing
operations manager for l ighr·
house Design, has had the opportuniry to see NCPs in use in many
differenr sites, since lighthouse'S
Diagram and Concurrence users
want [0 see their output in color.
o Overall they are pleased with
it," sa id Hodges. "Everyone of
our major customers has one.'"

The only compJaints that have
sudaced concern the printer's
less-tha n-blazing speed, lack of
documen ration, and lack of high·
print quality for final proofing
and production. ~

DPS and has Software tools to
help them debug" Illi o pli mize
their programs.
The heart of the SDK I< Display talk 2.0, a programllnog wo l
that allows interactive dc vdop·
ment and source-level d.ebllggnLg
of PostScript-language program, .
Display talk also includes ' >I1 · llI1e
manuals for PostScript Level I
and Level 2, Display PostScripL,
and NeXT-specific PostScript
language operators.
Also included in tne SDK is
the so-called Adobe Purple Book,
Programming the Display PostScript System with NeXTSTEP;
code samples from the book; and
twO font packages to help test
text-manipulation routines.
"Tbe programmer of any
NeXT app liClltion that includes
heavy imaging will benefit from
the SDK," said Ke n Fromm,
principal author o f the Purple
Book .
The SDK ",,'ts $250 for regis·
tered devel opers bUI " fcte to 1.0
users through tho Adu be Developers Associa,iull. ~

Reads 1-2-3@Files
Executes Lotu~ Macros
Full SQL Capabilities
Complete Object Library
$499 Single User
$99 Educational
Available from NeXTCO[1nection
And NeXT Resell ers
Corporate Customers Con tac t:
Athena Design, Inc.
17 Saint Mary's COLirt
Boston, MA 02146 USA
1.617.734.MESA (6372)
fax 1.617.734.1130
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Image processing apps take off
Retouche, from

by DAN LAV'"

San Francisco - A few montbs
ago, there were no players in the
image-processing caregOIY, bur
at rhe Seybold Coofereoe< in
September no fewer than six
developers announced pr<)ducts
scheduled to ship by the end of
tbe first quarter of 1993 .
In the high-end market, 3K
Computerbild's Retouche will
compere with Chromagrafx's
PixelM.aster, while Appsoft
Image and Photosynthesis from
RightBrain Software are expected to du ke it out in the mid- to
l ow-ran~e

segme nl . C wnpo'l' in

Color (CIC) from Un,er Ecker
Som... are and tms Software's
1Vision are still defining their
markets.
The high end has traditionally been defined by dedicated systems, whose customers include
service bureaus a nd prepress
houses. Ooly the lateSt genera-

tions of workstanoo programs
are beginning to cballenge the
dedicated machines in band ling
publication-quality images,
which are often larger than
30MB. "The high end is a significant oppOrtunity for NeXT
because the Macin lOsh just can not effectively process hies this

3KCompllNr·
!>ild, bum on a
modular im"i'!
engine, alms tD
bting groll" pro.
ductiYity and

workflow management 10 tlte

San Francisco - NeXT·
produced graphics wi ll

NelIT Publishhlf

soon enter anothe r
dimension, thanks to SC\· ..

EnvirumnenL

era l new 3-D modeling
and

r~ndering p r llgrJm~

that build on the fll l Ul''' '
tiOD laid by NeXTSTEP
3.0's 3DKit.
" The 3D l\ it p flJ\' id l'!.
a ty pe

{l !!Iuc

hl' l\~ 1,:t"11

(he

.~ l'p"l[

largc.:," sil iJ J ulie }\cm l,l , a Nt"XT

rderrrng ,,' Riglli Brain's I'ho'o-

publi:,hlll!!, ;jdvtx..m:.

S~' I1 thC'''' I \, A rrw rll:;: o f j\'kt.k\ ~

t h; 1I

ltl..n. , I I:.."lu· \\ 111 ,hip 111
January tor ~llnll. Ik"'gJJed to
accommodate a modular·soft·
ware architecture, it can be customlZed with add-on tools. Cbrornagralx PixelMaster, due in
December, will cost less than
5500. It was described by" company spokesman as "Pbotoshop
on sterojds. '"
In the low end of the imageprocessing category. Appsoft
Image, priced at $995, will be rhe
fust ro marker in. ovember.
""We' re showing a complete piece
of so ftware, while evetyone else
in our end of the market is show·
ing user-interface shells,· said
Appsoft President Randy Adams,

LO~lc\

ATII 'I.1Il produt:r. WhK h
was ... how n In priva t(· demll n ... tra~
tions. Prici ng and a release date

IIllk .l .. h 1('0 PIl\\TI,"

",lid
An J I('w "'hlne, touuJu of
Stone De ~ign , \'.hll..h

for Photosynthesis have n, 'r been

plan ned ro r dl.·.t~ e 31)
Reality in Octo be l. T h,·

'\ 1( · ...

announced.

CIC 1.0 began shipping in
August fo r S900, with Version
1. 1 slated to ship in October in
Europe. A U.S. distributor has
not yer been found, according to
Oliver Ecker, ClC's author.
Althougb tmS Cranach was
not shown or Seybold, an earlier
demo showed Cranach to be
the image-processing illodule of
uns's 1Vision publisbing sysre m.
Pricing and availability for
Cranacb remained undetermined
a t press time. ~

,1".1 Ren ,I.·r\!.> ..
fl';ll1 ) hclpu i 11'" I n

program, to se ll at a n

introductory price of S99, is a"

d il lg . IUHhTIIlI! • . \ Ild

intuitive front end co Pixar's Rrn·

wil l (Orll'

derMan.
Frondace, a $995 3-D model·
er due by year's end, lets users
drag and drop objects. cameras,
colors, shaders, !igbrs, 3-D text,
or ReoderMan RIB·formatted
files d irectly into a scen~) sajd
oPoinr President Kurt Stephens.
Italy's Gestelltalia has raken
a modular approach ro 3·D with
solidThinking. Modules for mod-

3~[J «:11\ ITo nl1lrn' Ih .ll

San Francisco - For rears, NeXT he; exh ib·
ited at tra de show.. in 3 booth designed
aruund "waves" of dt:rnnnstration stalic.)t1s.
At rhis yeM'. Seybold show, there r~nlly wn~
a wave uf now fand in some cn~"s, shipplIlg)
publishing productS,
f'8g~ layout
l'~gcs showed its docunlent-proces;ing
application n mning under NeXTSTEP 3.0
nnd NeXTSTEP '486 in irs own booth
l'ag~$ by Puges, indueling four dC5Ign models, wi Jl ",II fo r $795 in QI of 199.}.
Archetype "'lr<>tluced Stj·li.l, Q proof·of·
cQncepr app for its Documem Engine lech.
nolog} . Styli" wrll shlp with the DE in rhe
f,tSt quarter o f 1993 for $795.
Frame Technolov,y announced Frame·
Bllilder fllr devdoI,in!\ structured d,)(;u
ments. The NeXT version of this mult lplntform product will ship on the second qll'll'Rr
of 1993.
RightSr"in demOnStra led Pastc{Jp in th~
NeXT booth.
OrawlPresentlltlollitAD
Create 3,0, (rom Stllne De.ign for 5495,
offors W.. com ta blet ~u pporr, rnu lrllcvel
lIudo, universal £PS U.<e 1m pattern fills, an
auwrrace fe3tllfe, and Inl'e-riJlg cnp"hilirie~.
Gra phi.oft \~ a ••"pecred to relcas< Top-

CAD in Ocrobe,. Priced at S1995, rh u2-D
CAD p rll~ram of~ r6 all the selection, I o.rcr~
mg, and generatlon-m"d,ficntion rools
found in the Mac version . A command and
macrO l .ln~uagc will be added lo ter.
Altsys Virruo 0 shipped in O'tober. Tho
, 695 dfilwU1g prug..-J"' offers a full s ll i t~ of
drawing, layering, text-halldling. nnd color'.parnl;"" wots for singie-page dOClllnCnI>.
Ughrhllu e De.ign released COllcuJrellce
1.1, ;m upda ted version o( i ls$9~5 pres.Il,ation PTOgr:lnl thnt Improves printing per fo rmance, e pcc,ally with im»Orted Tl fl' and
EI'S i m~ges; and the $499 Di:tgrum 2.0,
wbich sports lut.s of new feat ures.: rotation,
image cropping, casier labe l placement and
lObI selection, copying nnd pasting style ,
more imuhh.lc rulers, ~nd infil'\ite un£I I).
MuHlmediaIMusle
Mllsic$cti be, n li1Usk · n ()t~tion p rogmm
hom RigbtSr;lin, is expected 10 {ill the gap
left when Coda dcddcd againsr tel easing
.V1u,icPtnse.
l'aselPrcss Electronic AppWrapper, the
CD-ROM ,'ersinn of rl.e p'o[>ll lar cnru log of
gouds and ~c n'kc~ for me NeXT, was
shol"n. It goe. h"yond its printed COUn!Wparr to include working demo, (If many ()f
, he product .~ included in the catalog,

Pr.pr.5SlScannef$
(;olllh·,,( negao $hippin~ cXrRASCAN, a
$4.50 driver for tbe high-.p"ed Epson GT·
SOOO sca nner, wirh other: bigh-sl'eed .Iean·
ntrs u\ be &Ilpported ~I)O!l; eXTRACOLOR,
a 995 colo r·,'orrection ond sCI'a.mtlon
package "v.unbJe to an)' N~XT applic"ti(lIl
through tne ServIces menu: and eXTRA
CAL, $299.; color·caJibmtion hardwJre to
allow correeno" of Ih~ NeXT mon itor (0
all)' OlitpUI de\'ice Lhroullh eXTRACOLO R,
Varity per'slmns. Manager lIses the NeXT
as :.I n image en'er in a A-1.,c en\·ironment.
Canon howed it previou ~ l y reported
,o lut! 11 for using the NeX-1 a. a front end
for me Camm Laser Copier producls.

will ('\'('n

IlI.\l I, .. tlrpo rt nutrul ro vi deo
:J !",d 3 I) .......lIlning . It JJ...o()fiel'
advalh.'l,d k .HUi'(·... , !l-uLh .1< Jnur·
ph ltl!-~ ~lI1d lu ilin!!, lUll f(lu nd t.n

other pih..1J~(" " .
App\o l l .11 . . 1) IJ'i ,uH1CIuHLed,
mod el!T l·.IIh.·d I'l'rslwt:fI\' I' (or
g1,.'l ln ;11 h U'I1I\''''o U~dS, In ;1n
uOl"" .1I on0'·". App,oft opctlod
up ih 1'1(:1.1 tn! rfll~r.Htl. J)IIWid

'0.

"I J IC"p<!<.1"~
beta to .Jnvnlll \,IH\ t'-l1lails Ih['
camp.lnl·. \, p!"{· ,"lim\:, lu b'X
ing f rn' '''P"''

NeXT's ship conIes in on wave ofpublishingprorlncts

.lllltnallng

,11 . 11,,,,, (ur J CO IUp !ek

Svstt llh....... ;III1UlIouJ ont" morel

e~ltry)

III ( Ul£i\ ' ,1)

~

Righ I Bra,iII Iri(~,
OGlohcl' surprise

UlIJitles

Bacchus's Image Agent lets ulers ur.1g and
drop nOn-ll"!;". imoile files imo grapllics
apps. The program tran$parcntly CUnVeIts a
hoSt of formats, Ih hldinS those from pc."
Macs, arId Sun worksmtiol1s. Bac hus:
310/ '.?()-.914S.
T )'peDrawer, (mm Imagil1et, lecs users
imrall fonts br dragging ruJd dro pping ~"d
manage fom· ronlill' .I;(rbupings and JV<liJabiUty. Users can orgMize f()~ts by documen t or project, for example. fmaS'"""
612/342-2442,
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!/eXT publishing

produc!s
plquedinlwesl
among Seybold
ottendees.

Seybold

fnr,O.\1 ' ....1. 1

II

i:h:-dl'age is to deii \:l'r the hl\r (t"n
p""em of what people need '"

Jo, a nd that mearu.

I11 t)d ul.l nr v,"

salll Jonathan Seyho lJ, I", bl"hc ,
"f ,Ite Seybold Repor/., ,In'' I" ,,,
I.:on rcreoce.
While modularity may be the
W,J; of the future, however, the
nl.1 J ket also demands a compl l!t~
shl" tJ<wrapped sofrware Library.
WIt h programs such as Altsys
VirtuOSO, Pages by Pages, and
J slew of new image·processing
.rl'lications, N eXT has filled
'" " ,ost of tbe holes in its pub·
I"hing suite.
Bue cracking a matket domi'
.. " "d by Macintosh and Win·
a()\I's remains a form idable
Ilf rilL

plotlonol
ncllCO.
I11:1Tlng
~olll p l("'lc

ill <ven
vlden
'OfiNI
,1'\ OIor-

lInJ in

nh)(.,de. "The qUC'\ t lO ll for
No XT is nO lonf;et Ii il nas lhe
:>lI f( 'v .l r~ ,

\H\I H I ~ a quc,rllln of

ma rker p(' n.-cprio n a nd r~r,- h(l l\l ·
~y) - \n'hllid ,);II J.
" O llie dC\ ("lt l~lel" believe that
)'uhl ishlltg in ,he 19905 will focus
more aod more on hardware perfOrmaJ h.:e. "Personal computers
have run out of power at rhe bigh
end,» said LaUIen Flanagan, pres'
ident of Coldleaf Publishing,
which makes NeXT·based color·
correction and calibrarion sofe·
ware. " Rather than replace Mac·
intosh nerworks for pu blishing,
NeXT will get its fooe in the door
a, an engine for image processing
and other compute· in tensive
applications." ~

Ollnced a
\'1..'

rur

1;\11

'r"llcd
, pruvid'
''ipCL:tl\' f

~ils

[he

( "b'X

NeXT may lose its advantage
as SGI, Sun press publishing
PI

SIM SON

L.

GAR F I N KEL
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that is cwo to five times faster.

"Our goal is to get the mainilQu nrain View, CA - Silicon
Cro phics (SGI) is poised to seize
th< works tation desk top-pub·
I,h' ng initiative WIth a combina·
t>~, that has long eluded NeXT:
blKh-performance computing,
Dl>play PostScript, and industryItJndard desktop·publishing
lppl ications.
Although Display PostScnpt
.,\ Once NeXT's ace for the
·k,kto p. pu blishi ng m a rket, the
1\J..l.;ing software is now avail~
IH,· on machmes from competi·
I", such as DEC, Sun M icrosys·
".nl\, IBM, a nd, since September ,
5(,1s IUgh·perfo rmance worksta·
'Onl. At the same tUne, Adobe
\j'lIems said IIIustracor would be
""Iable for SGI this year, £01•..wed early next year by Photo·
\('1'. SGI also confirmed that
~u.ukX1'ress, a popular Macin'''it page-layout program, will
't J vailable for SCI's IRIS Indigo
In 1993 .
These announcements life the
t'.il on SGl's publishing strategy:
11\« Current Mac.intosh userS
~Ic '"me applications tbey have

tn using, but on a workstation

sl ream Macintosh applications
eh,tt tho,~ people use to do 80
percent of their w llck, 'OJ said Sue
Egnoto, SGI's m ,l rkl:t' llIg mnnager
for grapb,c arts and publislUng.
Mimicking NeXT's lead, SGr also
plano full connectivity with Macinrosh networks.
Sun Microsystems is als o in
bot pursuit of some UNIX pub·
lisbing gold . Wnile Sun's pu b·
lishing prese nce has so far been
conlined to high' end turnkey
systems and as servers in large
installations, AJesys said th" faU
rhar Virtuoso was being por ted
to Sun's Open Look en viron·
ment for re lease next year. At
the same time, Adobe is work·
ing on ports of Photoshop and
Illustrator, said Chris Hunt, a
seni o t product mark etmg man ·
ager in Adobe's applicatlons
division.
The porrs of Phntoshop were
done by SGI and Sun employees
working on-site at Adobe, Hunt
says. Adobe made the same
offer co l\eXT, but NeXT
declined co provide engineering
assis tance. ~

Cull or e-mai l us for a free demonstration
COpy of Create (0 see what everyone is
ullking about.
Stone Design Corp.
2425 Teodoro NW. Albuquerque. NM 87 107
Phone: 505 345·4800 ot
e-mail: info@~tOT)e . com
This ad is creared entirely in Creal!!.
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NeXT
10 \iVa

Define your own
database structure
and modify it
~.;'_"""-- at any time

~.d ",oo d City
irll1g " ,ers of

" 1l1.';nframe.
,ystems \

~rc n

"eXT IS maki
'1;Iy (or the cu
aulOlll:l [ion m.
""rlilll'u in a c
·Wa l1 .~ Selling
T1ll" key TO
l ,ghI5peed, a fj

sram tl1,nwill :
jlUH:n :1ccess fi
~"SnI:lltlrrames

a"ktr<f,dd, Ca

wit, I.i ~htspee(
ws ["mulace \
oafs by logging
'#Jinfr:unes aD
Wa>lg 'lpr licati
" llg htspee
-(;at:h. rer mod
Iht UNJX plat
~o~cn , NeXT'
ifralt.'giL mark
l~e XT<;TEP

Ittd y within a
l lsing Ligh,

rr,nsb I c dOCUT
proprietary WI
PlIfet:1 lurmal.
~ollid Ihen be
docurncll[-man

Mail I

Import
from any texl
an exi sling dotobase, or
create a new database

tokyo - Tosbi'
I ""tt lll oppoc;
"df'Crroml;. m.aj

Suggested
Retail Price

The Premier Flatfile Database
for the NeXTSTEP computers

STONE
.. '......
Stone Design
2425 Teodoro NW, Albuquerque NM 87107
Email: info@stone.com Phone: 505-345-4800

$695

, 1lIb..>Jdll1g, del,
~k sound file
rl\'tll l illn dates
1'8 1.l rth e d a

iIid its .J opan..
'OIJld be preve,
~NeXTmail

DataPhile is designed for users who need a fiexibJe,
everyday database without the complexities of a rigid.
relational system. Using DataPhile's intuitive front
end, anyone can build and manage a personal flat- rile
database, modifying it and generating reports easily and at
any time. DataPhile also comes with a number of useful
template databases so you can begin using it right O UI of
the box. DataPhile requires no additional servers: il Slallds
alone and uses state of the art btree technology , so thut [1]1.:
system works quickly and seamlessly.

Conon,

wt

17,9 percent c

Circle 44 on reader service card
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~eXT pitches open systems

NeXT exec door keeps revolving

10 'iVangusers left in lurch
fn'

:l~r
Views

SIMSON

L

GARFINKEL

Red wood City, CA - Hoping to
~rt "g users of Wang's proprietary
V~ mainframes into the world of
I'!" D systems via NeXTstations,
N,XT is making an aggressi"e
1.1 , .for the current Wang officeJUI,) m:~Hion market. The plan is
,,,,liined in a confidential 26-page
"Wang Selling Guide .•
Tbe key to eXT, plans is
ll~htspeed, a file-conversion pro! ",n that wiU let NeXT~ TEP CO H,I""m access files stored aD Wang
\'~ mawrames. Manufactured by
. B.1kersfield, California-based Macd , Ughtspeed will also let NeXT
"" rs emula« Wang 2110 termi",I, by logging ooto Wang VS
tnJlIlframes and directly running
W.lIlg appl ications.
"Lightspeed .is available in
character mode now for mast of
"-" UNIX platforms," said Ken
Ro",n, NeXTs manager of
ItrJtegic ma rkets. He added that
I NeXTSTEP interface should be
,e,dy within a few montbs.
I-sing Lightspeed, Wang users
I",nslate documents from Wang's
'""I,cietar}, WP system into W ordtrl«t format. The documents
"mid tben be managed using a

'o..:liment-managemem system.

NeXT has already made inroads at
five major Wang sites, said Rosen,
each witb 100 to 200 users.
Wang users ba ve been in a
quandary since Wang declared
bankruptcy dUs summer. Ooce a
leader of the office-automation
market, with a mid-1980s annual
revenue in excess of $2 billion,
Wall b never delivered WYSIWYG

word

prOl C'~ing O(

open sys[ems

to ir; u... rs, and <.. les d ropped off

drcll1l3ncally iD r(.'~ ent years .
Under, he l'rorecOo;" of Chapter 11, "tbey are reinventing tbemselves from a proprietary hardware

company to an open-system imegratiOD company," said Rosen.

But Wang's user base - often
regarded as one of the most tecbnicaUy sophisticated and dema nding in the industry - isn't standing
stilL The annual U.S. Society o f
Wang Users conference, Tecbnitron, has become a forum for
Wang use rs ro compare wbat they
ba ve with the best tbat the computer mdustry has to offer. The
sociery bas inv ited NeXT CEO
SIeve .In!,. ro present a keynote
adJn· . .' in Boston in November.

e

\'d wood City, CA - NeXT will

s

'.1nlta l sales results until it
ttcomes a public company, a
'[>Oke.woman said.
r'rivare compames a,re nor
r!'qujred co reporr on revenues,

hu, NeXT has routinely done so
"!lee 1991. Tbe decision to
'IVcrse that policy came after
~tXT delayed disclosing second-

3 / J rakes

1o\'(I(,'r(' lut _king atopen systems,

acea/' s:liJ Bill

~l \Jrgcon,

presid.ent

of the """ gr up. ~

an (Ifficial o hi e:(; rl on to the cI ..HI)1
with (be Jap<l l1cse ratcilt nffi,:e,
according ro Torn LaveUe, NeXT
general counsel. He said that
NeXT itself has not yet fu ll y
studied the T oshiba claims .
Unl.ike the U.S. patent system,
patents in Japan are published 10
order to give competing companies a chance to ob ject before the
patent is awarded.
- S I MSON L. GARFINKEL

~(~XT to keep its numbers private
'0 longer disc lose quarterly o r

m3n~

over as director
of software marketing. For tbe
last nine years,
Bacbman has
bee n ar Ra tional
Systems, most recendy a5 genera l
manag er of a
group that helped
c ustamers b uild· New '¥ice--presictent, cor.ponlu secretary, o1I1d general counsel
Tom I..Ynlle comes fromlnlel.
109 large sYStems
based on custom applications,
can rea lize more' revenue f rom
NeXT's current ma rketing focus_
tbe treme no,,", au,I<J va llie of
"My mission is to help NeXT
NeXTSTEI'. "
become more of a software comAlso, Jon Itulml>tein has been
pany," said Bachman. "With the
named vice-president of bardmove into the '486 market, we
ware engineering . •

and NcX-1 h,,, a lot to offer in that

Mail patent fig11t brewing
Tokyo - Toshiba Corporanon filed
1 pilCent application describing an
-tlcaronic mail system capable of
",hedding, detivecing, and playing
'lick sound files," claiming its
'' 'mnOD dares back to Apn124,
195 I. If the claim is gramed, NeXT
~ irs Japanese partner, Canon,
"",IJ be pre'I<med from distribut.g "teXTmail in 1apan.
Canon, wbich currently owns
7.') perceoc of NeXT, has fi led

Redwood City, CA - NeXT has
continued its track record of hir ing
heavy hitters from the compurer
industry in its latest round of executi,'. biring. All major positions
are now filled, except in the sysrem
software div ision, wlllch IS also
losing one of its key employees.
William Parkhurst, one of the
principa l architects of NeXTST EP and curren tly NeXTSTEP
'486 director , will leave to start
his own NeXT software company
in Hawaii . Avi Tev.nian will take
cbarge of all NeXTSTEP porrs.
St",'e Jobs remains as the a cting
head of tbe dn·ision.
Tom La velle, 42, W .IS named
vice-presjdeo( and genera l counsel
a s well as secretary of N eXT. Formerly group coull, d for the components group at Intel, whicb
includes all chip manufacturing,
Lavelle's legal specialities include
intellectual properry law and securities wor k, key I.egal co ncerns for
NeXT. He is also experr in anti-

trust litigation.
"I hope NeXT
)s in a position to
bave rhat prob·
lem someda Yt U
sa id Lavelle, wbo
will serve on t he
p ivotal po licy
team at NeXT.
Br ent Ba c b-

quarter re~ul ts for several
months. Sources said that the Q,2
numbers were lower than expected due to a sharp decline in European sales .
NeXT still expects to ma ke a
public offering of its srock sometime during 1993. It will then be
required to make quarterly and
annual reports of irs sales and
profitability.
- D ., N R u • y

"Disk Qllota Exceeded"

"CPi : 9_1\;,"

'Rob Logged On "

"Swap File Alarm' "Graphics App Actiye"

MANAGE NEXT WORKSTATIONS VIA SNMP
WITH AGENT AND SERVERWATCH™
Tld

You see that Rob is h:lvi ng lroubk wilh
that same application again. Nld Ihe Graphics group's workstalions ;Ire nearly out of
disk space. Well, at least there baven't been
any unauthorized logins this week.
Just a typical day in the life of a System
Administrator. But instead of running all
over the network, you're managing it ali
with just a few keystrokes on your NeXT
workstation. Thanks to Ridgeback Solutions'
AGeNT SNMP agent software.
Use AGeNT with our ServerWatch software on your NeXT to monitor key work·
stations or team AGeNT with popular
SNMP-based network managers such as
HP's Open View or Sun's SunNet Manager.

TdeplLOne (310) 456-6094 or e-mail
Ridgeback today for more information or a
demo disk. And start managing your NeXT
workstations with the power of SNMP.
AGENT AND SERVERW ATCH FEATURES:
• Provides visual and audible alarms
• Reports loginllogoUl
• Tracks CPU & application activity
• Monitors disk space & swap file size
• Sets per-user disk quotas
• Offers threshold & event reporting
• Records all events & al"rlll,
• SNMP Mffi-2; RFCs 12 12 and 1213
A Works with an y gcn~ric SNMP III:UlUger
• Requires NeXTSTEP 2.1 or lalcr

23715 w. Malibu Rd .• SU11<376, M,libu, CA 90265 - F.o\X: 3101456-97 15 · E-mm'- Inr"to rlrlg, hJdC" 'nt flO " lu!info@uu4.psi.com
(1 199'2 rud&~1: Soluttons AGtNT and SM~rW8tch

IItt

tmdtmll(b or Rid!c:back Sol~tions , ,<\11 ~maJb art ~ propert)' 01 meir Ie$~iye OWllm.
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Son Francisco ;II data base m;
ate co king an if
~NeX'TSTEP

prise n p ~aran'
>1<1" Jo bs at a

lJlrtrlY.ltional C
Septeml
'Though rna
'~rad e users at
~tXTSTEP del
fil l)' to catch a
lucndces left v.
IIller.sr in NeX
Mark E. MI
IIlS'"cer at tele,
!pC I II

•

Pen com
Ntw York - p,
has beell raised
~1th ;}n upgrac
WQl e ' S X Wiod
IDrNcXT.

Co-Xist 3,0
STE.P 3. 0, Mo
Xll RS , tbecw
IiIch product. I
Ipr('d gailis of
&pending on t
fion and machi

Today Toshiba's
When you
Extra
High Density
purchase a NeX'P'"
disks are the standard Appsoft
computer, one Extra
for performance and
notes , beadf
High Density disk
of proie.,
comes with it
reliabili·ty. A s an dard Ittite
Irlllplat. s. It is
other manufacturers ' head-on ..
The only ED
. r
lltSIj;n 's $995
will be pursumg lOr years . Assistant.
disk good enough for
to come.
Jlnuary fo r S2
the NeXT generation
1Qmbillafl(lo
Available individually, Album and Da
of computers.
or in boxes of five or ten, l<:"elopcd
by 4;
Toshiba's Extra
,\ ssjstant
we've
made
it
easy
for
you
tddress
b
;ok
High Density disk with
to follow NeXTs cue when ~Apps(lftfuc
2.88MB of formatted
!nUn. It wi 11 ha
you buy another Extra High Density disk.
alread . erov
storage (4MB unformatted).
Just make the Toshiba ED disk you r NeXT. :~~:ilf~' ;~r~
Toshiba developed barium ferrite as a
And your NeXT.
~at's Happen
recording medium more than 14 years ago. We
•Write 3.0.
invented the revolutionary perpendicular recording
And your NeXT..
\f1:rade ofWri
Call 1-800-843-2108 for the name and 111.1mb
er 11'l\;essing appl
teclmology that goes with it And, more impor, . ry tltl'iou. ly bum
of the Toshiba dealer nearest you, or for faster de we ) ~XT, will seU
tantly, we created a whole new standard in disk
. March 1993
manufacturing to match this new media technology. contact a dealer listed below.
lire $1 99 Apps(
'1

/tIC

0

r~ n)' .

1lI

IQ

NeXTConnection
1-800-800-NeXT

.

Inmac
1-8CXJ-547-5444

In Touch with Tomorrow

TOSHIBA
TOSHIBA AMERICA ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS, INC.

thr:

,,.w

release
lIce up ~ra d e I
iJnong rbe nev.
'I\porc alld exp
"de ra nge of fi
'l. Jiccnsed M.
1 fhe code. Ap
(onsed ,he Sto
sing engi ne E
./!it co~. of the I
<hieh will com
\~'dl)crfect. A
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Oracle users take a look at Jobs, NeXT
ir

[l<N I EL

MILE S

~ Fr. llcisco - Users

KEH O E

Or the Ora-

gIant Sprint, was impressed wtth
whar he saw. "NeXTSTEP blows
yo ur m ind. People wul see a com-

. dor.lbose management system

purer as more [ban a way to run

~ N~ XTSTEP following a sur!'lis< J ppearonce by NeXT C EO
~,ve -,,, bs at a meeting 01 the
[nn:rnJ rional Orade Users Group
h<fe in ' eprember.
TllPugh many of the 1500
fJL:h: users at a iasr· minutt
/Ie>."TSTEP demonstration came
olIIly w catch a glimpse of Jobs,
,oen(kes left with an enthusiastic
~rere" In NeXTSTEP.
,l,l.!fk E_ Mullison, a software
!(tgioerr at telecommunications

word processIng or spreadsheets instead it can be integ ral 10 theu
business acti vities, a way to auro·
mare business."
Mullisoll said he'd like to use
NeXT STEP, but couldn't buy it
un1C:S5 he knew " '[here was major
management support" at Sprint.
Commodity futllfes tra.de r
Christopher M_ Funk, president
of a Lafayette, lndiana, flfm,
rerurned Irom the conference
with an in tent to call a NeXT
dealer in Indianapolis. Funk's

~e tak iog an increasing interest

Pellcom offers peaceful coexistence

roshlba's
)ensity
standard
ceand
andard
LITers

foryears
lividually,
orten,
for you
: when

NeXT
d number

rdelivery

New Yo rk - Peaceful coexistence
'us l><-en r.!Sed to a new level
*irh an upgrade of Pencom Software \ X Window environment
ior Nr XT.
C,,-Xist 3.0 supports NeXTTEP 3.0, Motif 1. 2, and
XllR5, th e currem versions of
""h prod uct. [r also provides
tpeeu gains of five to [en times,
lepending on the mode of operacion and machine type, said Chns

Chauv in, product manager.
Tbe program a lso offers a
new " takeove r mode," in \vmch
the user can aUow X Window. pplications [0 take over the entire
screen. In its standard " windows
mode, " the X Windows can now
be repositioned as desired on t be
screen.
Pencom can be reached at

Wsoft

licensed Advanced Sofrware's
red lining technology.
• Express. T outed as a mOre
powerful version of NeXTmail,
Express is .150 slated to shi p m
March for $99. It will indude
extensive dat.1 management, ,a
message database, p resorting of
mail, an open AP I, integration
wi tb news re3dcrs~ and auroma tic
tracking of conversution threa ds,
among other fea rures.
• Solution. Slated to ship in
January, this $595 basic spreadsheet is based on the code lor
Powerstep purchased from nowdelunc r Ashton-Tate. It will boast
a Microsofr Excel-like interface,
file compatibility w ith Lotus
1-2-3 and Excel, and a ro bust
macro langu.age. It is ex pected to
compete head on wi th Athena
Design's Mesa and Informix's
Wingz.
The products rhat the company
has already announced include
Draw, which is currently available
for $395; Image for $995; and
Perspective $395 (see "Third-party
3-D-ware adds depth to l'eXT
graphics," page 6).
In athe.c news, Appsoft has
announced rhar Peter Karo ig ha.s
left his position as General Manager of the company, and M a rk
Willhof has been hired for the
newly created position of d irector
of sales . •

(nON 'ACE 1 J

"nOICS, headers, foo ters and a
Illite of profession. lIy designed
~mpbtes. 1r is expecred to com x !e head-on wirh Ligbt house
ll..ign's $995 Concu rrence.
o Assistant. Due to ship io
'.nu"ry fOI S295, Assistant is a
:omhll1atio n of twO products,
Ilbu lll an d Darer, whicb we re
1evcluped by 42 Software of Gerny. Assisunr is a PIM with an
!ddrrss book an d ca lender tied ro
~ Appsoft Express mai l proam. It will have ro compete in
Ll already crowded p roduct catelIJr)' with Sarrus Software's Pen'~M e-In and Adamation's
l'h:tr's Happening.
o Write 3.0_ The rewr itten
·?gra de 01 WrireNow, the word;'oce.ssing application that was
.. iouslv bundled w ith each
li,XT, w~l sell ior $495 staning
1March 1993. Users who buy
~ S! 99 Appsoft Writ< before
l( nt"w re lease ships will receivr!
upgrade to Versio n 3.0_
ltIong the new features are
l porr and export support for a
lide ra nge of fi le for mats, using
'. licensed MasterSoft filter set
the code. Appsoft has also
''t'''ed the Stonehand text-protlsing engine and is lIsing it as
'It core of rhe new program,
-hich will compere directly with
UrdPerfect. Appsoft also

:lree

512/343-111 1.
-

D ...

~

R UBY

NeXT training to cover new
ground in softv\Tare group

firm has standardized On M acintosh an d an SCO UNIX Oracle
server, and at first he had little
interest Ln NeXT computers,
thinking they were merely a lternatives to the Macintosh.
"In terms of custom app!.ications, the NeXT merits looking
at," said Funk. "Oracle is great
for the data part of my business,

by

DAN

L .'YIN

Redwood City, CA - After two
years as a parr of NeXTedge,
NeXT's after-marker prod ucts
organizadon, the eXT training
group has been moved into rhe
company's sofrware divis ion.
While NeXTedge will continue to be rhe marketing and Iullillment orgamzatioo for uaining
thar NeXT offers directly, the
training group will now focus on
curriCUlum develo pment, crearing
alternative media and providing
d irect in put to NeXT's softwa re
engineers_ To help trainers spend
more of thei r time working on
tbese projects, NeXT said it pialls

but there's a need to interact
with the data, and for that, Oracle hasn'r provided much yet,
except clencal stuff. I've bought
every development tool for the
Mac. J've looked and looked
and I recogn ize something
lOteresting when I see it. \II' e
have to ge t NeXTSTEP in and
test it. Sometimes it takes hearing a good presentation to ger
someth ing started _" •

Test challenges NeXT users
knowledge over time. The tesr,
which asks you to find patterns
m series of letters and numbers,
takes a bam 45 minu tes to complete. Resu lts are automarically emailed back 10 the project spo nsors and kept confidential_
U you'd like to participate,
conract SteVen Boker at aba@kip-uon.psyc.virgin ia.edu.

Are Ne..'\T users really an intellectual breed apart? It's anyone"
guess, but at least twO researchers
think NeXT lIsers are among
those w orthy of a study designed
to measure leaming abilities.
Psychologists at the University
of Virginia are asking users to
participate m a ps ychometric test l
called PsyLog, tha t measures
changes in people's abilities and

-

CO NN1 E

GUGLIELMO

ro author ize more third parties
10 offer training.
The popular Developer
Camp, which is run by tbe training grOllP, will be revamped in
1993, offering a Boot Camp for
new NeXT deve lopers, a core
Developer Camp that concentra tes on the niceties of NeXTSTEP, a nd advanced courses that
address developers' speciiic interests, such as DBKit. Most of
tbese CO urses will now be offered
by third parries as well as NeXT .
System-administration and end·
user Co urses will be simi larl y
reyampe d .
NeXT plans to ger the word
om on its technology in other
ways, including a possible ,'ideotape seties and interactive CORa M instruction .
Kath y Novak w ill oversee the
tra.ining gro up, Ln additi on to
managing NeXT publications and
documencatiofl, induding on~line
help. "The main benefits for users
will be that software enginee rs
will get direct inpu t from tra iners
who work with real customers,
and trainers witl get more say In
the eady development of products_ This will make OUI products
even more user-friendly and intuitive}" Novak said.
•

EVERYONE NEEDS A SQLBUDDyTM
THE EFFORTLESS DATABASE TOOL

• Point & Click Access to Complex Sql
Perform joins. sorts, g roupings and Sql functions with a s imple mouse click.

• Database Command History
Recall previous commands and the resu Its they produced.

• Run Sql Scripts from the Workspace
Get database connectivity brou ght to yo u , wberever yo u are. with
SqlBuddy ' s services

• Fast Data Retrieval
Create l oo.OOO lioe data files in econds .

• Create Your Own Database Command Menu
Save important queries for easy reuse.

• Imbed Prompts in Your Query
Set query variables at execution time w ith

on's "@prompt" facili ty .

Another Quality Application From

Objective Technologies, Inc.
info@objectcom

800-3-0BJECT1212-227 -6767
NOVEM BeR 1997
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and Srcll-

stone Corporation" lIeration.
Objecti ye Parmers, of Amster·
dam, Tbl: Netherlands, has
ioined the NeXT Partnt"rship
Progrnm of rrn;llcr8 'md NeXT·
STE1' Developer Camp sjte.~,
A joint venture between /"101.
land's biggest NeXT(ellT~r flod
a system integra mr, Objective
will offer technical training, system administt.uioll, nnd NeXTSTEP developmclIl courses nnd
Stl pport. a btective l'a rrn~I'S
is heodquortered ar71Alll1 de
Zoom, 1410 C11. Uithoorn,
The Nerherlands.
Young Minds has lowered the
price of its lakedis softwnre
for pmnn'tering CD-ROMs
fmm $7495 to S2995. According 10 the comp.ny, this makes
Makedisc thc most cost-cffec·
rive solution for prepa ri ng
Inrs" amounts of d~1U for distribLltion 1m CO-ROM. Make·
disc is bundled with its CD
. tudJo producT, all $ t 8,2S0
picce of hardwMc tha r crea tes
CJ) Wrire Once discs.
Yrrid is shipping its TI'YDSI',
3 high·speed serial port thor
convertS the DSP on the NeXT
into It third RS·232 serial port
rhllr worb with a wide ra'lge of
1\$·232 peripherals, including
modems, pdnter~ and plntrers .
A ingle-u •• " licen,. is S189.
Yrrid: 800/443-0065; •• moil:
)'ltid@World.Std.cOOl.

Compu ovcr '5

ItOW

makmg

flexible, etco r pla.tic covers fOt·
NeXT keyboard,. The cOI'cr
prot(:ct the keyboard from d\1st
and coifce spil ls, as well 3.
makinR the keyhoard quieter
<Inti Sdk" to rh~ touch. Ask (or
,lOck JlUmber 50:-\EX to. The
~pec,i.1 inrrodll,ton' price tS
1' ~16.95.pll1> ,Iupping, 'O IllPU-

l :over: 904/862-4448.

3.0 Bugs

l,.eM PAC E 11

just dan', have the resources to
ttst large ne tworks, ~ said one
NeXT SOUIce, adding that due
to inconsistencies w ithin the
AppleTalk protocol, large networks do not function the same
way small networks do.
Sources inside NeXT said the
decision to sbip 3,0 in mid-Septem·
ber was a ma.rketing one. In the
rush to get 3.0 Out the door, 2 can·
scious decisioD was made to fix
bugs t har would affect users, Bur
many bugs that affect only developers were lerr in - especially bugs
rhat had workarounds,

Sales Watch

I" OM PAC' Ii
field, Michigan, will purchase
2500 copies of NeXTSTEP '486.
The company plans to uSe tbe OS
in a dient-server enVironment [0
support over lOO branch offices
throughout North America .
Wben a miss,ion-critkal C uS ~
tom application for auto fmancing is put in place, dealers will be
able to access up-to-dat~, comprehensive data to offer whole·
sale and reta il customers more
rimely lease financing. The company also ho pes ro extend the
custom system to fleet buyers,
including reOl .d-car companies,

X T WO R

u

x

An added problem wieh 3.0
was rhe large amo unt of code
thar came from outside sources:
Much of this code is written in
C and tends to be more complex
and bug-ridden than NeXTSTEP's Objcctive-C core.
While some developers ha ve
refused to upgrade thei r PR2
machines 10 3.0, since code gen ·
erated under PlU will run on 3.0
systems, Objective Technology
(OTU is running 3.0. "The core
of I 'eXTSTEP is more stable
tba n it ever has been ~ " said Eric
Be.rgerso n, 0 11's managing
director. ~
Sources report that tbe operati ng system will be running on
GoJdstar hardware.
NeXT also signed a mul tiyear
deal wi th M"bil Sales and Supply
Corporati" " anti /,,1nbil Oil Cor·
poration'. Supl,l y and Trading
Division for 40fJ NeXTstacions
O\'er the next 18 months. lostalla·
non and custom-software development will be overseen by me2
technologies, a Greenwich , Connecticut-based subsidiary of
Phibro Energy, one of NeXT's
biggest clients to dace and a
worldwide leader in o.il trading.
Mobil plans to use rhe apps

NeX1WORI.Dmagazina. It is published
monthl, by Inlegated Media, • subsidiary 01100 Communication., 5111
5erond St, San f ranclscD, CA 94107,

_tc

dlstrlbllled
subscribeB at
NeXTWaRl.D. It SlIlIivan's column and
articles about u"",,nouneed NeXT prod·
and is

. c:ts .... 18""rted and written by atnlrIl>uIo" _&\!idanco from lite
NeX1WOllLD stall,

Editor. Dan Rally; Mauging Editor.
Conn,. GlI&Iielmo: : _
ole Editor:
Eliot Bergson; News Editor. Dan
Lovin; SUfI Writer. Simson l.
Garfinkel; Layout Chief! S... Troy

.FloppY·dlsk eJection
A bug with the wotkspace pre·
vel)!S flo\>py d i,~•. fron,' br,ing
ejected when some- Dock-exten·
d.r p ros rums are auromaticallr
lawld,ed from the user'~ dock.
The solution: L.aunch the Pock
extender manua lly. once. eh"
workspace startS " I', -rather
th311 ~T login.

AppleShare

DOS ~fld Mae file systems
Files storod on DOS· Or Mncin-

developed by mel technologies to
integrate trading .information inco
a unified envi.rorunentj implement

new deriva ti ve produc tS; link
from-office and back -ofijce work·
ers through a common database;
and build customized tools fat
ana lytics, deal capture, and port·
folio and ri;k management.
And in a deal thar could add
to NeXT's hardware boltom line
even more significantly, McCaw
Cellular, of Kir kland, Washing·
ton, plans ro purcbase and deploy
several tbousand NeXT machines
ove r the nexr three '(0 five yea rs.
McCaw, the largest provider of

cell ular phone "'rI'Kc III th~ lInlt
ed States, pl.lnn Ni tel h'Rt n tell
ing an il l hfll1\'(; ~1l)H.Jln JPp in
OCll)ber.
After 11« \ \ ill ~t prCJnber 11t~t
].1'. 'l "r ~JII .111.1 Comp~ ny W i
dropr ill!4 ",., I from con.,der.,
ti on ,I'. I hI..' platform (II chokt.
in its g100.11 (r ,dlng dt l)arrwtm
{see

" ~ l oq.;. 1rI

drops Nc'

,,.,'01

N eXT \\ ( JIU IJ /·." TIl , () t"hlll

1992 ), Ihe ,k-.,I, to C h (y,]~r
Mo bil, ,1IIU M,('.m Cell ular
were

~':I.:11 ,1'"

ill tplln.l nt 1II1aa

high !,r' lfd ~' '"rporaUOM
that c,,,,IJ h::ll' t\tX r IMrc

to

ealii ly

\VHI nn;Iil lll(.' r ft.

f

Sullivan tries Slnart drinl(s at StOlle's ra\0
0.."" ..
W
itIJ the palltk el year finally winding dOWll, things had. norer seemed

worse et It", Age"",,1 BNL, IICCI. lraqgate, Iran"",""", lullice, FBI,
and CIA a\l polnUn, fing.... at •• "" other. \I .... tIIOIJdIlo makclbe
old·lirness pIn. for tile COOd old do", at C.ntral American "utlob. llId LSD

",,"rlmehls. A1 1. as! you know wIIo H,e bad guys '"m,
01 e........, 8$ • V/eb\lll.... ftCnoIt, U. Sum••n had missed ou\ on tho glOI'l'
dill''' ,Now [I ...med you spotl\ 90 poteelit of tfte lime c<mriII( l">ur _ . £XCepl

- . . you coukf brtak rree t •• pond •

"""PIe 01 d.y. _lIIe N.n

""flllO.oenli.

Sully anlved alSeybold lal.e, bavl1Q! hl1l:hed On • Nmy
IIIcJd Into A'" ",eda AIr SuitoR. In elwlll...10111• ., he rode
BART Into nlo City, ...l1I:hed m. ClIb 10 the 50. flll.nti_
<>f fino Arts, Dnd anivod at 111& SIDne \lel!itn 3·0

P.,...

Reality Parl!l already In full swing.
ND" here, thougftt S"III,,", ...... pllce you coo/d ....1·
Iy 0,"",,1•• AndyStono, ocl6I>raUns t l~ •• n.un....,..t 01
his 3-D modeling p"""am, and lohn Peny llarlo..,
acknowledglne hi, 45th birthday, .,.ere IhJOwin& ..... _
must.;, klnl!!lc tiBllts, 'htu.r..... lfto !hellier, and
amino·acld
d rinks. lf)'Ou aslted lot Bah, Saliv......
told, you could relive those 511'. CIA ••periInonts.
The' alsorlmllnt 01 people " ••• stolllshillg. He'd only
been lit..... e Ifw ""nutos bolo1'8 Todd Rlfndgre" .as lOmng
him wItern to boay rod! '.' roNc\iIt.r _In Tokyo. T1teo
softwarn god Larry Tesler was telDPIiN: bbn with tJdltlbt
• bout App le'. Dylan Project. Around I!olth OItllo'l !lillie (htl
h.d IftIKk in boer to Ihe otllerwlw nonakoliolit ,Vent], _ cll/$1tt of N.XT i..\d·
.,... ........... ppm' tal....
~

Thlnss seem to be I tltinll ~ on tfte ODBlt!$ 11'011\. /I~ _ " iot 0\lI0IlI
·'th.Iwl .... 1n o/Iject storage tecltnoJogy III Ob;.ct Worid.ln I"",
S_ Job. Is quoted by ..",.",,1110' Versant "ling, ". :011\ pita*' 1.11.rt V.riInI
i. the firrl prod",,1Ion ODBMS _1I.ble for HIoXT." Foul, ""'" ODi. lIoXJ'J
endorsehlellt 01 OIIIectStore .. the 00111\15 of chola! Is p.l rt of tn. C<IIIIp.IIIIes'
fonrlal agroement, ODI ..,&.
'
Lot. <>f iliteresllng news Olt tile customer fronl The on·"IIO-ott·JUl\Ilnll'.
MOIIllID daol ... , be bach on. The", . . hlgtl hopes lor • h"&< ~~ "III! IioIIlI'
em Telecom'. operatlons tn SelIIII4t. And • ~ p~.h it till iii
tile phanna~ Induttty, " lilt . . . ~rtedlJ t.1lIIed II
Johnson&'Iohtt,on and CiI.a-G<iiIY.

Lt. Sullivan

"".rt

H.xrwrJRIJ) Eztn Is a supplement of

R A

.

GXT seems to h... miscaiculllled Its COnv8[$'OIl from Or1cin.1 key""''''
to the new ADB boanls. Somal..wlaU_ thol are nat rat nady 10
upera6& 10 NeXT$lc> 3,0 Ire .....dy II> buy more TarlJo.das. m.chln .. ,
Unfortv...lcly, NeXT' I. "II Dul at Drigtna, ~bool1l' ond tho Aba ko~.rd .
'
"",DIre l.O. Unl ... 01 co.,..e, )'OU don't mind a """ucuaw keyboonl. Another
emr last j'I!'r by Theo Wegllrans, Ionne", lit I'JeXT £urope. has NoXT
• bill" $lock of Portu"" ••• ~bo ."'.
Oh 1M ather hand, NeXT people ..ere .,."Ing nbout the aeal they -* b¥
...... pplns ...""oro JH'I)duct ma.i<eting dircdol'$ with Rational. The... Ire high
hopes 'or IItott IIoC'"lIan, WIllie R<>o lmIg "'" apparently nat be missed.

N

silt.,. ""

w·o'. _ I touclJ otiIl matt.... Iff. old p.III1n« Ott

S

Mlelntosh ad.ortIslng, lay CIIio!, n.:e!11fI'lpenl."

d.oys at Steve's holtse, NeXT' hatdtnl'l mOl ~ ~
sbo!wing lip .t Chf.1W4ylMojo'. _IIDn A.I!I1lI' uIII_ ~
the oIher band, Stove ....5 outrigItl rude " ' lOIt Introd"..d til
Ibe MIS cIlk!f from Go...,.1 Medi., "oblish., qf l'mtll_ ....
_
.... magazines. Not his klnd "'cu$Ij)rJler, opperonllY.

Of course, SleYe has been k,KJWu tu"bat'~ dO"lW't (l" , .
princlpl.. belore, as illullrated by one hilbfloll. "lit\'. ~
group of NeXT Inolden In HIo. Yori( ..... child""" at,o<il
,HeXr••uoom ln ,... entoro.ment when t!rl! o!eiPIorftI$ riding In lurcbed 10 • ""'dIn ~.It. Aft# ft hell _
!II
ha.,.mg and yelling, UI., ~n.ny cUmbe4 0<11 """ . ...... not
10 m.lI. Raht 01 S\e,.', eGnlf.dl.tId . ..
W'1Ib \IIat, S'tJIIi....~.,.,..,. hI"",,\! "-the tibia to I".>y . rot ~. bit ....
1.1) Reality, _b was. after .11, the ....slon ,,", Iho r• ..,. _.114
the ween, he COIlId .aslly IlJ1"ll1ne Ihe joC ~. in Ill_ Slmll18Uo~ LIb
dOlOn 0( eo Ii....ses.
On tile way 0IIt, SlIItIv.... _flMltulaled Barl"" IJJlIbe """""''' -'Ir If
/nQU\r1ng u ID h"" Stolle could .fIord such a blol\'Ollt. "W. "" tfj ... ~ ltlI
DabtPhlio Ihet yoo boyS In the _emmont bouglrt,ff lie oof6 with. t~11f<
eye. You've gO! t. pa'f to Play, Sullivan tIIOu&lll, a. \Ib .,b puJ!.!d

&l1li"''

.reed,,,.

"".y.
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Dmnping drives D~1 up

somevicwrd
t.o~us o.,velopmCf1! Corporation

in the Uoil\C~ifl tl! st~

n ,1\lP ill

,jus anJlounced " 2,0 version
Ili( mp rov, bue it will be avail,blc OJlly 011 the Wi nd ows
pla tfo rm . "We're <unning th is
" busi!l."', We 'd perhaps
t~ Vl

cmber rll dt
,pany wa,
\.,'Ot1o:; i uC'ra ~

r choice
~p.l.rtrll ~n l

<eXT:
October
·ItI,·,ler,
Cellular

J,

Itt

Inroads

In<ln s

r more
~

something to :1nnounce

ffot NeXTI if eXT ' V3S duJOg h,m er in the marketplnce, "
\.lid Jeff And"rho lm, l mpro v
'lJ rketing manager. The new
~
uct, n vo i In ble i It t he firse
'lu3rtcr, will port a new prt)vam llling language c..~ ll ed
5a:1pt, some interf"c. i mprove' lent<, suppore for E'Icel4.0
ulrs, a nd a nu m ber o f .nodifi£JOHJlS for wo rking ragerher
with o the r Lo tus product
II1da Wind o ws.

tic.. T has d istributed :J ten?Jgc rechnic,, 1 n Ofe, Porling
YOII, NeXTSTEP Appit.catiQn,
I~ help dC"dopers in pllrting
til", applicatio n. to Ne XTiTEr '4 86. The bi~ proh lc.01 ,
I Sc('ms. is bit field s. Nc.,,<.T is
,wold ing ix fUllctlons fot
o, tN wa pllilll::_ N eX TST~I)
\ill n1S\l 'nolV , UPPOft elght-bit~p ~rn >'Sc,d e d isp la y~. Ne AL
all" d istributing scvc rillllcw
,ni-cx",l1 ples, all "f whic h
~, DBKit funl'tioun li ty.
. ul

. nsky. the 3cduimeci

'teW -music::: composer, has rc·
hsed " Ho1llchrew~" \I ll . .tlbum
" ntldge Records, reco rded
tirel y all the e XT _ I.unks}'
'l1d ~ music;n eve rd ay ",unds

c<.:onversarion. traffic nQ b,~
, or tWO ha l1ds I. pplOg.

"omebrew"

W .l S

recorJed

gimJly, d irect to DAT (d igi~l audIO ta pe), using the pu b
d mai n C lllix so ftWare:
~~ltT- based signa l proassing,
'Ii~i llg, and cditillg ap pl ion~n ,; J nd the ingula r Solu W:li-ts AI56 4/X !>.aJ1lp ler_ Br idge
I:.:on.l~ c!l n be rcached at is at

16/487" L662.

tljQ,~ SVco$son, a six~til1lc
t~ndtr in the 1-1" \Va ii Iron -

\In T r ia thlo n, has w ritte n
'1<1 produced Tile Total Tri1/1;10/1 Almallac 0 11 his NeXT
~1tlrU{et

1('.(JNl'I NUEU ON

rAcr ~ I

b)'
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G A R FINK EL

Prices for NeXT station memo ry
upgrades have increased by as
much as 38 percen t since October
21, the day the U.S. Department of
Commerce anno unced ies preliminary determination that Korean
semiconductor manufacrure rs have
been dumping D RA M chips Oil
the U.s. market. New importation
ru les ha ve led to the price increase.
Tbe determination was made
in respo nse to a petition Wed by
Mic ron Techno logy, of Boise,

Idaho . Korean com panies were
selling DRAM chi ps below ma rket
prices in an effort to gain market
sha re and fo rce the two remaining
U.S. suppliers of DRAM chips,
Micron an d T ex a, lnscrumenrs,
from tbe marker, said Kipp Bedard,
M icron 's vice-president of corpo-

rate communications.

Kor ean companies a CCO u n t
for 3S per cem of the U.S. DRAM
ma rk et, Bedard said,
"There has been no cbange
in the supply, o r ill the number
of people who are su pplying
DRAMS," said Sberry
G arber, an ana lys t
with (n-Sta t, an Arirona -based mar ket research firm. II [n spire
Price lor
. 16 MB
of tha t, Sp Ot pr ices
upfrade
have gone up. "
kit from
For example, N eXTNeXTConnocIi..
Connection)s price for
a 16M B upgrade kir
jumped from $479 the
No¥,5
d ay
(st, RAM , PACt 71

DRAM prices soar

$47~
$599

Oct. 21

0cl23

/

'486 goes to COMDEX;
release schedule slips
Red wo o d City, CA Although NeXT was
• Developer release due in Ql;
pr e par ing t o make a
will also be available to large
splash in N ovember at
corporate sites
CO M DE X , t he PC
comm uni t y'S big t!ade
• General release on hold until Q2
sho w , th e p or t of
NeX T STEP ro t he
• General release to be based on
In t e l ' 486 p latfo r m
NeXTSTEP 3.1
has been delayed unti l
a t leas t t be seco od
q uarte r of 1993, ac cording to sources.
we' re a ble to."
BreIT Bachma n, dir ector of
Despite the de lay, NeXT
soleware product mar keting, CO nplanned eo give its '4 86 implefirme d that NeXTSTEP ' 486
m ematio n a higb pro file at tbe
would not ship as expected in the
COMDEX s how in Las Vegas.
fir st quarter of 1993, but he
NeXT CEO Steve Jobs was slared
wo uld not commit to an official
to give a presentation, and marelease schedule . "We're sorting
chines running NeXT T EP '486
Qut our options, and our o bjective
were to be placed in severa l
is to get it Out tbe" as q uickly as
booths on the show floor, incl uding the DeU booth, £pso n booth
the PC W eek showcase booth,
a nd tbe LAN La bs.
The delay in N eXTST EP '48 6
is due to se-(e ra I faecors, but
ing on several "techno logy ini tiamost im portant is the state of
tives )II Weiss said) including
t he underly ing 3.0 softw a re Isee
buildi ng its new est tra nsacrio n" Ne XT pla ns 3. 1 fLX for buggy
processing a nd financ ial-modeling
O S " ). T he NeXTSTEP '486 verapplications fo r the back afflce.
sion first show n a t Ne XTWOR LD
"W e're focusing on NeXT mac hExp o in J anuary 1992 was a verines [for] some !DIssion-critical
SIon ba sed o n NeXTSTEP 2.0.
in ternal a pplications,' he said .
But since N eXT is p lan ning on
"\Ve're
ISEE F ~ NI E M AE. .... Gt:. 71
ba ving the
[SEE '486, e. Ct 81

NeXT plans 3.1 Fannie Mae weighing '486
fix for bugy OS
by

DA N

LAVI N

Redwood City, CA - Respond ing
to rhe swarm of bugs found in
Versio n 3,0 of irs NeXTSTEP
system software, NeXT has an no unced plans for VersIO n 3. 1 but
does not ex pect to re lease it before
the end of the yea r.
"We a re planning to do a 3.1
release an d are currently getting
feed back from a lo t of different
channels. We will announce a
schedu le whe n its re lat ively close
to being real," saId Margaret
Cha o, manager of the NeXTSTEP
a nd database interoperability group.
NeXT had boped to a void a
major interim release beca use th e
efforl will delay bo th the NeXTSTEP '4 86 project and the future
rele ase of System 4 .0, Versio n 1.0
had a fix, 1.0.,
whi le 2 .0 was revised to bo th 2. 1
for bugs a nd then 2.2 for T urbo
compa tibi hty.
[m 3. 1, PAce 81

by

S I MS O N

l.

GA R F I NKEL

Was hington,
D C - Fannie
M ae (Federa l
N ational Mortgage Associati on i, the largest d iversified financ ia l institution
in tbe Untted Sta tes, is eval uati ng
NeXTSTEP fo r a number of projects, wb ich could result in the
company p urchasing seyeral bundred co pies of N eXTSTEP '486
for internal use. But the real pa yoff for N eXT could be a showcase
fo r NeXTSTEP a nd o bject-oriented technology thro ughout the financial ind usrry.
"Fannie M ae is a fu nk-), compa-

ny," said Andrew Weiss) v.ice presi8

dent of ad vanced technology. "We' re
one of the largest financial institutions in the world, but we operate
with a very small staff. There's a lot
ofleverage. That leverage is generated through technology. "
T he co mpany is now embark-

Clip and save anything",Jjili NoteBook
Menlo Park, CA - Take an outline processor, add d ynamic indexing, package it with a norebook meta pbor, and you ha ve an
innovati ve system for storing) o rganizing, a nd retrieving random
informat ion .
T bat's wbat Mille nn ium Software La bs has d o ne with its new
NeXTST EP m fo rm ation processor, caUed No teBook. W b en it
shi ps next yea r, o teBook w ill
offer a unique ap pro ach to ma n-

aging personal a nd group informa tion. M illenn iu m is the new
name for Atberton Software Works,
developer of the Ne..XTSTEP Dock
extende r Engage.
"Ma st caU. bo r.nve softwa re
bas been long on techno logy but
shorr on socia l aspects of group
interactio n. NoteBook firs w ith
the way people work," said Marc
Gerstein, a principa l with Delta
Consulting Gr oup in N ew Yo rk .
NoteBoo k grew OUt of compa ny founder Jayson Adams's work

on News-
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The BEST IDEAS in the world won't do much for your
~wn

business unless you COMMUNICATE them.

But getting ideas out of your head and into the real worlel
has historically involved late nights, frantic effort, and
large quantities of coffee. Not to mention that noisy
doorstop known as a UNIX® WORKSTATION.

S,
RId Altsys Cor
. se c which
b p li S long-;
Jblishing apf
lest. With a :
,jger of a ffi;
',;n~i" g in the
llghellrain rei,
'.lSIC

In the early 1980s, the world saw the first inklings of a
revolution called DESKTOP PRODUCTIVIrY. With it came
SOFTWARE designed to replace the tools on your desk
with tools for your computer. Finally, we were spared thl'
frantic effort.

But somehow, the late nights stilllingereel. Why? Becillise
Workstation prodw:tivi~' circa 1980

to a ra,ce

!l~ h {Br a in

I' page·lal

~'''' 0 Octol><
;,. shipped ViLt
, :inn package, tv
IV"iI. it was
,.rnt ,lean Relc
, no drink, both
'nil ", NeXT p
kid reason to ce
'~ee p is a full
~ b)ou! pack
p,sliGlted text-I
I , nod layou
lSO, which lists
lines puwerfuJ {

the electronic equivalent to a mug full of drav.1ng pen \

f!odu~ tion cap~

and a paperboard easel left us wanting more- we needed

if ou r first foc£

a FUNDAMENTALLY DIFFERENT way of looking at

"11'<5e are th
ut~ rind

design,

lit cou ldn 't

add

~id

Julte Saffre,
. ptr oJ vocare.

productiVity and communication.

Amnng the 0 1
in Oct,
• AdamatiOn'
.. S295 per us,
i:htdu11ll8 appli'
~5 c'<tensive fl
~od u(rs

Welcome to the 1990s, where U(a['mOCSE DESIGN
delivers on the real promise of the professional
workstation.

"IMMiS an intelligent drawing tool

designed specifically for information graphics.
COXCLRRI:NCE is a powerful presentation and outlini ng

application. Together, they're revolutionizing productivi ty.

~"ou" c:!lendar r
;p.>grall1, which
, ill ,·ight in&
<W', IS built 0 0

"rv., databa!
• hHage Agen

~IIS, which con'

Now, with the touch of a button, your IDEAS are
COMMUNTCATED to colleagues in another room, or O il
another continent. Try doing that with a bullhorn .
DIAGRAM!'"and CONCURRENCE'." Setting the stamidrd In!'
NeXTSTEP" productivity.
Workstation productivity cirt:a 1992

L I G H T N 2929 Campus Drive
Look, 'we've moved!

HOUSE
DESIGN
@J992 LighrhoUY Duign, Lrd. iJghrhou$f Dtsign, the Lighrhowt D6ign Jogo, Diagram!. tht DlagmmJ
/010, Conmrttncl!', aM th~ C(mCUrrenU [OK" art tmdt mnrts of LighthoUJt ~slgn, Ud. NtXTSTEP i5 a
trademarkofN:XT Computer; Inc. UNIX fj a rtgis~red tmdmL:lrk QfUnu Sysrem I.ab!TfQtories Pho tOJ
CI992 Corot Clayron FolfU'A' speclaJ dirtaWnS on package for 1M~/ng at high altiruc.ks'. /(up out o(reach
of children ond pets . For utmta/ us!!' only. Do nOt in.feil. This adverrut ttltnl made t'TItirtly of titt finesr
sdut bari!); malt. and hops in stric:l nccordanu with G~m':,1rl Beer Purity JtJ~'S.

Suite 250
San Mateo, CA 94403
(415)570-7736
(800)366-2279

IIlIUJliv' 3D P
lIis.". 'ed Cub
TSTEP vers
~.d~. available
~rkSI .1tions.

I to ' hip by ye
ISOO,lnruitiv'
lUiti,..· 3D En;
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Apps set sail for Margaritaville Emulators choke on ADS keyboard
by S J M S ON L .
~ Il

the end, it came
~)\Vn to a race between

world

ld

Cillll e

sk
:I thc

11sh tBra in Software
Ixl Altsys Corporacion
" see which would
'" p its long- await ed
."blishing application
~i" t. W itb a friend ly
~ .l ge r of a margarita
" nging in the ba l an~,
",ghtBrain released itS " • .;gall", tfJrvugh . calend.ar io "'V with WIoat'.
'1;,eUp page-layout pro- Happenlnc's .... phic .. dl$play.
,,,m on October 27, while Altformats to support drag-and-drop
:,' shipped Vinuoso, an illustradISplay of non-native iOlilge files
. '" package, two days I.ter.
intO graphics and illustration apWhile it was RightBrain Presiplications_The program allows
,,"' Glenn Reid who WOD the
image files from PCs, ~1acs, and
'K< drink, both companies - as
Sun systems to be easily lffiported
" II as NeXT publishing users over a netwo rk into NeXTSTEP
bJd reason to celebrate. The $795 programs.
r"'teUp is a iull-featured design
RigbtBrain: 415 /326-2974.
·r-I I.yout package providing soAlts}'s: 2141680-2060. Adama>hlSticared text-handling, drawing
cion: 510/452-5252 . Baccbus:
" Is, and layout fearures . Virtu3101820-9145.
>II, which lists for .$695, com-'lfIes powerful drawing, text, and
!,,,duccion capa bilities.
"These are tbe apps tbat kick
j j our first foray intO graphic
by ELI O T B E RG SON
"" and des ign, a market thar
" couldn't address previously,"
Regens burg, Germany ,.J Julie Saffren, NeXT develIVJSION, a new, ambitious
'l"'r advocate.
entry in the NeXT publish,\mong the other shipping
ing field from tms GmbH,
",ducts in October:
began shipping last month
• Adamation's Wha t's Happenin Germany. An interna, I\. $295 per user, a networked
tional release of the applicahcduling applica tion that comtion, which has a suggested
1nCS extenswe features for workretail price of about $3500,
11111p calendar management. The
IS due in 1993.
' ''gram, which displays sched1VISION lets users incorh in eight individual and gcoup
porate data from trad.i nonal DT P
,,"s, is built on rap
sources, as well as from sound,
I "'rver da tabase technology.
video, and o ther multimedia in• Image Agent, $99 from Bacputs . Three programs, which can
h." which COD"erts graphics-file

*

e c au ~('

~c clcd

I
01

in in g
ctivity.

. Oil

Redwood City, CA - NeXT's
new ADB (Apple Desktop Bus )
kel'board is causing problems
for some applications, according
to developers and users. The
programs appear to be a small
minority of exist ing applications
that use device-dependent key·
board character codes, which are
differen t between NeXTs old
and new keyboards.
"It's a mess," sa}'s Chris Chau·
via, product manager for co· Xis!,
an X Window server sold by Pen·
com Software. Other affected
programs include Exe.:utor, Soft·
PC, and WordPerfecr.
"Three of the four programs,
Executor, SoirPC, [and] co-XiS!,
are emulato rs that have to pass
key codes to tbe programs running in their environmellts ~ II sa id
Clifford T. Matthews, president
of Abacus Research and Develop-

TMS offers vision for DTP

VeXT 3-D market expands
t

ard fOT

GARFINKEL

L EE

SHERM A N

\\'0 new 3- D modelers, Intuitiv'
Il and Tesseract, ba ve joined the
.., of applications tbat take ad.mage of NeXTSTEP 3.0's
DlUt.
"3-D is an emerging te<hoolo, that will marore into a solution
'I!r time," said Ronald Weiss~

.co, director of strategic markets
; eXT. "Those apps rbat best
'-f' ne solutions for customers will
" c the best chance o f succted'~..,
IntuitiY' 3D Professional, from
""-based Cub'x Systemes, is a
'>"I STEP ' .rsion of a modeler
' '''dy a v.da ble on a variety of
IrKstations.
1'0 ship by year's end for
00, Intuitiv' 3D includes tbe
luitive' 3D Engine and 3D

PostScripr Fonr Module, a long
with a full modeler_ The program
hopes to establish the NeXT as a
serious contender for preparing
3-D gr aphics and special effects
for film and video .
A preliminary version of T esseract, a 3-D modeler and animator from Rel ief Consulting and
Development of Tacoma, Washington, shipped in October for
an introductory price of $229. A
free upgrade to Version 1.0, which
will sell for $399, is due this month.
The software offers drag-andd rop shapes and light sources, as
weU as the capability ro generate
new sbapes by extruding and rorating complex splioes. A special
feature of Tesseract lets you group
v.rious shapes to form new shapes
tha, can be added to an ex panda ble object palette.

*

also be purchased separately as
shrinkwrapped applications, lie
at the beart of tbis "modular
platform for electronic publishing" : CRANACH image-manipulation software; LANSTON, a
layout-and-design application
iliar offers full object-oriented typographical control; and MANIT,
a vector-graphics and Bezierpoint too l.
1 VISION also includes tools
for bar-code generation, printparameter determination and calibrariofl, and autotrace capabjlities, as well as upda te serVlCCS for
ooe year. In addition, software
d"vers for the Mon tage FR2 film
recorder and HP ScanJet ITc have
JUSt been introduced and are sold
separa tely.
The company will offer the
modules and tools in any combi""tiOD. All modules a re compatible wi th NeXTSTEP 3.0 and can
be customized.
trrIS GmBH can be reached at
Dr.-Gessler-Srr. 10, 8400 Regensburg, Germany, or 49/94 1/951.63
(voice and fax ) or admin@tmsgmbh.de.

*

ment, maker of Executor. 'While
it's true that NeAl has a porta ble
interface to tbe keyboard, it only
has a portable character-code intedace, and not a portable keycode interface. "
Tbe current versions of co-Xist
and WordPerfect have beell' ~p
dated. lnsignia Solutions is offering a free patch fo r its current
sh ipping version of Soft PC aDd
plans to fold the upgrade into future versions of the program, said
Sophia Jones, a techn.ieal-support
representative. Likewise, Abaeus
has distributed a program that
can patcb current versions of ExecutOr and HFS-XFer.
" It's a tOugh problem, given that
the emulators wam to be ab le to

direccJy deal with the keyboard,"
said Brett Bachman, NeXT's direc·
tor of sofrware p roduct marketing.
"Our primary strategy is to get the
large body of applications - everything but th.e emulators - to work
lvith the character interface instead
of the key-code interface. Our experience has been that 99 percent
of them already do tbat. "
According to technical documentation, NeXTSTEP p.rovides
programmers with device-independent and "device-dependent"
codes for when a key is depressed
or released. NeXTSTEP '486 will
likely present developers with a
third set of deYice-dependeot codes,
upping the incennl'e for usmg the
new codes in future applications.

*

Higher ed focus at Educom
Baltimore - NeXT's business
customers have recently taken
ptiority over bigher-education
computing managers, but the
3000 campus buyers who attended the annual EDUCOM conference in October stit! represent a
big cbunk of NeXT's revenue.
NeXT had faculty demonstrate
NeXT-based curricula in cheir

booth, where it handed out more
than 1000 copies of its NeXT
Education Software Sampler
CD-ROM.
"This year we focused OD whar
is being done today on campuses
rather chaD showing only future
promises," said David Spitzler,
NeXT's manager of higher education marketing. - D.'" L. YIN

DBKit Compatible
Real Time Data Feeds
Reads 1-2-3®and

Excel~

Files

Executes Lotus®Macros
$499 Single User
$99 Educational
A vail able from NeXTConnection
,\nd NeXT Resellers
Corporate Customers Contact:
A thena Design, Inc.
17 Saint Mary's Court
Boston, MA 02146 USA
1.617.734.MESA (6372)
fax 1.617.734.1130
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Our Apps Benefit
From the Best Advice
In the World:
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Yours.
Before we sat down to develop Diagram!2, we took a very
important first step. We listened. You see, all Lighthouse
apps have a built-in suggestion panel, and we've been
receiving user feedback ever since we first shipped Diagram!
So when it came time to think about new features and
enhancements, we looked to the people who really knew our
products best- you, our customers.
From process charts to dataflows, org cbarts to missioncritical custom app designs, you've been putting Diagram!
through its paces. Through your suggestions, you've also
been creating Diagram!2.

NeXT bas SOUl
dilferent count
1$ in the local I

You asked for rotation, object and text rulers, finer label
control, and even a file format readable by your custom
applications. Diagram!2 will deliver all of that, and more of
the power and flexibility which makes Diagram! the bestselling graphiCS app for NeXTSTEP.
For a limited time, Diagram! \1\111 be available for $249 ( a
savings of $80). Of course, upgrades will be available at a
substantial discount to registered users. It's our way of saying
thanks for all of your help. You did a great job.
Keep up the good work.

Diagram! 2"
The Power of Suggestion
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BE RGS ON

,"" re rda m, T he Netherla nds Partners (OP), a joint
,",ure between H o lla nd's largest
' tXTcenrer a nd a UNIX sys, ~" c-cnv e

:rIlIs-.integrarion firm , signed an
"teemem with NeXT Computer
I ~ "'pe in Octo ber to pro vide
"lining for developers, Ne XT·
,,/1 ler personne l, and end us ers,
OP jo ins partoers in Swi tzer.oJ, Sweden, Germany, Austr ia,
.t.l11ce, and the United King dom
1Iltiering classes across the enNeXT curriculum, including
k,'eloper Camp and NeXT,[loP 3,0 system ad ministrati on ,
· Our goal is to have busi ness
,mners w ho ha ,,-e a commercial
_",I for doing train ing on NeXT,"
Jld f rarn; Vi nk, NeXT's Euro:-<an training coordinator. "This
,,'lII me reial go al gives the best
"M ing ava ilable, because fo r
" Ill it is a prod uct a nd they try
,,, ,,,II it the best they can. This
"..Jrantees qual ity. "
"', fa r, par tners have been
f <fy ha pp y . bour the dema nd"
< NeXT rr ai m ng, Vi nk said ,
.,XT has soug bt parrners in rhe
blierent countries to teach CO urs, 111 the local langua ges, "We

,e

us ed to want trainers wb o spoke
three or four languages but it was
.mpossible. They are n' t ava ilable
in high numbers, and that led to
a ve ry centra lized sjeuation i~
NeXT Euro pe," Vink said.
That, a long with localiza tion
issues for software and the differences in cukure l made the centra ]~
ized training elioIT a b.d strategy,
Vi nk explained . "We ha ve to
know that in Sweden, for example, one teseller will accept that
another resdler does ttaining,
They will cont inue to cooperate
with each o ther. In France, that is
OOt poss ible."
As they have done at o ther centers, trainers from NeXT Europe
wiU coteach courses umil OP's
staff .s fully q ualified to offer the
course independently . The integration fum a lread y provides con·
suiting, system-inregra tion, custom·application development, and
software products for N eXT customers In indosuies as diverse as
finance~ ceJecommunk acions: insura nce, manufacturing, and government.
OP will offer classes at its new
sta te-of-the-art trainin g facility 111
nearby Uithoorn or at customer
sites, as the need arises. ~

Pencom nabs top exec
'f

ng

D .'\N

by

DAN

L A

v IN

Redwood City, CA - Following
the Octo ber departure o f Vice
President of Mar keting M ike
Slade, ' eXT reorganized its marketlng organization,
Product m arketing functions
have ~n moved intO rhe individual prod uct gro ups in an effort to
create tighter coordina tion between
ma rketing'Spr oduct specifications
and the development reams,
Brett Bachman , directo r of
softwar e product m arketing, has
moved with bis group into the
software pro duct di vision, while
nard ware product m arketing,
under tbe d irectio n o f acting
mana get Ken Jo.chims, is now
parr of NeXT's hardware divisio n. Vertical markets l event
pla nn ing, a nd corporare communications rem ain WIthin the CO[porate maLketing depar tment.
N eXT is recruiting for the positions of vice-pr esident of corpo·
tate marketing and d irecto r of
hardware prod uct mar ke ting (see
the sidebar, "To p jobs still vacant
at N eXT"),
Slade, who had been a t N eXT
since M ay 1991, is best kno wn
for bu.ilding a unified marketing
strategy aro und miss ioo-cr itkal
custo m a pplications, H e leaves
to be vice-president o f special
projects for Pa ul Allen's persona l
stali, where he wi ll direct strategic planning for the M icros oft cofo under's extensive bigh-tec h in-

R U BY

Doors open to

" " ; n, TX - W . Fraok Kmg, tbe
'''ner head o f development for
'IUs Development and IBM 's
:monal comp ute r div ision, was
'Hed president of Pen com Soft" e, the fast-growing open·
'~(ems services com pany.
Among irs various specialties)
n ~om IS

NeXT realigns marketing

an

NeXTmail

Importa nt

,XTedge service provide r and
',XTST EP software develo per.
" ing, the company a dds an in" Il'y Veteran who has played a
lding ro le in rbe evolution of
,"ibuted computi ng, W hile at
\ ( in 1987, he he lped nego tiate
• agreement with NeXT to port
rXTSTEP to th e RS/6000, He
" pres ided over the develo p11t of Lotus Improv ,
'We thought N.XTSTEP
'<lId be the leading applicanon
!'t etopmenr environment. 10 my
~ment, tha t VIew turn ed out to
lOHect, " Kmg said. "It happens
n NeXTSTEP is the en viron', nt I use o n my desk every day,·

Po ncom Presldonl Fraak King has long
ties wilh NeXT.

King said he would foc us Pea·
co m 's business on operating-systems integra tion\ advanced input!
output) downsizing, and distributed-transaction processing. By rargeting the open-system s UNO<
matket, Peoeoms ho pes to help
c ustom ers exploit emerging te~h.
no logies. ~

San Francisco - Soon you'll be
a b1.e to send NeXTmaiI, complete
wi th Ric h Text and attachments,
to us ers on othe r UNIX system s
and persona l com puters,
NeXT a nd T be Boston Software W orks (SSW) will POrt
BSW's InterO FFICE Message Excbange softwa re to NeXTS1U,
T be softwa re will tra ns pa rently
connect NeXT mail with mail systems run ning 00 PCs, worksra·
d ons, and m ainfIames.
.. Our custo mers use their
N eXT systems in computing enviro nments wi th a va riery of e-mail
systems. BSW's product will aUow
them to integrate NeXTmail with
o ther systems," said NeXT President Peter van Cuylenburg.
S,te licenses for the BSW softWare are $12,500, Availa bility will
be a nno Wlced in early 1993 , \t

vestme nts.
Ba c hm an has
a l re ady reo rga .

Three.part harmony
NeXT marketing divided by lu nction

~-

n lzed software
m a r k eti n g in to
fi ve ke y pr oduc t
areas: N eXTST EP
an d d a t ab a se in tero per abi li ty ,
N eXTST EP '486,
(orporllle
Hardware
Soh ware
development env iDivision
Division
ron ments t gro upVertical mori<els
Hordwore
Sohwore
w are and w ork So~1 programs
procilKl
prodoo
grou p productivlt y
Matcom
morlceiing
mori<eling
a pplicat ions, w d
ime rnational.
In o ther reo rg news:
temporarily Overseen by T odJ
Rulon-Ivtiller, vice-president of
• Tbird parry a dvocates with
North American sales,
tbe exception of Tim Kr eps in
• Ron Weissman, director of
Netwo rking a nd Ro b Po or in Dever tical markets, will cODtinue to
veloper Tools move to the softIna na ge ,'ertica l markets.
ware product di visio n under D i• Ju lie Welch, directo r of
rector Donna Simonides ,
marketing programs, wiU now
• Developer su pporr mo ves to
oversee corporace communicathe so[tv.'are prod uct d ivisio n
tions and events, in a dd ition to
under Director Ken Spinna geL
sales programs. ~
• C orporate ma rketing is being

Top jobs still vacant al NeXT
da te . Former Vice I'r .ide nt
M ike Sla de and NeXT PrcsiT ne recell r mat kctil1g reo rgo IIi·
dell t PCter " '" Cu ylcnberg both
were interviewed an d wtloed
za tio n highlig hts the Dumber
fo, ml) r~ tha n ·a vea r before
o f senio r pos itions un fiUcd
their fi rst d y un 'rh • job.
at NeXT, Sllme of wh ich hove
Iloth the SO{Twa re " osition
re ma ined open fo r as long as
and tbe vice. president of COt eighr months'.
po rate ma rketing slot v~c. ted
Mos t prominenr is the p(lsib,' Slade in October have scatS
tion of vicc - p re~ id el1t and
o~ eXT , decision mn ki ng
ge nera l ma nage r of th e ne'l'ly
po licy bOMd,
etea ,cd soft' ''" re p roducts
NeXT has a Iso been rec ruitd ivisio n, NeXT CEO Ste"~
ingcand ida tes to re place Curtis
.lo bs has bee n persona ll y mn,nSasaki in the IllIrdwarc prod uct
"gulS th e d ivisio n since Bud
ma.rJ<e ti ng group since he lefr [(J
Tri bble's de par tu re in JUlie,
join General M agic in March
It has no t h«11 unusuol f(1f
NeXT to rak e . lo ng ti me to (ill - o f tb i ye"r. Ken Joachlllls has
been acting 3 S manager of ha(JIts senio r pnsitio!1s, w ith lo ng
wa re 111~ rkcri ng in the hard·
cou rtShIP "nJ interview p'uW~lrt division until a director IS
CeSSe. the no rm in the compa"l"~ que< t for the pe rfect cand ifOl1nd· 1t

by

o ~~

L AVIN

Tutoring tomorrow's traders
Pittsburgb - NeXT is among a
gro up of co mpanies sponsoring
a new program fo r C arnegie M ellon University graduate business
students designed to teach the
fundamenta ls of jnternational Hnance and trad ing,
T he cornersto ne o f the Finan·
cial Analysis and Security T r ading (FAST I program is the trading [oom, where students wor k
wi th the larest tec hn ology and

access r ' .I -,i me data from Wa n
Street a ud II1du\ try-iruo rmao on
networks.
Accord illg to p rogram creators
Profe ..",., J"hll O'Brien and Sanjay 5 rivast L1 Va, FAST is I : like a
fliglu sjlH l1 ia tof," aUowing business studeo ts to do an ything a
W a U Street trade r can do, The
only difference is tha t the eammg's
an d losses a re simulated roo."
- C ON N IE.

GUG L I E L MO
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Today Toshiba's IIrr. " There n.,
When you
Extra High Density ill""!til ofsupply."
purchase a NeXT™
the pri'
tier
disks are the standard "5ecl'l1dary
computer, one Extra
Jetpl.lce - com
for performance and
High Density disk
like Ne;
In earl y Nov
reliability. A standard NeXTCoooecti
comes with it
other manufacturers
The only ED
reas"" behind t
will be pursuing for years .was !uld that "
disk good enough for
,]enl has unpo'
to come.
~1rt.s. and esse.
the NeXT generation
Available
individually,
OOublcd.
"
of computers.
But accord in
or in boxes of five or ten, Dcpnrtment St.
Toshiba's Extra
we've made it easy for you ~rta"ffs have I
High Density disk with
to follow NeXTs cue when ramie Mae
2.88MB of formatted
OU
buy
another
Extra
High Density disk
::ing obje,
storage (4MB unformatted) .
for
Y
Just make the Toshiba ED disk your NeXT lddin
I'll implement.
Toshiba developed barium ferrite as a
' that Ne)
And your NeXT.
'Ulr.,se was un,
recording medium more than 14 years ago. We
And your NeXT.
ce upon prOI
invented the revolutionary perpendicular recording
Call
1-800-843-21
08
for
the
name
and
number
:Sli
l:I~~as~~)
technology that goes with it And, more impor0+
the
Toshiba
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nearest
'\lou
orfiorfi'flSter
delivery,
~c
'486 impl'
tantly, we created a whole new standard in disk
'.I
J'
,
.fJ!twehavealt
"tn't perceived
manufacturing to match this new media tedmology. contact a dealer• listed below.
1to anything.
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Lrsers debate DBKit problems
I'

E L' OT

B E RGS ON

~ ,dwoo d City,

CA - Trying to

ddre" tbe concerns of malor cus: ,01e" who nave reported signifj(.I II' problems with NeXTSTEP
1.0" innovative DBKit, NeXT
.,Ik-d together important users
'IId developers for a meeting here
~1I\'ember 13. The meering also
.It witb issues regarding the fu re lease of NeXTSTEP 4.0.
According to sources, repre~n .. rives from UBS Securines,
he William Morris Agency, Unit·
,J I'a rcel Service, Phi bra Energy,

,u'"

Irilliams Telecommunications,
hr,' National Bank of Chicago,
ll",e.ctive Technologies, and srra,,~ IC independent developers met

·" Iet NeXT kno w about real-life
" perienees with the troubled de.dupment kit. The agenda cov."J important aspeas of database

/!AM

[fR OM PAO' I )

1(fQre the announcement to

$599

October 23. By November 5,
." price for the same upgrade
, JS $796 .
"There is noth ing that merits
'II

foshiba's
)ensity
standard
ce and

andard
urers
for years

lividually,
or ten,
for you
~ when

d number
r delivery,

,h.\[ kind of increase, " said Garber. 'T here has been no change
",he supply." Garber blames
rno"t of the pnce increases an [he
's<coodaIY tier" of tbe cbip marl" plaee - companies that sell to
"",lets like N eXTConnection .
In early oyember, a caller to
\'<XTConnectioo, asking for the
"!'n'ion behind the price increase,
••" told that "the lederal govern " "t bas imposed a tariff on im,urts, and essemially pr ices have
doubled. "
Ilur according ro a Commerce
lIc partme nt statement, no fines
",arills have been imposed. "As

Fannie Mae

[..OM ..c, .!]

<ITlbrac ing object-orienred [pro~,'mming] for analysis, design,
lid implement.oon," said WeISS,
i ling iliar NeXT's software ad·
·lIItage was undercut by ilS depen·tnce upon proprietary hardwaIe.
'Or that reason, Weiss is strongly
'L<I$ldering NeXTSTEP '486.
The '486 implementatioo makes
'I1rc we have alternatives - that we

"' n't perceived as locking people
\(0 anythiog."
\Veiss is evaluating other '486
lerating systems, although with
t-JS enthusiasm . "We're not p-ro·typing anything rea l on [Win~"'s] NT or Solaris, although we
'" doing some prorotypes in a
or-netmal UNIX enviIonmenr."
Fannie Mae has roughly 2000
'Iatel-based workstations" - gen 'lill y '386 or '486 compulers
''nomg DOS or Windows - and

ada prers, imerfaees, and modeling.
"There are some bugs that people have found, but for the most
parI noth ing tha t doesn' t have a
worka r ound," said Margaret
Cban, manager of sonwar e prodUCt marketing. Chan said NeXT
is already working on an upda ted
version of tbe OS, which will include changes to DBKit form ulated from the meeting and other
customer feedback (see "NeXT
plans 3. 1 f"dor buggy OS")_
Developers ha ve encounted
problems popularing empty databasesi inserting r~cords into
data base record lists; fo rm aning
in DBTa bleView; creating compound keys in DBModder; performing joms; connecting to butcons! switches and browsers; and
memory allocation.
One SOurce said rha t deve lopers are probably going along with

a re.uk of the preliminary fUlding, the U.S. Customs Service will
require a cash deposit Or bond
equal to the estimated weigbtedaverage dumping margin on
DRAMs from the Republic of
Korea, n the sta tement said. A
fina l determination is not expected until March 1993.
Because of this, chip prices which sometimes fluctuate more
than some srocks - are up again.
As a result, Garber expects that
companies will be more hesitant
about pu rchasing memory. That
cOllld make upgrades to NeXTSTEP 3 .0 more painful and costly
for NeXT users, since the new
operating system requires a
minimwn of four additional
megabytes of D RAM for performance SImilar to tbat achieved
witb NeXT STEP 2. 1. ~

X T VI

x

the process because NeXT IS attempting someth ing very difficult:
placing" an a bsuact layer over
disparate data types." It's a "hard
th' ng to ge, your arms around, "
ano ther developer acknowledged.
He added that these issues may
disappear with a new file system
planned for NeXTSTEP 4.0.
"Now tbat 'eXT has a dopted rhe
ODI [Objective Design object-oriented data base] standard," he
said, "you have to believe [DBKit]
wi 11 go farther and far ther and
deeper and deeper. 4.0 will give
' eXT 18 months 01 experience."
T haI may leave SOme de velopers waiting. "Long¥terID issues
have been discussed, bur we can't
turn them around overnight, "said
Cban, adding tha t N eXT's suategy centered around "sbort·rerm
bug fixes , medium-range iteration
cbanges, and long-term 4.0 coocerns."

ThI rd paIties have been fi lling
the need for adapters lor some
time; PenUltimate joined the crowd
in October with DBConnect for
lngres. One financial developer
said he sees a day when companies could possibly uade adapters
to the kit, " especially if it CUtS
development time."
Bur not all developers waor to
wai t. "[The kitl bas lots of it-justdo n' t-work stuff. I get the feeling
DBKit is a researcb pro bjoct and
N eXT bas gotten a lot of people
to

A

Questor puts new spin on
traditional spreadsheets
by

LEE

S H E RMA N

Stockholm, Sweden - Add another p rogr am to rbe ust 01 spreadsbeers for the NeXT. Questor, a
cooventional matrix-based spreadsheet along the lines of Microsoft
Excel and Lotus 1-2-3, is d ue
from Xantnus [otemational in
Ma rch.
Named lor the ancient Roman
official most concerned with Hnancial administration, Questor
can both import files and run
macros from Lotus 1-2-3. Other
features ioclude in- line cell editing, a full scnpting language, and
Object Links to other applications.
Where Improv took advantage
of the NeXT platform to deliver
a new paradigm for financial
ana lysis, Q ue.tor, which will seU
for $595, uses NeXTSTEP to
bring unprecedented program-

ming and Hoking capabilities to
the fa miliar model.
"They took an o bject-oriented
paradigm and extended it to make
a spreadsheet tool that works the
way the other spreadsheets do,"
said Ronald Weissman, director 01
straregic markets for NeXT.
Questor will go head to bead
w ith Athena Design's Mesa, [0formix's Wingz, and App.oft Solution in the emerging market fo r
traditional spreadsheet s on the
NeXT .
Other new products introdu.ced
by Xanthus include Grapbity, a
$495 charting and busmessgraph;cs application that can be
used with Questor or as a standalone application; and SplitBu.ilderlReceiver, a $95 applicat ion that allows large rues ro be
split into several parIS and reassembled on the other end. ~
Questor
prorides II
f1dIscripi.

1118100"'"'" and
oaRIUII

Lolus l -Z,
3 macros.

participate," one source said. f

anotber 300 " UNIX-based workstations," Weiss said. Berween

800 and 1000 computers are rep laced each year to keep up witb
new rechnology .
Last month, InfoWoTld columnist Ro bert Cnngely reponed
that Sun M icrosysterns' President
Scott McNealy had made a per sonal visit to Fannie Mae's Washington headquaners to sell them
on Sun's Solaris 2.0 operatin g
system for '486 computers. Instead, Crlngel)' stated, Fannie
Mae had decided to go with
NeXTSTEP.
Fannie Mae buys or insures
mOrtgages from banks and other
lenders and resells them as securities. The company manages $500
billion in mortgages - app roximately ooe-se\'enrb of the home
mortgages in the United Sta,es,
said Weiss. ~
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'486

C'ontl

'486 version share a bout 95 per-

..

uacl

using Fr3meMak~r. The 164page training guide ~el l s for
$16.95 and includes chaftS, i\IUSl r3ljoos, and traimng te mplates. Contact the Trimarkcl
COnlpan)' at 800/444-2524.
eXI. 185.
NeX'( has made available lin
R"rJ:1) (iocllment aOnlainins
a briet desr;ription and workalouod (or a 3.0 work~pa~e
hug . fftctin)! th~ Ejoet option
in the Di Ie menu. It is n '·ail·
able via anonymous FTP at
NeXT. OM (129. 18.1.21 in
the /publBinarics d irecrory a s
O iskEj cctFix.comprcsscd. It
wi ll un compress into an RTFD
documcnr"ihat includes the c,,·
ecurable program and a d~
scriplion of how to iamli it.
lmuil i.c

Edge shipped NR'VI.

rhe Numbered Extension Man·
ager NF.M last month. a 529
objeCt for NeXTSTE.P that lets
user,; Wisign a uniguc'number [0
directories. NEM o ffers nn easy
way for user~ to creatc U11ique
filenames - a II " l'Crs ba ve to do
is i nclude the directory number
nnywhere in Ibe filcn:unc - and
a quick way ro $('arch for files
within numbered directories.
NEM is avail. ble from Inruith 'e
Edg~. f·m.il: N£M@lntu iliv.
Edge.com; or 614/-299-2781.
Highland, Digital. " N eX
VAR, is doing its bit to promote
NeXTSTEP 3.(). The compAIlY
I~st montb began sponsoring
Boot Camp, a free 3.0 upgrade
sen?Ce ar its facility in Po lo
Alto, Cal iforn iA. l-ligWand will
give users aCcess to rhe hard.
ware alld media to ena ble them
to upg rad e their systems, Use rs
mll.st have" proof of purchase
for the 3.0 upgrade, ond rhe
offN is limiled to one SYSlem
per IIst<1mer. Con mer H,ighland for all ppointme m" l

4 151493-8550_
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cellt of the same cooe as 3.0,
"our produ ction rdease will be
based 00 some sort of fixed 3.0,"
said Baclunao.
Not a ll Intel use" will have to
wa it unti l t he second qua rter for
NeXTSTEP. Bachman said that
there will be a strategic-developer
re lease of NeXTSTEP '486 in the
first quarter of 1993. The release
shou ld enable developer s to port
Iheir appl ications, so there will be
software available at the time of
the general reJease. Large corporate sites will a lso receive the
ea rly release 10 get a jump on
custom-application development.

3.1

IFROM P., G' l J
M any de veloper s have been a f·
fecred by the bugs in 3.0 , bur
workarounds have been fOW1.d
for al l major £laws ta date, ac·
co rding to Chan. As a general
ru le, NeXT is nOI planning to
distribure palcbes io advance o f
tbe 3.1 release.
While a " majoriry" of users
have upgraded to 3.0, according
to Chan, many la rge corp orate
CuSIOmers ba ve dec ided go slowI}' . "We baven't convened to 3.0

n

x

R

NeXT develo pers expect ro
ta ke a dvantage o f the extra lime
to broaden tbe range of dev ices
tha I will work w ith Ihe new
software. While many '486 PC
owners will be able to simply
load and run NeXT5TEP, separale de" ice d rive rs will need to
be written for tb e many input
devices, output' devices, and
video standards supported in the
PC arena . In general, the mo re
devices an operating system supporls. the betler, though it is unclear w hat specific req ui remenls
'486 CllStomers will have. NeXT
will a lso enhance the ' 486 implement-anon's built-in suppOrt for
DOS and Windows. ~

yet. Generally t we wait' to see
how any new softwa re r elease
from ao y company shakes out
before installing it~ II said Vinnie
A.nnuz iata, pres.den t of Gr eenwich, Connecticut- based me2
Te~hoologies , a spinoff of energy
giam Phibro Ene rgy.
According to NeXT, 3.1 wiU
undergo beta tesling before being
ship ped. T he company has not
decided wbether Or not it will
cbarge for the improved new reo
lea se . •

Millennium IFROM "

GE 1]

Explorer. a program
[or clipping news ar'
ticles and e· mail meso
sages that was shown
la st ye a r a l eXTWORLD Expo b UI
never released.
NoteBook's inler·
face is modeled on
a spir a l nOle book,
with tabs, indexes t
and animated nun ing
pages. Informa ti on is
organized in outline
fo rm. an d th e pro ·
gram offers .11 t be
u,sual fealures of oulli ne processors. Bu t
ulllike o ther o utl in ers, every cell o f in- NoteBook'. dynamic Indu i.g 1>0",>115 ' ..y reiOOt!!If
formation is actively random dab.
indexed by eigb t . ttr ibutes. Users can ins tantly recall
"NoteBonk t, lor 31lyune IOt)k.
information from a notebook by
ing to enh<:l n,:I' ,U1d l'nrich tbr irt,
text, dale, date changed, priority,
formation thc~ work with e\'rr)
or other characteristic.
day, " said SI. OI I t (H I', [he (UTfltef
Millennium expects that user s
NeXT dev el"p("( .hl "I)cor. wh" 'I
will create notebooks to manage
now ~1il1eI1111 t1fl1', prc."ideru.
e-mail and fax clippings, grou p·
Whi le rh e I"" ,eI ...1"" of N"tc'
project informalion, DOtes , and
Book does n 'I, "upl'orr mllhllL~r
stralegic in.relligence. While il proaccess, Secrilll' ' ' o! Tltltctl(lI,h .c.an
vides lo-do and address· book funcbe packaged I 1 .. "I'''~C hundl,··
tions, NoteBook is not intended
for sharing ". f It iIlh~lr U!Jl'r"
to co mpete wi lb dedicated calenMillenni u,,: Ull h. rcachtd.iI
dar Or Rnlodex-hke programs .
415/321-37 -"i. ~

Alight jn.the National RecoIID.aissance ()fIjce
oW ,eo,le rna, ha.. "ollced It I. th. ,r ••• loellol hu.bab. bul
thor. II w•• cl•• r as day I. tho New YOlk TI .... o. Ho..",ber 3: a
fll l'pa,e wrlte.up on Ille preYioHiy little· kIowa Nellonal Recon·
n.I.... c. OHlce, compl.t. with. N.XTolalloo T...... i. the ,hotol r.ph
01 dlr•• lor Marti. Fal".·' P•• la,on olll.e.
A. Am.rlc. w•• t to the polls. Lt. S.III' •• •• aell .. mailbox .... !JII.
ins up hot. HIli t he m....' •• wore people in Ihe Afeocy _,hilt th.t
Director G. t •••• call ror op •• n... had .0 qulckl, c .... to 1.1• . TIl.
other ha ll w.r. f,I •• d. I. lito N.XT com",u.lty .x.
p, ... lag pleasure Ih.1 J8m • • Wool ••,.. Inl.,ag•• c,
report had op •• ed the doo, to wide, ••• 01 the
NRO' . tab.loa. Ima,l., techlololY.
The next day, with Presidcnt.. eloct ell"ton In
s.cluloR lu Lillie Rock. Ihe Irr ••• co bllil, 01 lb.
chang. bepn 10 181 In. Gat•• w.. ..,ndln, word , •• 1
he would .oon .nnounce his retirement, and the
buzz arou.d th. corrldoro wa. tIoal Wool .. y .1....11
might be II II •• for OCt.
Th.re ....,.d 11111. doubl tbat t ho $6 billion
NRO, wilit lis KH·l1 and L.erona reeonnalsllIn Cle
• al.mt .. BAd u.parallelod co .. p"t.r~m• .cl.g c.pa·
bility. was abo.t to b. laid open to th II.r. 01 pub·
IIc scr utiny. Ito traditional •• cret ..1001 on co.ld .0
10Rfer , ustlr, unlim Ited bud.els. lis .onlcot woul.
aeed t,o be shlred with .other l0ll',,.meat .nd commetclll ex perts: map.akers, Clllm.te elpert5, en.l ..
rom•• ntal p'.nlleN, a nd Aarcotlc. ageJlI •. TllIII's whit Wool ..", re ..
por1 hid called for • • d now the 10. " .. going to 'un tbe h.• Rhou.e.
Other ad",lnlstrallou h... come and ••••• TIll. Ih•• thlo,. mlshl

F

Red .. ood CIty bolplng St.,.'. people p.1 to~etb.r • killor demo 0' off·
th.·shelf Wi.dows . " . ru •• log .t .atl •• Iplteds under NeXTSTEP '481,
o. tIoa bl.. k·hardw... olde, SoftPC 3.0 looks .,e. ""Iter OD lb.
IlpPJ '0 40 Ih.t NeXT hllbe ••• Ittl., o. the p•• t low months. The
.lIghtly hlCh.r clock .p....
not be all th.' Ilrolllc8.1, but Its 0""
sl.ed on-board Inn11lctiol Cloh. IIts Sofll't'. algorith m like. ha3d In
• "" ••• V• ., fut lad .ex, - at I.a.t ..... r a s Wlndol.. 3.t .nr ,e".
WI", the ree.nl fo<:u, o. so'twar•• NeXT', hard ware dl ,j.lp" hal
""en IIttl. heard 'rom. Now, with S•• • • d HP Ih",..•
I., dow. th. gl • • II.t, 'he pre ... r. I. on. NeXT'. RlSC
workstilion hal lone been 80 open , ecrolj the f,e,,1
•• cret ..... Ih, I.t ••f the Moto rol. 88000 pro •••• or•
Th~ ans-wet Is that It's hlst.oT), and a new eilip ut I.
conflrmed_ Which chip Ii I. S.1Ii1lJ1 i ••• 1 yet p'.'
p.red to ••,. Th.r ..... . tIIl '. 0... IIm ilo 10 _Iao. oil.

".y

Lt. Sullivan

nIYer be t he same,

lunosl at .the . . . .1 o""ld only be cood hIr NolO'. AlrNdy It was coming
off lis _ _ er ..-tor, with ....... I... of 5.2.2 - . . Hopes we...

G

hIP that Dee ......... """'" ..ItIaIIy dose .. the black. ~

Lo.,..

tilt
deal for the lMgest HeXT·
STEP Installation 10 dalt, tell,.I",!Iie 25OO-aait order Ir7 CIorysIer _1.1.
brl.ln, Ih. bl, . umb ..... 01 eourse, I, HeXTSTEP '486... hlch WIS
set 10 eo .. e lur1he, Inlo tht op •• during St.,. Jo b.'. COMDEX a d.
~ug. ..... M11• ....ucot OOIIIIomer.t., WaS dose

t.

I

dress. An engineering t ell lR 'rom Insignia SOIUtiOAs work~d on -site I.

inking of hardware aad software, Suul","
p.... d to consider NeXT'. dlJemn,al. cho.~.'
.. hich ,Ide 01 It. basi n••• to • .I1Ipho.il •• " II J. •
software com,••, th at mtrt k81 reference hard .""~ ••
St... h., ,bled, then its buslna$! model nel d. t •
reflect that, For .ow, NeXT Is sb.ctu red n.s • har.dware compl'n.f . l Ad the entre nchod In,,·~~lh'ler. tIIl",t
to heep It th.t ..
I. 5. 111...•• OpiAlo. ftOlf Is the time 10 bell· .'"
tr ••• lllo •• startln, wllh '. l uecallr.1 ...Iy shlpmenl
01 HemTEP '486. He .. ha,dw. " q•• lollow on la'et, maklnp pp fl>t
mo .... t." dIp hi re~.nu...
•
Yo. hoy. to
wit. I.. 110"', .s Lt. Sulll ••• ha. opined to ~I. . . . .
lin. brethr••• , the A,e.c,. Toke wbot comOl. NRO I. gol ni to be
oh.. lq tec hROlot)' o.hld. Ill. ,bl. ck ".rt.IA. NeXT I. goln, to b. ~h.r.
I....tec h.olo.,. oot.ld. Ito bl •• k hard".re , Thar. Is,,'t a . y choiCe I
you waDt ' ,0 .u r~;Ye t.e 'lew reaJlUes,
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